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THE CENSUS PUBLICATIONS 

THE Census Public~tions for West Bengal, Sikkim and Chandernagore will consist of the 
following volumes. All volumes will be ofl uniform size, demy quarto 8i n X lli":-. . 

Part lA-General Report by A. Mitra, containing the first five chapters of the Report 
in addition to a Preface, an Introduction, and a Bibliography. 609 pages. 

Part IB-Vital Statistics, West Bengal, 1941-50 by A. Mitra and P. G. Choudhury, 
containing a Preface, 60 tables, and several appendices. 75 pages. 

Part IC-General Report by A. Mitra containing the Subsidiary tables of 1951 and the 
sixth chapter of the Report and a n6te on a Fertility Inquiry conducted in 
1950. Some reprints and special notes. A report on the natural resources, 
trades and industries of the State with two bibliographies by Chanchal Kumar 
Chatterjee and Kamal Malumdar. 517 pages. 

Part II-Union and State Census Tables of West Bengal, Sikkim and Chandernagore by 
A. Mitra. 540 pages. 

Part III-Report on Calcutta City by A. Mitra. About 550 pages. 

Part IV-Tables of the Calcutta Industrial Region by A. Mitra. 438 pages. 

Part V-Administrative Report of the Census Operations of West Bengal, Sikkim. 
Chandernagore and Calcutta City: Enumeration: by A. Mitra. 96 pages. 

The Tribes and Castes of West Bengal-edited by A. Mitra, containing 1951 tables of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in West Bengal. A monograph on 
the Origin of Caste by Sailendranath Sengupta, a monograph on several 
artisan castes and tribes by Sudhansu Kumar Ray, an article by 
Professor Kshitishprasad Chattopadhyay, an article on Dharmapuja by 
Sri Asutosh Bhattacharyya. Appendices of Selections from old authorities 
like Sherring, Dalton, Risley, Gait and O'Malley. An Introduction. 414 pages 
and eighteen plates. 

An Account of Land Management in West Bengal, 1872-1952, by A. Mitra, containing 
extracts, accounts and statistics over the 80-year period and agricultural 
statistics compiled at the Census of HJS1, with an Introduction. 303. pages. 

Fairs and Festivals in West Bengal, by A. Mitra, containing an account of fairs and 
festivals classified by villages, unions, thanas and districts. With a foreword 
and extracts from the laws on the regulation of fairs and festivals. 45 pages. 

District Handbooks for each West Bengal District by A. Mitra. Each volume contains 
an Introductory essay, bringing the old Gazetteer up to date, several 
important appendices,· and about 82 tables, together with a list of ancient 
monuments in each district. Contains also a village directory where the 
J.L. No. of every village, its name, area, total population, numeer of houses, 
number of literates and population classified into eight livelihood classes are 
tabulated. The whole series is expected to be complete by February 1954. 
Each volume will contain about 300 pages (14 volumes). 

A catalogue of the better known ancient monuments of West Bengal by A. Mitra. Will 
contain brief descriptions of extant ancient monuments in each district of 
the State, dating up to 1800, with exact location and present state. 
Translations of all inscriptions found in West Bengal and an account of all 
invasions or conquests of Bengal mentioned in inscriptions. With many 
plates. About 600 pages. 
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INTRODUCING THE DISTRICT 
THE DISTRICT of MaIda is the only district· in the 
State that is composed of one subdivision
Sadar with itsbeadquarters at Englishbazar which 
is the seat of both the district and the subdivision. 
'rhe district covers the police stations of English
bazar, Kaliachak, MaIda, Habibpur, Ratua. 
Manikchak, Kharba, Hari shehan drapur, Gajol 
and Bamangola. The. area of the district accord
ing to the Surveyor General of India in 1951 is 
1,408 sq. 'miles, but according to the Director of 
.Land Records and Surveys, West Bengal 1,392 sq. 
miles. The·to.tal number of mouzas borne on the 
jurisdiction list is 1,802, of which 214 mouzas were 
recorded as uninhabited in the C€flsus of 1951. 
9 mciuzas are included in two towns, leaving a 
balance of 1,577 inhabited rural mouzas or villages. 
The town of Englishbazar is in thana English
bazar and the town of Old MaIda in MaIda police 
station. The more populous town is Englishbazar 
with a population in 1951 of 30,663, followed 
Longo intervaLLo by Old MaIda with a population 
of 4,498. "'Throughout this book a vlllage has been 
equated tp a cadastrally surveyed mouza bear~ 
ing a jurisdiction list number. 

The district was formed of outlying portions 
of the Purnea and Dinajpur districts in 1813. 
At the time of Dr. Buchanan Hamilton (1808-9) 
the present thanas of Gajol, MaIda, Bamangola 
and part of Habibpur were included in the district 
of Dinajpur, and the thanas of Harishchandrapur, 
Kharba, Ratua, Manikchak, Kaliachak were 
included in the district of Purnea. The Maha
nanda at that time formed the boundary between 
Purnea and Dinajpur districts. In the year 1813, 
in consequence of the prevalence of serious crimes 
in the Kaliachak and Shibganj (now in Pakistan) 
than as and on the rivers, a Joint Magistrate and 
Deputy Collector was, appointed at Englishbazar 
with jurisdiction over a number of police stations 
centering on that place and taken from the two 
districts. In 1832 a separate treasury was opened 
in Englishbazar, the following year being that of 
the dis~ontinuap.ce of the Company's trade. In 
1859 a full Magistrate and Collector was appoint
ed. The district was unaffected by the Santal 
Rebellion of 1855 and by the Mutiny of 1857. 
Up to 1876 the district formed part of the Rajsahi 
Division but between 1876 and 1905 the district 
formed part of the Bhagalpur Division. In 1905 

J i ). 

the district was transferred from the Bhagalpur 
Division to the Rajsahi Division on the formation 
of the Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 
In 1912 the Partition of Bengal was annulled and 
the district continued to be in Rajsahi Division 
of Bengal up to 1947. In August 1947 the district 
was affected by the Partition. Between the 12th· 
and 15th of August 1947 the fate of the district 
as to which side it shouJd go, to East Pakistan 
or to India, was undecided, because the announce
ment of the Partition Award of Sir Cyril Radcliffe 
did not make this point clear. During tJ;lese few 
days the district was under a Magistrate of East 
Pakistan. When the details of the Radcliffe 
A ward was published the district came over to 
West Bengal, on the 17th of August 1947. 'l'he 
details of the Radcliffe A ward are as follows: 

From that point the line shall run along the boundary 
between the following thanas: 

Balurghat and Panchbibi; Balurghat l}nd Joypur
hat; Balurghat and Dhamairhat; Tapan and 

~ Dhamairhat; Tapan and Patnitala; Tapan and 
Porsha: Bamangola and Porsha; Habibpur and 
Porsha; Habibpu~ and Gomostapur; Habibpur and 
Bholahat; MaIda and Bholahat; Englishbazar and 
Bholahat; Englishbazar and 'Shibganj; Kaliachak 
and Shibganj; to the point where the boundary 
between the two last mentioned thanas meets the 
boundary between the districts of MaIda and 
Murshidabad on the river Gan&!es. 

'the line shall then turn south-east down the river 
Ganges along the boundary between the districts of 
MaIda and Murshidabad: Ra,ishahi and Murshidabad; 
Rajshahi and Nadia ...... . 

As a result of this award the area of the district 
was reduced from 2,004 square miles to its present 
area. The district was deprived of the than as. 
of Sibganj, Nawabganj, Bholahat, Nachol and 
Gomostapur which according to the census of 
1941 contained a population of 388,303. Follow
ing the Partition two notifications were issued on 
the district of MaIda. These two' notifications are 
noted below: 

Notification No. 9482 Jur., dated "27th September 1947 
regarding formation of district MaIda after partition 
wi1.lh the following police station: 

(1) Englishbazar, (2) Kaliachak, (3) MaIda, 
(4) Habibpllr, (5) Ratua, (6) Manikchak, (7) 
Kharba, (8) Harishchandrapur. (9) Gajol and 
(1 Q) Bamangola. 

1 



NQtification No. 67GA, dated 17th August 1947 re
garding formation of subivision of MaIda after parti
tion with the following police stations: 

(1) Englishbazar,' (2) Kaliachak, (3) Maida, 
(4) Habibpur, (5) Ratua, (6) Manikchak, 
(7) Kharba, (8) Harishchandrapur, (9) Gajol 
and (10) Bamangola. 

Subsequently the Bagge Tribunal in the early 
part of 1950 declared a minor decision on the 
demarcation of the border between MaIda and 
East Pakistan which is quoted below: 

In the area in dispute the district boundary line, 
consisting of the land boundary portion of the district 
boundary as shown on the map*, Annexure" B ", and 
as described in the notification No. 10413 Jur., of lIth 
November 1940, and the boundary following the course 
of the midstream of the main channel of the river 

'* Not reproduced-A. M. 

Ganges as it was at the time of the award given by 
Sir Cyril Radcliffe in his report of August 12, 1947, is 
the boundary between India and Pakistan to be de
marcated on the site. 

H the demarcation of this line is found to be im
possible, the boundary between India and Pakistan in 
this prea shall then be a line consisting of the land 
portion of the above mentioned bounc41ry and of the 
boundary following the course of the midstream of the 
main channel of the river Ganges as determined on the 
date of demarcation and not as it was on the date of 
t.he award. The demareation of this line shall be made 
as soon as possible and at the latest within one year 
from the date of the publication of this decision. 

The following statement shows changes in the 
area, number of villages and population of the 
district, as at present constituted, between 18a1 
and 1951. 

Area, Villages and Population in MaIda, 1881-1951 

District Bnd Subdivision 1951 1941 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 1881 

Sadar 8ubdivision-
Are:J. in Square Miles 1,392·0 1,391 1,232 1,299 *1,363 *1,363 *1,366 *1,355 
N umber of villages 1,577 1,415 1,711 1,645 t3,502 t2,634 t2,393 t2,493 
Population 937,580 844,315 720,440 686,174 698,547 603,649 547,290 470,124 

*31 Square miles in respect of Bholahat P. S. (as shown in 192] Census Tables) have been dedueted from the area of Englishbazar 
P. S. out of which the former Police Station was formed. 

tSimilarly 20 villages in respect of Bholahat P. S. (as shown in 1921 Census Tables) have been deducted from the total number of 
villages belonging to Englishbazar P. S. 
~ 

Owing to the shifting of the course of the 
Ganges small islands in the big river have in the 
course of years been transferred and re-transfer
red between MaIda on the one hand and 
Murshidabad and Santal Parganas on the other., 
By this process the largest gain that the district 
has had was between 1921 and 1931 when about 
30 sq. miles were transferred from Santal Par;
ganas and Purnea to MaIda district, the largest 
single patch being an island of the Bhutni Diara 
tract in the bed of the Ganges. 

Within the district the thanas have had changes 
in their boundaries. The present limits of the 
thanas are those settled by the survey operations 
of 1928-35. Since 1935 one mouza of Manikchak 
police station (J.L. No. 14) was amalgamated with 
another mouza (J.L. No. 12) of the same thana 
and together with J.L.' No. 31 of police station, 
Kharba was transferred to Purnea district by 
Notification No. 49 PI, dated 8th January, 194.1. 
Certain small portions of police station Porsha 
and police station Tapan of Dinajpur district, 
west of the Pu'narbhaba river were transferred 
to Bamangola police station of MaIda. 

After the Partition the district of MaIda, has 
-been included in the Presidency Divis'ion. There 
is a District and Sessions Judge who is also the 
District and Sessions Judge for West Dinajpur, 

• J alpaiguri, Darjeeling, having his headquarters 
at J alpaiguri from which he vi~its Malda on 
circuit. There is an Additional District and 
Sessions Judge stationed at MaIda, who is also 
Additional District and Sessions Judge of West 
Dinajpur and Judge of the MaIda-West Dinaj
pur Special Court. There is a District Magistrate 
and Collector. The revenue, police and judicial 
jurisdiction of the district are conterminous with 
the geographical boundaries of the district. 
There is a Sadar Subdivisional Officer. The 
strength of the Executive Service recommended 
by the Divisional Commissioner for the general 
administratidn, is 2 Officers of the West Bengal 
Civil Service and 9 Officers of the West Bengal 
Junior Civil Service, of whom one must be a First 
Class Magistrate. There are 4 administratIve 
circles each under a Circle Officer. Circle Officer, 
Sadar with his headquarters at Sadar, is in charge 
of Englishbazar, Manikchak ancl MaIda thanas. 

( it ) 



Circle Officer, Samsi with his headquarters at 
Harishchandrapur, is in charge of Harishchandra~ 
pur, Kharba and Ratua thanas. Circle Officer, 
Barind .stationed at Englishbazar, is in charge of 
Gajol, Habibpur and Bamang,ola police stations. 
Circle Officer, Kaliachak is in charge of Kaliachak 
thana. There is a Special bfficer for Tribal Wel-

'( iii ) 

fare stationed at ~ngfishbazar. There is a Super
intendent of Police aided by two Deputy Superin
tendents of Police. The Commissioner of the 
Presidency Division has besides his headquarters 
at Calcutta, another headquarters at Jalpaiguri. 
The Deputy Inspector General of Police, Northern 
Range, has his headquarters in J alpaiguri. 



PHYStcAL ASPECTS 
The district of MaIda lies between 24 0 41' and ba r Th- t' t' za . IS prac lce con mued for some time until a 

25" 32' 30" North latitude and 87 0 48' and 88° 28' Railway Station was constru<;ted for the town at its 
East longitude. It extends over 1,392 square present site. 
miles and is bounded on the north by the Purnea Natural Divisions 
and Dinajpur districts, on the east by Raj
shahi district in East Pakistan, on the south 
by Murshidabad and on the west by Murshidabad, 
the Santal Parganas. and Purnea. Englishbazar, 
situated at the centre of the district in 25 0 0' 14" 
North and 88 0 11' 20" East, is the chief town and 
administrative headquarters. The district takes 
its name from the· town of MaIda, which is situat
ed on the left bank of the Mahananda river at its 
junction with the Kalindri river and is 'about 
4 miles north of Englishbazar (Angrezabad or 
~ngrezabad of the 13th century). The town of 
MaIda was a very intPortant trading, commercial, 
and manufacturing centre up to the end of the 
18th century, whereafter Englishbazar, the new 
settlement of the East India Company, began to 
assume increasing importance and security, being 
lower down the Mahananda. At the present 
time the tendency is to transfer the name of 
MaIda to Englishbazar and to call MaIda, old 
Malda. In fact the second town of the district 
goes by the name of Old MaIda. An amusing 
instance of the confusion the, two names often 
cause has been left on record by Sri p, Mazumdar, 
an ancient resident of the district, as follows: 

The Katihar-Godagari Railway line was opewzd in 
1909. I remember that on the day the first train was 
expected to come we a Darty of 4/5 persons crossed 
the river and waited near. the site of the present Malda 
Court Railway Station to see the first train coming. 
There was n9 RailwaY Station there 'at the Sadar station 
of MaIda. The first train passed by the site of the 
present MaIda Court Station at about 2/3 p.m., and 
Babu Hariprasanna Sarkar of the Civil Court staff 
waved his handkerchief from a window of the passing 
train. We were overjoyed at the sight of the train and 
thought that our long-felt grievance was removed. It 
was no doubt strange that there was no Railway Station 
at the headquarters of the district. Some thought that 
the Railway Authorities were misled by- the name of 
Old MaIda and took that place to be headauarters of 
the district and so the Nimasarai (as the Old MaIda 
Station was then called) was constructed on a somewhat 

The river Mahananda flowing north and south 
roughly di~ides the district into two equal parts, 
correspondmg by local tradition to the old bound
ary line of the Rarh and Bareiidra. To this day 
the country to the east of the Mahananda is called 
the barind. Its characteristic feature is the 
relatively high land of the red clay soil of the 
old alluvium. West of the Mahananda the 
country is again divided into two well defined 
parts by the Kalindri river flowing west and east 
from the Ganges. North of the Kalindri the 
distinguishing natural feature is the tal land· the 
name applied to the land which floods deep'{y as 
the rivers rise, and drains by meandering streams 
into swamps or into the Kalindri. There are 
extensive tracts of this land covered where not . ' 
cultivated, with tall grass in Ratua and Haris-
chandrapur thanas. South of the Kalindri lies 
the most fertile and populous portion of the 
district. It is seamed throughout by old courses 
of the Ganges, upon the banks of cue of which 
the city of Gaur once stood. The most striking 
natural feature is the continuous line of islands 
and accretions formed in the bed of the Ga:p.ges 
by its ever changing currents 'and known as the 
diara, the long open stretches of which contrast 
with the patchwork-like effect of the miles of 
small embanked mulberry fields characteristic of 
the higher lands of this portion of the district. 

Hills . 
There are no hills in the district, unless a few 

elevated tracts in the barind may be so described. 
Parts of these high lands Eave an elevation of 
from 50 to 100 feet above the level of the Ganges, 
and, being frequently ilftersected by deep water
channels, simulate the appearance of small hil)s. 

grand scale and better equipped than any other station Scenery 
on the Katihar-Godagari line and no station for MaIda 
town was considered necessary. Whatever the caUse Apart from these undulations the country is a 
might be we suffered for some length of time during low-lying plain covered with a sucCessibn of 
which we had to detrain at Nimasarai Station (where village sites with their adjacent fields and swampy 
nO conveyance Was available) and walked to the river-
side on root, and took a boat there and came to English- tracts. 
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aiver System 
The main rivers of the district are all of 

Himalayan or sub-Himalayan origin:- and flow in 
a southerly direction, their rise being controlled 
by the Ganges, which forms two-t.llirds of tlie 
western and the whole of the south-western 
boundary of the distri~t. Next to the Ganges the 
most important is the Mahananda which, flowing 
north and south through the middle of the district, 
receives on its right bank the ~aters of the 
Kalindri and from the east those of the Tangan 
and the Purnabhaba before itself joining the 
Ganges near Godagari. With the rise of the 
Ganges the discharge of the Mahananda less~ns. 
the Tangan and the Purnq,bhaba bank up and flow 
backwards expanding into huge lakes, whilst the 
slackened flow of the Kalindri causes a similar 
phenomenon in respect of the network of small 
streams which drain the tal. Two other streams 
of importance are the Pagla and the Bnagirathi 
which, though they dry up into lines of pools in 
the cold weather, become large back-waters 
within the district, of the main stream of the 
Ganges in the rains. A short account of the 
rivers of the district is given below. 

The Ganges' 
The Ganges first touches the district as it 

sweeps south round the Rajmahal hills. At this 
point it is connected in the rains by various 
channels with Hie Kalindri, though at the present 
time much Ganges water does not find its way 
down the Kalindri, the mouths of the connections 
having silted up considerably as the Ganges has 
recr=ded to the west. It would seem, however, 
that in this neighbourhood there has always been 
a navigable junction between the two rivers in .... 
the rains. Doctor Buchanan Hamilton, indeed, 
describes the lower part of the Kalindri, ltetween 
this point and the town of MaIda, as a branch of 
the Ganges. About two miles below Rajmahal 
the Ganges sends off a small stream, the Chhota 
Bhagirathi which is presumably an old bed of the 
gr~at river itself and is still revered as at least 
equal in holiness to any other part of the sacred 
stream. It runs first to the east and then 
generally in a southerly direction bordering for 
about 13 miles the ruins of the city of Gaur. 

The Ganges flows through Bihar in a mainly 
eastern or south-eastern direction until it reaches 
the Rajmahal hills. Here it takes a sweep to 
the south, and just below the bend, first touches 
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the district. 1t proceeds south for about 15 mi1es 
and then turns south-east again, leaving tile 
district ,near its junction 'with the Mahananda. 
The western side of the district contains the com
paratively recent alluvial formation which was 
left behind as the Ganges gradualJy shifted its 
course westwards. As has been mentioned above, 
it is tolerably certain that when Gaur flourished, 
a considerable stream flowed past the western 
side of the city. But it is a matter fdr specula
tion whether the area lying between Gaur and 
the Mahananda is. a still earlier alluvial formation 
of th.e Ganges. One theory has been advanced 
that the Ganges originally flowed down a course 
similar to that of the present Kalindri and passed 
what is now the site of Gaur on the eastern side. 
This theory is based on the assumption that the 
old red alluvium of the Barind probably formed 
the original line of the rivE.r. It might account 
for the chain of beds stretching down the western 
bank of the Mahananda, but further north, the 
old alluvium follows the course of the Mahananda 
and not the Kalindri. It can be conjectured with 
certainty, however, that the Ganges originally 
flowed past the citij of Gaur, and during the 
centuries that followed has ·graduallY moved 
westwards towards the Rajmahal hills. Ralph 
Fitch wrote in 1585 of Tanda, which was the 
capital after Gaur and is situated on the opposite 
bank of the Bhagirathi: "Tanda standeth from 
the river Ganges a league, because in times past 
the river flowing over the banks in time of rains 
did drowne the country and many villages and 
so they do remaine. A:nd the old way the river 
Ganga was woont to run remaneth arie, which is 
the occasion that, the citie doth stand so farre 
from the water:' By the time Rennell's map was 
prepared between 1764 arid 1773, the western 
tend.ency must have ceased, for the main stream 
was then right under Rajmahal. A subsidiary 
channel branched off at the point where the river 
commences its sweep to the south and formed an 
island about 15 miles in length, rejoining the main 
channel below the island. The position of the 
Ganges must therefore have been very similar in 
Rennell's time to what it is ·today. The same 
island char known as Bhutni diara exists, though 
it is rather smaller in size, and the main channel 
is still under the Rajmahal hills. • 

During the last few years the tendency has 
been for the river to continue gradually the west
ward movement at the expense of Santal Parganas 



and Murshidabad districts. Consequently the 
bank is generally steep on the western side, and 
shelving on the ,eastern. Alluvion and diluvion 
are constantly in progress, for the sandy soil 
offers little resistance to the current, and once 
the river starts cutting away the bank, it· en
croaches rapidly. Trees and huts disappear into 
the flood, and the unfortunate inhabitants remove 
their belongings hastily to a new site. Small 
wonder that the Ganges is held in reverential 
awe, and the boatman commences his journey 
c1cross ihe stream with a cry of "Maharani ki 
jay". 

The continual change in the course of the 
river has resulted in numerous changes of juris
diction, and transfers ofJ(has mahal estates from 
one district to another. O\ving to the changes 
in the main channel, an estate is often washed 
away and reforms on the opposite bahk. In this 
way some estates have been thrown to and fro 
like a shuttlecock between Malda and Santal 
Parganas. 

The westward tendency of the river is pro
bably now at its furthest point. It seems unlikely 
that it will encroach further in the direction of 
the Rajmahal hills. In 1810, Buchanan Hamilton 
noted that its general set was away from the 
plains of MaIda; and at the time of the revenue 
survey, Rajmahal was on the river bank. In 
1870, however, Rajmahal was deserted by the 
river which moved eastwards again, and threaten
ed to cut into the Kalindri. What had happened 
was that the river after rounding the Rajmahal 
hills, came against the island char of Bhutni diara 
and followed the eastern channel instead of the 
western, with the result that considerable erosion 
took place on the MaIda bank. Ai the moment 
of writing the main stream follows the western 
channel, but it is commonly believed in that 
locality that the river will come down the eastern 
channel again. In 1949 and 1950, as a matter of 
fact, the Ganges cut the east bank quite heavily. 

About two miles below Rajmahal, the Ganges 
threw off a small stream which was originally a 
channel of its own. This stream, the Bhagirathi, 
flows eastwards ahd roughly speaking forms the 
boundary between Kaliachak and Englishbazar 
pQlice stations. Near Mahadipur it is joined by 
the Pagla, another stream which was formerly a 
branch of the Ganges, and the united streams 
flow past Kansat into the Mahananda off Nawab
ganj (both in Pakistan). Both streams shrink to 

mere rivulets in the hot weahter, and boat traffic 
is entirely suspended. The Bhagirathi is at 
present most insignificant in appearance, but as 
the original stream of the sacred Ganges, it is 
regarded with reverence by devout Hindus, and 
ceremonial bathing is regularly practised at 
SadMllapur Ghat throughout the year. 

The Mahananda 

The Mahananda rises from the Mahaldiram 
range of Kurseong in Darjeeling district and 
flowing from Purnea, first touches the district at 
its extreme north, from which point it forms its 
north-eastern boundary for about 25 miles, receiv
ing as its sole tributary the Nagar from the east. 
It then enters the district and for the remainder 
of its course, in a direction that is almost due 
south, divides it,. as has already been mentioned, 
into two nearly equal portions, finally falling 
into the Canges at the southernmost point of the 
district. At one time it formed a most important 
channel of through communication between 
Lower Bengal and the sub-Himalayan districts, 
but the construction of railways has diminished 
its importance in this respect, and at the present 
time the traffic on it is mainly in local .exports 
and imports. Up to MaIda its average width is 
from 50 to 100 yards, the waterway at the railway 
bridge at Bargachi being 220 feet; the banks of 
sand and clay are steep and of. about the same 
height, and cultivation is general. Below MaIda, 
where it receives the water of the Kalindri, it 
widens out to an average of 200 to 600 yards; its 
banks are alternately steep and sloping: the 
cultivation is more intense and popUlation denser. 
Throughout the channel is generally deep, but the 

., silting up of the Kalindri connections with the 
Ganges has diminished the volume of water it 
carries, .so that in the dry season It becomes ford
able in several places even as far down as N awab
gnaj (now in Pakistan). In the rains, when the 
snows melt, the river rises 20 to 30 feet and even 
more in years of high flood. Occasionally the 
river straightens itself across q loop, as at 
Gomastapur (now in Pakistan) in ~867 and at 
Churaman (border of MaIda and West Dinajpur) 
in 1909, but in 'general the diluvion and alluvion 
which go on are more gradual. 

During the last century few changes have taken 
place in its course or navigability, but between 
the dates of Rennell's map and the revenue survey 
a very great change took place. When Rennell's 
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map was prepared the river tan from Swarupganj 
down what is now the channel known as the Mara 
Mahananda along the western boundary of Kharba 
tharia, instead of along the eastern boundary as 
at present. At that time there were two subsi
diary channels leading from the Mahananda into 
a river shown as the Nagore in Rennell's map. 
This followed approximately the present course 
of the river. It is evident, therefore, that the 
main stream of the Mahananda forsook its original 
course, and flowed through the subsidiary 
channels down the bed of the N agore river. The 
N agore is not locally known nowadays. 

Buchanan Hamilton noted that boats of 500 
maunds could make their WaY up the river as far 
as its junction with the Tangan throughout the 
whole year; but that boats of more than 200 
maunds could not go above MaIda during the hot 
weather. The position is very much the same 
today. The main channel of the river is fairly 
deep but in places narrow. In the dry season 
sandy chars are uncovered, and the windings of 
the main channels make navigation dangerous 
for steamers, though not for country boats of 
considerable size. North of Old MaIda the river 
becomes narrower and shallower, as it is above the 
junction with the Kalindri, through which the 
flood water of the Ganges passei' and helps to 
scour out the bed of the Mahananda below. 

The Mahananda is not a silt-carrying river, E:!X

cept to· some extent during the rains. Consequent
ly it is not subject to violent changes in its course. 
Alluvion and diluvion go on, but the process is 
gradual. The river will sometimes_cut into onf' 
bank and form a bend while it builds up a char on 
the opposite bank, or straightens out a loop which 
it has previously made. Thus one finds alternately 
an abrupt steep bank on one side and a shelving 
bank on the other, the former indicating the direc
tion of the main channel. This tendency to gradual 
erosion necessitated the construction of an em
bankment at Englishbazar, with revetments just 
below it. It is doubtful with revetments just 
much efficacy for they tend to cause eddies and 
setbacks behind them, which form pockets in the 
river bed and thus undermine the bank. The pre
sent tendency is for the river to erode the bank 
just above these revetments. 

The Mahananda having its origin in the 
Himalayas, is subject to rapid rises of level. The 
melting snow coupled with heavy rain in the hills 
has been known to cause a rise of as much as 

ten feet within twentyfour hours. The maximum 
rise in level is about 30 feet, and the width of 
the river, which in the cold weather averages 
about 100 yards below Old MaIda, increases to at 
least a quarter of a mile. 

The Kalindri 
The Kalindri is shown in Rennell's map simply 

as an offshbot of the eastern branch ofthe Ganges, 
taking off about two miles north-west of Ratua 
and flowing in a mainly south-eastern direction 
to its junction with the Mah.ananda opposite Old 
MaIda. 

In Hunter's account, evidently followed by 
the District Gazetteer, it is stated that the main 
body of water is brought down from the hills in 
Sikkim by· the Ponar river, which assumes the 
name Kalindri shortly before its entry into the 
district. On the other hand Buchanan Hamil ton, 
writing in 1810, considered that the lower portion 
of the river, that is to say, the portion lying in 
MaIda district, was nothing more than a branch 
of the Ganges. Probaply the river became con
tinuous later on, but when he wrote Buchanan 
Hamilton was undoubtedly right. The Kalindri 
has always been connected with the Ganges by 
a navigable channel, down which the flood water 
of the Ganges passes. When the main channel 
of the Ganges is under the Rajmahal ban):r, as at 
present, the channel to the east of Bhutni diara 
becomes shallow, and large sandy chars form on 
that side of the river. Consequently when the 
level of the Ganges drops at the end of the rainy 
season, its water is prevented by sand bars from 
flowing into the mouth of the channel. The 
Kalindri thus empties itself· into tne Mahananda, 
and in the hot weather its bed is nothing more 
than a series of pools. It seems probable that 
when Buchanan Hamilton wrote, the position of 
the Ganges was substantially the same as' it is 
now. When the Collector's report, on which 
Hunter's account is based, was written in 1870, 
the Ganges Diara Survey had recently been 
carried out. At that time the river had deserted 
the Rajmahal channel and followed the eastern 
course round Bhutni diara, cutting away the 
eastern side of the island as it stands today. The , 
result must certainly have been that a much 
larger volume of water came down the Kalindri. 

The channel of the Kalindri takes off from the 
.Ganges a few miles above Rajmahal, and the 
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river flows almost due east as far as Ratua. From 
there it takes a sharp bend to the south, and then 
again turns and flows along a winding course in 
a mainly south-eastern direction, until it falls 
into the Mahananda opposite Old MaIda. In the 
north it receives as its tributaties the Kalkos, 
Kankar, Kos and Baromasia, four small streams 
which drain the tal area after the rainy season 
and dry up during the hot weather. The Kalindri 
has altered its course considerably, the present 
bed being in places at some distance from the 
position of the river at the time of the revenue 
survey. One result of the changes in its course 
has been the erosion on more than one occasion 
of the Englishbazar-Mathurapur Hoad. The river 
has gradually pushed its way further south and 
rendered successive road diversions necessary. 
Where erosion is taking place, the bank is high 
and steep and composed of red clay or sandy soil,
while on the opposite bank low she~ving accretions 
have formed. The total length of the river is 
53 miles. It is navigable during the rainy season 
only and fordable in the hot weather. 

The cessation of the river's flow in the cold 
weather, and the presence" of tl:;te stagnant pools 
left behind in its bed, undoubteilly affect the 
health of the villagers who live along its banks. 
Mosquitoes breed in the pools and bring malaria 
into the thickly wooded and in so.tpe places jungly 
villages. Proposals have been made to increase the 
flow' of water down the Kalindri by excavating 
the mouth of the channel up to the main stream 
of the Ganges. The feasibility of this scheme was 
examined· by Addams-Williams, Chief Engineer 
to the Government of Bengal who advised against 
excavation on the ground that it rT!ight result in 
an excess of Ganges flood water being forced into 
a comparatively narrow channel. This might 
lead to a serious flood particularly in the tat area. 
In 1949-50, however, the mouth of the Kalindri 
was dredged a little which let in a certain amount 
of Ganges water and water from the Kos which 
kept the river nav.igabl~ in April-May. 

The configuration of the country lends support 
to the view entertained by Fergusson that the Kosi 
and the Ganges met somewhere in Purnea in 
former days and that the present bed of the 
Mahananda was formerly the bed of the Ganges 
as well. The' great depression of the tat area 
clearly indicates that it must have been a river 
bed at one time, for along the whole length of 
the tat there are large swamps and bits which only 

recently have been reclaimed tvr cultivation. The' 
bed of the Kalindri and that of the Bhagirathi, the 
formation of the entire thanas of Ratua, Manik
chak and Kaliacha'k all point to their recent origin. 

Swamps 
A feature of the drainage of the district is the 

line of swamps (bils) which extends along the 
right bank of the Mahananda from the Kalindri 
past the east face of Gaur right down to opposite 
Aiho. The largest bil is the Bil Bhatia south
east of Gaur. A great embankment was built in 
the 16th century to save Gaur from this bil which 
spelt the total ruin of Gaur as the .embankment 
interfered with the drainage. The other large 
bil area is near J atradinga in Kutubpur about 
4 miles north-east of Old MaIda town. Habibpur 
thana has a very large bil at Pathar Sishudanga 
and Rangamati at its northern corner and another 

, large bi! at Bharila south of Bhabuk about 6 ~iles
north··east of Singhabad Railway station. There 
is a large bil at Sah<;lrol and Rajaramchak in 
MaIda police stat!on and a string of smaller bils 
around Chanchal and Kaligram in Kharba police 
station. Harishchandrapur thana has a large col
lection of smaller bils at Sadlichak, Talsur, 
Mihilhat and at Bhaluka, at Degun. Siali Bil in 
Bhaluka used to be a famous spot for wild birds 
and ducks of all kinds and a favourite haunt of 
Governors and Cabinet Ministers before 1947.' 
North of the Kalindri the bils, though small~r in 
size, continue both parallel to the l\lahananda and 
also between the Kalindri and the Railway line 
up to the Ratua tal area. 

Tangan and Purnabhaba 
The Tangan and Purnabhaba, tnbuta:r:ies of the 

Mahananda~ are very similar streams. They rise 
in Dinajpur district and flow south~vards into 
MaIda district, winding through the wide valleys 
previously described. Both are narrow streams 
with muddy and tortuous courses which are navi
gable throughout the year. The Tang"an 
meanders southwards between Gajol and Baman
gola police stations and then between Old Maida 
and Habibpur until it falls' into the Mahananda 
at Aiho. The Purnabhaba skirts the eastern boun~ 
dary of the district along Bamangola and Habib
pur police stations, enters Gomostapur (in Pakis~ 
tan) and turning south-west empties itself into 
the Mahananda at Makdumpur Ghat (in Pakis
tan), a mile below Rohanpur. During the rainy 
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season both rivers overflow their banks. This is 
due to the rapid rise of the Mahananda, which 
banks up and forces back the water of the Tangan 
and Purnabhaba until it finds an outlet in the low
lying valleys. The flood w§lter combined with the 
rain water that drains in the valleys from the high 
land on either side, produced vast expanses of 
water which submerge tile valleys to a great depth. 

The Tangan appears to have shifted its course 
at various peri,ods. Buchanan Hamilton, writing 
at the beginning of the 19th century, states that the 
river junction with the Mahananda was at Ahiri
ganj seven miles below the present junction .. The 
remains of a stone bridge near Raniganj on the 
western side of the valleys are also considered 
to indicate that the river lias changed its course to 
its present position further east. This is not im
probable. The ·stone remains are visible today, 
and there is at that point a cut in the great 
embankment, which was originally a road from 
Pandua, running due east 'across the Tangan valley 
into Dinajpur district. Assuming that 'Buchanan 
Hamilton was corre,ct, the river must have chang
ed its course between 1767 and 1810 and later 
reverted to its original course, because in Rennellls 
map, its junction with the Mahananda is shown 
at "lyo" which clearly represents the modern 
village Aiho standing at the present junction. 

Geology 

the Mahananda and the Kalindri showing that the 
present surface of .the district is the result of 
denudation of the old alluvium of North Bengal, 
between which and the Rajmahal hills, the Ganges 
has forced its 'way south from the west. The 
lqw-lying country to the west of the Mahananda is 
of more recent formation, consisting of sandy clay 
and sand along the course of the rivers and fine 
silt consolidating into clay in the flatter parts of 
·the river plain. West of the Mahananda·a forma
tion similar to that of the older alluvium of the 
Barind outcrops for 3 or 4 miles northwards from 
Kandaran (Kend~ram) at Shamsi Railway Station. 
It is also found underlying, near the surface, part 
of the tal in tha]; direction showing that the pre
sent surface of the district is the result of 
denudation of the old alluvium of North Bengal. 

Soil 
The southern portion of the district of MaIda 

which receives the Ganges silt, is the most fertile, 
and next in order comes the northern portion of 
the district, both these areas being largely double
cropped. The least ferttle lands are the higher 
portions of the Batind, and the ponr soil of the 
duba (Bamangola and Habibpur) and taL 

Common soils of the later alluvium are clay 
with a small admixture of sand called matiyal, or 
matal: dorash or doasla, a mixtm'e of matal and 
sand, and as its name implies, suitable for grow-

MaIda is covered by ·alluvium. The eastern ing two crops: the mixture of Ganges mud and 
part of the district is occupied by the Barind, fine sand known as mashina: chama or jhenjhar, 
which belongs to an older alluvial formation, sandy soil with a sOillewhat hard crust, only suit-
usually composed of massive argillaceous beds of able for occasional cropping. Basta and ranga-
a pale reddish-brown hue, often weathering mati are the names of the clay soils of the Barind 
yellowish. Disseminated throughout this soil, which are blackish and red respectively. 
occur kahkar and pisolitic ferruginous concre- The following data on the analysis of certain 
tions. The Barind is also found underlying, near soils in the district have been kindly furnished by 
the surface, part of the tal depression between . the Microbiologist to the Govt. of West B~ngal:-

Results of analysis (on oven dry basis) of surface soil from different parts of Maida 
Name of place 

,--- .., 
MaIda. farm MaIda farm extension MaIda Sadar 

Moisture (per cent) . 
Organic ,Carbon (pement) 
Loss on Solution (percent) 
Coarse sand (percent) 
Fine Band (percent) 
Silt (percent) . 
Clay (peroent) • • -
Carbonate (percent) • 
Total soluble salts (percent) 
Loss on ignition (percent) 
Nitrogen (percent) . 0'0698 0'081 0'092 
P2 Os (pel"Cent) 0'129 0'108 
Ka 0 (percent) 1'015 1'37 
P.R. . • 

," 6'8 
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Flora 
The flora of MaIda is merely a small portion 

of that extending from the Kosi to the Brahma
putra, an alternation of bils and village shrub
beries with the drier jungle of tl}e barind forma
tion. Where the ground is not occupied by the 
usual crops of Northern Bengal, it is covered by an 
abundant natural vegetation except in the sandy 
beds of the greater rivers, where the few annual 
plants that establish themselves are swept away 
by the floods of the following season. Old river 
beds, however, ponds and marshes, and streams 
with a slug15ish current have a copious vegetation 
of VaHisneria and other plants. Land subject to 
inundation has usually a covering of tamarisk 
and reedy grasses, and in some parts where the 

. ground is more or less marshy Rosa involucrata 
is plentiful; few trees occur on these inundated 
lands; the most plentifuj and largest is the hijal 
(Barringtonia acutangula). Portions of the 
barind are covered by the jungle locally known 
as kataZ. This consists chiefly of thorny scrub 
bush-jungle mixed with an abundance of pipal 
(Ficus religiosa), bar or bat (Ficus indica), simul 
and pakur trees and nipal bamboos. A species of 
thorny bamboo known as beurMns is common in 
Pandua, and there was a considerable wood of 
sal near Pakurhat:. palmyra trees are also com
mon. Near villages, thickets or shrubberies of 
semi-spontaneous more or less useful trees of a 

• J, 

rapId growth and weedy character, al'e usual and 
sometimes extensive, in addition to the ordinary 
nim, jack fruit trees, tamarind, bamboo, pipal 
and mango. Dense thickets of this nature are a 
feature of the uncleared embankments of Gaur. 
The western half of the district IS particularly 
suited to the growth of mulberry and mango, for 
the last named of which MaIda is famous. In the 
wide fields of the diara the babul and ber trees 
are fairly plentiful; both are in demand for their 
hard wood suitable for cart wheels, whilst on the 
second, lac is grown. Of other trees common this 
western half of the district may be particularjsed 
the date palm and the palmyra palm. 

Forests . 
There are no Government forests in the 

district but there are 3 Nurseries maintained by 
the Forest Department. Of private forests there 
are approximately 17 sq. miles in the district out 
of which about 3 sq. miles have so far been 
brought under the Forest Department's approved 

working plan and are being manag~q. by the 
Forest Department. 

In June 1950 the Silviculturist to the Govern
ment of West Bengal recorded a very interesting 
note on the MaIda, and Harishchandrapur Forest 
Ranges and the following is .quoted by kind 
permission: 

.... The dIstrict is covered by older and later 
alluvium deposits and the soil is loamy, deep and fertile 
in the former capable of bearing good vegetation from 
the herb to the tree, less so with varied proportions of 
(less) sand and (more) clay in the latter, where vegeta
tion 'is limited, as the ordinary fields are saucer-shaped 
with a swamp or bil at its lower part or sloping down 

- towards the water courses. It is these valleys that 
become large and irregular patches of unbroken sheets 
of water during the rains-especially between mid-July 
and mid-October, where the problem of choice of species 
for the purpose of any afforestation scheme is bound 
to present some difficulty. Such areas are usually under 
coarse and reedy grasses or wild rose bushes inter
spersed with tamarix sIlP, and hijol (Barringtonia 
acutangula) trees, whose normal growth is again hamper
ed by human interference. Elsewhere, on higher lands 
I understood there were some sal forests near Pakurhat, 
while common village pipul and mango-the last named 
species of which there are many well grown orchards in 
the district. 

With the background as described above, the choice 
of species, as provisionally made by me. is indicated 
below: 

DescriPtion 
Horizon A-Well drained high la'nd above the high

est flood~level. 
Horizon B-Irregularly undulating or sloping land 

that is submerged under water very 
temporarily (for 3 or 4 days only) during the 
flood only-water receding almost immediate
ly. 

Horizon C-Low and liable to be affected by 
seasonal submersion to a depth of 5 ft. and 
over for about 3 months between mid-July 
and mid-October. 

Taking the lowest areas (horizon C) first, my sug
gestions are that these areas must m dry weather be 
protected first from fire, grazing and reckless lopping 
Or cutting of vegetation. In this area, hijol (Barring
tonia acutanguLa) comes up naturally though its. distri
bution is neither uniform nor sufficient to guarantee even 
minimum of the desired intensity of stocking. It is 
suggested, therefore, that the natural dispersal of seed 
(as carried by water) is to be aided art~ficially by direct 
sowing of hijol mixed with pitali (Trewia nudifiora)
(the latter only as an experiment) early in October (it 
not earlier), as soo~ as the receding water permits of 
the practicability of such direct sowing. Funds and 
labour permitting, relatively thick cuttings (cleancut 
slantingly) of Salix tetrosperma are also to be planted 
in M~y. In the dry weather, thatch and other grasses 
are to be cut and sold departmentally under supervision 
so that no damage is caused by outsiders, ~otatiol1~l 
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grazing may only be permftt~d when the naturai-cum
artificial regeneration l;as established itself beyond the 
reach of cattle-damage. 

Regarding the next-higher area (horizon B) the 
following species are recommended to be tried. In all 
cases, stump-planting (at an espacement of 6' X 6') is 
preferable to direct sowing, for which enough stock 
should be raised in field (temporary) or permanent 
nurseries,-the thickness of stumps should, as a rule, be 
similar to those 'Of the five fingers of man, with 1 inch 
of the shoot and 9 to 11 inches of the root, both ends 
clean-cut slantwise. 

Species-Jarol, kadam, kainjal, babul, pitaLi, jam 
(Eugenia jambolana), and saLix. 

Three contiguous (6 feet apart) lines of one species 
should alternate with three lines of gnother, and so on: 

The well-drained high land (horizon A) should not 
present much difficulty, as most 6f the North Bengal 
timber species, mentioned below are likely to do well 
here with the usual care and supervision. Here also 
stump-planting is preferable to direct sowing, although 
the latter is not altogether discouraged-especially for 
those that are not tiny-seeded and likely to be washed 
away (e.g., haldu or tun). The standard espacement of 
6' X 6' is to be' followed and the following species are 
recommended. 

Sisu (stump or root suckers), gamar, haldu 
(karam), mahogony, puce a suj (in- relatively clayey 
areas), champ, chapali'sh. Dalbergia latifolia, Xylia 
spp., .padauk, tun, chikrassi, Norus alba, simul 
(stemps or root-suckers) and even teak with Cassia 
siames and Acacia suma as auxiliury species. 

Three lines of each of the fast growing species (like 
sisu or qamar or chapalish) should alternate with 5 lines 
of each of the relati~ely slow growing ~pecies (e.g., 
Xylia spp., pucca saj, etc.) while Cassi01 siamea and 
Acacia suma may be sown in between the 6 feet apart 
lines as a ground cover, if no other economic field crop 
is tried. 

The feasibility of raising the forest crop by means 
of taungya should, of course, be investigated so as to 
reduce the cost, of plantation. 

Besides the, above species, sal may be tried (to be 
sown direct as in North Bengal Divisions with arahar 
or paddy) in suitable areas on the neighbourhood of 
one-time sal forests: Bamboo plantations (by "means of 
rhizomes and off-shoots) must be encouraged near all 
the Beat and Range Offices. In some refractory grassy 
blanks, seeds of Mallata (Macaranga spp.) C(l,ssia siamea 
nim, mulberry and bakain (Melia azadarach) are to be 
broadcast after some light soil-working. 

Fauna 
In 1876 W: W. Hunter remarked that" MaIda 

has always been celebrated for the unusual 
quantity of large game which it affords and 
especially for its tiger huhting". Their breeding 
grounds were the katal (thorny scrub jungle of 
the barind) and the jungle-covered ruins of Gaur 
and Pandua: their hunting grounds the grassy 
swamps which cover such considerable areas of 
the district and stretch away into Purnea and 

Dinajpur towards the hiiis. The last seventy 
years have, however, seen the district cut off for 
wild animals from the Terai by the construction 
of the sub-Himalayan railways, and the jungles 
cleared and their inhabitants exterminated by the 
Santals and Paharia~ who have crossed the 
Ganges in large numbers to settle in the barind 
and other parts of the country. At the present 
time a tiger is somewhat of a rarity and is in
variably a wanderer. The carnivora of the 
district are now represented by leopards and other 
smaller species. The ungulata comprise hog-deer 
and wild pig. 

Leopards are fairly common, particularly in 
the vicinity of Englishbazar and MaIda, where 
the undergrowth in the mango gardens and the 
deep ditches of the mulberry- fields give them 
sufficient. sHelter. The Gaur variety is larger 
than the ordinary leopard of tl~ village jungles, 
but has now become rare. The t;lepredations of 
these animals are usually confined to cattle, pigs, 
goats, village dogs, jackals and monkeys. Some 
years ago there was a man-eating leopard near 
Englisl1bazar which carried off seven boy cow
herds before it was destroyed. Hog-deer are 
scarce, a few are to be found in the Shirshi and 
Singabad jungle. Wild pigs, though not in great 
numbers, are common and do some injury to 
crops. 

Game birds 
The game birds of the distrrct are jungle fowl, 

swamp and black patridge, button qUgil, green 
pigeon, pea-fowl and lesser florican, the last two 
being somewhat rare. Two varieti_es of geese are 
found, the bar-headed and pink-beaked, and 
among ducks the brahminy, mallard, red-headed 
pochard, pin-tail, merganser, pearl-eyed ahd grey 
are the most common. Besides these there are 
found the common blue-winged teal, whistling 
teal, cotton teal, grey and golden plovers, four 
varieties of snipe and the usual waders of Bengal. 

Fish 
The rivers and bils of MaIda contain quantities 

of fish, of which may be mentioned the mullet, 
rahu, katla, chital, sir, boail, nanin, mag or, saul, 
hilsa. and varieties of crabs, prawns, eels, turtles, 
and rays. Bhetki are sometimes met with. 
Snubnosed or man-eating crocodiles were once 
very plentiful, particularly in the tanks and ponds 
of Gaur. The fish-eating alligator or- gharial is 
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commqn in the rivers, where also porpoises 
abound. Otters are common in the bils. 

A list of the fishes of the district kindly pre
pared by the Director of Fisheries, 'West Bengal, 
is given below: 

LOCAL NAME 
1 Chela 
2 Bhola 
3 Banspata 
4 Danrika 
5 Darkina . 
6 Elenga . 
7 Mourala 

8 Kanchan punti 
9 Punti 

10 Swarna Runt! 
11 Punti 
12 Tit punti 
13 Punti 
14 Katla 
15 Mrigal 
16 Raig 
17 Bhangna 
18 Kalbaus 
19 Kursa 
20 Nandina 
21 Rui 
22 Kharka 
23 Magur 
24 Singhi 

25 Pabda 
26 Boal J 

27 Chega 
28 Chaka 

29 Kharua . 

30 Pangas .• 

31 Muri bacha 

32 Shilong 
33 Tengra 
34 Air 
35 Tengra . 
36 Rita 
37 Baghar 
38 Bot tengra 

• 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Chela bacaila 

· BariHus barna 
· Dania devana 
· Esomm danrica 
· Rasbora daniconius 
· Rasbora elenga 
• Amblypharyagdon 

mola 
Barbus conchonius 

· Burbus phutunio 
• Bm'bus sarana 
· Barbus stigma 
• Barbus ticto 
• Barbus titius 
• Cat1.a catla / 
• Cirrhina mrigala 
• Cirrhina reba 
• Lebeo bata 
• Lebeo caLbasu 
• Lebeo 'dena 
• Lebeo nandina 
· Lebeo rohita 

N emachilus corica 
• Clarius batrachus 

H eteropneustes 
fossilis 

· CalHchraus pabda 
• 'WaUagonia attu 
• Chaca Chaca '" 
• Eutropiichthys 

vacha 
· Psendeutropices 

garua 
• Pangasius paanga

sius 
• Pseudeutropius 

murius 
• Silonta silondia 
• My::;tus cavasius 
· Mystus seenghala 
· Mystus vittatus 
• Rita rita 
• Bagar ius bagarius 
· Erethistes elonga

tus 

LOCAL NAME 
39 Kankle 
40 Chanda . 
41 Ranga chanda 
42 Koi 
43 Veda 
44 Nadas 
45 Bele 
46 Chuna Khalisa 
47 Khalisa 

48 Chang 

49 Gajar 

-. 50 Lata 

51 Dud chang 

52 Shole 

53 Tepa 
,54 Bam 

55 Pankal 

56 Gachai 

57 Kunche 
58 Khoira 
59 Ilish 
60 Phansa 
61 Chital 
62 Falui 

Climate 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Xenentodon cancila 
A mbassis nama 
A mbassis ranga 
Anabas testudineus 
Badis badis 
N andas nandas 
Glossogobins gianis 
Trichogaster chuna 
Trichog~ter fasci-

ata 
. Ophicephalus 

gachua 
Ophicephalus 

marutius 
OphicephalUs 

punctatus 
Ophicephalus 

stewartii 
OphiGephalus 

striatus 
Tetraodan cutcutia 
Mastacembelus 

armatus 
Mastacembelus 

pancalus 
RhynochobdeUa 

acuteata 
Amphipnous cuchia 
Gadusia chapra 
Hilsa ilisha 
Engraulis telara 
N otopterus chitala 

g N otopterus noto-
ptETUS 

The year is divided into the three" usual 
seasons. The rains commence about the middle 
of June and continue into October, the middle 
of July to the middle of September being the 
period of greatest rainfall. The cold season lasts 
from the beginning of November till the middle 
of February: in December and January the cold 
after sundown is such as to make a fire agree
able. The cold weather disappears with the com
ing of the paschima or west winds which are 
usual in 1\([arch and April. In May and June the 
air becomes stagnant and oppressive as the wind 
changes to the east. 

From the middle of March to the middle of 
May there are strong winds from the west, hot 
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and Interrupted 'Qy squalls,. generally accompani~ 
ed by thunderstorms, rain and often by hail of 
great size. LocaIl~ these winds are called 
, Pachhia I and often' are the cause of widespread 
village flIes. So great is the dread of these fires 
that in whole villages in the diara tract villagers 
sometimes refrain from lighting their kitchen 
fires during daytime and 'cook all their meals at 
night when it is easy to detect and put out a spark 
of mischief. From the middle of May to the 
rainy- season winds are light and from the east. 
During the rains the wind is from ,the south 
veering to the east at their close. The prevail
ing wind in the cold weather is north. 

~infan and Temperature 
The months from November to April an~ dry 

and fine, the normal rainfall of each being ,under 
one inch. The monsoon breaks normally In t11e 
middle of June, the months of heaviest rainfall 
being July, August and Septemher. Details of 
rainfall and temperature will be found in the 
statistical section of this volume. For more 
details for the period 1885-1950 the reader's atten~ 
lion is .invited· to a book called . An Account of 
Land Management in West Bengal, 1870-1950' 
written by me and published by the Government 
of West Bengal in 1953. 

mE PEOPLE 
MaIda shows steady increase from decade to 

decade except during the influenza epidemic of 
1918-19 in the decade ending 1921. Between 
1872 and 1881 malarial fever prevailed in several 
police stations and brought about decreases in the 
population, but during the next ten years the 
district prospered greatly. The opening out of 
the Barind by Santals, which had barely com
menced in 1876, made great strides, especially Hi 
Gajol and Old Malda. There was also a great 
growth in Kaliachak, Manikchak, and Ratua on 
account of immigration of Shershabadias from 
Farakka, Samserganj and Suti police stations of 
Murshidabad. Between 1891 and 1901 the health 
of the district was unsatisfadory. Cholera was 
rife in several years, and in 1900 there was a 
specially bad' outbreak in Englishbazar. During 
1901-191i the district made steady progress. The 
orops were good except in 1908-09, when short 
rainfall led to a failure of the winter rice crop
the prinCipal crop in the Barind area-and some 
distress was experienced which was remedied 
by the issue of loans and the opening of relief 

works. In the rest. 9f the district, however, good 
bhadoi and ram crops were obtained and, owing 
to the high prices of 100d grains, the condition of 
the people was, if anything, more prosperous than 
in o.ther years. The scarcity had no deterrent 
effect on the .growth of population. _The most 
important feature in the economic history of the 
decade was the opening of the Katihar-Godagari 
railway in 1909; which traversed the district from 
north-west to south-east. The railway did much 
to develop the district. At every railway station 
a bazar sprang up, and the cultivator profited 
largely by the competition of traders, in jute, 
rice and other country produce. Growers of the, 
mango fruit were now able to reach markets at 
a gr['!ater distance and command better prices. 
Another result was to facilitate immIgration into 
the thin!y_ populated areas in the east of the dis
trict. Immigrants consisted chiefly of Santals, 
who reclaimed waste lands in the Barind, and 
Shershabadia Muslims who cultivated the new 
alluvial formations in the diara tract, besides 
Bihari settlers' who came into the northern police 
stations of the district and settled in Haris
chandrapur, Ratua, and Manikchak. During 
1911-21 the district suffered from a serious set
back after the rapid advance in the decade before. 
The cause was mainly malaria which was all over 
the district, but particularly around the head
quarters station where, on more than one occa
sion, it assumed epidemic form. During 1921~ 
31 the silk industry declined and with it the rate 
of increase in Kaliachak. The decline of the lac 
industry in Ratua and Manikchak caused a 
decline in the' grov,rth of population which was 
concealed by the'Ganges moving over to Sanial 
Parganas and throwing up chars on the MaIda 
side which attracted immigrants from Murshida
bad, 'The whole of the Barind area suffered from 
decreasing fertility 'and severe scarcity in 1925-26 
and resisted immigration of Santals. There was 
a large growth of mango gardens which increas
ingly replaced lac and mulberry fields. During 
1931-41 there was a bad flood in )938, which was 
the only event of importance. Dpring 1941-51 
the district suffered more from epidemics in 1944 
than 'from the famine in 1943; the partition 
brought about some voluntary migration in either 
direction; there was a bad flood in 1948, and in 
1950-51 there was a big spate of immigration of 
Displaced persons from East Bengal. 
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tercentage of age groups and of niarried women (15.40) to total population and of 
children (0-5) to married women (15·40) in MaIda, 1901-1951 

Age group 0·15 
Year r- -A-- -, 

P 1\1 F 

2 3 4 

1901 42'0 43·2 40·7 
1911 43·7 44·7 42·7 
1921 41·6 42·7 40·6 
1931 43·0 44·0 42·1 
1941 4:H 42·6 41-6 
1951 42·0 41·9 49·0 

The statement shows how young the 
population of MaIda has been, and the 
low proportion of girls to boys betwe(::n 
o and 15. But it shows ,a welcome feature 
in the greater specific ratio of adult women 
to that of adult men. Column 9 shows the 

Peroent· Peroent. 
ago of age of 

Age group 15-60 married children 
r- -----. Women (O·,j) to 

P :Jl F (15.40) married 
to total women 

population' (15.4?) 

5 G 7 8 9 

53·1 52·6 53'0 15·1J ;}·4 
51·7 51·3 52·1 15·9 102·5 
54·3 53·6 54·9 16·3 87·7 
53·8 53·0 54·6 16·6 100·0 
54·2 53·7 54·8 17·3 91·3 
54-1 54·3 53·0 17-0 101·3 

grievous effect of the' influenza epidemic in 
1921, and the' effect of bogus inflations among 
married' women in 1941. It also illustrates the 
comparatively large size of the unitary family: 
on three occasions the proportion of children aged 
0-5 exceeded the number of married women 15-40. 

Immigration and Emigration in MaIda from and outside the state 1891-1951 

Actual population . 
Immigratiun . 
Emigration . . 
Natural population . 
Percentage variation 

1051 1941 

937,580 
82,507 
10,700 

865,773 
+4-6 

844,315 
22,952 

6,388 
827,731 
+19'0 

The figure for immigrants of 1951 includes 
50,198 Displaced persons which reduces the 
figure for immigrants from otn~r states of India 
to 22,309 which is smaller than previous ·years as 
far back as 1911 indicating that the availability 
<if land an~ its productivity are approaching 

HJ31 1921 1911 1901 1891 

720,440 686:174 698,547 603,649 547,290 
30,464 43.010 55,427 16,741 18,733 
• 5,358 8,000 13,000 113 232 
61J5,334 650,264 656,120 587,021 528,789 

+6'!) -0·9 + 1'1·8 +11·0 

their saturation point. The progress of emigra
tion also bears out this indication. According _to 
the West Bengal Government 15,000 Muslims 
migrated to East Bengal after the partition, of 
whom 7,500 later returned. These figures are not 
included in the above statement. 

Migration between MaIda and other districts of Bengal in 1891-1921 and- West Bengal in 1951 

Immigration Emigration 
----., r-

Year From contiguous From other To contiguous To other 
districts districts districts districts 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1021 
1951 ~ 

,--~ 

l'tI F 

28,247 23,164 
33,095 33,093 
17,000 18,000 
18,000 17,000 

6,626 3,489 

r-
l\1 

3,616 
14,927 
3,000 
2,000 
3,810 

Figures up to 1921 in this statmeent are un
adjusted for the partitioned district. The de
creasing figures indicate a diminishing stream of 
immigration as lands are employed to capacity. 
The evenness of males and females in earliet de
cades shows that whole families of immigrants 

A..._---, ,...----'-------, -.-.!-.A.- • r- -------, 
F 1\1 F M F 

3,204 15,060 15,091 1,478 613 
7,428 11,887 12,779 1,244 688 
1,000 11,000 10,000 1,000 1,000 
1,000 11,000 !),OOO 1,000 1,00Q 
1,363 15,639 7,818 5,207 2,320 

moved in as settlers on the soil. On the other 
hand the unequal ratios of males and females both 
among immigrants and emigrants in 1951 suggest 
temporary or periodic migration on business and 
service. MaIda has extensive connexions with 
two districts: .Murshidabad and West Dinajpur. 
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The following statement brings out 
the state of migration between Murshi-, 

dabad 
1951. 

and MaIda between 1891 and 

Balance of migration from Murshidabad to MaIda, 1891·1921 and 1951 
(Exoess of immigra.tion +, of emigra.tlon over immigra.tion-) 

Balance of migration from lIIurshidabad to lIIalda 

It .i.s remarkable that after the partition thE' 
stream of migration should have been reversed in 
respect of the West Bengal portion of MaIda. 
Migration between the two districts being mostly 
confined to Shershabadia Muslim cultivators, the 
statement for ·1951 leaves ou"t of account those 
emigrants from Murshidabad who may have gone 
to the East Bengal portion of the former MaIda 
district. It is possible that the rev.erse migration 
in 1951 is a freak. The troubled Indo-Pakistan 
situation is 'certainly largely responsible. The 
reason, however, which led to .migrations from 
Nadia and Murshidabad to MaIda still remains: 
it is the economic pressure on the soil south of 
the Ganges whose capacities for production have 
seriously depreciated with the decay of the dis
tributary rivers leaving the Ganges to join the 
Hooghly estuary, and the resultant lowering of 
the 'subsoil water level in Murshidabad and 
Nadia. But it is also possible that because the 

1951 

+7,597 

1921 

-23,227 

1911 

-20,232 

1901 

-7,162 

1891" 
-9,318 

alluvial soil of MaIda have attained great den~ 
sities (the densities in Kaliachak, Ratua, and 
Manikchak are 1,092,754 and 635 persons per 
square miles respectively) the pressure on the soil 
in those regions is. approaching the maximum and 
showing signs of resistance to more immigranls. 

The only rural police station in the district 
having a density over 1,050 is Kaliachak which 
is on the alluvial side of the Ganges receives a 
rich layer a} silt every year and is highly fertile, 
the great bulk of the land 'bearing 3 crops a year, 
and is peopled by a prolific and healthy com: 
munity, the Shershabadia Muslims. This police 
station has the largest and most profitable ~ottage 
industry in the State, silk rearing and weaving, 
in which all the population, not otherwise engag~ 
ed in agriculture, finds profitabl~ employment. 

The following statement shows the variation 
in population of the police stations and the sub
division of the district between 1872 and 1951: 

Population of Administrative Divisions of MaIda District with Variations, 1872-1951 

District, Subdivision Populatiqn Variation Population Variation Populatfon Variation Population Variation 
and Police Station 1951 1941·51 1941 1931-41 1931 1921·31 1921 1911-21 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

UALDA DISTRICT . 937,580 +93,265 844,315 +123,875 720,44.0 +34,266 686,174 -12,373 
Sadar Subdivision 937,580 +93,265 844,315 +123,875 720,440 +34,266 686,174 -12,373 

1 English bazar 93,872 +10,333 83,539 + 13',888 69,651 + 6,742 ()2,909 -10,682 
2 Kaliachak 226,184. 't31,860 194,324 + 29,750 164,574 + 6,746 157,828 - 6,973 
3 MaIda. 37,420 + 3,442 33,!l78 + 3,394 30,584 - 2,1:!3 32,707 - 1,674 
4 Habibpur 72,193 +19,886 52,307 + 3,338 48,969 + 1,555 4.7,414 - 2,427 
5 Ratua • 115,834 +12,849 102,985 + 17,192 85,TIl3 + 4,720 81,073 - 3,589 
6 Manikchak 77,587 +12,801 64,786 + 8,304 56,482 + ·1,245 55,237 - 2,446 
7 Kharba 100,498 - 2,564 103,062 + 19,468 83,594 + 3,078 80,516 - 1,883 
8 Harishchandrapur 101,156 + 1,182 99,974 + 17,378 82,596 +10,751 71,845 +14,773 
9 Gajol • 73,171 - 216 73,387 + 6,364 67,023 + 1,250 65,773 + 1,721 

10 Bamangola 39,665 + 3,692 35,973 + 4,799 31,174 + 302 30,872 + 807 
t Population Variation Population Variation Population Val'iation Population Variation Population 

1911 1901·11 1901 1891·1901 1891 1881·91 1881 1872·81 1872 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 - 18J 

1\1 A.L D A DISTRICT . 698,547 +94,898 603,649 +56,359 547,290 +77,166 470,124 +20,654 449,470 
Sadar Subdivision 698,547 +94,898 603,649 +56,359 547,290 +77,166 470,124 +20,654 449,470 

1 Englishbazar 73,591 + 3,242 70,349 - 4,678 75,027 + 8,881 66,146 - 511 66,657 
.2 Kaliachak 164,801 +16,600 148,201 +18,546 129,655 +13,963 115,692 -- 3,683 119,375 
3 lIlalda . 34,381 + 4,847 29,534 + 5,504 24,030 + 3,254 20,776 + 135 20,641 
4 Habibpur 49,841 + 7,027 42,814 + 7,978 34,836 + 4,718 r30,1l8 + 196 29,922 
5 Ratua. 84,662 +15,358 69,304 + 5,538 63,766 +16,452 47,314 + 8,559 38,755 
6 lItIanikchak 57,683 +10,465 47,218 + 3,135 44,083 +11,373 32,710 + 5,917 26,793 
7 Kharba 82,399 +11,589 70,810 + J),681 64,129 + 5,174 58,955 + 6,316 52,639 
8 Harishchandrapuf 57,072 + 9,480 47,592 - 374 47,966 + 3,870 44,096 + 4",724 39,372 
9 Gajol . 64,052 +11,086 52,966 + 9,548 43,418 + 6,452 36,966 680 37,646 

J 0 Balllangola. • 30,065 + 5,204 24,861 + 4,481 20,380 + 3,029 17,351 - 3111' 17,670 
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The undermentioned 
the above .yqriations 

statement shows 
as percentages of 

the previous 
decades. 

decades or group of 

Percentage Variations in Population of MaIda District from Decade to Decade, 1872-1951 

Percentage Variation 
r- .. 
1901·51 1921·51 1872·21 1941·51 1931·4] 1921·31 1911·21 1901-11 1891-1901 1881·91 1872-81 

l'tIALDA DISTRICT 
Sadar Subdivision 
Englishhazar . 
Kaliaehak 
MaIda . 
Habibpur 
Ratua . 
Manikehak 
Kharba . . 
Harishchandrapur . 
Gaiol. . 
Bamangola . 

The following 
ip density in 

MALDA DISTRIC,T 
Sadar Subdivision 
Englishbazar . 
Kaliaehak 
Ma~da . 
Habibpur 
Ratua • 
Manikehak 
Kharba . , 
Harishchandrapur _ 
Gaiol. . 
Bamangola _ 

+55'3 +36'6 +52·7 
+55-3 +36·6 +52-7 
+33'4- +49·2 -5·6 
+52·6 +43'3 +32·2 
+26'7 +14·4- +58·5 
+68,6 +52'3 +58·5 
+67·1 +42·9 +109·2 
+64,3 +40'5 +106·2 

: +41·9 +24-8 +53·0 
+112'5 +40'8 +82·5 
+38·1 +11'2 +74·7 
+59'0 +28'5 +74·7 

statement 
different 

shows 
police 

changes 
stations 

1951 

674 
674 
954 

1,092 
428 
471 
754 
635 
707 
675 
369 
498 

1941 

607 
607 
849 
938 
389 
341 
670 
530 
725 
667 
370 
452 

1931 

518 
518 
708 
795 
350 
319 
558 
462 
588 
551 
338 
392 

+11'0 4-17'2 +5'0 
+11-0 +17·2 +5'0 
+12·4- +19'9 +10-1 
+16·4 -f18·1 +4-3 
+10·1 +11-1 -6,5 
+38'0 +6'8 +3'3 
+12·5 +20·0 .+5'8 
+19·8 +14·7 +2·3 
-2·5 +23·3 +3·8 
+1·2 +21'0 +15'0 
-0·3 +9·5 +1·9 

+10·3 +15·4 +1-0 

of the 
1951. 

1921 1911 

493 502 
493 502 
649 748 
762 796 
374 393 
309 325 
527 551 
452 472 
566 579 
480 381 
332 323 
388 378 

-1·8 +15·7 +10·3 +16-4 +4-6 
-1-8 +15-7 +10'3 +16'4 +4·6 

-14·5 +4-6 -6·2 +1304- -0'8 
-4·2 +1l·2 +14·3 +12'1 -3·1 
-4·9 +16·4 +22,9 +15'7 +0-7 
-4·9 +16·4 +22·9 +15·7 +0'7 
-4·2 +22·2 +8·7 +34·8 +22'1 
-4·2 +22·2 +7-1 +34-8 +22-1 

.-2·3 +16·4 +10·4 +8·8 +12'0 
+25·9 +19·9 -0·8 +8·8 +12'0 
+2·7 +20·9 +22·0 +17·5 -1·8 
+2''1 +20·9 +22·0 +17·5 -1-8 

district between 1872-

1901 1891 1881 1872 
434 393 338 323 
434 "393 338 323 
715 762 672 677 
7J6 626 559 576 
338 275 238 236 
279 227 196 195 
451 415 308 252 
386 361 268 219 
498 451 415 370 
318 320 294 263 
267 219 186 190 
312 256 218 222 

The following statement shows changes in 
density (persons per square mile) between 

1901-1951 in the rural and urban areas of the 

Total 
Rnral 
Urban 

The following statement shows changes in the 
proportion of the sexes "in rural and urban 

1951 
(withont 

dis
placed 

persons) 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

968 
972 
846 

As stated before the district has only two 
towns, Englishbazar and Old Maida. The 
statement below gives the percentage ratios 

Less 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 
than to to to to 
500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 

~3·95 22·5\} 22·\)8 23·36 2·78 

district. 

. 1951 HJ41 1931 1921 1911 

674 607 518 493 502 
650 588 505 482 490 

11,342 8,767 6,350 5,549 5,830 

areas between 1901 and 1951. 

1951 1941 1931 1921 1911 

966 983 989 991 1,004 
971 988 • 995 996 1,008 
853 827 814 802 861 

of population of the district, 
the villages and towns of various 
sizes. 

'10,000 20,000 50,000 
to to to 

20,000 50,000 100,000 

1-10 3·~7 
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1901 

434 
422 

5,616 

1901 

I 
1,007 
1,012 

854 

living in 
popUlation 

100,000 
and 

above 



The 
progress 

1951 

1921 

1901 

following 
of villages 

Year 

statement 
and towns 

shows the 
of various 

Less than 2,000 
, ____ __A-------y-

Peroentage Percentage 
of number of total 
of villages pO}Julution 
aml towns 

94·74 6!).49 

!l6·83 72-'iJ5 

!l9'38 89·70 

The above statement will show that the popul~ 
ation is mainly rural, but the villages vary con~ 
siderably in size. This is due tv the nature of 
the country west of the Mahananda and in the 
country east of the Mahananda, the villages are 
more or less small and of uniform size peopled 
mostly by Santals. Since 1949 a large Displaced 
population has settled in Bamangola, Habibpur, 
and MaIda thanas. In the west sites abOve flood 
level are comparatively limited, with the result 
that one village runs into another. Where in 
addition there is a considerable population 9f 
weavers or silk rearers or silk reelers, the village 
becomes a small town of, which Kaliachak, Suja~ 
pur,. Piyasbari, Araid!l.nga, Manikchak, Ratua, 
Chanchal, Kaligram, Tulsihata and Harish~ 
chandra pur may be cited as examples. In the 
Barind where the ground is-high and agriculture 
is the sole occupation, the tendency is for the 
people to remain in small hamlets. 

The language of the majority of the people is 
Bengali, but a certain number of the population 
in the west and north of the district, of Behari 
origin but domiciled in the district speak Hindi 
or a mixture of Hindi and Bengali known as 
khotta. Amonght the people of Palia affinities the 
dialect is that of North Bengal. The schools 
largely retain their own .language but are gradual~ 
ly acquiring Bengali.· In the region of Araidanga, 
Milki, Nagharia, Atgama, Amriti and Mirdadpur 
there are settlements of domiciled Maithili 
Brahmans who speak Maithili. The character in 
comm~n use and taught in the schools is Bengali. 
Kaithi is also common, 

W_ W. Hunter in his Statistical Account re~ 
marked that MaIda presents ethnologically the 
aspect of a border district. The following state
ment shows the strength of major religious com~ 
munities in MaIda district. 

population sizes in the district in 1901, 1921 
and 1951. 

2,000 to 10,000 Abovtl 10,000 

IJercentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
of number of total of number of total 
of villages population of villages population 
and towns and towns 

5·13 26·14 0·13 4'37 

3·04 23·00 0'13 4·00 

0-56 6·88 0-06 3-42 

Religiuns in MaLda District in 1951 
Population 937,580 

Religion 

Hindus 
Sikhs 
Jains 
Buddhists 
Muslims 
Christians 
Tribal 
Religi'On not stated 

Population 

589,896 
56 
50 
7 

.' 346,649 
S3D 

87 
5 

Percentage to 
population 

62·92 
0·01 
0·00 
0'00 

36,97 
0,09 
0,01 
0,00 

The following statement shows the strength of 
those Scheduled Castes and Tribes each of which 
numbers more than 2,000. 
Scheduled Caste: 

Bagdi 
Bhuiya 
;Bind 
Chamar 
Dhoba 
Dosadh 
Hari 
Jalia Kaibartta 

Jhalo Malo or 
Malo 

Kaora 
Mallah 
Muchi 
Musahar 
Namosudra 
Nuniya 
Pod 
Rajbanshi 
Tiyar . 
Turi 

· 2,881 
· 4,940 
· 11,629 

5,449 
3,144 
2,570 
5,512 
4,279 

2,981 
6,669 
4,()85 
6,292 
5,442 
4,497 
3,999 
2,761 

· 20,394 
· 20,063 
· 4,027 

Scheduled Tribe: 
Oraon 
Santal 

7,500 
. 72,800 

The proportion of Hindus is greatest in the 
north, east, and west of the district and of 
Muhammadans in the south, The Hindus fall into 
3' main divisions: The castes of lower Bengal 
scattered all over the district; the castes with 
affinities in the Koch or Polia such as the Raj~ 
banshi, Polia and Doai found in the north east 
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of the district; and the Behari castes mostly re
sidents in the diara tracts, whose language is 
Hindi or a mixture of Hindi and Bengali. 

Among the Muhammadans the differences are 
not so well defined though as stated before the 
Shershabadia Musalmans of Kaliachak, Manik
chak and Ratua show traces of descent from 
foreign immigration. It is stated on good author
ity that they have descended from the demoblized 
soldiers of Sher Shah. Physically they are 
strong and robust and the following description 
has been left by the Settlement Officer of MaIda: 

Among the Muhammadan agriculturists, the most 
remarkable people are those known as the Shersa
badiy:as, or more generally as the Badiyas. The name 
is derived from Shersabad Pargana of' MurshidaLad 
district, from which they were forced to emigrate owing 
to the erosion of the Ganges. There are several 
theories about their origin. One is that they were 
originally Mahrattas, who came to Bengal with the 
Mahratta invaders. It is said that a number of them 
were made prisoners and forced to accept Islam. Their 
appearance however is unlike that of the typical 
Mahratta, and it seems more likely that they are des
cendants of the army of Sher Shah, one of the Af~an 
kings. Whatever their origin may be, it is certainlv 
not Bengali. They are for most part big men, of fin~ 
Physique, with full black beards (unlike the rather 
straggly beards one generally sees) and with deepset 
eyes. 

They are very good agriculturists and will 
spend much time and labour on the reclamation 
of land which the ordinary cultivator would not 
attempt to clear. Most of the Tal area in Ratua 
and Harishchandrapur thanas was brought· under 
cultivation by them, and more recently they have 
taken up the 'dubas' or valleys of the Tangan 
and Purnabhaba rivers. In cultivating methods 
they are superior in every respect to their neigh
bours. They seem to understand better the 
nature and properties of the soil, and how to get 
the best results from it. Generally they make 
their plots very long and rectangular in shape, 
so that no time is wasted in continually turning 
the plough. Even when they acquire land by pur
chase, they convert the fields to the shape they 
prefer. They are extremely industrious. They 
rise' very early ill the morning and are at work 
before dawn, probably two hours before the 
average cultivator appears. Their ploughing is 
finished a couple of hours or so before midday, 
and they spend the rest of the day doing odd jobs, 
repairing their agricultural implements, and so 
forth. They never waste time in talk, but are 

busy from morning till night. They are re
sourceful and have the ability to turn their hand 
to different trades. Good carpenters, blacksmiths 
and oilmen are to be found among them, and 
some of the best boatmen come from their ranks. 
When there is little agricultural work to be done, 
some of them t~ade as middlemen, and make a 
little profit by buying paddy or gram In the 
villages and selling it in the local markets. They 
are businesslike, regular in their payments, and 
punctilious in keeping their promises and con
tracts. In consequence they are trusted by the 
money-lenders and can carryon business with
out much capital. 

In social matters their umty is remarkable. In 
moSl villages 'daladali' or party faction, is a 
regular feature of local politics, but there is very 
littie among the Shersabadiyas. They obey the 
orders of their village headman with almost 
military precision, and it is extremely difficult 
to get any information from them against one of 
their o~n sect. This naturally increases the diffi
culties of an investigating officer. 

In religious matters they are pious and ortho
dox. Marriage with any other Muhammadan 
sect is prohibited, which is one reason why their 
social unity and fine physique have been pre-
seFved. • 

They haye much common sense and quickly 
cealise what is to their advantage. 

The Nadegustis 
. Another peculiar Muhammadan sect, who live 
in the Mirataluk area, and along the western 
bank of the Mahananda towards the south of the 
district, are known as Nadegustis. They are said 
to have been Hindus of Nadia district, who were 
converted to Islam centuries ago, and migrated 
to the Natore subdivision of Rajshahi district. 
Being unable to get land there, they came to 
MaIda district about a century ago, hearing from 
travellers to Gaur and Pandua that there was 
land available fOl settlement. 

Since then, ~hey have increased in numbers, 
and are spreading over a wide area. They still 
retam some of their Hindu customs; for example, 
they wear new cloths, and apply a pigment of 
rice powder (alipana) to the walls of the house 
on festive occasions. They also respect Hindu 
gods. In the month of Baisakh, hundreds of them 
go to Daldali village, and offer puja to the god
dess Burima. Like the Shersabadiyas, they do 
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not allow marriage with any other Muhammadan 
sect. 

Through the district there is practically no 
communal feeling. The only area in which there 
has been frict.ion consists of a few villages near 
Kaliachak. Apart from this, the two communi~ 
ties live in harmony and respect each other's re~ 
Hgio:1s ann customs. Several cases were noticed 
Jr: whicl debotLar lands, the income of which is 
devoted to the worship of a particular Hindu 
deity, had passed by purchase to Muhammadans. 
Similarly pirottar lands which are devoted to 
Muhammadan 'Saints had come into the possession 
of F~ndus. In both cases the present owners 
arrange to carry out the necessary ceremonies 
the Muhammadans by -engaging Hindu priests 
and the Hindus by engaging Muhammadan 
Mollas. 

All the Muhammadans are Sunnis, and, with 
the exception of a number of the Shersabadiyas, 
of the Hanifi persuasion. The prevailing 
ioctrine amongst the Shersabadiyas is that 
known as Farazi, though different groups are 
known by such names as Lamazhabis, Wahabis, 
Hadayat. The common feature of these schisms 
is that they profess to base themselves on the 
text of the Koran and do not adhere to any of 
the regular schools of doctrine into which the 
Muhammadan religious world is divided. In 
practice the adherents of these doctrines object 
to taking service and to allowing any marriage
able woman to remain unmarried, in addition to 
acknowledging the ordinary prohibitions amongst 
Muhammadans in respect of drinking, smoking 
and usury. In 1869 several prosecutions for 
waging war against the Queen were instituted 
against Wahabis. 

Apart from the regular Muhammadan festi~ 
vals such as the Maharam, the Id-ul-Fitr, Id-uz
Zoha and lesser celebrations, the chief local re
ligious festival is that of .dazrat Pandua melas or 
fairs, instituted in connection with the Baishazari 
and Sashazari endowments. These melas are in 
honour of saints Makdum Shah J alaI and Kutub 
Shah. The Baishazari mela is held from the 17th 
to 22nd of Rajeb and the chief Sashazari mela 
tfOm the 8th to 14th of Shaban, the last day 
COinciding with the festival Sab-i-barat. Regulat~ 
ed as all strictly Muhammadan ceremonies are by 
the lunar year, the dates according to the calendar 
year fall earlier on each succeeding occasion. 
The ceremonies consist of the offering of fatihas, 

or prayers for the dead, combined with the dis
tribution of alms and food to the fakirs who 
Clssemble on the occasion. Similar ceremonies 
are performed at the Powal Mela at Bamangola 
in March. The Farazi sects are distinguished in 
this respect from other Muhammadans in that 
they repudlate as idolatrous such gatherings in 
honour of departed saints, stigmatising those who 
assist at them a,s Bedatis. 

Reference may be made to the Census Report 
of Bengal, 1911 for a detailed account of the pirs 
(holy men) who are commonly adored in Bengal 
The outward forms of this adoration most com
monly seen in MaIda are the small bamboo boats 
with sails set afloat in the rivers in honour of 
Khwaja Khijr; the five mounds of earth in 
honour of the Panch Pir: the strips of cloth tied 
in honour to Tena Pir, on trees at the halting 
places in the barind, by the carters bringing rice 
from Dinajpur. 

Middle classes 
The middle classes form a very small per

centage of the population, though in the towns 
their proportion is naturally higher. English
bazar contains the largest number of middle class 
gentry. Under the category of the learned pro
fessions come the lawyers, doctors and teachers. 
Service~holders include officers and clerks engag
ed in the public offices, or in zemindari and 15usi
ness employ. Merchants and traders, including 
a numb'er of Marwaris, are engaged chiefly in the 
silk and mango business; and the money-lenders 
comprise merchants, well-to-do agriculturists and 
landlords. The professional classes and service~ 
holders are generally better educated and have 
more advanced ideas of comfort and social inter
course. The other classes are interested primar
ily in money-making. They have a more re
stricted outlook and their manner oJ living is 
inferior. 

In Old MaIda, the middle classes consist 
almost entirely of money-lenders, .traders and 
homeopathic doctors. The Agarwalas are the 
most influential class and the trade consists 
chiefly in paddy and broking. 

The Barind contains a few middle class 
families, consisting of petty landlords, jotedars, 
money-lenders and gomastas in zamindari offices. 
The last class have in some cases succeeded in 
acquiring considerable areas of land, generally 
by unscrupulous methods. 
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In the north of the district, the village, or 
almost town, of Kaligram contains a colony of 
middle class people, who are engaged chiefly in 
money-lending. At Malatipur in the same area, 
there are some wealthy money-lenders. 

In the west of the district, there is a large 
community of Maithili Brahmans, who reside 
mainly along the Kalindri river, chiefly in Ratua 
thana. They are said to have been originally 
settlers from Darbhanga district. 

The Lalas and Chatries are the other classes 
who reside in this area. The former are occupied 
chiefly in zemindari service. The latter are 
chiefly money-lenders who are said to have come 
originally from J aipur. 

In the south of the district the middle classes 
consist chiefly of small landlords, influential 
jotedars, traders, and the inevitable money
lenders. 

SantaIs 
Of the agricultural classes, the most numerous 

among non-Muhammadans are the Santa Is. They 
are divided into four sects-the Christians, the 
Sat yam Sibam, the Kheroars and the Santals 
proper who retain all the aboriginal customs. 

The Christians are comparatively few in num
ber, and are the converts of Protestant and 
Cat~olic missionaries, who have been working in 
the district since the present century. The 
Roman· Catholic mission has several small 
churches in villages in the Barind. It must be 
recorded to the credit of the missionaries that 
they were the first to introduce any fOl'm of edu
cation among the Santals. Owing to their efforts 
several small schools were established, and they 
do what they can to protect their converts against 
the rapacious and dishonest methods of landlords 
and money-lenders. 

The Sat yam Sibam sect originated about the 
year 1905. It was founded by a Brahmin 
pleader from Dinajpur named Kasiswar Chakra
bartty, whose object, apart from the fees which he 
received, appears to have been to claim the 
Santals for the Hindu community, rather on the 
lines of the Arya Samaj. He made a deep 
impression, and numbers of Santals adopted 
Hinduism. They gave up eating pigs, fowls and 
other forbidden food. This to the orthodox 
Hindu mind. might appear highly commendable; 
but from the economic point of view it is the 
reverse. The possession of a number of pigs and 

fowls in times of distress is a considerable asse1 
to the Santals. In marriage and social customs 
this sect has nothing to distinguish it from 
ordinary Santals, and their moral and· material 
condition has not been affected by their conver
sion. The slogan "Sat yam Siban Sundaram" is 
one used by the Brahmos but it is not clear why 
it was adopted by the reformer. Left to them
selves, the Santals are natuarlly very m].lch more 
truthful than most of their neighbours. 

The Kheroars are followers of a preacher f:r:om 
Bihar who visits the Barind at intervals of about 
a year, or sends on his disciples. They are 
generally rather fairer in colour than the 
ordinary Santal, and do not take any flesh, or 
drink toddy or pachwai. In other respects there 
is no appreciable difference between them and 
the ordinary Santals. 

The Santals proper are divided into twelve 
castes-Murmu, Kisku, Hemrom, Hansda, Soren, 
Mardi, Tudu, Besra, Baske, Chore, Bedea and 
Paurea. Their legend is that the first two human 
beings who were created were Pilchu Haram and 
Pilchi Budhi. They had seven sons and seven 
daughters. The sons were given the first seven 
names of the castes mentioned' above, and 
married th~ seven daughters. Seven castes thus 
arose, and later five others we~e added, though it 
is not known how. It is interesting to note that 
each ~aste is exogamous, and a Marmu, for 
example, cannot marry the daughter of a Marmu. 

The Santal community invariably build' their 
houses in a group together. This is known as 
the Santalpara, arid is always at some distance 
from the Rajbanshi group of houses, which is 
called the Bangalpara. The houses are well con
structed, with solid walls of clay. They are kept 
scrupulousJy clean, and the Santals are very fond 
of grqwing hibiscus shrubs in front of them, the 
red flowers of which are worn by the women in 
their hair on festive occasion. 

The social system is under 'the direction of 
village headmen, called ¥ajhis. Their houses are 
identifiable by a mound of earth' outside it, in 
the centre of which is fixed a wooden post, known 
as the Manjithan. On ceremonial occasions, the 
post is painted with vermilion in places, and 
sacrifices are offered to the spirits of departed 
chieftains. Each Majhi also keeps a hut, gen
erally unfenced, for village meetings. His office 
is normally hereditary, but if the successor of a 
Majhi is reduced to straitened circumstances, or 
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incurs the displeasure of his co-villagers, he is 
replaced by another. The ordinary duties of the 
Majhi ~re to control over his people and their 
punishment by fines or other means for breaches 
of social customs. When there are disputes be
tween different villages, the Majhis of three or 
five villages sit together as a tribunal. When a 
family leaves the village in a year of scarcity to 
make a living elsewhere, their immovable pro
perty remains in the custody of the Majhi. 

The social unity among Santals is remarkable. 
Inter-marriage with any non-Santal is strictly 
forbidden, and the disregard of a Majhi's com
mands, or the commission of a serious social 
offence, brings the whole Santal community down 
upon the offender. On a JIlarket'day the oranch 
of a tree is held up and this attracts the entire 
Santal community present at the market. The 
incident is then briefly relate,d, and all are direct
ed to be present on a given day. On the date 
fixed the whole community appears, and when 
judgment has been passed on the offender, his 
house is ransacked and defiled, and a branch is. 
planted in it as a sign that he has 'been ex-com
municated. Until he has pai? the penalty, aod 
the ban has been lifted, n090dy dares to have 
anything to do with him. 

In matters which are regarded as tribal 
secrets, there is a masonic reticence among San
tals through which it is impo'SSible to break. 
Repeated efforts have been made but without suc
cess to find out the name of the plant from which 
poison for arrow-heads is extracted; but every
one professes ignorance. 

Santal customs are interesting. The first cere
mony observed js the Napta, which takes place on 
the third or fifth day after the birth. The men 
are shaved and bathed at noon and when they 
have assembled the father names the child in 
their presence. The first is named after his 
grandfather and the first daughter after fhe 
grandmother. After .the child has b.een named, 
the midwife goes round the assembly, sprinkling 
a solution of flour and water on the breasts of all 
present and· repeating the name of the child. 
Rice which has been boiled with the dust of nim 
leaves is then served to the guests, after being 
offered first to the Hafram or deceased ancestors. 

The next .ceremony is the Sakhi, which is the 
name for the branding marks on the wrists of 
all Santal men. The branding is done with a 
piece of burning rag, when the child is five or 

six years old. The girls are not branded, but 
are tattooed on the breast and on one of the arms. 
After marriage the other arm is tattooed, but if 
a woman loses a child before the second arm has 
been tattooed, it remains as i't is. The idea is 
that in such cases the child would not be able to 
recognise the mother in the after life. 

There are several systems of marriage. The 
negotiation may be carried out through a. Ghatak 
or'match-maker.; but this is an imitation of Ben
gali society and not a -tribal custom. It is how
ever less costly as the dowry is smaller, Gen
erally marriages are arranged by mutual selec
tion, of the young man carries off the girl, and. 
takes her to live with him. In such cases ~the 
bride's father approaches the Majhi of the bride
groom's village and demands a dowry. If this is 
paid, and the girl is willing to stay with th~ 
young ma'n, the marriage is concluded: other
wise a penalty is realised from him and the girl 
returns to her father's house without any social 
stigma. 

Divorce is adjudicated by the village Majhis. 
If they decide that there should be a divorce, the 
termination of the marriage is indicated by the 
tearing acrpss of a leaf or 'bitlaha '. The corres
pondent is required to pay double the wife's 
dQwry to the husband as· compensation. 

The Santals cremate or bury their dead ac
cording to their convenience. There is no hard 
and fast rule in the matter, but they prefer crem
ation when fuel is avail,able. Great respect is 
shown to the dead and almost· the whole village 
attends the cremation or burial. 

Of the Santal festivities the most important 
is the Bandna. This is a kind of harvest festival 
which takes place after the winter paddy. has been 
reaped. There is no fixed date. for it· but the 
village headmen arrange the day on ~hich the 
festivities are to commence. On the first day 
sacrifices are made to J ahar at the place o-f 
worship <?utside the village. A few fowls and 
an egg are offered in sacrifice. The cattle are 
washed and made to walk over the place of 
worship. If one of them tramples on the sacri
ficial egg, it is considered an auspicious o~en for 
its owner. Then for three days there commences 
a continuous round of festivity in which every
one joins, irrespective of age. The elders indulge 
in heavy drinking while tqe young men and girls 
amuse themselves as young folk will. The whole 
period is one of unrestrained abandon and all , -
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restrictions are thrown off. On the last day a 
feast is arranged in which the whole village parti
cipates. 

The sakrat festival is generally held about a 
fortnight aftel the Bandna. Its special feature is 
dancing with lathis. On the second day, a con
test in archery is held. A plantain tree is set up 
at a distance, and the first competitor who hits it, 
is carried shoulder high by the Jog Majhi or 
joint headman and receives the homage of the 
spectators. 

The Fagua is counterpart of the Doljatra 
"festival. On tpe appointed day the villagers go 
to the place of worship and offer sacrifices. On 
the Iway back to the village they sprinkle each 
other with water, but it is considered hJ.ghly 
objectionable to use coloured water. 

The Charak festival takes place in April on a 
moonlit night and is attended chiefly by the 
younger folk. Normally no Santa! will stay out 
of his house after dusk for fear of ghosts, but on 
this occasion they come to the festival uptill 
midnight. Singing and dancing are its chief 
features, and incidentally it provides an oppor~ 
tunity for clandestine meetings. 

In character the Santals are naturally simple 
and straight-forward, though contact with some 
of their less honest neighbours tend to make them 
suspicious and crafty. They are very supersti
tious and in some matters extremely credulous. 
The Sat yam Sibam sect, for example, was under 
the leadership of one Jitu Santal, whose .w~ldest 
pronouncements were accepted by his followers 
as gospel truth. The Air Survey Company's 
aeroplane, when photographing over Habibpur 
thana, was reported to be an incarnation of 
Krishna. Another dictum of Jitu was that the 
payment of rent to landlords had been prohibited, 
and the only payment required was a basketful 
of paddy to himself. As not infrequent~y 
J:appens with these movements the Sat yam 
Sibam sect tended to get mixed up with politics, 
and though it made no outward demonstration 
during the Civil Disobedience movement of 1931, 
it was always a potential source of trouble. The 
culminating point came when Jitu and a number 
of his followers proclaimed their "independ
ence" and occupied the great mosque at Adina. 
Eventually an engagement took place in which 
one constable was killed by a poisoned arrow, 
Jitu was shot dead, and several other Santals 
were wounded. All this would never have taken 

place if the Santals were not so astonishingly 
credulous, and if Jitu's activities could have been 
limited, Unfortunately attempts to restrict his 
liberty did not find favour with the High Court. 

In spite of their simplicity, however, the San
tals can be very reticent, as has been mentioned 
before, in certain matters affecting their tribal 
customs. There seems to b'e a kind of masonic 
bond or secret understanding between them, sO 
that however simple they may appear, there are 
some things which can never be learned from 
them. 

They ar~ independent by nature and resent 
being put un4er any restriction. They will only 
work when it pleases them to do so. No Santal 
could ever lose his independence so far as to live 
by begging: he would prefer starvation. They 
are a cheerful, happy-go-lucky people, and there 
is probably none other that takes so little 
'thought for the morrow'. Their life is full of 
festivities, and they enjoy' drinking and music. 
All over the Barind one hears the music of their 
bamboo pipes, especially towards sunset. On the 
other hand, they are lazy and improvident. If 
they get good crops, they are prepared to spend 
the next six months in idling and merrymaking. 
The women are very much harder workers than 
the men. In addition. to the household work, 
they do most of the .transplanting of paddy seed
lings-a backbreaking jab-and much of the 
reaping and threshing. 

Rajbanshis 
The Rajbanshis ::Jre numerically the next 

largest community. They claim to be descended 
from the same origin as the Cooch Behar family. 
Whether that is true or not their appearance and 
features--the high cheek bone-broad nose and 
slightly slaritiItg eye-are strongly suggestive of 
Mongolian origin, and not Dravidian, as has been 
suggested. Their claim to Kshatriya status is 
very old, but it is only witl'l.in comparatively re
cent times that attempts ha"We been to advance 
their soCia~ ·status. The movement owes its 
origin to Rai Sahib Panchanan Barman, 'the Raj
banshi leader of Rangpur. A number of the 
more well-to-do Rajbanspis havE Laken the 
sacred thread and adopted the title of Singh, 
Singha Ray or Sarkar. The movement is handi
capped however by the fact that the more back
ward Rajbanshis have not come into line, and 
the allied castes pf Palias and Koches, who are 
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even nore backward, are not admitted by the 
Rajbanshls to have an equal social status. 

Locally the Rajbanshis are known as 
Bangals, and the part of the village in which they 
reside, as the Bangalpara. The name is derived 
from their indigenous origin, as distinguished 
from the Santals and others who are immigrants. 
Little is known of their earlier history. They 
may go back as far as the time when the kingdom 
of Kamrup covered northern Bengal, and it is 
not improbab'le that after the capital of Gaur 
was abandoned in the latter part of the 16th cen
tury they settled in the outlying country. 

The two most noteworthy of their customs 3re 
the Mahat system and the marriage system. In 
every village there is a headman known as the 
Mahat. He is elected and is distinct from the 
MandaI appointed by the landlord. Petty dis
putes are referred to and dec.ided by him. Over 
each group of twenty two Mahats there is a Raja, 
to whom anyone can appeal if dissatisfied with the 
Mahat. Seri.ous cases are often referred directly 
to him. The Raja has a Dewan whose duty is to 
make arrangements for trials and to inform the 
people through an intermediary known as the 
Barik. He secures the attendance of the villagers 
on the date fixed, and the case or either party is 
explained to the Raja by functionaries known as 
Mahats. All these posts are honorary and are 
filled by election, but as a matter of practice they 
have ·become hereditary. Their holders have a 
high social status and are given places of honour 
at social gatherings. 

Among the majority of the Rajbanshis, the 
mka. system or widow marriage is common. 
Sometimes a 'marriage is formally contracted but 
no moral stigma attaches to cohabitation. In 
formal marriages the cost is higher, because the 
bridegroom ha-s t9 pay a dowr4" to the bride's 
father and give a marriage feast. In other cases 
a man may simply take a widow to live with 
him, a form of marriage known as " kahin" or a 
widow may retain her deceased husband's home 
and property' and take a man to· live with her~ 
This is known as i< dangua ". Judged by orthodox 
standards, moral:ty is lax among the Rajbanshis 
Cases even occur in which wives are exchanged, 
or where an influential man arranges to pur
chase the wife of another. 

In character they are timid. Unlike the San
tals, they will not stand up for what they con
sider to be their right's. On the other hand they 

are more intelligent than the Santals and more 
thrifty. They are fairly good cultivators, and, 
unlike the Santals, work regularly. They make 
rather a speciality of cultivating vegetables and 
tobacco. 

Palias, Deshis and Koches 
The Palias, Deshis and Koches are ethnically 

allied to Rajbanshis. Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, 
writing early in the 19th century, considered that 
though they were distinguishable castes they 
came from the same origin. Their claim to 
Kshatriya status is not admitted by the Raj
banshis who cons·ider themselves a.superior caste. 

Among the Palias there are two subdivisions
the Babu Palias and the Sadhu Palias. The 
former are akin to the Rajbanshis in manners 
and customs, but the latter unlike the Babu 
Palias are vegetarians. A movement has been 
started to raise their social status. They 
approached the pandits of Nabadwip, who oblig~ 
ingly quoted chapter and verse to prove that 
Sadhu Palias are Kshatriyas. Since then they 
have taken the sacred thread and proclaimed 
themselves as such. They have given up widow 
re~marriage, and are trying to follow the manners 
of higher caste Hindus. 

The deshis call themselves Gaur Deshis. It 
is not unlikely that after the abandonment of 
the capital of Gaur they settled in the surround~ 
ing country and continued to call themselves in
habitants of Gaur. Their customs and habits are 
akin to those 'of the Rajbanshis. 

The Koches may be described as the most 
backward of all the castes which are of Mongo
lian origin. They are'worshippers of Shiva and 
their religious ceremonies include observances 
which are unknown among other Hindu castes 
and which may be a survival of earlier times. 
For example, they kill pigeons on the sacrificial 
altar and drink the blood. Polygamy is practised, 
as in Hindu society, but polyandry also exIsts, 
and a woman can mherit the property of more 
than one husband, if ·there are no children. 

Other Hindu Castes 
The other Hindu castes or castes of semi

aboriginal origin wLhin the discrict are so many 
and so varied that it is not possible to give an 
account of each. Reference has only been made 
to those castes whose customs contain any inter
esting or noteworthy features. 
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Of the indigenous Hindus the weavers-Tanti 
and Ganesh-are one of the most populous com
munities. Many of them have taken to agricul
ture owing to the decline of the weaving industry. 
The Ganesh caste is slowly decreasing in num
bers, largely owing to its own custom that the 
marriage dowry has to be paid by the bridegroom, 
instead of to him, as in Hindu society. Many 
cases occur in which the bridegrooms are unable 
to save enough money for the dowry until they 
have reached middle age: and marriages between 
men of 50 and girls of 12 Of 13 are not uncom
mon. Naturally the proportion of young widows 
in this caste is high, and as widow re-marriage is 
forbidden, it is probable that the caste will slowly 
disappear. , 

The milkmen, Goalas and Gopes are another 
fairly large community. The Gopes are divIded 
into four classes-:-Majrote, Kishl!ota, Maghaia 
and Kanoje. There is no ~ntermarriage or eating 
together between these subdivisions. In other 
respects they follow Hindu customs, but widow 
marriage is practised in all classes. 

The same division into sub-castes is found 
among the Mandals and Telis also. The Mandals 
are div~ded as follows: 

I Nagar Mandals-again subdivided into 
(1) Deb Nagar, (2) Kanhai Nagar, (3) 
Palas (Paras) Nagar and (4) Bholahatia 
Nagar. . 

II Chasi Mandals. 
III Gangot Mandals. 
IV Chasat Mandals. 

Similarly the TeUs are subdivided into 
Maghaia, Tihatu, Barkapia and Bhatia Telis. 

There is no intermarr.iage between the sub
castes of the Nagars or Telis. The first three Teli 
sub-castes can dine at each other's houses, but 
even this is not permitted among the Nagar 
¥andals. Marriage is generally contracted as in 
the higher castes, and a dowry has to be paid for 
the bride in all cases. The Tirhatia Telis allow 
widow marriage. Sradh ceremonies are carried 
out according to Hindu rites, but whereas the 
Telis observe a period of 13 d!lYs for mourning, 
the M'andals observe one month. 

Anothet interesting MandaI caste are the 
Chain Mandals Who are found in the west of the 
district. In the census of 1872 their number was 
given as 30,000, and they are still a fairly numer~ 
ous and well known caste. Their most remark
abl~ 1_)eculiarity is that they will pever touch a 

chain .( this has, of course, no connection with the 
name of the caste). No one could. say what was 
the origin of this custom, but it probably goes 
back to totemistic days. A Chain MandaI would 
not even draw water from a well if a chain is 
attached to the bucket. • 

The Binds are another caste who are found 
in the west of the district. They number nearly 
11,629 and are hardly found in any other district 
of Bengal. They are a non-Aryan caste originat
ing from Bihar and have always been reputed to 
have criminal tendencies. 

Among the castes of semi-aboriginal origin, the 
Mushahars are found in large numbers in MaIda 
than in any other district. They come from 
Santal Parganas, and are employed mainly as 
earth cutters and day labourers. They claim to 
be worshippers of Ram Chandra Clind observe 
Hindu festivals such as Dasata, Saraswati and 
Kali Pujas. Their own important festival is the 
" Bowparav " which is held in the month of Magh. 
Sacrifices are offered and much merry-making 
takes place. 

Other castes of aboriginal derivation are the 
Turis, Oraons, Koras, Mundas, Muriaris, Bhunyas, 

. Rai, Ghatwals and Gbasis. 
Apart from the ordinary Hindu festivals com~ 

mon to Bengal there is a great gathering of 
bairagis from MaIda and surrounding districts for 
the Ramkeli mela held in the ruins of Gaur near 
the Sona Masjid at the end of Jyestha (middle of 
June). The chief ceremonies are bathing in the 
tank of Sonatan and worship of Krishna. 
Advantage is taken of this occasion by bairagis to 
get married in accordance with the rites pres
cribed by Chaitanya, and a fee is paid for the 
marriage to the Gosain, who lives near the tank 
of Sonatan; this has given rise to the popular 
saying that the bairagi buys his wife at the Eam
keli mela for Re. 1-4. Most of the bairagis on 
their way to the mela assemble at Sibganj Tarti
pur, where they bathe in the Ganges and worship 
the god "Syam Sarbeswar. 

At Jangaltola on the left bank ·of the Bhagi
rathi and Some 7 miles south-west of Englishbazar 
is a colony of Brahmans known as Thakuranjis, 
wh? o1:>serve celibacy. They consider themselves 
to be gopinis or milkmaids and worship, dressed 
in women's clothes, Krishna as their incarnate 
lover. The chief puja is on the last day of 
Baisakh and is known as the Tulsi Bihar meta at 
which large numbers of their followers assemble. 
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By far the most popular festival, how.ever, in 

this district is that of the Gumbhira. It is cele~ 
bra ted everywhere during the last three days of 
the Bengali year, the end of Chait, though it is 
usually carried over into Baisakh and even later. 
The following is taken from the Census Report. 
"The Koches and their congeners worship the 
Gramya Devata (village godlings) at a curious 
ceremony called Gumbhira, when the young 
people of the village disguise themselves, per· 
sonating the deities and dance." In. this district, 
however, the ceremony is universal amongst low 
caste Hindus: it is said that it is a form of the 
Ban Puja introduced by King Ban, whose capital 
was at Dinajpur. The king was a great wor
shipper of Siva and used to review at this cerc· 
mony the acts done during the year which was 
passing. The ceremony consisted originally in 
the annual review of the acts of the year and 
penance for misdeeds. As now celebrated in this 
district, a shamiana or a hut open on three sides 
is put up and an image of Siva (Mahadeb) in
stalled, before which there is dancing, singing, 
masquerading and general merriment. 

A very interesting book appeared about 20 
years ago called Adyer Gumbhira in which an 
attempt was made to trace the history of 
Gumbhira in antiquity and social history. What
ever the origin of this institution the present 
writer saw in it in'1948 a most powerful weapon 
of public criticism and an equally entertaining 
vehicle of social education. It usually begins 
with a preamble and invocation to the Lord Shiva 
who is just come to the stage dressed up in 
leopard skin arid ashes and a doggerel starts with 
"Ohe Shiva n. Then starts coming a series of 
characters with the purpose of enlightening Shiva 
with current history. This account covers all the 
salient events of the past year recounted in a 
most interesting and lively style with comments 
of sucli sanity and probity, as can come onlY.from 
simple hard-headed shrewd common people with 
plenty of worse sense: The whole sequence of 
course is liberally interlarded with horseplay and 
rich buffoonery. After the year's account is over 
attention is directed on a particular social event 
and something similar to what is known as 
Kabir gan or Kabir laray starts. This is con
tinued till the small hours of the morning. 
Formerly, it used to continue till a"bout 
10 O'clock next morning. For veiled in
nuendoes and direct thrusts against Gov~ 

ernment policy or the frailties of particular 
Government officers the Gumbhira has been 
known for brilliant virtuosity. In spite of cir
c;umlocution the Gumbhira singers seldom fail to 
expose their object of attack. In my opinion the 
Gumbhira is one of the most powerful vehicles 
of social education that exists in the present day 
in the district. 

Houses 
The ordinary village house consists of a num

ber of single stori~d huts of bamboo built on 
raised plinths of earth round an open yard: in 
the towns there are a number of brick buildings. 
The use of corrugated iron has greatly spread 
mainly owing to the extreme heat in the hot 
weather, and owing to the fact that'at this ~ason 
of the year, when the dry west winds blow, there 
are normally extensive fires, whole villages being 
regularly burnt down. In the barind tracts 
houses are Wusually built with thick mud 
walls and thatched r90fs, tb~ ceiling being of 
bamboos with mud laid on them. The outer wall 
is car:t:ied from one hut t9 the other so as to 
enclose all the huts forming the homestead, there 
being only one exit and the huts opening into a 
yard inside. Building is usually done by the 
cultivators themselves. 

Various forms of drums, wind and string in
struments are used by the Nats who supply 
music at religious festivals and weddings. In the 
towns there are amateur theatrical associations . ~. . 
Aristocratic families 

There are few aristocratic families which re
side in the district. The proprietors of the 
largest estate within the district, the Chanchal 
family have not resided at Chanchal for many 
years. 
. {)f the resident families, there are several 
whose history goes back many centuries, but of 
which little reliable information of any historical 
value is forthcoming. 

The Harishchandrapur Zarnindar Sri Ram 
Kinkar Ray who dted in 1951 descended from an 
old and influential family, which is said to have 
taken up its residence at Ekbarpur at the time of 
the Mahratta inva-sion. The first zamindar of 
whom there is any account was Dina Nath Roy. 
His eldest son was chidless, and adopted Kali 
Prasad Ray, the son of a younger brother. Ka.li 
Prasad was zamindar ~t the time of the permanent 
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settletI\ent. Ram Kinkar Ray's estate is 
known as the Bara Taraf. The Chota Taraf is 
the property of Sri Mohini Mohan Misra who 
came from another old and aristocratic family. 
His eldest son Sri Jyotirmohan Misra died 
in 1952. 

In Englishbazar the most influential family is 
that of J adunandan Chowdhury and his cousin 
Asutosh Chowdhury. This family is said to have 
come originally from Benares at the time when 
Tanda was the capital of Bengal, in the middle 
of the 16tb. Century. Eventually they settl~d 
down in Englishbazar, where they prospered 
greatly from their silk and banking business. 
They acted as the "banyan" of the East India 
Company, and their commercial activities ex
tended as far as Patna and Mirzapur. In the 
first half of the 19th century they began to acquire 
zamindari propert.y by purchase, and have 
gradually increased their estates. Today the 
family is one of the wealthiest in the district. , 

The only other influential Hindu families are 
those of Bulbulchandi and Singabad zamindars, 
The families come from Bhuihari Brahman 
stock, and are distantly related among them
selves' and to the Maharaja of Lalgola. Their 
origin is aristocratic. 

Among Muhammadans there are several old 
famili~s, the most influential of which is J anab 
Abul Hayat Khan Chaudhuri, zamindar of Kat· 
wali. The Kotwali zamindar is descended from 

. an old Pathan family, which emigrated into Ben
gal several centuries ago. There is no authentic 
early history, save that the estates were granted 
to the ancestor of the present zamindar as a re
ward for his military services. 

Mention may also be made of the Khan 
zamindars of Nurpur, another old Pathan family. 
Their property has been considerably reduced, 
but their bearing and focal influence indicate 
their aristocratic ·origin. 
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HISTORY 

With the pUblication of the History of Bengal 
by Dr. R. C. Mazumdar and Sir Jadunath Sarkar 
the writing of a brief history of the district bas 
been rendered superfluous. Dr. Francis Buchanan 
Hamilton's Account of the Districts.of Purnea and 
Dinajpur has been reproduced at great length in 
an appendix of this volume. The, only publica
tion of great interest since the last gazetteer was 
written is a selection of r~cords in the India 
Office, London, published by the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, called MaIda Diaries and Consult
ations. This book traces the history of the 
founding of the town of Englishbazar. A few in
teresting extracts from it are given below: 

In October 1676, Streynsham Master, being at 
that time at Kasimbazar, records in his Diary: 
"Mr. Richard Edwards, being now goeing with 
the Honourable Companeys trea,sure to the mint 
at RajamaulP It is thought fitt that, as soone 
as he shall put that business in a good forward
ness, he doe make a Step over to Maulda to lay 
out the same in all sorts of goods before m~n
tioned, and to informe himself well of the manner 
of the trade in the place, and to giv~ the Councell 
an account thereof in writeing ............ and, by 
reason of Mauldas neare situation to Rajamaull, 
The Councell are of opinion that it will be a great 
convenience to the Honourable Companyes 
affairs to consigne the treasure (which is usualIy 
sent hence to Rajamaull) to that Factory to be 
minted and sould under their charge and 
care." Z 

On December 6th, 1676, EdwardS' writes: 
H The Towne is .small, but conveniently seated 

on a branch of the Ganges and a small river from 
Morung which joyne a little above the Towne, 
which is of great resort, being the staple of cloth 
etc., for th,at part of the Country, and come in 
from all parts wtihin thirty or forty myles. The 
chiefe trade driven there is by Factors of Agra, 
Guzzaratt, and Bannaras Merchants, who yearly 
send them from fifteen to twenty-five Pattelaes, 
whose ladeing consists of Cossaes, and Mullmulls 
fram 1i Rupees to five rupees per piece, and, 
rpundeels and Elatches of all sorts, valued at 
about one Lack each Pattella, and about half that 

amount by landing said goods and raw silk (in 
goodness inferiour to that procured about Cassam
bazar). What goes by land is sent hence in April 
or May, and that by water as soone as the river 
begins to fall, which is usually about the latter 
end of August, and September; and about three 
Lack of Rupees yearly goes to Dacca in Elatches 
and course cloth, and about the same value to 
petty merchants of Rajamaull and Muxadevad 
and other places below. The weavers very will
ingly ingage in any new sort of worke, either of 
white cloth or silk of different Lengths, breadths, 
fineness, colour, or stripe, is bespoake. Eice for 
the usual vend of the place they seldom exceed 
36: Covids long and two Ditto broad, and 5: 
rupees price for Cossaes and Mullmulls, and 15 
Covids long and 1! broad ;Elatches to 4: rupees 
price: Ditto of nine Covids long and one and 
halfe broad to 2: rupees 8 annaes; and Soosyes 
and Chundenyes of 15: Covids long, Ii broadt to 
three rupees to the finer and Larger sorts. Money 
is given out by the merchants, but indeed chiefly 
by the Dutch, who first brought them to 4{) 

Covids Long and 2! Ditto broad and from 6 to 
11 rupees and now to 40 Covids long and three 
broad from 9 to 15: per peice, Cossaes and Mull
mulls, and used ·to carry on their Investments all 
the yeare, but chiefly from February to Septem
ber; and what merchants give out money doe it 
the same time alsoe, but the Factors above men
tioned, who make most considerable part of the 
trade, boy all in with ready money; and beging 
(begin) at the same seaso_n somewhat latter or 
thereabouts, but to be ready about the fall of the 
river. The greatest Investment the Dutch hath 
made there was 50,000 rupees. Neither Hum
mums, Baftas nor Checklas are made there, but 
at Sreepoore Merchua, soe that sent noe samples 
of them, being not many procurable, and those 
that are, very deare, and indeed soe are most of 
the samples now sent, they being of those sorts 
the Dutch buy and not common to that markett ; 
soe that, upon giveing'out money, I believe they 
would come to 8: or 10: per cent cheaper, The 
merchant of whom [1] bought these hath by 
him a parcell of cloth which beleive would afford 

1 Rajmahal. lI'Iansing in 1595.6 had establisbed bis capital at tbis place and named it Akbar.nagar. About 1612 Istiim kban removed the 
capit,al to Dacca. Prince Shah Shuja moved the capital back to Rajmahal, but in 1659 :Mir Jumla returned to Dacca. I 

2 Temple: t. 398·9. 
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cheaper. The Dutch havinge upon a quarrell 
betwixt them and their merchants turned them 
upon his hands againe, who will hardly find any 
chapman3 for them but we or they: the quantity 
and contents as followeth,. 

Rupees 
150 peices of Coss~es, 40: Covids Long, 3: Dto broad 13 to 14 
50 peices Dto . . . 1I! 12! 
25 peices Dto . . . .. 10 11 

100 pelves Dto 40: Oovids long 2i Dto broad 9 10 
50 peices Dto .. 7! 8! 
50 peices Dto . . . .. 6~ 7 

400 peices Dto 35 : Covids long Ii Dto broad . 5 7 
300 peices MuUmulls 36 Covids long, 2 : Dto broad 5 7 

"I have sent each sort of the muster'S 6: 
peices, except three which I cannot tell whether 
fitt for Englimd, and therefore bought# noe more 
than two peices each, Vizt., Adathyes, Elatches, 
Nehalleum, and Mundeels, which last are much 
in request for Persia. The vend of imported 
goods is very inconsiderable, some small quanti
tyes of Pepper, Copper, Tynn, Tuttenagg may' goe 
off, but they usually supply themselves from 
Sudelapore, which is about four or five myles dis
tance. Saltpeter there is made in or night [sic] 
that place, and I conceive the Countrey not fitt 
for it, being low and marish and full of Tancks." 

4 

It was not until April) 1680 that an attempt 
was made to found a permanent settlement at 
MaIda. The Diary commences with the arrival 
in sight of MaIda, on Thursday, April 22nd, 1680, 
of the Worshipful Matthias Vincent, Chief iQr the 
Honourable East India Company's affairs of the 

3 Broker. 
• Temple: 1. 399-40I. 

Bay of Bengal':; Mr. Edward Littleton,S Chief of 
Kasimbazar, Mr. Fytche Nedham,r designed 
Chiefe of this new Factory and Mr. Jonathan 
Prickman, 3rd. 

Fytche N edham, the- First Chief of MaIda, had 
originally been selected in 1671 for Siam, but 
had been transferred io Fort St. George, and 
thence, in 1676, to. Bengal, where, in November 
of that year, he had- been appointed Second at 
Dacca by Streynsham Master. In October, 1678, 
he succeeded as Second at Balasor, Edward 
Littleton who had been promoted to be Chief of 
that place, and on tlie 21st of February he married 
Miss Ann Littleton, his Chief's sister. 

·Mr. Richard Trenchfield,8 the Second, did not 
arrive till June 16th, when he accompanied 
Mrs. N edham and Mrs. Mary Cole from Kasim
bazar to Mialda. 

The volume of old records we are concerned 
with exhibits, in a very lucid light, the condition 
of Bengal in the days when Shaistah Khan reign
ed at Dacca as Subadar of Bengal. From the 
Diary we learn that MaIda "is the Nabob's 
J aggeer and is rented of him by Hernaraine, Con
goy of Bengall." This statement is of great 
importance as explaining many, though, of course, 
not all, of the troubles experienced by the Eng
lish Factors. The Mughal habit of farming out 
taxes and imposts of all kinds was bound to 
make exactions sufficientte grievous in them
selves, absolutely intolerable,~ and, by .substitut
ing the farmer for a lawfully constit),lted and 

., See biographical notice. Temple: II. 339n. See also Yule: Hedges' Diary, vol. II. pp. 290-2. Knighted in 1685 
a.nd died 1688. 

6 See biographical notice. Temple: II. 306n. In 1683 Littleton returned to England. having been dismissed for 
uealings with the .. interlopers". In 1699 he came out as President of the New Company. Died 24th October 170'].. 
See Wilson: Early Annals, vol. I, p. 154 et seq. 

7 See biographical notices. Temple: II. II9 and p. 343. 
• See biographical notices. Temple: II. 284n. Yule Hedges' Diary, vol. ii, pp. 285-289.' His first wife was a 

sister of the famous Chaplain (later-Bishop) John Evans. 
9 Claveli in an " Accompt pf the Trade of Hughlj ". date December I5th, I676, writes that as long as Hughli "con' 

tin.ued thus governed by the Moors, justice was more exactly administered and complaints made agail1st the King's officers 
took place, particularly in- the favour of strangers. But since the year 1663 or thereabouts that Nabob Shasti Ckaun 
[Shaistah Khan] 'the present kings uncle became Suba or Vice 'Roy of Bengile and obtained Hughly as part of his 
Jaggere (or lands assigned him for hlS persons). his s.ervants being made soe far Governours as to receive all the rents, 
profits, perquisties, fines, customs, etc., of the place, the Kings Governours hath little more than the name, and for 
the most part sits still whilst the Nabobs Officers oppress the people, manopohze most commodityes, even as low as 
grass Beasts, canes, firewood, thatch, etc., nor doe they want wares to oppress these people of all sorts who trade, whether 
natives or strangers, since whatever Lhey doe. when complain ed of to Dacca, is palliated under the name and colour of 
the Nabobs interest; and that the Nabobs officers may, without controule, drive the trade of the place, there is sent 
from Dacca. or detained out of the rents, twenty or forty thousand Rupees yearly to be employed in Merchandize, 
which is distributed amongst the Hindu Merchants of the Towne, to each in proportion, for whicll they agree to give 
twenty-fiye per 100 per annum, but are. cailed upon at six or eight months end to make up these accompts and to pay 
the principall with advance of a yeare, by which means, call ing in their principall and Interest so often, it sometimes 
happens that the Merchants pay 50 per 100 to the .Nabob andGovernours per annum, draine~ng themseives by this unhappy 
trade with them and his Minnisters of the whole advantage they make of their other Traffick. And yett, as if this were 
not enought to impoverish them, the Governour, whenever he hath any goods Oll his. hands calls for them. and distri
butes amongst them what quantity he pleaseth, at 10 to I5: per 100: higher than the marketts for time, and they pay 
ready money." Temple II. 80. 
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responsible servant ot the Imperial Government 
to render the administration of justice simply 
impossible. 

The English commenced their business ~t 
MaIda in 1680 in a hired house "of brick, but 
very much out of repair, and the rooms being for 
blackness and darkness more like dungeons than 
dwelling houses." This house was within the 
town. In December they decided to buy from 
Raj aray Chowdry a piece of his land lying on 
the other side the River about 2 little miles dist
ant from Maulda." Here we have the origin of 
the present civil station of Malda-" English 
Bazar," or rl Englezavad " as the Factors cailed it. 
The Diary 'shows that the Factors intended their 
home to be a place of defence. Timbers for the 
building were brought down from the Morung, 
and, alas, the mighty buildings of Gaur were 
made to contribute 'bricks and pillars. 

- The references to the Dutch, who had preced
ed the English in this part of Bengal, as well as 
in most other parts, are most interesting. One 
would naturally expect to find between Euro
peans living close to each other in such circum
stances a certain amount of almost .boisterous 
conviviality mingled with the inevitable mis
givfngs of commercial rivals in a warfare, which, 
on either side, must have been regarded as' a 
matter of success or extinction. 

The I;eader will trace throughout the Diary 
the gathering of the storm which led -to the flight 
of the English merchants from Bengal in 1686. 
Aurangzeb's public policy of inflicting the jazia 
or poll-tax on "infidels" comes gradually into 
view. 

Recalled from MaIda in August 1682, lfytche 
Nedham died at Hijli in 1686. His wife, mention
ed in the Diary, had died at Hughli, eleven days 
after the birth of a son, on October 1st 1681. 
Sir Richard Carnac Temple has traced Trench
field's death as having occurred at Madras on 
October 3rd, 1699. Prickmann died before the 
copying out of the Consultations for November, 
1682, in January 1683. pamuel Anthony died of 
fever on April 23rd, 1683. 

In the Record Department of the India Office 
there are two bound volumes of MaIda Factory 
Records. Of these the earliest is now published. 
It consists of three aiaries bound together. The 
first is entitled" Maulda Diary and Consultation 

. Book" and covers the period April to November 
1680 during which Nedham and his assistants 

• carried on business in the hired house at Maida. 
The second part, "Maulda and Englezavad 
Diary" (December 1680 to November 1681) begins 
with the purchase of land" two little miles dis
tant from Maulda" and ends before the comple
tion of the new building. The third part, 
"Maulda and Englezavad Diary," (December 
1681 to November 1682) chronicles events'during, 
and subsequent to, the completion of the Com
pany's house at English Bazar. 

MAULDA APRIL 29, 1680 
HIS WORSHIP Mr. Edward Littleton and Mr. Nedhant 

vizited the Fousdar and Crowry of Maulda presenting 
each of them 11 rs.: Alsoe went to thE! Ducli. where nlet 
with very sivill entertainment. 

The Investment of Hummums since they are made 
in the same place where our China Silke is bought in 
Seerpore and _its adjacenties as alsoe the Adaty (Muster 
whereof came out of England the last yeare) wee judge 
best that mony be imp rested on both them from Cossam
buzar to the same person that buys the China white 
Silke he being one well versed in the severall manufac
ture~s of that part of the Country. Bobboo' Ray our 
Vaqueell who being a Jentue is found not soe fltt for 
that employment in Hughly the Government there slight
ing the Jentues more then in other parts they doe wee 
thinke fltt to leave here in that Imployment and to he 
encouraged therein soe' lonji( as he carryes himselfe well. 

The building the new Factory house in this place 
is left to the Cheife and Councell here to be done with 
aU due conveniencey and with as much frugallity as 
possibly they can. 

HUGLY DECEMBER 12, 16801 

At a Consultation 

Present 

STREYNSHAM MASTER ESQR. : AGENT MR. MATTHIAS 
VINCENT. MR. R. MOHUN. 

For the better regulateing the affaires of the Hon
ourable Company in the Bay of Bengall that the same 
may be mann aged in good order and method in the 
respective Factoryes it is resolved and ordered that the 
Cheife or respective Factory shall keepe a receipt booke 
wherein he shall take receipts for all monye's paid or 
Issued out and shall alsoe pass receipts for all mony 
received upqn the Companyes Accompt: 

Whereas it was ordered in the regulations made the 
3rd: of November 1676: Cassambu~ar that the bills and 
attestations for money paid out of cash should be read 
and ~assed in Councell every weeke and noted in the 
Consultation bookes in regard of Accompt Cash is since 
ordered to be entered at the end of every months Dyary 
it ,is thought best and ordered that the Accompt of 
Cash be read and passed in Councell the next Councell 
~ay that is upon the next munday or thursday after the 

1 This is an error. The date of the year should be 1679. 
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tast day of every month and the Summe of the Ballance 
or rest of Cash sett downe in every such Consultation: 

And whereas it was ordered in the aforesaid RegulaM 

lions made in Cassambuzar that in the bookes of 
Accompts each Factory should be charged with what 
Immediately sent or received to or from thence it is 
now ordered that for monyes or goods sent unto or 
received from one Subordinate Factory to another tho:! 
Subordinate Factory shall Credit HUl!ly Accompt 
Currant for the same in regard it is thought best :lnd 
it is hereby ordered that every Subordinate Factory doe 
monthly at the end of theire Dyary and Accompt Cash 
enter the Accompt of what they have .in that month 
received from or'sent unto Hugly or any other Factory's 
in a leadger Accompt intituled Hugly Accompt Currant 
carrying the foot or rest of Said Accompt from one 
Accompt to the other monthly and if the Cheife and 
Councell at Hugly doe find the Accompt from the 
Factoryes doe not Agree with the Hugly bookes then 
they are to advise thereof and to send the COppy of 
the said Factoryes Accompt as it stands in HugJy bookes 
and the Cheife &ca. at Hugly are to enter theire 
Accompt of Cash and the Accompt Currant Fort. St. 
George at the end of theire Dyary which they are to 
the Agent and Councell twice in the yeare: 

Collums ruled with red Ink Jar the quantities of all 
goods and treasure the number of the parcells and the 
weights shall be kept in the Lead~er cast up and 
ballanced as exactly at the outward Collum for mony 
and in Hugly Leadger there shall be a Collum for 
Pagodas an (d) lb : S : d: in the Accompt Fort St. George: 

And whereas there is an order that the bookes and 
Accompts shall be read and Ilassed in Councell monthly 
it is hereby ordered that if tl)e bookes of Accompts 
the Warehouse Accompt and the charges generally for 
one month be not read and passed in Councell in the 
next month following the Cheife of each Factory shall 
note the reason thereof in the Dyary and the person 
who shall be defective herein shall· for the first offence 
be admonished for the 2d: pay a quarters sallary and 
for the third be suspended the Service. 

And whereas there is an order that the bookes of 
Accompts shall be ballanced the 30 Aprill yearly if the 
(Second)" of any Factory shall· not have ballanced the 
bookes of Accompts of the Factory where he keeps the 
same and send the Ballance thereof to Hughly by the 
31: May yearly he shall forfitt a quarter of a yeares 
Sallary for such his default and if the same be not 
done by the last day of .Tune he shall fomtt ! a yeares 
sallary and if not done by the 31: July he shall be 
suspended the Honourable Companyes Service and if 
the Second of Hugly shall not have ballanced the 
General bookes there within a month after all the 
ballances of the b06kes of the Subordinate Factoryes are 
sent thither he. shall forfeit a quarter of a yea res Sallary 
for such his default and if they be not ballanced within 
two months he shall be suspended the Honourable ComM 
panyes Service: 

And the Cheife and Councell of tl'le Bay are hereby 
required and impowered to put these orders in execuM 

--, Thh; \Yord has heen bupplied from S. Master's" Memo
rial!" 1679-80. 

Hon ac1vlseing thereof to the Agent and Counceti anci 
following such other orders as they shall receice from 
them concerning the same: • 

In Charges Generall bookes at the end of every 
month the heads and totalls of the severall charges are 
to be sett downe and summed up of the bookes to make 
tables with Collums for the severall heads or titles 
used in the Factory bqokes summed UP for the 12: 
months that the whole yeares expence may appeare 
together and be more readily compared with the 
Factory bookes: 

At the ballancing the bookes of Accomllts the Cheife 
of the respective Factoryes are to examine and see that 
the remaines in specie doe agree with the bookes of the 
Factory and with the Cash booke and warehouse booke 
and that the Debts and Credits be adjusted with the 
persons themselfes concerned therein: 

If any I>erson in'the Companyes Service doe .make 
use of any goods as broad Cloth Stuffs &ca. in the war~ 
house it shall not be charged _to theire Accol.nIlts in the 
bookes but they shall pay for the same in ready rnonyes 
to the wareh'Ouse keeper who is to pay the said mony 
every month into Cash in the Cheifes Custody: 

The Accompt SalJary is thus to be Stated every 
person in the Factory where he resides is to be Credited 
for his full Sallary by Sallary Generall and shall be 
paid twice in the yeare that is at lady day and 
Myhalmas .(sic) day in equall halfes what is to be paid 
here by the Honourable Companyes orders then he 
shall be made Debtor Sallary payable in England for 
what is short paid here to be paid there the Accompt 
of Sallary Generall is to be cleered by charges Generall 
and Sallary payable i.n England 'by Accompt Currant: 

In the Hugly bookes an Accompt must be framed 
intituled Durbar and port charges to which Accompt 
shall be charged of the Durbar charges of Dacca the 
charges of the Sloopes of Hugly in respect tis the head 
Factory for Governing the rest for which Durbar and 
port charges shall be made Debtor to charges Generall 
such a summe as charges of Hugly exceeds the charge 
of Cassambuzar or Ballasore Factory or thereabouts 
and this Durbar and port charges shall be put upon all 
goods provided in all the Factoryes at soe mucb Per 
Ce~t in the Invoyee (besides the Factory charges) for 
whIch Durbar and port charges shall be Credited in 
the bookes and the foote of the Accompt shall bee cleerM 
ed by proffitt and loss as is the foote of charges Generall: 

, The Coppy of all Generall Letters from one SuborM 
dmate Factory to another shall be sent to Hugly to be 
entred in the Coppy bookes to be kept there -a~d sent 
~or England and the Fort and in writeing of letters it 
IS to be observed to mention the day upon which the 
letters were received: 

The letters from the Honourable Company and alsoe 
the letters from the Agent and Councell shall (as Soone 
as the~ can be Coppyed out) be sent to the Factoryes 
for the Ire P7l'Usall and better understandinll of the Com
panyes bus mess and the Said letters with all other 
letters or writeings received from sent unto England 
and th~ lort shall be coppyed into bookes and kept in 
the regIster at Hugly: 

In every of the Subordinate Factoryes there shall Oe 
a hansome convenient room!;! large and well Situated 
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neare the Cheifes and Seconds lodgings which shall be 
sett appart for the office and, never diverted from that 
use in which roome shall be placed deskes or tables to 
write upon and presses with locks and keys wherein the 
Registers of the letters the Accompts and all other 
writeings of the Factory shall be locked up and kept 
wl]ich upon removes of the Cheifes are to be delivered 
over by Roll or list to the Succeeding Cheifes that none 
may be embazeled and at Hugly the said lists are to 
be kept by the Second in the Accomptants office and 
by the Seccretary in the Seccretary's office: 

A publicke table shall be kept as the Company have 
appointed at which all single persons of the Fatcory 
are to dyet and noe dyet mony shall be allowed to 
single persons only to those that are marryed and doe 
desire to dyet appart dyet many is to be paid as the 
Company haye appointed and the Stuard for the charges 
of the table at Hugly and at Cassambuzar shall be the 
employment 'of one of the young men a writer or 
Factor by which they may gaine experience and the 
3ds: in the other Factoryes is to take charge thereof 
as appointed at Cassambuzar in November 1676: 

As to the expence 'Of the table and all other charges 
the Cheifes of the Factoryes are to take care to order 
,the same in the most frugaU manner that can be that 
noe extravigance be practised and noe more peons and 
Servants kept then is necessary for the dispatch of the 
Companyes business and whereas the Honourable Com
pany in theire 12: Section of theire letter of the 3d: 
January 1678/9: doe order an establishment of charges 
to be setled in everyone of the Factoryes which though 
it cannot be perfectly done yet soe far as it can be 
done conveniently wee doe order and appoynt as 
followeth: 

At hugly servants wages 

Cheife 
• SecQnd 
Minister . 
3d: of Councell 
4th: of Councell 
Chyrurgion 
Seccretary 
Steward 

Rs. 
12 
8 
6 
5 
5 
4 
2 
2 

2 PaUankeens one for the Cheife the other for the 
Second 7 horses none of which are to be l~nt by any 
but the Cheife Gurriall Cdokes MussaUs washing Dog
keeper Barber &ca. Servantl;! as usual: 

At" the 
Servants wages: 

for the Cheife 
for the Se~nd 
for the Third 
Charges Generall 

keeper 

Subordinate Factoryes 

Ii Rupees per mensem 
4 Rupees 
3 

2 " at Cassambuzar 
only 

a Pallankeen for the Cheife 
3 horses not to be lent out 

but by the Cheife 

3 Gurrialls 
Cooke and mate. 
2 Mussalchees. 
for barber 2 Rupees per mensem 
for Washing what cost for all the factory 
noe Qogkeeper nor dogs at the Companyes charge 

noe Candles' allowed but to the Cheifes and to those 
of the Councell in the respective Factoryes to the 
Chaplaine and to the Chyrurgion lamps are allowed 
to every chamber: 

Noe Cheife of a Subordinate Factory is to remove 
from thence to any other Factory without leave first 
had from the Cheife and CounceU of the Bay under 
the penalties the Honourable Company have appointed 
and when any cheife does remove from the Foctory he 
shall first see that the bookes of Accompts be brought 
up to that day and the remaines of the warehouse and 
other Accompts doe Agree with the bookes and the 
rest of the Cash he is to deliver up to the Second and 
third and if these things be not done he is not to 
remove neither the Cheife of Hugly nor of a Subor
dinate Factory notwithstanding the licence from the 
Cheife and CounceU of the Bay upon paine of being 
suspended the Honourable Companyes Service and 
when upon removaU of a Cheife to an other Factory 
there is occasion of leavevin~ orders in the business of 
the Factory the said orders and directions shall be made 
in Consultation and not the Cheifes single Authority: 

The Cheife and CounceU at Hugly must appoint the 
Investment to each Factory and summe up tj1e whole 
together in one Consultation every yeare that it may 
appeare how and where the Severall goods are to be 
provided which the Company order: 

The price of all goods provided for the Honourable 
Company shaU be Agreed upon by Muster and goods 
sorted by those Musters and in such Fact'Oryes where 
there is noe mony to give out upon Danone or imprest 
upon goods there the Cheife and Councell shall take 
care to agree with the Merchants for such goods (or 
some part 'Of them) as the Honourable Company require 
in the month of February March or Aprill and that the 
many shall be paid upon the bringing) in the goods in 
September or October following: 

And in regard the Companyes treasure is a long time 
converting into Currant mony soe that they are at the 
charge of Interest for mony taken up to carryon their 
Investment therefor tis thought fitt and ordered to be 
observed in all Factoryes that upon all the peet and 
CUrrant Rupees which shall be paid to the Merchants 
upon the Investment on Dadonee or afterwards they 
shall allow 11: Per Cent and as much more as the Batta 
shaJ.l arrise hereafter above one Per Cent and upon Gold 
Mohurs 2: annees and a halfe a peece more then the 
Bazar weights: • 

Whereas there is a Contract made by the Agent and 
CounceU with Chittermull Saw at Cassambuzar for all 
the Silver and Gold wMch shall be sent to be sold in 
that Factory and there Is a Contract made with Chim
cham Saw at Ballasore by the Agent and Councell that 
they shall be payd the full mony for that Investment in 

• There is an omission here. In the • MemotiaU' of Streynsham MastCl the passage runs as follow5: "Noe 
Candles nor Beette to be allowed. as hath been used under the denomination of settlement charges. Candles are allow
ed only to the Cheifes , . , •. every Chamber." 
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treasure one month after the Arrivall of the English 
pshipps but at noe certaine rate for the treasure there
fore it is to be observed that the Ryalls-must be 
payd Chimcham Saw &ca. at Ballasore not under 212: 
Rupeess Per Cent and the Gold pistons not under 2: 
annees Per Tola above thE. Bazar rate for Gold Mohurs 
and they allowing' the Ii: Per Cent upon mony payd on 
the Investment is not to be charged to them in respect 
it will require a months time or more to convert trea
sure into mony and notwithstanding the Agreement with 
Chittermull Saw it will be convenient to trye what more 
can be made of the treasure in other Factoryes as at 
Pattana and at Maulda when that Factory is setled 
being neare the Mint at RajamauIl: 

There being sQme times difference of one or 2: Per 
Cent between the mony of Cassambuzar Hugly and 
Ballasore care is to be taken in remitting mony by Ex
change or in Specie and alsoe in payment in SpeCie to 
allow the Company the Batta that snaIl arrise thereby 
in everyone of the Factoryes. 

And it is to be observed to keepe the Companyes old 
Merchants implnyed in provideing of theire goods soe 
long as they doe well that tlie Honourable Company 
may upon enquiry be satisfyed in theire dealings there
fore noe old Merchants shall be put out of employment 
nor any 'new man employed without order in Consulta· 
tion and reasons exprest therein for soe doing but if 
any old Merchant faile of bringin in his ~oods in !ime 
or not according to Muster he ought to be discharged. 

And the Merchants Accompts must be adjusted once 
a yeare without faile. 

The like is to be observed in the house Servants 
espetially the Vaqueells, Banjans, and Writers, that none 
of yours be turned off or new ones taken in without 
order of Councell siJtnifying the reason for the discharge 
it heing observed to be of bad consequence to tum off 
old Servants. 

And the Vacqueells, Banjans, Mutsuddies, Tagad
geers, and Podars shall from this time forward be 
allowed noe monthly wages but they shall be content 
with the Dustore of a quarter of an 'anne upon a Rupee 
which the l,\1:erchants doe allow .them arid they are not 
to take nor the Merchants to allow anything more uptm 
paine of being dIscharged the employment both the 
payer and receiver and the said Dustoore mony shall be 
devided by the Cheife and Councell of the respective 
Factoryes to the said house Banjans. Writers, Podars, 
Tagadgeers, and Vaqueells if they doe not agree it 
among themselves except at Dacca where there being 
great occasion of expense for a Vaqueell the Cheife 
Vaqueell there shall be allowed what the Cheife and 
Councell of the Bay shall Judge convenient in case the 
Dustoore mony on that Investment be not suffitient for 
his maintenance. 

The Saltpetre provided at Pattana is to be dryed 
before weighed of from the Merchants and not taken 
moist with allowance for it and it is to be sent downe 
as it comes in o.y 3: or 4: boates laden at a time and 
not all kept to the last which hath proved very pre
juditiall the like is to be observed in sending the good.s 
from the other Factoryes that all be not kept to the last 
but sent qway as soon~ as they are packed to prevent 

the ill consequences of a Stop or any loss of time upon 
the dispatch of the Shipps. 

The packing Stuff is in all Factoryes to be bought 
at the cheapest hand with the Companyes many 
the Accompts thereof to be kept as appoynted in the 
orders the 3rd: November 1676: and neither the ware· 
housekeeper nor any others is to have any advantage 
thereby. 

Ticketts put into the bales by the warehousekeeper 
are to be attested by such persons as are in the 
Factoryes that can 'be .spared to see that the 'quantities 
therein packed be according to the Tickett. 

The Sloopes and vessells which bring up the treasure 
from the Shipps are to be ordered not to saile in the 
River in the night time when there is treasure on 
board. . . 

It being necessary to settle and appoynt orders for 
the Civill Government of the Factoryes a paper of 
orders' such as wee made at the Fort to be observed by 
all persons in Civill employments there is now with 
some alterations agreed upon as entred hereunder llnd 
ordered to be observed in aU the Factoryes in the Bay 
under the paine and penalties therein exprest which 
orders signed by the Agent and Councell to be sent to 
the respective Factoryes entred in the .consultation 
bopkes and Fixed up in the offices there and the Chap
pell here. 

The places and Stations and employments of all the 
Honourable Companyes Servants in the severall 
Factoryes in the Bay being debated is agreed upon and 
ordered in the list to be entred here under and every 
person 'that is now in the employment as here is appoint
ed to be ordered to remove and bike charge of the same 
immediately after the departure of the shipps and with 
in the month of January next. 

These regulations and orders are to be coppyed [lnd 
sent to the respective Factoryes for theire punctually 
observation and complyance therewith and it is to be 
observed mat those are not intended to invalidate those 
Regulations maGe at Cassambuzar in November 1676: 
otherwise then is exprest herein and those orders (with 
those made at Cassambuzar 1676 if not already done) 
are to be entred in the Dyaryes of the respective 
Factoryes: 

r STREYNSHAM MASTER 
John Nicks Secretary -< MATTHIAS VINCENT 

L RICHARD MOHUN 

Orders made by us the Agent and Councell for 
affaires of the Honourable English East India Company 
upon the Coast of Corman dell and in the Bay of BengalI 
(for advancing the Glory of God upholding the Honour 
of the English Nation and preventing of disorders) to 
he observed in the said Honourable companyes service 
in the Factoryes in the Bay of BengalI. 

Forasmuch as by all persons of all profession the 
name of God ought to be hallowed his services attended 
upon and his blessing upon our endeavours sought by 
dayly prayers as the quallity therefore of our place :llld 
Imployments requires and in discharge of our duty both 
to God and man first wee doe Christianly admonish 
everyone Imployed in tqe service of the Hpnourable 

• • ~ • - -. - - j 
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East India Company to abandon lying, Swarein~, Curs
ing, Drunckness, uncleaness. profanation of the Lords 
day and all other sinfull practises, and not to be out 
of the house or from the ire lodgings late at night, nor 
absent from or neglect morning or evening prayers or 
doe any thing to the dishonour of ALMIGHTY GOD the 
corruption of good manners, or against the peace of the 
Government but if any will not he are us admonishing 
them wee doe (by virtue of the powers derived to us 
from the Honourable the Governor and Company of 
Merchants of Lon60n tradeing into the East Indies and 
by Authority of the Kings. Majesties Royall Charter to 
them granted) order and appoynt that whosoever shall 
be found guilty of the following offences shall undergoe 
the penalties here unto annexed. 

Whosoever shall remaine out of the house all night 
(without licence from the Cheife) or be found absent 
at the time of shutting the gates after 9: atnight (with
out a reasonable excuse) shall pay 10: rupees to the 
use of the poore or sett one whole day publickly in the 
Stocks. 

Whosoev~r shall profaine t~ 'hame of God by sware
iug or Cursing he shall pay 12d. to the use of the poore 
for every oath or Curse and in case of nonpayment 
after demand the said summe shall be leavied by dis
tress and in defect of such distress the offender shall 
sett in the Stocks 3: howers. 

Whosoever shall be guilty of lying shall pay 12d. 
for the poore for every such offence. 

Whosoever shall appeare to be Drunck shall pay 5s. 
for the use of the poore for every offence and in case 
of nonpayment after demand the said summe shall be 
leavied by distress and in defect of such distress the 
offender shall sett in the Stocks 6: howers. 

Whosoever (Protestant) that lodges within the house 
(Whither actually in the Honourable Companyes service 
or not) that shall be absent from the publicke prayers 
morning and evening on the weeke days (with out a 
lawfull execuse) shall pay 12d. for the poore or be con
fined one whole weeke within the house for every such 
default,. and whatsoever Ch:t:istian in the Honourable 
Companyes service shall be absent from the publicke 
prayers morning or evening on the Lords Day (with out 
a lawfull eXGuse) shall pay 12d. for the poore for every 
such default and in case of nonpayment after demand 
said summe shall be lea vied by distress and sale of the 
offenders goods and in default of such distress the 
offender shall suffer imprisonment until payment of said 
summe soe forti ted by him. 

If any by these penalties will not be reclaimed from 
these vises, or if any shall be found guilty of adultry, 
Fornication, uncleaness or any such crime or shall dis
turb the peace of the Factory by quarrelling and will 
not be reclaimed he or they shall be sent to Fort St. 
George there tu receive Condign punishment. 

These orders shall be read publickly to the Factory 
twice in the yeare, that is upon the Sunday next after 
Christmas day. and upon the Sunday next after Mid· 
summer day in the forenoone after divine service, that 
none may pretend ignorance thereof and all persons 
concerned therein are hereby Strictly charged and com
manded to give due observance and not to act con
trary to the 'Same upon paine of undergoeing the 

penalties appoynted and suffering further displeasure. 
In conformation wee have hereunto set our hands and 
the Honourable Companyes seale the 12: day Decem
ber Anno Domine 1679: anti in the one and thirtieth 
yeare of the Raigne of our Soveraingne Lord Charles 
the'Second by the grace of GOD KING OF ENGLAND 
Scotland France and Ireland defender of the faith &ca. 

STREYNSHAM MASTER. 

MATTHIAS VINCENT. 

RICHARD MOHUN. 

One of the Factors or writers shall be monthly 
appoynted by the respective Cheifes to note and Collect 
the fortitures and to pay the same to the Cheife. who is 
every yeare to send it to the Cheife &ca. at Hugly and 
they are to rem itt the whole Collections every yeare 
to the Agent &ca. at the Fort there to be paid to the 
overseers of the poore. 

JOHN NICKS SECRETARY. 

MAULDA AUGUST 1680 

Saturday 7 

, At a ConsuLtation 

'Present 

MR, FYTCHE NED HAM CMEIFE 

MR. RICHARD TRENCHFEILD 

MR. JONATHAN PRICKMAN 

Bobboray denying to goe to, Poronia about procuring 
wood for building our new Factory and patterns of 
Petre to send home this yeare it being a Busines Judged 
proper for such a man as a Vaqueell because tis thought 
we must have to doe there with Nabob Spindar Caun 
in buying those things he haveing the Azzarre of them 
where{ore after some trouble wee have found 2: Mep 
called Pahlaud and Ramhudder whome wee Suppose 
able to' performe that business whose Securityes being 
taken wee thinke and agree to send them this day with 
a letter and a Small nresent to Spindar. Caun to be 
presented or not as they see occasion Vizt: 

~{: yards Scarlett 1 : knife Silver twisted and 

2: yards Ordinary 
'1: Sword Blade 

tipt 
1: Do. plaine 
1: box with Shapes 

which we doubt the wood being all in his hands will 
fasillitate the procuring what sorts we 'shall have occa

.sion for which otherwise might be difficult if at an 
to be had in order thereto we have now delivered to 
the Above said Pahlaud and Ramhudder Rups: 300 : 
which tho litle may serve to secure the wood till they 
shall informe us 'what they shall want more and till wee 
are more in Cash when shall supply them with. the rest. 
Wee also ordered them to gett forthwith and send the 
wood his Worship &ca. desires att Hugly which cannot 
be got at Rajamaull till the waters are downe fur wild 
beasts being upon the hills where it is also now wee 
thought fitt to take into our consideration the great 
necessity all (sic) almost continuall want of a Budgera 
here (the Country round about us being our flowed great 
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part 'Of the yeare) for visiting the gigeing out Burgunny 
in the severall townes about us where most of our 
busines lies litll! of our 'goods being made in this towne 
&ca. reasons wee question not but twill be well approv
ed of wherefore wee now have ordered them to provide 
and bring with the rest wood convenient and fltt to 
make a Budgera Comodious for travelling as aforesaid: 

FYTCHE NEDHAM 

RI : TRENCHFEILD 

JONATHAN PRICKMAN 

MAULDA OCTOBER 6, 1680 

Wednesday 

At a Consultation 

Present 

MR. FYTCHE .NEDHAM CHEIFE 

MR. RICHARD TRENCHFEILD 

MR. JONATHAN PRICKMAN 

Haveing lately had letters from our Gomaustas att 
Poronia advizeing that they had bought yett but 200: 
timbers (which alsae wee beleeve to be very deare) 
and they haveing given us soe little and soe blind an 
Accompt' of the Salt petre business in those parts about 
which wee had soe fully ordered them that now it is 
thought fltt and agreed to Employ our Vaqueell in that 
business· for that wee understand there is little tQ be 
done but by the Nabob Spindar Caun that wee have 
at present not much business for him here but what· 
our other Servants wil1 be able· to doe all our petty 
GOV/i!rnours being now at one with us therefore haveing 
first largely Instructed him about takeing an Ac~ompt 
of the Salt petre made in those parts and to brmg a 
patterne of it to send home this yeare and to buy what 
wood more wee shall want for building our Factory 
for Comp1eating of .which wee have Delivered to him 
Rups. 1000: (for which he is to be accomptable) and 
2: yards ordniary broadclnth t.o be given t~e Nabobs 
Duan to make his entrance mto our busmes when 
arives there ordering him alsoe that of hee found Pah~, 
laud and Ramhudder any wayes to have a_bused our 
trust put in them then to seeze theire papers and 
lilend hither with Pahlaud to be examined here but 
otherwise if he found they could be assistin~ to him to 
keep 'One or both of them with him till ,our busines be 
finished which hope will be in few days to our Content: 

Agreed with and sould to Permanund Saw Lead 
40: mds. 20: Seers at 8: rs. 2: a, Per Md: Hugly 
weight: 

FYTCHE NED HAM 

RI: TRENCHFEILD 

JONATHAN PRICKMAN 

MALDA DIARY MO. DECEMBER 1680 

At a Consultation 

Present 

MR. FYTCHE NEDHAM CHEIFE 

MR. RICHARD TRENCHFEILD 

MR. JONATHAN PBICKMAN 

The Accot. of Cash being perused and examined was 
passed the remaines b~ing found to be Rups. 60: 4!a: 
the end. last month. 

Haveing divers times attempted and used our utmnst 
endeavours to buy the ps: of ground pitched upon. by 
the Worshipfull Matthias Vincent when here (upon good 
termes) in Vaine, at length Rajaray Chowdry invited 
us to goe and see a 'peice of his land lying on the other 
side the River about 2 .little miles distant from MaIda 
which we liked and after many Consults and treaties 
wee Came to an agreement with him, and this day our 
papers for the said _ground bought 'Of Rajaray Chowdry 
at Mucdumpore was finished haveing the Cozzees Chops 
and Congoyes and diverrs other witnesses to them, it 
is the highest'land thereabouts and lyeth pleasantly and 
Conveniently by the river side' which runs there almost 
due south the extent of our ground by the river is 
eight Begaes (which makes the whole lung Square) 
each' Elegae qts eighty it is Judged very Convenient to 
take sQe much ground or more if might have been had 
that too many of the natives thatched houses doth not 
Choake us n~r endanger the Ronble. Compas. which 
meanes in other their residences sad effect nas been 
produced. 

For the above said Ground Rajaray is now paid 
300 'Rups. not but that the ground is really, worth more 
then doubl~ that Summe but because at this time he 

~ is in great want of money to pay the Kings Officer his 
Yearly Rent and in Danger if it be not paid and for 
that he is in hopes that by our Coming his village may 
in time become a Citty as it is not unlikely for it 
Stands exceeding well in the middle of divers great 
to'Ylles ,of trade. wh~re are many ~reat and gr~vio~s 
imposts put on the people and theIr goods (WhICh 1S 

not in this place) whtch' noe doubt will invite many to 
be our Neighbours he has given us a writing alsoe that 
he will not any waies Molest our Weavers, Picars, 
Delols, Washers, Cundegurs, Nurdyes &ca. to force or 
other waies to take any Dustore or other Custome of 
them \yhatsoever Save the rent for their houses and 
lands which is a priviledge wee have not any where else, 
we have this day alsoe delivered him Rups: 300 to 
bring us bricks thither hee is on ely to be allowed the 
Charges bringing them from Goyver in time of the 
Raines by water which is not far off then and the bricks 
he gives' us for nothing and stone alsoe he promises at 
that Rate what. shall have Occation for which hope 
will make our Building much the cheaper: 

FYTCHE NEDHAM 

RlCflD. TRENCHFEILD 
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MAttiA DIARY MO. FEBRUARY i, 1680-1 

Tuesday 

At a Consultatton 

Present 

MR. FYTCHE NEDHAM CHEIFE 

MR. RICHD: TRENCHFEILD 

Great part of our wood for our Building being Come 
from Poronia and many labourers now at our new 
ground it is agreed to build there for\. the present Some 
thatched Conveniences as well for our Stay there Some
times as other things of absolute necessity and alsoe 
to build a brick place with what speed possible where 
out intended Cookeroome and bakehouse' ShaH Stand, 
which till the other buildings are finished may Serve 
for Godowne to Secure the Compass: puttun goods from 
fire good part of which God wiliing we intend to prize 
and Cure there which will Save the Chop and other 
charges amounting to above 2 a. Per ps., which will 
be Considerable, though what goods are made in and 
about MaIda must for this time pay those imposts. and 
for the future we hope there being soe many Weavers 
on the other side the river that Shall have little Occa
tion of imp laying any here they being most Colour 
Weavers of which we shall find enough for our turne 
on the other side. 

It is farther thought Necessary and agreed on to 
make a Ditch or trench about our new ground of 3 or' 4. 
Coveds wide (except towards the river also to endea
vour to Stop up the thorough faire or Way by the River 
by forcing a way round our ground which is Supposed 
may much easier be done now then hereafter which 
way and keeping up the banck of said Ditch will be 
sufficient landmarks hereafter and keep the Natives 
from incroaching on our ground, there is alsae a low 
plat in our land neare the banck of the River whicj1 
is Judged hurtfull to our ground as it is by reason of 
the raine water Standing there and running ~hat way 
in to the River which in time may make a Breach but 
filled up will turne it into the landward which is much 
better, therefore and earth lying neare it tis thought 
Convenient and ordered to be filled up the cheapest 
way possible which is Judged about a month hence at 
the dead time of the yeare when poor people have little 
to doe will worke for very little rather then be Idle. 

Aprill 10, 1681 

All tais day anli last night the Dutch factory was 
beset by the Crowries' people and - the R<}ble on the 
towne Some blows passing now and then on both sides 
and their Vaquel had not the Fouzdar rescued him in 
his owne house had been shamefully beaten at the 
Durbar as Some of their Servants were alsoe this Even
ing an order was published by him with beat of a Drum 
thio out the towne that whoever Should help the Dutch 
with Victualls, fire, Water, Straw, or provender, for 

their Cattle their houses and ali they had Should be 
forfitted to the King and alsoe those 'Of their Servants 
or ours that are of MaIda, of which we have not above 
2 or 3. 

Aprill 11, 1681 
The Stir betwixt the Dutch and the Crowry Come

ing before the Cozze &ca : in the Ado~ut the Dutch gott 
the better soe that now on the both sides Mohuzzers are 
preparing to be Sent to Dacca. 

Aprill 12, 1681 
-The Dutch .still keep house least Stirring out they 

should have Violence offered them by the angry Crawry 
who is their neare Neighbour. 

MALDA DIARY MO. MAY 1681 

At a ConsuZtation 

17th May, 168~ 

The Fouzdar in the behalf of the Ezadar Called all 
our Delols and Picars &ca. and forced them to give a 
writing not to prize to us any goods but what should 

-be Cahuped &ca. 

18th May, 1681 

The Fouzdar and Cozze &ca. sitting in the Adol1ut 
the Ezardar Came thither to Complaine of us where 
upon divers peons on after another was sent for our 
Vaquel to answer to the Matter alleadged against us 
who -after' Instructions giv~n him went, where after a 
few questions the matter not being Criminous the Court 
ordered that the Ezardar should Come to us and end 
his business. 

This Morning the Ezardar Came to us who being a 
Merchant newly Come from the inlandward and not 
knowing well our Customs and priviledges thought him
self much wronged and began to be very high with us 
till at length and shewing him our Perwanna &ca. he 
Could not deny but that we had reason for what we 
did, the twas much to his .Dammage Vizt. he is to gett 
dayly by his Ezarra 80 rs: and what is less he must 
disburse out of his owne pocket haveing rented it of 
Hernaraine whereas as this time he gets n'Ot of it above 
8 or 10 rs: per day, Wee are truly a great hindrance 
to him by reason we keep all our goods at our new 
factory at Mucdumpore <which payes noe Chop &ca.) 
except what is made in MaIda and in the bounds of this 
Government which not being much and to avoyde 
giveing Occation of Offence to them we house .in 
MaIda resolving to Cure them .here alsoe unless they 
put any Stop in our Way which will be a s'Ound and 
faire pretence to pack up and Carry them alsoe to our 
new factory ot prefect the Cure of them there and by 
that m~anes to defeat their designes and keep them in 
more awe of us, their power is the better backed for as 
much as MaIda is the Nabobs Jaggeer and is rented 
of him by Hernaraine Congoy of Bengall to whome he 
tells us he intends to draw up and send a Mahozzer 
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against us for denying to prize and Cure ali our goods 
this yeare in MaIda (that he might have the impostg:'on 
them) as we did the last yeare for want of a Conveni
ency on the other side the river which now we have and 
out of his Jurisdiction. 

T11e Ezardar went this Evening to the Cozze telling 
him what answer he had from us and Desired there
fore a Mohozzer might be drawn UD against us and 
Sellt to Dacca but he refused it, tilling him twas a 
Matter of Toarra and not of Sherra and would qat bare 
it, yett he advised him to write to Dacca about us 
which might doe as well, after this he went to the 
Fouzdars againe about it, who answered that he Could 
not meddl~ with us without an order from Dacca, we 
haveing done nothing but what the priviledges of our. 
phermaund allows soe he remaines fretting his grease 
and Councelling what to doe. 

MALDA DIARY, 10th JUNE 1681 

Our Governors here are e~treamely vexed at our 
building at Mucdumpore soe that for want of other 
Matter to shew their displeasure they Catch our poor 
Workemen as CanciegtIrs Washers &ca. beating them and 
Makeing them give Notes not to serve us on the other 
side the Water notwithstanding which divers families 
are already gone hence thither who will be in a 
Manner immediately under us being there will for the 
Present be noe goods but ours cured there on whome 
they will be forced.to depend for a livelyhood till other 
Merchants Come to live on that side the River. ' . 

13th June 1681 

These 4 last nights about one or two !turries after 
midnight we have had for 2: or 3: Gurries together 
bricks thrown into our factory in MaIda but Could not 
learne from whence they Came the people here say it 
is the Divell and that the house has formerly been 
haunted but we rather thinke it to be a MaIda Malitious 
Rogue who if Can Catch shall be sure to have his 
paymept for his paines. 

6th July 1681 

A t a Consultation 

Present 

MR. FYTCHE NEDHAM CHElF 

MR. JONATHAN FRICKMAN 

Haveing for many daies busied our Selfes to fitl.d 
out the tricks -of the Tancksaul or Mint and to see 
Essayes of our Silver made as well at our house as at 
the Mint which being done (tho not to our satisfaction) 
they not agreeing with our English Essayes according 
to the proportion of difference advised by his Worship: 
&ca. from Hugly, yet seeing we have tryed all manner 
of wayes Could Invent to find out if possible some pro
fitable reason of the difference in vaine for that the 
Chandyes Generally agreed, mosCof the essayes comeing 
out alike proportionable their finess even to a Ruttee 

in 93 rs: wt: and because the time of the yeare for 
giveing out Dadinee for this Shipping begins to Spend 
a pace and for that Mr. Nedhams presence is required 
in MaIda therefore it is resolved and ordered by this 
Councell (as most prOfitable to our Honble. Masters) that 
Mr. Nedham repaires to his charge there and that 
Mr. Prickman havein~ seen the way of coyning goe on 
with that business as fast as possible that our giveing 
out dadinee be not hindred as it must needs be if Should 
Stay for answer to the premisses from Hugly which wee 
are Confident will neither way be any proffit to our 
Honble. Masters haveing left noe Stone unturned to 
find Qut the right Essayes of the silver: wherefore we 
are of opinion that there might be a mistake in the 
proportion of difference advised us from Hugly betwixt 
our English Standard and the Standard of Rupees: 

FYTCHE NED HAM 

JONATHAN PRICKMAN 

25th July 1681 
Our troubles at MaIda with the Crowry &ca. grow

ing to a great height about our not Suffering our goods 
to be Chauped and goeing to Muckdumpore to live to 
looke after our business there, whether most of our 
goods now are !1rought (and alsoe to see after our 
builders) therefore it is' thought very necessary and 
agreed on to buy 8 begaes ground more of Rajaray lying 
neare our factory gate Northward on one side the way 
which will afford us earth for our building and, alsoe 
a tanck in times without charge, to wash the Honable . 
Companies goods in, on which ground we intend God 
willing this 'yeare to Cundy Nurd and Cure the Honable. 

• Companies goods, it being a place every waies con
venient for that purpose and neare the River 'also the 
curing the goods in our own ground will cleare us 
of many troubles Vizt. of tne MaIda Governors Clamour
ing that we breake and spoyle their Orung by makeing 
one here which now cannot be pretended whilst we 
suffer nor goods to be cured in our Corconna but our 
own Seeing that if they were to be cured in Ma).da 
they ought of right to have noe proffit by it alsoe it 
will hinder now and hereafter any Governours from 
begarring our workemen nor hindring our worke they 
being within our ground, therefore this day Rajaray 
Chaudry was sent for who being Come with the Cozzee 
and Cingoes' Gomastahes of his purgona the ground was 
meazured with the same line with our factory ground 
Eigh(t) begaes and the marks of its bounds noted and 
the price agreed for it was 40 rs: according to which 
he forthwith gave us a note which was Signed and 
witnessed accordingly. 

Rajaray haveing the Command of most of the brick 
and Stone in these parts and Gower &ca. an'd the 
waters being now high and fitt time to bring them 
cheap, wherefore have already sent our own people t<.) 
bring bricks and understand the charge and alsoe dis
coursed with Rajaray about the same and finding he 
was willing to take that business upon him and that 
he would help us with brick much cheaper than we 
can bring them our Selfes, considering the great Num
ber of fisher boats in his jurisdiction which are all at 
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his beck and that there is Conveyance by watEi'r to us 
thence but just in the time of the highest water soe 
that if Slip this opportunity our building must lye still 
in the dry time or must pay dearer for our bricks and 
may be not gett what we want neither, therefore after 
good consideration. how to deale with him we now have 
agreed with him for 105 lack bricks at 3500 Per Rupees 
each weighing 2 sr: 14 ch: hugly weight which in all 
amounts to Rupees 3000 of which tis agreed to pay 
him downe 2000 rs: now and the rest 10: or 15 daies 
hence as see bricks come in they are to be delivered 
us at the river Side on our ground. 

Persaud Moodee haveing brought in his former 
dadinee we Came to an agreement with him for 700 ps: 
Cossaes or Orrua on Simbodass his last Muster on which 
is ordered to pay him 7000: Rupees and ,dispatch him 
thither before the Dutch Picars who are now on goeing 
with a good Summe. Here in these parts is noe allow
ance of Batta on Sicca Ruppes as have often proved 
yett in Complyance with the Worshipfull Agent &ca. 
orders we shall force the ,Picars and weavors to Allow 1 
Per Cent tho we are certain will be x>erfect 16ss to 
them unless they are considered for it in prizing their 
goods and for what is paid out otherwaies then on 
dadinee Can gett noe Batta for, therefore are forced 
to pay it as peet that our business may goe on: 

FYTCHE NEDHAM 

SAMLL: ANTHONY 

,25th July 
Ibraim beag that went with Allabardy to Poronia is 

returned Sick and reports to us that Allabardy and 
Bergolol were ready to Come thence and might expect 
them in 5 or 6 daies. 

All the MaIda Pitan Merchants Came to visit us at. 
our new factory, where. we feasted· them with what the 
time and place afforded and Contracted friendship with 
them after the Manner of the Country which is not 
wont to hold long. 

29th July 
Ramabeag fouzdar of MaIda being Some daies Since 

Taggecrd went this day trom MaIda towards Dacca. 

30th July 

Came order to Jeamshirebeag to have the Chaup 
Nurd and Cundimaul and Gautkaguzzer of MaIda from 
Monerams people from this day forward. 

31st July 
We are at it tooth and Naile with Jeamshirebeag 

MaIda Crowry and have been a long time about the 
Chaup and our new factory but hope now shall come 
to arbitration both Sides desireing it, yett neither bows 
as -yett, if we can carry it nOW Suppose shall have.noe
more quarrells with MaIda, but the Crowry and Hernar
raine Ray is very stiff and desirous to keep us under 
MaIda, they dayly scare us with the news of the Nabobs 

phtrwanna Comelng to order us to buy noe goods 
but in MaIda and there not without the chaup, all 
Delols have given notes and are forbid on Perill of 
Confiscation of their goods &ca. to Come neare us, 
wherefore perhaps shall now try and prize our goods 
our Selfes soe that if can but Satisfy our weavors and 
picars this bout without the Delols hence forward a 
Delol Shall not Come within our Doores, twill be a good 
opportunity to Shake them off. 

Accot: Currant Hugly is as la~t Mo. 

FYTCHE NED HAM 

SAMLL: ANTHONY 

15th August 1681 
This morning Came J eamshire Beag from MaIda to 

our new Factory at Englezavad by Muckdumpore with 
Meza Syud beag and Dawad Cawne the chiet of the 
Pitan Merchants where we civilly received them feast
ing them according to their and our manner with which 
they were very well pleased and became very earnest 
with ns and Jeamshire Beag to be friends, they promis
sing for him and he him~lf alsoe that our business 
should not be troubled farther but Contrarily in whnf' 
lay in his power he was and should hence forward be 
ready to help us, it is now alsoe agreed betwixt us that 
h~ shall not Meddle with, nor chop ~ur Puttun goods 
nor force any thing from our weavors and picars in the 
name of chop money on our goods, but what Can gett 
of them on other pretences by fair meanes in time to 
deare our picars &ca. from paying any Chop money 
on our goods without farther trouble from Dacca, tho 
an order on him to that purpose would not be amisse for 
he haveirig heard that we have wrote to Dacca against 
him tis very like it partly Scared him into an agree
ment with us Least afterwards sHould be forced to it 
with shame and truly twas not with much honour to 
him now for all the country laugh to see him Stoop 
soe that has alwayes been soe high and Stiff. 

Mr. Jonathan Prickman came from RajamauI.have
ing as he saith gotten all our silver into the Tancksanl 
anu is coyning whiCh made hIm 'Soe bould to Come over 
hither that he might be Marryed according to Contract 
to Mrs. Mary Cole before Mrs. Nedham went down to 
Hugly which is intendea in few days 

18th August 1681 
Being Thursday about 11 a Clock was Consumated 

the Marriage betwixt Mr. Jonathan Prickman and 
Mrs. Mary Cole the rights being performed by Samuel 
Anthony accordillg to the use of the Church of England 
all the Dutch and English of this place being present. 

21st August, 1681 
Mr. Jonathan Prickrnan returned with his wife to 

his business at RajaItraul. 

22nd August, 1681 
Our Vaquel went to Jeamshirebeag to know why 

he continues still to hinder our business and vex our 
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peoplE! contrary to our late agreement whose ansWers 
are full of tricks and quibles whereos understand shall 
have now setled peace but by meanes from Dacca. 

23rd August, 1681 
The Cheif &ca. went to MaIda Intending to pay 

Jeamshire Beag vizt: and try if can find what he aims 
at but hEl could n6t be spoken with then, wherefore we 
left our vaquel and returned to our business at our 
new factory. 

This evening Mrs. Nedham with Mrs. Story went 
hence for hugly. 

3rd September. 1681 
Rajaray Chowdry proffering us Pillers and others 

sorts of stone for our building wharefore we have mad~ 
now an agreement with him for a parcell to be brought 
this raine time to our gaut or landing places at QUI 

Factory and order Rupees 500 to be delivered him 
thereon. 

FYTCHE NEDHAM ..... 
SAMUEL ANTHONY 

• 
_ Sookdeave this evening went hence to Casaumbazar 
on the business above mentioned with whom we sent 
alsoe a letter to Mr. Charnock &ca. desireing them to 
assist our Vaquel in what they can. 

This afternoon a Dear being hunted on Hernarraine~ 
side in Shapore took the River over against our new 
Factory where' we coursed and kil1ed it which much 
offended our opposites makeing a great Stirr in vaine 
to have a Share of it. 

5th November 1681 
Sent letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul with OUI 

/ vaquel and Presents before agreed on for divers trouble
some people there Rumours from MaIda are that the 
fouzdar is prepareing peons &ca., to Come and fight 
with and abuze us here at our new factory. 

Prized coloured goods. 
An agreement was made last night with the Fouzdar 

by Jeamshirebeag and Mera Syud beag that he Should 
Come hither to See us friendly (which he promiseli to 
doe) by which lUeane~ be might possibly get Somewhat 
of a present from us and not otherwise, and accordingly 
this morning early he came with a great Company of 
peons but the old foole at our doore Intending to shew 
Some power where he had nothing to doe beat some 
of the Shopkeepers and threained others what he 
would doc if they lived here, and so it was that out 
workemen and others to about 500: was gott together 
in each mans hand resolving to make him repent his 
folly as. ccrtainely he dearly had, had not we used 
our best Indeavours to appease them, yet notwithstand· 
ing Some was soe zea10us not Staying for orders made 
some of the Fouzdars people. fell the Strength of ihei r 
Armes and carry the Marks of'Some brick batts away 
with them, the Fouzdar ere be went Sent a Comple
ment to the Chief excuseing him selfe like a foole and 
denying' what he had done' &ca. Saying that he wag 
in hast to goe a little farther and that on his returne 
he would visit the chief. Prized colored goods. 

~th November 16ta 
Divers rumours was Spread in MaIda and Gopaul. 

pore being Markett day about the Fouzdars actions yes
terday all to our advantage. 

Jeamshirebeag sent a Complement to us and seemed 
much concerned at the fouzdars late doeings offering to 

. send a Lascar of his owne {or our defence which Com· 
plement we returned with thankes adding that we con
ceived not that we wanted strength to deal with more 
then Such a fellow but on occasion (which pray god 
may never have) should make bold with him. 

It is reported that the Fouzdar is gone againe to 
to MaIda a back way for fear haveing heard a report 
that of he Came back by our facto~y we would give 
him a feast of Brick batts and that he would not be 
able to pass with his bones whole. 

11th December 1681 
The Fouzdar of Maulda Came this day to visit us 

and to make Friends with us, who told us of another 
Dustuck from Boolchund com~ing on us with 4 or 5 
horsemen to force us hence to Maulda to live there, he 
not haveing had any thing of us to this time since he 
has been in place tho: he has been very hungry there
fore tis thought fitt to Present him with 2! yds: ordinary 
broadcloth and one Sitterngee of about 12 Coveds long 
and 4~ broad which will sett him up the one for spread· 
ing the other for his Pallankeen Chuttery. 

14th December 1681 
Dispeeded hen<;e to Hugly 1 boat Cossaes contains 1 '1 

Chests with advice thereof to his Worship &ca., 
Councell. 

15th December 1681 
Came letters from Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul with 

8 Cosseds bringing with them 8600 Rupees Siccaes. 
This day Game to us from the 'Fouzdar of Maulda 

the CoatwaH and Fraga of a Markett of which the 
Fouzdar has taken the Ezarra who by them his Agents 
sent his Sa1ams to us signifying his desire to raise his 
Markett and bring it near our new Factory requestin<1 
the Cheifs to shew his People a place where we approv~ 
of it to be convenient for our people and alsoe to ~ive 
it a name which we did to pleas him, and called it New 
Markett or Nya haut, the reasons we gave it nott a 
name tending or relateing to the English was because 
the grQund is not in our power and to avoyd many 
Complaints Which would be brought before us, and nott 
being able to doe justice twould be but a disgrace to 
us, and besides it will be in the Towne which we have 
now made about our Factory and Called Englezavad 
signifying a Towne of the English makeing. . 

16th December 1681 

At a Consultation 

Present 
MR. FYTCHE NED HAM CHEIFE 

MR. SAMUEL ANTHONY 

The Generall Boockes of 'Accot : bein~ brought up to 
this time were passed. 
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The Charges Generalf accot: for last mo. 
SAML. ANTHONY Dr. 

November-
1 To remaines last month 

15 To Cash 
19 To Ditto 
27 To Ditto 

Amots : to Rups: 

1488 9 10~ 
800 0 0 
500 0 6 
600 0 0 

3388 9. lOt 

Mahdeeve Ray Jeamshirebeags Petesdust being 
verry busy to stirr his Master to molest us therefore to 
stop his mouth twas thought fitt to give him 20 rs: he 
a150e haveing been promised something before thought 
by our del ayes we were minded' to deceive him, ana 
charges of this nature Connott be avoided till can ~ett 
Shastah Cawnes Phirwanna which hope will be quickly: 

FYTCH NEDHAM 

SAMUEL ANTHONY 

A Horseman called Sheek Yacoob came from 
Boochund on us with a Pherwanna from his Master 
to carry us to Maulda (as before whome we answered 
that we had obeyed the Nabobs and Boolchunds former 
orders and kept a Factory at Maulda haveing allwayes 
a Gomosta there according to our late agreement wIth 
Jeamshirebeag (and what could he demand or desire 
more) and that we would send our vuckeel tomorrow 
thither who should give a full answer to wha't he should 
have to say to us and gave him 5 rs: for a taste to 
coole him till our businesse should be done, this 
we here was send partly by Jeamshirebeags lying Com
plaint of us againe there and Hernarraine vuckeel who 
alwayes is there in his Durbar &ca. 

20th December 1681 
Our Vuckeel went this morning to MaIda where he 

had much dispute with Jeamshirebeag the new Ameen 
and the Horseman from Boolchund and others to little 
purpose or effect for they seeme nott minded to end 
any quarrells with us, but on the contrary foment what 
they Can that they may gett by it, as they must COI1-
tinually doe till our Friends at Dacca will please to 
remidy us by the Nabobs Pherwanna thence which will 
settle our business and Customes. 

21st December 1681 
In the eavening came leiters from his Worship &ca. 

in Hugly advising that they at Dacca feared a Generall 

were brought in and passed as' followeth Vizt: 
Per Contra 

By cha: Generall 
By cha: Cattle 
By Servants wages 

By Acco: Building 
By charges Dyett . 
By Packingstuff Viztt: 
Wax 7! mds: kings wt: 

rs; Per md: at 
Cotton 2 mds : at 10 

Per md: 
Gunnies 10 Corge at 2 

Per Corge 

By Remaines Viztt: 
In cha: Merchandize 
In Accot: Building 
In Cash . 

Amounts to Rups: 

at 
187 

rs: 
20 

rs: 
20 

1472 
403 

58 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

9 10 
9 10 
5 10! 

Cr. 
Rs. As. p. 
169 9 0 
28 12 0 

194 6· 0 

392 11 0 
767 0 0 
67 6 0 

227 0 0 

1934 8 IOk 
3388 9 IO! 

stop of the Honourable Companys business on the Dutch 
score of carrying soe much Rice &9a. provisions from 
these parts, and that we m'lhappily be included therein 
till it be well understood. 

Very late at night we, wrote a General! to his Wor
ship &ca. in answer to their and about our owne greev
ances and troubles here at present and advised of 2 
boat Tanjeebs and Mulmulls contains in all 26 chests 
which we now with this dispeed thither in charge 
of Ibraim beage and 1 Peon. 

24th December 1681 
Came the' Horseman from Boolchund with open 

mouth to have us to Maulda saying that Jeamshirebeage 
alleid~es that he has not received the Chop mony of 
0111' .Picars and weavors and that thereby the Nabob 
looseth his Rents, and that alsoe we bring his Ryotts 
from Maulda to live here &ca. which are all gross lyes, 
therefore we refused to goe to Maulda till should have 
business of our owne there, and told him more over 
that he could nott end our business here with that Var
left Jeamshirebeag therefore his best way would be 
to take Jeamshirebeag 'and our Vuckeel to his Master 
Boolchund there we might exped Justice and nott here 
where our adversary is in a manner our Judge which 
was agreed on. 

31st Januar¥ 1682 
The Horseman from Boolchund haveing ma(n)y 

d(a)ies tormented us at our Dore and threatened to 
enter bY' force and pull us out and many such huffin~ 

- words (which could not scarce us· we knowing his 
power) yett seeing he will nott be answered nor oe gone 
tis resolved to write this day a plaine letter to Bool
chund signifying why we have left Maulda and that 
we sett still on our owne houses in hopes of the 
Nabobs and his favour therefore in the mean time 
desire him to Call away his Horseman which troubles 
us soe much for nothing &ca., this with a Coppy' of it 
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Is alsoe ordered to be sent to Mr. Job Charnock &ca., 
in a Generall to them whom we have desired to assist 
us at least to gett the Horseman called away which we 
hope will be done on his receipt of our Letter, if he doeth 
nott of himselfe goe before. 

All our business of the last year being over and our 
Accounts with our Picars and weavors being made up 
and our remaines comeing in and the Generall boocks 
of Accotts: brought up to this time and noe great busi
ness in this Factory Jeft to doe till have orders againe 
to give out Daudinee which suppose will nott be near 
about us till can gett the Nabobs order, or come to 
better agreements with. our petty governors round about 
therefore s'eeing our business in this posture and that 
the cheife can well be spared without any apparent 
damage to the Honrable Company's affaires in this 
place, it is thought convenient that he repare to Hugly 
as soone as possible according to licence granted him 
thence that being present with the Councell he may open 
our case better to them then by letter and Consultations 
the best way for a remedy without which our business 
for this year will goe on but badly and many bad 
-Customes in this Countrey already is and must of neces
sity be made which will be hard to b€il' broken, after
wards, Customes in this Country being Esteemed -equall 
with written La~. therefore tis agreed and ordered that 
Mr. Nedham deliver the Cash to the charge of Saml: 
Anthony till his retume which is this day the end of 
the I:1onth Rups: 95: 11a: I4p: and alsae the 2 Origin all 
notes for the 2 Parcell of Ground brought here for the 
Honourable Company and Coppies of all Phirmaunds, 
Neshaunes, and Pherwannaes, now in his hands relateing 
to the Honourable Companys affaires and all other 
boocks and Duffters and notes for monyes oweing or 
otherwise according to a list of Do delivered him, for :he 
Honourable Companys use and in the cheifes absence 
the said Samuel Anthony is hereby ordered to gettin 
and receive what moneyes or goods of the Companys 
Sorts is brought in on Accot: our remaines of last yeare 
which all have promised by writeing to clear in a month 
that at the Cheifes returne when Dadinee is to bee 
given out we may bring our Weavers and Picars' to a 
better method beginning Clear with them; alsoe he is 
ordered hereby as fast as many comes in of our remaines 
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or from the Mint or otherwise to pay of what standing 
out at Interest, and to goe forward Wall towards the 
River that it may be finnished before the Raines, and 
what other business shall happen of absolute necessity 
to be done with all caution and adviseing with our 
Vuckeel. 

8th April 1682 
This day the Dutch Factory was besett by the Pitans 

People but were drove back againe with Co(n)siderable 
blows by the Dutches Peons their quarrell arriseing by 
their Servants that fetch water from the River side. 

9th April 1682 
The q(u)arrells between the Dutch and Pitans con

tinued, the latter declared that at the Dutches goeing to 
the,ir Garden (which they usually doe on this day being 
Sunday they would offer violence to them but by Mittig
ation of Syud beag the Dutch tarried at home and the 
Pitans returned to their houses but noe friendship made, 
the Crowry all this while nott dearing to show his head 
fled out of towne saying he went a Hunting. . 

15th April 1682 
This morning very early the Dutch Derictors passed 

by to Maulda. 

'17tb April 1682 

This eavening the Dutch Derictore received a Seer
paw from Shasta Cawne for the great ,Present they have 
lately gave him. 

20th April 1682 

The Dutch calling all our Picars and Weavors proffer
ing them great Daudinee if in case they will bring a 
writeing to bring us our remaines and take no more 
Dadinee of us Which causes a great many of (them) to 
flock thither bu.t as 'yett Can nett understand whither 
they have received any Dadinee or them or noe where
fore called all our Picars &ca. giveing them fair promise 
of new Dadinee at the Cheifes arrivall whome we told 
was on the way hither. 



PUBUC HEALTH 
The health of the district in the Diara tract is 

probably the best in the whole of the State. The 
countr"y is well drained, high, open, full of healthy 
vegetation and annually washed of impurities by 
floods. In the north and east of the district 
water-logging occurs as a result of which Malaria 
specially in the east is frequent but not so fre
quent as in many other districts. The chief 
scourges are Cholera and Small Pox especially ill 
October, March and April. There is a certain 
amount of Dysentery and Typhoid in the central· 
region of the district during and following the 
monsoon. A full account of the public health 
activities of the MaIda District Board will be 
available in the statistical section of the volume. 
Before 1947 Union Board dispensaries suffered 
for lack of funds. In several of them there was 
no qualified Medical Officer. After 1947 vigor{)us 
attempts have been made tb remove the short
comings. 

A brief account should be given of improve
ment in hospital facilities of the district since 
1947. 

In the Sadar Hospital at MaIda a number of 
significant improvements has been made with 
donations from the Municipality, private indiyi
duals and the Government. A new X'Ray plant 
has been supplied and. many essential amenities 
have been procured. The district authorities 
have moved for enlarging the hospital to one of 
500-beds. Already the Labour Ward has been 
extended and many structural improvements 
made. The consequence of all the§)e improve
ments is reflected in the following statistics: In 
1940 the hospital admi,tted only 48 labour cases
the number rose steadily to 816 in 1952. The 
number of indoor cases in 1946 was 834 ; in 1952 
It was 2,786. The number of outdoor cases in 
1946 was 16,280; in 1952 it was 20,979. The num
her of operations in 1946 was 283; in' 1951 it 
was 839. 

Anti-malarial drugs are distributed through 
responsible private gentlemen selected by the 
Circle, Officers from among poor men in 92 unions 
of the district. These drugs, such as quinine and 
paludrine are given to these gentlemen twice 
or more times a year for free distribution. Be
sides anti-malarial drugs are also distributed free 
to scholar& of Middle and High Schools. This is 
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through public channels. In the official channel 
anti-malarial drugs are distributed through the 
Subdivisional Health Officer, Government Health 
Assistants and District Board Health Officers. 

Besides anti-malarial drugs sufficient quanti
ties of Kala-azar specifics are allotted free to every 
Charitable Dispensary. 

The Subdivisional Health Officer supervises 
the working of 9 Mobile Medical Units through
out the district. A number of these mobile units 
is located in the Rehabilitation zones of, displaced 
persons for preventive and curative treatment. 
The establishment of Rural Health Centres both 
at Thana headquarters and Unions has made 
great progress. The 50-bedded Thana Health 
Centre at Harishchandrapur opened in 1951, is 
now a well-run Hospital. Uni{)n Health Centres 
have b'een built at Debipur, Ranipur, Bahadurpur, 
Hatimari, Bangitola and Mashaldaha Bazar. The 
immediate programme in hand is for the con
struction of health centres at Pandua, Milki, 
Manikchak, Enaitpur, Sujapur, Golapganj, 
Hamidpur, Kharba and 'Uttar Naopara. The 
local people have come forward with proposals 
tc establish more health centres at Kushida, 
Rishipur, J agdala, Panchanandapur, J aluabadhal, 
Raniganj, Gumbhira, Babupur, Baisnabnagar, 
Bhingol, Pakuahat, Bhaluka, Salaidanga, Maha
dipur, Chanchal, Foklamari and Shamsi. 

There is an Auxiliary Hospital in the Barind 
area which has been of great help to Santals. 

In 1952 the Subdivisional Health staff of the 
Government in collaboration with the health staff 
of the District Board gave 96,6.75 anti-cholera in
oculations; 39,472 primary and 174,518 secondary 
vaccinations against Small Pox. On the curative 
side the health staff of the district treated 19,432 
cases of Malaria, 2,187 of Dysentery, 3,606 cases 
of Respiratory diseases and 10,806 cases of other 
diseases. 

In regard to water supply the flublic Health 
Department of the Government has sunk a large 
number of tube-wells and masonry wells in colla
boration with the District Board. In the town of 
Englishbazar itself there is pipe water supply 
from a six-inch diameter deep tube-well. Be
tween 1950 and 1952 the supply pipe lines of the 
Town Water Supply have been replaced by new 
pipes and a water softening plant has been 
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installed to remove the hardness of water. On 
both the schemes the Government spent a sum 
of Rs. 226,000. Sweepers' quarters were built in 
Englishbazar town for -27 families, fitted with 
electricity and furnished with a tube-well for 
drinking water at a cost of Rs. 26,000. THe town 
market has been improved and public latrines 
have been built. In the barind the water supply 
is deriVed from tanks w,hich are filled by annual 
rains and by the heavy dew. This water is gen
erally of a reddish or soapy colour and has a 
somewhat offensive odour. Wells are infrequent, 
as the soil is too hard to admit of their being 
sunk, but their place is taken by shallow water
holes in which surface water accumulates. For 
the rest of the district where river water, to 
which preference is given, is not available, water 
is obtained from ring wells sunk to a depth of 
15-20 feet at a cost of from 50 to 70 rupees. The 
lessened flow of Ganges water through the 
Kalindri has caused a det'erioration of the 
water in the Mahananda for drinking purposes, 
the bulk of the water now coming straight from 
the melted snow of the hills and from the swamps 
through which its tributaries pass. 

The staple foo9. in the east of the district is 
winter rice and for the great majority of the 
population flesh also. In the remainder of the 
district the main diet of the poorer classes con-

sists of the inferior boro and bhadoi rice with 
fish and in the diara during the winter season 
barley and wheaten cakes. Both the Bengali and 
Bihari diets are used in the Jail. 

Outside the town of Englishbazar and Old 
MaIda, which maintain tren'ching grounds, to 
which the night-soil is removed in carts, there 
is no system of conservancy. The need is not 
particularly felt except in the bigger villages, 
where there are numbers Qf brick houses with 
privies. besides the ordinary bamboo huts. The 
saving circumstances are the annual innundations 
and the extensive fires which occur when the 
dry west winds are blowing. 

In the case of large temporary aggregations 
of people at fairs, the District Board arranges for 
a supply of sweepers and the protection of the 
water-supply and medical attendance, but its 
funds are not sufficient to permit.it to grapple 
with the problems of sanitation in the villages. 
The town of Englishbazar has a drainage system, 
but it cannot be said that the municipalities are 
superior in health to the villages, and in parti
cular the town of Old MaIda is notoriously in
sanitary and unhealthy. It is curious to note 
that Buch~nan Hamilton, when speaking of this 
town which has changed little from his time, 
compares it favourable with the ordinary Euro-
pean town. 
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AGRICULTURE 

General conditions 
The average afmual rainfall of the district is 

about 57 inches: for cultivation, however, varia~ 
tions in rainfall are secondary in importance to 
the annual inundations, except in the high lands 
of the barind. The rate of rise of the rivers and 
the time that they remain in flood determine for 
the rest of the district the character of the cuI ti
vation, that is, whether a quick-growing or slow
growing crop of rice, the staple food crop, can 
be grown. The best rice, is, of course, the trans
planted variety harvested in the winter, but such 
land does not as a rule give a second crop and so 
is less valuable than the inundated land, which 
retains its moisture in the cold weather. 

The ordinary field of the later alluvium is 
either saucer-shaped wit~ a swamp or bit at its 
lowest part or slopes down towards water-courses. 
In the saucer-shaped field the water. in the bil 
rises gradually and remains for a period long 
enough to permit the cultivation of the winter 
rice not transplated; known as aghani, which 
rises with the water. The higher lands of the 
circumference grow quick-growing or bhadoi 
crops under rainfall, but drain too quickly for 
winter rice. Similarly, in the case of land slop
ing towards a water-course, there is a tract 
between the bed of the stream and the higher 
parts of the land, on which aghani can be grown, 
the lower and upper portion being suitable for 
the quicker growing crops, grown by flood water 
and rain water, respectively. 

In the case, however, of the Ganges diara, the 
rapid rise and fall of the river level only permits 
bhadoi crops to be raised in the rains, whilst in 
the tal and duba land the same effect follows from 
the great depths the water quickly reaches and 
maintains. In the stiff clay of the barind which 
is above flood level, the rain water is retained in 
the fields by low parapets of earth and the 
ordinary transplanted winter rice is grown. In 
the cold weather this soil becomes very hard, 
and cultivation of cold weather crops is only 
possible with irrigation. 

Fertility 
The southern portion of the district, which 

receives the Ganges silt, is the most fertile, and 
next in order comes the northern portion of the. 

district, both these areas being largely double 
cropped. The least fertile lands are the higher 
portions of the barind which have only receFltly 
been cleared of jungles, and the rather poor soil 
of the duba and tal. 

Soils 
Common soils of the later alluvium are clay 

with a small admixture 9f sand called matiyal or 
matal: dorash or doasla, a mixture of matal and 
sand, and as its name implies, suitable for grow
ing two crops: the mixture of Ganges mud and 
fine sand known as mashina; chama or jhenjar, 
sandy soil with a somewhat hard crust, only suit
able for occasional cropping. Basta and ranga
mati are the names of the clay soils of the 
barind which are blackish and red, respectively. 

PrincipaJ cro~ 
Considerable areas in the centre and south of 

the district are permanently laid down with 
mulberry and mango: apart from these the main 
field crops are the bhadoi, me aghani and hai
mantik and the rabi crops. Bhadoi is the early 
crop sown in May and reaped _in the month of 
August-September, and inch·Ides paddy, jute, 
maize and various millets. Aghani and haiman
tik are the winter rice crops, the distinction 
being that aghani is sown broadcast whilst 
haim.antik is transplated: the rabi is the cold 
weather crop and includes kalai, khesari, barely, 
wheat, mustard, peas, linseed, gram.-

The following statement reproduced for con
venience from the statistical section of this 
'Volume shows the pattern of land employment 
and distribution of crops in this district in. 
1951-52. 

Table of Land Employment in 1951-52 

Area of the district 
Total area not available for cultiva

tion (current fallow, culturable area 
other than current fallow, and area 
not available for cUltivation). . 

Area not available for cultivation 
, (uncultivable waste) . 
Culturable area (cultivable waste -and 

current fallow) 
Current fallow 
Total area sown 
Dofasli . 

Acres 
890,880 

228,500 

85,100 

143,400 
·83,800 
803,800 
141,400 
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Table of Land. Employment in 1951-52-conld. 

Net area sown . . 
Area under Bhadoi crop . . 
Area under Aghani or Aman crops 
Area under Rabi or kharif crops 
Others e.g., mango, tea, pan, plan-

tain, guava, etc. 

statement of crops 
Area of Aus rice 
Area of Aman rice 
Area of Bora rice 
Area of Wheat 
Area of Barley. . 
Area under gram (pulses). . . 
Area under other food grains includ-

ing pulses . 
Area under linseed . . 
Area under Til or sesamum 
Area under rape and mustard 
Area under sugarcane 
Area under fodder crops (Joar and 

Acres 
662,400 
190,100 
285,600 
298,500 

29,600 

110,336'06 
135,057 

19,940 
12,009'92 
26,916'68 
,25,472 

99,572'11 
598'44 
430 

18,000 
3,000 

kalai). 145,800 
Area under potato 2,400 
Area under orchards 29,600 

The method of cultivation for aghani and 
bhadoi is practically the same. The land is 
ploughed and cross ploughed from four to eight 
times according to its quality: a ladder (moi) or 
plank (choma) is used to break up the clods and 
cover the seed, which is sown broadcast. When 
the plants are about 4 inches high, a harrow 
(bidia) is used to thin them and the land is 
weeded: the use of the bidia makes the crop grow 
as regularly as 1£ it had been transplanted. A 
second weedirlg is given to crops on high land. 

Bhadoi 

The ordinary bhadoi rice is sown in May and 
reaped, as lts name implies, in August-September, 
but a Variety of sixty-day rice known as jethi is. 
sown in small quantities in April, in the Ganges 
diara, in the mud at the edge of the river, and 
reaped in June before the river begins to rise. 
There is some tendency for jute cultivation to 
encroach on high land bhadoi area and for more 
extensive sowings of bhadoi rice to be made in 
the low lands. The outturn in such areas, which 
are very considerable in the diara tracts, depends 
entirely on the rate of rise of the rivers and, in 
particular, the Ganges. If the main flood cpmes 
before the crop is ripe there are heavy losses: if 
the rams are normal, and the main flood is late, 
there is a bumper crop and there is not sufficient 
time to harvest iL. A total loss of 25 per cent. of 

the produce of such areas represents an average 
full crop. Bhadoi rice, unlike winter rice, does 
not keep and is mainly eaten by the poorer 
classes. 

Aghani 
Aghani, the non-transplanted winter nce, is 

grown mainly in the north of the district: as its 
name implies, it is reaped in the month of 
Aghran (November-December), It is sown in 
June and July. This rice, though it has keeping 
properties, is not so fine as the transplanted rice. 

Haimanti:{ 
It has already been mentiOned that trans

planted winter rice grows.. in the higher land of 
the barind. It is known as haimantik rice. As 
soon as the rains commence, low lying plots of 
land, or plots near a tank which can be irrigated, 
are prepared and· sown broadcast for seedlings. 
A t the same time the fields are ploughed from 
four to six times, the rain water being retained 
in each plot by low walls of mud. or ails. On 
steeper slopes the ground is terraced. 'and fre
quently there is a tank at the top of the slope 
from which the upper fields are irrigated as 
necessary. Before transplantation oJ the seedlings 
the soil in the fields is reduced to soft mud. 
Transplantation goes on from July to September 
according to the rainfall. 

Other varieties C?f rice 
The spring rice, known as bora, is largely 

cultivated in the. bils in which water remains 
throughout the cold weather. The land up to 
the edge of deep water is ploughed as for winter 
rice during the months of November-December 
and the surface of the fields, which are divided 
by ails, made into a soft batter of mud. Water 
is lifted frorv. the bil by means of the jat, a trough 
closed at one end. The trough is pivoted, so 
that the closed end can be let down into the 
water to be raised: the contents, when the trough 
is lifted, run out of .the other end at the higher 
leveL Usually, to facilitate lifting. in addition 
to the pedal at the open end. there is an upright 
near the trough, to which is slung a weighed cross 
beam cennected with the closed end of the 
trough by a piece of rope. The operator pulls 
the weight till the trough rises high enough to 
let him apply his own weight to the pedaL By 
a series of jats water can be lifted in large 
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quantities to a considerable height. The seed
lings are grown either in a specially prepared 
piece of gFouud, or more frequently in the soft 
mud left on the banks of the rivers as they fall 
in October-November. Transplantation is done 
as for haimantik paddy, and the crop i~ cut in 
April-May being kept watered by means of the 
jat. 

Other Bhadoi Crops 
Other bhadoi food crops are marna (ELeusine 

Coracana), saina (Punicum frumentacum) , koda 
(PaspaLum sC1"Dbiculatum), china (Paricum miLi
aceum) which are sown in small quantities at 
the same time as and very often mixed with 
bhadoi paddy with which they are reaped. 
Maize (Zea Mays) is also grown, chiefly by the 
Santals in the higher lands of the barind which 
are not suitable for rice. 

Rabi or cold weather crops 
The main rabi crops are kaLai (Phaseolus 

radiatus), peas, wheat, barley, gram (Cicer 
arietinum), mug (Phaseolus mungo), mas uri 
(Ervum lens), arhar (Cajanus indicus), and 
khesari (Lathyrus sativus), besides oilseeds, the 
first five being the most important of the food
stuffs. As soon aS,the bhadoi crops are harvested 
on the higher lands and when .the floods have 
subsided on the lower, ploughing is commenced 

for the rabi crops. The first sown is kalai, which 
is frequently grazed off and followed by another 
rabi crop. The higher lands are ploughed four 
to six times for wheat and barley, and twice for 
peas. Khesari is chiefly cultivated with aghani 
rice. being SOWn broadcast in the rice fields in 
October. In the diam tracts two rabi crops are 
frequently grown together: the richness of the 
soil from the Ganges silt otherwise causing plants 
to grow big at the expense of the produce. The 
crops are harvested from J apuary to April. 

Oilseeds 
Of oilseeds the most important are mustard 

(Brass'ica campastris), til (Sesamum indicum), 
linseed (Linum usitatissimum), and sirguja 
(Guizota abyssinica). 

Other crops 
The best quality of jute, known as poli jute, 

is grown in the low land of Gajol thana. The 
ordinary deshi jute is of inferior quality due in 
the main to the seed not being properly selected 
and indifferent methods of retting. Sunnhemp 
is also grown in small quantities for local use. 

The following is an accounl of the varieties of 
crops grown in the district and the diseases; 
blights and pests they are liable to ; the list has 
been kindly furnished by the Superintendent of 
Agriculture of MaIda-West Dinajpur. 

A-List of the local names of the various kinds of crOllS, their diseases and insect 
Attacks thereof 

1. Various kinds of rico
, (a) Boro 

(b) Aus • 

(c) Aman 

2. Jute 

DISTRICT MALDA 

Jagal, Tepu, Kalcini, Chhoto-jagal, Bara-jagal, Ludhia, Sanghai, Chcllga, Kali Boro, Dholo 
Boro, Bagitail, Sanisatia, Kaolojuli 

Sutia, Sani, Jagal, Chupar, Dhulkuri, Kalcini, Dharial, Sankhapura, Janai, Bosa, Kanjia
lam, Si~arphul, Kataktara, Kasiponja, Jhuian, Duiar, ChArnak 

Chenga, Kalam, Kartiksail, Jhulan, Illurasail, Halichllpra, Badraj, Tilakkachari, Hasraj, 
.Sahcbkalma, Malsara, Sitasail, Sitabhog, Kanajhali, Baisakhi, Khasa, Birni, Bankalam. 
Kalosail, Jakasalai, Bahjal, Aja, Maru 

• C. Olitorious:- (1) Chinsurah Green, (2) Japani Pat; 
C. Capsularies:- (I) Fuleswari, (2) Kakiya Bomblli (D. 154), (3) Hewti, (4) Nalitu, 

(5) 'rita Pat, (6) 'rita Pat 
3. SU1l;arcane . • . Hool, Khagrai, C. O. 527, C. O. 231, C. 0.421, Desi, Khcri, Bong, KajJi 
4. Insect pests and diseases

Crops 
Paddy 

Jute 

Sugarcane 

Vegetables 

Insect Pest!! 
, Rice swarming caterpillar (Spodoptora mauritia) 

Rice stem borer (Schacllobius incertcllus) 
Rice Hispa (Hispa armingera 01.) 
Rice Bug (Lcptricorisa Acuta) 
Rico Grasshopper (Hioroglyphus banian) 
Jute somi looper (Cosmophila subalifera) 
Jute Hairy caterpillar (Diacrisia obliqua) 
Jute Apion 
Sugarcane top shoot borer (Scirpophaga nivella F.) 
Sugarcane stem borer (Argyria tumidicostalis and 

Diatraf'a venosata Wik) 
White ant (termites) (Odontotermes obesus) 
Cut worm of pot at os (Agrotis sp.) 
Lady bird beetles (Epilachna sp.) 
Aphids (1\Iyzus Persicae) 
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DiseaBCS 
Leaf spot (Helminthosporium Oryzae) 
Rice blast (Pirieularia Oryzac) 
Foot Rot (Fusarium moniliformc) 

Stem rot of jute (Macrophomina phaseoli) 

Sugarcane smut (Bhosa) (UstiJago scitaminea agol) 

Early blight of potatos (Alternaria solan i) 
Late blight (Phytophthora infllostuns) 
Viruses Wilt 



.Mulberry 
Mulberry leaf raising is one of the most import": 

ant industries of the district, the area under mul
berry plant being estimated in 1950 at 12,250 acres. 
The conditions which this plant requires to give 
remunerative results are a light soil above flood 
level with good drainage, and a water level which 
does not fall below a moderate depth. These 
conditions obtain naturally, or c,.an be created by 
e1,11banking the land, over large areas of the 
southern and central portions of the district. 

The chief centres of the cultivation are locally 
known as juars, of which the main divisions are 
the upper jua1's round Jot, Dhantola, Kagaicherra, 
Chandipur and the diara juars round Goyesbari, 
Jalalpur and Sujapur. 

The mulberry tree commonly grown is the 
Marus indica and it is cultivated as a shrub, the 
plants being arranged in lines at a di~tance. apart 
of eighteen inches to two feet. The plant is pro
pagated from cuttings, and once established is 
veri long-lived, resembling in this and in its 
method of cultivation the tea plant. 'It is pruned 
in August or September so as to prevent its reach
ing a height of more than 18 inches to 2 feet. 
The manure most generally used is decayed 
vegetation from the bils, of which the chief 
ingredient is the kach-u. In the cold we~ther this 
is cut in gr<sat quantities and stacked at the side 
of the bils to drain and decompose. Its value is 
about Rs. 4 per cart-load. The fields are regularly 
hoed and weeded and kept scr:upulously clean, as 
an admixture of leaves of other plants kills the 
silk-worms. The leaf is also useless for feeding 
purposes if the ground is flooded, and i:t:l years 
of very high flood there is much loss from thi~ 
source. Leaf plucking goes on practically 
throughout the year, though there are three main 
seasons, November, April and June. 
Mango . 

The mango is another product for which 
MaIda is famous. It is extensively grown over 
the whole district, with the exception of 'the 
Barind tract where the red alluvium is not suit
able .for its cultjvation, and the diara strip along 
the Ganges, where the proportion of sand in the 
soil is excessive. Englishbazar is by far the largest 
and best mango-growing thana. The area covered 
by mango gardens is 15 square miles, or one-sixth 
of the total area of the thana. It is followed by 
thanas Ratua, Manikchak, Kaliachak, Kharba. 

MaIda, and Harishchandrapur, in that order. 
The most thickly-grown area lies along the banks 
of the Mahanand,? and Kalindri rivers. Seen 
from the air, it presents an urrbroken expanse of 
foliage, with occasional open fields, studded with 
rows of dots, where new orchards have been 
plan ted. The trees are plan.ted on fairly high 
ground, above the flood level, in soil which is 
generally a light and rather sandy loam. The 
fruit has an excellent flavour, and is free from the 
taste of turpentine so often found in mangoes of an 
inferior species. Probably the flavour is due to the 
soil, which i;; lacking in saline properties. The 
co.coanut palm for example, which requires a cer
tam amount of salt in the soil, is hardly to be found 
in the mango-growing part of the district, and 
the few trees that do exist bear no fruit. 

In the north-west of the distric-t there are 
several large mango gardens belonging to the 
Chanchal, Harischandrapur and Bhaluka zamin
dars. The gardens, which cover several hundred 
acres, are held khas, and in a good year bring a 
large income to their owners. It is rather inter
esting to no~e that in the time of the Nizams of 
Bengal and afterwards, the zamindars were 
deprived of this sOUrce of income. Writing of 
Nawab J afar Ali Khan, the author of Riyazu-s
Salatin observes that the Nizam employed a 
Superintendent of mango-supplies who was 
posted in the Chaklah of Akbarnagar (in the west 
of Malda district) " and he, counting the mangoes 
of the khas trees, entered them in the accounts, 
and showed their collection and disposal; and 
the watchmen and carriers, levying ,the expenses 
of carriage from the zamindars (a rather unkind 
imposition) sent the sweet and delicious 'mangoes 
from MaIda, Kotwali, Husainpur" Akbarnagar 
and other p~aces. And the zamindars had no 
power to cut down the khas mango trees.; on the 
contrary, the mangoes of all the gardens of the 
aforesaid Chaklah were attached. And this 
practice was more rigorously observed in the 
times of previous Nizams of Bengal. Even at 
present (1788) when the administration of Bengal 
is virtually in the hands of the Christian English, 
and only the nominal Nizamat rests with the 
Nawab Mubarak-ud-daulah, son of Nawab Jafar 
Ali Khan, in the mango seaSon the Superin
tenden t of the Khas mangoes proceeds to MaIda 
on behalf of the aforesaid Nawab M-ubarak-ud
daulah, attaches the mangoes of the khas trees, 
and sends them to the Nawab, and the zamindars 
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It' 
do not go near the khas mango trees. But The 
Superintendent no longer obtains the carriage 
expenses from zamindars, nor does he enjoy his 
former prestige and respect." 

The planting of a mango garden requires 
initially a certain amount of labour, and atten
tion-in fact there is a saying in the district that 
the nurture of young mango plants is as difficult 
as that of children. The ground is first ploughed 
up thoroughly, and sometimes has to be drained 
by excavating ditches round it. It then has to be 
fenced to prevent damage by cattle. Trans
plantation takes place in July, when the rainfall 
is at its heaviest, and each plant has to be 
separately fenced with a circular wall of bamboo 
matting. The plants are arranged in straight 
rows at intervals of about 10 yards. Opinion in 
recent years is in favour of 20 yards. During 
the first year they require regular watering and 
constant attention, and up till the sixth year, 
when the young trees begin to bear fruit, the 
ground has to be regularly weeded or dug up to 
keep it clear of undergmwth. During the fir,st 
few years it is possible to grow crops on the same 
land; but thereafter cultivation has to be stopped, 
in order that the trees may receive the full bene
fit of the soil. The initial cost of planting a 
mango garden is between Rs. 120 and Es. 150 
per acre. The rent fpr mango gardens, where 
separate rates prevail, is generally Rs. 8 per acre 
which is distinctly higher than the average rate 
of rent for paddy land. 

There are in the main two varieties of 
mango-the guti or ordinary mango grown from 
seed, and the kalam, which is grown from graft
ings. The latter is a superior quality, and fetches 
a higher price. 

The earlIest mangoes are the Gopalbhog and 
Brindaban a small but .fine flavoured fruit. 
Then come the Lengra, Khirshapati, Kissonbhog 
and other species. The last but one and largest 
is the FazH, and th~ last is the Aswini which, 
though rather inferior in flavour, generally com
mands a higher price, because it is the only avail
able mango at that season. 

The mango trade is one of the most important 
in the district, and one which has an important 
economic effect on the district. As soon as the 
trees have blossomed, speculation begins. The 
price varies according to the class of mango and 
the effect of the weather on the crop, for hail 
and heavy rain are most injurious to the forma-

tion of the fruit. When the price of a garden is 
finally fixed, the purchaser may re-sell it at a 
profit to another -dealer, and in this way it may 
change hands three or four times before the furit 
is actually picked. Thi~ is done with long bam
boo poles to the end of which nets are attached. 
AlmoM the entire crop is then exported, chiefly to 
Calcutta and before 1952 Eastern Bengal. The 
railway platforms at this season are crowded with 
baskets filled with mangoes, and the Mahananda 
and Kalindri riyers are lined with boats some of 
500 maunds burthen, waiting to take the crop to 
Eastern Bengal. Most of the dealers are mer
chants from East Bengal~ and there are also 
middlemen, who do a brokery business, and 
receive a commission from the dealers and the 
owners of gardens. . 

A good year brings prosperity to a large sec
tion of the population. The owners 'of gard~ns 
make a handsome profit when prices are good, 
because once the trees have started bearing fruit, 
the cost of maintenance is negligible. The poor 
people also benefit, because there is .an unwritten 
law that windfalls are the pr.operty of the first 
comer. Even storm or gale brings them out to 
collect what they can. Even in the middle of 
the night 'one sees lanterns flickering in the 
mango gardens. In this way they manage to lay 
in a considerable stock whether; they own trees 
or not, and as mangoes comprise half of their diet 
for about two months in the year, a good season 
is of no small importance to them. They can 
also 'make a small income by selling various pre
parations such as "amchur" which consists of 
slices of green mango dried in the sun and 
" amsatwa". This is a preparation which is 
exported in large quantities as far as the Punjab 
and Madras. It is made from the juice of ripe 
fruit, which has been pressed, spread out and 
solidified by the application of a drying agent. 
The process by which the juice is dried is a trade 
secret of the people who manufacture amsatwa. 
Its price varies from. 4 annas to Es. 2-8 a pound. 
Condiments and pickles of various kinds are also 
made from green mangoes; and the export of 
grafts from good t:r;ees is another source of income. 
The price of these varies from 12 annas to four 
rupees each. 

In recent years there have been several 
failures of the crop, and there seems to be a 
regular cycle of good and bad years. A bumper 
crop comes once in four years, and is followed by 
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a bad year, in which there may be only a 2-to-4 
anna ctop. Then COUles a m.oderate 'crop, from 
6 to 8 annas, followed by a second bad year. The 
only consolation for these bad years is the fact 
that the price rises in pr.pportion to the extent of 
the failure. These fluctuations in outturn and 
price make it very difficult to give an accurate 
eWmate of the annual value of the mango trade. 

The amount of wealth that the m<}ngo crop 
brings to the district can be judged from the 
following account of the MaIda ~ango Improve~ 
ment Committee started in 1948. In 1~48 the 
mango dealers of the district under the leader~ 
ship of a pleader, Sri Rakhal Chandra Roy, 
approache_d the District Magistrate offering to 
form themselves into an Association with the 
object of securing facilities for exporting mango 
to East Bengal and elsewhere. The present 
writer was then the District Magistrate, MaIda 
who saw in this proposal the opportunity to build 
up a local fund not only for the benefit ,of mango 
cultivation but also to undertake improvements' 
of public institutions in the district. In August 
1948 a committee called the Mango Export Com
mittee was formed of which I was made the 
President, the committee itself remaining purely 
non-official. The District Magistrate would use 
his good offices to secure export facilities for 
mango in recognition of which the Association of 
Mango Dealers would pay to the fund of the 
committee a voluntary contribution to the extent 
of one anna per basket of 50 mangoes exported. 
This rate was increased later in the season for a 
brief period to 8 annas per basket, the price of 
mango rising stiffly later in the season. This 
mode of realisation has continued to the present 
day, the rate still remaining very smalL Realisa
tion is begun in the middle of May and ends in 
the 1st week of August, all collections going to 
the fund of the MaIda Mango Improvement Com
mittee which was reconstituted in 1949 from the 
Mango Export Committee of 1948. 

So great is the amount of mango exported 
from the district that at the very small rate 
levied in 1948, t!le collection at the end of the 
season amounted roughly tq Rs. 45,000. The 
receipts for the year 1949 were Rs. 57,000, those for 
the year 1950, Rs. 42,500, those for the year 1951, 
Rs. 82,200, those for the year 1952, Rs. 1,09,000. 
The total receipts in 5 years between 1948 and 

. 1952 amounted to ·Rs. 3,35,000 roughly. This is 
an entirely private fund the bulk of which is 

handed over to the District Improvemen~ C~m
mittee of MaIda of which the District Magistrate 
happens to be the President. The District Impro
vement Committee employs this fund for making 
grants to various public institutions according to 
their needs, and for keeping a part of this fund 
for the improvement of the mango industry. The 
fund for the improvement of mango industry. 
accumulated at the end of 1952 to Rs. 73,500. 
This fund goes under the name of Fruit Preserva
tion Scheme. The MaIda Improvement Com
mittee has paid Rs. 3,000 to the J adavpur College 
of Engineering and Technology for carrying on 
research ~ork on MaIda mangoes. There is a 
special fund of the committee from which it can 
make discretionary grants in special cases, such 
as expenditure over relief war ks, of presenting 
purses to the Governor. The plans of the com
mittee are: 

(i) to start an industrial organisation for 
manufacture of mango products; 

(ii) to establish schools for vocational train
ing including training in manufacture 
of mango products; 

(iii) to make grants to public institutions. 
Care is taken not to make small grants 
thus preventing dissipation of funds; 

(iv) such other plans as the District Improve-_. 
ment Committee with the concurrence 
of the Mango Improvement Committee 
may undertake. 

That the fund of the Mango Improvement 
Committee has been of great help to the public 
institutions of the district will be clear from the 
na ture of gran ts de~ailed below: 

In 1948. the following grants of Rs. 1,000 and 
over were made-

Sadar Hospital Rs. 2,500; amenities for the 
Police Force of the district Rs. 1,000; Barlow 
Girls H. E. School Rs. 7,000.; MaIda College 
Rs. 25,000 ; total Rs. 35,500. 

In 1949 a grant of Rs.· 15,000 was made to 
MaIda College and a grant of Rs. 20,000 was made 
to the Fruit Preservation Scheme. In addition 
9 H. E. Schools were helped with Rs. 1,000 or 
more. Rs. 1,000 was paid to the Association for 
the Prevention of Blindness in West Bengal. 

In 1950 and 1951 a sum of Rs. 33,500 was paid to 
the Fruit Preservation Scheme and a sum of 
Rs. 28,500 to the MaIda College. There were 21 other 
recipients, all H. E. -Schools, which received grants 
varying from Rs. 1,450 to Rs. 21450. In addition, 
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grants of Rs. 1,000 each were made for special 
purposes to the District Board, to Englishbazar 
Municipality and to the B. R. Sen Public Library. 

In 1952 Rs. 30,000~:.-1as paid to the MaIda 
College and Rs. 20,000 to the Fruit Preservation 
Scheme. Grants varying from Rs. 1,250 to 
Rs. 2,000 were made to 11 H. EI Schools. A 
special grant of Rs. 2,000 was made to the Old 
MaIda Municipality and another special grant of 
Rs. 1,000 to the District Board. . 

cularly valuable trees. The crop is uncertain, 
but the extension of cultivation has lessened the 
chances of total failure, and there is a full crop 
on an average once in four or five years. The 
value of the crop of an acre of graft trees in full 
bearing is from a thousand to twelve hundred 
rupees, thoug:1 these prices are very often 
exceeded .,for well~known gardens. The fruits 
are plucked with a hand net and will keep for 
from 17 to 18 days. 'Besides the gardens of graft 
trees which :=tre planted mainly for the export 
trade, there are ordinary village gardens in which 
the trees are from seedlings (guti). 

Tobacco is grown as a garden crop for local 
consumption. 

Sugarcane is not an important crop, being 
chiefly grown for eating and in small quantities. 

Vegetables and fruits 
Vegetables are cultivated in garden plots for 

house-hold use and for sale in the bazars. The 
most ~I]lportant are the sweet potato, the baigun
(Solanum melongena), pumpkins (Lagenaria 
VUlgaris) and gourds (Benincasa cerifera) , 
country radishes and melons. Large quantities 
of onions and chillis are grown in Gajol thana, 
Most European vegetables grow well, in parti· 
cular tomatoes and cauliflowers. Potato cultiva
tion has not made much headway, though it is 
common in Harischandrapur thana. Of trees, 
besides the mango are cultivated the plantain, 
jack fruit (Artocarpus integrifoZia) , the lichi 
(Nephelium litchi), whilst custard-apple (Anona 
squamosa) and the bel (Aegle marmeLos) trees 
are common. In Gaur there are regular planta
tions ()f bananas. The Khejuri! (Phoenia sylves· 
tries) and palmyra palm are common, they are 
tapped for liquor, and the khejur is also used to 
a small extent for sugar extraction. Pan (piper 
betel) for use with the areca- nut is also grown. 

The chief improvement in mango cultivation 
in recent years is in grafting, so much so that the 
sale of grafts alone is a considerable trade. The 
grafts (kalam) are raised by the inarching 
method and are sold at from one rupee to four 
rupees each. There are now some fifty distinct 
varieties of mangoes obtained by grafting in the 
MaIda district, of which the best known are the 
Brindaban, Gopalbhog, Khirsapati and Fazli, by 
means of th~ last of which the mango season has 
been extended into August. The hole in which 
the original Fazli tree grew is still pointed out at 
Nimasarai. As in Hamilton's time the best 
mangoes are still grown in the Englishbazar 
thana, in the angle of the rivers Kalindri and 
Mahananda, and in this portion of the district the 
cultivation has encroached considerably on that of 
the ordinary field crops. There appear to be con· 
ditions of soil and climate here. which favour the 
growth of the tree. The laying' out of the graft 
mango gardens is, however, extending over the 
whole of the district west of the Mahananda and 
in particular round Mahadipur on the Pagla, and. 
on the Gaur embankments. The chief considera· 
tion. if the soil be suitable, is the facilities for 
transport, and in particular water transport, as 
most of th.e profits come from the export 'trade. 
The garden must be on the ground above flood 
level: the young trees are guarded against high 
floods by plantipg them in ~ mound of earth of 
the requisite height, and protected by bamboos 
against erosion. The trees are set about 30 feet [rrigation . 
apart though many gardens are to be found The Irrigation Department of the State has com· 
closer planted with consequent loss of vitality to pleted and undertaken several important schemes 
,the trees. Ordinary manures are used, but, in the district. The following is an account of 
when available, fish manure is applied to parti· schemes executed before and after 1947: 

A-Schemes executed before 1947 
Name of Scheme 

I Dholachola Bil bund_h scheme in police station Habibpur . .' 
2 Halna Meherpur channel in police stati'lP Maida , . 
3 R:l.mpur Kaliaganj scheme in police station Harishchandrapur 
4 Bararnasia river schernE1 in police station Kharba . . . 
5 Raharnari Danra Sambalpur Tal bundh scheme in police station Ratua 
6 Baiqhnabnagor Chaksherdi bi} scheme in p'olice station Kaliachak 
7 ~lithal1anda embal1kment at Englishbazar (Town protective works) 
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Cost of Scheme • Benefited area 
Rs. 13,782 100 acres 
Rs. 35,326 350 
Rs. 43,734 16,000" 
Rs. 28,307 1,800 
Rs. 4,595 1,600" 
Rs. 11,885 333 



Name of Scheme 

1 Mallikpara Danra soheme in police 
station Kharba, 

2 Constructing a regulator at Gour. 
hand Danra including re-sanc
tioning ofthe Danra in connec· 
tion with Boalia bil scheme 
in police station Kharba 

3 Taufiq Danra scheme in police 
station Kaliachak 

4 Kanchan Bil scheme in police 
station Gajol 

Name of Scheme 

1 Construction of Lykol khal Sluice 
for improvement of Rahamari 
Danra Sambalpur Tal bundh 
scheme in polioe station ~atua 

Name of Scheme 

I Kalapahar bundh scheme in 
police station Ratua 

2 Schemes for low area of police 
stations ·Kharba and Ratua 

Navigable route from the Ganges 
to Balurghat 

Malior bil scheme in police station 
Harishchandrapur 

Estimated 
amount 

Rs. 
49.146 

98,389 

66,157 

51,713 

Estimated 
amount 

Rs, 
50,000 

Estimated 
amount 

Rs. 
1,00,000 

B-Schemes executed after 194.,. 

Description of the scheme 

The object of the scheme is to help cultivation 
and to improve sanitary condition by flush
ing an area of about 25 sq. miles and thereby 
increasing annual yield by 22-,900 mds. of 

• paddy and Rabi crops. 
The object of the scheme is po save the Badai 

crop from submersion under water and ris
ing flood and to retain water to a certain 
depth for Rabi and Boro cultivation. 

The schllme provides construction of a regula· 
tor on the Taufiq Danra to save Badai 
crops from early flood of the Pagla river. 

The scheme provIdes construction of a regula
tor and remodelling the Kanchan Bil b\)ndh 
to save 3,000 bighas of land from early 
flood of the Chiranati river and to regulate 
water of the bi! as to requirement. 

C-Schemes under execution 

Description of the scheme 

,This scheme provides construction of a regu
lator over the Lykol khal to save the crops 
of about 660 acres of land from early flood 
of the Mahananda. 

D-Schemes under investigation 

DescriptiOlt of the scheme 

The soheme has been proposed to regUlate 
flood water by construction of a regulator 
with Il;n embankment. 

It has been proposed to prepare schemes for 
.protection of crops of the low area of Khar
ba and Ratua police stations. 

It has been proposed to open a navigable 
route from the Ganges to Balurghat via 
Kalindri, Mahananda, Behula, Tangan, 
Purnabhaba and Atrai. 

It has been proposed to construct weil's or 
regulators at different outlets of the bil area 
for regulation of the tiood water of the 
Kalindri. 

I 1 ) 

Benefited area 
(in acres) 

16,000 

Remarks 

Completed in 1948 

6,400..... Completed in 1951 

6,400 Completed in 1951 

1,000 Completed in 1951 

Benefited area Remarks 
(in acres) 

660 Materials are being 

Benefited area 
(in acres) 

1,920 

collected. The 
work will be start
ed soon. 

Remarks 

Further gauge 
observation will 
be made during 
the next flood. 

Contour survey of 
the area has since 
been started and 
the probable 
schemes will be 
examined after 
completion of the 
survey. 

A detailed report 
with section sub
mitted to the 
Chief' Engineer, 
West Bengal for 
consideration. 

[t has since been 
proposed to con· 
tinue the hydrau. 
lic observa.tion 
for another two 
~ears, 
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following schemes of 
have been executed 

small 
by 
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the 

Agricul ture 
1947 : 

Department of the State 

A-Details of Small Irrigation Schemes completed during 1949-50 in MaIda 

Serial 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Scheme Station 

SADAR SUBDIVISION 

Drainag~of stagnant water at Barmanee . Barn.mnee, Kharba . 
Drainage of stagnan t water at Bonhaiglati Bonhaiglati, Kharba . 
Kalitala Bundh . . . . Baratar, Kharba 
Drainage of stagnant wllter at Nunatar . Nunatar, Kharba 
Drainage of stagnant water at Ratot . Ratot, Kharba . 

~Ianik: Drainage of stagnant water at Chamurna . Tallmnagar.Kashimpur, 
chllk 

Total 
Expenditure 

Rs. ,1..1'. 

800 0 0 
700 0 0 

2,276 0 0 
725 0 0 
325 0 0 
705 0 0 

Area of 
benefited 

land (in.llcres) 

405 
420 

2,100 
1,000 

700 
633 

Approximate extra yield (in tons) 
r

Kharif 

100 
125 

1,300 
400 
300 
300 

Wheat Rabi 

B-DetaiJs of Small Irhgation Schemes completed during 1950-51 in MaIda 

Total Arell of Approximate extra yield (in tons) 

since 

Serial 
No. 

Scheme Stlltion 
Sanctioned 
Expenditure Expenditftl'e benefited ,----__ --A-- ., 

land (in acres) Kharif Wheat Rabl 

SADAR SUBDIVISION 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1 Bhavka BUlldh Talparallpur, P. S. Ratua . 293 0 0 273 0 0 50 10 8 
2 Mahallandapur Drainage l{ahanandapur, P. S. Kharba 1,059 0 0 1,008 11 0 1,000 60 20 
3 Baria :l.Iedha Drainage Nabagram, P. S. Kharba 321 0 0 234 5 0 100 20 10 
4 Drainage to Jute field . Alihanda, P. S. Kharba 1.424 0 0 1,424 0 0 100 20 10 
5 Bancharamdara Dredging Hatlnda, P. S. Kharba . 904 4 0 904 4 0 100 15 7 
6 Gargarla Bil Drainage . Hatlnda, P. S. Kharba. 567 0- 0 35615 0 117 15 11 
7 Madhahat Mahestala Bundh Madhahat, P. S. Kharba 504 0 0 329 7 0 90 70 10 
8 Kharnz Bil Drainage . P. 8. Kaliachak 2,348 12 0 2,348 12 0 800 142 261 
9 Khasmalllli Dhab Drainage Ditto 3,542 0 0 1,784 2 0 670 128 230 

10 Murdahi Dhab Drainage. Ditto 2,018 0 0 2,017 14 6 200 37 66 
11 Santibona Dhab Drainage Ditto 558 0 0 189 6 0 30 8 10 
12 Khas Chandpur Drainage Ditto 513 7 0 513 7 0 75 22 12 
13 Sandhua Bil Drainage. . Ditto 3,003 0 0 2,435 8 0 160 37 53 
14 Kamal Uddin Dhab Drainage . Ditto 867 11 0 867 11 0 50 13 14 
Iii Chandangarh Drainage. • P. S. Englishbazar 4,771 0 0 453 0 0 40 17 13 
16 Kanakpur Drainage Ditto . 806 0 0 161 13 0 22 6 5 
17 Dhalat Data Dredging ~{aliar, P. S. Harishchandta pur 1,764 0 0 1,033 4 0 • 140 45 22 

C-Details o( Small Irrigation Schemes executed from funds allotted to District 
Officer, MaIda during 1950-51 

Sanctioned Total Area of Approximate extra yield (in tons) 
Station Expenditure Expenditure' benefited r-

land (in acres) Kharlf Wheat Rabi 

Serial 
No. Scheme 

SADAR SUBDIVISION • Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1 Bairgachldara Bundh 
2 Hahajan Bundh 
3 Diglidara Bundh . 
4 Ultara No.1 Bundh 
5 Vltara No.2 Bundh 
6 Jagannathpur Drainage 
7 Rajbore Bundh • 

P. S. Englishbazar 536 0 0 536 0 0 333 SO 10 
Ditto 491 0 0 491 0 0 660 70 26 
Ditto 752 0 0 752 0 0 360 30 10 

P. S. Habibpur 860 0 0 860 0 0 35 19 8 
Ditto 536 0 0 536 0 0 25 14 6 

P. S. Ratua 563 6 0 563 6 0 \ 60 5 2 
P. S. Old Maida: 202 8 0 202 8 0 1,000 333 

.D-Details of Small Irrigation Schemes completed through-voluntary private efforts 
during 1950-51 in MaIda 

Approximate Area of Approximate ex~ra yield (In tons) 
Station Expenditure benefited r" 

...._ 
land (in acres) Kharif Wheat Rabi 

Serial 
No. Scheme 

SADA.1t SUBDIVISION 
Rs. 

1 NUfUnkhura Drainage 
2 Naya Danra Ilundh 
3 Hawal Bundh -: 

Mauza Chandua, P. S. Kharba 750 75 7 4, 
Viii. Kaluarl, P. S. Maida. 340 150 84 

P. S. MaIda. 350 50 30 
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District 

Maida 

Number of 
tanks improved 

14 

14 

102 

102 

~-Extract of Schemes executed either trom District Officet!s fund or through 
voluntary private efforts in MaIda 

Number completed by Government fund Number completed through voluntary 
private efforts 

r----------A---------~ , _________ A~ ____ ~~ 

1949-50 1950-51 1949-50 1950-51 
(up to December 1950) (up to December 1950) 

.. 
F-Extract of tank improvement during 1949-50 and 1950-51 in Maida 

(In accordance with the Bengal. Tank Development Act of 1939) 

'Expenditure on AWl of benefited land (in acres) Approximate extra yield per year (in tons) 
account of .----------------~ -------, r-

-A-______ -, 

improvement 
Wheat or 

Rs. One cropped Two crQPped Current fallow Total - Kharif other Rabi Fish 
crops 

1949-60 

MALDA DISTRICT 
22,031 242 31 4 277 299 162 26 

SADA.R SUBDIVISION 
22,031 242 31 4 277 299 162 26 

195()·51 

MALDA DISTRICT 
215,630 1,543 173 35 1,751 1,662 857 186 

S"DAII SUBDIVISION 
216,630 1,543 173 35 1,751 1,662 8;;7 186 

• Does not include wages of workers. Half of the expenditure is borne by the state and remaining half is met from the cess un water and 
irrigation tax which is less than rupee one per bighu. 

G-RecIamation of Land in MaIda 1949-50 t{) 1951-52 

Reclaimed by Government nactor 
(in acres) 

r-----------A ----------

Reclaimed by Small inigation 
schemes of Agriculture Department 

(in acres) 
~___________A ____ __ 

Reclaimed through private effOfts 
(in acres) 

Subdivision 
Gross 

Gross Land under different crops area Land under different crops Gross Land under different crops 
area re- Old and r- -'------, area re- A ____ ---, 

calimed Paddy Potato Wheat Others new re- Paddy Potato Wheat Others claimed Paddy Potato Wheat Others 
claimed 

1949·50 
Sadar Suhdivision 662 662 

1950·61 
Badar Subdivision 111 111 

1961·52 
Sadar Subdivision 

The pride of the district is the State Agricul· 
tural Farm at MaIda which is primarily a Seed 
Multiplication Farm. Up to 1959 this faFm was 
an experimental farm with a total area of 18 
acres. In th~ year 1950 an additional area of 
about 288 acres was acquired. The total area 
thus came to 306 acres. In 1950, 30 acres were 
cultivated. In 1951 the entire farm was re
claimed. A total of 237 acres was put under 
cultivation; another 40 acres under orchard and 
!llango, the rest was for buildings and fallow 
lands. A non-recurring expense of Rs. 250,000 
was in9urred. The farm stores seeds for Aus and 
Aman paddy, iute, dhaincha, maize and joar, 
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fodder crops, wheat, barely, mustard, gram, len
til, kalai, potato, khesari, banana, vegeta,bles and 
,gree~ manure. The average yields in the farm 
are satisfactory being 21 mannds per acre for aus 
paddy and 28 maunds for aman, 1,000 maunds of 
sugarcane, 300 maunds of potato, 18 maunds of 
wheat, 12 maunds of lentil apd 8 maunds of rape 
and mustard. The farm is being improved still 
further. 

In 1952 the Ag:r:_iculture Departmen~ distri
buted 650 maunds of aus paddy for seed and 
7,880 of aman paddy to cultivators and fair 
quantities of various kinds of fertilisers. The 
Englishbazar Municipality received a loan of 



Rs. 24,000 from the Government for the prepara
tion and distribution of town compost. In 1951 
about 750 tons of town compost were distributed 
and in 1952, 420 tons. The composting of village 
refuse and water hyacinth was eagerly pursued 
and about 21,000 tons' of these corppost were dis
tributed in 1952. The Agriculture Department 
also distributes insecticides. The Department 
opened 10 Demonstration Farms of 5 acres each 
in 1952 and launched a scheme of registered 
growers, the aim of which is .to popularise the u~e' 
of improved seeds among cultivators. The 
Department also organises crop competition,s and 
in 1952 cultivators of the district secured the first 
three prizes of the State for the best yield of 
wheat. The highest yield of wheat in the district 
has been 58 maunds per acre. In 1951 and 1952 
about 72,000 tree saplings were planted through-
out the district. • 

The Agriculture Depart:rpent maintains seven 
tractors for reclamation of waste lands and 
mechanised cultivation. In 1950, 1,670 acres were 
reclaimed; in 1951, .1,651 acres and in 1952, 
484 acres. The Department also issues on hire 
small pumping sets for irrigation. The number 
of small irrigation schemes executed by the 
Department so far is 71 which has benefited an . 
area of 43,548 acres. The Department also issues 
iron materials, etc., for agricultural improvement. 
There is a Jute Development Section. An Agri
cultural Seed Store is also run by the Depart
ment .. 

Of recent years fairly large sums df money 
have been distributed under the Agriculturists 
Loan Act. 

Cattle 
The local breeds are poor, but large quantities 

of buffaloes and bullocks are brought from Bihar, 
and the oxen used for carting on the Rajmahal 
road are generally up country beasts. The 
difficulties in the way of keepiIjg cattle in condi
tion are firstly the want of fodder in the rains 
when large areas are under water, and the cattle 
cannot forage for themselves on account of the 
crops, and secondly the insect pests, which in 
some parts of the district necessitate fires being 
lit at night to protect the cattle from insect bites. 
Large number.s of cattle from Bihar on their way 

to the big cattle markets are fed in the tal and 
dubas in the cold weather, regular bathans or 
encampments being formed. There seems no 
doubt that the only way to improve the general 
stamp of the cattle is by selection of the best 
local bulls and improved feeding. Buffaloes, 
which are largely used for cultivation in t.he 
barind, are nearly all foreign bred. The horses 
are the usual country ponies and there are large 
numbers in the district. Sheep are reared in 
small numbers and pigs are common being kept 

. by Santals, Mal Paharias, Doms and other castes. 
From 1906 the District Board has maintained 

a,. Veterinary Assistant at Englishbazar and a 
Hospital. There is a District Veterinary Officer. 
There are two Assistant Surgeons-one stationary 
and the other itinerary. The chief diseases are 
rinderpest, septicaemia and foot and mouth 
diseases. In 1951-52 the veterinary staff vac
cinated{73,587 head of cattle against rinderpest 
and 1,4 2 fowls against Ranikhet. 

NATURAL CALAMITIES 
The following is a chronological list of natural 

calamities in the district: 
1787-Famine 
1865--Famine condition and Hailstorm 
1866-Famine 
187l-Flood 
1873-Famine 
1874-Famine 
1885-Flood 
1903-Drought 
1906-Flood 
1907-Hailstorm (1st April) 
1918-Flood 
1922-Flood 
1923-Drought 
1927-Drought 
1933-Heavy flood 
1934-Earthquake and Severe Hailstorm 
1935-Flood 
1936-Flood 
1938-Heavy flood 
1943-Severe scarcity 
1947-Severe storm 
1948-Flood 
1951--Severe drought 
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OCCUPATIONS, MANUFACTURE AND TRADE 
The statistical section of this volume sets out 

in great detail the extent of the population depen. 
dent on the various industries and manufactures. 
It is unnecessary to paraphrase the statistics in 
this 'section but mention should be made of certain 
important occupations and manufactures peculiar 
to the district. The biggest trade of the district, 
the Mango trade has already been dealt with in 
the section on Agriculture. Perhaps a more pro
fitable trade than mango in MaIda district is silk. 
A brief account of silk requires to be given here. 
For additional information the reader's attention 
is invited to the section on silk in Part IC of 
General Report for West Bengal, Sikkim and 
Chandernagore in Census of India Vol. VI, pub
lished in 1953. 

Silk 
The comparatively high percentage of 

industrial workers is mainly due to the silk indus
try, which is the staple of the _district. Hunter 
writes that there can be no doubt that there was 
silk in these parts during the reign of the last 
Hindu dynasty at Gaur. It appears that patta
bastra (silk cloths) were then exported to the 
important cities of Dacca, Sonargaon and Sapta
~ram. The Muhammadan conquest is traditionally 
reported to -have caused the manufacture to 
dwindle away, owing to some r~ligious prohibi. 
tions against the wearing of silk. Soon after the 
desertion of Gaur the industry· revived, or, as the 
native account puts it, silk worms were brought 
back to the Mahananda by one Sita Basuni of 
J alalpur. It is also recorded that in 1577 one Sheik 
Bhik, who used to trade in Maldahi cloths set sail 
for Russia with three ships laden with silk cloths, 
and that two of his ships wrecked somewhere in 
the neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf. At the 
beginning of the 17th century the Dutch had ·an 
establishment at Old MaIda and it has already 
been mentioned that the East India Company had 
Cl,n agency in 1686 in the district. 

'the Dutch and English had factories. At the 
intrigues and rapacity of the local Fouzdar and 
his officers, charges were trumped up against the 
merchants before the Governor at Delhi; their 
business agents and silk weavers wel'e imprisoned 
and oppressed; and the ceaseless demand for 
gratuities is reminiscent of Pooh:Bah_ This petty 
persecution eventually decided the English to 
remove their factory to the opposite side of the 
Mahananda, where they were under a different 

jurisdiction: A piece of land was purchased in 
1680 from the zamindar in Makdumpur, a mauza 
situated in what is now Englishbazar town. Here 
the Company carried out their silk rolling, packing 
and despatching, thereby avoiding the levy of a 
tax on merchandise, whic}) was the principal 
source of contention with the Fouzdar of MaIda .. 

Modern History of the Silk Industry 
Until 1835, when the factory was closed, the 

East India Company had a monopoly of the silk 
industry, but the trade continued to ft.ourish after 
the factory was closed and exports reached their 
maximum between 1866 and 1874. At that time 
there were seven European concerns, including a 
French establishment belonging to Louis Poyen 
and. Cie of Lyons. It was estimated that these 
concerns prod\lced 620 maunds of raw silk 
annually while the local reelers produced 1,500 
maunds, the total value being one and a half lakhs. 

The records of the East India Company teem with 
instructions to their agents to send better samples 
of silk and to improve the dyeing, the natural 
colour of Bengal silk being yellow. It may be 
mentioned that there were riots amongst the silk 
weavers of Spitalfields against the introduction of 
Bengal silk into England, owing to the difficulty 
of weaving it as compared with Turkey silk, on 
account of the unevenness and the frequent break
ing of the yarn. It was not, however, till the 
Company obtained possession of Bengal that 
systematic efforts were made to improve on native 
methods of reeling. In 1757 Mr. Wilder was sent 
to Bengal to examine into the causes of the defec
tive quality of Bengal raw silk. Shortly after, the 
filature syste'fu was introduced by the help of a 
Frenchman and the first silk filature factory of 
any importance in the district was built by Mr. 
Udney at Singatola. In 1770 Mr. Henchman built 
the Residency House of Englishbazar as a manu
factory for Sufeda or lace work on cloth. It was 
subsequently turned into an ordinary silk factory. 
Mr. Henchman is said to have first introduced the 
weaving of cloth from silk alone. The original 
Maldahi cloth was of cotton and silk, but now-a
days the old names of bulbul chasm (nightingale's 
eyes), Chand tara (moon and stars), mazchar 
(riplets of the rivers), kalintar_akshi (pigeon's eyes), 
which are derived from the different patterns 
woven, are commonly applied to the cloths made 
of silk, as well as to the mixtures. As a 
result of these efforts local history has it tha.t 
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there was boom in the silk trade between 1760 
and 1790, when the Company was able by means 
of Bengal silk to compete with the imports into 
England from Turkey of raw and manufactured 
silk. With the decline of competition from Turkey, 
that from France and Italy grew and the trade 
declined. Dr. Buchanan Hamilton in 1810 found 
it greatly depressed. The subsequent course of 
the trade in the district is, as has been indicated 
above, an almost complete diversion of the indus
try into the production of Khamru. silk for the 
Indian market and filature and waste silk for th~ 
European market. 

At the present time th~ actual making up of 
the raw material into cloth is a small industry and· 
the main industry is the production of raw ·silk. 
Unlike the neighbouring districts of Rajshahi and 
Murshidabad, where cocoon rearing has lost 
ground, there is no reason for thinking that it 
has receded in MaIda. The three divisions of the 
industry are cocoon raising, silk reeling and cloth 
weaving.- Cocoon raising is essentially a small
holding industry and each rearer is in actual fact 
a small independent capitalist. He has in addition 
to his agricultural land a few bighas under mul
berry, and every year he considers the question as 
to whether he shall sell the leaf or raise his own 
cocoons. 

Writing the District Gazetteer in 1918 G. E.. 
Lambourn gave the following description of the 
cocoan worms and the method of rearing. The 
method of reeling silk given by Lambourn still 
holds good today. 

The worms are of the following varieties: 
(i) Nisteri or Pur ani or Mandraji (Bombyx Crossi), 
(ii) 'Chota Polu or Desi (Bombyx fortunatus), (iii) 
Bara Polu (Bombyx tenta) , (iv) China Polu 
(Bombyx Surensis) , and (v) Bulu PaluaLl multi
voltine varieties. Of these the first two are the 
most common, the Desi giving the cold weather 
crop and the Mandraji that of the hot weather. 
The worms are kept in bamboo trays placed in 
layers in a bamboo rack and fe<;l twice a day; 
they begin to spin after 35 or 36 days and the 
cocoon is completed in three days. There are 
three main crops elf cocoons or bands-named 
after the months in which they ripen. The chief 
band is that of November, comprising the Aghani, 
Maghi, and Falguni bands; next in order comes 
the Chait (April) band and then the Baisakhi, 
Jhesthi and Bhadoi. In good years, or when the 
ordinary bands are affected by adverse conditions,. 

other crops are raised, sirpilarly named after the 
months in which they ripen. The work of rearing 
the worms is largely done by women. 

In reeling cocoons, a small quantity is placed 
in a basin of hot water to loosen the thread. The 
operators stir the cocoons round with a piece of 
stick held in the right hand, and after they have 
absorbed a certain amount of steam, the operator 
picks up the loose ends of the thread with his left 
hand and removes sufficient of the outside cover
ing to enable the silk to reel without interruption. 
Then carefully taking th~ threads of 6 to 8 cocoons 
(according.to the quality of the cocoons and the 
size of the thread desired to be reeled), he threads 
them through a small hole made in a T-shaped iron, 
which is fixed at the head of the basin, and from 
this takes the thread on to the hand reel (ghat), 
which is turned by a second operator, usually a 
boy. 1(s a cocoon becomes exhausted, the thread 
from a fresh cocoon is thrown on to the moving 
line. The silk pulled off before the cocoon is reel
ed and that left after reeling are known as chasam 
and chera respectively, and both are valuable bye
products. They are spun like cotton, as also are 
the pierced cocoons. From this spun silk the 
matka cloth is made. 

It will be seen that the plant required for reel
ing is of the simplest, merely a basin over a fire
place or a copper, a T-shaped iron, and a reel. 

Silk reeled according to the European method 
is known as filature silk, whilst that according to 
the native method is known as Khamru. The 
difference is, that in filature silk evenness of size 
throughout the skein, elasticity of thread, colour, 
and appearance, are looked for, whilst in Khamru 
reeling so much importance is not attached to 
these qualities. The result is that from a maund 
of cocoons which will produce two to three seers 
of filature silk, nearly half a seer more of Khamru 
can be reeled. 

A large number of rearers reel cocoons on 
their own ghais, specially those of the Puro caste. 
There is however in Englishbazar and Bholahat 
(now in Pakistan) a large population of profes
sional reelers who buy cocoons from the cultiva
tors. 

The procedure in silk rearing is as follows. 
As soon as the eggs begin to hatch out, they are 
covered over with young and finely chopped mul
berry leaf into which the young silkworms climb. 
They are then removed to a clean tray, and kept 
separately from those which hatch out on the 
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following day. It is essential to group worms of 
uniform size on each tray for the proper regula
tion of their diet, they are fed at intervals of {) 
hours on chopped leaves during the first 4 to 6 
days according to the season; and at. the end of 
that period they lose their appetite completely 
and become torpid. This is the first moulting 
stage. During the next 24 hours they shed their 
skins and enter on the second stage. While moult
ing is in progress, feeding is stopped completely. 
When it is over, a cotton net, covered with young 
leaves, is placed over the silkworms, which crawl 
thr6ugh the meshes and begin to feed on the 
leaves. The~ are changed at the end of every 
24 hours. A net covered with fresh leaves is 
placed over them, on to which they climb, and 
the old leaves and litter are removed. After 3 
to 5 days, according to the ~eason, the second 
moult sets in. Thereafter the silkworms take on 
th~ colour and from which they preserve until the 
end of their larval life. They grow rapidly and 
eat more; and from this stage stems of mulberry 
plants with leaves on them are spread on the net. 
Three meals a day, at intervals of 8 hours, are 
given. The same procedure is followed during the 
fourth and fifth periods. By the fifth period, the 
silkworms are eating a very large quantity of 
mulberry, and care has to be taken to see that a 
proper selection 9f leaves is made. The final 
period lasts from 5 to 7 days. The worms develop 
a golden and creamy appearance and begin to look 
round for a corner in which to start spinning. 

For this, a bamboo frame, about four feet 
square, called chandraki, is used. To it are fixed 
strips of plaited bamboo, an inch or two in depth, 
in the form of a continuous spiral. The worms 
are placed on this spiral, and commence to spin 
themselves into cocoons, a process which occupies 
two or three days. The cocoons which are re
quired for reproduction are kept on a tray, and 
those from which the silk is to be reeled, are put 
out in the sun or dried by steam, in order fa kill 
the chrysalis. This is necessary, because the silk 
thread is a continuous filament, and if the chrysalis 
is allowed to turn into a moth, it cuts its way out 
through the thread, thereby greatly impairing the 
value of the silk for reel~ng. 

The cocoons which have been retained tor re
production are, kept for about a fortnight, after 
which the moths cut their way out, the males and 
females pair off (nature generally seems to pro
vide an equal n\lmber) and th~ f~ma]es lay their 

eggs. The average number of eggs is about 300. 
These hatch out after about a fortnight, and the 
cycle begins again. The maximum number of days 
for the whole process is 80; and the/minimum 40, 
according to the season and temperature; so that 
on the average six cyGles can be completed in a 
year. 

A useful innovation of the Sericultural Depart
ment is the introduction of the mulberry tree to 
supplement the cultivation of the mulberry bush. 
The mulberry bush is one of the most expensive 
'Crops to cultivate because the land requires con
tinual attention and regular manuring. In 1929-
30 the Sericultural Department proposed to spend 

. Rs. 35 a bigha on manure alone, because it was 
found that good manuring results in a very 
marked increase in outturn. This is a sum which 
is beyond the means of the average ·cultivator, 
and represents approximately his total cost of 
cultivation at present. The mulberry tree, how
ever, costs nothing to maintain, and will produce 
leaves after four years' growth. 

The out turn from mulberry land depends large
ly upon good and regular manuring. The poorer 
classes" who cannot afford manure, use earth. cut 
from the bottom of the deep trenches '}Ihich sur
round the mulberry field.s, or silt taken from tanks. 
The 'more well-to-do use a mixture of silt and 
manure. Normally there are five harvests in the 
year in the months of Aghrahayan Chaitra, 
Jyaista, Sraban and Bhadra. The yiel~ per acre 
varies according to the manure used, from 20 to 
40 maunds an acre in each harvest, though in the 
sericulture' farms where first class manure is used, 
the yield bas been as much as 80 maunds. Taking 
an aV,erage of 30 maunds, the annual output would 
be 120 maunds per acre, or 18 lakhs of maunds fOf 
the whole district. The average production from 
one maund of leaves is two seers of cocoons, so 
that the productive capacity. is roughly,36 lakhs 
of seers. About one-third of the cocoons produced 
is exported to other districts and the remaining 
two-thirds are locally reeled. 

The West Bengal Government is committed to 
the policy of gradually converting the cultivation 
of bush mulberry into tree mulberry. In MaIda 
Muslims in general and among the Hindus Punros 
rear silk worms. In this district, however, bush 
mulberry is still predominant and in a review of 
the position of sericulture in West Bengal made by 
the Director of Industries, the report of which 
was published in June 1950, the area und~r 
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mulberry was estimated to be 12,350 acres out of a 
total of 15,000 for the whole State of West Bengal. 
Naturally Malda produces the lion's share of green 
cocoons and raw silk of the State. In 1950 the pro
duction of green cocoons was estimated at 5·75 
million pounds and the production of raw silk at 
337,647 lbs. The corresponding figures for the 
State as a whole were 6,785,543 and 407,644 lbs. 
respectively. The district has four main crops 
and two catch crops, the phrase catch crop being 
used to mean a subsidiary crop as distinguished 
from the main crop specially cult'iva'ted for cocoon 
rearing. The four main crops are (1) Jaistha 
(May-June) when the quantity of the mulberry is 
harvested per acre with twigs varies from 60 to 
65 maunds; (2) Bhaduri (August-September), the 
yield this season being 50 to 55 maunds; (3) 
Aghrahayani (November-December), the yield this 
season being 60-65 maunds; (4) Chaitra (March
April), the yield this season being 40-45 maunds. 
The two catch crop seasons are (1) Srabani (July), 
which has a very small crop and (20) nincete 
(October) which yields about 30-35 maunds of 
leaves per acre of mulberry harvested.' On an '" 
annual average the actual pluck will be about 50 
per cent. of the total collection of harvest with 
twigs. On this account the amount of effective 
leaves will be an average of 10,000 lbs. per acre. 
Tn the Central Sericultural Research Station at 
Berhampur certain experiments have been con· 
ducted and a better system of manuring has been 
recommended for mulberry crops calculated to 
improve the yield. In this Station seedlings also 
are raised and distributed on a large scale and 
free of cost among sericulturists. Cuttings of 
superior variety of mulberry are also supplied free 
of cost to different Government Farms for pl<inta
tion. 

'The work of the Sericulture Department in 
MaIda district is valuable and interesting and 
deserves a brief' account. 

Two nurser-ies. were • originally maintained in 
the district-one at Piyasbari, 8 miles south of 
Englishbazar, the other at Amriti, 5 miles west of 
the town. The former started with 174 bighas of 
land and 13 Rearing Houses; the latter with 186 
bighas of land and 5 Rearing Houses. The respec
tive areas under mulberry were 16 and 85 bighas. 
Th.e Amriti Nursery shut down about 1939~40. 
Recently the West Bengal section of the Central 
Silk Board has recommended the re-starting of 
Amriti Nursery but no decision has been finalised 
by the Government. 

The Piyasbari Nursery is liable to damage by 
flood. In order to avoid floods 25 bighas of addi
tional land have been acquired on the bank of 
Piyasbari Dighi for the expansion of the Piyasbari 
Central Nursery and construction of Rearing 
Houses. Owing to lack of funds, however, only 5 
bighas of land in this plot has been put under 
'tree mulberry' '. Research has shown that the 
pure indigenous multivoltine variety of silk worm 
such as have been mentioned above produce very 
little silk; for example, Nistari and Chotapalu, 
both indigenous varieties, produce on an average 
250 and 230 yds. of filament of afl average thick
ness of 1·5 to 1·6 microns respectively. To weigh 
one seer the first variety Nistari takes 1,280 to 
1,760 pieces of green cocoons w~ile tpe second 
indigenous variety, chotapalu takes about 1,320 to 
1,760 pieces of green cocoons. On the other hand. 
the univoltine variety which produces higher 
yields of silK, does not take kindly to the clim?-te 
of West Bengal. The Chinese and J apanes~ variety 
of pure univoltine produces an average of 765 yds. 
of filament per cocoon of an average thickness of 
2·8 microns; 610 to 640 of these green cocoons go 
to make one seer. The pure univoltine of Turkish 
or European variety gives an average of 870 yds. 
of filament per cocoon, of an ,average thickness of 
3,2 microns and takes about 420 to '640 green 
cocoons to make one seer. Research has shown 
that when pure univoltine Q is crossed with multi
voltine Q moth the first filial generation, on account 
of the hybridisation, gives excellent results. These 
crosses are commonly known as F 1 crossings. For 
example, crossings between pure univoltine ~ 
Chinese and Japanese carried with indigenous' 
multivoltine S( gives an average of 750 yards of 
filament per cocoon of average thickness 2

4
8 

microns, with 620 to 640 green cocoons going to 
weigh one seer. Simultaneously pure Turkish or 
Eurol?ean univoltine d' crossed with. indigenous 
multivoltine S( gives an average of 890 yds. of 
filament per cocoon of average thickness 3·3 
microns, with 410 to 520 green cocoons going to 
make one se,er. The work of producing F] cross
ings in Piyasbari Nursery was undertaken in 1952 
and 30,000 F] cross layings were distributed 
among commercial rearers in MaId.a. For the 
purpose of increasing production of F 1 cross lay
ings a subvention of Rs. 50,000 was received from 
the Central Silk Board of the Government. The 
Department has proposed to establish, several new, 
graineurs in the district. Already the performanc~ 
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of F 1 cr:osses has been impressive and rearers have 
been pressing demands on the Nursery. The mul
berry requirements ,of this' variety is of course 
high and can only be met successfully by tree 
mulberry. The S.ericulture Department hope to 
be able to supply about 100,000 seedlings of tree 
mulberry every year beginning with 1954. Simul· 
taneously the Government has taken steps to aug
ment the multiplication of foreign races of silk 
worm in Kurseong and Kalimpong. It has also 
taken steps to establis}1 a central cocoon market at 
Jalalpur in MaIda district, in addition to a cocoon 
drying and storage centre at Sujapur, The cocoon 
market was originally estimated to cost Rs.l50,000 
to build up while the common Drying and Storage 
centre at Sujapur was estimated to cost an equal 
amount. The cocoon market scheme at Jalalpur 
has been modified by the West Bengal Silk Board 
to cost only Rs. 20,000 for the preseIl.t, 

This is on the side of cocoon rearing and pro
duction of improved cocoons. On the reeling side 
the Government has addressed itself earnestly to' 
the building up of silk rearers' organisations and 
silk reelers' organisations. The Government pro
pose to establish 5 Reelers' Organisations in West 
B.engal to start with. Each .Reelers' Organisation 
will consist of 18 reelers and 18 turners to be 
formed into an association, to which Government 
will give land for the construction of a reeling shed 
and a cocoon godown. On the weaving side the 
Government is earnest about forming Silk 
Weavers' Organisations. 

The following is a description of indigenous 
khamru or charka reeling which has some likeness 

. to the French system. 
When this system is adopted, it is necessary to 

make two adjacent threads cross each other when 
they are reeled off. 

There are 3 main arrangements in a reeling 
machine (charka system):-

(1) A basin-generally earthen-fix~d on an 
oven for direct heating arrangements with wood
fuel or coke. The basin water is kept heated, 
where the cocoons unreel themselves and whence 
the fibres are carried off. The reeler sits on the' 
oven-side and puts cocoons into the basin. After 
it is boiled off for some time, he dribbles the 
cocoons for some time in the boiling water and 
with a rough brush, -gets the loose fibres together 
and takes them in his left hand. He jerks the lot 
for sev'eral 'times in the water and thus the floss 
and the r,ough ends are lengthened. After some 

time he draws out the waste and gets hold of the 
finer ends in his hand land is ready for reeling. 
The cocoons are generally cooked at boiling tem~ 
perature, but reeled at a much lower temperature, 
say 160-180° F. Thi~ lowering of temperature of 
the basin water is effected by adding cold w.ater 
from the water pot lying at the side. 

The perforated porcelain eyes or discs are 
attached to the ends of two wir,es just over the 
basin. These are fixed to a block of. wood into 
which are also fixed vertically two brass or smooth 
bamboo rods:' The ends of a number of cocoons 
are passed through one of the eyes or discs and 
att,ached to one side of the reel. 

The ends of a similar number of cocoons are 
then passed through the other eye and attached 
to the other side of the reel. When this is done,. 
the two lots of fibres will be found stretched in a 
parallel way from the basin to the reel. When the 
reel is turned under such circumstances, the fibres 
from the cocoons will work off and be laid on the 
reels. The fibres going to form the two threads 
reeled off from the two sets of cocoons are agglu-

" tina ted l(;ogether by the two sets being crossed 
with each other a,lwmber of times. The threads 
are thus gathered on the reel as two separate 
threads. 

(2) The reel-When this is turned with a 
handle, the fibres are rolled on it. When a cocoon' 
has worked off in this way, another is made to 
supply its place, by the reeler, out of the boiled 
ready ends of filaments from the cocoons in his 
hand. To avoid the two adjacent threads from a 
basin being laid on the reel exactly on the same 
spot a ply"rod or lath is made to work laterally 
with the help of an eccentric arrangement con
nected- with the reel by means of toothed wheels. 
The threads are thus laid on a width of 3 tQ, 4 
inches of the reel when the lathe moves right and 
left at each turn of the reeL The thread thus 
reeled off has two advantages-(a) when the 
thread happens to break, the end is easily found 
out on the reel and (b) the threads get dry in the 
skein while the reeling is going on. 

Advantages and,.disadvantages-The simplicity 
of the device and a very low capital outlay makes 
it eminently suitable for cottage industry and arso 
the utilisation of part-time labour by minimising 
the cost of capital. Apart from this 'the particular 
class engaged in this industry and receiving a sort 
of natural training from generation to generation 
fits well culturally and economically with this 
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mode of production characterised by simple tools 
and a large ~egree of personal endeavour influenc
ing the quality and quanti.ty of prod.uction. The 
reelers in this system have a characteristic intui
tion about the technique of reeling and sometimes 
demonstrate exceptional skill. 

The disadvantage mainly is their dependence 
on human skill alone and absence of any mecha
nical aid or any standardised process for treating 
the cocoons prior to reeling. 

The European filature has not greatly succeed
ed in West Bengal mainly on account of the capital 
outlay involved. A. C. Ghosh introduced a modi
fication· of the European filature Which is called 
the Ghosh Machine. The Ghosh Machine is an 
improvement upon the indigenous system. For the 
first time _a bold drive was taken to replace the 
crude system of reeling by a system which com
bined, with the essentials of a modern filature, the 
simplicity and robustness necessary for the condi
tions under which it was to be worked in this 
.country. About 1,200 basins worked with full 
efficiency during the period of wartime produc
tion drive and some of these filatures produced 
pretty good qualities compared to Indian standards. 

The machine consists in a row of reels (about a 
dozen) to be worked together by friction drive by 
one turner. This is a definite advantage reducing 
the turning cost to 1/12th. The shaft was fitted in 
ball-bearing and the load was considerably re
duc-ed, and was also balanced by the rather heavy
built friction pulleys fitted with the shaft. The 
reels were also of good design and the re-reel swifts 
were very handy and convenient to work with. 
The croissure frame unfortunately was not what 
it should have been though it was mostly caused 
by non-availability of certain materials in those 
days. Loc~l manufactures were attempted but 
generally not up to the mark. -Two machines are 
engaged-one for reeling and one for re-reeling. 

In 1950 the number of weaving establishments 
in MaIda was estimated 'at 200 and the number of 
silk handlooms employed at 2'50. .There was also 
some amount of weaving of silk waste. MaIda 
now specialises in Kora thans or un'bleached bolts 
of silk cloth. MaIda also produces some matka 
dhuti and sari of spun silk. Unfortunately the 
grading of silk in the district has not reached a 
high level. 

In 1915-16 Professor H. M. Maxwell Lefroy 
conducted an enquiry into the Silk Industry of 
India and produced two monumental volumes; 

one of the volumes was concerned with the 
diseases of worms in West Bengal. 

Silkworms are liable to be attacked by various 
infedious diseases, some of which are hereditary. 
The result is not only that part of the crop may 
be destroyed, but the quality of silk produced 
from diseased worms appreciably deteriorates. 
FI~cherie and grasserie are not diseases, which 
may set in without warning and are generally due 
to incorrect dieting, bad ventilation, overcrowd
ing, or a sudden change of temperature. Pebrine 
is a parasitic disease, and muscardine a mould, or 
fungus, which lodge on the body and destroys the 
blood corpuscles. 

Another danger is fly pest. The fly attacks the 
silkworm and lays eggs on its body. These hatch 
out quickly and the maggot eats into the tissues of 
the silkworm and f~eds on them. In the sericul
tural nurseries fly pest is guarded against by fit
ting the doors -and windows with fine meshed wire
netting.· 

The detection of disease in silkworms is one 
of the most valuable branches of sericultural work. 
As soon ,,!s the female moth begins to lay, the eggs 
of each moth are covered with a small tin cone, 
and thus segregated from each. other. When the 
female dies, the body is pounded up, and the blood 
examined under a microscope. If the moth is free 
from disease, the blood will appear as a liquid in 
which a number of minute circular corpuscles are 
moving about. The eggs are then allowed to hatch 
out. Any hereditary disease will however be im
mediately detected. For example jf flacherie is 
present, the microscope wj1l rev~al a number of 
long stick-like objects, in addition to the corpus
cles. The eggs from that moth have then to be 
destroyed. 

It is not sufficient, however, merely to produce 
and sell disease-free seed. The knowledge of 
scientific 'method has to be carried to the culti
vator, and with this object the Piyasbari Nursery 
has attached to it a SericuIiural School with a 
one-year course. Monthly stipends are paid to the 
selected sons of professional silk rearers for train-
jng in sericulture. Primary Sericultural Schools 
attached to the Nursery give elementary instruc
tions in sericulture with practical demonstrations. 
Demonstrations and propaganda in villages 
throughout the silk producing ar~a play an im-
porta~t part. . 

On the reeling side the Peddie Silk Re~ling 
Institute at MaIda has been giving valuable 
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instruction to the sons of silk reelers for the iast 
25 years and recently several schemes have been 
adopted for the expansi'on of the Peddie Silk Reel~ 
ing Institute among which are-(l) the installa
tion of power looms and ancillary machines; (2) 
installation of a filature of 25 basins; (3) installa
tion of machines for testing raw silk; and (4) 
installation of a sechoiring plant. 

The most important areas of cocoon rearing and 
silk reeling are the Kaliachak and the English
bazar police stations; Sujapur and Shershahi 
in Kaliachak are celebrated for silk weaving. 

Cotton Weaving 
The most important centres of cotton 

cloth weaving are the Kaliachak thana 
and round Kaligram in Kharba thana, th~ parti~ 
cular places being Kharba, Manihandu, Govinda
pur, Kaliachak, Shahapur and Bala Nageswarpur. 
In Kaliachak Saris, chaddars, gamchas are pro
duced in large quantities and there is a tendency 
to replace Throw-shuttle looms with Fly-shuttle 
and Semi Automatic looms. Dr. Buchanan 
Hamilton mentions that in 1808 the ordinary cloth 
in use in the district was gani (from which the 
modern name gunny for jute) or cotton. At that 
time 'co~ton of a yellowish tinge is said to have 
been produced in the north of the district, but the 
cultivation has entirely qied out. 

Leather 
Englishbazar in MaIda district has a 

~onsiderable depot from which is exported to 
Calcutta large quantities of raw hide and per-' 
functorily tanned leather. The business is in the 
hands of two Muslim famili'es, of Engl1shbazar 
market. Some amount of boot and shoe making 
is also done in MaIda. " 

There are several oilpresses at Kotwali village 
and Englishbazar. 

Brass and Bell-metal 
The chief centres of the brass and 

bell-metal industries in MaIda are English
bazar; Kaliagram, Majpara and Araipur. After 
the partition of 1947 large number of families' 
engaged in this industry have migrated from 
Nawabganj, Kansat and Sakerbati (now in Pakis
tan) to Englishbazar, Araipur and Majpara. The 
most recent statistics that are available are as 
old as 1939. In-1939 Englishbazar was estimated 

to produce abo,ut 840 n:aunds of brass articles 
valued at Rs. 22,000 ; Aralpur produced about 1,200 
and 1,800 maunds of brass and bell-metal articles 
respectively valued at Rs. 36,000 and Rs. 140000 
respectively. Majpara produced about 110 ~ds. 
of bell-rmtal articles v'ilued at Rs. 6,600 .. In 1939 
Englishbazar had about 70 family factories em
ploying 200 Hindu workers; Araipur had 100 
family factories employing about 1,000 Muham
madan workers, I Majpara about 16 family 
factories with almost equal proportion of Hindus 
and Muslims. The district does not specialise in 
particular shapes but the local gharas,and a parti~ 
cular shape of jambati are celebrated. 

The braziers of MaIda had a great reputation 
all over B~ngal for their spoons, ladles and dabars 
fQr keeping betel vine. Indeed MaIda used to 
supply the bulk of the country's demand of brass 
and bell-metal spoons and dabars. The main 
centre used to be N awabganj and the artisans 
mostly Muslim. Their Hindu counterparts, how
ever, have come to Englishbazar and Araipur and 
are turning out these goods. 

Palm Gur 
The production of gur from datepalm 

and palmyra-palm has received particular 
attention since 1950. It is estimated that the dis
trict has 250,000 palm trees and 5,000 date trees 
but no considerable quantity of gUT was produced 
up to 1950. Between 1948 and 1953 the following 
centres for the production of palm and date gur 
were opened in the district. 
Village No. of centres 
Ganipur (Date palm) 3 
Nityanandapur ( " ) 2 
Chhota Sagardighi (Palmyra) 1 
Sadullapur (Date palm) 1 
bhantola (,,) 1 
Kotwali • (,,) 2 
Chandipur (,,) 1 
Dhananjay (Palmyra) 1 
·Jagdola (,,) 1 
Bisenpur (Date palm) -1 
Dharampur cpalmyra) 1 

Lac 

Post Office 
Kotwali 
A'mriti 
Gaur 
Sujapur 
I5-otwali 

" Amritl 
Singabad 
Bamangola 
Bisenpur 
Dharampur 

Lac cultivation is an industry which has 
declin~d since World War II far more rapidly than 
the silk industry, and is now in danger of total ex
tinction, and now there is practically no cultiva
tion. The lac-growing area was a strip, six or 
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seven mIles broad, and about seventy miles long, 
following the bank of the Ganges. Commencing 
from Ratua thana in the north, it extended south
wards thrnugh Manikchak, and Kaliachak. The 
soil in this diara tract contains a large proportion 
of sand, and prpduces great numbers of plum and 
babul trees. The pakur, peepul and dumur trees 
are also suitable for lac production, but in MaIda 
its cultivation was confined entirely to the plum 
tree. ' 

The word is derived from "lakh" meaning a 
hundred thousand, and refers to the thousands of 
lac insects which swarm over the trees. The pro
duct itself is a resinous incrustation secreted by 
the lac insect (laccipir Lacca). The method of 
cultivation is simple, and consists of infecting the 
plum tree at certain s'easons with brood lac. 
There arf' two crops-the Kartiki and Baisakhi. 
For the former the frees are selected in the latter 
part of February: for the latter they are gene
rally pruned in the second half of Aprif, but in 
Some places trees pruned in February are used, 
as they put out larger shoots .• 

There are two methods of infection. The culti
vator can either remove the branches when they 
are well-covered with the lac insects, allowing a 
number to remain for the self-infection of the next 
crop; or he may select the branches that are 
covered with the best crop, remove them, and cut 
them into pieces abol,lt fifteen inches long. These 
are tied in bundles to the main branches of other 
trees and allowed to remain there for about a 
fortnight. During this period the trees become 
covered with lac insects, and the bundles are 
removed and scraped, unless' they are required for 
further infection. When the crop is-ready the resi
nous substance is scraped off the branches and 
collected for the first refining process. This is 
carried out by melting the lac and passing it 
through melting bags. The bag is held at either 
end and twisted in opposite directions, so that the 
molten lac is squeezed out, and the impurities 
remain. 

It is not known when the lac industry originat
ed in the district. From the absence of any mention 
of it in Hunter's Statistical Account, it may be 
presumed to be later than 1875; but it was certain
ly in existence before the First World War, and 
it was during this period that the industry leaped 
up in prominence. During the boom years that 
followed World War I lac sold for as much as 
Rs. 80 a maund or ten times the present price. It 
is estimated that the annual value of .the crop at 

that period was as much as Rs. 321akhs, as against 
the present value of Rs. 1 lakh. The price of lac
growing land has decreased proportionately. 
Land which used to sell during the boom years 
at Rs. 50 or Rs. 60 has dropped to R~. 2 or Rs. 3. 
World War II brought no boost for lac at all. 

There is no market for lac in the district. The 
cl'ude lac, or stick lac, is sold mostly at Kotal
pukur, Pakur and Beyharwa in the Santal 
Parganas; and on a small scale in Murshidabad 
district, where it is further refined and sent to 
Calcutta for foreign export. ", 

The present condition of the industry is Que 
to two factors-adulteration, resulting from the 
crude form of production (and sometime~ deli
berately carried out); and the competition of 
synthetic products. The commonest form of deli
berate adulteration is to mix sand, ashes, or even 
sugar with the grain lac in the melting bag, there
by increasing the weight of the product. Adul
teration' also occurs when the melting bags are 
made of coarse drill, because the texture is not 
sufficiently close to prevent impurities from pass
ing through the cloth .along with the -molten lac. 
Crude packing and refining tend further to pro
duce an article which is unreliable in q~ality; and 
this coupled with the great fluctuation in prices, 
has increased the demand for synthetic resins at 
the expense of natural lac. 

Fish 
The most important fisheries are those of 

the Ganges known as the Islampur Gangapath. 
There are numerous other jaLkars all over the dis
trict in the rivers and biLs, and the annual value 
of the fisheries may be estimated at one lakh of 
rupees. The custom is for the tenantry to be 
allowed to fish the jalkars for .the small fish left 
after the professional fishermen have fished them, 
as they dry up in the hot weather. 

The fish are exported by train from Rajmahal 
-and Lalgola to neighbouring districts; all methods 
of fishing are in vogue, including spearing by night 
by torch-light; as elsewhere there is a common 
complaint of scarcity of fish. . 

Fishing boats and boats for ordinary use are 
built in Engl.ishbazar and Kharba thana to a small 
extent, most of the boats that are to be seen 
coming from other districts. The local types are 
the pansi carvel, built of sal wood, from 20 to 60 
feet long anA the pet kosa clinker, built of sal 
wood 30 to 35 feet long. 
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Imports and Exports 
The principal exports are rice, pulses, oilseeds, 

raw silk and cocoons, brass and bell-metal utensils, 
fish, mangoes, jute and hides; while imports ate
cotton piece-goods, cotton yarn, kerosene ·oil, 
sugar, salt, metals, timber, corrugated iron, and 
various articles of European manufacture. 

Trade Centres 
The chief centres of trade are English-

bazar, Shamsi, Masaldaha bazar, Old 'MaIda, 
Khejuriaghat and Tartipur. Most of the trade 
is carried by boats and carts, all of the above 
centres being on the Mahananda except the last, 
o/hich is on a branch of ,the Ganges, and has risen 
to importance of recent years through the jute 
trade. A large amount of trade 'also goes through 
Rajmahal in the Santal Parganas. 

Fairs 
There are a number of fairs, of which 

the most important is the Ramkeli which 
Chaitanya Deba visited in 1509. It is held in the 
ruins of Gaur near the Sona Masjid. It begins on 
the 1st Jyesth (mid June), lasting from fot!-r to 
five days. The fair is largely resorted to for pur
poses of business by people from all parts of the 
district, and particularly by the Polis., Deshis and 
Rajbansis, who profess Chaitanya's doctrine. 
Cattle and all sorts of articles are on sale, the most 
noticeable of the latter being the Jangipur bla.nk~ts 
from Murshidabad. The business done is calculated 
at sums amounting to Rs. 200,000 and the total 
attendance at about 10,000. Minor melas are ,held 
in the Katadiara near Bhaluka, and at Bamangola, 
Gajol and Sadullapur. The weekly market at 

No. Class of Sooieties-Central or Provinoial 

I 
1 Cen tral Banks 

2 Industria.l Union (Silk) 

3 Central Fishermen's Sooiety 

II Limited orodit 
III Unlimited Credit 

1 Agricultural Credit . 

2 Dharmagola 
IV Weavers 
V Silk . 

VI Fishermen 
VII Multipurpose 
VIn Irrigation 

BaIia-Nawabganj near Old MaIda is attended by 
some 5,000 or 6,000 persons. 

Some account should be given of the condition 
of Co-operative Societies in the district. In 1947~ 
48 the number of co-operative societies in MaIda 
was 643. This increased to 791 in 1951-52. The 
chief increase was in Multipurpose and Fisher
men's Co-opet:ative Societjes. On accbunt of the 
Partition the MaIda Central Co-operative Bank 
sustained loss on account of money locked .up in 
the thanas that went to Pakistan. In 1951-52, how
ever, the Central Banks of ~alda district
Englishbazar, Chanchal Raj, and Harishchandra
pur received an advance of Rs. 300,000 from the 
Reserve Bank of India. The whole amount was 
distributed as crop loan to individual borrowers, 
and the whole amount received from the Reserve 
Bank of India was paid back in March 1952. In 
the year 1952-53 a larger amount of Rs. 577,000 
was received from the Reserve Bank of India and 
distributed as crop loan. These loans from the 
Reserve Bank of India have giv.en a fresh lease 
01 life to Rural Credit Societies. In regard,to long 
term., loan the Government has taken up the: 
establishment of a Land Mortgage Bank, 

As for the Multipurpose Societies, one of them 
installed an Oil Crushing Machine at Old MaIda 
and another busied itself with supplying manures. 
Two Societies took up Minor Irrigation Projects. 
The Bengal Co-operative Silk Union Ltd. is far 
from prosperous as its 44 Co-operative Silk 90cie
ties have been hit by the slump in the silk trade. 

The follawing statement gives an account of 
the various classes of Co-operative Societies in the 
district. 

1947·48 1951.52 
,--------"------, --"-----......, 
No. of No. of W k' No, of No. of Working 
socie-

or mg , 
members 't I .. 80CIC- members capital 

ties oapl a. ties 

3 Ind. 61 Ind, 53 
Socs. 547 5,19,882 3 Soos.602 10,61,437 

1 Ind. 329 1 Ind. 236 
Socs. 41 1,21,746 Soos. 26 1,27,817 

1 Ind. 1 
800s. 11 3,079 

2 754 1,39,957 3 790 1,20,261 

517 10736 3,21.640} 
7,4i,655 542 12387 

4 21 474 
27 808 49,871 29 1248 26,271 
53 563 28,149 44 447 21,889 

6 58 8,056 22 1475 17,604 
3 2975 4,340 120 12637 9,68,357 
6 32 3 3 
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1947-48 1951-52 

No. Class of Societies-Central or Provincial .-----'--

IX Agrioultu;al Associatiou 
X Sugar Mills 

XI Braizers . 
XII Anti-malarial. 

XIII Milk . . . 
XIV Rural Reconstruction 
XV Sale and Supply 

XVI Mango Growers' 
XVII Stores . 
XVIII Shoe Makers 

XIX Housing . 
XX Gur SiJpi. 

Total 

Only the town of Englishbazar is electri
fied by ~ private licensee and sells elect,ri. 
city for industry at a reduced rate. T:he 
following factories were registered with the 
Chief Inspector of Factories in the year 
1951·52 : 

" 

No. of 
Socie-
ties 

3 
1 
1 

14 
2 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1. 

654 

( lxiii ). 

No. of Working No. of No. of socie-
members Capital ties members 

26 485 2 .17 
1008 13,753 1 888 

91 1,955 1 92 
386 2,361 8 245 

50 2 2 50 
61 58 2 10 

194 704 
14 .. .. -94 2,327 2 61 
6 1 .. 

2 .. 
3 32 

~-- --- ---
18855 12,11t,764 791 31308 

1. Mahananda Ri~e & Atta Mills, 
North Baluchar 

2. Baidyanath Rice Mill, 
P.O. Bulbulchandi 

3. Shree Satyanarayan Rice Mills, 
Samsi, P. O. Samsi. 

1 

Working 
oapital 

105 
14,102 
2,126 
4,121 

1 
57 

1,457 

. . 
688 

31,11,072 



MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 
A full account of the means of communication 

available in the district will be found in the statis
tical section of the volume. The position after 
1950 is so different from what it was before 1950 
that it will be no exaggerat~on to say that the 
improvement of the last 3 years has outpaced all 
achievements of the past. The district is classed as 
partly riverine and from the earliest time the 
rivers have been the most important means of 
communication on which the roads have converg
ed. 'Before 1950 nearly all parts of the district 
were accessible by bullock carts over a network 
of fairweather tracks between November and July. 
In the rains all roads became to a great extent 
impassable for wheeled traffic and communications 
were mostly by boats or with pack bullocks or 
ponies. In the beginning of the century a line of 
steam boats ran throughout the year from Lalgola 
in Murshidabad to Nimasarai opposite Old MaIda 
up the Mahananda in connection with the Ganges 
Steamer Service and the Eastern Bengal Railway 
Service. A steam ferry used to ply from Manik
chak across the Ganges to Rajmahal, which in 
the rains became a ferry service on three days of 
the week from Raj:r;nahal to Englishbazar via the 
Kalindri. In 1909 the Katihar-Godagari Railway 
line was opened. In 1947 the partition of the dis
trict put a stop to through steamer service up and 
down the Mahananda to the Ganges. The follow'" 
ing interesting account of the condition of roads in 
the district has been left by Sri Panchanan Mazum~ 
dar, a distinguished resident of Englishbazar: 

I came to MaIda in February 1901. It was pre-Rail. 
way time. The usual route was via Rajmahal which was 
a Railway terminus. One wishing to come to MaIda 
from outside had to detrain at Rajm3hal and cross the 
Ganges there. The ferry was leased to Sew Sahay Singh 
of Ratua. It was provided by the MaIda District Board: 
It was provided in the Jease that the ferry-farmer would 
maintain a steam ferry at Rajmabal but in practice boats 
were employed for the purpose of carrying the passengers 
across the river. They were strong boats and the boat
men were' bardy Biharis. It took less than a hour to 
cross the Ganges in a boat. On rea chine the MaIda side 
of the river passengers ,used to get down on a vast tract 
of land known as the Manikchak diara. A fairly large 
number of bullock carts would remain in waiting in 
diara tract for the purpose of carrying passengers to. the 
town of Englishbazar and other places. The usual fare 
for a bullock cart carrying passengers from Manikchak 
diara to Englishbazar town varied Iram Re. 1-8 to Rs. 2. 
Before starting each bullock cartman had to pay Khur
chapti of 2 two annas. This was realised by the peons 
of the Mathurapur Estate. The term khurchapti liter
ally means a toll paid for the pressure of bullock .hoofs. 
On leaving the Manikchak Diara the cart would proceed 

in a north-eastern direction and would pass through diara 
tracts and the village of Manikchak which was and still 
is the seat of the thana and would halt at the village of 
Enayetpur situated at a distance of 15 miles from the 
town of Englishbazar. The village of Enayetpur is main
ly inhabited by a dass of Muhammadans who are called 
Darbhangias. Perhaps they original:ly came from 
Darbhanga side and began to live here. Their physique 
is different from that of the common type of the Muham
madans of the district. They are' hardier and nimbler 
than others, There is a dhap or sheet of water at Enayet
pur where the passengers would bathe and prepare their 
midday meal in some shop. There was a number of 
such shops at Enayetpur where rice, dal, ghee and otner 
eatables and fuel could be had. People prepared their 
midday meal with their eatables and took it and after a 
short rest the bullock carts started again and would reach 
Englishbazar, covering a distance of 15 miles at a stretch, 
in the course of about 6/7 hours. Generally speaking a 
good bullock cart would reach Englishbazar from Manik
chak diara in about- ten hours. Between Manikchak and 
Englishbazar the road passed among others through the 
villages of Mohona, Chowki, Nathinagar, Milki and 
Amriti. There is a dhap at Amriti and the road bifur
cates there and one branch goes towards kotwali. The 
distance between ·Rajmahal and Englishbazar was gene~ 
rally taken to be 24 miles. There was a man named 
Ganesh Gonri living at Baluchar who had several sons 
who possessed bullock carts. During the rainy season a 

• steamer plied from Rajmahal to Englishbazar. It was 
run by Sew Sahay Singh a~d after him by his nephew 
Rai Bahadur Chandraketu Narain Singh, the lessee of 
the Rajmahal Ferry under the MaIda District Board. 
They enjoyed a subsidy from the MaIda District Board 
{or the purpose. The steamer started from Rajmahal 
and went up the river Ganges lor some distance and it 
entered the Kalindri and running along the Kalindri 
throughout its whole course entered the Mahanadi at Old 
MaIda and then reached the town of Englishbazar. On 
its way it stopped at Nurpur, Araidanga, Kotwali and 
other places. 

The chief road is from Mahadipur via Gaur 
and Englishbazar, crossing the Mahananda at 
MaIda and thence to Dinajpur via Gajol. This is 
the old mail line. It connects with the diara from 
Kaliachak and Panchanandapur. Outside English
bazar it connects with -what was till the opening 

. of the railway, and now is after the partition, the 
most important road in the district: that from 
Englishbazar to Manikchak called the Rajmahal 
Road. Opposite Old MaIda the road connects with 
a road running ~tom that point through the Raj
mahal Road and connecting with the latter near 
Amriti; at Gajol it crosses a road, which connects 
to the west across the Mahananda with the Ratua
Chanchal Road at Shamsi, and to the east across . 
the Tangan at Bamangola, to Pakuahat, branching 
thence north to the Dinajpur· district, and south 
via H'J;lbibpur to Muchia Aiho on the Mahananda. 
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From the Rajmahal Road at Amriti, a road crosses 
the Kalindri to Ratua and thence by a cold
weather track across the Tal to Shamsi, Chanchal, 
Kharba, to Churaman in Dinajpur in the east and 
to the Purnea border is the west. These roads are 
for the most part embanked, The remaining 
roads are for the most part mere cold-weather 
tracks. 

A section of the National Highway No. 34 (Cal
cutta-Siliguri) falls within the district. The pro
posed Ganges Barrage somewhere near Khejuria
ghat will provide through railway and road com
munication between the two banks of the Ganges. 
In the meantime a power ferry has been establish
ed between Dhulian in M\i.rshidabad and Khejuria
ghat in MaIda, the road between Khejuriaghat and 
Englishbazar has been renovated into a first class 
National Highway and the section between 
Englishbazar and Deotala is already under way. 
There is a proposal to build a road from Gajol to 
Raiganj in West Dinajpur. The road from English
bazar to Khejuriaghat has been nearly completed 
and bridges across the Pagla and Bhagirathi are 
being built. The road from Englishbazar to Gajol 
has been nearly completed. Tl;lere are two un
bridged gaps on this road, viz., the Mahananda and 
Behula rivers. The construction of a pucca rein
forced concrete bridge on the Behula has been 
taken up. A brid!!e on the Mahana,nda has not 
yet been sanctioned but tl pontoon bridge is con-
8tructed every year between December and June 
by the Road Department. The section from Gajol 
to Bansihari has made rapid progress. 

An all-weather road up to Manikchak thana 
and Englishbazar has been ~ompleted. A length 
of about 2 miles from Manikchak thana to the 
Ferry point will be completed in 1953. This road 
has become very popular as it provides better train 
connections between Englishbazar and Tinpahar 
(In the Sahebganj line. 

The Gajol-Bamangola and Bulbulchandi
Habibpur Roads are being metalled. The Gajol
Chanchal-Tultihata-Harishchandrapur Road and 
the Manikchak-Mathurapur Roads will be shortly 
taken up. The Ratua-Shamsi-Chanchal~Har.ish
chandrapur Road will also be taken up. 

The enormous difference that the building of 
these roads has made to the communication of the 
district will be evident from the fact that during 
the ypars 1947-1951 the Regional Transport Autho
rity of the district has been able to increase the 
number of route miles in MaIda by 144 miles and 

during the same period has been able to increase 
the number of licenses for stage motor bus services 
by as many as 26'. There are 2 limited companies 
of transport- services in the district viz., the MaIda 
Transport Co. Ltd. and North Bengal Transport 
Co. Ltd. There are several individual bus owners. 
7 passenger buses ply between MaIda and Manik
chak Ghat and 8 between MaIda and Khejuria 
Ghat. 

The internal roads of the district still remain 
to be improved as communications throughout the 
district are very bad in the months of September, 
October and November. At this period of the 
year smaller streams are useless for boats, and the 
roads are· passable only for foot passenger and 
pack animals. The District Board maintains a 
large num.ber of ferries on its roads and there ,are 
also a number of zemindari ferries. The larger 
ferries of Englishbazar, Old MaIda, and Rajmahal 
.and Khejuria Ghat are the property of Govern
ment. The District Board for the last few years 
under the Chairmanship of the late Jyotirmohan 
Misra and Ramprasanna Roy has been trying to 
improve toads by sections. The MaIda District 
Board has been the pioneer in asking Government 
to levy a licensing fee on bullock and buffalo carts, 
the intention being to use the accumulation of fees 
for the improvement of village roads. • 

TheJ;e is a landing strip for very small aero
planes about 2 miles from Englishbazar. There is. 
a proposal to build a big landing ground near the 
present site, upon which the MaIda Mango Tm-

~ provement Committee is very keen and is willing 
to contribute money out of its funds in the hope 
that an aerodrome will facilitate the export of 
mangoes in the mango season. 

LAND TENURE 
The following extracts from the Final Report 

. on the Survey and Settlement Operations in the 
District of MaIda, 1928-1935, give an account of 
the land tenures in the district as they obtained in 
1935. 

The system. of land tenure is extremely 'simple. 
In many est"ates the cultivating tenants pay rent 
direct to the zamindars. In others, where tenures 
exist, there is little subinfeudatiop, and it is 
uncommon to find more than two grades of 
tenure. The larger first grade tenures are gener
ally known as putnis, but this is in most cases a 
misnomer as very few are ar.tually governed by 
Regulation VIII of 1819. 
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The number of ordinary tenures is consider
able, but the statistics show that their average 
area is only about 8 acres. Abo).1t two-thirds of 
them are permanent and held on fixed rents or at 
fixed rates of rent, and the remainder are per
manent and liable to enhancement of rent. These 
tenures are\ commonly known as jotes, and their 
sub-tenures as dar-jotes. PHmanent tehures are 
called maurashi jotes, and those held on fi:l{ed 
rents kaemi maurashi, or istimrari jotes. 

In some cases tenancies which were claimed by 
their occupants to be raiyati holdings were 
recorded as tenures on the ground that they were 
largely sublet and were in possession of non
cultiyating tenants, or t}:1at they were over 100 
bighas in area. The under-tenants were in con-
sequence recorded as raiyats. • 

There is a comparatively small number of 
temporary tenures, or ijaras. They ate l~ases for 
the collection of rent and expire when the period 
of the lease terminates. Their average area is 
small, but there is one velly large ijara held by 
the Raj Banaili estate. The area lying in MaIda 
is small: the greater portion is situated in Bihar. 

Rent-free grants fall iilto two' classes. The 
first cla.ss consists of grants for charitable ot 
religious purposes. They are permanent and 
heri.table. Such grants are rarely .found in the 
more recently cultivated arM bf the Tal or 
the Barind. In a few cases taidrtds or sanads 
were forth-coming, but the majority of tenancies 
were recorded tent-free on the ground of long 
possession without payment of rent. The follow
ing kinds of rent-free grant are found: ~ 
Brahmottar, Debottar, Mahatran, Pirpal, Aima. 
The last named is a grant made to pious Muham
madans : the others are well known. 

The second class consists of chakran, or sen/ice 
tenancies. They are not permanent, heritable, or 
transferable, and their existence continues SO 

long as the service is' required by and rendered 
to the. grantor. The area covered by this class 
of tenancy is small. The following chakran 
tenancies are found: Napit-barber, Dhobi-was
herman, Paik-peon, Astoprohari-a watchman 
(literally one who works for eight" prahars" or 
24 hours), Pujari-for the performance of pujas, 
Khadem-a caretaker of a Darga or saint's grave. 

Out of 444,646' agricultural tenancies 407,061 
or slightly more than 91'5 per cent. have 
occupancy rights (This relates to prepartition 
MaIda-A.M. ) 

There is usually a flat rate of one year's 'rent. 
In the Barind it was found that some landlords 
were realising 4 times the rent of the purchased 
land before granting rent receipts in addition to 
the transfer fee of 20 per cent. of the sale price. 
In addition a rupee or two had to be paid to the 
landlord's staff. 

In the Chanchal estate salami was paid for 
excavation fa tanks, and in almost all estates 
salami was realised for erecting pucca buildings 
before the amended Bengal Tenancy Act of 1929.' 

Produce-paying tenants are few. They have 
been recorded as raiyats or under-raiyats as the 
case may be. Tenancies in which the rent is paid 
partly in kind and partly in cash are still fewer. 
Occupancy holdings were freely transferred 
hefore the Bengal Tenancy Act was amended in 
1929 and the rate of the transfer fee was a 
subject for mutual agreement between landlord 
ahd tenant. It is noteworthy that in the Chanchal 
estate, the transfer fee was only two annas in 
the rupee, so that the tenants have to pay 
increased transfer fees under the amended Act. 

o Since the amendment however there has been a 
marked decrease in the number of sales, and there 
is no doubt whatever that this is due to attempts 
to avoid the payment of transfer fees. Many 
cases Were found in which sales were made by 
oral agreert}ent, or by unregistered documents. 
In such cases the. purchasers were recorded as 
"Kharid dakhalika,r". Another method was to 
transfer by granting a sublease and making a 
negligible increase in the rent. Cases were also 
found in which the parties to the transaction 
applied jointly to the landlord for mutation of 
the purchaser's name. The landlord accepted a 
transfer fee less than 20 per cent. of the sale 
price, andogranted a rent receipt to·the purchaser. 

Ordinatily under~raiyats do not acquire 
occupancy rights by custom, while those who 
have been recognised by their landlords to .. have 
permanent and heritable rights were few. The 
majority of under-raiyati holdings are of com
paratively r~cent origin, but even under-raiyats 
who have been in possession for 30 or 40 years 
are in some case~ still executing kabuliyats peri
odically. Of the total number of under-raiyats 
15 per cent. have been recorded as having 
occupancy rights, and 74 per cent. were found to 
have been in possession for 12 years, or to have 
homesteads on their holdings. In such cases an 
entry has been made in the incidence column of 
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the khatians that section 48 C, Bengai Tenancy 
Act, i~ applicable. The remaining 11 per cent. 
of the under-raiyats could not claim the prMec
tion afforded by that section. They were recorded 
as "korfa ", and the year was recorded. in their 
khatians from which their tenancies commenced. 
This will enable them to claim the protection of 
section 48 C, Bengal Tenancy Act, after 12 years 
-from the commencement of their tenancies. 

Salami was not paid by under-raiyats at the 
time of settlement, and the raiyat landlords make 
no objection to under-raiyati holdings being heri
table. Sales and mortgages are not numerous. 
Sometimes sales are acknowledged by the' raiyat 
landlords on payment of salami, the amount of 
which is fixed by mutual agreement. Orchards 
are sometimes planted by under-raiyats in the 
vicinity of their' homesteads. If an under-raiyat 
leaves the holding he is permitted to sell or 
rerflove the huts but not to cut down the trees. 

In the neighbourhood of Englishbazar and 
Gaur under-raiyats enjoy the same privileges as 
occupancy raiyats. In some cases they have been 
granted mokarari pattas and have erected build
ings and excavated tanks. In such cases salami 
is invariably paid. When the occupancy right is 
sold, attempts are often made to eject the under
raiyats; but the intention of the purchasers is 
generally to enhance the under-raiyat's rent, 
rather than to take their holdings khas. Such 
enhancements are usually moderate and are made 
by mutual agreement. 

The rate of rent is more than double the aver
age rent of occupancy raiyats. The total area in 
possession of under raiyats is 13,536 acres and 

. the total rent Rs. 75,913, giving an incid!j!nce of 
Rs. 5-9-9 per acre. 

The word "Adhi" means half, an adhiar one 
who pays half of the crop. The tenants do not 
provide ploughs or cattle for the adhiars, nor do 
they provide any accommodation or food. When 
seed is supplied by the tenant he is entitled to 
half the bye-product, bu1r if the adhiar supplies 
the seed he takes the entire bye-product. The 
amended Act of 1929 set at rest the contention 
regarding the status of adhiars and reduced them 
to the position of agricultural labourers. The 
adhiars in MaIda had not acquired any rights by 
custom and were not therefore adversely affected 
by the change in the 'law. Up to the stage of 
attestation their names were noted in the remarks 
column on the back of khatians, but on sub-

sequent en.qul:ry jt was found that in no case had 
an adhiar been held to be a tenant by the civil 
court, or had been admi tteQ. as a ten an t in a 
docUI}1ep t. Their naJIle~ were therefore scored 
through and were not printed in the final record. 

Cases were cOI}1Jl1only found in which the 
lands cultivated by adhiars were previously their 
PCGupStncy holdi.ngs but had be~n sold up in rent 
or mortgage sales. This is particularly noticc:
able in the J?arind where the Santals have lost 
their occupancy rights over a large area. In a 
few cases it was found that adhiars had been 
cultivating the same land for several generations. 
In other cases adhiar::; were found to have erected 
homesteads on part of the Adhi land. They were 
recorded as being in permissive possession, and 
a separate plot was made for the homestead. In 
many cases adhiars represented the tenants at all 
stages of the settlement operations and produced 
their masters' rent receipts and documents. 
Cases came to notice in which adhiars were made 
to execute kabuliyats in which they were 
described as labourers. Many of theJll had their 
own raiyati holdings in additjon to the land which 
they cultivated in Adhi. 

It is a general complaint that adhiars often do 
not, pay the full half of the produce. The weaker 
the tenant the grea_ter the encroachment on his 
half share. On the other hand if the tenant 
insists on taking rather more than his fair share 
he is likely to become unpopular locally and to 
find it difficult to secure an adhiar in the follow
ing year. (This no longer holds good-A.M.) 

Besides the- adhi system a few cases of 
" takuthi " were found. According to this system 
the tenant receives only one-third of the produce. 
The land is generally of inferior quality or jungly; 
and labpurers. do not agree to cultivate at the 
usual adhi rate, 

Hal Hashila-This is akin to the .utbandi system 
and is common in Ratua police station, .p~rticular
ly in vilages Nijgaon and Pukhuria. No right of 
occupancy normally accrues in such land. The 
cultivator pays the rent only for the actual area 
cultivated each year, and the rent for each crop 
is distinct. No written agreement is entered 
into, beyond a statement on the back of the rent 
receipt showing the area cultivated and the crop. 
The system Indicates that the land is not of 
good quality and that it is necessary to keep it 
fallow for a year or two in order to restore its 
fertility. 
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Mushakkos-This is a kind of tenancy found 
in Manikchak and Ratua thanas. The holdings 
often consist of homesteads and orchards. The· 
tenants attemRted to prove that mushakkos is 
another name for mokarari. They produced rent 
receipts covering 20 years and showing that the 
rent had not been altered during that period. 
The presumption which arose in their favour was 
rebutted by the production of evidence showing 
that there had been a change in the rent after· the 
Permanent Settlement. There was no evidence 
to show that the word mushakkos is a synonym 
of mokarari. 

Mubash-This is a peculiar tenancy which 
exists under the Raj Banaili estate. Many years 
ago, plots were leased to tenan"ts free of rent for 
the construction of homesteads, on the condition 
that they would live there and bring the surround
ing land under cultivation. The landlord 
objected to the land being recorded rent free on 
the ground that no sanads or grants exist, and 
that the tenants hold other jamai lands in the 
village. The dispute was decided in favour of 
the tenants and the lands were recorded rent 
free. It was clear that the estate had made these 
rent free grants as an inducement to the tenants 
to bring under cultivation land which was then 
jungle. 

1. Kharba . . 
2. Harishohal1drapur 
3. Habibpur 
4. MaIda • 
5. Gajol 

Thana 

'. 

Average 
area in 
acres 

2'00 
2'32 
3·40 
2·78 
3·00 

The figures indicate that the average is largest 
in Gajol and Habibpur than as. where extensive 
areas have been reclaimed comparatively recently. 
When the area in a tenant's possession is too 
large for cultivation by his family, or is situated 
at an inconveniently long distance from his home, 
it is either sold, wholly or partly, or sublet; and 
in the case of holdings situated at a distance an 

Class of Raiyat 

Raiyats at fixed rent or rate of rent. . 
Settled and occupancy raiyats (on cash rent) 
Service raiyats . 

Chhut jamas-Chhut jamas are the same as 
phalkar jamas and are found most in the Chanchal 
estate. Mango trees on khas land used to be 
leased to tenants, but subsequently when the 
khas lan.d was settled the trees remained in 
possession of the tenant with whom the phalkar 
settlement had been made. The phalkar rents 
were mentioned in rent receipts and in some 
cases were realised even after the trees had ceased 
to exist. Such rents were in contravention of 
section 2;3A, Bengal Tenancy Act, and were cut 
down, 

Section 22/2 Bengal Tenancy Act-The number 
of khatians under this section is not large. Some 
anomalous cases occurred as a result of the 
amendment 'to the section in which a proprietary 
interest had to be recorded under a proprietor. 
For example, A, Band t are joint proprietors 
of an estate without any division of land. C 
purchases and occupancy holding held jointly 
under A, Band C in a rent sale. C being a pro
prietor retains that status under the amended 
Act in respect of the purchased holding and has 
to be recorded as "'alik" 'under "malik", 

The tab-Ie below shows the average area of 
occupancy holdings. The figures in this and the 
following tables include the Rajshahi diara 
area: 

6. Bamangola , 
7. Englishhazar 
8. Kaliachak 
9. Ratua . . 

10. Manikchak . 

Thana 
Average 

area in ... 
acres 

2·40 
lAO 
1'40 
2·45 
2·40 

exchange is often effected with another tenant. 
When holdings are sublet, the under-raiyat some
times pays the rent for the o~cupancy holding 
direct to the landlord, and the balance to the 
raiyat. 

In the statement below are shown the number 
of hofdings of the various classes of cash-paying 
raiyats and their respective areas: 

Number of Total area Percen tage uf 
holdings thus held the total 

area surveyed 

"20,633 58,299 4·58 
399,351 912,768 71·87 

2,319 4,583 ·36 
------

425,819 980,244 
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The average area of ralyatl hoicilngs works out 
at 2'30 acres. 

The table below gives ~he percentage of 
raiyati holdings of vario~s areas: 

Below one acre. . 44 
One acre to ·two acres 24 
Two acres to five acres 22 

Kharba . . 
Harishchandrapur 
Habibpur . 
MaIda 
Gajol 
Bamangoia 
Englishbazar 
Kaliachak . 
Ratua 
]\1anikchak . 
Rajsbahi Diara Area 

Thanas 

The rate of rent varies with the density of the 
agricultural popu4ttion and ~he consequent 
demad for land. Except in thanas Harishchandra
pur and Manikchak the average rent is very low 
in comparison with that prevailing in neighbour
ing districts and even in these thanas it is most 
moderate. The rent in Harishchan"drapur and 
Kharba than as increased about 30 years ago when 
a great demand for land was created by the influx 
of a large number of Muhammadans from the 
opposite side of the Ganges and of some Santals 
and Oraons from the Santal Parganas. In the 
1920's new settlements were being made at Rs. 3-12 
per acre. Immigration has now ceased and there 
is no great demand for land. It is therefore pro
bable that the rate of rent for new settlements 
will decrease. (The influx of the Displaced po-

• pUlation has changed the state of thiJ:?gs very 
thoroughly-A.M:) In Manikchak thana the 
success of the crop depenqs upon a normal flood 

INve actes to ten acres '7 
Ten acres to twenty acres 2·40 
Twenty acres to fifty acres '57 
Above fifty acres ·03 

In. the table below is shown the incidence of 
rent per acre paid by raiyats holding at fixed 
rents, and by occupancy raiyats : 

Raiyats at 
fixed rent or 
rates of rent 

Occupancy' 
raiyats 

Rs. A. f. Rs. A. P. 
211 2119 
2 13 6 3 1 5 
1 7 6 1 15 3 
o 12 7 1"12 7 
1211 185 
206 216 
2 0 4 1 14 11 
1 15 8 2 0 S 
154 213 
109 336 
1 9 9. 2 8 7 

in the Ganges. A flat rate of Rs. 3 per acre was 
agreed upon by the landlords and tenants. 

The lowest rate prevails in Gajol and MaIda 
than as where the land is mostly high and un
dulating, Or situated in the dobas. 

The number of under-raiyats with rights of 
occupancy is fairly small: the great majority 
come under section 48 (c) Bengal Tenancy Act; 
and in the Rajshahi Diara area which was sur
veyed before the amended Act of 1929, 13 per 
occupancy rights and the remainder 
cent. of the under-raiyats were recorded with 
withou~. 

The incidence of rent is high compared with 
that of ~he rent for occupancy holdings. The 
following table shows the inciden.ce of fEint, and 
the area of under-raiyati holdings. The average 
rate of rent works out at Rs. 5-9-11 per acre which 
is almost two and a half times the rate for 
occupancy holdings: 

Average rate of rent of undcr-raiyati holdings 

Kharba. . 
Harishchandrapur 
Habibpur. 
MaIda 
Gajol . 
Bamangoia 
Englishbazar 
Kaliachak 
Ratua . 
Manikchak . . 
Bajshahi Diara area- . 

Thana 

:/ TOTAL 

( !xix) 

Area 

602·10 
867069 

1,238'42 
379·65 

1,068'61 
302·62 

1,486'06 
339·02 

1,013'27 
123·54 

6,447'78 

13,868'76 

Rent Incidence 

Rs. A. P. ·Rs. A. P. 
5,545 11 6 9 3 5 
5,579 15 10 6 6 10 
4,527 14 9 310 6 
2,055 9 7 5 6 7 
5,282 3 9 4 15 0 
1,549 5 8 5 1 9 
8,307 13 5 5 9 5 
1,651 9 1 4 14 0 
4,603 7 4 4 8 8 

662 8 6 5 5 6 
36,561 311 5 610 

76,327 7 4 5 8 0 



The followIng are the various kinds of sairats: 
Hat Tola, Bazar, Ganj, Ferries, Fisheries, Bird 
catching (Chiria) leases, Leases for collecting 
honey, Pasture and grazing leases, Bankar leases 
'(for cutting trees and undergrowth), Phalkar 
leases, Leases for cutting thatching grass. 

The principal causes of the ill-feeling that 
existed between landlords and tenants when 
settlement operations commenced were the exac
tion of various abwabs, the illegal enhancement 
of reI),t, non-gran tal of rent receipts, the levy of 
interest at high rates, and the rapacity and 
oppression of landlords' agents, gomostas and 
peadas. Another contributing factor was ,the low 
price of· agricultural produce brought about by 
the economic depression, which began the year 
after the settlement operations commenced. The 
tenants were in difficulties over the payment of 
rent, and the landlords were inclined to think 
that the tenants were deliberately witholding 
ren t, and making the economic depression a pre
text. 

Abwabs at various rates are levied by all 
estates. It is estimated that the total amourit 
realised as abwabs is not less than the land 
revenue of the entire district. (The possibility 
of diverting this sum from the pockets of the 
landlords' agents to public purposes gives rise to 
in.teresting speculations.) 

The greater part of the abwabs goes to the 
gomostas but in some cases the landlords also 
take their share. These impositiohs vary both 
in size and character from estate to estate. On 
the average, "tahuri " which is normally the per
quisite of the naib or gomosta, amounts to not 
less than two ann as in the rupee; and "pead
agan ", the perquisite of the naibs' underlings, 
to one anna. In many estates one anna is also 
realised as the cost of a rent receipt, ana various 
levies are made on account of social or religious 
ceremonies. Some estates realise the cost of their 
rent collecting agency; one estate levies a tax 
when marriage ceremonies take place in a tenant's 
house, the rate being Rs. 5 for a son and Rs. 2-8 
for a daughter. The Harishchandrapur zemin
dars realise one anna in the rupee as a contri
bution to their dramatic club, and the Chowdhury 
Estate of Eanglishbazar collects a tax in Gajol 
Police station on each plough. Some estates 
realise abwabs in the name of deities, but appro
priate the major portion themselves; and most 
estates make special levies on the occasion of 

various ceremonies in the iancllord's house, such 
as marriages or sradh ceremonies, or for the 
Rurchase of a motor car, an elephant, or a gun. 
The Chanchal estate, which is one of the better 
managed zamindaries, realises tahuri at one anna 
in the rupee, and the tenants do not complain 
against payment. Generally speaking there is 
little or no complaint against the imposition of 
small abwabs: it is when the landlord's agent 
becomes· greedy that the tenants complain, and 
in MaIda their rapacity in some estates is perhaps 
unequalled. 

'The Se·ttlement operations have done some
thing to make the tenants realise the illegality 
of these exactions; but there is no doubt that as 
a whole they prefer to pay up rather than to 
incur the displeasure of the landlords' agents. 
Custom has proved stronger than law, and 
section 75, Bengal Tenancy Act, is a dead letter. 
There is Ito remedy but to amend the law, if there 
is any real determination to.put an end to the 
practice. The Collector or the Settlement Officer 
will have to be empowered to deal with abwabs 
instead of the Civil Court. Even then it is doubt
ful whe'ther it will be possible to put a complete 
stop to the levy of abwabs; but if the remedy 
is provided it will be for the tenants to make' use 
of it. Another very undesirable feature 'of the 
present system is the systematic under-:payment 
in most estates of the zamindari staff. One 
learned, while reading "Swarnalata" for the 
departmental examinations, that in zamindari 
offices the pay is " nam-matra " or purely nominal, 
but the fun significance of that statement is only 
appreciated after experience of settlement work. 
With the exception of well managed estates like 
Chanchal, most estates pay their n~ibs or gomo
stas a monthly wage of ten rupees, five rupees, 
or even less, and leave them to take what they 
can off the tenants. Such under-payment is 
nothing but a deliberate incitement to realise 
abwabs. 

Illegal enhancements of rent have been made 
jn many estates. The method usually employed 
is to carry out an estate survey,. to reduce tpe 
existing standard of measurement, and to assess 
rents at the same or a slightly increased rate. 
For instance the current measurement in a certain 
pargana may be a bigha measuring 90 x 90' cubits. 
By surveying with the standard bigha measure
ment of 80 x 80 cubits, the result must be an 
increase of area in paper, though there has been 
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no actual Increase on the ground. The same 
result can be obtained by altering the length of 
the cubit. In Some estates the cubit measures 
more than 18 inches, but my measuring with the 
standard cubit of 18 inches a fictitious increase 
in area is obtained. The Chanchal estate had 
two surveys,-the first in 1878, the second in 1904. 
During the first survey the standard of measure
ment was reduced from 100 or from 90 to 80 cubits; 
and during the second there was an enhancement 
of rent that amounted to eight ann as in the rupee. 
The Talanda estate in Gomostapur and N achol 
than as (both in East Pakistan now-A.M.) was 
surveyed in 1917, excess rent was demanded for 
excess area, and an illegal ,enhancement was 
made. No registered kabuliyats were executed, 
and as there was no proof that the original 
settlement of rent was based on an area found 
after survey, the enhancement was cut down 
under section 29, Bengal Tenancy Act, as it was 
in excess of the allowable limit. This enhance
ment had been made at a time when the price of 
rice was high. With the fall of prices at the 
beginning of the economic depression the tenants 
wanted a reduction of rent, and when it was 
refused they combined against the lanalord and 
stopped payment cr.f rent. Discontent prevailed 
throughout the estate, meetings of protest were 
held, and feeling against tHe landlord ran high. 

. The situation improved when attestation began 
in 1931-32. The tenants began to realise that the 
Settlement op'erations might be the deciding 
{actor in the dispute and devoted their energies 
to the preparation of claims that il~egal enhance
ments should be cut down under section 29, 
Bengal Tenancy Act. , 

In most estates rent receipts are not properly 
granted. The most common form of illegality is 
to accept a part payment of rent, and to refuse 
a receipt until the whole rent has been paid. 
When the full rent has been paid, along with 
necessary abwabs, the receipt is granted, though 
not for several days after the payment has been 
made. There was a lamentable ignorance 
thrpughout the district of the law regarding the 
grant of rent receipts, and it is hoped that the 
settlement operations have helped to remove that 
jgnorance, ip part at least. Fines were imposed 
in a number of cases under section 58, Bengal 
Tenancy Act,-particularly iI). the case of Bulbuli 
and Singabad landlords, who were the wor~t 
offender::; in tpis respect. Other· note-worthy 

points in connection with rent receipts are that 
the area is often not entered, and they do not 
show for which I year .payment has been made. 
The last omission is due in some estates to the 
fact that payments of rents are credited to arrears 
of many years ago, + arrears which have long 
been time-barred, but which in badly managed 
estates are still claimed from' the tenants and 
retained in the accounts. The Bulbuli estate, 
which is perhaps the most remarkable instance of 
mismanagement in the district, has for many 
years claimed an enhancement of rent, which 
its tenants have refused to pay. The. unpaid 
enhancement has been entered as "arrears" in 
the estate accounts·for many years, interest has 
been charged' on it, and consequently it is not 
uncommon to find a tenant with an annual rental 
of Rs. 5 who is shown in the estate accounts as 
being in arrears to the tune of Rs. 2,000. Small 
wonder that under such conditions a tenant can
not possibly know to what year a payment of 
rent .has been credited. This iniquitous system 
of estate management also permits the landlord 
to credit all payments to the oldest arrears; the 
holding is consequently permanently in arrears 
of rent for four years, and is liable to be sold at 
an~' moment. The practice should be forbidden 
by law. 

The Bulbuli estate was also guilty of the deli
berate destruction of rent rec.eipts. Evidence 
was available to show that these landlords had, 
on various pretexts, ind}.lced tenants to hand over 
their rent receipts, and had then torn them up. 

There are other practices of an oppressive 
nature which have tended to pr6duce strained 
relations between landlords and tenants. One of 
the most common practices in the Barind is to 
increase the area of various "kamats" of the 
landlords by forcibly adding land from tenants' 
holdings. Of course no reduction of rent is given 
in exchange for this land grabbing. Another 
rather remarkable attempt to cheat the tenants 
out of their rights was made by the Shahs of 
Porsha, an adjacent thana of Dinajpur district. 
These highly oppressive landlords conceived the 
idea of taking away their tenants' 'occupancy 
rights by making bogus settlements with various 
relations, and issuing rent receipts to the tenants 
,in which they were described as under-raiyats. 
The fraud was exposed when the relationship was 
examined between the landlords and the relatives 
with whom the so~called raiyati settlements had 
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been made. It then became' apparent that no 
rent was actually being paid, and that there was 
no actual relationship of landlord and tenant. 
Tlris was in Habibpur thana. In the same thana 
instances were found in which three ejmali 
estates-those of Bulbuli, Singabad and Kotwali
were realising the full rent of holdings instead 
of part rent according to their shares. These 
estates were partitioned amicably on the basis of 
the record of rights. . 

Another practice, which is common in the 
Barind though not so common elsewhere, is dis
traint of ·crops. Many landlords in the Barind 
distrain their tenants' crops, but complaints are 
hardly ever brought to the courts. Begar, or 
forced labdur, is also prevalent in some estates, 
particularly in the Barind, where the tenants 
seem to be under the impression that they are 
bound to submit to it. The practice is now on 
the decrease, but tenants are still required to 
work at their landlords' houses on festive occa
sions and in some esfates they a~e required to 
cultivate the landlords' khamar land. 

From what has been written above it is 
evident that most of the oppression and mal
practices have flourished in the Barind. In· this 
area almost the entire San tal population resides, 
and their ignorance, improvidence, and illiteracy 
make them an easy prey for the landlords' un
scrupulous agents and the mahajans. T4e Santal 
is regarded by his more educated neighbours with 
a kind of contemptuous tolerance, although in 
natural honesty he is their superior. To cheat a 
San tal out of land is considered a smart piece of 
work into which no ethical considerations enter. 
Landlords, mahajans, pleaders, touts,-all are 
combined in the common object of fleecing the 
Santal. The easiest and most common method is 
to use the 'Civil court, and by "Suppressing its pro
cesses to get an ex parte decree. As a result, 
many Santals have lost their occupaI!cy rights, 
and as the figures given subsequently indicate, 
exproportion of their land has proceed~d to an 
alarming extent. One case came to notice in 
which a Santal actually lost his holding because 
he borrowed some salt from his mahajan. In
stances were also found in which Santals had 
been dispossessed by deliberate cheating. A 
"khos kobala" is a sale deed, and a "khot 
kobala" is a form of mortgage. By substituting 
the word " khos " for " khot " in a mortgage deed, 

/ the transaction would become an outright sale. 

Such cases ha've occurred, and in cases where the 
transactions took place before Chapter :VIlA, 
Bengal Tenancy Act, was applied to MaIda, it 
was not possible to restore the Santals to 
possession. 

The trouble between the Santals and their 
landlords began about 1910, when the landlords 
of Tauzis No. 586 and 587 in Ha'Qibpur police 
station tried to enforce an enhancement of rent. 
The Santals made a representation to the 
Governor, alleging oppression and unfair exac
tions by the gomostas and peadas. Mr. Vas, the 
then Collector, 'Yas appointed arbitrator, and was 
accepted by both parties to the dispute. The 
landlords had induced the Santals to migrate 
from the San·tal Parganas and further west, and 
after the jungle in the Barind had been cleared 
and the slopes terraced, the landlords wanted an 
enhancement. The Santals had at that time 
been possessing the land which they had cleared 
either at very low rates, or rent free. As a result 
of Mr. Vas's settlement, the lands were measured, 
though no map was prepared; the rent was settled 
at six annas per bigha ; and provision was made 
for the payment of arrear rent. The Santals 
have since then stood by this settlement and 
resisted any ,attempts to make further enhance

·ments. As has been mentioned above, the 
Bulbuli estate has tried to enhance rents, but has 
only succeeded in piling up under the head. 
arrears the enhancement which it claims. The 
attempts to enliance rents have been a constant 
source of friction between the landlords and the 
Santal tenants. Other sources have been the 
dispossession of tenants through the civil court, 
generally after suppressing notices; the exactions 
of landlords' agents and the constant attempts to 
deprive the Santals of their rights. In December 
1932 a section of the Santals under the leadership 
of Jitu Santal occupied the great mosque at Adina 
proclaimed their independence, and refused to 
leave it when ordered by the District Magistrate. 
The Police had to open fire; several Santais were 
killed or wounded, and one constllble died from 
the effects of a wound by a poisoned arrow. 

Such was the state of affairs in the Barind up 
to the end of 1932. Shortly after the unfortunate 
incident at the Adina mosque, the Cdllector pro
posed to Government that a Special Officer. should 
be appointed for the Barind, to enquire into the 
grievances of the Santals and redress them as 
far as possible, The late Sir P. C, Mitter was 
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Revenue Minister at that time. He· showed great 
interest in the welfare of the Santals, and called 
for ~ report from the Settlement Department on 
the actual state of affairs. The report contains 
several details of interest, and is reproduced 
below with minor alteration: 

From the census figures published in the Calcutta 
Gazette it appears that the number of Santals in MaIda 
is 72,J45, and that of Oraons 4,961. Almost the entire 
Santal population resides in the Barind, that is, the 
area east of the Mahananda J.:iver comprising thanas 
Bamangola, Gajol, HabibpUJ:, Old MaIda, Gomostapur, 
Nachole and Nawabganj. • 

There °is much irregularity in the grant of rent 
receipts, and the vari'ous mal-practices of landlords' 
agents are rendered easier by the .fact that the Santals 
are illiterate and in many cases do not know what is 
the amount of Fent payable. ' 

The following illegalities. are practised by naibs 
and gomostas ; 

(a) The whole or part of the rent is realised with
out the grant of a receipt and without credit
ing the amount to the estate accounts, 

(b)' In cases of part payment the tenant is told 
that a rent receipt will be jtranted when he 
has paid up the demand in full, 

(c) When a payment is made Qn account of rent 
the amollnt is credited to arrears, and no 
mention is made of the year for which the 
payment is made. The tahuri or hisabana is 
also deducted by the landlord's agent at the 
time when rent receipts are granted. 

The only remedy here lies in the rigid enforce
ment of section 58, Bengal Tenancy Act, but in 

Thana Estates 

ord~r to do so a Collector has to tour regularly in 
the Barind in order to keep in touch with the 
Santals and find out cases of non-grantal of 
receipts. 

In fact, one of the reasons why there has not 
been a Santal 'rebellion' ever in MaIda, unlike 
Bankura and Birbhum has been timely protection 
given to Santals by the Collector whenever 
trouble hqs been in the air. The smallness of the 
district has enabled the Collector always to be 
'on the spot '. The most nofable name as pro
tector of the Santals' right has been that of James 
Peddie. 

Abwabs are universally realised by every 
landlord and their scale is, generally speaking, 
higher in the Barind than elsewhere. The reason 
is the ignornace of the tenants and the fact that 
in many cases they do not know what is their 
legal rent. A San1;al's legal rent may be. Rs. 12. 
For years he has been in the habit of paying 
RE. 18 to his gomosta, and he knows that Rs. 18 
.is the amount payab'le for that particular holding. 
If a newly appointed gomosta were to ask for t}1e 
legal rent, the Santal would reply that Rs. 12 
must be the rent'of some other holding, and not of 
his. 

The scale of abwabs varies considerably in 
different estates. I give below a number of 
examples from which some idea ma.y be obtained: 

Abwabs 

Habibpur Porsha Shahs 
Harihar Satiar 
Bulbuli Singabad 

As. 8 in the rupee 
As. 12 in the rupee 
On the ave~age As. 4 in the. rupee. The tenants have to pay between 

Re. 1 and 2 to see the landlord. 
Gajol 

Old MaIda 

Gomostapur 

Rai Sahib J. N. Choudhury. 
Girijakanta Das, The Sannyals 

Girijakanta Das and others . 

Taherpur Estate (Sashi Sekhareswar 
Roy), Brojendra Moitra, Begum 
Saheba of Rohanpur 

The average abwab is over As. 4 in the rupee. 
Tahsildars are either not paid or are pn,id a nominal amount, and 

make the. rest out of the tenants. Rai Sahib J. N. Choudhury 
levies a tax on each plough. 

The abwabs vary from As. 4 to Ali. 8 per rupee. Fees for the Tahsil. 
!fars and peons, the cost of establitihment, the CObt of rent receipts, 
and subscription to variouo festivifies are realised. On the average 
a tenant pays as abwabs not less than 1/3rd of the legal rent. . 

The general rate of abwab varies from As. 2 to As. 8 per rupee. In
terest on arrear rents is charged at Re. 25 per cent. / The abwab in 
the Begum Saheba Estate is As. 3·9 which is fairly moderate for the 
Barind. 

On the average I estimate that a Santa! pays 
at least lrd of his legal rent in additional abwabs, , 

court for the meagre penalty which the law 
provides. I doubt whether the files of civil 
courts would show a single case under section 
75, Bengal Tenancy Act. The section is a dead 
letter (vide the settlement report of any district) 
and will re!p.ain· so until the Collector or the 
Settlem.ent OfJicer is empowered to take cogniz· 
ance. 

There is no remedy. whatever against this state 
of affairs except to alter: the law. The truth is 
that the custom of paying abwabs has proved 
stronger than the law which forbids it. More
over no tenant would adopt so suicidal a course 
fl~ to fight his landlord single-handed in the civil 
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The figures below give the area of land 
formerly held by cultivators and now held by 
money-lenders and other non-agriculturists. The 
figures represent the transfer of lands from all 
classes of cultivating tenants and not only Santals, 
but there is little doubt that the major portion has 
been expropriated from Santals. At a rough 

Thana. 

Bamangollt 
Habibpur 
Gajo} 
MaIda . . . 
Gomostapur 

}now in.Pakistan } Nachole 
Nawabganj 

Chapter VII(A), Bengal Tenancy Act, was 
extended to the Santals of MaIda in 1923, and to 
the Oraons in 1927. Under its prOVisions no 
aboriginal can transfer land by sale or mortgage 
without the Collector's permission in writing. 
This enables the Collector to go into each case 
that comes before him, find out what is the amount 
owing to the' money-lender and calculate how 
much land should be sold, or what should be the 
terms of a mortgage. Unfortunately the chapter 
does not enable the Collector to insist that the 
money:-Iender should accept his terms, nor does 
it prevent the money-lender from taking a note 
of hand, and suing on that in the Civil Couct. 
According to section 49E(2), Bengal Tenancy Act, 
an aboriginal raiyat can only enter into a usufruc
tuary mortgage, but in many cases the money
lenders in MaIda refused to advance .mQney un
less the Collector allowed the aboriginal to con
tract a simple mortgage. They know that with 
a usufructuary mortgage tJ:ley would have no 
chance of getting the land. 

This was a difficulty which I continually came 
across as Collector. A Santa} would ask for 
permiSSion to mortgage his land so that he could 
take a loan to pay up his rent and outstanding 
debts After making the necessary calculation, 
the Collector might sanction a usufructuary morl
gage of 10 bighas for 6'years. The mooey-lender 
thereupon refused to advance the loan, and there 
was no law under which he could be compelled 
to do so. Thej'e was nothing to prevent him 

estimate I should say that not less than three
quarters of the area in the first four thanas, and 
ha.lf of the area in the remaining three thanas 
formerly belonged to Santals. That means that 
in about 25,000 acres the Santals have lost their 
occupancy rights, and probably in the majori iy 
of cases have hecome adhiars without any rights: 

Estimated 
Area in Area area 
square expropriated expropriated 
miles in sq. miles from 

aboriginals 

69'32 1-46 1·10 
156'73 !l·00 6·75 
196·84 6·36 4·77 
87'15 8·10 6·08 

122·64 20·34 10'l7 
109·70 10'53 5'27 
55·90 9'00 4·50 

TOTAL 798·28 64'77 38·64 

from taking a note of hand, suing in the civil 
court, obtaining a money decree, and satisfying 
the decree against the San tal's holding. In prac
tice therefore Chapter VII (A) does not give the 
protection which it might appear to do, so far 
as mortgages are concerned and naturally a 
Collector is inclined to sanction mortgages in pre
ference to sales, wherever possible, so that the 
Santals will not lose their lands. James Peddie's 
way of dealing with such cases was practical and 
humane : he used to tear up the notes of hand 
mortgage bonds whenever he came across them. 

It is common knowledge that there exists a 
practice by which Civil Court notices in rent 
sales are suppressed, in order that interested 
persons can obtain ex parte decrees without the 
knowledge of the tenant. This practice is 
generally followed in' the Barind particularly in 
suits against Santals, whose utter ignorance of 
law and procedure makes them easy victims. 
The following are extracts from the Circle notes 
of Habihpur and MaIda thanas : 

In due course the mortgage is foreclosed, in the 
majority of cases suppressing the notice, and the pro
perty sold only to be purchased by the mahajans. The 
tenants in happy ignorance continue to till the land 
for sometime, when the mahajan takes mutation from 
the landlord, and proceeds to possess the land: 

Cases have been found where rent was paid but not 
credited to the accounts. Suits are instituted for this, 
notices are suppressed, and the land is ultimately sold. 
The tahsil dar does this in collusion with some in the 
locillity to purchase the land in auction. 
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It is a known fact that the,suppression of notices 
is a common practice. I can cite specific instances 
where pleaders and others living in Englishbazar 
are known to have purchased Santals' holdings in 
rent sale after suppressing notices. The difficulty 
is to adduce any proof. It is true that the law 
provides a remedy ih the case of ex parte decrees, 
and that a tenant can file a suit to have 
the decree set aside. But the Santal is not 
litigious and is generally too poor to seek re
dress in the courts. The result is that cases occur 
where the executive is compelled to support the 
authority of the civil court against a Santal, with 
whom its entire sympathies lie. I recall a 
Session~s case in which a Santal's holding 'had 
been sold without his knowledge. When the pur
chaser came to take possession, the Santal 
defended his right to the property, as he thought, 
and went to the length of shooting' an arrow. 
The wounded ma:t:l ultimately died and the Santal 
was sentenced to 7 years' rigorous imprisonment. 
Though he had exceeded the right of private 
defence he could not prove that the holding had 

been sold without his knowledge and by suppres
sing the sale notices. On the -evidence, the legal 
presumption was otherwise. 

Many bargadars are the original tenants who 
have lost their lands in the civil courts for failure 
to pay their rent. or other liabilities. SomE: 
belong to aboriginal tribes like the Santals who 
originally brought land into cultivation, but were 
gradually bought up by their landlords or credi
tors, ,and were converte9- into serfs. Chapter 
VII {A) was inserted into the Bengal Tenancy Act 
too late to save many of them from the conse
quences of their own "debts". A survey was 
undertaken in the Barind area of MaIda district 
in 1948 to estimate the extent of dispossession by 
non-agriculturists of Santal owner-cultivators 
who were eventually reduced to barga cultiva
tors and agricultural tenants, and the following
described by the Commissioner of the Division as 
an understatement because the survey was per
formed with the least publicity in order to avoid 
widespread agrarian unrest-represents the ex-

tent and rapidity with which expropriation from 
the land has taken place : 

Survey of d,spossession of aboriginals in Maida district, 1948 

Period 

A. For the period between 1923 and publication of the Settlement Recorcb! in the 1930's 
B. For the period after the publication of the Record of Rights . . , 

TOTAL 
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Number of cases of 
transfer in contra
vention of Chapter 

VII (A) and total 

Numbe rof cases 
of sale through 
Civil Courts and 
area involved 

area involved 
,--A------v-----A---,':------. 

No. Area No. Area 

14 
11 

25 

(acres) (acrll~) 

86 
88 

174 

361 
361 

722 

4,378 
4,487 

8,865 



EDUCATION 
Hamilton speaks of the education available 

in the district when he visited it as being confined 
to pathsalas and muktabs and tols. In the path
salas were taught Bengali, reading and writing 
and arithmetic, in the muktabs and tols Persian 
and Sanskrit, respectively. . 

In 1856-57 there were two Government aided' 
vernacular schools with 117 scholars, and in 1860 
one of these schools was converted into a Middle 
English School, the total number of scholars. being 
169. In 1870 'there were four English Schools 
and 14 vernacular schools either maintained or 
aided by Government, with 986 pupils, the num
ber of inaigenous schools uninspected and un
aided being 107. In 1872 when Sir George 
Campbell's scheme for education was introduced, 
179 schools were brought under Government 
supervision with 4,207 pupils. In 1880 the num
ber had increased to 393 schools with 6,535 pupils, 
the grant-in-aid for primary. education being 
Rs. 4,000 per year. ' . 

In 1887 the District Board created under the 
Bengal Local Self-Government Act took over the 
local direction of primary education superseding 
the old District Committee of Public Instruction. 

In 1890 t)1e number of schools in the district, 
aided and unaided, had risen to 350 with 12,148 
pupils or 20 per cent of the estimated school:
going male population, Rs. 8,000 being spent on 
primary education. 

In 1900 the number of primary schools was 450 
with 12,197 pupils and in 1910 the corresponding 
figures were 5Q8 and 19,257, the expenditure of 
the Board being Rs. 15,517. The percentage of 
male pupils to those of school-going age was 22·7. 

The above statistics relate to pre-partition 
MaIda. A full account of the present state of 
the educational institutions in "the district will 
be found in the statistical section of this volume. 
It is unnecessary to paraphrase the information. 
contained therein. . 

The activities of the Education Department in 
the district relate to (1) Primary Education in
cluding Basic Education and Education for Dis
placed children; (2) Secondary Education ~ 
(3) Social (Adult) Education; and '(4) Physical 
Education, . 

.Primary Education 
In Primary Education 555 Primary Schooi~ 

are established in the district. Each village 
h~ving a population of 2,000 has a Primary 

SchooL Where the population is' less there is 
one Primary School in a circle with a'radius of 
1 mile, Primary education in rural areas is 
free. This applies to schools of displaced 
children and Primary Schools in municipalities. 
34 Primary Schools in the rural areas' and 6 in 
urban areas have been started to cater to the 
needs of the children of displaced persons. 
These. schools are run entirely by the Gov-ern
ment. A ten-year scheme of universal free and 
compulsory education is under operation in the 
district. In August 1951, ten unions were 
brought under this scheme and in March 1952 
nine. more unions. Ten more unions have been 
brought under the scheme in January 1953, 
There are 28 Primary Schools exclusively for 
boys. The n~mber of schools is rapidly increas
ing, being 56,431 in 1951-52 of which 41.140 were 
boys and 15,341 girls. 

10 Junior Basic Schools have been established 
so far and 3 more are going to be started shortly. 
The total capital expenditure on each Basic 
School is Rs. 32.000 of ·which Rs. 4,000 is contri
buted by local people together with 6 bighas of 
land; Government contribute Rs. 28,000. 4 
Junior Basic Schools acc'>rding to Government 
specification have so- far been built in the dis
trict. 

Secondary Ep.ucation 
At the end of 1952 there'were 25 High Schools 

in the district including one for girls located in 
Englishbazar called the Barlow Girls' High 
School. 2 more High Schools have been recog
nized in' January 1953. The number of recog
nised Middle English Schools in 1953 was 4C. 
The number of High School scholars is on the 
increase. In 1951-52- there were 5,995 High 
School scholars. There were 480 girl scholars in 
1951~52. Liberal grants have been awarded to 
students for Muslim and educationally backward 
communities. 

Special a:ttention is given to schools that cater 
to the needs of educationally backwaJ;d pupils. 
An amount of Rs. 15,000 was granted to Gajol 
High School as capital grant. The Santal Hostel 
at Englishbazar received a capital grant of 
Rs. 5,000. Muslim pupils received a grant of 
Rs. 5,300 and Scheduled Caste pupils received a 
grant of Rs. 11,000. Pupils from Scheduled 
Tribes received a grant of _ Rs. 3,000. These 
grants are made in the form of stipends to pupils. 
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In the field of Social and Adult Educatior1 
there are 23 Social and Adult Education centres 
in the district. The- Government makes .grant for 
recreation activities like jatras, theatrical and 
gumbhira performances. Several Libraries have 4 

been given grants varying from Rs. 300 to Rs. 800 
·each. Annual Youth Camps are organised, tl).e 
Educati6n Department spending about Rs. 2,300 
annually over these camps. 6 High Schools have 
opened National Cadet Corps Units. 

The Government has under consideration a 
scheme for coriverting the MaIda Government 
Primary Teachers' Training School into a Basic 
Teachers' Training School. 

The Barlow Girls' H. E. -School, named after 
Mr. Barlo~v formerly Commissioner of the 
Bhagalpur Division, was 'first started as a 
Primary Girl's School. In 1929 it was raised to 
the Middle English standard. This school has 
received large grants from Government aDd the 
MaIda Improvement Committee and has now a 
fine building with hostel for girls. 

There are two industrial institutions in the 
district aided by the Director of Industries: the 
Silpa Vidyapith at Englishba.zar which teaches 
silk waste spinning; and the Mahila Silpa 
Sikshalaya at Bachamari which tea~hes both silk 
waste spinning and weaving. There is a weaving 
school at Englishbazar which teaches cotton hand
loom weaving, dyeing and printing. There is a 
peripatetic wea.ving school at Aiho which teaches 
hand-100m weaving, dyei'ng and printing. 

A brief account is necissa:!'y of the MaIda 
College. Founded in 1944 the College started as 
an Intermediate Colleg~. It was affiliated to 
B. A. standard in 1948. The Governing Body of 

the College was approved in October 1951. The 
College received liberal grants from the MaIda 
Mango Improvement Committee to the tune -of 
Rs. 100,000 and received a similar amount from 
the Government. It has now acquired a space 
of about 52 bighas of land, and according to its 
Principal "a grand new structure" constructed 
in 1949-52. The numbe'r of students in 1953 was 
316; it is a co-educational institution. T·wo 
names will always be associated with the history 
of the College, thc;>se of Sri Panchanan Ma,zumdar 
and Sri Jyotirmohon Misra, both now dead, who 
gave the present writer invaluable support and 
encouragement in raising funds for the College 
iIi 1948. 

This section cannot properly close without 
some mention of Government's effort for Tribal 
Welfare. Some mention has already been made. 
The Santal Hostel at Englishbazar provides free 
accommodation to 25 Santal students and in 1951-
52 the Hostel was extended with a Government 
grant of Rs. 5,000. The Education Department 
allots funds for stipends, capitation grants, and 
purchase of books. A proposal to establish a 
residential school at GaJol for the education of 
Tribal peoples is under way. and in 1951-52 a sum 
of Rs. 25,000 was received for the construction of 
cl Santal Hostel and the extension of the School 
building. A. number of adult schools for tribal 
people function in the district. In 1952-53 the 
Government made a grant of Rs. 63,000 for 
the execution of various schemes for the wel
fare of the tribal people. In addition the 
District Magistrate has a Discretionary Grant 
which he utilises for the encouragement of wel~ 
fare activities, 
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DISPLACED POPULATION 
An account of the displaced population will 

be found in the statistical section of this volume. 
This will differ from the District Magistrate's 
estimate of about 50,000 in as much as many dis
placed persons went unregistered and came 
into the dIstrict without notifying the pistrict 
Magistrate. The largest infhrx: was in 1948-49 
and 1949-50. 

The heaviest concentration of refugees has 
been in the border police stations of Habibpur 
and Bamangola which would account. for 2j3rds 
of the entire refugee popUlation. Englishbazar 
town has a refugee popUlation of about 8,009. 
MaIda police station has.a refugee population of 
about 5,000, Gajol police station abo~t 4,000., 
Kaliachak police station aboHt 5,000 and the rest 
are' scattered in parts of the district in small 
numbers. 

In 1950 large numqer of muslims evacuated 
from the border thanas of Habibpur and Baman
gala and refugees who poured in were accom
modated in the abandoned houses of muslims. 
Gradually refugees coming from the border tracts 
exchanged some of these' houses and lands with 
muslim migrants. In many cases the district 
authorities managed to negotiate lands with the 
owners and thereafter advance loans to refugees 
occupying these lands. Most returning migrants 
have, however, been restored to their houses and 
lands. But even now Authority is faced with 
large number of squatters numbering about 3,900 
families living on lands left behind by muslims 
mostly taken over by the solvent land ,owner 
clas~ of refugees. . 

Of the total refugee families 8,000 families are 
estimated to require rehabilitation facilities from 
Government and the rest are expected to make 
their own arrangements being not so much in 
financial difficulty. Rehabilitation benefit in the 
shape of loans has been advanced to 5,114 families 
of which only 1,195 fatnilies have been paid in 
full and the rest are part paid cases. 

Loans 
The tot~l expenditure from inception till 

December, 1952 has been., as follows: 

Urban house building loan 
Rural house buildin~ loan 

Rs. 
'2,30,725 

1'5,40,2'1'7 

Urban busineSlS loan 
Rural small trade loan 
Agriculture loan 
Urban Artisan Loan 
Rural Artisan Loan 
Medical loan 

Rs. 
48,600 
23,750 

8,64,035 

700 

8,300 
1,300 

Expenses under the bargadar Scheme 

Rs. 
Maintenance Grant . 
Purchase of Cattle . 
Purchase of Agricultural: tmplements 
Purchase of seeds and manures 
Construction of Boats 

Construction of huts 
Water Supply 

15,05,147 

6,88,621 

1,94,919 

2,45,000 
49,390 

55.381 
42,874 

Expenses Under SericuUural Training Scheme 

Stipends to Trainees 18,105 
C0'5t of equipments 28,378 

Cash Doles . '4,66,021 

Maintenance Grant under Union 
Board Scheme . 9,020 

Governm~nt Sponsored Schemes . 
. For middle class refugee families 3 urban 
housing schemes all situated in Englishbazar 
Town (Pirojpur"Scheme I, II, III) cOIpprising a 
total area of about 180 bighas have been spon
sored. When finalised the scheme will accom
modate 505 families. "In rural areas Government 
ar~ sponsoring 5 schemes for agriculturist refugee 
and 2 for non-agriculturist refugees comprising 
a total area of- about 5,000 bighas. When finalised 
these schemes will accommodate 675 families 
approximately. 

About 85 per cent. of the total refugees belong 
to the non-camp category. The present policy of 
the Government is to give priority to the refugees 
disbursed from the Government camps for re
habilitation and as such sufficient funds are not 
available for rehabilitation of th<; majority group 
of refugees. Another problem is lack of sufficient 
agricultural land. Only about 20 per cent. of the 
refugees have got two to five bighas of agricul~ 
turalland and that also not of good quality. The 
prices of land are also high. 
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APPENDIX I 
GAZETTEER 

Amaniganj Hat- An important silk mart On the 
Bhagirathi. There is no resident population but it is 
a centre for the Jalapur duars of the silk trade in 
cocoons and raw silk, to which resort buyers from 
Rajshiihi and Murshidiibiid districts. The turnover on 
a single day in the busy season occasionally amounts 
to a lakh of rupees and the prices made here control 
those of the whole district in these products I 

Aiho-Aiho is an ancient trading village, situated 
on the junction of the Mahananda and Tangan rivers. 
In pre-partition times it used 'to be an important village' 
commanding the trade of both rivers. Even now it is 
the most important market in this region of the district. 

Araidanga-A large village on the east bank of the 
Kalindri in Ratua police station, about 7 miles south 
east of Ratua. Araidanga together with Mirdapur con
tains a large settlement of Maithilis and Maithili 
Brahmans-a community which immigrated from 
Northern India. In fact this locality within a radius 
of about 2 miles contains many settlement of Maithilis. 

Bamangola-The headquarters of a police station in 
the north eastern corner of the district. The village of 
Bamangola is situated on the Tangan river and about 
10 miles east of Gajol with which it is being connected 
by a first class district highway. Bamangola is an 
ancient village and the whole thana was very prosperous 
up to the 19th century. Along the southern border of 
the thana lies an ancient high embankment striking due 
east from Pandua proceeding towards Ghoraghat (now 
in Rajshahi distri&t). The entire length of this embank
ment is studded with large and small tanks. The entire 
embankment was evidently a .highway in Hindu and 
Muhammadan times, such as Minhaj-i-Siraj speaks of in 
his Tabakat-i-Nasiri. 

Bhaluka-A village the south western corner of thana 
Harishchandrapur about 7 miles north west of Ratua 
police station and 5 miles south west of Bhaluka Road 
Railway Station. In fair-weather Bhaluka is connected 
to the headquarters of the police station of Harish
chandrapur by a fair-weather track via Talgachhi and 
Jalalpur. This is a fairly large village with a market 
and a big weekly hat nearby and is ,rapidly assuming 
importance as a trading centre for jute and mango, as 
it is situated on the Kalindri and Konkhor rivers. This 
village commands a number of interior hats: Mihaghat 
in the north west, J alalpur in the north and Kariali and 
Masaldaha in the north east. Bhaluka is the seat of the 
Chhota Taraf of the Harishchandrapur zemindar families. 
Close to Bhaluka near Degun (J. L. 176) is the famous 
Siali Bil notable for all kinds of duck in the winter. 

Chanchal-A large ~illage about 9 miles north of the 
Railway station of Samsi in the Kharba police station 
and the seat of the famous Chanchal zemindars called 
Rajas. The most famous of the Chanchal zemindars was 
Sarat Chandra Roy who gave away large sums of money 
in charity. It was with his money that the Chanchal
Samsi Road was metalled. Chanchal is now an import
ant junction of several roads under the West Bengal Road 
Plan: the Ratua~Samsi-Chanchal Road,' the Harish
Chal}grapur-Tuisihata-Chanchal Road and the Chanchal-

Gajol-Bamangola Road. Chanchal contains the Chan
chal Raj Palace. 

Enayetpur-A village in Manikchak thana on the 
Manikchak-Englishbazar ~oad about 2 miles east of 
Manikchak. Enayetpur together with Chauki Mirdad
pur contains a settlement of Bihari population including 
a liberal sprinkling of Muslims. There is a famous 
mango-growing area al'ld has again assumed importance 
as a halting place for passengers travelling from 
Englishbazar to Rajmahal. The soil of this area is a 
rich doansh soil. 

English Bazar or Engrezabad-Headquarters town of 
Miilda district, on the right bank of the Mahananda, 
in 25° O'N. and 88' 9'E. Population (1951) 30,663. Being 
an open elevated site on the river bank in a mulberry 
growing country, it was chosen at an early date as the 
site of one of ·the Company's silk factories. The French 
and Dutch had also settlements here. 

The East India Company's factory was of consider
able importance during ijle last quart~r of the 17th 
century, and its 'diaries and consultation' from 1685 
to 1693 (with breaks) are still preserved in the India 
Office under the title of 'Maulda and Englesavade '. 
In 1770 Mr. Henchman built the commercial residency 
and factory of the Company at English Bazar and the 
modern town grew up round it, materials being largely 
taken from Gaur. To this day the portions of the town 
near the factory are known by names such as Lakrikhana 
(wood yard), Murghikhana (fowl yard) and similar 
names showing the original use to which the land was 
put. The factory was regularly fortified with bastions 
at the angles of the surrounding wall. It is now used 
as the court house and all the public .offices at head
quarters are within its walls. Other public buildings 
of the town are the jail, the new college and the high 
school. Many of the houses in the town are faced with 
carved stones from the ruins of Gaur. There is an 
interesting collection of these stones in the court-house 
and also in the compound of the Collector's house. 

The railway station is on the opposite side of the 
river. Its trade in silk, jute, mangoes and manufac
tured goods is considerable, and it has a considerable 
population of weavers. 

It was constituted a Municipality in 1869 with 18 
Commissioners, of whom two-thirds were elected. At 
present the Municipality is composed of 14 Commission
ers all of whom. are elected. 

There is a small embankment protecting the town 
from the inundations of the Mahanand8:. A feature of 
the town is the extensive mango gardens which cut it 
off from the agricultural country to the west. 

Gajol-The headquarters of a police station of its 
name. The topography of Gajol indicates that up to 
the 17th century the whole thana must have been 
extremely populous and flourishing. The removal of 
the Muslim capital from Adina in Pandua situated at 
the sQuth of the thana must have spelt the ruin of the 
area in the 17th and 18th centuries. Such places in 
the police station as Adina (J. L. 39), Kutubsahar 
(J. L. 32), Pandua (J. L. 33), and Homdighi (J. L. 48) 
containing the extensive 'ruins of the famous capital of 
Pandua, and the villages of Raykhandighi (J. L. 23)-
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APPENDIX I-contd. 

containing a very big tank, Saharol (J. L. 19), Mobarak
pur (J. Il. 9) and Rajaram Chak (J. L. 10) containing 
a famous set of embankments, Mayna (J. L. 119), Meth
rani (J. L. 138), Dhaoyail (J. L. 173), Deotala (J. L. 172), 
Salaidanga (J. L. 214), all bear testimony to ancient sites. 
The road from Englishbazar to Bansihari via Gajol is 
an ancient highway which has been recently completely 
rebuilt as a NatiQnal Highway. There are traces of 
an ancient road running' from Adina via Hatimari, 
Mirzadpur, Panchpara, Shyamnagar and Mayna through 
to Hemtabad in West Dinajpur. Another district high
way is now under cohstruction connecting Chanchal in 
Kharba police station with Gajol and Gajol with 
Bamangola in the east. These two highways will quite 
effectively open up the four comers of the district and 
it is hoped that Gajol will again commence to have a 
prosperous life. 

Gaur-The city of Gaur, a deserted capital of 
Bengal, is situated on an old channel of the Ganges in 
24 0 52'N. and 88 0 10'E., 10 miles south-west of English 
Bazar, from which it is reached by a mecadamised road. 
Its dimensions as defined by the embankments which 
still exist are about 7! miles in length north and south, 
and from 1 to 2 miles in breadth from east to west: 
It has been mentioned that at the time of the 
Mahomedan invasion another name of the city was 
Lakhnauti or Lakshmanavati. Dr. Buchanan Hamilton 
says in his MSS. that in his time the fort and palace 
of Lakshman were to be seen on what is now merely 
elevated ground in the vicinity of English Bazar, and 
it may be that the Ilame of Lakhnauti was applied 
originally to describe the ,extension of the present city 
northwards round the king's residence. Hamilton 
appears to include this portion within the city limits, 
as he speaks of the area covered by Gaur as 20 square 
miles. The remains of embankments north and north
east of the city proper still exist, and they probably 
covered the suburbs in that direction and were defen
sive out-works. The line of swamps to the east and 
north-east of the city site show that at one time the 
Ganges flowed on the east face of the city, which was 
thus situated between the' Bhaglrathi and the Ganges. 
On the eastern side a double line of earth embankments 
of enormous thickness still exists, and it is supposed 
that these embankments protected the city from being 
washed away when, in the sixteenth century, the Ganges 
commenced to recede from what is now the Mahananda. 
At the present time the Ganges main stream is 10 miles 
west of the city, which is clearly defined by the above
mentioned embankments on the east and by an irregular 
line of embankments on the north, which crosses the 
English Bazar-Nawabganj road at the fifth mile from 
English Bazar and continues down to the Bhaglrathi. 
This river with the Pagla forms the western boundary 
down to Mahadipur, from which place the southern 
ramparts extend almost continuously to the eastern, 
crossing the Nawabganj road at the Kotwali gate in 
the fourteenth mile from English Bazar. South from 
Mahadipur runs the Firozpur suburb down to Kansat, 
whilst on the north-west of the city is the Siidullapur 
suburb. . 

Almost the whole of the site is now cultivated land 
under field and orcharr;l crops, witlJ. scattered villages. 

Some jungle remains, mostly along and close to the 
southern embankment. Of the fort within the city two 
gates, the Diikhil Darwaza, and the Lukiichuri, still 
exist with a part of the ramparts. Within the fort 
precincts are some remains of the palace wall and 
various buildings described below. This wall, which is 
made of brick, is known from its height as the Baisgazi 
or 22 yards, the width at the top is 8 feet 6 inches. 
The clearing of the jungle and cultivation of the ground 
have led to the discovery of considerable quantities of 
gold and silver coins, but all of these are of Mahomedan 
times, and beyond a few isolated carvings there is little 
to indicate the pre-Mahomedan history of the city. It 
may indeed be said that the only indication of its Hindu 
origin is to be found .in the tanks with their longer 
sides running north and south, which are scattered 
throughout the city and its neighbourhood. Of these 
the most important is the great Siigardlghi which 
measures 1,600 by 800 yards and is one of the largest 
pieces of ornamental water in Bengal. It was· originally 
the site of the brick-fields of Gaur. On its banks are 
to be seen the remains of .the tomb of the saint Akhi' 
Seraj-ad-din, described as the first Hindustani recog
nised as a saint by Nizamuddin Aulia of Delhi. The 
gateway was built by Hosain Shah and the inscription 
on it refers to a building by Nasrat Shah. The Panja 
of the saint Nur Kutb Alam is taken on the Id Day, 
the day of the fatiha (prayers for the dead) of Akhi 
Seraj-ad-din, from Pandua to the tomb as a mark of 
respect. On both Id and Bakr-Id days there are metas. 
Close by the tomb is the Jhanjhaniya mosque which 
bears an inscription that it was erected in the reign of 
Mahmud Shah, son of Husain Shah. At Sadulliipur 
itself is the burning ghat on the Bhagirathi of the 
Hindus and the Durbasjni shrine. It is still a place of 
great resort on festival days for bathing in the Ganges 
and is also used largely as a burning ghat. Tradition 
has it that at the time of the Mahomedan rule it was 
the only burning ghat allowed to the Hindus in Gaur. 

Of the Mahomedan buildings in Gaur the oldest dates 
from the fifteenth century. The chief destructive 
agency apart from the secondary jungle, which up till 
recent years covered the greater part of the old city, 
would seem to have been earthquake and the quarry
ing of the ruins to provide the building material of 
Murshidllbiid, MaIda and English Bazar. Mr. Reuben 
Barrow, who visited these ruins in 1787, says in his 
journal: "Gaur seems rather to have been destroyed 
by the removal of the materials for other purposes, 
than by time. These tombs were not long ago in per
fect order and were held in a mannel; sacred, till they 
were torn to pieces for the sake of stone; indeed such 

- of the gates as happened to have no stone in them are 
almost perfect, but whereVJer a piece of stone was 
happened to be placed, the most elegant buildings have 
been destroyed to get it out, so that there is now 
scarcely a piece left except a part in the round tower 
which happens to have been preserved by the peculiar 
construction of the building." The first systematic ex
ploration of the site was made by Mr. Creighton in 
1801. ' 

In 1810 Dr. Buchanan Hamilton visited the ruins 
and· wrote a description of t~em. His account w~ll ~~ 
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APPENDIX i-contd.. 

available in Appendix tIl. These lie for the most part 
on both sides of, and close to, the English Bazar-Nawab
ganj road from the 8th to the 14th mile. 

Habibpur-The headquarters of a police station in 
the south eastern corner of the district to the north of 
which is the thana of Bamangola. Habibpur is sepa
rated from Bamangola by a high embankment running 
from West to East from Pandua in Gajol police station 
to Ghbraghat in Rajshahi (now in Pakistan). The 
river Tangan forms the western boundary of the 
thana first with MaIda police station and then with 
English Bazar police station. Further south it has 
boundaries with East Pakistan. In the west the river 
Purnabhaba forms boundary with East Pakistan com
mencing at the village Kadaripara (J. L. 62) and end
ing at village Ananda Pathar (J. L. 291). The principal 
villages in the thana are Habibpur, Anail, Bulbulchandi, 
Aiho and Singabad. The English Bazar-Muchia-Aiho
Bulbulchandi-Habibpur-Banmangola Road is being re
built to complete a circuit of communication. Com
munication is bad in the police station, most areas lying 
inaccessible by road except in fair-weather. Bulbul
chandi is a large trading centre and the seat of a fairly 
ancient zemindar family called the Bulbulchandi Babus. 

Harishchandrapur-The headquarters of the north
westernmost police station of the district. It is also 
the seat of the Harishchandrapur zemindars who are 
ancient families. Hari.shchandrapur is now a large 
village containing among other things a Central Co
operative Bank, a 50-bedded Hospital, and a Basic 
School. It is also the headquarters of the Circle Officer 
of Samsi, and the thana contains s·everal large villages 
which are also markets. These are-Kushidha, in the 
north, Tulsihata which formerly used to be the head- I 

quarters of this thana, Srichandrapur in the north-eas.t 
Malior, Jalalpur, Mihaghat, Bhaluka, Kariali and 
Masaldaha. The south of the thana contains the 
famous Tal area and a series of bils, the more important 
of which are Nawapara, Sadlichak, Tal Bhakuria, Belsur, 
Talsur, Tal Bangura, Talgachi. The Kalindri river runs 
along the south-western border of the thana while the 
Baramasia' river taking off from the Mahananda river 
at the north-eastern corner of the district forms the 
boundary of the thana first 'with the Kharba, and then 
with Ratua in the east. 

Kaliachak-The headquarters of the police station 
of its name. Kaliachak thana is one of the most 
populous thanas in the State of West Bengal. The west 
and south-west of Kaliachak are bounded by the river 
Ganges. The south-east has its boundary with East 
Pakistan and on the east the Bhagirathi river roughly 
forms the boundary with Englishbazar. Agriculturally 
the thana is one of the . richest areas in the State. The 
chief peculiarity in the population is a large section of 
what are called Shersabadiya Muslims who must have 
originally migrated from Murshidabad. The principal 
villages Kakribandha-Jhaubona in the north-west, the 
large market village of Panchanandapur, the steamer 
point of Dogachhi, Baisnabnagar, Golapganj, Sahabazpur, 
,Ialua Badhal (which incidentally is almost on the old 
site of the capital of Tanda), Jalalpur, Dalugram, Suza
pur, Mandai, ~othabari and Gangaprasad. The river 
Pagla runs west to east across the middle of the thana 
and joins the Bhagirathi within the borders of the thana 

in the east. The eastern part -of :Kaliachak is famOUS 
for silk. 

Kaligram-A large village in Kharba police station 
about 2 miles east of Chanchal and 4 miles south-west 
of Kharba, the headquarters of Kharba police station. 
Kaligram which is contiguous to Bagchara (J. L. 152) 
is an ancient vUlage and is famous as a centre of cotton 
cloth weaving. There are many houses in Kaligram 
which have been built from bricks carried from the 
ruins of Gaur. Kaligram is the seat of the famous 
Goswami family mention of which has been recorded 
by Buchanan Hamilton. The Goswamis are an ancient 
family and have produced many learned men and logi
cians. The most famous name is Purusottam Goswami. 
Kaligram is by far the biggest village in the thana. 

Kariali-Masaldaha-A large trading centre and 
village which has formed around Bhaluka Road Railway 
Station, important as an exporting centre of jute, gram 
and pulses. Has a ten bedded Union Health Centre 
and a Junior Basic School. 

Kharba-Headquarters of the police station of its 
name. dn the west the thana is bounded by the river 
Baramasia, on the north and east by tlie river Maha
nanda, and on the south the boundary is formed by' 
the police station of Ratua. The headquarters of the 
police station is at the north-eastern corner of the 
thana in a village called Kharba. The more important 
villages of the thana are Gaurhanda, Anupnagar, Samsi, 
which is a railway station and a large trading centre, 
Malatipur, Chanchal, Hatinda and Sahabajpur. The 
south-east of the thana is mainly swamp area forming 
part of the Tal area. A tongue of the old alluvial land 
shoots out from Chanchal down Anupnagar and Malati
pur as far south as Kandaran (J. L. 105) and Parakaram 
in thana Ratua. There are ruins of ancient buildings 
in Kandaran. 

Kotwali-A large village in English Bazar police 
station about 4 miles north-west of English Bazar town 
close to Arapur village. This area is famous for 
mangoes and Kotwali is the seat of an ancient Pathan 
family of the district. 

Mahadipur-A large village on the banks of the 
'Pagla and ~ormerly the south-western portion of Gaur. 
Reference may be made to the appendices on Gaur for 
an account of its antiquiti~s. It is a considerable centre 
for the trade of the diara tracts. 

Maida or Old Maida-Town in MaIda district situated 
on the left bank of the Mahananda at its confluence 
with the Kalindri in 25 0 2'N. and 81 0 8'E. Population 
(1951) 4,498. The town is admirably situated for river 
traffic and probably rose to prosperity as the port of 
Pandua. During the eighteenth century it was a centre 
of cotton and silk manufactures and the French and 
Dutch had factories there' as well as the English. The 
English factory was, however, transferred to English 
Bazar in 1770 and the town began to lose its prosperity 
with the rise of English Bazar. It has tended to 
decline throughout the nineteenth cen,tury. It is, how
ever, still ao considerable distributing centre of manu
factured goods' of the barind and does a large export 
trade in rice and jute. There is a railway station of 
the Katihar-Godagari line with a branch to the river 
side. The site of the large market of Balia-Nawab
,ganj, which is held weekly, is just outside municipal 
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limits. The town was constituted a Municipality in 
1869 and had a board of 12 Commissioners, of whom 
two-thirds were elected. The Municipality is at present 
composed of 9 Commissioners all of whom are elected. 
The town proper is situated on a ridge and, land 
above flood level being limited, the houses mostly 
brick-built, though showing many traces of removal 
of building stone from Gaur and Pandua, are 
huddled together in very narrow streets only wide 
enough for a bullock cart to get through. This and 
the resulting unhealthiness has tended to make the 
place largely merely a business centre instead of a 
residential centre. The antiquities of the town are: 
(1) The Jama Masjid, a building of carved brick and 
stone 72' by 27'. It has two big domes and one big 
arched vault, with minarets at the corners. It con
tains two side chambers 16' by 16' and a central cham
ber 22' by 16'. The pillars at the entrance gate are of 
handsomely carved stone. The inscription shows that 
it was built by one Musum Saudagar in 1566 A. D. 
(2) The shrine of Shah Gada containing the tomb of 
Shah Gada and others, as well as that of a parrot 
which learned to recite prayers from the Koran. Oppo
site the shrine is the grave of dudh (milk) pir at which 
the faithful offer milk to the pir by pouring it into a 
small hole close to the grave. . 

Two other mosques may be mentioned, the Phuti 
masjid (cracked mosque) built in 1495 and now. given 
over to jungle; and the Nawab's mosque, now dilapi
dated, ascribed to the piety of a Nawab of Murshidabad. 

Across the river and opposite the town of MaIda 
is the tower of Nimasarai of 18 feet diameter and height 
55 feet. It is studded with projecting stones and is 
a landmar~ of the neighbourhood. It is suggested that 
it was built for a hunting tower and also used as a 
watch or signal tower. 

Pandua or Paruah-An old capital of Bengal in the 
Barind or Barendrabhum situated in 25 0 8'N. and 
88 0 E., at a distance of 6 miles north-east from Old 
MaIda, on either side of the main road from Old MaIda 
to Dinajpur. The railway station and the steamer 
ghat from which it is most easily reached are both in 
Old MaIda though called Nimasarai and the road from 
that place is good except in the rains. Up till recent 
times the site of Pandua away from the road was 
covered with heavy jungle, in particular a species of 
bamboo called beur bans, exceptionally thorny and 
growing in clumps as impenetrable as a cane brake. 
It has been suggested that, this variety was planted by 
the rulers of the city to help in its defence. lYLost of 
the jungle has now been cleared by Santhals though 
the population of the place is still small and confined 
to a few villages off the main road. 

The comparative obscurity of Pandua has led to its 
antiquities being attributed to Gaur, and where a men
tion of the place is found in history, it has often been 
confused with the place of the same name in the 
Hooghly district. 

The port of the city in its prosperity was Old Malda. 
There was also a fortified post at Raikhandighi some 
10 miles further up the Mahananda which guarded the 
bridge over the Mahananda at Pirganj and the military 
road to the west. The suburbs of the city extended to 
both of these places, though very few remains have been 
discovered which suggests that all the buildings of the 
outskirts of the town were merely the common mud 
houses of the barind. A curious local tradition is that 
a place in the vicinity of the Adinah mosque used to 
be dug for lead. 

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton thus describes Pandua: 
"A road paved with brick from 12 to 15 feet wide and 
not very straight seems to have passed through the 
entire length of the town, which stretches nearly north 
and south and is about 6 miles in length. From the 
heaps of bricks on both sides it would appear to have 
been a regular street lined with brick houses, of which 
the foundations and the tanks can still be traced in 
many places. Almost all the surviving monuments are 
on the border of this road; near the middle is a bridge 
of three arches partly constructed of stones, which 
has been throw~ over a rivulet. It is rudely built and 
of no great size, and as is the case with all other monu
ments in Pandua the materials have manifestly come 
from the Hindu temples as they' still show sculptured 
figures, often inverted, of men and animals. At the 
northern end of the street are evident traces of a 
rampart and the passage through it is called Garhduar 
(gate or' the fort). At the south are many foundations 
which have probably belonged to a gate." 

The remains which now exist may be divided into 
those of Pandua and Adinah, the distance between the 
places being about two miles. Full accounts of them 
will be found in the Appendices. 

Pichhli-A village eight miles north-west of English 
Bazar near Gangarampur containing traces of old 
buildings, .saW to have been a residence of Lakshman 
Sen. Cunningham found an inscription he;re bearing 
date 1249 AD. 

Singabad-8ingabad is a Railway Station and a 
fairly prosperous village. Formerly the Sin gab ad 
zemindars a family of Bhuinhar Brahmans from the 
west, having social ties with Lalgola Raj were quite 
prosperous. . 

Tanda or Tanra-An old capital of Bengal to WhICh 
the royal seat was transferred by Sulaiman Kerani in 
1564 on account of the unhealthiness of Gaur itself. 
It is supposed to have been a char of the Ganges to the 
south-west of Gaur though the name is still borne by 
a piece of land ne~r Lakhipur on the Rajmaha.l road. 
It continued to be the 'headquarters of the kmgdom 
till the middle of the following century and Shah Suja 
was defeated in 1660 in its vicinity by Mir Jumla, 
Aurangzeb's general. The place continued to be used 
by the Moghul Governors tm the time of Raja Man 
Singh. -The char, on which the town was, has been 
completely swept away by the river. 
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An Account of Land Management in MaIda District, 1871-1945 

1. 1871: 
The definite area of the district was returned in 

SeptE!mber 1874 by the Boundary Commission at 
1,806·64 square miles. In the year 1869-70 before re
cent transfers the area was estimated at 824,521 acres 
or 1,288'31 square miles. Of this total somewhat more 
than half, 426,583 acres or 666'54 square miles, was 
under tillage. Of the remainder, 244,130 acres or 
381·45 square miles were returned as capable of being 
brought under tillage, and 153,808 acres or 240·32 
square miles as absolutely uncultivable, or 

Cultivated area 
Cultivable but not cultivated 
Uncultivable waste 

acres 
426,583 
244.130 
153.808 

No statistics approaching to accuracy exist which would 
show comparative cultivation of each of the crops. But 
the Collector has taken the pains to draw up the follow
ing estimates: 

Rice 
Wheat 
Other .foodgrains 
Oilseeds 
Indigo 
Fibres 
Tobacco' 
Vegetables 
Pulses 
Mulberry 

GRAND TOTAL 

acres 
250,000 
25,000 
10,000 
25,000 
30,000 

3,583 
3,000 

15,000 
5Q,000 
15,QOO 

426,583 

The s1.ap:e crop is rice, of which there are four 
varieties: boro, bhadoi, aman and haimantik. The last 
crop requires to be transplanted and more resembles 
the ordinary aman. 

The quality of the rice grown does not appear to 
have improved of late years, nor has any encourage
ment in this direction been offer~d on the part of the 
landlords. The great extension, however, of the area 
under rice has of late taken place and this is not at 
the expense of other cultivation. Much of pargana 
Sersabad in the neighbourhood of Gaur which was 
nothing but jungle twenty years ago, now produces 
good rice crops. The same may be said of many other 
parts of the district notably in thanas Gomastapur and 
Nawabganj to the south-east. Sugarcane is not suffi
ciently cultivated in MaIda to deserve notice. Indigo is 
extensively grown both by European planters and 
several rich Indians. The mango tree like the mulberry 
plant is a source of wealth to the cultivators who live 
in the more favoured part of the district. Mango 
orchards lie on the banks of the Mahananda 'in the 

neighbourhood of English Bazar. The mangoes 01 
MaIda are celebrated all over Bengal and when in 

·season the fruit is exported largely to Murshidabad and 
even more distant towns. 

A large quantity of land in the district has not yet 
been brought under tillage. Cultivation however is 
rapidly extending. But the~e will always remain a 
good deal of un tractable and hilly jungle. There are 
no peculiar tenures in the district which aim directly 
at the reclamation of waste land, but on. the whole the 
cultivating tenures generally are favourable to the 
extension of tillage. 

English Bazar, MaIda and Rohanpur, the three most 
popular places in the district conduct a considerable 
trade in garden and other products which chiefly passes 
in boats up and down the Mahananda. Many rice 
grain merchants live at these towns, especially at the 
two latter of them, who of course receive their stores 
by water. It is down the Mahananda and its 'tributaries 
that the surplus stock of Dinajpur and MaIda rice 
amounting annually to about 2,000,000 maunds or 73,214 
tons is exported on its way towards Bihar and the.north
western provinces. A vast quantity of traffic is also 
consigned down the Mahananda to Calcutta, consisting 
chiefly of rice, tobacco, gunny bags and oilseeds. The 
up traffic is mostly salt and cotton from Calcutta. 

The only recommendations that the Collector has to 
offer on this topic are that a good metalled road should 
be made to connect English Bazar and other towns with 
the ferry that crosses the Ganges opposite Rajmahal; 
and other that a similar road should be done to meet 
the new line of rail to Darjeeling. 

M1l:nure . is only used on mulberry lands, and they 
are gIven III the form of cowdung and suti or indigo 
refuse. From 8 to 15 maunds per bigha or from 17 
to 32 cwts per acre is considered to be a liberal allow
ance. 

Irrigation is not necessary in this district, except 
for the bora rice crop ina~much as almost the whole 
of the cultivated fields go entirely under water during 
the rains. For the irrigation of t,he boro rice no tanks 
or wells are required. It is always planted along the 
edges of wells or on the banks of river so that the 
common jant is all that is wanted to throw the water 
over it. 

When the fields are situated above the level of the 
annual fioods, they are reserved for the growth of wheat 
and other cold weather crops and to restore their powers 
they are often left fallow for a year or two at a time. 
In some parts of the district, especially in pargana Gour
hand where the halhasila tenure is in vogue, the custom 
of leaving fallow some considerable portion of the village 
lands in alternate years extensively prevails. Rotation 
of crops is nowhere practised, nor can it be said to be 
required as by far the greater part of the arable land 
is each year refreshed with new deposit "Of river mud. 

The Halhasila tenure is an extremely common form 
of holding, chiefly in the less advart~ed tracts in the 
north and in Diara 'Mahals in the west and south of the 
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district. The peculiarity of the tenure is that the culti
vator only pays rent for such lands as he may have 
cultivated during the year, and the rate is proportioned 
to the kinds of crops that he has raised. There 1s no 
written agreement, but the tenant is recognised to have 
a claim to till. The lands actually capable and the rent 
payable vary each year and of course no right of occu
pancy can arise. The source of this tenure, however, is 
not to be found in the grasping disposition of the 
zemindar, J;lUt in the vitality of the old Hindu village 
system. It is in fact a relic of the days when the entire 
ranks of the vill?ge were annually divided afresh among 
aU villagers. Even at present it is usually the headman 
of the village and not each individual peasant with 
whom the annual agreement and partition is made by 
the zemindar. "The entire village under the authority 
of the headman goes in concert." The land to the east 
of the village is cultivated for one or two seasons while 
the land to the west lies fallow and is used as grazing 
ground for cattle. After the loss of two years the land 
to the we'lt is brought under cultivation, while that to 
the east lies fallow; and so on alternately. This is the 
simplest form of the halhasila tenure; but for the proper 
working of such system it is manifest that two requi
sites are necessary. The village community must retain 
its traditional influence over its members and there must 
be abundance of spare land. In pargana Gourhand this 
is apparently the case, for there the greater part of each 
holding is exchanged every year. In Pargana Hatunda, 
however, where the pressure of the population is greater 
it would appear that a new variety of halhasila is spring
ing up. The yearly exchange of land caimot be in
dulged in so frequently as a whole, for the peasant is 
in no way certain that his relinquished plot will not 
be occupied by an interloper before the year is out. 
This defect is met in the following way: In each new 
assessment on the part of the zamindar the lands are so 
rated that the tenant is enable to hold an extra quantity 
of land at a nominal rent, so that he may allow 'a certain 
portion of his hat ding to remain fallow each year, 
answering the double purpose, both to recoup its powers 
and of acting as a grazing ground for his cattle. The 
halhasila tenure, therefore, is losing its primitive charac
ter as an integral part of the custom of a village, and 
is tending to become a mere matter of .contract between 
the landlord and the tenant. (d. The utbandi system in 
Nadia; the fasli jama in Murshidabad, and the Khut
khamar in Hooghly.) 

Yield per acre: The yield of paddy or unhusked rice 
from lands paying a tent of 7/6d. to 9s. an acre would 
be from 10 to 12 maunds per bigha or from 22 to 26 cwts 
per acre. Inferior rice land rented at a proportionately 
lower rate according to its quality yields from 7 to 10 
maunds per bigha or from 15 to 22 cwts an acre. The 
land .on which the bhadoi or aus crop is sown is also 
suited for winter crops, such as mustard, peas, etc. 
These yield from 5 to 7 maunds per bigha or. from 11 to 
15 cwts per acre. In short, a bigha ,of land adapted for 
both paddy and winter crops gives a fair return of from 
16 to 20 maunds of crops. An acre would thus yield 
from 35 to 44 cwts. 

This is the estimate returned by the Collector; but 
he ought to be expected, with caution, as taking the 

ar~ount of paddy at too high a value, and disclosing a 
profit to the culttvator much above the average. 

Average ~and per agricu~tural family: The size of the 
holdings varies from 2 to 1,000 bighas or from 2/3rds of 
an acre to more than 300 acres. But anything beyond 
800 bighas or 270 acres would b~ considered a v:ery 
large farm and anything below 25 bighas or 8 acr;es as 
.a very small farm in this district. About 30 to 50 bighas 
or 10 to 17 acres may be regarded as a fair sized com
fortable' holding which would enable its tenant to live 
as well as a respectable shopkeeper. A pair of oxen will 
cultivate as much as 15 bighas or 5 acres of land; but 
so small a holding would not permit the cultivator to 
live according to the standard of a labourer with Rs. 8 
or 16s. a month. The usual practice in MaIda is for 
several cultivators to group together; who have two 
or three ploughs in work at once, passing in turn from 
one holding to another. The condition of the cultivator 
is described as being on the whole good; and as a class 
they are not permanently in debt. The great majority of 
them are mere tenants at will; the proportion of those 
with occupancy rights being only about 15 per c_ent. 
and those not liable to enhancement of rent about 8 per 
cent. There is no class in the district of small proprie
tors who own, occupy and cultivate their own heredi
tary lands, without either a landlord above them or a 
labourer of any sort below. 
II. 1881: Imperial Gazetteer: 

Rice constitutes the staple crop throughout the dis
trict. Of the total food supply, it is estimated that the 
aman or winter crop, grown on low lands forms about 29 
per cent. The following is a statement of percentage: 

Aman 

per cent. 
29 

Aus, bhadoi and autumn crop, grown on 
high lands f 

Boro or spring crop, grown on marshes 
The remainder, made up of cold weather 

16 
8 

food crops . . 39 
Other food crops 7 

These cold weather crops consist of pulses, and oil
seeds of various sorts, wheat, maize, and inferior 
cereals, sown when the aus rice crop has been taken 
off the land. Among the miscellaneous crops are in
digo, covering about 30,000 acres, chiefly on the sandy 
deposits near the Ganges; mulberry grown in little 
raised plots along the banks of the Mahananda; and 
the mango tree which here yields the most valued frUit 
in all Bengal. 

The principle of the rotation of crops is not known; 
bllt fields are 'Occasionally allowed to lie fallow. Spare 
land is still to be found in most parts of the district; 
but the limit of cultivation is steadily advancing, 
especially over the ruins of Gour. 

Yield per acre: The average of produce Of an acre 
'Of good rice land renting at '1/6d. is about 24 cwts. If 
a second crop can be raised from the same field it 
would amount to an additional 13 cwts. The total 
value is returned by the Collector as more than £6 
(Rs. 60). But his estimate appears to be too high. The 
lowest rate of rent is 9d. an acre paid for aman rice 
lands; 7/ 6d. an acre is paid for land yielding three 
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cropS a year; while mulberry and mango gardens pay 
from !3s. to 18s. 

Among cultivating tenures the hathasila deserves 
notice, according to which the annual rent varies accord
ing to the amount of land put under cultivation and 
also according to the nature of the crop raised. This 
tenure is most common tn the backward parts. of the 
district, and one of its incidence is that it allows a 
certain portion of the tillage lands always to lie fallow. 

III. 1903-04; Not available. 
IV. 1918; District Gazetteer 

The following is a statement of employment of land 
in 1918; 

Normal cropped area 
Winter rice 

acres 
870,000 
290,000 (34% of normal 

cropped area) 
Bhadoi rice 234,000 (27 % 
Rabi crops 174,000 (20% 
Maize 25,500 ( 3 % 
Wheat & barley 90,000 
Gram 8,000 
Other rabi crops 10,000 
Mustard 60,000 
Other oilseeds 20,000 
Jute 30,000 
Mulberry 23,000 
Orchards 15,000 
Tobacco 10,000 

) 

) 
) 

It cannot be said that the people are unduly con
servative and there can be no doubt that they are 
good cultivators. Practically rotation of crops is prac
tised in double crop lands which besides are annually 
r€'-ferti1is~d by silt. It is true that complaints are 
heard of loss of fertility, but what evidence is avail
able does not point to any general deterioration of the 
land. The diversity 'of crops is particularly due to the 
diversity of people who have reclaimed great parts of 
the district during the past half century; the Bihari, for 
example, is not used to jute, and dislikes working in 
deep water; the Santhal is not attraeted towards the 
high land and the jungle and prefers maize cultivation; 
the man of the Diara is unable to ·live in the Barind 
and is attracted towards the Dubas and the Tal. The 
tendency, howev~r, is for the new generation to sink 
its traditional prejudices and devote itself to the most 
profitable forms of cultivation. For example, maize 
cultivation extending in the Diara after it was found 
that the Santhals in the district were willing to trade 
winter rice against it. Capital is constantly flowing into 
mulberry and mango. Rice cultivation is extending in 
the Barind where the opening of the railway has given 
a value. to land practically valueless a few years ago. 

Cowdung manure is used for jute crops; for mul
berry peat soil is also used. At one time also bat 
guano was procurable in some quantities from the 
ruins of. Gour; but with the restoration of the buildings 
the supply is negligible. Kalai is used as green 
manure. In the hot 'weather the stubbles and grass 
are commonly burnt in the north of the district. A 
good deal of valuable cattle manure is burnt" for fuel, 
tIle suppl;V of. wood not b~ing sufficient to satisfy the 

domestic demand as well as the requirements for reel
ing cocoons. 

With the increased populati'On and consequent 
demand for land holdings' have become defined, but 
formerly large areas of waste land were cultivated irre
gularly on the system of halhasLi tenure, by which a 
tenant p"id rent only on the area which was found to 
be under cultivation by him in that particular year. 
Another form of rent payment by tenants, which was 
common in the west of the district, but is now extinct, 
was that known as pauran, by which the tenant bound 
himself to pay fixed quantities of produce independently 
of the outturn. (d. the sania system in Bankura and 
Midnapur districts.) 

V Settlement; 1928-35 ; 
The following is a statement of land in MaIda ex

pressed in terms of percentages: 
Percentage of area cultivated to total Land 

area 73·3 
Percentage of area culturable but not culti-

vated to total land area. 16·4 
Percentage of area unculturable to total land 

area . . 10'3 
Percentage of area C'ultivated to total cultur-

able area 82·0 

Cultivati9n has increased considerably during the 
last forty years owing to the influx of large number 
of Santhals and Muhammedans from the other side of 
the Ganges. Large uncultivated areas in the Tangan 
and Purnabhaqa valleys and in the Tal area have been 
brought under cultivation. The figures show that there 
is still room for a further expansion of cultivation. Per
haps the two most n,oteworthy features are the rather 
high district figure for culturable but uncultivated land 
and the rather low percentage 'Of cultivation in the 
B.arind area-particularly in the case of thanas Habib
pur and. Old MaIda. The fact that 16·4 per cent. of 
the land area is capable of cultivation but lies fallow 
indicates that the pressure on land is still far below' 
the level obtaining in southern and eastern Bengal. 
This is particularly so in the more sparsely inhabited 
areas where land quickly goes out of cultivation and 
becomes overgrown with high grass. In the Barind the 
great vallies of the Tangan and Purnabhaba rivers are 
primarily responsible for the percentage of the unculti
vated area. Although cultivation has extended consi
derably, there are still wide tracts covered with coarse 
grass, hijal trees :md wild rose bushes. On the other 
hand the area of uncultl}rable land is 'comparatively 
small except in Eatua thana. Here the low-lying Tal 
area is constantly liable to inundations which Jeave 
behind waterlogged stretches and deposits of weed. 
These cannot be classified as beels. They are rather 
shallow, saucer-shaped depressions which eventually 
dry up, but too late to allow of cultivation. 

These general conclusions are corroborated by the 
detailed figures for fallow land of various classes. The 
prin~ipal Barind area, consisting of thanas Gajole, 
Hablbpur, Old MaIda and Bamungola, comprises about 
a third of the· land area of the district, but contains 
rather more than half of both current fallow and old 
fallow. This is a large proportion, :when it i;> cOllsider-
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ed that the area under homesteads, trees and bamboo 
is very much ~maller there than in the rest of the 
district. 

Ma:da is fortunate in the possession of a fairly large 
twice-cropped area. In this respect it presents a great 
contrast to the average paddy-growing districts in Sou'..h 
Bengol not only in its higher percentage, but in the 
great variety of crops grown. Thanas Hurischandra
pur and Kharba in the north-west and Ratua and Manik
chak on the western side of the district comprises by 
far the largest twice-cropped areas. Towards the 
centre of the district the percentage is less; and in the 
Barind it is comparativeiy very small. The total twice
cropped area is about 27 per cent. of the net cropped 
area. 

Paddy is the main crop of the district. Out of a 
total area under cultivation of 649,085 acres 375,622 is 
under paddy. Of the three varieties of paddy the 
largest area 1S under aman; a lesser but very consider-' 
able area is under aus; and a small area under boro. 
The distribution of aus paddy is very similar to that of 
the dofasli area, namely, in north-west and west of the 
district. In the north-west, than as Harischandrapur 
and Kharba each contains a fairly large acreage of aus, 
mainly towards the north. The southern portion of 
Harischandrapur is lower in level and shelves into the 
Tal area; that of Kharba contains several large beels. 
Ratua thana has the largest areas of all. Here the 
highest lands along the west of the Mahananda and along 
the north and east of the Kalindri are very fertile, while 
in the Tal area owing to the annual floods during the 
monsoon, aus is grown much more widely than arnan. 
[n the west of the district than as Manikchak are large 
aus-producing areas, and in the centre, English Bazar. 
In the Barind little aus is grown as the soil is not suit
able. The aus-growing area shown in Gajole, and Old 
MaIda thanas. consists mainly of the strips bordering 
the Mahananda. Further east in the undulating 
~ountry, there is practically none. In the rest of the 
district the most noteworthy feature is the extremely 
small acreage of aman in the central and western 
portions. In' English Bazar thana the level of the land 
is rather high for the most part and not suited to the 
cultivation of winter rice. Moreover, rather more than 
a quarter of the cultivated area is under mango, orchard 
and mulberry. The eastern side of Kaliachak thana is 
also mainly devoted to mango and mulberry cultiva
tion. As one goes further west into the Diara the 
danger of inundation from the Ganj:(es increases, and 
the soil becomes lighter owing to the high proportion 
of sand. It is, therefore, better suited to aus, barley, 
wheat and rabi crops. This accounts for the very small 
acreage of winter rice. Bora paddy is grown through
out the district round the edges of beels as the water 
subsides. The highest figures are returned by Old 
MaIda and Habibpur thanas where the net-work of beels 
left behind by the annual floods in the Tangan and 
Purnabhaba valleys provides favourable conditions. 

In addition to paddy a large area is employed in the 
cultivation of various fodder crops. This is due pn· 
marily to the natural forces which make it impossible 
to grow winter rice in parts Qf the district; and secondly 
as mi~ht be expecte<;l th~ areas liable to inundation in 

the Tal and the west of the district and those which 
produce most rabi crops. Of these most widely grown 
is Kalai, of which there are two main varieties: mash
kalai and kurtikalai. Mustard is another spring crop 
Which is generally grown all over the district, but prin
cipally in the Tal and the north-west of the district. 

Barley is extensively grown in the same area that 
produces the major portion of the rabi crops, and wheat 
to a lesser extent. 

Jute covers a comparatively small area, and is not 
a very successful crop. About two-thirds of the crop 
comes from Kharba and Harishchandrapur thanas. 
ThE' remainder is cultivated rather sporadically down 
the western side of the district. 

Yield per acre: The average yield of unhusked aus 
paddy may be taken at 12 maunds per acre. The aver
age outtum of Ilrnan paddy is 18 maunds per acre, hut 
the lowest levels locally known as Kandar is capable 
of producing 20 maunds. The slopes of the Kandar 
which are known as Ar Kandar produces on the average 
14 to 15 maunds of aman paddy per acre. The ilverage 
outturn of the Danga or high land in the Barind cannot 
be taken at more than 10 maunds of unhusked paddy 
per acre. The normal outturn of aman paddy, there
fore, is 18 maunds oer acre, but in the Barind it is diffi
cult to give any accurate figure because' the outturn 
varies considerably, as does the value of land accord
ing to the level. 

Fertility of the soil: There is a general belief that 
the soil of the Barind is deteriorating. The origin of 
this belief is not, however, ascertainable and there is 

, no apparent reason why this soil should deteriorate 
there more than elsewhere. It might be more correct 
to say that the outturn of paddy has decreased, Qut that 
is a very different proposition. Prosperity in the 
Barind depends primarily on a regular rainfall. Another 
reason to which the decreased outturn may be ascribed 
is the transference of lands in the hands of money
lenders and other non-agriculturists. So far as its effect 
upon agriculture is concerned it is evident that it is 
likely to lead to a decrease in production. Let us sup
pose that a tenant has three holdings. He falls into 
debts and mortgages one of them, which is eventually 
sold up. The Mahajan takes possession, and, according 
to the. general custom, allows the tenant to continue on 
the land as an adhiar. The tenant bears all expenses of 
cultivation and receives half of the produce as his share. 
Obviously he is not going to take so much trouble- over 
manuring and properly prepare his adhi land as he does 
over the other two holdings. It may be true that he 
will penalise himself by decreasing his own share of 
produce, but he has not the same interest in the adhi 
land. Consequently adhi CUltivation is carried out 
either in a rather superficial manner, or in a hurry 
after the tenant has. financed cultivation of his own 
lands. There is therefore ground for believing that the 
increase in the transference of occupancy rights to non
agriculturists proportionately decreases the output of 
the soil. 

Mr. Addams-Williams considered that it would be 
a practicable proposition to develop an irrigation scheme 
for the Barind by using the Mahananda as the source 
of water supply, and runnin~ pi~e-lines from centr~~ 
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located along the river bank. But any such scheme 
would be extremely expensive and for that reason the~e 
is no object in putting it forward at present as a practl-
cal suggestion. . . 

A verage land per agricultural famtly. The average 
of rayati holdings works out at 2·30 acres. The 

::~~ below gives the percentage of rayati holdings of 
various areas: 

Below 1 acre 
1 to 2 acres 
2 to 5 acres 
5 to 10 acres 
10 to 20 acres 
20 to 50 acres 

44 
24 
22 

7 
2040 

'57 
·03 Above 50 aCl'e& 

The following is a statement of land employment in 
the district: 
Area sown-

Description. 
(a). Bhadoi 
(b) Aghani 
(c) Rabi 
(d) Others, e.g., 

guavas, etc. 
Total 
Dofasli 
Net area sown 

.. 
mango, plantain, 

Current fallows . 
Culturable area (including old 

fallow) other than current fallows 
Area not available for cultivation . 
Total uncultivated area, including 

area not available for cultivation, 

Area. 
153,758 
254,51'8 
200,333 

40,416 
649,085 
131,659 
517,426 
21,370 

93,816 
98,618 

culturable area other than current 
fallows and current fallows . 213,803 

Total area of the district . 731,229 
The following is a statement of crops in the district: 

Description Area 
Rice-

(a) Aus 
(b) Aman 
(c) Bora 

Wheat 
Barley 
Gram (pulses) 
Other foodgrains including pulses 
Oilseeds

(a) Linseed 
(b) Til 
(c) Rape and mustard 

Sugarcane 
Jute 
Tobacco 
Fodder crops including Jowar and 

Kalai 
Fruits 
Potato 
Total area sown 
Area sown more than once 
Net arca sqwn 

105,988 
253,763 
15,771 

9,486 
23,328 
19,733 
28,666 

4,895 
2,088 

46,485 
642 

18,9136 
3,638 

57,409 
28,117 

1,190 
649,085 
131,659 
517,426 

VI. Ishaque Survey: 1944-43 : 
The agricultural statistics of the district are as 

follows: 

Description 
Cultivated area 
Culturable waste 
Unculturable 

Ishaque Survey 
673,592 

79,878 
122,532 

Settlement 
517,426 

93,816 
98,618 

The difference between the two sets of figures is 
obviously due to a different classification of culturable 
and unculturable during settlement and Ishaque Survey 
operations. It is, however, clear that the sum total of 
the two, as recorded in the District Settlement, has de
creased considerably whic!h clearly indicates the general 
tendency of bringing more waste lands under cultiva
tion. 

The following is a statement of areas under prin
cipal crops: 

Description Isha.que Settlement Difference Survey 

Aman paddy . 293,375 253,768 +39,612 
AUit paddy 174,427 105,988 +68,439 
Boro paddy 18,711 15,771 + 2,946 

The increase in paddy is due to increase in popula
tion and high prices of food crops. The cultivation of 
rabi crops is believed to have suffered due to the silting 
up 'Of the upper reaches of the Mahananda river. 

The following is a comparative statement of crops 
of the Ishaque Survey and District Settlement figures: 

Description Ishaque Settlement Differenoe Smvey 

Unculturable wa.ste. 
including 'water . 122,532 98,618 +23,914 

Culturab1e waste 79,&7& 93,815 -13,937 

Cultivated :-
(a) Aman paddy. 293,375 253,763 - +39,612 

Total a.rea of the 
district. 875,992 731,229 +144,763 

The following is a statement of density of popula-
tion, per capita cropped and paddy areas in the distrjct: 

Total population in 1941 844,315 
Total area of the district 731,229 acres 
Density per square mile -607 
Total cropped area (net cropped 

and' dofasli) 
Per capita cropped area 
Total paddy area 
Per capita paddy area 

649,085 acres 

0·77 " 
486,519 

0·58 " 

Approximate Time of S01-Ving and Harvesting 

N a.me of crops 

Aman 
Rabi 
Bhllodoi 

Time of sowing 

July-August 
January-Maroh 
April-May 

Time of harvesting 

January-March 
April-May 
Septemoor-N ovemoor 
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Francis Buchanan Hamilton's Account of the District 
(Extract from an Account of the District of Purnea in 1809-10. By FRANCIS BUCHANAN.*) 

Part I Chapter-V 
Topography of the divisions of the district, under the thanahs of Nehnagar; Kharwu; Bholahat; Sibgunj; 

KaHyachak; Gorguribah; Manihari. pp. 87-115. 

The Division of Nehnagar 
This is a moderate-sized jurisdiction, but is of a very 

long irregular sha~, while its southern boundary is 
very ill-defined, and much intermixed with other terri
tories. As I have already mentioned, it derives its 
name from a small town now in ruins, which was in 
the division of Dulalgunj, but the village where the 
officer of poiice resides is now called Nehnagar. It is 
surrounded on three sides, within 300 yards of the 
Thanah by the jurisdiction of Dulalgunj, The officer· 
who decides pet.ty suits (Munsuf) resides at a place 
called Andhariya, which is still more inconvenient. At 
neither place is there a market. 

It is a very fertile low tract, but is is badly wooded. 
The villages are, however, well sheltered, as in Bengal, 
and are surrounded by plantain trees and bamboos. 
There are some small natural woods, which contain trees 
intermixed with reeds. There are many. Jhils or marshes 
which throughout the year contain water in their 
centres; but they all are narrow lake, the old channels 
of large rivers. Only one family that possesses an 
assessed estate resides, and being Moslem, it has a 
brick chapel and a store-house of the same material; 
but the .lodging apartments are thatched. 

The two largest places are Bhapla and Tarapur, 
although they can scarcely be called towns. The 
former is the place laid down in Major Rennell's maps 
as Tajpur, from which it is separated bv the Nagar, 
but· when the maps were constructed several gentlemen 
resided there, and the ruins of thei,r houses still remain. 

The Moslems have three or four monuments 
(Durgahs) of brick, which seem to have either been 
bllilt by some of the relations of Hoseyn, king of Bengal, 
or to- have been dedicated to some of his kindred but 
none of them are much frequented. The Hindus have 
four brick private chapels (Maths), but no place of 
public resort that is at all remarkable. 

Kali is the deity of all the villages. In spirituals 
more than a half of the Hindus are under the g\lidance 
of the Dasnami Sannyasis, and most of the .remainder 
are nearly equally divided between the Goswamis of 
Maldeh and Santipur. 

It i,s pretty generally admitted by the natives that 
this is in Matsya, and formed part of the kingdom of 
Virat. Although so near Gaur the Hindus seem to 
have no,knowledge.of Adisur, which will perhap.s show 
that in the time of that prince Gaur itself was on the 
frontier of the kingdom of Bengal. 

Karna-Dighi is q pretty considerable tank, being 
about 550 yards long by 275 wide. It is said to have 
been constructed by a Karna Raja; but I cannot venture 
to determine whether this was the same personage with 
the Karnadev who resided in the north-west part of 

the district. The Moslems say that he was a zemindar, 
but they say the S(lme of A.disur, who was the king of 
Bengal. If this Karna was the same with the Karnadev 
of the north-west, he must have 'been a person of very 
considerable note. 

A son-in-law of Hoseyn, king of Bengal, named Shah 
Alum Buduruddin, dwelt at Shah Alumpur about six 
miles south-east from the Thanah, there are many. 
bricks in the ground. He dedicated a monument now 
standing to a, Pir named Shah Omur Daneshmund ; for 
it must be observed that in the Moslem kingdom of 
Bengal every person called a saint took the title of 
Shah. This son-in-law of the king seems also- to have 
been a saint, for he made a road which extended from 
Gaur through Per\lya, this division, and Dulalgunj, to 
Morang, and IS .called the Mukhdumi road, and I believe 
that it is his monument which in Dulalgunj is called 
the Durgah of l\'Iukhdum and receives offerings. At 
Shah Alumpur where he resided are many tanks, one 
of which is pretty large. 

North-east from the Thanah about ten miles, Pir 
Muzles Gazi, another son-in-law of Hoseyn,. the king of 
Bengal, a~d undoubtedly considered as a saint, had a 
house WhICh has fallen, but his monument remains. 

In the government of Sultan Juja, a woman named 
Pithawali, who sold flour (Puja Phulari), made a 'road 
from Rajmahal which joined the Mukhdum road in this 
division. How such a person obtained means to make 
a road no one can say. 

The Division of Kharwa 
This is a very small jurisdiction; but being narrow, 

it extends to a great length. In general it is bounded 
by the Mahananda and Nagar, and includes the islands 
formed by these two rivers; but a wing, extends beyond 
these to the division of Nehnagar. The native officer 
of police resides at a place as convenient as any other 
for a jurisdiction of such a shape, although a more 
considerable town is neal', has been chosen for the 
residence of the Munsuf, and would be equally conve
nient for that of the Darogah. 

The southern. parts are overrun with part of the 
low marshy forest which passes through the low part 
of this district to join tlie woods of Peruya in Dinajpur. 
The northern parts are populous, and resemble Bengal, 
the villages being buried in fine plantations of trees and 
bamboos. The hilts also are more comfortable than 
those towards the west, and the people are more cleanly. 
Three proprietors of land, four Brahmans, four gold
smiths, six brokers (Dalal), two coppersmiths, and nine 
merchants, have houses built of brick: and there 
are two private places of worship (Math) of that 
material. 

'" Sketches and tables mentioned in the extract have not been reproduced-A. M. 
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Khatwa, where the hative officer of police ,resides, 
is a p<Jor oSmall town witp about 100 houses. It has 
neither market, bazar, nor shop; but several of' the 
inhabitants oblige a friend by selling him provisions in 
private; for it must be observed that among the 
Bengalese the sale of grain, 6il, and ot!:).er articles in 
common demand, is considered as far from creditable. 

Kaligunj, where the court for trying petty suik; has 
been placed, is the chief town in the division, and 
contains about 700 houses compactly built. Besides a 
subordinate factory belonging to the Company, it con
tRins several goo.d brick houses, and is celebrated for its 
manufactures of cotton cloth called khasas. 

Dumrail is a plll.ce of great trade, and may contain 
100 houses. Many of the villages are very large and 
populous, but their houses are so much scattered and 
so buried in gardens and plantations that they can 
scarcely be considered as towns. , 

There is no place of public worship of the least 
consequence. Kali is everywhere the village deity. 

The whole 1S reckon'ed in Matsya, and it is said 
belonged to Kichak, the brother-in-law of Virat. There 
are no remains of antiquity. 

The Division of Bholallat 
Although this is a small jurisdiction, it extends an 

enormous length along the bank of the Mahananda, 
which separates it from Dinajpur, This boundary is 
well defined, but in every other part the limits are 
uncommonly confused and irregular. 'Two detached 
portions of Sibgunj are surrounded by this division, and 
a portion of the district of Bhagalpur is hemmed in be
tween it and Kaliyachak. A detached portion of tros 
division again is entirely surrounded by Gorguribah. 
The reason of this irregularity seems, as usual, to have 
been a wish to accommodate the zemindar. which has 
here produced a curious anoma1y. The Raiuts of some 
villages here pay seven-eighths of their rent to one 
zeminder and one-eighth another. One of these 
zemindaroS happens to reside in this division and the 
other in Kaliyachak, and as the extent of each juris
diction is supposed to include the whole of one of these 
zemindaries, the Darogah of one ought to have the 
cognizance of seven-eighths of the offence that anyone 
of the inhabitants may commit, 'and the other Darogah 
has the cognizance of the remainder, while a creditor 
must sue the same debtor for seven-eighths of hioS debt 
before 'one Munsuf, and for one-eighth before another. 
How far attention has been paid in practice to such 
regulations I cannot say. It is probable that in matter:. 
of police no great harm would result, either Darogah 
being empowered to seize offenders; but the people of 

'these villages are exposed to a double share of the 
vexations which the native officers are alleged frequently 
to occasion. 

The western parts of this territory are in general 
occupied by ·the ruins of Gaur, overwhelmed with reeds, 
and the trees of old fruit gardens now become wild and 
intermixed with many palms; but chiefly owing to the 
exertions of Mr. Charles Grant, and of his agents 
Messrs. Creighton and Ellerton, some progress has of 
late been made in bringing the ruins into cultivation, 
although the immense number of dirty tanks, swarming 
with alligators, mosquitos and noisome vapours, is a 

great impediment. The soil, however, is very fine, and 
rests on a layer of hard tenacious clay which strongly 
resists the action of the rivers; the reason probably 
why this situation was chosen for building a large city. 

The eastern parts, towards the Mahananda and 
Kalindi, are almost one continued village, and the soil 
is of a most extraordinary fertility, and uncommonly 
fitted for the mango tree and mulberry, which seem to 
thrive infinitely better' on a narrow space on each side 
of the Mahananda, from the mouth of the Kalindi to the 
mouth of the Tanggan, than they do anywhere else. 
The extent is only about ten miles in a direct line, and 
the bank fit for the purpose on each side may proba1Jly 
not exceed half-a-mile in average width, but even this 
small extent would produce a very large amount indeed 
were it fully occupied; that however is by no means 
the case. The middle parts are bare of trees, very 
dismal and low, and a great deal is covered by lakes or 
marshes. On the bankis of these much spring rice is 
cultivated, and they produce great quantities of fish, 
and many reeds and vegetables used for eating by the 
natives, but they are very noisome and ugly objects, and 
must always have rendered Gaur a disagreeable and 
unhealthy place. In all probability, however, they were 
considered advantageous, as adding to its strength. 

Three hUndred houses, chiefly on the banks of the 
Mahananda, are built entirely of brick, .and 100 of them 
are of two. stories. Many of these are very decent 
dwellings and are becoming the rank 01 the inhabitants, 
who are chiefly traders of the Gosaing sect. 200 houses 
are partly built of brick. The villages, wherever not 
close-built and regu:tar, are finely sheltered by trees and 
gardens. . 

The office of police and court for the decision of 
petty suits are so near that no inconvenience can arise, 
although nominally they are in different towns; but in 
fact the market-places called Tangtipara, Bahadurpur, 
Bholahat, Chauarir Bazar, Kamarpur, Govindapur, 
Mahishmardini, and Nischintapur must all be considered 
as forming one town, and that is much more closel;):' 
built and more resembles a city of Europe than most 
of the country towns of Bengal. The streets, however, 
are very narrow and irregular, and the communication 
from place to place for every passenger, except those on 
foot, is very much interrupted; but everything is carried 
by water, the whole town running on a narrow eleva
tion along the Mahananda. These places may in all 
contain about 3,000 houses, many of which are of brick, 
and to judge from the outside they are very comfortable. 

Another town: where the Company's factory of 
Maldeh is established, consists of a similar collection 
of market-places, called English Bazar, Gayespur and 
Nimesary, where there is said to be about 900 houses, 
although from appearances I should think the nlfmber 
greater. This town, owing to the care of the different 
Commercial Residents., has several excellent roads, both 
passing through it and in its vicinity; and a street in 
English Bazar, laid out by Mr. Henchman, is wide, 
straight and regular. The whole town contains many 
good houses. The Company's factory is a large build
ing full of conveniences for the purposes for which it • 
was intended, and defended by a kind' of fort, which if 
garrisoned, might keep off robbers or detachments of 
predatory horse, against whom "it was very necessary to 
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ltuard when the factorY was constructed. The archi
tecture of the whole is totally destitute of elegance. It 
has indeed been built by degrees, and numerous addi
tions have been made as convenience required. 

Another town is composed of three adjacent market
places called Kotwali, Tipajani and Arefpur, and may 
contain somewhat more than 600 houses; but more 
scattered, and not so well built as the former. The 
people of Tipajani are subject also to the officers of 
Kaliyachak, who have a superintendency over one
eighth of their conduct and property. Naoghariya, 
Pokhariya, and Nawadahare, small ·towns,. each contains 
about 100 houses. • 

Of all the numerous mosques built in their capital 
city by the Moslem governors and kings of Bengal, only 
four continue to be places of worship; and even these 
are so little regarded that the Darogah, although one of 
the faithful, did not know their names. They shall be 
mentioned in the subsequent account of Gaur. 

The intolerance of the Moslem kings, and the desire 
of erecting their buildings in Peruya with the materials 
taken from the conquered infidels, have left no monu
ments of the piety of the Hindu kings. Some places, 
however, are considered as sacred, and these also shall 
be mentioned in my description of the antiquitie:::. 

It is said by Major Rennell, on the authority of 
Dow, that Gaur was the capital of Bengal 730 years 
before Christ, a circumstance of which I cannot find 
among the natives the slightest tradition. 

When Adisur. erected a dynasty that governed 
Bengal, although he resided mostly at Suvarnagram or 
Sonargang near Dhaka, he had a house in Gaur, then 
probably near the western boundary of his dominions. 
The same continued to be the case during the govern
ment of his successor, Ballalsen. His son Lakshman, 
or Lokhymon, extended his dominions far to the north 
and west, made Gaur the principal seat of his govern
ment, and seems to have built the town in Gaur usually 
called by that name, but still also known very commonly 
by the name Lakshmanawati, corrupted by the Moslems 
into Loknowty. His successors, who seem to have been 
feeble princes, retired to Nadiya, from whence they 
were driven to the old eastern capital of Bengal. The 
conquering Moslems placed at Gaur the seat of their 
provincial government. Whether or not the town, in 
the interim, had gone to entire ruin, cannot now be 
ascertained; but it probably had, as the entire support 
of most Indian capitals depends on the court, and on 
that being removed the people instantly follow. 

If the Muhammedan viceroys of Bengal re-estab
lished any degree of splendour at Gaur, no traces 01 it 
remain; for all the public buildings that can now be 
traced seem to be the work of much later ages. I say 
re-established, because in the time of the Hindu govern
ment it undoubtedly was a place of very great extent, 
and contained many large buildings of stone and many 
great works.' The v.ast number of stones, with carv
ings evidently Hindu, that are found in the- buildings 
of Peruyal are a proof of the great size of the Hindu 

.buildings, and the numerous tanks, some of enormous 
size, that are spread through every part of the ruins, 
and that are evidently of Hindu construction, are cl-ear 
proofs of the vast extent of their city, and of the pains 
which they had bestowed. Whether the vast external 

fortifications, and ·the roads by which the city anr.! 
vicinity are intersected, are Hindu or Moslem work~ 
[ cannot venture to conjecture, having observed nothing 
about them that could incline me to one opinion more 
than another. 

On the establishment of a Muhammedan kingdom In 
Bengal, independent of the empire of Delhi, the seat of 
government was transferred to Peruya beyond the 
Mahananda, and Gaur seems to have been plundered or 
every monument of 1'ormer grandeun that could be 
removed; as there can be no doubt that the materials 
of the very extensive buildings reared there have been 
taken from the Hindu buildings at Gaur. This would 
probably show that the first viceroys of Gaur were 
either men of moderation, who did not pull down the 
works of infidels, or that they did not live in splendour 
and did not erect great works; for had the works of 
Hindus been destroyed to enter into buildings dedicated 
to the Moslem worship, the kings ot Peruya would not 
have presumed to remove the materials. That these 
princes completely ruined Gaur, or at least totally 
destroyed the remnants of Hindu splendour, we may 
infer from this circumstance, tl1at in the buildings now 
remaining there are very few traces of Hindu SCUlptures. 
I examined several of them with great care, nor did 
[ on anyone stone discover the smallest circumstance 
which could induce me to believe that it had belonged 
to a Hindu building; but I am told that some stones 
nave been found that contained images, and I saw a 
few such, that the late Mr. Creighton, a gentleman 
employed in the manufacture of indigo, had collected. 
It was said by a native servant that these had been 
found in Gaur, although this seems to me doubtful, as 
Mr. Creighton's inqulries had extended also to Peruya, 
and he had collected stones containIng inscriptions from 
all parts of the neighbourhood, in order to prevent them 
from falling a prey to- those who were in search of 
materials, and who would have cut an inscription of 
Adisur's, or even of Yudhishthir's with as much indiffer
ence as a pumpkin. Besides, the servant said that these 
images had been taken from Ramkeli, a Hindu work 
erected in the reign of Hoseyn Shah, long after Gv llr 
nad been made the residence of the Muhammedan kings 
of Bengal. 

Peruya in its turn was deserted, and the seat of 
government seems to have been restored to Gaur by 
Nuzur Khan, who had a long reign of twenty-seven 
years. Most of the present ruins, however. are attri
buted to Hoseyn Shah, the most powerful of the kings 
of Bengal. The present inhabitants indeed imagine thl1t. 
immediately after his death the city was deserted; but 
this opinion we know is totally unfounded. Muhammed 
Shah, the third in succession after that prince, was 
deprived of this kingdom by Sheer Shah, the Muham
medan chief of Behar, and involved in his ruin 
Hamayun, ancestor of the Mogul emperors. 

After the short and turbulent though splendid reign 
of Sheer Shah, and of his son Sulim, the kingdom of 
Bengal again recovered its independence, and seems to 
have bee'n governed by a set of upstart tyrants succeed
ing each other with amazing rapidity. The four 1a.s1; of 
these were of a family from Kurman, and Soleyman, 
who was the most powerful of them having plundered 
Gaur, removed the seat of government to Tangra, in the 
immediate vicinity. 
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It was probably about the 27th year of the govern
ment of Akbur that Bengal was reduced to be a province 
of the Mogul empire, and the viceroys probably, for 
some time at least, resided at Gaur. Suja Shah who 
governed Bengal in the year 1727, although he added 
some buildings to Gaur, usuaHy resided at Rajmahal, 
and Gaur never afterwards was the seat of government, 
but seems to have gone to instant ruin, not from any 
gTeat or uncommon calamity' but merely frolll the 
removal of the government. Immediately on beillg 
deserted the proprietors of the land began, naturally 
enough, to sell the materials, and not only the towns on 
the Mahananda but even a great part of Murshedubad 
and of the adjacent places have ever since been supplied 
with bricks from that source. Had this been merely 
confined to the dwelling-houses, or even to the palace 
and city walls, there might have been little room for 
regret; although the two latter had they been left entire 
would have been great objects of curiosity, for they are 
of very astonishing magnitude. Materials, however, 
having gradually become scarce, an attack has been 
made even on the places of worship, the endowments 
of which seem to have been seized by the zemindars. 
Even the very tombs of the kings have not been per
mitted to escape. The Moslems remaining about the 
few places that are endowed, and which are still in 
tolerable repair, complain most justly of this wanton 
rapacity, and are naturally alarmed for their own 
security, as even .Europeans have most disgracefully 
been concerned in the spoil. Although the government 
was no doubt totally ignorant of these spoliations, com
mitted on places deemed sacred by all civilized nations, 
yet its character has not failed to suffer in the eyes of 
the people about the place, most of Whom are Fakirs 
and others, who view the actions of infidels with no 
favourable eye. It perhaps might be an ad of justice, 
and would tend very much to conciliate their minds, 
were orderS publicly issued to prevent any attack on 
their existing places of worship, and to compel the 
zemindars to make a remuneration for their rapacity, 
by adding some waste lands to the );)resent endowments; 
for it is impossible to restore the works that have been 
destroyed. 

Mr. Creighton having made drawings of a number 
of the public buildings of Gaur, sufficient to give an 
adequate idea of the whole, when they were in a far 
more perfect state than at present, and engravings 
having been made from these drawings and published 
by Mr. Moffat of Calcutta, I shall' not think it necessary 
in the following account of the present state of Gaur 
to enter into a description of these. I shall only st::>.te 
that in my opinion these engravings, without being 
unlike, are calculated to give an idea of more neatness 
and magnificence than the works actually possessed. 
Not that this has been the intention of either the drafts
man or engraver. It seems to be -an unavoidable 
attendant on all drawings of native buildings, the most 
exact of which that I have ever seen by no means 
conveys to m'y mind an adequate idea of that want of 
just proportion, which strikes my eye in viewing the 
object. Of those here, I would in general remark that 
the masonry is a good deal better than in the buildings 
at Peruya, probably owing to all the stones having been 
originally intended for the places which they now 

occupy. The size o! the buildings, however, 1s less 
considerable, there being nothing in that point to com
p!1re with Adinah, and the designs are still more rude 
and clumsy. The golden mosque of Hosey'n Shah may 
indeed be compared to a quarry of stone, into which 
various narrow galleries have been dug by the workmen, 
and where masses more cosiderable than the excavations 
have been left to support the roof. 

Mr. Creighton also bestowed great pains on making 
a survey of the ground on which Gaur stood, and made 
copies on a reduced scale, one of which was presented 
to the Marquess Wellesley, and another is now, I 
believe, in the possession of Mr. Udney. Having 
procured the original survey, I have given a copy on a 
reduced scale, although far inferior to the- above
mentioned copies, the ornaments of which contain much 
curious matter. This however will serve to explain 
my meaning. 

Beginning at Pichhli on the banks of the Kalindi, 
towards the north end of the division, we find the place 
where, as is supposed, Adisur Raja dwelt. It is entirely 
without the works of the city of Lakshmanawati or 
Loknowti, and very few traces remain. A considerable 
field is covered with fragments of bricks, and on its 
surface I found a block of carved granite which SE'ems 
to have been part of an entablature. The bricks that 
remained entire have been entirely removed, and even 
the foundations have been dug. Two long trenches mark 
the last attack, and appear to have been recently wade. 
There is no appearance that this place has ever been 
fortified. The situation is judicious, as being high land 
of a stiff clay, which is considered by the natives as 
more healthy than where the soil is loose, and is less 
liable to be affected by rivers. • 

From the house of Adisur I proceeded oVer some fine 
high land, interspersed with woods and old plantatIons 
of mangoes, to the place where Ballalsen, the successor 
of Adisur, is said to have resided. It consists, like 
the palace near Dhaka, of a square- of about 40U ymds 
surrounded by a ditch. Near it are several tanks of no 
great size, among which Amar, Vaghvari, and Kujali 
are the most remarkable. A raised road seems to have 
led from this palace to the north end of Gaur. Cross
ing this road is a very extensive line of fortification, 
which extends in an irregular curve from the old chan
nel of the Bhagirathi at Sonatola, to near the Mahananda 
towards Bholahat. It is about six miles in length, and 
is a very considerable mound, perhaps 100 feet wide 
at the base, and on its north and east fa~es, towards 
the Kalindi and Mahananda, has a ditch which 
Mr. Creighton estimated at 120 feet in width. [sa'.': 
no br.icks, but am informed that a gentleman at English 
Bazar, near which it passes, made an opening and found 
that in one place at least even this out-work had con
sisted of bricks, and had been of -great thickness. At 
the north-east part of the curve of this work is a very 
considerable projection in· form of a quadrant, and 
divided into two by a rampart and ditch. It contains 
several tanks and the monument of a Muhammedan 
saint, and seems to have been the station where the 
officer who had the charge of the police of the northern 
end of the city resided. The title of this officer ha'> been 
communicated to an adjacent market-place and estate, 
both of which are called Kotwali. Near the north-east 
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t:oi"her of this fortress, at junction of the Kalindi with 
the Mahananda, was a high tower (Munara) built by 
a merchant. who is said to have lived very long ago. 
The tower has in a great measure fallen, but its ruins 
viewed from the river are still a striking object. 

This line, evidently intended to secure the northern 
face of the city, could only have been effectual when 
the old channel of the Ganges was not fordable. Indeed 
it is probable that when it was built, the main channel 
of the river washed the whole western face of the city. 
The other end terminates near the Mahananda, and 
close to marshes almost inacce~sible to troops, especially 
to cavalry, in which the forces of the Moslems chiefly 
consisted. The immense space included between this 
outwork· and the northern city, being nearly the quadrant 
of a circle of ~,OOO yards radius~ may be called a 
suburb but I suppose has never been very populous; 11 

gr~t part indeed consists of marshes by far too low to 
admit of habitation. Ne:(ll' the old Ganges, however, 
a considerable extent, 4.000 yards long by 1,600 wide, is 
enclosed by ramparts, and contains several public 
works. This space, containing three square miles, seems 
in general to have been occupied by gardens, and indeed 
is now mostly covered with mango trees which have, it 
is true, run quite wild into a forest; but the mud banks 
by which the gardens have been separated may still 
be readily traced. Several mounds, ap-oarently roacts, 
lead from ·this inner suburb towards the outwork, and 
its northern face has two gates of brick, still pretty 
'considerable buildings. 

In this suburb is one of the finest tanks that I h~ve 
ever seen, its water being almost 1,600 yards from north 
to south', and more than 800 from east to west. The 
banks are of very great extent, and contain vast quanti
ties of bricks. In all probability this has been one of 
the most splendid parts of the Hindu city. In Kamal
avri, at some distance from its north-west corner, is the 
principal place of Hindu worship in the divi;;ion. It is 
called Dwarvasini and though there is no temple, 
5,000 people still meet in Jyaishtha to celebrate the 
deity of the place and of the city, as this goddess is also 
usually called Gaureswari, or the Lady of Gaur. The 
bank at the north-west corner of this immense tank 
l~ now occupied by Moslem buildings, which perhaps 
stand on the former situ,ation of the temple. Among 
these the most remarkable is ttJ.e tomb of Mu~hdum 
Shah Jalal, father of Alalhuk, father of Kotub Shah, all 
persons considered as men of extraordinary sanctity, 
and who possessed great power in the reigns of the first 
Muhammedan kings of Bengal, as I have already 
mentioned in toe account of Dinajpur. The tomb of 
the saint is tolerably perfect, but the premises are very 
ruinous, although there is an endowment and although 
the monument erected to this personage III Peruya has 
a large income. Near the tomb is a small mosque, 
which is endowed and is pretty entire. The keeper was 
a most ignorant fellow, and. knew neither when nor by 
whom it was erected. 

On the side- of the old Bhagirathi, opposite to thi's 
suburb, at a market-place called Sadullahpur, is the 
chief descent (Ghat) to the holy stream, and to which 
the dead bodies of Hindus are brought from a great 
distance to b~ burned. In the times of iQ,tolerance they 
probably were allowed. to burn nowhere else, and the 

place in their> eyes acquired a sanctity which continues 
in a more happy period to have a powerful influence. 

Immediately south from this suburb is the city itself, 
which within the fortifications has been about seven 
and a half miles long from north to south, 'and of various 
widths from about one to two miles, so that its area 
will be about twelve or thirteen square miles. Towards 
each suburb, and towards the Ganges, it has been 
defended by a strong rampart and ditch; but towards 
the east the rampart has been double, and in most parts 
of that face there have been two immense ditches, and in 
some parts three. These ditches seem to have been a 
good deal intended' for drains, and the ramparts were 
probably intended as much to secure the city from 
inundation as from enemies; notwithstanding, part of 
the eastern side is now very marshy. In the Ayeen 
Akbery, translated by Mr. Gladwin these works are 
indeed called dams, and notwithstanding their great 
~trength are said sometimes to have broken, and the 
city was then laid under water. Tp.e base of the outer 
bank was in one place measured by Mr. Creighton, and 
found to be 150 feet thick. The ramparts indeed, in 
most places that I saw them, were. of prodigious strength. 
In most places of them I could discover no bricks, but 
I did not dig. 

A considerable part (not quite a third) of the city, 
towards the north, is separated from the remainder by 
a rampart and ditch. A part of this' northern city IS 
marshy, but the remainder would appear to have been 
closely occupied, there being everywhere small tanks 
such as are found in the towns of BenlZal, and many 
foundations of houses and remains of small places of 
worship are still observable. A considerable space has 
been cleared round an indigo factory, and the situation 
is, very fine. I neither saw nor' heard of any consider
able work in this part of the city, but a great elevated 
roag is said to 'pass through it from north to south. 
in the southern part of the city there have been very 
numerous roads raised very high, and ~o wide that in 
many parts there would appear to have been sm.aU 
buildings of brIck on their sides. These were probably 
chapels or other places of public resort, and the dwelling 
houses were probably huddled together in a. very con
fused manner on the raised sides of the little tanks with 
which the whole extent abounds. Everywhere bricks 
are scattered, and there are many ruins of mosques, but 
great diligence is. still used in lessening them, and in 
a few years one entire brick will become a rarity. 
There have oeen many bridges, but all very small and 
clumsy. 

The prmclpal obje<;:t in this part of the city is the 
fort, situated towards its south end, on the bank of the 
old Ganges. It is about a mile in length, and from 
600 to 800 yards wide, and seems to have been reserved 
entirely for the use of the king. The rampart has been 
very strongly built of brick with many flanking angles, 
and round bastions at the' corners. I have no doubt of 
Its having been a work of the Muhammedans. In its 
northern part have been sEfve.r,:al gates on the road lead
ing from the northern entrance. They were probably 
intended as triumphal arches, as there are no traces of 
walls with which these gates were connected. The 
palace was in the south-east corner of the fort, and was 
surrounded by a wall of brick about forty teet high and 
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eight Urick, with an ornamehted cornice which although 
a vast mass, as being 700 yards long and 200 wide, 
precludes all idea of elegance in th~ architecture. The 
north end still remains pretty entire, but the other sides 
have suffered much, and few traces of any of. the interior 
buildings remain. Almost the whole interior is indeed 
cultivated. The palace has been divided into three 
courts by walls similar to the outer ones, which crossed 
from side to side. The northern court has been again 
divided .into two by a wall running north and south. 
In the eastern of these a building still stands, whieh 
from the massiveness of its walls and want of air and 
light, was probably a dUngeon. Within the palace there 
are some small tanks, and they seem to be of Hindu 
construction, as their greatest length is from north to 
south. 

At the north-east corner of the palace are some 
buildings of brick, where probably the officers and 
people in waiting were accommodated. A little north 
from these are the royal tombs, where Hoseyn Shah 
and other princes were buried. It has been a neat bUild
ing, and the area within has, it is said, been paved with 
stone, and the graves were covered with slabs of 
polished hornblende, usually called black marble. Not 
one of these remain, and the building has been nearly 
destroyed. It must be observed that in the whole of 
Gaur and Peruya I have not seen one piece of marhle, 
either of the calcareous or of the harder kinds. The 
black hornblende or indurated potstone, that by the 
Europeans in India is commonly called marble, is too 
soft and possesses too little lustre to be entitled to that 
appellation. In native buildings that are kept in good 
order, it is always oiled to give it a shinning appear
ance, for without that assistance, although polished, It. 
has a dull earthy appearance. 

A little north from the 'tombs has been a mosque of 
considerable size. The walls and roof have fallen. 
forming a heap that is cultivated, and the taos of the 
stone pillars project among the growing mustard. East 

. from the palace, and near a gate said to have been 
built by Suja Shah, is a small mosque built by Hoseyn 
Shah in honour of the feet of the prophet (Kudum 
Rasul). It is in tolerable repair and has an endow
ment, but is a very sorry specimen of the king'5 
magnificence. 

Such are the remains of the fort which the Mogul 
Hamayun called the terrestrial paradise (Jennutabad, 
Ayeen Akbery, Vol. 2, p. 51) ; but the Moguls had not 
then acquired. the magnificent ideas for which they 
were distinguished after the illustrious son of that 
prince had obtained the Government of India. Dow, 
according to Major Rennell, attributes the name Jennuta
bad to Akbur, but Abual-fazel could not well be mis
informed, and certainly was unwilling to conceal aI1Y 
of his master's great actions or any portion of his 
authority .. 

Immediately without the east side of the fort is a 
column built of brick which, to compare small things, 
with great, has some resemblance to the Monument. in 
London, having a winding stair in the ('entre. This 
leads to a small chamber in the summit, which has four 
windows. It is called Pir Asa Munara, and, no use is 
assigned for' it by the natives. Pir Asa, they say, was 
a great saint, and may have been a fanatic like Joannes 

Stylites, who passed an austere 'life on the top of a 
column. 

North from the fort about a mile and a half, and 
adjacent to the Gah~es is a considerable space called 
the flower g~rqen. (Phulwari)". It is about 600 y:uds 
square, and is surrounded by a rampart and ditch; for 
these kings of Bengal seem to have lived in constant 
danger from theIr subjects. South-east from the garden, 
and not quite a mile north-east from the fort, is Piyas
vari, or the abode of thirst, a tank of considerable size, 
but which contains very bad brackish water. In the 
time of the kings, there was a large building which was 
probably the proper Piyasvari. . To this criminals were 
sent, and allowed no drink bpt the water of the tank. 
until they perished. In the Ayeen Akbery this great 
monarch is justly praised fall having aholished the 
custom. No traces of the buildin~ are extant. West 
,from this tank are two smaller ones, which were dug 
by two brothers, Hindus, who were in succession Vazirs 
to Hoseyn Shah, the most tolerant and powerful or' 
the Bengalese kings. Near them are some petty religi
ous buildings, the only ones that seem to have been 
permitted in the city. They have an endowment, and 
have been lately repaired by Atalvihari, one of the chief 
guides of the Bengalese in spiritual matters. 
, South from Piyasvari is a tank in which there are 
tame crocodiles, that are in fact considered to be the 
same with a saint whose monument is adjacent. The 
animals resemble, in their manners, those which I 
described in the account of MatiYari. Between the 
flower garden and fort are the remains of a place Ior 
landing .from the river (Ghat) the only one belonging 
to the city of which any traces remain, and it is not to 
be compared in magnificence with many built by the 
wealthy qtizens (Babus) of Calcutta. It is ('alled Kawas 
Khan, probably from the name of the founder. 

About 1.200 yards from thence is what is considered 
as having been the greatest building of the place, and 
which is called the great golden mosque, there being 
another of the same name which is called the lesser. It 
is about 180 feet from north to south, 60 from east to 
west, and .20 feet high to the top of the cornice. It is a 
perfect Ilarallelepiped, without projection or recess, 
except that it was formerly covered with thirty-three 
domes, the miserable dimensions of which mav be 
readily calculated from what I have now stHted. 

South-west from the fort is a very fine tank named 
Sagar, although far inferior to the tank of the suburbs 
which bears the same name. It is undoubtedly a work 
of the Hindu kings. Between this and the river are 
several considerable mosques, amone which is one 

. called Tangtipara, probably from having been sifuaten 
in a quarter occupied by weavers. At the south end 
of the city is a fine eate called the Kotwali, probably 
owing to a Superintendent of Police, with that title, 
having been placed there, just as another was olaceo 
at the northern extremity of the works. 

An immense suburb called Firozpur extended south 
from this gate to Pokhariya, a distance of about seven 
miles, and its situation contains a vast number of small 
tanks, bricks, and remains of places of worship, so that 
it has every appearance of having been ~hickly inhabit
ed; but it would seem to have been very narrow. and 
probably resembled the continuation of villages that now 
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extends for about a similar distance along the banks of 
the Mahananda, from Nimesaray to Bholahat, an.d which 
[ have supposed may contain 4,000 houses. This part 
of Gaur was, however, without doubt more ornamented 
with buildings, and east from the line Qf suburbs were 
probably many gardens and country houses helonging 
to the wealthy inhabitants. 

This suburb has had a rampart of earth towards the 
west and south, more I presume with a view of keeping 
off floods than as a defence against an enemy. A large 
mound from the south-east corner of the city runs out 
in that direction to defend it from the inundation of 
the marshes behind Bholahat. Towards the east several 
large pieces of water came close upon the suburb i but 
these either did not overflow their banks, or no means 
were taken to prevent the injury that this might 
occasion. In this f'uburb was the lesser golden mosque, 
one of the neatest pieces of architecture in the whole 
place. It \yas built by an eunuch in this service of 
Hoseyn Shah. 

Here also resided Nyamutullah Wall. the Pir or 
spiritual guide of Suja Shah, and he is buried in a small 
clumsy building. which however is in tolerable repair, 
his descendants living near in a large brick house, which 
was granted by the prince to~ether with a considerable 
endowment in land. A merchant has built near it a 
small but neat mo.sque, which is in a much better taste 
than the larger monuments of royal magnificence. The 
descendants of the holy man, much to their credit .. have 
here collected a good many inscriptions from different 
mosques, in order to save them from the fangs of 
Oalcutta undertakers. They do not keep their own 
premises in neat conditions. and seem to squander a 
great part of their income in feeding idle vagrants. 

This suburb, from its name,' was probably just 
occupied in the time of Firoz Shah. There have been 
two kings of Bengal of that name, but the latter 
governed only nine months, whereas the former govern
ed three years, during which he may have established 
works of some consequence. 

There are in Gaur numerous Arabic inscriptions in 
the Toghra character; but this could not be deciphered 
by any person whom I could procure, otherwise they 
might have afforded the means of settling many points 
in the chronology of the kings of Bengal. 

Such are the principal features of the ruins of Gaur, 
which no doubt has been a great city; but many of the 
accoUnts of its population appear to me grossly exag
gerated. Including such parts of the suburbs as appear 
to have been at all thickly inhabited, the area of the 
whole cannot, in my opinion, be calculated at more 
than twenty square miles, and this even appears to me 
considerably more than the actual extent, although I 
am willing to admit the utmost size possible, in order 
to approximate somewhat to the estimate of Major 
Rennell, who allows an area of thirty square miles; but 
from his map it appears evident that he has not traced 
the ruins with the same care as Mr. Creighton, and has 
taken the width at by far too great an average. Now 
such a space, inhabited as Indian cities usually are, 
would not in my' opinion contain above six or seven 
hundred thousand people, that is, about the number of 
people in London, or Paris, cities with which Gaur. 

except in number of inhabitants, had never any preten~ 
sions to vie. 

In religion the greater part of the Hindus are under 
the guidance of the Goswamis of Bengal, especially of 
Atalvihari; but the great wealth of the Sannyasi 
merchants brings from the west several Dasnamis, con~ 
sidered as eminent for their piety. 

The most common deity of the villages is Kali, but 
Dwarvasini the tutelar deity of Gaur, also a female, 
receives a large proportion of adoration. 

The Division of Sibgunj 
This small jUl'isdiction is situated on both sides of 

the great Ganges; jlnd consists, in a great measure, of 
different fragments, scattered not only through the 
adjacent division of Bholahat but through the districts 
of Nator, Murshidabad and Bhagalpur. Considering this 
the situation where the native officers reside is as conve
nient as any other that could have been chosen. 

Among the ruins of Gaur are many woods formed of 
deserted plantations, in the lower parts are some exten
sive wastes covered with reeds and tamarisks, and there 
are several very extensive marshes or swampy lakes, 

,so that on the whole there is a great deal of waste land, 
and the soil is not near so rioh as in the two divisions 
by which this is bounded on the north. It is in parti
cular less favourable for the mulberry. 

In Gaur the villages are well wooded; near the 
rivers they are very bare; twenty-five 'houses are built 
of brick, and ten Hindus have brick buildings for their 
household gods. Sibgunj, where the native officers 
re.side, is a scattered irregular place containing about 
300 houses. Mahadipur is a considerable town, as con
taining about 600 houses. Motaali, a market-place in 
this division, is connected with it by Nawadah a town 
of Nator lying between them, and the whole forms a 
large assemblage of houses, some of which are brick, 
and the road leading through them is tolerably wide 
although crooked. This town is chiefly occupied by 
weavers. Baraghariya, Barabazar or Pokhariya, with 
the adjacent market-place called Kansatgunj, Chandi
daspur, Kalihat or Saiud Kumalpur, and Jotkasi are also 
towns containing each from 100 to 500 houses. The 
two last are on the right of the great channel of the 
Ganges. 

The chief pubHc place of worship among the Moslems 
is the Durgah of Nyamutullah Woli, mentioned in my 
account of Gaur; for the greater part of the suburb 
of Firozpur and of the northern divisioJil of the city are 
in this jurisdiction, but in giving an account of the 
ruins I thought that to follow the divisions of modern 
police would 'bave rendered my meaning more difficult 
to be understood. On. this h~ad nothing else remains 
to be mentioned but that at Zahurpur, north two cases 
from Sibgunj, is a large Pipal tree, under which is 
suppo,sed to be a residence (Sthan) of the tutelary 
deity of" Gaur named GaureswarL This is just at the 
southern extremity of the suburb of Firozpur. Another 
place near the north end of the city, it must be observed, 
is dedicated to the same deity. 

At Tartipur (Turtypour, Rennell, B. A. No. 15) is 
a place celebrated for bathing in the Ganges. The 
place iii also called Jahnavi, There are annually fiVE; 
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assemblies, at each of which from four to five thousand 
people attend. It was at this place, according to legend, 
that Jahnu Muni of Gaur swallowed the river. Bhagi
rathi, in bringing the sacred stream to Sagar from 
Ganggotri, seems here to have had great trouble. No 
sooner had he recovered the nymph from the thirsty 
Jahnu Muni than she was stolen by an infidel (Sang
khasur), who led her down the banks of the Padma, 
and it was with great difficulty that Ehagirathi recalled 
the goddess to the narrow channel at SongtL These 
legends I have no doubt owe their origin to changes 
which have taken place in the course of the river, and 
which are probably of no very remote antiquity. 

At Chandipu,r or Mahiravan, sbuth-east about two 
miles from Sibgunj, is held an assembly of from 1,000 
to 1,200 people every Tuesday and Saturday in Vaisakh. 
There is no image nor temple, but the people meet under 
a large Pipal tree. This ,place is supposed to have been 
consecrated by Mahiravan the son of Ravan, when he 
carried Ram and Lakshman to the infernal regions, 
intending to sacrifice them before his deity Chandi. 

Kali. Chandi and Gaureswari are the common 
deities of the villages. 

The Division of Kaliyachak 
This is a small division and far from being compact. 

Part of it is beyond the principal channel of the Ganges, 
and entirely surrounded by· the district of Bhagalpur. 
Part again is mixed in a most strange manner with 
Bholahat, as I have already mentioned, and part of 
that jurisdiction is entirely surrounded by this division. 

The land is well occupied, and some part is remark
ably favourable for indigo and mulberry. There are 
large plantations of mangoes, but few bamboos, and the 
villages are not sheltered by tf:ees. Some of them are 
quite bare, as towards the west; but in general the huts 
are surrounded by small gardens, in which a few 
plantains or ricini cover their meanness and the great 
dirtiness of their occupants. There is one small wood 
in marshy land, composed .of Hijal and rose-trees; but 
it does not contain 200 acres. Some parts of the rl.,\ins of 
Tangra are covered with woods, consisting of old' planta
tions of mango and Jak, among which a variety of 
trees have spontaneously sprung. ,The whole di.strict 
is miserably intersected by rivers and old channels, 
but few of them Clre marshy. 

Thirty-two petty landlords (Muzkuris) reside, but of 
the twenty-five dwelling-houses of brick ·that are found 
in the division, the whole belong either to 'Persons now 
actually engaged in trade or to' such as have acquired 
their fortune by that means. Three Hindus and one 
Moslem have private places of worship of brick. There 
are three market-places, Kaliyachak, Gadai Sulimpur 
and Sultangunj, which surround the residence of the 
native officers and may be considered as one place, 
although separated by considerable intervals and planta
tions. The whole does not contaip above 100 houses. 

Narqyanpur or Julalpur, Salpur, Bansgara, Hoseyn
pur, Sheershahi, Bangsvariya, Trimohani, Payikani and 
Tipajani are sm~n towns, each containing from 100 
to 200 houses, but part of Payikani is in GorglJribah, 
and part of Ti,Pajani is in Bholahat. 

There is a small mosque to which the Moslems 
occasionally go to prayer, and where the votary burns 

a lamp, but it has no regular establishment. The· place 
of public worship most frequented by the people of this 
religion is the monument (Durga.h) of a saint at Sa1pur. 

In a wood about five cases northerly from Kaliyachak 
is a garden or rather orchard called Janggalitola, in 
which from 5,000 to 10,000 people annually assemble to 
worship. The place belongs to .six Vaishnavs, who 
prepare a bed for the deity, and receive presents. They 
have built a brick dwelling-house, Both Hindus and 
Moslems attend. The former consider the nlace sacred 
to Vishnu, and that it was consecrated by a disciple of 
Adwaita's wife; the Moslems say that it is the favourite 
abode of the saint of the woods (Janggali Pir). The 
Hindus haye· no other remarkable place of public 
worship. They bathe in all parts of the Ganges, but 
no part attracts a remarkable crowd. Chandi is the 
usual deity of the villages. 

The only ruin is thaf of Tangra, a place of no consi
derable antiquity. When the family of Sheer Shah was 
deprived of the Go,,"ernment of India by the Mogul 
Hamayun, the kingdom of Bengal again threw off its 
subjection to Delhi, and the new dynasty left Gaur 
and I'etired across the old Ganges to Tangra. The 
distance is so small that they could not be said to have 
changed the seat of government, but only to have built 
a new palaGe or country residence; and although Gaur 
is said to hav~ been plundered by the first of these 
princes, it was by no means destroyed, nor did the 
people follow the court to Tangra, which would never 
appear to have been. a large place, nor are there any 
considerable ruins to denote that these princes lived 
in splendour or erected great works: Their government 
was indeed remarkable insecure, but they seem to have 
been men of vigour, and notwithstanding their want of 
security, from the intrigues of their officers, resisted 
the efforts of the great Akbur for half his reign. The 
contemptuous manner in which the courtly Abual Fazel 
mentions these princes is a pretty convincing proof of 
the vexation which they had given to his king. Tq,ngra 
stood west from Gaur, opposite to the suburb of Firoz
pur and to the southern part of the city. 

The Division of Gorguribah 
Although this juriMiction is by the native officers 

reckoned twenty-two coses long and five coses' wide, 
it is not of very great extent, and is far from being 
populous or well cultivated. Its eastern parts, towards 
the north and south ends, are inextricable intermixed 
with the neighbouring jurisdiction. and the native 
officers are placed just at the western extremity. The 
extensive islands in the Ganges near Rajmahal belong 
in general to this division, but some parts of them are 
annexed to the district of Bhagalpur. 

These islands and the lands near the chief branches 
of the Ganges are. very bare. Farther inland, as at 
Gorguribah, there are numerous plantations of mangoes, 
with some palms but few bamboos. Towards the north
east the villages are toleraQle sheltered by gardens 
and bamboos. A large space is overgrown with reeds 
and bushes, and there are many woods of Hijal inter-' 
mixed with marshes and channels overgrown with 
reeds and rose trees. In the north-east part of the 
district at Nurpur is a considerable elevation said to 
be about five or six· miles long and half-a-mile wide, 
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which runs north and south, and consists of a reddish 
clay, very favourable for building. 

About three coses east from Gorguibah is a kind of 
lake called Dhanikuji Jhil. It is about hyo and a half 
miles from north to south, and two miles from east 
to west, and always contains much water. Near the 
edges this is overgrown with reeds and aquatic plants, 
but the middle is clear. There are many other Jhils • 
which contain water throughout the year, and some 
of them are large; but they seem to be old channels 
of rivers, although Bauliya is about two miles long 
and a mile wide. I saw it from some distance, and its 
water aPl2eared to be free from reeds. 

In this division no less than thirty zemindars reside; 
of course their estates are small, and they live not only 
without splendour but without that ease and abundance 
which usually attends landed property. Only two of 
them have any bricks in their dwelling-houses, and 
three merchants are equally well accommodated. The 
huts are very poor, and are not in general sheltered by 
trees; but are not so naked as towards the west and 
north, and round them have usually small gardens 
shaded by large plants of the ricinus. The Hindus 
have ten Mangchas and ten Mandirs of brick, for their 
domestic gods. . 

The native officers reside at a market-place called 
Gorguribah, which is adjacent to Hayatpur (Hyatpoor, 
Rennell) ; but for two miles above and below, the banks 
of the Kalindi are occupied· by what may be considered 
as one town, although in different places it is called by 
various names, and besides Gorlt\lribah contain four 
markets. Kurimgunj, Lahirajan, Balupur and Khidar
gunj, within all perhaps 1,000 houses, which in general 
belong to persons who consider themselves as of high 
rank. They keep their houses tolerably neat, but th~ 
buildings are mean; nor can one of them be said to be 
a fit abode for a gentleman. Putiya, Maniknagar, 
Kuraliya, Gopalpur, Malatipur and Merzapur are also 
market-places, having in their vicinity sma!:r:- towns of 
from 100 to 500 houses. 

The monument of Kyamuddin near Gorguribah is a 
good deal frequented by the Moslems, but is iIot 
remarkable for its size. 

The only place of worship among the Hindus is a 
descent (Ghat) into the Ganges at Kungri, where at 
the four usual times of bathing, in all, about 20,000 
people may assemble on common years. How many 
came this year ?t the grand bathing in February, I 
had no opportunity of hearing. • 

The common deity of the villages is Bhairav, but 
tqe;e also are many places dedicated to Kali (Kalitala). 

This is reckoned to have been a part of Gaur, but 
the people are uncommonly neglectful of traditions. 
The only work of Hindus considered as at all ancient 
is a large tank at Churail, surrounded by a thicket, 
and called Rani-Talav. The people have no sort of 
tradition concerning the lady by whom it was dug. 

Shah Suja, when Governor of Bengal, had at 
Hayatpur a flower garden to which he occasionally 
retired from -Rajmahal, where he usually resided. It 
is said that there are remains of the machinery by which 
the garden was watered, and of an Idgah where the 
prince performed his devotions. The stupidity of my 

guide prevented me from seeing this work, but I am 
assured that no traces of splendour are now visible. 

The Division of Manihari 
This is a jurisdiction of moderate size and contains 

few inhabitants; but its greater mass extends a long 
way on the bank of the Ganges, and a portion is detach
ed towards the bank of the Mahananda, and is far 
separated from the rest. The residence of the native 
officers cannot· under such circumstances be conveniently 
situated, and perhaps no place would answer better 
than the present, although it is very near the boundary 
of Sayefgunj. 

A large proportion of the division is overrun by 
stunted woods of Hijal, intersected by water-course and 
marshes filled with reeds. The greater part of the 
remainder, on the banks 0f the Gan~es, is quite bare, 
and the houses are close-huddled together on the highest 
spots, where they have scarcely a bush to afford shelter. 
No dwelling of bricks belongs to the natives, nor have 
any of them private chapels of that material. 

Manihari, the residence of the native 'officers, contains 
200 houses, and the proprietor of an indigo work which 
has been established on its tanks has taken consider
able pains in making straight and wide roads through 
it, and in its vicinity. The air is by far more salubrious 
than in most parts of the district, and the views from 
the high ground on which the to"wn stands and from a 
little hill behinU it are uncommonly fine; for they 
command a large extent of the Ganges, with the western 
parts of the Bhagalpur hills on the south, while the 
snowy mountains of the north are occasionally visible. 

Manihari, before the English Government, was the 
residence of a Fouzdari court, but the Mogul officer had 
not the rank of Nawab, although quite mdependent of 
Puraniya. He was appointed by the Subahdar of 
Bengal. A few small tombs and the foundations of some 
brick houses are the only traces which the Moguls have 
left behind, except some fine plantations of mangoes 
and bamboos, which in a country so bare have a fine 
effect. 

Besides Manihari; Torushbana, Kangtakos, .Bakur
gunj, Baluya, Lalgola and Parsurampur united Bananta
pur and Nawabgunj are small towns containing each 
from 125 to 350 houses. The inhabitants of the last 
deserve peculiar recommendation for the cleanness and 
rieatness of their huts. 

At Manihari is a small mosque of brick, which was 
built by an ancestor of the proprietor of the town, who 
gave it an endowment of 400 bighas. A public crier 
endeavours at the regular hours of prayer to assemble 
the faithful, but he has very little success. 

On the first introduction of the faith in Muhammed, 
a holy person named Shah Julul Pahulwan is supposed. 
to have come to this ptace, and to have obtained per
mission from Mandhata, then Raja of th~ country, to 
take up his residence on the small hill' north from 
Manihari where the Raja dwelt,' and where two tanks 
still retain the names of his two wives, Mana and Sana, 
by whom they were dug. The Moslem, according to 
tradition, contrived to dig a subterraneous passage from 
his hill to the interior of the palace, which beil:ig defiled 
by the presence of an eater of beef, the Raja immediately 
.retired. A monument was afterwllrds built on the hUl 
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in commemoration of this mmmg apostle, and it has an 
endowment of 300 bighas, and is a good deal frequented. 
The monument is undoubtedly quite modern, and seems 
evidently to have been built on the ruins of a temple. 
There are very considerable foundations still remain
ing, and a good many stQnes. One of these- on which 
there is some rude carving, but not in the form of either 
man or .beast, is by the Hindus still worshipped .and is 
called Mandhata Raja. I have not, however, been able 
to learn anything further concerning the history of this 
person. , . 

At Jotnarahari, in the south-west' corner of this 
division, where the natives suppose that the Kosi joins 
the Ganges" is a place celebrated for bathing. In 
common years there are four assemblie~, at each of 
which from ten to twelve thousand people meet, and 
remain from two to four days. Many traders and dis
orderly persons attend. It 'is at this place that Major 
Wilford pJaces Palibothra. (Asiatic Researches, V, 
page 269). This 'year (1810) in February, at the grand 
assembly which takes place once in about fifty years 
on certain conjunctions of the stars, no less than 
400,000 people were supposed to have come to this 
place, and every remar~qble Ghat from Ganggotri to 
Sagar was also crowded. It was a most pitiable spec
tacle to behold so many thousands crowding din~-dong 
for the performance of a ceremony at best idle and 
unprofitable, exposing their infants, sick, and agel:! 
kindred to hardships from which many of them perished 
on the spot, while vast numbers of those even who were 
in health suffered hardships which threw them into fits 
of sickness, and still many more, by a neglect of their 
affairs and the expense incurred, have involved them
slves in great pecuniary difficulties. 

At Medanipur, about a miie east from Maniharl, 
many' people bathe in the Kamaleswari river. This 
they do on any occasion when they are afraid; and 
both Hindus and Moslems adopt the practice. Each 
p~rson brings a goat, and if the votary is a Hindu, his 
Purohit attends, pronounces prayers over the animal, 
and turns it loose in the river. Any person except the 
votary may then take it. This scape-offering is by the 
Hindus called Utsarga. Any Brahman will make the 
offering for a Muhammedan. It is supposed that in 
this part of the Kamaleswari there are seven very deep 
pools, but this is very problematical. 

The village deities are Kali, Bhimsen, Prem Raj and 
Sahal. 

I have already mentioned one antiquity belonging to 
Mandhata Raja. This country in the time of Yudishthir 
is said to have belonged to Vir at Raja, and to have 
formed a part of Matsya, although it has Mithila on the 
north and Gaur on the east. A Futehnagar, north-east 
about eight miles from Manihari, is said to be a space 
of about twenty-five bigh$ls, on which there are heaps. 
These are supp:osed to contain bricks, and are called 
Barahat. There is a tradition that some generations ago 
a bone seven or eight cubits long was found at that 
piace. Some allege that these heaps are the ruins of a 
house belonging to Virat Raja, while others contend 
that -they wer:e occupied by his brother-in-law Kichak. 

At Nawabgunj, about two miles north from Mani
hari, the Nawab Soukut Jung of Puraniya was killed 
in a battle by the troops of his kinsman Seraj Doulah, 
the Subahdar of Bengal. Positive orders had been 
given to spare the life of this rebellious kinsman, but 
hy some accident he was killed. 
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Part II 

::rHE PEOPLE 

CHAPTER I 

Population of the district-causes which operate on its increase or diminution, pp. 117-125. 

Some years ago a Khanah Shomari, or list of inhabi- stated to be 15,270 houses and only 32,288 people, and 
tants, in consequence of orders from ~overnment, was in Krishnagunj 20,285 houses and 47,844 people; but 
Population of the prepared by the native officers, that this was not the intention, I know from having 

District and from them it was transmitted seen 'several of the original reports, in which the men, 
• to the magistrate. Having pro- women and children were distinctly enumerated. 

cured a copy, J have in the fourth Statistical Table Various degrees of the inclination in the agents of 
given a short abstract, omitting many particulars not the landlords to conceal, and of the vigilance with 
connected with this subject and probably intended to which they were inspected by the officers of police, 
be of use in regulating the police. have made this document unworthy of credit even as 

r was' everywhere assured by the best-informed giving a view of the relative population of the different 
natives that the returns which had been made to the divisions. Thus Matiyari. a very poor sandy territory, 
magistrate were of no authority. The native officers is made to contain very near four times the number of 
made no attempt to ascertain the matter in the only inhabitants that are in Udhrail, comparatively a rich 
way in which.it is practicable, that is, by sending for country and nearly of the same size; while the popula~ 

,the viLfage officers, especially the watchmen and tion of this is almost equalled by that of Kharwa, a 
messengers, and by taking down from their verbal very small district in a bad state of cultivation. 
report a list of houses and people, and by remitfing.to There is ev.en reason to suspect that the returns 
the judge for punishment all such as they detected made by the different police officers of divisions have 
speaking erroneously, whether from intention or care- been altered after they reached Puraniya; for I took 
lessness; for there can be no other sources of error, a copy of the original Khanah Shomari, which had been 
these people being perfectly well-inform'ed on the preserved at Nehnagar, and which gave 22,872 houses 
'subject. This process howeVer, being attended with and 104,304 people, while tIle copy at Puraniya gives 
too much trouble, the Darogahs in general merely only 20,260 houses and 103,691 people. I am therefore 
applied to the different agents of zemindars for a list persuaded that the mode, of ascertainini the population 
of the houses and people under their respective manage- which I have adopted in Ronggopur and Dinajpur will 
ment. By this means all the people living on lands not give a nearer approach to the truth than these .returns; 
assessed were exCluded, anp in this diVision these at the same time, I admit that it is liable to be consi-
amount to Cl very ,great numbei'. Further, most of the derably err~lUeous, but I have no means of formin,g a 
rents in this district are farmed to people called Mo:;;ta- more accurate conjecture. 
jirs, and these are almost the only agents of the As in many parts of this dJ~trict six cattle are kept 
zemindllrs that reside in the courftry parts, while many for each plough, and in mo?t parts at least four are 
of the persons who rent large extents of country, especi- allowed, while the cattle are somewhat better, the 
ally thos~ paying low rents in perpetuity (Estemurar), .quantity of land laboured by each ploughman is on an 
give their rents immediately to the proprietor or to his average a great deal more than in Dinajpur and Rong-
chief agent (Dewan), and are entirely exempt from the gopur; although where there are only two oxen to each 
authority of the Mostajirs. Those who paid such large plough, the quantity that these will cultivate is here 
rents immediately to the zemindar, together with all usually reckoned less than the people of this district 
the people .living on their extensive farn1s, seem also allowed; for the people here are a very helpless poor 
to have been omitted. Further still, all the higher race, evidently less laborious than even those of Rong-
castes, Hindus and Moslems, in this district are exempt- gopur. Where however six cattle are employed, the 
ed from payin~ rent for the ground occupied by their man who manages the plou!Ul does no other work, and 
houses and gardens, and are therefore not entered on as with four cattle he r~quires much additional assist-
the books of estates. These also seem to have been ance, I scarcely think that the additional stock does 
omitted. Finally, many of the slaves, poor labourers, much more than counterbalance the differenc..e of 
and even cultivators (Adhiyars) rent no land imme- inactivity, so that including labourers hired to assist 
diately from the landlord; but procure room for their the ploughmen, df whom there are scaJ:1cely any in 
houses 'from those for whom they work. These also Ronggopur and very few in Dinajpur, nearly the same 
seem to have been omitted. proportion of agricultural population will be required 

But even all these would not have made such a for the same extent of arable land as in Dinajpur, 
reduction as probably has taken ,Place, and the number especially as fi'om the vast nUll?ber of cattle. and the 
of people was, I doubt not, intentionally represented as indulgence which is given to those who teTld them, 
much smaller than those that actually pay rent to the their keeper~ are exceedingly numerous. Still how-
agents who were employed, lest government should come ever, I must allow a little more labour to be performed 
to' a more accurate knowledge of their resources. In by the additional stock, and in proportion to the amount 
many of the divisions, indeed, the calculations are quite of that, and the nature of the soil and cultivation, I 
absurd, unless we admit" that by people the compilers shall allow from fifteen ·to nineteen Calcutta bighas of 
only meant male adults; thus in Udhrail there are cultivated land for every family of five cultivators, 
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young and old, men and women. Then rejecting small 
fractions, I shal.l take the remaining classes of society 
at the proportion estimated by the best informed men. 

The following is an example of my manner of p,l;O

ceeding :-In the division of Sibgunj it was estimated 
by well-informed persons that there were 12,500 
families employed in agriculture; and I have calculated 
the extent of occupied land at 118 square miles or 226;560 
bighas, tHe measures there being tl!e same as at Calcutta. 
Now deducting the proportion seven-eighths of one anna 
of the whole division, which was stated as that occupied 
by houses, gardens, and plantations, there will remain 
210,040 bighas, which will give about 16i bighas for 
every family. Now this I think is a probable propor
tion; for two-thirds of the ploughs have four oxen, 
and -the remainder have two; while a great deal. of the 
land is sown after one or two ploughings, as the inunda
tion retires; but then a great deal of mulberry is raised, 
and this is a cultivation which is attended with much 
trouble. These calculations coincide so well with my 
ideas that I think there can be no very gross error in 
the results. The agricultural population being here 
reckoned only one-half of the whole, would be 62,500, 
in place of 19,469 according to the returns made by the 
native vfficers. The reason of such an amazing differ
ence seems .to be that few of the other classes paying 
rent, the greater part of them was entirely omitted 
in the returns. The agents of the zemindars whom I 
consulted only _admitted 6,000 ploughs cultivating 124,000 
bighas, which may very probably be all that is entered 
on their books, there being much free land and prob
ably enormous frauds. The result of similar calculations 
macle respecting each division, will be found in the 
first Statistical Table. 

!n the fifth Statistical Table will be found a calcu
lation of the extent of many of the causes which affect 
Causes of increase the population. I have already 

or diminution oJ! mentioned the great listlessness 
the population and want of energy among the 

people, scarcely any of whom 
enter into the r~gular army, although many ar-e of the 
same tribes which farther towards tne west have strong 
military habits. They have, however, entered into the 
provincial corps, where they have chiefly distinguished 
theIl}selves by a want of that correct and honourable 
?ehaviour which the native of the west of India serving 
m the Bengal army have in general manifested. Most 
also of the armed men employed by the police, and by 
the landlords as guards (Burukandaj), are natives of 
the district, and a good many go fOIl this kind of service 
towards the east. Further, the greater Dart of the 

- officers employed to manage the rent are natives, and 
perhaps those who go from this district to others for 
that kind of employment are as numerous as the 
strangers that are in service in Puraniya. 

There is therefore from this -district some more 
emigration than from the two that are situated towards 
t~e east; but this emigration is so small as to produce 
lIttle or no alleviation from the immense population by 
which the country is overwhelmed, and is more than' 
counterbalanced by a much greater strictness in the 
~anners of the women. The husbands are exceedingly 
Jealous and careful, and the number of prostitutes is 
very trifling .• Even the few that are, make but a very 

poor subsistence, a smaller proportion of the men who 
have considerable incomes being strangers than ~n 
Dinajpur and Ronggopur. Among the lower ranks 
scarcely any girl remains unmarried at six or seven 
years of age; but as the Hindu law is here very rigor
ously observed, many of the higher castes whose ances
~ors have come from the west of India or who have 
not the sums necessary to be squandered on the. eternal 
ceremonies that are required in marriage, find a great 
difficulty in procuring proper matches for their 
daughters, and. often altogether fail, so that the young 
women do pot get husbands until they have been defiled 
by the operations pf nature. When a misfortune so 
grievous has arrived; both parents and girls are dis
graced. 

In some parts of the district, where the Hindu 
customs are carried to the Illost enormous rig our, such 
people become outdasts, and ado~t the fa~th of 
Muhammed; but in others an uncommon indulgence in 
this point is shown, and theY' are only lowered to an 
inferior degree, whose marriages are not attended with 
so much extravagance and nicety, so that by the age of 
twenty, except miserable deformed creatures and the 
few prostitutes, no woman continue single. In some of 
the divisions, indeed, except sJ,1ch unfortunate creatures 
there are none single at fifteen, as will be seen from 
the fifth Statistical ;rable. Where the number is greater, 
it chiefly arises, as r have said, among the high ranks, 
from a difficulty in procuring a proper match or means 
to defray the expense, which in almost every case is 
highly inconvenient and often proves ruinous. 

The Hindu law respecting concubines is here not so 
strict as in most places, and almost all the pure Sudras 
and even some of the hi~h castes are permitted to keep 
widows as Samodha. As how~ver, the high castes are 
here exceedingly numerous, the number of widows is 
somewhat greater than in Dinajpur and Ronggopur, and 
is some sort o! check of population. 

Notwithstanding both these circl'mstances, the 
number of women in a condition to breed is far beyond 
the proportion in Europe, and still farther beyond what 
prudence requires, yet the population seems in some 
places to be diminishin~; for the extreme timidity and 
listlessness of the people has, in some parts, preventea 
them from being able to repel' the encroachments of 
wild beasts as will afterwards be stated. This, however, 
is. only a local and recent evil, and within the last. 
forty years the population nas, I am credibly informed, 
at least doubled. There is indeed reason to think that 
at no very remote period the whole country was nearly 
a desert; for setting aside the Moslems, Who form about 
43 per cent. of the whole population more than a half 
of the Hindus consider themselves still as belonging 
to foreign_ nations, either from the west of India or 
Bengal, although many of them have no tradition con
cerning the time of their emigration, and many have 
no knowledge of the particular part of these countries 
from whence they came. Althou~h all the 'lower classes 
marry while infants, young women, it must be observed, 
seldom have their first child until their sixteenth or 
seventeenth year. More have their first child 'even at 
a later than at an earlier age. Instances have occurred 
of girls having a child in their thirteenth year, but such 
are very rare. 
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Many more people live here as servants or hired 
labourers than even in Dinajpur; yet the difficulty 
which a stranger finds in procuring porters is still 
greater than in that district; and this however ~xtra
ordinary such im assertion may seem, must be attributed 
to the extreme poverty of that class of people, although 
one would naturally expect that this should render 
them anxious for service; but the fact is that in order 
to defray the expense of marriage, funerals, and other 
ceremonies, most of them are deeply involved in debt, 
and their services are"bounq for many months in antici
pation, so that they are no longer at liberty to engage 
themselves to a stranger. 

The checks on population are nearly of the same 
nature here as in Dinajpur. and Ronggopur: 

Although the distinction of families which adopt and 
reject inoculation for the small-pox has become perfectly 
hereditary and fixed, yet the practice is more universal 
than in the districts "lately mentioned, and is equally 
successful; while the diseases peculiar to India, especi
ally those chiefly affecting population are less prevalent 
as will appear' from the Statistical Table No.5. Fever, 
however, makes greater raval!es, and fluxes are more 
common "than towards the east. 

Dysentries without bloody discharges (Am) are here 
very common, especially after fhe equinoctical periods; 
out they are less fatal than in Europe. Formerly, I am 
told, this was the disease to which the Europeans at 
Puraniya were chiefly subject; but of late, wit)Jout any 
evid~nt .cause that I have learned, this ,severe disorder 
has become less usual, and fevers much more common. 
It must· be observed that in the south-east part of t.he 
district it was stated that fluxes were most prevalent and 
dangerous after the vernal equinox, while in the other 
parts of the country the worst season tor this disease 
was stated to be after the autumnal equinox. 

Choleras -(Daksal) are not uncommon in the hotter 
parts of the year. Of those seized perhaps one-tenth 
die; but in some places this disease was alleged to lre 
more fatal. 

Both specIes of leprosy - are considered as inflicted 
by ·the deity as a punishment for their sin, and unless 
a Hindu of rank has means to l?erform the ceremony 
of purification (Prayaschitya), he becomes so far' an 
outcast that he must live separate from his family: and 
when he dies, no one will bury him. Many of those 
who are affected after marriage, even when purified 

'by the ceremony, abstain from cohabitation with their 
wives. No one affected before marria~e can on any 
account enter into that state, but the period when the 
malady appears is usually anticipated by the ceremony. 

The- leprosy which in Benl!al is called Mahavyadhi 

is here more usually called kur kurl. or Kushtha, the 
latter a Sanskrita word. In the eastern parts of the 
district it is much more prevalent than towards the 
west. The leprosy in which the skin becomes white is 
here most commonly called Pakhra, or Sweta, or Charka 
Kuri, and is pretty common; but is in general, confined 
to a few parts of the body, and very seldom indeed 
becomes general. . 

The chronic swelling in the leg is veFY rare while. 
that of the throat is very frequent. The former is 
here called Filpa or elephant-leg, as by European noso
logists it has been called elephantiasis. The swelling 
of the throat is here called Gheg. Except just in the 
corner prOjecting towards the lower part of Bengal, 
chronic swelling of the testicles is comparatively rare, 
and in most other places this disease is in a great 
measure confined to the natives of that country who 
have settled in Puraniya. 

The rarity of the chronic swelling in the leg and 
testicle, while that in the throat is so common, wouln 
seem to point out some difference in the nature and 
origin of those diseases; although there are so many 
circumstances common to all that in the account of 
Dinajpur I was led to consider them as the same malady 
occupying different parts of the body. In some parts 
the swelling of the throat was considered as peculiarly 
incident to certain castes, especially 'to that called Kairi, 
which" would tend to show that hereditary influence 
has some share in its production. 

The Sannipatik, or fever accompanied by a swelling 
in the external fauces, in this district is a very un
common disease, although in the adjacent district of 
Dinajpur it is exceedingly common'. It happens at all 
seasons; and in discourse must be carefully distinguish
ed from the disease called Sannipat, which is the very 
worst stage of a pure fevei:, where the powers of life 
give way and the patient becomes cold. 

The sporadic fever which the natives consider as 
arising from a diseased state of the inner membrane of 
the nose, and which is here called Nakra, is very 
common. 

Although coughs are not nearly so frequent as' in 
cold climates, most catarrhs being confined to a slight 
fever accompanied by a discharge from the nose, yet 
many old people are harassed by the complaint which 
nosologists call catarrhus senitis. Many are affected 
with a kind of chronic rheumatism (Girha) which 
produces a considerable swellin~ and ~reat stiffness 
or even contraction of the limbs, although neither 
accompanied nor preceded by fever. This disease would 
appear to be more common in the rainy season than 
during winter. 

( eii ) 
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CAPTER IV 

RELIGIONS AND SECTS 

The Muhammedans-Their customs and sects-The Hindus-Brahmans-Other High castes-S'udro,s-castes 
considered lo,!» and impure-Castes considered vile and abominable-customs and sects of Mithila Hindus
various small sects. (Pp. 188-280). 

Calculating in the same manner as I did in Dinajpur, 
I estimate the Muhammedan population at 43 per cent. 
of the whole, or at 1,243,000 persons. The result of the 
calculations for each division will be seen in the fifth 
Statistical Table, and in the first will be seen the pro
portion of Muhammedans to Hindus in each division. 

The followers of Muhammed, although by no means 
so numerous as in Dinajpur, have more influence, a 

much larrger proportion of the 
land peing in their possession, 

and the manners of the chief town being almost entirely 
Muhammedan. In general, also, they· are somewhat 
more strict observers of their law, although the differ
ence is not very material.. The faith, on the whole, 
seems to be gradually gaining ground; the strictness 
with which the doctrine of caste is here observed 
occasioning many converts, and the passage from one 
religion to the other according to the existing practice 

.is very trifling, as scarcely any new dogmas or practices 
are required, a few external ceremonies are all that is 
necessary, and the convert continues to dread the same 
imaginary beings and to appease their wrath in the 
same manner a's he did before his conversion, Although 
the Hindus are not behindhand in paying their respects 
to the saints of Moslems, and especially' to the grand
sons of the prophet, yet there is a good deal of ill-will 
between the two sects. The mutual offerings to the 
objects of each other's worshi'tJ or respect are here more 
confined to the ignorant than in Ronggopur, although 
many examples of this laxity of thinking may. be found 
among even those dedicated to religion; and a good 
many even of the highest Hindus defray the expense 
of a pageant in honour of the grandsons of Muhammed, 
and during the rites performed in honour of their 
memory entertain all thosE" who apply with sherbet 
(Shurbut) and parched grain. This custom was prob
ably introduced when the fury of the Moslems in 
celebrating these rites was without check, and it was 
probably meant to screen the wealthy Hindu from the 
dangers of bigotry. inflamed by tumult. The two sects, 
however, so far agree that although many Moslems kill 
oxen and eat beef, yet scarcely any of them can be 
induced to sell a cow or a calf to an European. The 
murder of these innocents would give too great an 
offence to their neighbours, and would probably be 
followed by some kind of reti-liation. . 

Muhammedans . 

In this district also the worship of Satya Narayan 
among the Hindus, l!nd of Satya Pir among the Moslems, 
is very prevalent. Although these words imply the true 
god, the worship weans neither sect from anyone of 
their errors; each continues to follow every species of 
mummery, and this object of worship is chosen only ip 
cases of little importance, because he is supposed to be 
very good-natured and to concede trifles with much 
readiness. The hymns in which he is celebrated by 
the Hindus are called Pangchali, and are all in the 
lan§':uage of Ben~al which ii? no doubt the origtnal 

source of this worship. It has, however, been discovered 
that these poems were composed in the vulgar language 
by Sangkar Acharya, although that person in all prob
ability would not have understood a word of them; nor 
can I learn that any such poems exi,st in the Hindi 
dialect, and much less in that'" of Karnata, which was 
the native language of that celebrated teacher. It has 
also been discovered that these hymns are taken from 
th~ Bhavishyat Puran, part of the works of Vyas, but 
this seems doubtful for these works seem to me to be 
constantly quoted and very seldom consulted; nor do 
I believe that any Brahman in the three districts which 
I have examined has ever seen one-tenth part of the 
works attritiuted to Vyas, or has read almost any part 
of them except the Sri Bhagwat and Mahabharat; con
cerning the others, they appear to me almost always to 
speak from mere report, for I never could procure any 
of thesE!, works in order to have any' quoted passages 
extracted. Besides the PanJ{chali, alleged to be com
posed by Sangkar Acharya, there are others composed 
by Rameswar, a Rarhi Brahman who lived in Barddha
man. and by Krithivas, who .composed also a poem con
cerning the actions of I\am. 

The appointment of Kazis in this district has been 
managed with much more regularity than in the two 
districts towards the east, each division under a Darogah 
having a Kazi, and the extent of the jurisdictions of 
the two officers being commensurate. Several of the 
Kazis, although decent men, have little polish in their 
manners, and the state of their education is in general 
as defective as in Ronggopur. This perhaps could not 
be avoided, as the reward for their services is not of a 
nature sufficient to defray the expense of a liberal 
education; and several of them said that they were 
very indifferent about their offices, having found their 
flocks very disobedient and unruly. That they are not 
popular is pretty evident, for they in general complained 
-that the people living on free estates considered them
selves as totally exempt from their jurisdiction, and 
never employed them at any ceremony except when 
their rseal as notaries was required. 

In the appointment of deputies, the Kazis of this 
district have not followed any general plan. In some 
places they appoint deputies to collect their dues from 
the Mollas of villages, who are usually chosen by the 
people, or at least appointed agreeable to what is known 
to be the general wish. If these deputies are few in 
number, they are called Nayebs; but if they 'exceed five 
or six, they commonly receive no higher title than 
Molla. In some places these deputies act as Mirma
haluts, that is, persons who like the Paramaniks of the 
Hindus in Bengal settle all disputes concerning caste 
and punish those who transgress its law; in other places 
again, the Mirmahaluts are distinct from the deputies 
and subordinate to their authority; finally, in others 
there are no such persons. In some places the Kazis 
have apJ;lointed no deputies distinct from the Mollas of 
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the villages. but grant letters of confi.rmation to what
ever person they think will be agreeable to the multi
tude, and these return the dues which the Kazi ought 
to receive; and this seems to be the most judicious 
plan, at least for obtaining popularity, for these village 
Mollas being usually bigots and men of austere manners 
have considerable influence. The deputy' or Molla is 
seldom allowed more than one anna on the rupee for 
his trouble of collection. In other places the Kazi gets 
thirteen annas, the Molla two annas, and tlie Mirma
halut one anna; the latter has besides many perqui
sites. The state of education among the deputies and 
Mollas is much the same as in Ronggopur. 

Fakir, in this district, is a term given indiscrimi
nately to all religious mendicants, Moslem and Hindu; 
l:>ut this is as great an impropriety as the term Padre, 
which all such persons give themselves when they beg 
from an European. Fakir, in the proper acceptation, 
should be strictly confined to the Muhammedans. In 
this district they are much on the same footing ,as in, 
Ronggopur; they have not so much hypocritical cant, 
nor are they so much respected as in Dinajpur: some 
of them even who have consiaerable endowments are 
rational men, whose behaviour is totally..free from any 
extravagance. The .sects among the Fakirs, of whicn I 
heard in this district, are as follows: 

The Benawas ought to abstain totally from mariiage, 
and pass their time in pious exercises and in" the 
practice of charity, for maintaining the expense of 
which many, if not all of them, have endowments. But 
of 73 persons of this description of whom I heard, 
64 had taken to themselves wives, and had not 'been 
deprived of their lands, although they had suffered 
much in the opinion of the people. Their lands, how~ 
ever: were not considered as hereditary possessions, but 
ought to go to disciples that are brought up according 
to the rules of the order. In all probability most of the 
disciples will- be their own children, their office will 
gradually become hereditary, and they will then be 
considered as' belonging to the next class. 

The Tukiyahdars here are considered as distinct 
form the Benawas, and marriage is tl,lought perfectly 
consistent with their duties. They all have endowments, 
and a monument dedicated to Some religiouS" person, 
where they burn a lamp and pass their time in the. 
practice of hospitality and religious exercises. I heard 
of 203 such persons. Many Benawas, however, it must 
be observed, have Tukiyahs. 

The Julali Fakirs are. said to have been instituted 
by the blessed (Huzrut) Julal of Bukhar·ah. When a 
person is admitted into this order, his body is burned 
with a charcoal ball. Of this kind I heard of 222" 
families, more than one half of which are confined to 
the division under Thanah Dangrkhora. 

The Madari Fakirs are much more numerous and 
were ,stated at above 1,600 families. They are said to 
have been instituted by a certain Shah Budiuddin Madar, 
who was a Khaki or religious man of Mudinah, ~hat 
deserted his family and all the Illeasures 'of the flesh. 
The Fakirs, both Julalis and Madaris, are much on the 
same footing as in Ronggopur, but more of them have 
endowments. Both may become Benawas 01' Tukiyah
dars. The order seems to be fast increasing, an extra
va~ance in purchasing the favour of God being one of 

the principal meaRS which the people take to dispose 
of the additional resources that a long peace, and a 
government comparatively excellent, have bestowed. 
Were the number of Fakirs or other religious mendi
cants defined, this disposition might enable the profes
sors to live with dignity, and they might prove an 
ornament to the 'country by their buildings and learn
ing; but here the multitude alone increases, each is as 
poor, squalid, and ignorant as his predecessons, and the 
additional resources that might have been derived fr.om' 
such happy circumstances have been squandered on 
objects of total inutility. 

I did not hear of any Khondkars, who instruct the 
people in their duty; but there may be a few that 
escaped my notice. The MolIas have in most parts the 
exclusive privilege of receiving well-disposed persons 
into the order of Murids, on the same footing as in 
Ronggopur; but in several places a description of men 
called Pirzodas interfere with this source of emolument. 
Most of these are vagrants, or at least come here only 
occasIonally, and chiefly from Murshedabad. I heard 
of three only who resided in this district. The profes
sion of Murid, in some places, is almost universal with 
every adult Muhammedan, [in] religion of the sect 
called Sunni, for the Shiyas rej~ct the ceremony. ,In 
others again very few make this profession of adherence 
to their law, which like most other similar professions 
has in reality very little effect. It costs from four 
annas to one rupee. 

In this district a little more attention is paid to 
prayer and ablution tp_an in Ronggopur, and I heard 
of 7'3 public criers, who with their shrill voice endea
voured to remind the people. of the regular times when 
they should perform these duties. These 'criers have 
endowments, which probably induces 'them to continue 
their irksome labour; for this is attended with but 
indifferent· success. In the capital indeed 2,000 persons 
are said to atte:qd to the caJI of 50 criers; but in the 
country the whole number of such dutiful persons does 
not, it is said, exceed 500 persons. Compared, however, 
with Ronggopur this must be allowed to be a great 
degree of attention. 

Pilgrimage, another sacred duty of the Moslems, is 
he're in no great request except among the Fakirs, who 
naturally wander~ in ihe course of their begging, and 
frequently resort to Peruya. The profane chiefly 
frequent Kekmurud, where they can both pray and 
enjoy the pastimes and profits of the fair; four men, 
however, have returned from Mukkah, and two from 
Karbula, and a female of rank has accomplished the 
mer:itorious task of visiting both places. Such persons 
are h~ld in great veneration, and have the title of Hazi. 
Everyone, however, who has gone even to Nekmurud, 
at least in some places of the district, hoists a flag 
before his dool', and some huts are distinguished by five 
or six bf these badges of honour, which in many places 
of Bengal no one has the assurance to raise who .has 
not professed himself to be a man of peculiar holiness. 

Much about the same attention is paid here- as in 
Ronggopur to the duty of reading the Koran, a book 
which probably not five men in the district understal1.d. 

The fasts are here not S'O scrupulously observed as 
towards the east. In one division it was indeed said 
that everyone fasted, more or less, during the month 
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Rumzan ; but in others scarcely am;, it was said, gave 
themselves the trouble except for a few days, and many 
made no attempt to afflict their stomachs for the honour 
of God. 

The celebration of Mohurrum in commendation of 
the grandsons of the prophet is the ceremony that is 
by far most universally and :pompously exhibited; and 
as I have already mentioned, many Hindus of rank 
imitate the wealthy Moslems in defraying the expense 
of procession, and in entertaining the populace with 
sherbet and food. The populace both Hindu and Moslem 
are quite delighted with the gaud;y and noisy proces
sions; and the former, now that they can do it without 
danger, seem fully as ea£er for the festh,al as the latter 
are. The Moslems, however, on this occasion still retain 
a good deal of ferocity in their looks; and it is probably 
the fear of the bayonet alone that retains the scimitar 
in the scabbard. This ceremony is everywhere cele
brated with the same emblems, savouring of idolatry" 
that I have before had occasion to mention; but in ihis 
district I observed no images offered at the monuments 
of saints. 

Notwithstanding the universal eagerness with which 
the memory of the gfandsons of the prophet is cele
brated, very few are Shiyas, or belong to the party 
which adh~res to the father of these princes. Probably 
in .the whole district there are not 200 families of this 
sect; in the course of my inauiries I did not hear of 
so many. About 100 families are said to reside in the 
capital, mostly families originally from Persia, and of 
high 1:Jirth and decent education. Several of the Kazis. 
Darogahs and Munsufs have' with great propriety been 
selected from among these, a,s in general well qualified 
to discharge their' duties; but in several divisions there 
was not a single man of this sect except one or t.wo of 
these public officers. 

Among the Muhammedans, concubines ,Nekahs) 
are always united to their lord by a contract before the 
Kazi or his deputy, and accompanied by a religious 
ceremony. 

In this district, especially where the proportion of 
Hindus is greatest, the doctrine o{ caste has gained a 
complete practical ascendancy over the Moslems and 
has occasioned a vast number of subdivisions, the mem
bers of which do not intermarry, and often will not eat 
in company. Men of rank and education laugh at this 
absurdity; and where the Moslems are most numerous. 
there are many fewer distinctions, and the number 
excluded' from general communion is small, and is chietly 
confined to those of professions that are reckoned low 
and disQonourable. In some places, 'for instance, almost 
every trade forms a setlarate 'caste, as among the 
Hindus, while in others it is only a few low trades that 
are excluded. In the former places, national distinc~ 
Hons are also a complete bar to inter-marriages, but in 
others little attention is paid to this, and a person's 
descent in the male line is alone considered of import
ance. I shall first give an account of these national or 
family differences, and then notice the distinctions that 
have arisen from profession. 

Persons· who claim a descent from the orophet are 
pretty numerous, and exclusive of the fi;e divisions 
towards the south-east. it was said might amount to 
somewhat more than 700 falpilies. Wnat number of 
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pretenders may be in these five divisions I cannot say, 
as I did not hear of these distinctions until I had 
passed these parts; but the number must be consider
able, probably not less than 100. 

Th~ Moguls, lately Governors of India, are far trom 
being numerous, and probably do not; amount to 200 
families. Many subdivisions have taken place among 
this people. They seem originally to have been- divided 
into four Aolads, descended as supposed from four 
sons of a certain 'king; for this manner of accounting 
for the origin of nations from one common progenitor 
has passed from the Arabs 'to all the nations that have 
aq.opted their faith. Farther, the Moguls have divided 
into four Koums or nations, accordin~ to the places 
where they settled. These Koums are Irani ·(Persian), 
Turani (Tarta"tian), Rasbihani (Russian) and Chakatta 
o~ ,,:,hich I can tearn no explanation; perhatls it rna; 
slgmfy the Moguls who remained in theil' original terri
tories. To these some add a fifth Koum, Durrani, 
although others consider the Durranis as a tribe of 
Afghans, that is, of the highlanders who inhabited the 
mountains situated between India and Persia. Moguls 
of all these subdivisions ought to abstain from inter~ 
marriages, as ou~ht also those who differ in religious 
opinions, and embrace the opposite doctrines of Shiya 
and Sunni. 

The descendants of the Pathans, an Afghan race who 
governed India before the Moguls, are in this district 
much more numerous, and many amount to about 2 000 
families. These three tribes, on account' of their nlus
triolfs descent and former prowess, aJ.1e considered as 
pure or noble, and pay no rent for the ground which 
their houses and gardens occupy, nor should they 
undertake to cultivate any lands that pay a rent .• But 
many by dire necessity have been induced to degrade 
themselves, and have sunk much in the opinion of the 
people. Service either in the military or civil depart
ments, exclusive of domestic labour, is considered as 
much more honouJ.1able, as is also commerce neither of 
these employments requiring manual labour, for which 
these once haughty conquerors had a decided aversion 
They did not honour the plough like the hardy sons of 
Ro~e, nor did they de~pise tl'affic lik~ the gallant 
kmghts of the north. The exemption from house-rent 
makes them careful in preserving the purity of their 
descent, although it ,is alleged that there are many 
pretenders whose claims at best are very doubtful. 

Except artist~ all the remaining Muhammedans call 
themselves Sheykhs, as claiming a descent from the 
gentry of Arabia, an honour to which, from their 
personal appearance, a few have some sort of claim' 
but it is a few alone that can boast of this distinction' 
and t~e greater part are not to be distinguished fro~ 
th~ Hmdu peasantry of the vicinity. These Sheykhs 
are in general cultivators,. and seem much fonder of th~ 
plough than of. a?y other profession. In some parts 
they have subdlvld~d themselves variously, in others 
th:y are all without distinction called Sheykhs. The 
chIef cause of difference seems to have arisen from 
those who as much as possible imitate tbe nobler tribes 
in .conceal~ng 'their women', while others are not at this 
pams, WhlCh to a farmer is always attended with an 
excessive inconvenience. The former kind in different 
parts I heard called Darbhanggiya and Bara Sheykhs, 
the latter were called Chahari and Kulhaiya. 
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I have before stated that with respect to various 
artists who have adopted the faith of Muhammed there 
exists a gre'at variety of practices. In some places any 
Sheykh may practise an art without separating from 
his former <companions. In others such a practice is 
not admitted, and in various places there is a great 
difference in the number of trades that are rejected or 
admitted as honourable for a Sheykh to follow. 
Farther, tpe Fakirs seldom marry except amon~ each 
other, and that only with those of their own order; 
and the children of prostitutes are never received into 
the families of honest women. Besides, many Hindu 
artificers have been converted, and still retain many 
of their old practices, and in particular, when they 
have beeb. of respectability, an abhorrence at eating or 
in'fermarty'ing with strangers. These separate them~ 
selves from the Sheykhs. Again, many other artists 
who among the Hindus were considered as vile and 
infamous have been converted, but the Sheykhs abstain 
from their communion, lest they should de~rade their 
faith among the heathen. There are, however, many of 
these tribes of artists, both of the purer and more vile 
sorts, who still adhere to their former doctrines. 

In the following list, therefore, I merely give a 
sfatement of the persons who I was told are excluded 
from communion. In this, for instance, will not be 
included all the tailors who are Muhammedans, but only 
those who are excluded from a full communion by the 
Sheykhs that live in tl)e vicinity; for the same person 
will be admitted in one place and rejected in another. 
Here also I do not give all the Cham aI'S of the district, 
the greater part of that low tribe being still Hindus. 
Neither are all the people mentioned in this list, strictly 
speaking, artists; many of them have become culti
vators, although their extraction being known, no one 
except the people of the same caste will eat or inter
marry with their families. 

By .far the most numer,ous class of this kind, Imd 
that which most generally keeps itself separate consists 
of weavers of the tribe of Jolaha, who in'order to distin~ 
gulsh themselves from their pagan brethren call them
selves Momin or believers. Those who are excluded 
from marriage by the Sheykhs may amount to 3,200 
houses, and the families are numerous; several brothers 
Gon'lmonly living together, and these keep one or two 
looms, while the remainder plough. 

I heard of five families of tape weavers (Neeargar), 
and eight workers in silk sashes and 'cords (Palwars), 
who were excluded from communion, 

The Dhunaru or Dhuniyas, who clean cotton, wool 
and render it fit for being' spun or sown into quilts, 
are in this district a numerous class, almost all of whom 
are Moslems; but in most parts they are excluded from 
a, communion with the faithful,' because, in general they 
are not ashamed to drink in public, and indeed it is 
alleged that the greater part are abandoned to the most 
beastly intoxication. I heard of about 1,250 families 
which, on this account or other pretexts" were excluded 
from communion. 

Those among the Moslems who prepare and sell 
milk and who tend herds of cattle in the same manner 
as Goyalas of the Hindus, are in the west of India 
c:aUed Jat. About 400 houses have settled in Matiyari 
and separate from the 9ther MQslems. A great many 

of them cultivate the grdund. In the south-east corner 
are about 100 families, who are called Pangchpiriya 
Goyalas, or the cowherds of the five saints. 

Tailors, for what good reason I cannot say, are often 
excluded' from the communion of other men, a prejudice 
that even extends to' England, and it must be confessed 
that their profession seems suitable for the weaker sex. 
All tailors are here Moslems, but in many places they 
are considered as ordinary men. Those excluded may 
be about 18Q hOUi~es. 

, In this district many washennen have been converted 
to the faith; but as the profession among the Hindus 
is very low, the converts have in general been· excluded 
from communion, especially where the Hindus are most 
numerous. Of such I heard of about 230 houses. 

There are in this district many Muhammedan 
barbers, and of those" who are excluded from com
munion I heard of about 150 families. 

I heard of 100 shoemakers of the Moslem faith, who 
reside in the capital and are much superior workmen 
to the Hindus. The abomination in which these people 
are held by the Hindus seems to have excluded them 
from the communion of the Sheykhs. 

The same reason, but still more urgently necessnry, 
has excluded., about 20 families of butchers who kill 
goats and sheep (Kussab), and an equal number of 
those who murder the sacred beast of the Hindus 
CKasuyi). 

Those who emasculate the bull, hQrse and goat are 
held in similar contempt. They may amount to 150 
families, and are called in different places by different 
names, nor do I know that the different kinds will 
intermarry with each other. Abdali is the mos.t common 
name, and many of the people who collect honey and 
wax are of this class. Some of the Abdal keep horses, 
and .in some places they fish. This name is chiefly 
confined to the eastern parts of the district; towards 
the north the people who practise the same art are 
called Pophiya, Bam and Lavon. I am not certain, but 
am inclined to believe, that these are the same with a 
tribe of vagrants called Sahisiya, who purchase male
calves, emasculate and rear them until fit for Jabour, 
and then sell them. They also practise their art for 
hire, and deal in horses. They seem to possess very 
considerable wealth, as they have a great number' of 
cattle, but are a vagrant horde, frequenting the banks 
of the KoSi, where they five in wretched temporary 
sheds and still more miserable tents. They were reckon
ed to me at 20 families, but their camp did not appear 
to me contain less than 150 people. They live very 
hardily in point of' exposure to the intemperance of the 
atmosphere, and are very squalid and dirty. They 
seldom live longer than twenty days in one place. 
Nearly allied to these are five houses of Nugir or horse
shoerS, that are to be found at the capital. 

Ten families of cutlers at the capital are excluded 
from the general communion; as are there also ten 
families of goldsmiths and forty families of copper
smiths; and in different parts of the district are also 
excluded ten families of tinmen. 

Four families which make bracelets of glass, and 
75 which make those of lac, are also degraded. 

Only fifteen families of paper-makers, ten families 
of potters, and fifteen families of those who m<lke tubes 
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for smoking tobacco are excluded from communion, and 
all these reside at the capital. All the paper-makers in 
the district are Moslems, but in ieneral they are a 
respectable kind of people. 

Again, in various parts of the district 54 houses of 
dyers (Rungrez), and three families of those who 
prepare fireworks (Atushbaz), are excluded from 
communion. 

Twenty-five families of fishermen called Turah, and 
fifty families who chiefly retail fish, are also excluded, 
but there are many other persons of the last-mentioned 
class. This is also the case with those who catch birds, 
only three families of whom, so far as I heard, are 
excluded. 

Although wholesale merchandise among; the Moslems 
is considered an honourable profession, becoming even 
a Mogul, many petty dea~ers are considered as very 
low. I have already mentioned those who deal in tish. 
In the capital a hundred families (Mukeri) are excluded 
be.cause they purchase grain in a rough state, which 
they beat and retail. The contempt following this 
profession seems to be borrowed from the Hindus. 

Still more generally degraded are those who retail 
greens and vegetables (Kungjara), oil whom nearly 
1,400 families are said to be excluded, almost entirely 
in the west and south sides of the district. The Bakars, 
a kind of Moslems who retail tobacco, are also generally 
excluded, and may amount to 230 families. The Bukalis 
who sell spiceries. and hot seasonings are in a similar 
predicament, and are said to amount to about 680 
families. Fifteen others are said to belong to the same 
tribe, but are called Besalis and sell trinkets. 

Ten families of bakers at the capital are excluded 
from communion, although theirs . is an art totally 
unknown to the Hindus. • 

The "Bhat 0; bards, although mostly Hindus, and 
among them esteemed of high rank, are not admitted 
to an intermarriage with the Sheykhs, and I heard 
of fifty families that have embraced the faith of 
Muhammed. Nearly allied to these, as impudent beg
gars, arc about 50 houses of Damphawalehs, who call 
themselves Fakirs, and go about playing on an instru
ment called Dampha. The Helas are another class of 
beggars who play on a kind of fife. I heard only of 
two houses of them and of ten families of a -kind of 
drummers called Tasawaleh and Nakarchi, that is to 
say, families which are excluded from communion. 

Other Moslems, who extract money by amusing the 
people, and who are degraded, are about 50 houses of 
Bhangr or jugglers, 100 houses of Jet or wrestlers, and 
20 houses of Byadh or snake-catchers. To these I might 
perhaps add 20 families of rogues called Pakhiyas or 
Chambs, who procure a living by tormenting themselves 
tor the amusement of the populace. In my account of 
Mysore I have mentioned the manner in which similar 
fellows _proceed to act, more frequently however upon 
the compassion of the women than upon the malignity 
of the mob. 

I shall finish this list with the Helas or Dhayis, the 
women of which tribe- usually act as midwives, apply 
leeches, and attempt to cure several diseases by manual 
operations, of which an account has already been given. 
I heard of 28 Muhammedan families of this kind, which 
are excluded from communion. The men of the Helas 

extract blood by means of a horn used as a cupping
glass. Many of the Dhayis or midwives are the women 
of Chamars or shoe-makers, and of Dom or basket
makers, most of the former of whom, and all the latter, 
are Hindus. 

Respecting the Hindus of this district it is 
remarkable, as has already been mentioned, that 

Hindus 
a very large proportion is 

alleged to be of foreign extrac-
tion, especially in the part of Mithila ~hat it contains, 
and in the whole of Gaur. The most intelligent 
natives that I have consulted can assign no reason 
for this emigration, nor have they any tradition con
cerning any dre<;ldful calamity by which the country 
was depopulated, and which 'did not affect the neigh
bouring territories. It is still more remarkable that 
there is scarcely any great native tribe of those who 
CUltivate the land, and who in India usually constitute 
three-forths of the population. These tribes of culti
vators, such as the Koch of Kamrup and the different 
kinds of Wocul of Karnata, may in general be cons-idered 
as the original inhabitants of the country; but in the 
two above-mentioned parts of this district the greater 
part of the cultivators seem to have been extirpated. 
In many parts of Bengal, indeed, the greater part o.f 
the cultivators. would seem to have embraced the faith 
of Muhammed, as has been the case in the parts of 
Matsya that belong to this district; but in the western 
part of this district that has by no means be~ the case; 
yet even there a very small proportion of the cultivators 
consist of any tribe that can be considered. as aboriginal. 
Several such tribes, however, seem to remain and shall 
be carefully -traced. 

To begin with the sacred order, one of its most 
important divisions is into the ten nations of which it' 

at present consists; and to ascer-
Brahmans tain when this division took 

place, might help to throw some light on the obscurities 
of Indian record. By the Pandits it is generally 
admitted that amoqg the ~ishis and Munis of former 
days, tliat is, their ancestors or predecessors, there were 
no such distinctions, and the oldest authorities that those 
whom ,1 have consulted can quote as mentioning tl~is 
division are the works attributed to Vyas, and called 
the Vishnu Puran and Sri Bhagwat. It is therefore not 
improbable that this distinction was introduced by Vyas, 
who may be considered as the lawgiver of the present 
Hindus. Of the seat of these ten nations, one named 
Gaur is supposed to be entirely, and one named Mithila 
is llupposed to be partly, contained in this district. 

With respect however to the nation of Gaur, there 
is some difficulty. The district called Gaur, although 
it· contained the former capital of Bengal, is'so trifling 
that when' I treated of Dina;pur it appeared to me 
unlikely to have communicated its name to a nation 
of Brahmans, especially as the prince who first rendered 
the place a seat of government seems to have been 
under the necessity of introducing a colony of Brahmans 
to supply his dominions with instructors; and as Gaur 
seems of the five northern nations of Brahmans to have 
been the most important, as it communicates its name 
to all the others. Farther, the few Brahmans of the 
Gaur nation that are now in Bengal have avowedly come 
very recently from the west of India, and the same is 
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the case with almost all the tribes of Sudras who claim 
to be of the Gaur nation: none of whom, the Vaishnavs 
excepted, are now to be found in Gaur. I therefore 
concluded that some place called Gaur in the .vicinity 
of Agra or Delhi was the original country of~this nation. 
I have, however, since met with some well-informed 
Brahmans of this nation who allege that the Gaur of 
Bengal is their original place, of settlement, but that 
the whole of them were removed from thence by Janme
jay, and placed near Hastinapur, where he gave them 
lands, and where their descendants now live. This 
prince was a great grandson of Arjun, the brother of 
Yudhisthir, in whose time Vyas flourished. The tradi
hon is that when this colony was removed, it consisted 
of 1,300 families. We may, perhaps, however, therefore 
be allowed to suppose that Vyas, by the authority and 
assistance of Yudhisthir, placed a colony of the sacred 
order -On the borders of Bengal, but that it met with 
little sUccess; and that in the time of Janmeiay, the 
third king of the familY of Pandu, it became necessary 
to secure the colony from the barbarians by removing 
it near tne seat of government. Bengal and Gaur in 
all probability remained without instructors of this kind 
until the time of Adisur. The Sudras, however, of Gaur 
having as well as the Brahmans come from the west 
of India, renders this '€migration in the time of Janme
jay rather doubtful. In the whole district there are 
said to be about 50 families of this nation of Brahmans, 
of whom about 20 are settled in Gaur. The whole are 
men of business, and are little tenacious of ·their 
customs, so that, to the astonishment of my Bengalese, 
they did not even scruple to ride in a carriage drawn 
by oxen. They, are in great difficulty for women, and 
must often either want marriage, or undertake a long 
journey to the west. 

The other nation of the Brahmans, originally belong
ing to this district, is called Maithil. seems never to 
have been expelled, and, is very flourishing. In the 
whole there 1s said to be between eleven and twelve 
thousand families, of whom between nine and ten 
thousand are settle in the parts of Maithil that are 
contained in this district, and about two thousand have 
invaded their eastern neighbours of Gaur and Matsya. 

The customs by which this nation are at present 
ruled are said to have been established by a certain 
Hari Singha, a Rajput, who was king of Maithila, or 
Tirahut or Tirabhukti, as it is called in the Sangskrita 
language. The Brahmans by this prince were divided 
into four ranks. The highest are called Suti; the 
second, Majroti, ihe third, Yogya; and the fourth, 
Grihasthas. These distinctions are founded on the 
various degrees of supposed purity and learning which 
in the time ot Hari Singha individuals possessed; but 
the distinctions have now become totally hereditary., 
At the time of Hari Singha only thirteen men were 
considered as entitled to the dignity of Sutt These 
distinctions do not absolutely orevent intermarriages; 
but if a man of high rank marries a low girl he sinks 
to her rank, only he is reckoned as its head. If a low 
man can afford the enormous expense of marrying a 
woman of high birth, he is considered as elevated to 
the head of his own tribe, but cannot ascend to a perfect 
level with those of the tribe above him. III this district 
the two higher classes are very few in number, and 

there seems to be little loss, as scarcely any of the 
Sutis and very few of the Majrvtis give themselves any 
sort of trouble; but live entirely by the rents of t.heir 
lands or the profit of their rent; and if by accident 
they become I?oor, they can always obtain a ~aintenance 
by marrying the daughter of some low but wealthy man, 
who will cheerfully and thankfully support tJ;lem and 
their children, owing to the lustre that will be added to 
his family. In such cases, however, they themselves 
are reduced to the level of their father-in-law; and 
their children, if they wish to gain distinction, will be 
under the necessity of undergoing the fatigues of study. 

Among the Maithilas no distinction of caste arises 
from a difference of sect, because almost the whole 
follow the doctrine of the TaMras. The Pandits among 
them are Gurus and Purohits for the remainder. Some 
of the Pandits assured me that almost everyone follow
ed the worship of the Bam Acharya, at least so far as 
to get drunk in their private devotions. Otners denied 
this, and it is not civil to ask a man whether he is of 
this or o,f the Pasu Bhav. Just contrary to the custom 
of Bengal, the Maithilas of the Sakti sect openly acknow
ledge their belIef, while all those of other sects carefully 
conceal their departure from the common doctrine of 
their brethren. 

Professions give rise to considerable difference among 
the Brahmans of Mithila~ Those who st.udy more or less, 
and rejects sen:ice are the highest, and may amount to 

-ten per cent. of the whole. Ne~t to such dili~ent persons 
are those who occupy lands, either free or assessed, and 
attend chiefly to their cultivation. These may amount to 
about sixty-eight per cent. of the whole. Next to these 
are those who take service from the government or zemin
dars, to carryon business, and such may amount to ten 
per cent. of the whole. These divisions produce no abso
lute difference of caste. A Pandit, without any disgrace, 
may marry the daughter of an officer of revenue, if his 
birth be equal. 

Next to those are the Brahmans who copy books for 
sale (Masijivi), those who are owners ·of temples (Dewal 
or Tapas), who carry arms (Asijivi), and who serve in 
temples (Pujaris). These rank in the order above-men
tioJ;}ed, and the rank of the priests officiating in temples, 
both as proprietors and servants, depends entirely on the 
rank of the person by whom the temple was b4ilt. Those 
who serve in the temples of the village gods, and are 
called Yajak, are very low: but still lower than them 
are the Dhavak, who are running footmen or messengers, 
and the Pachak, who act as cooks for Sudras of a pure 
caste. A Pandit will not reject the water of any of these 
persons; but he would not marry into their families. The 
number of the whole is very trifling, perhaps two or three 
per cent., and they may all intermarry. 

Below these are the Gurus and Purbhits of the im
pure tribes, and they are usually called by the name of 
the tribe for which they perform ceremonies. The 
Bengalese term Varna, which is applied to such persons 
is here also known; but those who act for the four caste~ 
called Sunguri, Dhoba, Teli, and Dorasiya are considered 
as rather higher, and are called Chausakhis. The Varnas 
may amount to eight or nine per cent. 

Among the Maithilas there are no. Maruiparas, but 
there are som,e persons analogous to the Agradanis oj 
Bengal. These are called Mahapatras and, if possible, are 
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lower than VarnaS; but still they have divided into sects 
of various degrees of imputity. Some perform their 
office only for Brahmans, and' are reckoned better than 
Varnas, but those who officiate for Sudras are very bad. 
Their numbeI' is small, not above one in two or th:ree 
hundred. 

Of the Kanyakubja nation there are many in this dis
trict. Xn the first place, of the colony introduced by 
Adisur, apd called the five tribes (Panchagotra) there are, 
including Varnas, about 1300 families of the Rarhiya diVl
sian and 300 of the Barandars. Very few of these have 
encroached on the Mithilas, and they chiefly occupy Gaur 
and the part of Matsya that is included in this district; 
but the Rarhiyas have encroached much on the Baren
dras, as the whole is in the land of Barandar. This in
vasion is said to have been owing to the attack which, 
before the establishm~nt of the British government, was 
made by the Mahrattas on the western districts. of Bengal, 
which constitute what is called Rarhiya. I have nothing 
to add to what X have already stated concerning these 
Brahmans. The same is the case respecting the Baidiks, 
another colony from Kanyakubja, who are entirely con
fined to the south-east parts of the district. About 25 
families of Bengal and 40 of Kamrup have settled in 
these parts. 

A more recent colony have come from Kanyakubja, 
and its members still preserve the name of their country. 
TJ:ese Brahma~s are 'spread almost equally through the 
whole district. Few or none are men of any learning; 
but some of them act as Gurus and Purohits for the 
Rajputs, and other tribes from their original country, 
although some of these have adopted the Mithila 
Brahmans for gui(;ies. One man, however, who has 
travelled much in the south of India, and who now assists 
me, is by far the most intelligent man that I have met 
in the district, and is I belie\Te the most learned. A few 
are officers in the service of zemindars or government, 
but the greater part have taken to the profession of arms, 
and are employed as guards' (Burukandaj). It is said 
that there are about 1100 families. Several divisions 
exist among them, which seem originally to have been 
local distinctions, such as Antarbediya, Saryurya and 
Sonoriya; but the first are reckoned the highest in rank 
and the latter the lowest. At this distance, however, 
these distinctions are not well understood. I shall there
fore decline saying anything farther concerning them. 
The ignorant of 'them go sometimes in carriages drawn 
by oxen; but it is totally contrary to their law. Most of 
them are of the sect of Saiva, as taught by Sangkara
charya. 

A very few Saraswat Brahmans, the most western 
nation of the northern division of the sacred order, have 
settled in this district, where they officiate as Purohits 
for those who pretend to be of the royal or military 
caste (Kshatriyas). Some have lands, but none are in 
service, although a few of them trade as wholesale 
merchants. Some, I am tala, have become followers of 
Nanak. 

Five or six families of the UtkaL nation have settled 
in the south-east corner of the district, and act as Purohits 
for some artificers of that country. 

Only one family of the Pangcha Drabir divisions has 
settled in this district. He is a Gujj arat Brahman, who 
resides in the n_orth-west guarter as a merchant. 

These are all the Brahmans that belong to the ~en 
nations into which the sacred tribe is usually divided; 
but a large proportion of the Brahmans of this district 
still remains to be mentioned. 

There are said to be about 8,000 families, mostly 
settled on the estate of the Darbhangga Raja, who are 
most usually called Bhungiya or Zemindar Brahmans. 
Both words imply their being employed in the, manage
ment of land, the former in the Hindi, the latter in the 

~ Persian language. A vast number of other denomina
tions are given to them, such as Paschima from their 
having come from the west, and Magadh from their 
having come from the vicinity of Patn<t. They are, be
sides, divided into a great number of tribes that I have 
not yet oeen able to trace in any degree, so as even to 
satisfy myself. Their manners, everywhere, are however 
nearly the same. They are fond of being called Raja 
and Zemindar, and rent land without any scruple. They 
indeed chiefly subsist by farming, although they will not 
hold the plough with their own hands. They also will
ingly enter into military service, or engage as messengers. 
Few have an education sufficient to qualify them for any 
higher civil employment. They are said to form a large 
proportion of the farmers, everywhere between Benares 
and the Kosi, especially on the soutll side of the Ganges. 

In fact their manners are very similar to those of 
the Rajputs. They eat meat without its being offered in 
sacrifice; do not accept of charity (Dan), and are fond 
of a military life. They seem to me to be the remains 
of the Brachmani of Pliny, wham he represents as a 
pepale and not as a prie~thood. They do -not acknowledge 
national divisions, but like other Brahmans are divided 
into Beds and Gotras. As I expect next year to visit a 
district where they are much more numerous, I shall 
defer s'<iying anything more concerning theIQ. until I 
have had a better opportunity of tracing their history. 

Akin to the Bhungiyas, as being entirely secularised, 
are the Lavanas, who are also said to have come from 
the west of India, and live entirely by commerce, trading 
in grain, and more especially in cattle. Twenty families 
are said to have settled in Krishnagu~j. 

All these Brahmans are supposed to be descended 
from the original inhabitants of this earth (Jambudwip), 
which is surrounded by a salt sea; but there are other 
Brahmans who are supposed to have come from a world 
called Sakadwip, which is surrounded by a sea of milk, 
and in which our petty navigators of Europe have made 
no discoveries; but an account of these outlandish places 
may, it is said, be found in the Brihannaradiya, one of the' 
18 Purans composed by Vyas: The manner in which 
these Brahmans came to this earth is said to be related 
in the Samba Puran, a portion of the Upa Puran, which 
also Vyas is said to have written. Samba, the son of 
Krishna, having offended his father by an intrigue with 
one of the 1600 wives of that""'god, was smitten with a 
distemper. A Muni or Brahman of the old, school, who 
was named Nara-d, adyised Samba to send Garur, the bi;d 
on which his father rode, to Sakadwip fpr a physician. 
The bird accordingly seized three Brahmans with their 
wives, and brought them to this earth, where all their 
descendants continue to practise me~ine. The descen
dants of the three Brahmans form three different families, 
Balaniya, PithiYa and Chonchiya, from their ancestors 
having been carried on the head, on the back, and in the 
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bi:\ of the bird. The first are the highest, but they all 
intermarry, nor are the descendants of the. same parent 
stock prevented from intermarriages. They have Gurus 
and Purohits of their own caste. They speak the Hindi 
language, and some of them have a knowledge of Sangs
krita. Bhagalpur seems to be the chief place of their 
-residence; but between 30 ~nd 40 families have settled 
in .this country. The whole assume the title of Misra, 
that is, persons who have acquired a mixture of all kinds 
of learning; but in· this district no one is considered as 
a man of great science. They are Purohits for many 
of the Khatris, Raj put!:;, and Bhungiya Brahmans; but 
others of these castes content themselves with the ordi
nary Brahmans of this miserable world. The Sakadwipis 
are chiefly foUowers of Madhav, and worship Krishna 
and Radha. 

In the eastern part of the district are above 100 
families of hereditary astrologers, who are supposed to 

. to be descended from a Brahman, 
Otbel· HIgh Castes with the assistance of a Vaisya 

woman. As in B,cngal, they often are called Daivaggnas; 
but in this district they are more usually called Upadhya
yas, and are considered in rank as next to the Brahmans. 
In the western parts of the district there are no persons 
of this tribe, and the title which they assume j.s be_stowed 
on persons really of the sacred order. 

Next to the astrologers in rank are the bards, who 
still adhere to the pagan doctrines, and who in this dis
trict are called Brahma Bhat, in order to distinguish 
them from Moslems of the same profession. The manner 
in which both practise their art is nearly the same, and 
has been already described in my account of Ronggopur: 
but in this district they seem to receive more attention, 
and some of them go about on horses and have several 
attendants. 'l:he Hindu bards are much more numerous 
than the Moslems, and are said to amount to above 300 
families, all of which rent land, and many have endow
ments. 

Next in rank in Maithila, and eve'rywhere to the west, 
are reckoned the Raiputs: but in Bengal they are placed 
after the scribes, and are considered as mere Sudras; 
and the same opinion is entertained by the p·eople of 
Karnata, who allege that the Rajputs are the pure Sudras 
of the north-west of India, who confine their labours to 
the exercise of arms and to the cultivation of 'the land, 
but who do not debase themselves by performing manual 
labour for a qlaster. A Brahman of Kanoj, thoroughly 
acquainted with their manner of life: but he says that 
in the country where their own princes govern, no one 
pretends to dispute that the Rajputs belong to the second 
or royal caste of Hindus, nor hesitates to place them above 
the Vaisyas as is also done even here: but then here few 
of the Rajputs labour with their own hands. Formerly 
indeed they did not disdain to hold the plough; but at 
present not one man in .... eight will condescend to such 
drudgery. Most of them rent lands and employ servants 
to cultivate them. Some are traders, and more carry 
arms, b,ut chiefly as guards (Burukandaj). Many of these 
go for service to the eastern divisions, while their families 
remain on their farms. They have however entirely lost 
that noble militar? spirit by which those of the western 
provinces are distinguished, and their person~ also have 
degenerated into a very puny dimension. 

All the Rajputs who do not contamInate themseiveS 
by manual labour di.stinguish themselves from Ute 
Sudras by wearing a thread like a scarf; and all those who 
have wealth assume the title of Kshatri: and I am 
assured that in their original country there is no differ
ence of caste between the Kshatris and Rajputs, the 
greatest chiefs who assume that title often marrying the 
daughters of poor men, who are merely called Rajputs. 
In Bengal indeed the castes are considered as different; 
but this seems to have arisen partly from the pride of 
some great zemindars who wished to separate themselves 
from personi reckoned merely Sudras, as indulgence 
readily· conceded by their dependent Brahmans; and 
partly from the Rajputs themselves refusing to acknow
ledge as brethren another tribe named Khatri, which the 
Bengalese usually confound with the Kshatris. The 
claims of the Raj puts to be considered as belonging to 
the second pure tribe of Hindus are perhaps very little 
better founded than those of the Raj bangsis, and seem 
to be admitted or rejected nearly according to the extent 
of their power. In this district there may have settled 
ab01,lt 4000 families of Rajputs, which have divided into 
many classes, from a difference of occupation, or from 
the districts from whence they originally came. These 
classes do not intermarry. The ceremonies of the- Raj puts 
are chiefly performed by Kanojiya Brahmans. One-haff 
of them are guided by the followers of Nanak, one-fourth 
by the Goswamis of Bengal, and one-fourth by the 
Sannyasis. Bhim sen is a favourite object in all the 
vows which they make in distress. They do not adhere 
strictly to the purity of the Hindu law, and many of 
them do not scruple to ride in a carriage that is drawn 
byoxen. 

In this district ar~ some pretenders to a royal descent, 
who are called J$:hatri. In Bengal these are very usually 
confounded with the tribe called Kshatri, for the differ
ence between Khatri and Khyatri, as the Bengalese pro
nounce these names, is very small. This tribe has been 
degraded, especially in the west .of India, where their 
women, probably in consequence of this degradation, 
have adopted an uncommon levity of manners. As how
ever this tribe, from the similarity of names, may be 
descended from the Catheri of Diodorus Siculus, their 
claim to a royal origin is perhap~ fully as well founded 
as that of the Raiputs or Kshatri tribe. All the Khatris 
allege that they have come from the west. Most of them 
rent land, a few are in service, and a few are artists 
and work in the metals. In the south of India I found 
many artists of this kind, and there, in consequence of 
their supposed original dignity, they usually assume the 
title of Kshatrigar or persons entitled to have an umbrella, 
which among the Hindus is a badge of sovereignty. The 
proper Purohits of this caste are the Saraswat Brahmans, 
but when these cannot be procured, those of Kanoj are 
sufficient. Most of them are followers of Nanak, some 
adhere to the Dasnami Sannyasis, and a few to ordinary 
Brahmans. 

The Vaisyas, or mercantile tribe of pure Hindus in 
this district rank next; and about 250 families have come 
from the west country, and have settled chiefly on both 
sides of the upper part of the Kosi. They have adopted 
the Maithila Pandits as their Gurus and Purohits. 
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In the whole district here are not a hundred families 
of the medical tribe of Bengal, who are here allowed to 
be next in rank. 

The Kayasthas form a pretty numerous class in this 
district, where it is said there are between three and 
four thousand families. They are unwilling to admit that 
they are Sudras, and are rejected by the three higher 
castes. Having a good deal of influence, they are admitted 
by the Brahmans to be descended of a Vaisya father and 
Sudra mother; but if such a connection were now formed, 
the child would be totally an outcast and called a 
Krishnapaksha or .bastard. The same objection may be 
made to the pretended extraction of the astrologers and 
physicians. 

Rather more than a third of the Kayasthas are of 
Bengalese descent, chiefly of the Uttar Rarhiya tribe, and 
these spread over most parts of the district, so that per
haps a third of them have invaded the portion of Maithila 
that is in this district. They are mostly of 'the sect of 
Vishnu, as taught by the Goswamis of Bengal. 

The Mithila K,ayasthas are not quite so numerous, and 
few or none have settled the boundary of their original 
country. They follow the Maithila Pandits as their 
guides in religion, and are mostly of the Sakti sect. They 
still adhere to the proper duties of their caste, being 
writers and accountants; but many rent land, especially 
when they cannot procure service, but they never culti
vate with their own hands. Their customs were settled 
by Hari Singha Dev. and there are numerous subdivisions 
of little or no importance. 

About a third of the Kayasthas of this district are 
said to have come from the west of India, from about 
Lakhnau, the Dwab, Brindaban, Kasi, etc. They are 
divided into two classes called ·Ambashtha and Sri Bastav. 
The former term means persons who have the rank of 
their mother; the latter term means the fortunate 
house: but those who equal their mother are the 
highest, and will not marry with one of a fortunate 
family. It is said that the Ambashtha are descended 
of the Karan Kaya9thas, by a low woman, but in the 
western countries, from whence they originally came, 
there are very few Karans. These two western 
colonies ha'Ze not advanced beyond the boundaries of 
Mithila. They employ themselves in the same 
manner as the Mait"hilas; but some of the Sribas
tavs are merchants, and some chintz-printers and tailors. 
Both of them ride occasionally in carriaees drawn by 
oxen; and a few occasionally hold the plough. In their 
own country their proper Gurus are the Saryuriya divi
sion of the Kanojiya Brahmans, who only instruct the 
higher orders of th'e Sudras. In this country the Maithila 
Brahmans chiefly act as their Purohits, and' their Gurus 
are mostly the followers of Nanak; but a good many 
follow the Dasnami Sannyasis; only a very few receive 
instruction from the Brahmans. They drink spirituous 
liquors without endangering their caste; nor are they 
afraid of a connection with Moslem women. 

A very few of the Karan Kayasthas, who are reckon
ed of the highest birth, 'have settled in this country, but 
they are said to be of Utkal or Oriswa extraction. About 
an equal number from the same country are called 
Katkis, and are supposed to be of the same extraction 
with the southern Rarhis of Bengal; although from having 

been long fixed at Katak, they have faken a designation 
from that territory. Both may amount to 40 families 
irregularly scattered through the district. ' 

A few families' called Etana Kayasthas are said to 
have come from small territory of that name, which is 
situated to the west of Kasi. 

In the old territory of Gaur are a few families called 
Karkari, the lowest of all the Kayasthas. They are petty 
dealers and rent lands, but do not labour with their 
own hands. They follow the instructions of the 
Goswamis of Bengal. In Dangrkhora about forty families, 
w:ho treat tumours and sores, pretend to be Kayasthas: 
but no other person allows them that rank, and they are 
called Kaiyar. It is however universally admitted that 
they are at pure birth. Those who follow the same pro
fession in the division immediately north, owing probably 
to disgust at having been rejected by the scribes, have 
adopted the faith in Muhammed. 

All the castes hitherto mentioned reject the rank of 
Sudras, and being considered pure and noble are placed on 
th.e same footing with the Saiuds, Moguls, and Pathans 
of the Moslems. A few pretenders, which for the sake of 
connection I have enumerated with the others, are ex
cluded from the valuable privileges which the others enjoy. 

I now proceed to mention such castes as are admitted 
by others and acknowledge themselves to be Sudras, and 
Sudras who are allowed to be of pure ex-

traction. Ex,cept in the part of 
Matsya that is in this district, or among the colonists 
from Bengal proper, the'term Navasakh is unknown· and 
the same classes of traders and artists that it inciudes 
occupy very different stations among tl1e western nations 
and the Mait~ilas from what they do among the Bengalese. 

The highest among the Sudras,. who acknowledge 
themselves to be such, are generally admitted to be those 
called Baniya in the vulgar dialect and Banak in the 
Sangskrita, which words the Bengale·se pronounce Beniya 
and Banik. Among the Bengalese, however, many persons 
of this clas,,; are reckoned very low; but among the western 
nations the whole are considered as pure. Farther, 
among the Bengalese many artificers are included among 
the Boniks, while among the western nations the term 
Baniya is exclusivelY applied to those who are mere 
traders, or what in England are technically called dealers 
and chapmans. Why these have been separated from the 
Vaisyas, whose profession is the same and who are in 
fact of the rank immediately above the Banik, would be 
difficult to say. I am apt to suspect that these last are 
the descendants of the original inhabitants of India, who 
were merchants when the doctrine of caste was intro
dllced by a foreign colony, and that they received a rank 
in proportIon to that of the Vaisya colonists, just as those 
who followed arms and aericulture received a rank 
analogous to that of the royal, noble, or military tribe. 
And it must be observed that both the original military 
and mercantile tribes of colonists are either very nearly 
if not altogether, extinct, or have been degraded (like 
the Jain merchants of the south) on account of adherence 
to old opinion, so that many of the abori~inal tribes of 
these professions, who have arisen to wealth and power, 
seem to have been admitted to supply the places of these 
two high tribes. 

In treating of the Baniyas I shall first enumerate 
those whq have not been degraded by becoming artists, 
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and who in general confine themselves to the operations 
of commerce, although perhaps one in a hundred may 
hold the plough, and several rent lands which they culti. 

• vate by servants. 
Those who properly deal in money, among the Mithi. 

las and western nations, are usually said to have come 
from Agra, but they have divided into three sorts, Agar. 
waleh, Agrahari, and Puri Agarwaleh Baniyas. Of the 
whole there are between 40 and 50 families settled in the 
capital and divisions towards the west. They are reckon. 
ed the highest of the Baniyas, live with great strictness, 
and both their Gurus and Purohits are Brahmalls of Gaur. 
They are all of the sect of Vishnu. Besides dealing in 
money they also deal in cloth, metals, and many other 
articles, and mostly in the wholesale' way. These are the 
people whom Europeans have calle.d Banians. 

From the same country, and following the same occu·. 
pations, are said to have come somewhat more than 900 
families called Vaisya Baniyas, that is, traders who 
observe the cuittoms of the Vaisya. or of the third pure 
caste of Hindus. Notwithstanding this pretension to 
imitate their betters, they are not thought so pure as' the 
Agarwalehs, but are still admitted to be' a pure triPe. 
Their Gurus here are either the Dasnami Sannyasis or 
Nanak; and their'Purohits are Maithila Brahmans. They 
are scattered through every part of the district, except 
Gaur. The people of the same profession among the 
Bengalese are called Swarna Banik, but have been de· 
graded to a very low rank, as I have mentioned in my 
account of Dlnajpur. Between 70 and 80 families of them 
are settled in the eastern parts .of the district. 

In Bengal a class which deals with herbs,. spices', etc., 
is called Gandhabanik, and it is believed that Ballalsen 
conferred on its me.mbers the hi~h rank which they now 
enjoy. Of these between 150 and 160 families from 
Bengal have settled in different parts of the district. 
The people "tlf Mithila who deal in the same articles are 
called Kath Baniyas, and are considered as a pure caste. 
About 220 families are said to be settled in the capital, 
and in the divisions towards the south and west from 
thence. All their Purohits are Maithila Brahmans; but 
the greater part follow the sect of Nanak. Some however 
are guided by the Dasnami Sannyasis, and a few adhere 
to the Brahmans. 

The Gandhabaniks and Swarnabaniks of Bengal, be
ing both wealthy tribes, have divided into separate pro
vinces, such as Rarh, Barandra, Banggades, and the like. 
In this district there are many Baniyas who apply to 
themselves these provincial distinctions alone, without 
stating whether they belong to the money-dealers or 
grocers, but as by Ballal Sen the latter have been placed 
very high and the former very low, it may be naturally 
inferred that they belong to the Swarnabanik tribe, who 
on account of their wealth and rank given here to those 
of the same profession have escaped from the impurity 
to which Ballal Sen reduced them. They have not, how· 
ever, in general procured Brahmans for their Gurus, but 
follow the instructions of the Vaishnav and Dasnamis, yet 
they have succeeded in procuring Maithila Brahmans to 
act as their Purohits. They have, of course, settled mostly 
in the part of the district that is included in Mithila. but a few seem to have ventured back towards the east. I 
heard of onlY three families said to have come from Rarh, 
but the Barandras amount to above 400 families, and 

those ~of Banggades, or the vicinity of Dhaka, amount to 
almost 600 ·families. About 40 of these, from a longer 
residence, have separated from the others and call them
selves Desiya Banggadesi Baniya, or merchants of Bengal 
naturalized in this country. 

The proper Baniyas of Mithila are said to be called 
Barnabar, but at present these are confined entirely 
to the north-west corner of the district, and are said not 
to exceed 15 families. They are petty dealers, but are 
considered pure. Their Guru is Nanak, their Purohits are 
Maithila Brahmans. Two branches are said to have lIro. 
ceeded from this tribe, the Nuniyas and Kambals, or 
traders who deal chiefly in salt and blankets. Of the 
former it is said that there are 26 families, and of the 
latter only four. They do not intermarry, and in this 
district are considered as among the lowest of the Baniya 
tribe: but they have the same Gurus and Purohits with 
the Barnabar. ' 

Belonging also to Mithila, but of very spurious origin, 
are the Manikchandriya Baniyas, concerning who it is 
said that they are descended from low persons (Modis) 
who supplied with grain a certain Manickchandra, who a 
few generations a~o was the Zemindar of Bhatiya. This 
person, being of no very extraordinary rank, had still 
sufficient influence to raise these people from their im· 
purity, and they are now everyWhere received as pure 
Hindus of the Baniya tribe. About 100 families~have 
settled in the northern parts of this district. They follow 
the instruction partly of Nanak and partly of the 
Dasnami Sannyasis. Their Purohits are' Maithila 
Brahmans. 

Fifteen families qf Baniyas, who call themselves Kano
jiyas as having originally come from that country, have 
settled in ArariYa, and are reckoned a pure caste. Their 
Gurus are the Dasnami Sannyasis. their Purohits 
Brahm'ans. , 

About 120 families of Baniyas have settled in the 
.Mithila part of this district, and are called Kasarani. 
They are said to have come from a country called Kundil, 
south-east from Banaras. They are a pure caste. The 
greater part follow Nanak, but some adhere to the 
Dasnami Sannyasis. Their Purohits are Mithila 
Brahmans. 

The Rastoki Baniyas are said to be numerous at 
Banaras, but here there are only two ·families. They are 
great merchants, and very pure like those of Agra. 

The Baniyas of Ayodhya are called Ayodhyavasi and 
have similar manners. Ten families hav~ settled in this 
district. 

Among the Maithilas and western nations the artists 
of this kind are called Kasera and Thathera. By some, 
all these are said to have come from the west; but some 
of them allege that they are of Mithila origin. They are 
now scattered through the whole district, and are said 
to amount to little less than 400 families. Most of them 
follow the Dasnami Sannyasis, but some adhere to 
Nanak. Their Purohits are chiefly Mithila Brahmans. In 
Gaur and Matsya they are reckoned impure, but in 
Mithila this is by no means the case, and they stand above 
the barbers, who in Bengal give themselves airs of im
portance. None of the coppersmiths hold the plough. 

The Malis of the Hindi dialect. or Malakar of the 
Bengalese, who make garlands and artificial flowers, by 
both Bengalese and Mithilas are admitted to be a very 
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pure order of Sudras. The former appellation among 
the English, in imitation of the Bengalese, is usually ,given 
to gardeners; but that is a very low profession. It is said 
that in the whole district there are between six and 
seven hundred families. Few or none follow any other 
profession except that of their caste, althou.eh some rent 
lands. They form five nations, that do not intermarry. 
Almost 200 families claim a Bengalese origin and follow 
the customs of Ballal Sen; but they by no means are 
confined to the territo};ies which are said to have belong
ed to that prince. The garland-makers of Gaur amount 
to above 100' families, not one of which resides in Gaur; 
the whole have settled on the northern boundary. Their 
Gurus are Vaishnavs, their Purohits Mithila Brahmans, 
which seems rather extraordinary. The Mithila garland
makers amQunt to about '130 families, confined almo .. t 
entirely to their original country. They have the same 
Purohits, but follow chiefly the instruction of the Das
nami Sannyasis. 

About 189 families of garland-makers are said to have 
come from Magadh, or the country near Patna, and have 
settled chiefly towards the we'st. They have the same 
instructors and priests. 

About 20 families from Kanoj have settled in the same 
vicinity. They have the same Gurus, but when a Kano
jiya Brahman can b~ procured, they never employ any 
ot(fer to perform their ceremonies. 

Potmakers, except those, who have become Muham
medans, are everywhere in this district reckoned pure. It 
is said that there are about 2,200 families, who generally 
confine their labours to their profession, but perhaps 
three in a hundred of the men hold the plough. About 
750 families are of the Bengalese tribe of the Navasakh, 
and about 120 or 130 of these have invaded the posses
sions of the Mithilas. In the eastern parts of the district 
about 200 families from the west have settled; and as 
they speak the harsh dialect of their native countries, the 
Bengalese call them Khotta Kumar or harsh-tonlrued pot
makers. These. follow the Dasnami Sannyasis as their 
spiritual guides, and have Mithila Brahmans to perform 
their ceremonies. In the western .parts of the district, 
where the Benlralese manners are less prevalent, the 
Hindi potmakers are divided into three nations. About 
120 families, chiefly on the banks of the Ganges, claim an 
origin from Kanoj, and follow the same instructors that 
r have mentioned above, but whenever they can, they 
employ their own Brahmans to perform their ceremonies. 
There ,are about 440 potmakers who claim to be abori
gines of Mithila, who follow the same instructors, (but 
always employ their own Brapmans. The potmakers of 
Magadh amount to about 750 families, all settled in the 
west of the district, and these have the same priesthood 
with those of Mithila. 

Blacksmiths in Bengal and Mithila are usually call
ed Kamal'. but in the western districts of the Hindi they 
are more commonly known by the name of Lohar. In 
all these countries they are allowed to be a pure tribe 
of artificers. In most parts of this district they make 
the whole implements of agriculture, as well wooden 
as iron, but they seldom or never .emplo¥ their hands 
in agriculture. Just like the potters ·they are divided 
into four nations, and where the manners of Bengal pre
vail, the three western nations are included under the 
~ommon degrading appellation of Khottha. These may 

amount to about 230 families. The BenJi!alese are said 
to be 270 families. The blacksmiths of Kanoj, settled 
chiefly in the north-east parts of the district, amount to 
about 160 families, and one-half of these have settled 
beyond the eastern boundary of- their country. The 
blacksmiths from Magadh are said to be about 1,100 
families, and are confined to the western half of the 
district. The blacksmiths of these different kinds follow 
the same instructors and have the same priests with the 
pbtmakers of their respective natiEms. 

In Bengal, by some strange caprice, not only the 
~ankers but the goldsmiths were excluded from the pure 
castes of artificers, while blacksmiths, carpenters, 
weavers, and barbers obtained the dignity that pure 
birth confers; but this is by no means the' cape in 
Mithila nor in the west, where the Sonar or goldsmith is 
considered as next in rank to the m'aker of garlands. 
Ballal Sen, when he settled the castes of Bengal, had 
probably been amused by some moralist with the usual 
declamation against the precious metals, and in this 
district above 300 families of Swornakars or Sekras 
have still to lament the imbecility of the prince and 
the stupidity of his advisers. None of them have settlec;1 
in the north-east parts of the district, but many towards 
the centre and west, where they probably hope to escape 
degradation an<:\. to be placed on a level with those who 
practise the same trade. They follow the customs of 
Bengal and are allowed only Varna Brahmans. Besides 
these, goldsmiths from four different nations J;l3;ve settled 
in this district. Almost all have Dasnami Sannyasis for 
spiritual' guides; a few however follow the sect of 
Nanak. The Mithila Brahmans are Purohits for all 
except a few from Ayodh, who -in the performance of 
their ceremonies apply to the Brahmans of Kanoj. 
These Ayodhyavasi are said to exceed 110 families, and 
have chiefly settled in the capital and towards its north 
and west. The goldsmiths of Mithila are said to amount 
to about 380 houses, and have settled towards the north 
and east, m'any of them beyond the original bounds of 
their country. Their place has been supplied by 100 
families from Magadh. Four famifies have come even 
from Mathura, and as they are seItled at :Krishnagunj 
have pr6bably followed our troops from tpe west, 
Some few of the Sonars hold the plough. 

In Bengal, carpenters have been treated with as 
much caprice p's the goldsmiths. There they are called 
Sutar or Sutradhar, and about 185 families in the eastern 
parts of the district are considered as impure, while 200 
families of B1trayi or Hindi carpenters are admitted to 
be pure, and h'igher ,than barbers, although nat quite so 
high as goldsmiths. The consequence perhaps has been 
that they have encroached much on the Bengalese, and 
the blacksmiths, who are also pure, and the Moslems 
have seized on a great part of the business. The 
Dasnami Sannyasis have the guidance of the Barayis, 
and the Mithila Brahmans perform their ceremonies, 
None of these tradesmen plough with their own hands" 

In Bengal weavers of one class, called Tantrabay or 
Tangti, are admitted to a pure Sudras, but even there 
a very few of the weavers have attained to this rank, 
and in Mithila all the tribes of weavers are impure and 
shall be hereafter mentioned along with the analogous 
impure tribes of Bengalese weavers. About 350 families 
of pure weavers are said to be settled in this district, 
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F'orty of, these are said to be of Gaur, but none of them 
reside within its precincts; for it would seem as if 
Janmejay had removed all the Sudras as well as the 
Brahmans. They are reckoned almost equal to Kayas
thas in rank, and have Goswamis of Bengal for instruc
tors, and Mithila Brahmans to perform their ceremonies. 
About an equal number of pure weavers have come from 
Kanoj and follow the Ramanandis as instructors. 
while the Mithila Brahmans perform their ceremonies. 
The remainder of the Tanlrtis are all of Bengalese origin. 
but have divided into three kinds. One. called simpLy 
Benggali Tangti, amounts to about 75 houses. Another 
called Aswiniyas amount to above 100 houses. and have 
settled in th~ two opposite, corners of the districts. to
wards the south-west and north-east. They derive their 
name from working ih fine thread, but such was only the 
practice of their ancestors. About 90 families i~ the 
south are called Kshir. These divisions do not inter. 
marry, but they have the same guides, the whole follow 
ing the Goswamis of Bengal, and having Bengalese 
Brahmans to Pfrform their ceremonies. Most of' the 
Aswiniyas adhere to the 100m, but many of the Kshit 
and Banggalis are brokers, ~gents, and dealers in cloth. 
and some of them are very rich. 

In most parts of this district few or none are allow· 
ed to cultivate the betel leaf except the proper caste, 
which is pure; for no man of rank would chew what had 
been raised by impure hands. In Bengal and MithUa 
this caste is called Barui and in Sangskrita it is cl111?d 
Barjivi. but in the western provinces it is called Tambuli 
a name that in Bengal is given to those who retail betel 
In ~he south and east part~ of the district. among the 
Bengalese, several other castes interfere with this caste 
and there scarcely exceed 80 families. who are guided 
by the Vaishnav Adhikaris under the Goswamis. of 
Bengal, and have Brahmans as Purohits. In the western 
'Oarts of the district are about 180 families. who hav!! 
the same guides, and on account all their sect are called 
Vishnai. Thes~ probably are also of Bengalese extrac· 
tibn. In the south-east part of the district 80 familie!. 
nave come from the west, and frorI}- their dialect are 
called Khotta. Those who claim an origin from Mithila 
are very few in number. I heard of only fourteeI'. 
families. About/ 170 families are alleged to have come 
from Chausar, a district a little beyond Bhojpur, above 
Patna. These are properly called Chausariya; but in 
the ordinary dialect the letters are always transposed, 
and they are called Chaurasiyas. About 320 families 
have come from Yasoyar, a' district in the vicinity of 
Chausar. . A hundred families are said to have come 
from Ayqdhya, which in the vulg'ar dialect is called 
Ayodh (Owde, Rennem. For all these Hindi tribes of 
betel cultivators the MithUa Brahmans perform the cere· 
monie"s of religion, and by far the greater part are guidJ 

ed by the Dasnami Sannyasis; but a few have attacherl 
themselves to' Nanak. Tn the western 'Paris of the dis
trict they are considered as on a footin~ with the 
Baniyas. In Bengal they are placed on a level with 
weavers. None of them hold the plough. 

Although the cultivators of betel leaf are in the Hindi 
language called Tamouli, the Tambuli of Bengal are a 
totally different caste. "Their customs have been already 
detailed, and between 80 and 90 families have settled 

in the eastern parts of this district; but none have pene
trated ~owards the west. 

Twelve families of Mayras from Bengal are said to 
have settled in this country, and are admitted to be a 
pure caste. None of them are fOl)nd in Mithila or the 
west. In the Sangskrita they are said to be called 
Modak. 

In the eastern parts of this district are settled be
tween 3.30 and 340 families who follow the same profes
sion with the Mayras, and are also admitted to be a 
pure caste. They are called Murari. They.say that they 
have come from Rarh and were originally called Mayra, 
but on coming here they received this new name. 
Their Gurus aTe the Adhikaris under the Goswamis of 
Bengal, and their Purohits are Bengalese or lVfithila 
Brahmans. 

r~ Mithila and the western provinces, those who pre
pare sweetmeats are called Halwai, and are admitted to 
be a pure caste, Of these there are said to be about 
1,350 families. Being a pure caste, a few of them are 
hired in wealthy families as domestic servants. Perhaps 
two or three men in a hundred families may hold the 
plough. They are divided into four classes, Ganapatiya, 
Tirahuti, Kanojiya and Magadh. The former are said 
to be descended fro:r_n a certain man among them named 
Ganesa, who was eminently holy and had obtained great 
power from the Gods. He is. suppased to have lived 
about 100 years ago in Magadhdes. but in Hindu chrono
logy a hundred years are as one day, and one day as a 
hundred years: for his descendants are now very 
numerous. At all ceremonies and in all difficulties an 
offeripg is made to them under the name of Puja. They 
accept 'the daughters of ordinary men in marriage, but 
never allow their daughters to. marry with the vulgar; 
nor do. they condescend to eat in their company. The 
other divisions are national, and each foll(j)ws the customs 
of the pure Sudras from his respective country. In the 
western parts of th~ district these distinctions are 
known to every one; but where the customs 'i)f Bengal 
prevail, the whole are indiscriminately called Halwai, 
although among themselves they probably observe the 
differences. The Mithila Brahmans are Purohits for 
the ;yhole : part follow the Dasnami SaI1nyasis and part 
the disciples of N anak. 

The Kandu are a very pure caste who I parch grain, 
serve as domestics, and cultivate the land. One-fourth 
of them may hold the plaugh. They are a tribe origi
nally o. tn.e country about Patna and Banaras. They 
are pretty generally diffused, but are most numerous 
towards 'the west, and probably amount to 1,000 houses 
The Mithila Brahmans are their Purohits. The Sannya
sis are their Gurus. They amount to between sixteen 
and seventeen hundred families. 

The tribe of Bengal, or rather Maisya, the members 
at which follow this profession and sell parched grain 
and caarse sweetmeats, are called Bauri, and are very 
numerous in Dinajpur, but are there reckoned impure. 
About 640 families of them have settled in the east 
and northern parts of the distl;ict, where they have pro~ 
cured Mithila Brahmans as Purohit!>', and follow the 
Vaishnav as their guides. They have therefore been 
elevated from the dregs of impurity, altl\ough they are 
far from being elevated to. the dignity of the Kandu. 
They follow Dnly the duties of their prafession. 
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tn a few pads are some of the Bengalese pure tribe 
named Teli, amounting in all to about 130 families. 
They follow the usual customs of their country, Which 
have formerly been mentioned. 

In this district the Goyalas or cowherds form a very 
numerous class, and the greater part are mere culti
vators, and either labour as ploughmen or in the weed
ing, digging, and other operations of agriculture. A 
considerable number, however, purchase milk and pre
pare it in various ways for sale; and about an equal, 
number are employed to tend the herds of cattle that 
frequent Morang or the wastes of this country. A few 
are employed as domestic ·servants. The whole are 
reckoned pure Sudras. It is supposed that all the 
Goyalas originally came from Brindaban, and there they 
were divided into ten tribes called Gop or Ghosh. In 
their emigrations some of these distinctions have been 
preserved, but others have been assumed from provin
cial differences. In this district the most numerous and 
generally spread tribe of the' Goyalas is the Majroti Gop. 
These also are very numerous. in the 'west, from whence 
about seven or eight generations ago they are supposed 
to have come. 

'The next most numeroU$ tribe is the Krishnat Gop, 
few of whom ha~e settled in, the north-east part of 
the district, but everywhere else they ate numerous. In 
the west of India they also are very· numerous. 

This also is the case with the Ghoshin'Gop, but these 
have not penetrated far into this district. ,In the western
part, however, a great many have settled. 

The Nanda GoP are another original tribe of 
Brindaban, but only a very few families have come here. 

The Saphasi Gop are pretty numerous in the northern 
parts of this district; but I am told, are not known in 
the west of India, nor are they considered as a tribe 
elther of Mithila or of Bengal; and they do not know 
from what place they came, although they pretend to 
have come from the west. It is since their arrival that 
their name has been assumed. 

The proper Goyalas of Tirahut have divided into 
two classes, the Goyariya .Gop and Bara Goyalas. Both 
are local appellations and unknown in the west. The 
former implies the tribe (Gop) that adheres to the duty 
of their. caste, as in fact they in general do, very few 
of them having become cultivators. In the western parts 
of the district they are pretty numerous. Bara, the 
appellation given to the other division of the Mithila cow
herds, signifies great; but in'reality they are considered 
as the lowest of the tnbe. The· reason alleged for this 
is that of all the pure Hindus of the district they are 
the most willing to become domestic servants, and as 
these are very difficult to. procure, the Brahmans by way 
of encouragement have given them this high title. Their 
number is small and they are confined to the north-west 
corner of the district. 

A few Goyalas, having formerly ~ettled at Kanoj and 
then moved . here, retain the name of their former colony 
and have forgotten the tribe (Gop) from which they are 
descended. 

The Goyalas of Bengal are called Sad Gop. or Sapha!, 
Gop, terms unknown in the west of India. They are 
numerous towards the north and east of the district. 

Although all the Goyalas claim kindered with the God 
Krishna, .the whole in this district, except the Bengalese 

whose origin from Brindaban is very doubtful, reject the 
worship of that deified hero, and have adopted as 
guides the Dasnami Sannyasis, who teach them the 
worship of Sib. They have Mithila Brahmans for 
guides. The Bengalese Goyalas have Brahmans of 
Bengal to perform their ceremonies, and follow the 
Goswamis in the worship of Krishna. -

The Kurmi are a caste of pure Hindus from the west 
of India. Many have come from Bhojpur above Patna 
and many from Yasoyar west from Ayodh. These kee~ 
up their national distinctions. In different parts of this
district about 400 families have settled. They are most. 
ly cultivators, but some are domestic servants, and some 
are messengers or carry arms. They seem to be the 
original tribe of military cultivators of the countries from 
whence they came. The Mithila Brahmans perform their 
ceremonies. They follow the Dasnami Sannyasis. 

In this district there is a very numerous class of 
cultivators called Kewat and Kaibarta. The people Who 
are best informed in the customs of Mithila say that all 
these are properly of the same caste, and that according 
to the proper nomenclature of Mithila no other name 
but Kewat is known for them, nor is this term ever 
bestowed on any fisherman. As however the cultivators 
of the Kaibarta caste in Bengal have acquired a high 
rank, and. as Kewats there have claimed that title, many 
in this distnct have in humble imitation done the same; 
and they have divided into several classes, Semari, 
Haluya, Khanta, Geruya and Khawas, most of which 
terms are applied so differently in different places that 
no sort of dependence can be placed on any general 
account that could be given. The only distinction of 
importance is that many of them are slaves (Khawas), 
and seldom marry with those Who are free. For a farther 
account of the tribes Kaibarta and Kewat I shall now 
refer to what will be afterwards related concerning the 
fishermen of this tribe. In Mithila the cultivators, both 
Kaibartas and Kewats, are considered as pure Hindus. 
There are no Vyasokta Brahmans, and the Mithila 
Brahmans perform their ceremoI].ies without disgrace. 
They follow the instruction of the Dasnami Sannyasls. 
It is said they are not so numerous as the GoyalaS; but 
as they are one of the principal castes of cultivators I 
presume that this must be a mistake, although the 
number of Goyalas is certainly very great. 

In the west of the district there are many cultivators 
of a tribe of pure Hindus, called Amat, who are divided 
intQ those who are free (Geruya) and those who are 
slaves (Khawas). They seem to be an original tt'ibe of 
Mithila, nor do I hear that they have settled many 
other quarter. Their priests and instructors are the 
same with those of 'the. Kewat. 

The Same is the case with the tribe of cultivators 
called Dhanuks, that are by far the most numerous in 
the western parts of the district, and in most places there 
exceed even the Moslems of that class. They are a tribe 
both of Mithila and Magadh, and a considerable portion 
of those here are called by the name of the latter 
country. These, and' a few called Dojwar, are reckoned 
the highest. The most numerous by far are those of 
Mithila, . who are called Sryota; and there are many 
slaves who are called Khawas. 

Another tribe of pure cultivators that is prett1 
numerous in the west of the district is called Kairi. B1 
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far the greater part of the Kairi are called Maghiya, as 
having come from Magadh, but a few take their dis
tinguishing names from Mithila and Janoj. They adhere 
entirely to their occupation, are thought to be very 
industrious, and are higher than even the Goyalas. They 
are mostly of the sect of Vishnu, and their Gurus' are 
Brahmans of the Ramayit and Kavirpa:t;lthi sects. The 
Mithila Brahmans perform their ceremonies. 

The Khanggar are a pure caste of cultivators, of 
_whom some are settled in the north, west, and south of 
the district, but they are not very numerous. They are 
partly under the guidance of the Vairagis and partly of 
the Dasnami Sannyasis; and Mithila Brahmans perform 
their ceremonies. The whole are cultivators. They say 
that they have come from the west of India; but I have 
not been able to learn any western country where such 
a peQple are found. 

The Nagar are a pure caste of cultivators, mostly 
settled in the south-east corner of the district where, 
Moslems excepted: they are perhaps the' most numerous 
portion of this class of men; but a few have gone to other 
quarters. They do not remember their ever having emi
grated, but as their religious instructors are Dasnami 

.Sannyasis and the Mithila Brahmans perform their cere-
monies, they probably have come from the west. 

The Ganggot are a caste of pure cultivators, and as 
they are chiefly settled on the banks of the Ganges, it 
is probable that they derive their name from the place 
of their abode. I have not been able to learn that any 
of them are to be found either in Bengal proper or in 
the western provinces. They are therefore in all pro
babIlity the original cultivators of the southern parts of 
Mithila, and may be the remnants of the nation called 
by the ancients Ganggarides. They are still pretty 
numerous. They follow the Dasnami Sannyasis, and 
their Purohits are Mithila Brahmans. 

The Gongthi seem to be an original tribe of Mithila 
and perhaps of Magadh. About 3,600 families are said 
to be found in this district, very few of whom have 
settled beyond the bounds of Mithila. Only about 100 
families claim a descent from Magadh. They are divid
ed into two great classes, Banpar and Kurin. The 
former are chiefly woodcutters and boatmen. The latter 
originally were all fishermen, which profession some 
still follow; but some of them are now traders and keep 
many oxen; very few are cultivators. The Banpar and 
Kurin do not intermarry, nor eat together. A few have 
also separated from the others, and are called Chotahas 
of marksmen. They are boatmen and fishermen. 
Although Kurin is said to imply impious people that 
follow no law, neither they nor the other Gongthi are 
considered as impure, and they seem to have as great 
an abundance of faith as their neighbours. Their ins
tructors are the Dasnami Sannyasis, and the Mithila 
Brahmans perform their ceremonies. 

In the western parts of the district the barbers are' 
of the lowest tribe that is admitted to be pure; but in 
the eastern parts they stand very high. Those who re
tain this dU!;nified station are said to amount to about 
300 families, only ten of which have'ventured to en
danger their dignity by settling towards the west. 
There are 25 families which are said to be of the Gaur 
nation; but none of them live in that territory, and they· 
seen to have followed the Brahmans and other persons 

of that nation who have come to this district from Agra. 
A few of the barbers have become totally vile by COn
descending to shave the vile tribes, and are cal~ed 
Chapoyal and Kural. 

In the dialects of the Hindi language the barbers 
are called Nai or Nauva, and Napit, which is used by 
lhe Bengalese of rank, is a Sangskrita word. These 
western barbers are said to amount to about 2,600 
families, few or none of whom ever labour in the field. 
They are divided into four nations, all very numerous, 
but the two first are somewhat most considerable. 
These nations are Mithila or Tirahuti, Magadh, Janoj 
and Ayodh, and most of these' live in the western divi
sions but some have gone to the east and have adopted 
the same spiritual guides and Purohits with those of 
Bengal, and will probably succeed in raising themselves 
to a level with these shavers. In the western provinces 
the barbers adhere to the Dasnami Sannyasis and have 
Mithila Brahmans to perform their ceremonies. . 

I now proceed to the tribes which by both Mithilas 
and Bengalese are admitted to be low and impure, but 
Castes Considered who are not altogether v~le, 

Low and Impure al~hough the. sake of connect~on 
WIll not permIt me to adhere stnct~ 

ly to this distinction. The Rawani Maharas are of an 
impure tribe which is said to have come from the west 
of India, and they are usually employed to carry the 
palanquin. The Hindi word Mahara used for the people 

-of this profession, with a little alteration (bearer), has 
become··good English, and at Calcutta, even among the 
natives, is in general use. All the Rawanis cultivate the 
land when not employed in the proper line of their pro
fession, and are said to amount to between eight and 
nine hundred families, none of which are settled near 
the Mahananda; but everywhere else they are pretty 
generally diffused. The Dasnami Sannyasis act as their 
Purohits and the Chausaki Brahmans perform their cere
monies. 

The Bhar is an impure tribe Which once was very 
numerous at Calcutta, especially where Fort William now 
stands. They are said from some caprice to have retired 
after the attack which Seraj Doula made on Calcutta; but 
a few still remain near Khidarpur. In this district there 
are said to be about 150 families, chiefly on the banks of 
the Mahanand'a and its branches. Their proper duty is 
to carry the palanquin, but like the last-mentioned tribe 
they are all cultivators. They receive instruction chiefly 
from the Vaishnavs, and have Varna Brahmans of their 
own to perform their ceremonies. 

ThE; Bhawar are a Hindi tribe, originally from the 
lower hills and adjacent plains of Morang, on the west 
side of the Kosi, and may be .considered as aboriginal. 
They also are bearers of the palanquin, but all cultivate 
the land. About 150 families are said to be settled in 
the north-west corner of this district, but there are many 
in the adjacent territories o~ Nepal. Their Purohits in 
general are Brahmans who have been degraded, and have 
become peculiar to themselves, I and their Gurus are 
mostly Vaishnavs or some Janoj Brahmans who have lost 
caste. As however the chief Zemindar of the vicinity is 
of this caste, and as he is liberal towards holy men, a 
stretch of caste has been made towards' him and his rela
tions, and the Pandits do not scruple to eat with their 
Guru and Purohit, nor to admit of the Zemindar's purity • 
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The Gangieri are a tribe from the vicinity of Mungger, 
who rear sheep and weave blankets, and who also occa
sionally cultivate the ground when their flocks do not 
afford them sufficient occupation. Above 400 families are 
settled in the western and southern pa'rts of the district. 
Their Gurus are Dasnami Sannyasis. Their Purohits are 
Mithila Brahmans, who are degraded and will not be 
accepted by any other tribe.' 

The G~nes form a· very numer<1us tribe, confined 
almost entirely to the parts of the district that are includ
ed in Matsya, which confirms the opinion concernin~ their 
origin which in my account of Ronggopur has already 
been mentioned. In that district and in Dinajpur, where 
they are not so numerous, they are chiefly potmakers, but 
here they are all by profession weavers, although a large 
proportion is employed in agriculture, the demand for 
cloth being insufficient to give the whole employment. 
They Ilre divided into three ranks, great middle and small 
which do not intermarry, as they foll~w greater or less 
degrees of impurity. A peculiar tribe of Vllrna Brahmans 
perfo,rm their ceremonies. Those of the higher rank are 
instructed by Vaishnavs subject to Atal Vihari. The 
middle kind are instructed by a kind of Vaishnavs, who 
dance before God with all their might. 

The Gangangyi are of a pretty numerous tribe. situ
ated among the upper branches of the Mahananda. They 
are in all probability an aboriginal tribe of these parts, 
and are all cultivators, and weavers of sack-cloth. They 
are divided into eastern and western branches, which do 
not intermarry, and are considered as nearly of an equal 
rank with the Ganes. They are pretty numerous. Their 
Gurus are the Dasnami Sannyasis. Mithila Brahmans, 
who have become peculiar to themselves and have 
consequently been degraded, perform their ceremonies. 

I heard of eight. families of a tribe called Athariya 
who dwell in Gondwara, and are cultivators of a similar 
impure rank. I have not been able to trace this tribe in 
any other quarter, for they are very different from the 
Athariya o.f Majuyar near Kasi. 

In the ancient history of Gaur one of the most numer
ous classes of cultivators is of the impure tribe' called 
Pungra or Pundarill;:. These people have no tradition 
concerning the place from,whence they came, and speak 
the Bengalese dialect. I therefore 5uppose they are an 
original tribe of Gaur, although t.here is a country named 
Pundara and celebrated for a templE' of Vishnu, which 
is adjacent to the Punjab; but the distance is so great 
that the mere identity of names will scarcely justify us 
in supposing so painful an emigration. The Vaishnavs 
belonging to Atal Vihari are their Gurus, and their 
proper name is probably Pungra, while Pundarik, a 
name of Vishnu, has been bestowed on them by their 
Guru, who is of that sect. Their ceremonies are pet:
formed by degraded Brahmans belonging to their own 
caste. 

In the same territory, on the banks of the Ganges, a 
pretty numerous class of cultivators is named Chasat, 
which implies m~rely ploughmen, and it may be doubted 
whether in reality they are originally diilerent from the 
Pungra. At any rate they are probably aborigines, and 
like the common class of ploughmen m the south of 
Bengal, called Pod, are impure; but degraded Brahmans 
perform their ceremonies, and they are under the guid
ance of the Vaishnavs, subject to Atal Vihari. 

I~ this district as well as in Dinajpur, great confusion 
SUbSISts concerning the tribes called Koch and Palya. 
In some places the Koch are considered as different from 
~he. P~ly~s, and those who observe Eome decency are 
mdlscnmmately called Koch and Rajbungsi, while those 
who carry the palanquin are called Koch Mahara. In 
other places again the Koch and PalY3 are considered 
as the same. ?he whole are reckoned impure, and the 
neglect to which they have of consequence been here 
subjected, together with the similarity- of their features 
and manners, have given rise to this confusion. Having 
now obs~rved that in Kamrup, -the uriginal country of 
the Ko~h, there are no Palyas, and that ,in Matsya and.. 
the adjacent parts of this district the latter are very 
numerous and are in general distinguished from the 
K?ch, I conclude that in reality they have different 
trIbes, and that the Palyas are aborLldnal cultivators of 
Matsya. Including both tribes the number is very great, 
and except the Moslems, in all the parts towards the 
north and east. they are the most numerous class of 
cultivCitors. About three-tenths retain the exclusive 
name of Koch, one-tenth are called indiscriminately Koch 
and Palya, and six-tenths preserve entirely the latter 
name. 

By far the greater part of the KOl~h are called indis
criminately Koch and' Rajbangsi, use the Bengalese 
language, and live by cultivating t.he land and weaving 
sackcloth or coarse cloth of cotton; but perhaps one 
family in fift:y has been degraded by carrying the 
palanquin, and about a seventh part, who have settled 
far west, having adopted the Hindi dialect are called 
Khottas, These last are farmers and weavers of sack
cloth. Their re:ligious guides are the Dasnami San
nyasis, and their cere.monies are performed either by 
some persons among themselves, or by some Mithila 
Brahmans, who have been degraded and are now eitirely 
attached to themselves. Those who live in the eastern 
parts and use the lfmguage of Bengal have the Vaishnavs 
for Gurus, and their ceremonies are performed by 
Varna Brahmans,. or by some of themselves. 

The Palyas seem to have the same name with the 
Palis of the .south of India; yet I can Ecarcely suppose 
that they have the same origin, for their name, signify
ing merely nourishers, is so applicable to all cultivators 
that it may very naturally have been given to people 
who had no other kind of connection, except that both 
were engaged in the most valuable of occupations. 
Some people, however, have been fond of tracing in the 
Pali or Palyas of India the shepherds 01' that name 
who once governed Egypt, and also the nation who 
communicated to the people of Ava, Pegu, and Siam 
the sacred language which they now use. Although I 
admit of the probability of an Egyptian colony and 
conquests in India, I do not think that our Palyas can 
be reasonably traced to that distinguished country. 
Had they come from thence, I have no doubt that they 
would have held a different rank. Nor is there any 
reason to suppose that ever they or the Palis of the 
south possessed any learning, although a few have 
acquired some liitle smattering, so as to be able to 
keep accounts. All Palyas cultivate the land, and their 
women weave. Besides those who are confounded with 
the Koch, the Palyas of this district are divided into 
two classes. By far the most numerous part (between 
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eight and nine-tenths) are called Sadhu Ot pure Palyas, 
although they are held by their neighbours in great 
contempt, but they observe the Hindu law with tolerable 
decency. This higher rank is under the guidance of 
the Vaishnavs, and their ceremonies are performed by 
degraded Brahmans peculiar to themselves. The 
remainder, who wallow with abominations of pork, fowls 
and spirituous liquor, are called Babu, which is a term 
of respect probably given to them by way of ridicule. 
For although this title is said to be given in the west 
to some persons who will receive no religious instruc
tion, these Palyas are said to follow the same guides 
and to have the same kind of officiating priests with 
their betters; but the Brahman who officiates for 'the 
higher rank will have no connection with the lower. 

A small tribe of cultivators called Banat is settled, 
chiefly towards the Ganges, in the western parts of 
the district. The Banats were stated .at 140 families, 
but are probably much more numer0US, as all state
ments lhat I procured of the tribes cultivating the 
ground seem to have been greatly underrated. They 
would appear also to be an aboriginal tribe; at least 
I have not been able to trace them in any other part. 
Their name implies water-men. The Sannyasis are 
their spiritual guides, and their ceremonies are perform
en by Mithila Brahmans that have been degraded. 

The Naris, who make ornaments of lac among the 
Hindus, are a low tribe and many of them have been 
converted to the Muhammedan faith. In the west of 
India they are called Chudhar, and in Mithila they are 
most commonly called Laheri. In the whole district, it 
is said, there may be about 270 houses of these Hindus. 
Their guides in religion are the Dasn~mi Sannyasis, 
and their ceremonies are performed by d.egraded Mithila 
Brahmans. They are chiefly copfined to th€ weste,rn and 
south-eastern parts of the district, and work at their 
own profession alone. 

The Patwars belong to another lo_w tribe, of whom 
many have been converted by the Moslems. About 60 
or 70 families of Hindus of this kmd still remain in 
the capital and in the western divh;ions, and have 
similar instructors, and the same Brahmans perform 
their ceremonies as officiate for the Nori. Their pro
fession is weaving. 

Almost the whole of the low tnbe called Kungjra 
or Khattas, whose women sell seasoning ::rod whose men 
act as gardeners or cultivators, have been converted to 
the f,.aith in Muhammed: but in Gondwara 80 families 
are said still to be pagans. The Dasriami Sannyasis are 
their spiritual guides. Their ceremonies are performed 
by degraded Mithila Branmans. 

In taking an account of the castes, the Pandit of the 
Mission has again confounded the Kapalis with the 
Kawalis, although in Ronggopur we had learned that 
they are totally different. I am told that the Kawalis 
are numerous immediately west from Patna, and like 
the Sungris are petty dealers in ,t(rain and carriers. 
The Kapalis are a tribe of Bengal, and there being no 
Kawalis of that country, the Pandit like most other 
Bengalese usually confounds them together. Some of 
the Kapali here, I had occasion to know, burn lime and 
are called Chunaris, but the Pandit gh'es me an account 
of a caste called Chunari, which I therefore presume 
are the same with the Kapali. Including Chunari, 
Kapali, and Kawali, the whole number in this district 

Is inconsiderable, not exceeding 50 01' 60 houses. 
Degraded Brahmans perform' their ceremonies, and the 
Vaishnavs are their spiritual guides. 

Those who express oil are considered' as impure. 
The reason assigned is that in their mill tl}ev torment 
the sacred animal by blinding his eyes. The Brahmans, 
however, eat without 'any scruple the oil from their 
impure hands; but, they would sooner perish than drink 
the water which an oilman had drawn. If a person, 
In going to court or to transact business of importance, 
meets an oilman when he Mst leaves his house, it is a 
very bad omen, and .he will generally return and give 
up his business. In Bengal the oilmen ru;e called Kalu, 
and in Hindi they are called Tell. In the whole district 

, there are said to be above 800 families, but many of 
these are traders, and often assume the title of Baniyci 
in order to conceal the impurity of their origin. A 
good many are cultivators. Their distinctions are 
proyincial. About a half claim Mithila as their native 
country, and l1ave chiefly confined themselves within its 
boundaries. Not above a fortieth part arc of Bengalese 
origin; a twelfth part may have ('ome from Janoj, and 
have chiefly settled in Gaur, but some in Matsya. A 
very few from Jayinpur have settled in the capital and 
in the north-west corner of the district, where they are 
mostly merchants. Th:e remainder has come from 
Magadh, and few of these have ventured into Gaur or 
Matsya. Their ceremonies are performed by degraded 
Brahmans, who among the Mithilas arE; called Chau
sakhis. The religious guides of many are Vaishnavs 
subject to Atal Vihari, but by far the greater part follow 
the Dasnami Sannyasis. 

An impure tribe, which however possesses some 
wealth, in the Sangskrita languag~ is called Saundik. 
In the lowest dialect of Bengal and in the Hindi language 
these people are called Sungri; but in Bengal well
educated persons call them Sau. It was stated to the 
Pandit that, in all, there may be near 7,000 families in 
this district. Their proper profession is to distil 
spirituous liquors from grai~, but this being a very 
discreditable profession many of them will have no 
connection with such as distil, and they have divided 
into a great many classes from the different provinces 
in which they have settled, 'and from different trades 
which they follow. Very few now distil, but all are 
addicted to trade, and to keep cattle aud carriages which 
they let to hire. The national. or provincial distinctions 
do not apply to the whole. Some few call themselves 
simply Sungris without anv addition: others. perhaps 
six-tenths, give themselves provincial appellations, and 
tinally others, (almost four-tenths) an:: Imown by 
various names; but none will intermarry except with 
those who have exactly the same denomination with 
themselves. Among those who have provincial appel
lations, by far the greater part are of Mal:adh, and a 
very few are from the adjacent territory of Yosowar. 
Those of Mithila are very few in number, and those ot 
Gaur still fewer, nor is one of them settled within the 
ancient boundaries of Gaur. Next to the Magadhs the 
most numerous class is that from the Bengalese prOvince 
of Barandra, who have entirely abandoned to the Rarhis 
the profits of distillery. The Rarhis, next to the 
Barandras, are the most numerous class. Of those who 
have adopted names from other circumstances, by far 
the most numerous are called Ariyar or Dhankuttas-
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the former appellation means pedlars, the latter' beaters 
of rice. These have entirely abandoned the distillery, 
and chiefly go from market to market buying up rice 
in the husk, which they afterwards sell, having hired 
women to beat it clean. The next most numerous class 
are the Kol Sungris, who are confined chiefly to the 
weste:rr: part of the district. Whether or not these have 
a common origin with Kol fishermen, I cannot say. Next 
to these are the Pharas Sungri. The Kalwars are also 
numerous. The smallest of these divisions is the 
Chakoyan. Neither the Brahmans of Bengal nor Mithila 
can give any rational explanation of the meaning of 
these words as applied to the Shngris. They may 
perhaps be Moslem terms. If they are not so, they are 
at any rate totally barbarous. All the Sungris have 
their ceremonies performed by degraded Brahmans. 
The greater part are guided by the Dcwami Sannyasis, 
but a good many adhere to the Vaishnav. 

There are a very few traders of a tribe callen 
Dorasiya, who are said to amount to only sixteen houses, 
settled in the west of the district. They are nearly of 
the same rank with the Teli and Sungri, and have the 
same Brahmans. 

The Muryari .are an impure tribe chiefly living near 
the Ganges. One-half of them cultivate the land; the 
remainder fish, and act as boatmen and as caulkers. 
Their number was only stated at bet'V{een five and six 
hundred houses. They are under the guidance of the 
Dasnami Sannyasis, and have degraded Brahmans of 
their own who perform their ceremonies. It is probable 
that they are an aboriginal tribe of the country where 
they now inhabit, as so far as I have learned they are 

'unknown either to the west or east. They speak the 
dialect of Mithila. 

In my account of the pure tribes I have mentioned 
the difficulties that attend the terms Kiwat and Kaibarta. 
as applied to certain cultivators that are admitted to be 
pure. No less difficulty attends the fishermen of this 
tribe. After weighing all that I can as yet learn on 
the subject, I am inclined to think that the followl'l.g 
has been the case: 

In the west of India was, and is, a very numerou~ 
tribe named Malo, of whom ma!lY were fishermen. 
Parasar, a Muni or Brahman of most distinguished 
eminence, impregnated a woman of this tribe with Vyas, 
who may be considered as the founder of the present 
Hindu religion, although like tpe other men who have 
attempted this difficult legislation he has of course 
horrowed much of the doctrine that in his time was 
generally received. Vyas, naturally enough, favourea 
the kinsmen of his mother, and the Malos who would 
comply with the rules of purity, which he established 
or confirmed, assumed the Sangskrita name of Kaibarta, 
and procured pure Brahmans to be rtleir instructors. 
These pr their descendants have in general deserted their 
priginal low profession of fishermen, and have betaken 
themselves to agriculture. Those again who retain 
their old profession and have not weaned themselves 
from their impUrities retain the name of Malo. There 
is reason to think that none, or at least few of the 
Kaibartas of the west 'have penetrate'd here, or' at least 
they have been confounded with the Kewats of Bengal. 
Of the Malos, however, many are now settled here, 
especially on the banks of the Ganges and Mahananda, 
where there may be about 1,600 families. They are 

guided by tl;le Vaishnavl3 o,f Atal Vihari, and have 
degraded Bfllhmans for the performance of their 
ceremonies. They fish and are boatmen; but many of 
them cultivate the land, although they continue in their 
impure manner of living. 

In Bengal again there seems fo have been a very 
numerous and powerful tribe nal:1ed Kewat, the 
meI\lbers of which, like the Malos, .are fishermen and 
boatmen, but very impure livers. When Ballal Sen 
settled the ranks of the peeple in Bengal, he Sf'ems to 
have induced a great part of these people to relinquish 
their impurities, and elevated them to the rank' of 
pure Sudras. flattering them with the titlE: of Kaibarta 
that had been bestowed on the Malos of the west, and 
in fact equally applicable to both, as descriptive of 
their common profession. His Brahmans, however, in 
all probability were too pround to ~ive instruction to 
a scum so recently elevated, or to associate with the 
persons who condescended to be their spiritual guides. 
A kind of middle plan may therefore have been adopted, 
and in place of offending this powerful multitude by 
calling their instructors Varnas, they are called 
Vayasoktas, as if descended from Vyas. After this, in 
every part where the laws of Ballal Sen were observed, 
the name Kewat, being attached to those who retained 
their old impurity, came to be a term of reproach and 
was gradually given up: but in Kamrup and Mithila, 
~eyond the pale of this law, the Kewats often retain 
their origi~al 'name, which is considered perfectly syno
nymous with Kaibarta. Everywhere, however, the tri~e 
has divided into two classes. One has adopted the 
manners of the pure Hindus and the profession of agri
culture, on which account its members are called Kaluya 
Kaibartas or Kewats, according as the latter term is 
considered disgraceful or honourable. These have been 
already mentioned. The other class, who act chiefly as 
boatmen and fishermen, but who sometimes also culti~ 
vate the land, are often called simply Kewats; but 
where this term is disgraceful they call themselves 
Jaluya Kaibartas, or if that is not conceded they call 
themselves 'simply Jhalos, or persons Who use nets. In 
some parts of Ronggopur all the KE;wats seem to have 
taken disgust at their degradation, and have adopted 
the religion of Muhammed, but that is not the case here, 
where there are between eleven and twelve hundred 
families, mostly settled on the Mahananda and its 
branches. From 70 to 80 families, ,which have retired 
from Rarh to the south~east part of thl:' district, are 
known by' the name of the country from whence they 
rame. The whole have their ceremonies performed by 
Varnas, and follow the Vaishnavs subject to Atal Vihari. 

The Bindus are of a tribe of fishermen said to have 
originally come from the dominions of the Nawab Vazir. 
Above 700 houses are said to have settled in this district 
chiefly on the branches of the Kosi and Ganges. Here 
they are reckoned impure, and the Mithila Brahmans 
who perform their ceremonies are degraded, and cannot 
officiate fClr any other persons, but in their own country 
the Janoj Brahmans are not disgraced by 'attending 
their ceremonjes. Their Gurus are the Dasnami 
Sannyasis. . 

The Tiwars are of an impure tribe of fishermen 
very numerous in Bengal. To the south of Calcutta 
they arE! called Rajbangsi Tiyar, but I cannot trace any 
common descent between them and t.he Rajbangsi Koch. 
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It is therefore probable that some Raja has started up 
in the south of Bengal who was of this tribe, whose 
boatmen from their number must in time~ of anarchy 
ha.ve had much weight. In this district above 1,600 
families have settled. A good many cultivate, but most 
are boatmen and fishermen, and they are pretty 

'generally diffused. Like the Bindu they are considered 
here as very low, as they retail fish in markets, which 
is a much more ,disgraceful occupation than the mere 
use of the net, because in the sale the women who chiefly 
conduct it are exposed to public view. Their ceremonies 
are performed by degraded Brahmans, partly Mithilas, 
partly Kanoj. The Dasnami Sannvasis possess the 
right of giving them instruction. In this district the 
Tiwar seem to have a deity peculiar to themselves, and 
for whom they act as priests. This deity is called Prem 
Raj, and is said to have been a Tiwar who had very 
great power and success as a robber. He lived at 
Bahuragar, six coses north-east from Manihari. and at 
length, having long been favoured by the Gods, he
obtained immortality (Aprakat) and he and his boat 
were suddenly removed from the sight of mankind. 

In the south-east corner of the district above thirty 
families of the Bagdi tribe have settled. They are 
impure fishermen from the south-west of Bengal. Here 
they adhere to the profe9sion of fishing, and to the 
li!uidance of the Vaishnavs. Their ceremonies are per
formed by Varna Brahmans. 

In my account of Ronggopur I have mel)tioned the 
tribe of boatmen called Patanis. About 100 families are 
said to have settled in this district, of which two-thirds 
are said to be of Bengal, and one-thll'd of Gaur. Not 
one of these last reside within the ancient boundaries 
of that territory. At Calcutta they are often confounded 
with the Malos, but here they are considered as different. 
They have the .same religious instructors and similar 
Brahmans with the Bagdis. 

I have formerly also mentioned the Gangrar, fisher
men originally from the vicinity of Dhaka, of whom 
about ninety families are said to have settled in the 
western and northern parts of this district. They are 
here considered higher than in their own country, and 
Varna Brahmans condescend to nerform their cere
monies, while they are instructed partly by the 
Vaishnavs and partly by the Dasnami Sannyasis. 

The Suraiyas are a tribe of fishermen which seems 
to be peculiar to this district, and to be settled chiefly 
at the capital and on the banks of the Ganges. There 
are said· to be above 400 families. T!1ey follow their own 
profession, and are reckoned impure. Degraded Mithila 
Brahmans perform their ceremonies, and the Dasnami 
Sannyasis are their spiritual guides. 

In the southern part of the district, near the middle, 
are settled many people called Khar:war, who occasional
ly fish and carry the palanquin, but are mostly 
cultivators. In Chopra they are a very mumerous 
class, and great numbers go from thence for service to 
Calcutta, Patna and Banaras, and at the former city 
are called Patna bearers. Here, however, they are 
chiefly cultivators. I am told that their original country 
is in the vicinity of an old fortress called Khayra, which 
IS in the territory of Chotoya Nagpur. They are a very 
impure tribe, although they have relinq4ished many 
customs to which they are addicted in their own country. 
They have obtained some degraded Mithila Brahmans 

who perform their ceremonie3, and are under the 
guidance of the Dasnami Sannyasis. 

About 400 families of a tribe called Markandeya 
are said to have settled in the western parts of this 
distrICt. Their chief profession is the catching of fish, 
and they are an impure tribe whose Brahmans are 
degraded'. They are under the guidance of the Dasnami 
Sannyasis. I can scarcely suppose that they are .the 
same with the tribe of the same name that is found in 
the south of India, although the name, being that of a 
Muni is so singular that this is not altogether impossible, 
and the resistance of the Brahmans, which those of the 
south still obstinately maintain, may have led to a 
total degragation of those of the north, where the victory 
of the sacred order has been much more complete than 
in Karnata. 

The Torahas arc a low tribe who chiefly retail fish, 
but the greater part have been convertedt to the Moslem 
faith. Their chiefs, like those of several other low 
tribes in this country, are called Metar and in the 
female sex Metarani, terms that in Calcutta are applied 
to common sweepers. -I- The Torahas adhere to the 
pagan doctrine have degraded Brahmans for perform
ing their ceremonies, and are under the guidance of 
the dasnami Sannyasis. 

The Kol are a tribe of fishermen Who also catch 
waterfowl in nets, and cultivate the ground. They are 
said to be very numerous in the hilly countries south 
from Bhagalpur, which are considered as their original 
seat. In this district between seven and eight hundred 
families have settled in various p.urts, and although 
very impure livers they have obtained degraded 
Brahmans to perform their ceremonies and they receive 
such sort of instruction as the D?snami Sannyasis 
usually bestow. 

In the south-east part of the district about sixty 
families of a tribe called Kandar or Kandal are settled. 
Their name in the Sangskrita language is said to imply 
the steersman or conductor of a boat, and they are 
boatmen and fishers. Many of this tribe are to be 
found in Patna, from whence they have probably come 
here .. Their ceremonies are performed by Varna 
Brahmans, and the Vaishnavs of Atal Vihari act as their 
spiritual guides. 

In the east side of the district are saici to be about 
100 families of a tribe called Kuri, who are by profession 
fishermen. Their Gurus are the Aghorpanthi, and 
degraded Brahmans peculiar to themselves "perform ' 
their ceremonies. The Kuri pray to Aghornath, but do 
not imitate their Gurus in the impurity of eating 
attributed to these teachers, and observe the rules 
common among the lower castes of Hindus. They are 
divided into two kinds, one of which use the Bengalese 
and other the Hindi language; but as they are very 
numerous in the Jaypur district it is probable that the 
whole have come from the west, and that the oldest 
settlers have adopted the language of Bengal, as that 
prevailing in the country where they live. 

In the same parts of the district, put more especially 
towards the ~outh-east, on the banks of the Ganges, the 
Chaings are a very numerous class of fishermen, of 
whom there are said to be above 3,500 families. I can
not learn that they have emigrated fram any other part 
of the country; but I believe that near the .banks of 
the river they extend a long way west. They catch 
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fish are boatmen and cultivators, and sell vegetables. 
Th~ir spiritual guides are the Dasnami Sannyasis, .and 
their Purohits are degraded Mithila Brahmans peculiar 
to themselves. 

On the banks of the Kosi ars about 280 or 290 
families of a tribe of fishermen called Chabi, who are 
said to be more numerous towards the west. They are 
nearly of the same rank and follow the same professions 
with the Chaing, and have the same kind of spiritual 
guides and officiating priests of a similar rank. 

An~ther class of fishermen called Barha! Kandol is 
said to contain about 750 families, who have settled in 
two colonies-one about the middJe of the east side, 
and one about the middle of the southern side. of the 
district. r" have not heard of their being :found alzy
where else. Their spiritual guides are the Dasnami 
Sannyasis, and their ceremonies are performed by 
degraded Mithila Brahmans. 

About 100 famines of another tribe of fishermen: 
have settled in the eastern parts of the district, and are 
called Rishis. Among the Brahmans this is a high title, 
being given to the ancient philosophers of India, from 
whom the Brahmans pretend to b~ descended. It is 
probably from tms having been tbe name of a class 
of fishermen that some persons in the soutH of India 
pretend that the Brahmans were originally fishermen,' 
and that the thread which they wear is an emblem of 
their net. Others however pretend thgt this report is 
I)wing to the birth of Vyas, who must be considered as 
the founder of the present order of Brahmans. I 
cannot learn that the Rishi fis!lermen are found in any 
other district, but a class of extreme impurity called 
Musahar, which will be afterwards mentioned, are often 
called Rishi Balak or the sons of Rishi, and are probably 
of the same tribe, which seems to be aboriginal of 
Mithila. The Rishi fishermen on goin~ to Bengal have 
abandoned some of their degrading practices, have in 
some measure changed their impure name, and their 
present appellation is said to signify chaste. They are 
still however among the lowest dre,zs. of those who are 
not reckoned altogether abominable (Antyaj}, and many 
of them cannot procure even degraded Brahmans to 
perf'ol"m their ceremonies, but content themselves with 
the common astronomers, whose influence with the Gods 
is less considerable. They' aJ:e instructed -by the' 
Vaishnavs dependent on Ata! Vihari. 

T?!e Chandal, a 1!ribe of Bengalese fishermen, have 
been mentioned in my account of Dinajpur and Rong
gapur. In order to complete Ute list of flshermen. 
although they are everywhere admitted to be altogether 
vile I have plac~d them before some trites that are not 
quite so abominable. The number settled in this district, 
chiefly in its eastern part, between the- Mahananda and 
Nagar, is said to amount to ahnost 700' families. They 
are instructed by the Vaishnavs subject to Atal Viharr. 
and degraded Brahmans perform their ceremonies. 

r have thus given all the impure fishermen in a 
connected series, although it is geuerally admifted in 
thiS' district; at least in the western parts, thErt the 
wasnermen are not ar>sohrtely vire, and are' rather higher 
than the two last mentioned tribes. In Bengal their 
profession is considered as quite abominabIe. TIley are 
therefore one of the tribes hanging on the boundaries 
of vileness, but everywhere here they have Brahmans 
~h_,~ • ~~form their ceremonies,. and in lhe western parts 

these Brahmans are not quite so much degraded as many 
Varnas, but are called Chausakhis as they perfonn in 
common for 'four castes. the TeIis, Sungris, Dorasiya. 
and Dhobis, the three first of wllich are rich and amgng 
,the impure tribes are considered as pretty high. Thl:' 
washermen in general are instructed by the Dasnami 
Sannyasis. btlt towards the east a few are followe~s of 
the Vaishnavs. They have separated into many 
divisions. In the first place, a good many will have no 
communion with those who wash, and have betaken 
themselves to the plough. These ar.e chiefly confined 
to the south-east corner of the district, and are all 
followers of the Vaishnavs. Even the:re, where washer
men are considered vile (Aniya), these are allowed to 
be only low (Nich). Another class has separated it,self 
from, those who wash, and these people calt themselves 
Raj Dhobi or Sapbkar. They cortsidered themselves 
higher than the washers and live by making mats and 
cultivating the ground. It is said that in the whole 
district' there may be 2,000 families that adhere almost 
enttrely to their profession, in which. from the. appear
ance of the people, they must have Iittle industry. They 
have divided according to their respective nations. In 
the eastern parts they are divided into those who speak. 
Bengalese. and those who speak the Hindi (Khotta) 
dialect. In the western parts they are divided into 
those af Mitllila. Magadh and Kanoj. The Magadhs are 
bv. far the most numerous, and form more than a half 
ot' the Whole ttibe. 

The Yo~s, from their most ordinary employment 
are caned Chunaris or preparers of lime; but all persons 
of this profession are not Yogis, ani almost all the 
Yogis also cultivate the land. There are here nC) 
weavers of this tribe. In some places of this. 
distdct degraded Mithila Brahmans condescend to per
form their ceremonies; but in general they have 
spiritual guides of their own, who' caLl themselves 
VaiShnavs and do not assume the title oi Sannya-sis as 
in Ronggopur. Others again have Vaishnavs dependent 
on Atal Vihari as religious instructors, but have priests 
of their own for the performance of their ceremonies. 
and bury their dead; and finally some retain entirely 
the same customs that I have mentioned in my account 
(){ Ronggopur. Some of course are tetally vile; but 
those for whom even degraded Brahmans will offer 
prayers are somewhat elevated from this state of de
gradation. In fact, they seem here to be gradually 
giving way to the sacred order and will soon probably 
be entirely reduced to obedience; and should ever a 
man among them obtain wealth and influence, there· can 
be little doubt that many great di~overies will be made! 
concerning the dignity of this caste, and its purity from 
time irnmemo:riiJl. Those here know nothing of 
Havachandra, nor have they any Poems concerning thefr 
ancient heroe's. In the whole. district, it was said, there 
.may beo 3"50 f'amiIies. 

In the sQuth-east corner of the dr~trict are about 
forty famzlies of a Bengalese tribe named Bayuti or 
Bayiti. The Yogis reckon themselves much superior in 
rank, but tbey fonow nearly the .same professions, that 
is to say; they are musicians, and col1ect shells from 
wl'lich th~y prepare lime. They are under the guidance 
of the Vaishnavs o~ Bengal, and Varna Brahmans per
form their ceremonies. 
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N~arly of the same rank with the Dhobis, but some
what more doubtful, are the Beldars, who are pioneers, 
and those who make salt and nitre. According to their 
professions they have divided into two classes. The 
highest are those who make nitre and salt, and who are 
called Sambal or Nuniya· Beldars. 'Ihe latter name
signifies that they are makers of salt, the former that 
they have come from Sambal, a place near the Ganges 
in the upper part of its course, from whence the art of 
making saltpetre has probably been introduced. These 
.people, when not employed in their art, hire themselves 
out as day labourers, to dig, weed, or make ind~go, but 
they seldom plough. There are said to be about 750 
families in .the district. Their spiritual guides are the 
Dasnami Sannyasis, and they have degraded BrahJllans 
who perform their ceremonies. 

The Beldars who are pioneers make roads and dig 
tanks, on which account they are called Khodayas or 
diggers; but some of them weave and carry the palan
quin. Like the tank-diggers of the south of India they 
are a very vile- tribe. They receive what is called 
instruction from Dasnami Sannyasis, but they perform 
all their own ceremonies: and a female spirit mimed 
Sasiya is their favourite object of worship. Like those 
of the south they eat rats, and are strenuous drinkex:s, 
very difficult to manage: but their men are not celebrat
ed for fidelity in carrying money. They are however 
very careful of their women, although they do not 
proceed to the same extremities .in pur.ishing their in
fidelity as those of the south had adopted. The number 
is said to be inconsiderable, and does not much exceed 
500 families. 

The whole of the Jolahas are a vile tribe, some 
however have Brahmans to perform their ceremonies, 
and a great proportion have become Moslems. They 
are all weavers; but on public occasions they are hired 
to make a noise with various. instruments, and many 
of their boys are taught to dance in honour of the Gods. 

In the northern parts Of the district, especially. 
towards the east, are said to be about .1,200 families 
called Chapoyal Jolahas. They have degraded 
Brahmans .to perform their ceremonies, and ~re partly 
guided by the Vaishnavs, partly by the Dasnami 
Sannyasis. In the eastern parts they are under the 
necessity of having barbers of their own, but towards 
the west any Hindu shaver will condescend to smooth 
their chin. About 150 families of Palawar Jolahs are 
settled in the same vicinity. They have the same 
priests and guides as the ·Chapoyal. I have heard no 
rational explanation of these terms. 

Almost 2,000 families or' Jolahs, who are called 
Hindus, are said to have come from Kanoj. In some 
places these r~ceive instruction frQ.m the Dasnaml 
Sannyasis, in others they instruct themselves. In some 
parts, ·again, degraded Brahmans condescend to officiate 
as their Purohits, while in others they perform their own 
ceremonies. The same is said to be the case with more 
than a hundred families of Jolahas of Mithila extraction. 

I am told that in the' west of India all the Jolahas 
are Muhammedans, and that Jolaha is not a Hindi or 
at' least not a Sangskrita word. There is therefore 
reason to suspect that this tribe were all Moslems, and 
that since their arrival here they have been partly 
converted. In the west of India all the Hindu weavers 
ate said to be pure; but they are v~ry 'few in number, 

the occupation having fallen almost entirely into the 
hands of the Muhammedans. 

'I'he Tirahuti Dhotis are a tribe similar to the 
Tirahuti Jolahas, that is to say, they are weavers and 
musicians. They qre instructed bv the Dasnami 
Sannyasis, and have degraded Brahmans who perform 
their ceremonies; but as they are Hindu musicians they 
are judiciously considered as vile. 

Watchmen in India are reckoned very vile and 
abominable, and this seems in general to have been 
Castes Considered attended with much evil in the 

Vile and Abomin- regulation of the police; for these. 
able degraded 'creatures, not without 

some reason. think themselves justified in pilfering from 
their haughty masters; and wherever the custom of 
keeping such people prevails, no house is safe that does 
not pay them regular contributions. This even takes 
place where there is a vigilant police; but where any 
relaxation in the attention of the magistrate has taken 
place, the depredations that these people commit 
become a very grievous affliction. In the remote north
west parts 'of the district this is at present the, case, 
and the depredations are said to be enormous.' Well
informed men, whom I have no reason' to suppose as 
inclined to deceive me, allege that the value annually 
pilfered is not less than 50.000rs., and they think that 
no remedy would be effectual except ~ranting the watch~ 
men some villages from them to occupy entirely, and to 
which they should at night be entirely confined by severe 
punishment, to be inflicted whenever, they were found 
prowling about the villages of their neighbours. These 
watchmen in general at present hire just as ml,lch land 
as will prevent them from being considered as vagrants, 
and live in a great measure by pilfering. They dress 
very meanly, and their huts are wretched; but they 
eat and drink abundantly, and of a good quality, and 
on their holidays and solemn occasions spend more than 
even the Brahmans can afford. I shall now' mention 
the tribes of which they consist: 

The Dosads or Hazaras are a caste that seem to 
be spread all over the west and north of India. The 
former name, I understand, is pure Hindi, and Hatara 
is a term common in Mithila. In twelve divisions 
towards the east they were called in.discrimin~tely 
Dosads or Chaukidar Dosads, and so far as I learned 
had formed no. subdivisions; but tqere their number is 
inconsiderable and does not amount to a thousand 
families. In the six western districts, where about 
double that number have settled, about nine-tenths of 
the whole are called Magadhi Dosads as having come 
from Magadh, which from that circum5tance may per
haps be conside~ed as the original seat of the tribe. . In 
this part of the district three small tribes have separated 
from the Magadhi, and this is also probably the case in 
the other divisions, although it escaped my notice. The 
most numerous ,are those called Kamar. which signifies 
biters, but thi,s implies that they eat beef. The next 
are called Palawar, .which implies their eating meat, 

- and in fact these also eat beef, which the Magadhi 
rejects. The eating of beef seems to be the old custom 
of the caste, as it is admitted by all that the deified 
hero Sales was of the Palawar tribe. Many now 
altogether deny eating beef; but this seems to be from 
fear. The smallest of these detached tribes is called 
Kur~n. 
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'l'he !>osads of the northern parts worship a God 
called Sales, whose Pujaris are alw~ys of this caste.' 
He is said to have been the porter of Raja Bhimsen. 
At a distance from where Bhimsen resIded, the Dosads 
worship a God named Sahal, who was a very distinguish
ed robber of Morang; but havin~ been a holy man, he 
is said to have disappeared from earth and to have 
become immortal (Aprakat). His Pujaris are Dosads. 

It is not improbable that these two names, Sales 
and Sahai, belong to the same person, and are different 
pronunciations of the same word. Such at least is the 
opinion of' my native assistant. 

The Dosads have no images, but they have small 
huts dedicated to Kali and to her brother Goraiya, whom 
the Brahmans will not acknowledge. In the same huts 
are also worshipped Bahni, Tripuri Bamati, and 
Bishahari, aU females. Before the last they sacrifice 
male goats; before all the male gods they offer swine. 
Rahu, who occasions eclipses, seems to be thei:r; chief 
deity, and they say that they are of, his sect (Math). 
Sales and Sahal can only be considered as local heroes. 
We may perhaps be allowed to conjecture that the 
Dosads are the remains of a powerfuL tribe w~o long 
opposed the old Brahmans, worshippers of the ,planets, 
and iVho~e God came to be considered as a demon, the 
enemy of the great celestical luminaries. On the victory 
of the worshippers of the stars, the Dosads were reduced 
to a miserable state, and their deity 'was called an Asur 
and other bad namel';; but now when. the worship of 
the heavenly bodies, even among the Brqhmans, has 
become subordinate to that of deified heroes, personi
fications, and incantations, Rahu is allowed to be a 
proper object of worship'; Vishnu by a mistake having 
raised him to, immortality, and placed him on a level 
with the planets. 

The worship of Rahu, as I saw it performed among 
the Dosads of Nathpur, is rather curious. The priest 
is by them called a Bhakat or worshipper. He is 
married, and totally illiterate, nor is he by his office 
able to procure an entire support for his family; but 
his dignity is hereditary, and he seems to be either a 
very simple or an artless creature. On the night before 
the worship is to be performed, a trench about twelve 
feet long, one wide, and one deep is prepared, and some 
dry firewood is collected. . The· trench runs east and 
west, lind at its ~est end foul" bamboos are fixed up
right, near each other, in the ground. A little before 
sunrise the Dosads begin to sing hymns in. praise of 
,Rahu, and a woman sprinkles some liquid in the trench 
and dn the born boos. The trench is then filled with 
firewood, and at sunrise this is kindled, while an earthen 
pot is filled with water and placed on a fire ,near the 
trench. The Bhakat or priest now appears, as is seized 
by the God-his whole limbs are agitated, he is unable 
to stand or even sit, his head moves from side to side, 
he attempts to speak without being able to articulate, 
and he rO.lIs about his eyes and tongue. As the fire 
burns, he several times is led round it and seems to 
struggle to throw himself into the flames. On these 
occasions. the people who support him permit him to 
put his .feet in the flames f6r an ipstant and to move 
the burning coals with. his hands, and ,then lay him 
down again. His appearance at this time induced me 
to suppose that he was drunk; but. when the wood has 
burned and nothing but live coals remain, he is con-

duct,ed' to the bamboos and helped. to ascend. to a tope 
about three feet from the ground which is fastened 
between them, and there he stands so firmly that he 
cannot be supposed to be drunk. Here he goes through 
some mummery, while the people smooth the coals in 
the trench and brerk them into small pieces like gravel. 
The Bhakat then descends, stands on the edges of the 
pot containing the boiling water, and pours over his head 
some handfuls of rice, which fall into the pbt. He 
then descends, and· putting his hands in the boiling 
water, takes out some rice and throws it about. He 
then goes to the trench, supported by two' men, for 
he still pretends to be in violent agitation, but with his 
naked feet he walks, very deliberately, three times along 
the burning coals, from one end of the trench to the 
other. He then mounts to the top of the bamboos! like a 
monkey, and performs more mummedes that· would be 
tiresome and useless to repeat, but which show that he 
has abundant power over his limbs, which are un
doubtedly exempt from the influence of either Bacchus 
or Rahu. It was evitlent, however, that the whole 
spectators, who were numerous, believed in the influence 
of this god, and at least all the Dosads and probably 
most of the others considered the interposition of the 
deity as what' enabled the fellow to resist the effects 
of the fire. ais fonowers exdit'in~iy challenged the 
Brahmans who were in my company to imitate this 
priest. The coals, however, were very far from being 
in a flame, and outwardly were even black, although 
some boiled butter was poured on them each time before 
the priest walked, and raised a strong smoke. They 
were, however, very hot, and the Pandit of the miSSIon, 
who at the end of the operation took a few ·in his hand, 
could not carry them above a few yards. 'I'he fellow's 
soles were no doubt very callous, and probably indurated 
by much practice. 

The Dosads have among them some persons who are 
their instructors (Gurus), who abstain from all animal 
food, from spirituous liquors, and from labour. Their 
office is in general hereditary, and some of them are 
able to tead. Their proper title would appear to be 
Sadhu, but they are often called Gosaing, Fakir, 
Vaishnav, or any name that is considered as respectable. 
They have also an order of priests, who like the Purohits 
of the Brahmans perform their religious ceremonies. 
These are call~d Misra, and their office is absolutely 
hereditary. Occasionally a new man, who has addicted 
himself much to religion, may become a Guru. The 
Gurus instruct their followers to worship Ram and 
Krishna witn the Gods of that party. The other deities 
that I have above mentioned are only applied to in 
danger. Among the Purohits and Gurus ar.e persons of 
all the four divisions of Dosads. The book that I found 
in possessio'n of the Gurus was a small treatise called 
Gyangn Sagar, composed, it is imagined, by the four
armed God (Choturbhuj), that is, Vishnu, before the 
creation of the world. See No. 3 w.hic.b teaches the 
immaterial nature of God (Nirakar), which by many 
Brahmans is considered as a damnablIe heresy. On 
this account the Dosads are not idolaters. 'l'he book is 
composed in the pure dialect of Mithila. The Guru 
whom' I consulted had also a small book of hymns, 
composed by Kavir in praise of Ram. He also had some 
parts of th'e Ramayan of Tulasi Das: but Gyarfgn Sagar 
seems to be the proper canon of the sect. The Guru 
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goes about, and e.lj:plains its contents to such of the 
people as are willing to attend, which seems to be but 
a small proportion of the whole. This however seems 
to be morJ'l attention than,is ·bestowed by the Brahmans, 
or their substitutes the Vaishnav, on th,ose whom they 
instruct: for the Guru seldom bestows more instruction 
than some form of prayer. The Dosads celebrated the 
memory. of Sales with songs or hymns, and in the 
territory of Gorkha, where Bhimsen lived, there is a 
hut und€r the tree where th-e worship of. Sales is 
celebrated. 

The lV!usahar have already been reentioned as said 
to be the sons of RishlS, and probably have a common 
origin with the Rishi fishermen. It is said that in the 
Haribangsa, a poem attributed to Vyas, 1t is mentioned 
that the Musahar sprung from the armpits of a certain 
,Ben Raja, who was a horrible sinner that lived a long 
time ago, even before the time of Ram. Ben Raja 
governed in Ayoph, but the Musahar have been dispers
ed throughout the north of India. Thal the Musahar 
may be a very ancient tribe of India and may have 
been the subjects of Ben Raja may be true enough; but 
as all the low tribes, even including the Kirats, a race 
undoubtedly of Tartar or Chinese Origin, are said on 
the same quthority. to nave sprung from the same person, 
it is evident that the story deserves very little attention, 
The Musahar in thIS district are said to amount to 
above 600 families, settled in its western parts. They 
are employed as watchmen, cultivate the land, and 
sometimes fish. They eat rats, snakes, and lizards -but 
reject beef. Trey have priests of their own and worship 
chiefly Rahu, who occasions eclipses of the moon. 

The Banytar are another vile tribe, of whom about 
25 families have settled in the north-west parts of the 
district, and are said to extend from thence along the 
frontier of Gorkha to the Gandak. Their manners are 
similar to those of the Musahar, but they eat cows that 
have died a natural death.' 

The Kangrihari are a tribe whose original seat seems 
to be about the banks of the Kosi, where it descends 
into the plains. They are by profession hunters, and 
kill tigers, hogs, and deer: with bows and poisoned 
arrows set with a string. A good many come occasion
ally fro}TI their native country and visit different parts • 

.of Bengal, in order especially to procure the reward 
which government has given for destroying tigers, and 
about eight families hav.e settled near the capital of 
this district. Except in a difference of profession, their 
manners are similar to the three last mentioned tribes. 

A few of a similar tribe named Karandiya are found 
in the south of the district. Instead of hunting they 
catch birds with a rod and bird-lime. They eat almost 
anything. ' 

-The Badiya or Bayadh, who often pursue the same 
profession, have been already mentioned in _my account 
of Ronggopur, nor have I anything concerning them to 
add to what> I. there stated. It is said that in this 
district, exclusive of those who pretend to be Moslems, 

-the whole number does not amount to forty houses, 
mostly confined to the south-east corner of the district. 

The same profession and customs are followed by 
about' thirty houses, called Dheyor, that have settled 
in the east side of the clistrict. There is some reason 
to suppose- that this is merely a diffel'ev.t name for the 
Badiyas. 

A class called Dhargar or nhark ar, 01 who almost 
200 houses are scattered through this district, work in 
ratans and bamboos, put ropes in the bottom of bed
steads, and rear swine. They have priests of their own, 
and are altogether vile. 

In the south-east corner of the distrlict II heard 
of a lew families called Bethuyas, or workers in ratan, 
who originally p-erhaps were not different from the 
former; but tneir manners are now erY different. They 
receive instruction trom the Vaishnavs, and degraded 
Brahmans condescend to perform their ceremonies. 

The Dom in this district are all basket-makers, and 
work In bamboos but not in ratans. In my account of 
Ropggopur I have mentioned how this name has come 
to be applied to a class of fishermen. Here they seem 
to be mdiscriminately 9alled !Jom, Dom Patani, and 
-!iranuti Dom. In some places no uivision has taken 
place; in others they are divided into two classes, Dhayi 
and Mordah~.I!'urash. The women of the iormer are mId
wives, and where there are any families of that ki'nd, 
they abstain from removing dead carcases; but as in 
several parts the wives ot shoemakers are the wise 
women, so there the whole Dom are sometimes Mordah
Eurash, that is, remove dead bodies. There are in this 
dIstrIct no otner persons whQ perform tnis office, of 
which the want is oHen severely felt. The whole number 
m the district is abOUt' 450 houses. In Mithila, when
ever a gentleman comes to a village, the women of the 
Dom assemble, having on their heads pots of water in 
which -are put some leaves of the mango, and they wel
come him with a sOllg pronounced in a 50ft voice, much 
more agreeable than the howl (Hulu or Jokar) of 
Kamrup and Bengal proper, or than th~ squalling of the 
dancing girls. 

The .tribe of sweepers or scavengers among the 
Bengalese is called Hari; in the Hindi dIalect the same 
name is also proper, but the Moslem llame Hulalkhor, or 
purifiers, is in more general use. 

In Matsya, where the tribe Bhumi-Mali, alleged to the 
same with the Haris, -is muth mo.ce numerous than 
towards the west, they have separated into two classes, 
the Barabhaga who are gardeners and cultivators, and 
the Chhotabhaga who are sweepers. The former are 
mostly confined to the parts of this district that are 
con tamed in Matsya. In Gaur they are called Beldar 
Had. This class has been reported at about 1,650 
tarnilies, but they probably are more numerous. 

All the Haris and Hulalkhor in the western parts 
are sweepers, and together with the Chhotabhaga of 
Bengal were reported at between fiye anti six hundhed 
families, but I believe that this nUIl1bec is under-rated, 
although some have become Mosl~msl and although 
many parts ot ,the district are very b~dly .supplied with 

. these useful people. 
In the eastern parts of the district, ch~efly, are 

settled about 250 families of a tribe called Kural who 
work in leather, making bags ·of that material (Kupa) 
and therefore they are placed near the lVIuchi, although 
they are a good deal higher than many of the last
mentioned castes. Their ceremonies are performed by 
degraded Brahmans, and they receive instruction of 
Vaishnavs. I have not heard of this caste anywhere 
except in Matsya or its vicinity, so that it probably had 
its origin in that part of the country. 
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In the north-west of the district ~re four families of 
the same profession, but they are called Dabgar, and 
fOll.ow the Dasnami Sannyasis ; and the Pandit says that 
degraded Mithila Brahmans perform their ceremonies. 
r cannot learn of any other place wbere Dabgars are 
found. 

The tribe that tans leather and makes shoes is spread 
all over India. In Bengal they are called MuchL In 
the Hindi language their name is Chamar, probably 
derived from the word Charmakar of the Sangskrita. 
They are everywhere considered as vile and abominable, 
and about 1,800 families are scattered through the 
district, without any divisions of Which I heard; but 
these might readily escape the notice of the person em
ployed to obtain information of this kmd, their ImpUrlty 
keeping them at a very great distance. Many Chamars, 
not included in the above, are Moslems, and the women 
of some o! both ranks act as midwives, and are called 
Dais. In the Hindi language the Dais must be distin

.. guished from the Dhays, who nurse children. In Bengal, 
again, the midwives are called Dhayi and the nurses 
Chakrani or Dasi; but such are very seldom indeed 
employed by the Bengalese, whereas m the west of 
India the custom is as usual among tlle dch as in Europe. 

Fifteen families of Chamar are said to have come 
from Kanoj and settled in Dangrkhora, where those of 
the country are distinguished by the name Desiya. 
There seems to be little or no illfIerence in their 
manners. Neither have any kind of Brahman to pel
'form their ceremonies, nor any instructors except of 
their own caste. A few families from Joyanpur have 
settled in Arariya. 

At the capital fQur families of Kfmgjor have settled. 
They are the public executioners, and ar.e supposed to 
have come from the hills. They tattoo the women of 
1.his district: but this 'operation is more usually per

. Eorm~ by a low kind of Mosiezns, pIt'eady mentioned. 
Among the vagrant tribes approactl_L.'"lg to gipsies, and 

somewhat more resembling Hindus tbpn Moslezns, though 
their claim to either title is extremely dubious, are the 
Khanggars, who wander about begliing and making 
ropes of a tough grass. They also maKe the brushes 
used by weavers, which are made of the roots of a 
sweet-smelling Andropogon (Khaskhas). They are 
entirely vagrants, and in the whole district there may 
be twenty 01' thirty families. 

In the terrible famine which happened in the year 
of the Bengal era 1177 (A.D. 1770) many Hindus, unable 
to resist the cravings of appetite, ate food from impure 
hands, and lost caste. These and their descendants have 
now united into one tribe, which is called Saryuriya, 
because in every revolution 'Of sixty years a famine, or 
some other great calamity, is supposed to occur on the 
year called Saryuriya, as happened at thE. time above 
mentioned. The Saryuriyas amount to about 130 or 140 
families, confined to the western parts 01 this district. 
They have instructors and priests of their own. They 
now follow the Hindu customs so far as to abstain from 
beef, but eat every thing else; they cultivate the,laud. 

In the late overthrow of the kingdom of the Kirats 
many of the inhabitants fled here from the cruelty of 
the Gorkhalese; but many have .gradually returned to 
thei!." native country. Those who remained' have settled 
chiefly near the Kosi, and at present are said to be 
above five or six hundred houses, Kirats, Magars, 

Newars, Karniyas, Gurungs, Damais, Tharus and 
Pariyals, of which I shall give some account when I 
describe their native country. 

In giving an account of the manners of the Hindus 
I shall contine myself to the customs of Mithila, as on 
C t f M·th·} former occaslOUS I have said 
u~ oms 0 1 1 a enough concerning those of 
Hmdus Bengal, and as the Gaur nation 

has been entirely removed, and those members of it 
who are not here are- both inconsiderable in number 
and mery be considered as strangers. B.esides, alth(OIUgh 
a very great proportion of the people are descended 
from western tribes and retain more or less of their 
original customs, they have all in a great measure 
adopted the manners of Mithila, which 'everywhere west 
tram the lVlahananda are those which takE: the lead. 

The pure Hindus Qf Mithila al:e allowed to eat 
rice that has been cleaned by boiling. They offer in 
sacri.fices male goats, buffaloes and pigeons. The first 
and last they eat, but they leave the buffaloes for the 
impure tribes. .lVlale sheep are occasionally sacrificed. 
Without sacrificing they eat wethered goats, deer, hares, 
porcupines, patridges:, quails, tortoises and fish. The 
other animals considered as pure are not in use. No 
Hindu is so abandoned as to eat fowls. Ducks al'e very 
scarce, but they and water-fowl are only used by the 
vilest tribes. Some kinds of wild bird&, such as the 
Karra, are allowed to those who are opiy impure. The 
use of buffalo flesh and pork is reserved for the dregs 
of abomination, and some of this class eat the carrion 
of cows, and do not abstain from jackals or serpents, 
nor even, it is said, from the human carcases that, after 
being scorched, are thrown into the rher. This how
ever appears to me to require confirmatIOn. 

The Mithila' Brahmans do not smoke tobacco, but 
they chew and snuff, and all the other pure tribes 
smoke. Some of the pure Hindus drink spirituous 
liquors openly and avowedly, nor Wliuld any lose caste 
by being known to have done so; but all those of the 
sect of Vishnu would incur great censure. These 
however; probably on this account, are very few in 
number. Among the sects of Sib and Sakti, drinking 
is also considered as somewhat reprehensible, even 
when done in honour of God, and therefore few openly 
acknowledged themselves of the Virbhav, although 
several of the best-informed Brahmans that I asked said 
·that the practice might be considered as universal. No 
more blame attends the use of Ganja or opium than in 
Europe follows the use of wine, or ra,theI indeed less; 
for they are never used without producing a consider
able degree of intoxication; but beastly stupidity would 
be blamed. 

'1;'he funeral expenses, especially the Sraddha, are 
not near so expensive as in Bengal. OIl this occasion 
here as in Bengal, bulls are consecrated, but not s~ 
commonly, nor is so much attention paid to these 
fortunate animals. No carved stake is here placed in 
the ground. Here, as in Bengal, very few celebrate the 
memory of their parents on the Amavasya ; and except 
some few rich men, whom it is worth the Brahmans' 
while to remind of this duty, it is qnly Brahmans and 
Kayasthas that celebrate the Tithi. Here all the 
Mithilas who read the cerem\)nies at burning a dead 
Sudra are degraded to'a certain extent, and are called 
Agradanis and Mahapatras, and the same persons 
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accept the of:IerJ.ngs that are made at the first Sraddha 
of a Brahman. For the first yeaI afte~' a person's death 
the Sraddha ought to be repeated by his heir monthly 
on the Tithi instead of the Amavasya, but very few 
observed this species of respect. 

The Hindus here, as weil as In Bengal, seem to 
labour under a great terror. of the de~d, and will seldom 
venture to inhabit a hut, or house wb~re a person has 
died. This seems connected, but whethel' as a cause 
or as an effect I shall not ventur$l to say, with the 
horrid' custom of exposing their SiCK to perish on the 
banks of nvers, which no doubt often tends to increase 
the last Pflngs 01 nature, and s01l)etlmes not only 
accelerates death, but also exhausts .tnat strength which 
might have enabled nature to· overj;ome the disease. 
The practice gives room for much more horrid cir
cumstanc~s; but such, I believe, are ex~e~dingly ,rare, 
and the Hmdus art, I think, in genera! very affectionate 
and kind to their near relations. It has, however, been 
perhaps owmg to' the lear 01 such circumstances that 
the Hmdu legislators have imposed such hardships on 
widows, in order to maKe women waj,ch carefully over 
the lives of their lords. -

In Mithila it would appear that the lower the caste, 
the girls are m general the more eany married, and 
man;y' Brahm<!-ns, without losing. casLe, do not procure 
husoands 1qr their daughters untll they are upwards of 
sIxteen years 01 age, and are afterwards able to procure 
a match; but in such cases they alw.ays incur more or· 
less blame. Among the lower castes thIS more rarely 
happens, and I heard 01 a rich Sudra, who had entirely 
lost caste by perrrutting his daughter to remain. single 
at eighteen. A man of rank, marryin,-: a low girl, pays 
very little of the marriage expenGC, and this is very 
moderate. I am told that the marriage of a poor 
Brahman does not cost above 3.0 rs., .and the usual rate 
LS only from 70 to 100. But many rich men of low 
birth ruin themselves in procuring women of high rank 
tor th~ir chIldren. A man o,t high rank is often hired, 
when tootRless or even 'moribund, to marr;)' a. low child, 
who is a1terwards left a widow, incapable .of marriage, 
tor the sake of raising her father's fanuly and render
ing her brothers more' easily marriageable. A man of 
rank, therefore, often gets money ler an intermarriage 
with a low family; but if he has any other children 
to marry, they will be marriageable with difficulty. 
This custom often occasions violent family disputes. A 
high ma~ has given sons and daughters III marriage to 
pets'ons 'of his own rank; he afterwards marries a child 
to a low n:an, or marries a low girl, .and receives a sum 
of money. His other sons or daughters-in-law are dis
graced, and of course "enraged, and usually attempt to 
avoid the shame by shunning .all future intercourse. 

About the year 1805 the Raja of Darbhangga, who 
has great influence, prohibited a~y man of his estates 
from taking more than five wives; formerly it was usual 
f?r men to take a good many. In common practice 
many Brahmans marry more wives th.an one. These 
are chiefly however men of high rank, who are hired 
to marry low women, of whom their fathers take 
care. Few men, even Brahmans, pretend to keep two 
wives in the ·same house. In Mithila almost all 
marriages are made in .Asharh, while in Bengal Phalgun 
is the most usual time for consecrating that ceremony. 

. ' 

• Except those of Brahmans, Raiputs, Valsyas, fihats, 
Kayasthas, and some of the Baniyas, all the widows of 
pure Hindus can live with men as Samodhs: They are 
not umted by any rE!ligious ceremony, but cannot be 
divorced except 10r adUltery. If a IIlan'~ wife of the 
high ranks commits adultery with a perl>on of the same 
rank, he does not absolutely lose caste if he turns her 
away, but he is very much disgrac~d; and all the pure 
castes that admit of concubmes (&amodh) may for a 
moderate fine keep their wl1e or c.oncubine (Samodh) 
after she has made a slip with a person of their own 
caste, pr of a higher; but they are entlrely' disgraced 
if they keep a woman that has defil~d herself with a 
loW man. They are in fact very jealous and careful. 

Among all the ti'ibes of Mithila pure and impure, 
that admIt of concubines, when an elder brother dies his 
younger brother takes the widow as <l ~amodh. If there 
IS no younger brother she may go to any person that 
she pleases. An unmarried woman of even the highest 
,caste may nave a child by a person of her own caste, 
ana not be excommunicated; but s,i:le will not be so 
marriageable, and her father will be contented to take 
a low match 10r her. The aCCIdent, however, is con
cealed as much as possible, as all, tne family sinks 'to 
the level of the husband which can be procured, and 
her oeing allowed to live 'single is cunsidered totally 
Lmpractli:able. Except ~amodhs, no olher kinds of con
cuomel; are legal in lVl.ithila; and children who are born 
of women kept privately are called Krishnapakshiya, or 
children of the wane of the moon, darkness being con
sidered as favourable for intrigue. The same name is 
given to children born of unmaqied women. These 
have no share in their father's property; and, although 
they are said to belong to their father's caste, no girl 
except of similar birth would marry with them. The 
children of Samodhs, on the contrary, have a legal right 
to succession; but if there is a child by a virgin spouse, 
it receives a larger share. The child of Samodh 
can marry with the child of a virgin s]j)ouse. 

The widows of the Hindus of lVlithila are admitted 
to the same privileges, in burning thern~elves with the 
bodies of their Husbands, as in Bengal; but the custom 
IS very rare. In many parts no one ;:emembered ever 
having seen such a sacrifice; and perhapl:i in the whole 

'district such an event 'does not usually happen more 
than once in a year. It seems to be most prevalent 
towards the north-east, where the customs of Mithila 
are less prevalent; and on the 'borders of Batrishazari, 
where the custom is frequent .. 

Among the Mithila Brahmans almost the only sect 
that prevails is that called Sakti, which is taught in 
Sects of Mit h i I a th~ Tantr~s. The doctrine chiefly' 

H' d fallowed IS the same that wa,s 
m us taught by Krishnananda, men-

tioned in my account of Ronggopur; but besides his 
works, the people of this sect study the Tantra' Pradip 
the author of which I do not know. None openly profess 
being of the Virbhav ; but many read tlie Syamarah'asya 
composed by Purnananda of ~athiyal, the pupil of 
Brahmahananda. who introduced that doctrine: and 1 
have before stated that by far the .Ilreater part are 
smpected of following his precepts. A few of the 
Mithila Brahmans are of the sect of Sil' as taught by 
Sangkaracharya . 
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The Kayasthas of Mithila and the west are mostly 
of the sect of Sakti, except such as have followed Nanak, 
who has' taken away many of the pure Sudras. By far 
the greater part of the Sudras in Mithila are of the 
sect of Sib; but in Gaur and Matsya the sect of Vishnu, 

• as taught by Madhav, prevails. In Mithila, next to the 
Saivas; the followers of Nanak are'the most numerous. 
Among the Rajputs are a few of the Surya sect, who 
worship the sun; and many for tljree months. in the 
year do not eat while the sun is above the horizon, 
which is meant as a compliment to that fuminary. 
During these three months some people, who are desir

'ous of gaining any particular favour, do not· sit down 
all Sundays. The women on such an occasion carryon 
their head a pot of water, and mango leaves .. At this 
time I 'have seen a man emploYE:d in the edifying 
exercise of hopping round on one foot with his joined' 
hands stretched towards the sun, while. his face expres
sed the utmost earnestness of devotion. As this was 
rather warm wo'rk, he had prudently stript, and certainly 
made altogether a figure at which. the infidel might 
fairly smile. His perseverance as however astonishing, 
and exceeded my patience as a specti\tor. 

All persons here, I believe, when in distress offer < 

sacrifices to the Saktis; and the only ones who pretend 
to condemn the practice are the instructors of those 
who follow Nanak ; but they have had littlE. or no success 
in checking the practice, even amor..~ their followers. 
Notwithstanding this, and the almost universal pre
valence of the Sakti sect among the Mithila Brahmans, 
the number of Kalisthans is not great, and a large pro
portion of the village deities are of the male sex, who 
here accept blood, and have been heroes helonging 
to the country. The Kalisthans, and some of the places 
dedicatE!d to Chandi, Bishahari, and Sita1.n or Mahamaya, 
have Brahman Pujaris; but the others have either 
persons of low tribes, to whom the heroes of old perhaps 
belonged, or more usually altogether want a, priest. 
When a man able to defray the expense wishes to make 
an offering at tJ1ese, he is accompanied by his Purohit, 
who reads or repeats prayers; but many cannot afford 
this, and endeavour to please the God in the best manner 
they can. It is not however pretended. among any class, 
that this is so likely to have success as when the offering 
is made by a rE!gular priest, especially if he be of the 
sacred order, and still more especially if he is able to 
read the prayers. Whether there is a Pujari or not, any 
man may take with him his own Purohit tQ perform the 
ceremony: but wherever there is a Pujari, he takes 
the offering, and returns to the votary only a small 
portion, which is. called Prasaa. Where the priest of 
the Village God is a Brahman, and has an endowment, 
he daily performs worship (Puja); but such attention 
would be thought unreasonable when the Goddess has 
not regularly provided for his wants, and allows him 
only the casual emoluments arisinp- fx:om those who 
dread her power. Under such circumstances he only 
performs worship when a votary requires. 

The most common·Gram Devatas have been mention
ed in the topographical part of this work. It must be 
observed that in the greater part of this disti:-ict the 
goddess who inflicts the smallpox is usually called 
Mahamaya, or the great mother, a name that in Bengal 
is commonly applied to Kali. I am aware that the more 
enligtened Brahmans allege both' goddesses to be the 

same; put in this district, if you asked for a temple of 
~ali, no one, not even a Pandit, would conduct you 
to one dedicated to Mahamaya, and on the contrary no 
one calls a temple of Mahamaya a Kalisthan: nor if 
the child of a Pandit is going to be inoculated, would he 
ever think of an application to Kali for itl: recovery. 

Deha Varuni is a goddess peculiar, so far as I can 
learn, to this district, nor is her worship here very 
general. Her name implies that she frees her votaries 
from transmigration, and carries them dIrect to a place 
exempt from the miseries of change. In the account of 
Ronggopur I have mentioned Masan, and when treating 
of the Dosads I have given an aceount of their deified 
heroes Sales and Sahal, if these be different. In one 
place I heard of a female diety, Sahala ; but her Pujaris 
were pure Sudras, and she seemed to have no connection 
with the Dosads. . 

.Bhimsen is a very common obj&ct of. worship in 
Mithila,. and still more so in Nepal. The Rajputs and 
higher Sudras seem to have the utmost regard for his 
memory, and songs concerning him are in everyone's 
mouth. I have already mentioned the controversies that 
exist concernIng this personage. 

Rahu fs tlie deity who occasions eclipses of the moon, 
and in my account of the Dosads 1 have mentioned all 
that I know concerning his worship. Karnadev with 
his brothers Balladh, Dulladh-, ·and Trihhuvan are much 
worshipped', especially by the Dhanuks, Kaibartas, arid 
many impure tribes. There are no images, priests, nor 
temples, but offerings. are made at certain places, 
especially where these persons are supposed to have 
resided on earth. Some otfe\-· sacrifices, but this is not 
usual. I have already mentioheq ·all that I could learn 
concerning the history of these persons. 

Ben Raja, Q_is brothers Raja Sahasmal. Barijan, and 
the son of the latter, Kungja-Vihari, are all objects of 
worship in the northern parts of the district, where they 
are said formerly to have reigned. Any conjectures 
which I have been able to make concerning their history 
have been already mentioned. Prem Raj, the diety of· 
the Tiwar, has been mentioned in my account of that 
caste. . 

I ·have nothing to offer concerning the great number 
of other male deities that are worshipped in the northern 
parts of this district. Some of them, according to 
traditiqIl, have formerly been princes of the country, 
while others are said to have been holy men. Their 
names are Ramanath Thakur, Dukhachariya, Latihar, 
Yasoya, Yasangchar, Sin~hanad, Budh Kumar, Banvagh. 
Kurila Raja. imd Golab Ray. 

In Mithila the Charakpuja, or the endeavour to ple·ase 
God .by being ·whirled round while suspended by hooks 
passed through the flesh of the back, has not been 
introduced. It seems to be confined· to Bengal, and is 
at any rate totally utiknown in the west. This is a 
strong confirmation. of BannagaI:, near Dinajpur, having 
been actually the residence of Ban Raja, as he is said 
to have invented that mode of' worship, which is now 
confined to tM country that may be naturally supposed 
to have been under his dominion. Th~ authorities given 
by the' Pandits for his being the person who instituted 
this worship are the SiOapuiall and 'Sib a Dharmottar 
Khandfl, both attributed tQ Vyas. " 

Tpe species of worship that in Mitl:rila seems to be 
by far mos.t fashionable is pilgrimage, especially to 
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r;laces where the people assemble to. bathe. In the topo
graphy I have mentioned the places pf this district 
where these asembUes are held, and the numbers by 
which they are frequented. Out of the district, the 
place mcst frequented by those here is Baidyanath, II 
temple of Sib in Virbhum, to which about 6,000 may 
annually repair. Perhaps next to this are Varaha
kshetra, a temple in Morang"dedicated to Vishnu in 
the form of a boar, Janakpur in the same country, a:r\d 
Singheswar, a temple of Sib in Tirahut. '1'0 each of 
these, being near, perhaps 2,000 repair annually. Next 
to these may be the Brahmaputra and Jagannath, to 
each of which 1.000 people from the district may 
annually go. Next to these is Kasi, but few go there 
without visiting Gaya. About 500 persons annually 
visit these celebrated places. The others are not eon
siderable. The farther west one proceeds in the district, 
this idle practice becomes more prevalent. . 

Ano.ther kind of worship very prevalent here is 
hoisting a flag in honour of any deity of whom a favour 
is asked. This is highly commendable, being attended 
with no. inronvenience and very little expense ~ for the
flag is usually a rag tied to a long bamboo. Hanaman, 
especially in the north-west parts of the district, is the 
god to whom most flags are dedicated. 

The greatest festival here, as well as. in Bengal, is 
the Durga Puja; but there are comparatively fewer 
who make images, and tbere are- more who sacrifice 
goats and buffaloes. Here more people than in Bengal 
observe on this occasion the kind of fasting called 
Navaratri ~ but then they are not SI)' liberal to the 
sacred order. Next to tbis is the HoU, in honour of 
Klrisbna and Radha. If is celebrated chiefly by rude 
sports and tne most indecent songs; and very few 
pra~tise those religious ceremonies by which the higher 
ranks in Bengal accompany tbis disgusting festival. 

Among the Mithilas as well as Bcngalese, it is con
sidered as lawful for a Kshatriya or Vai5ya to read the 
books composed by God or the Munis, but the Sudras 
aye excluded from this privilege', nor- is it lawful fOl' 
the two 'higher castes to give any explanation of these 
sacred books. This is reserved entirely for the 
Brahmans, and neither Kshatriyas OJ' Vaisyas here 
interfere even with ihe reading of these works. The 
Pandits occasionally read the Purans to wealthy men, 
a.Ild explain the meaning in .the mfJre polite dialect of 
the vulgar language ~ but this is not done to such. an 
extenl as by the Kathaks Q-f Bengal. 

The people here consider themselves as degraded 
by taking an oath. The Hindus think that the only 
lawfu1 manner of deciding causes is "by ordeal (Pariksha). 
which must always have rendered their government, 
wbateva" enthusiasts may pretend. a most miserable 
system of <¥,lpression and injustice: A person accused 
of c);ime could only escape from punishment by a miraele. 
by cOIruption, or by chance; as· it was always 'expected 

'that the accused person should vindirate his character 
ey undergoing an ordeal; nor could a man .refuse to> pay 
any claim for debt, if the comp:tainant had the audieity 
to, take the money from the head oj an idol. So 
obstinate are mankind in following old customs that I 
have neveJ1 found a Hindu whO' was sensibleof -the 
advantage of determining suits by testimony. It was 
only great cases that were determined by 'the high 
ordeat ealled Pariksha. In petty thefts a common 

juggler gave the accused person some rice to chew; 
and, if guilty, it was supposed that the moisture of his 
mouth would disappear, and he would spit out the rice 
quite dry. As alarm produces this e11'ect, many weak 
innocents were no doubt found guilty, while many 
hardened thieves escaped; but as less. audacious rogues 
are often afraid, and confess, recourse is still' often had 
to the practice. In case of small complaints respecting 
debt, as r bave said, the defendant often placed money 
on the head of an image, .and deshed the complainant 
Jo take it from thence. This is still frequently practised 
at a temple of Kangkali near Nathpur, and probably in 
other places that are remote from the seat of justic~_ 
The only remedy tbat the poor had against a rich debtor 
seems to have been the practice of sitting Dharana. 

The office of' Purohit is much more profitable than 
that of Guru, and what is thus lavished seems to be the 
only expense in which the people here equal those of 
Bengal.. On this account the Mithila Brahmans have 
judiciously given themselves little trouble about those 
wll:o act as Gurus; but condescend to act as Purohits 
for by far'the greater part of the Hindus of this district, 
and the number of those who. are considered c\s too vile 
for receiving the assistance of a Brahman in the per
formance of their ceremonies is very sma-l1. There are 
nearly the same ranks among the Purobits here as in 
Bengal. Those who officiate for Brahmans and the 
classes of p'ur,e SUdras that abstain from concubines 
(Samodh), are called Pandas, but those who have little 
learning annex to this tiUe the name Dasak'arma. The 
Purohits of the pure castes that admit of concubines 
(Samodhs) are called properly Purohit Brahmans, but 
these also . usually assume the title of Dasakal1ma, with
out however presuming to call themselves Pandits. 
They are not absolutely excluded from communion with 
the othel's; but if they acqnire money sufficient' to en
able them to purchase a marriage with a high family, 
they give over their degrading profession, and appoint 
some person of their kindred to perform the ceremonies 
of tbe swinish multitude. Those who perform the 
ca-emorues for impure tribes are totally degraded, and 
excluded from communion, so that even a pure Sudra 
would not. drink water which they had drawn; nor will 
a proper Brahman perform tbeir ceremonies, nor give 
them instructian (Ullades). They perform ceremonies 
one for- another, and some Sannyasis act a~ their Gurus. 
They are, however, in many respects higher than any' 
Ksbatriya because it w,Quld be equally sinful to kin 
them as to kill any other Brahman. It is also lawful: 
for them to' read and explain any books, and their 
PJ'ayers have tbe same influence on the gods as those 
pJ.!onmlDced by any person of the sacred order. The 
word Varna, used' for this class in Bengal, is commonly 
known to the people of this district, but its use is saia 
not to be customary in MithHa. Those' who act for 
the four richest classes of impurity form a separate 
order rnlled Chausakhis. Eacb other tribe has de
graded Brahmans peculiar to itself, and called by its 
name. 

·Among the Sakti sect no one Guru ,possesses great 
infhlenCe, and every Pandit has: a few pupils. By far 
tire greatest is BaJ:Juriya Misra, at Rasa1"a in Dhamdaha, 
who is. supposed to guide 40<t families; but all these are 
not Bra~mal'ls, por does anyone confine his labours 
entirety to the ~ns1!ruction of the sacred order. 
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Next in importance to the sect of Sakti is that of 
Sib, whose followers, although not so dignified, are by 
far more numerous. The few t1rahmans of Mithila who 
are of this sect carefully conceal their opinions from 
every one except the Pandit who ,gives them instruc
tion, and he is often of the sect of Sakti : but he knowS 
the forms. and does not scruple to comply with the 
wishes of his pupil. The Sudras of this £ect are under 
the guidance of the order of men called Sannyasis or 
Gassings, who pretend to follow the rules of Sangkara
charya, at least as established in the north-west of 
India. In this district they are pretty numerous, 
especially in the south-east corner, where they carryon 
the greater part of the trade in silk, and where they 
have purchased considerable estates. These people 
accept of male children of pure tribes, and educate 
them as pUPils. who succeed them; but the Brahmans 
abstain from an communion with them, so that they are 
totally different from the proper SannyasiS' of the south 
of India. There indeed the Sannyasi~ of the north are 
never called' by that name, but are always called 
Gosaiht;s. Here they .follow exactly the same customs 
as in Dinajpur and Ronggopur. They are divided into 
ten kinds, Giri, PUri, Bharati, Ban, Aranya, Parbat, 
Sal{ar, Saraswati, Yati, and Dandi, seemingly from the 
different places of penance that they frequented and the 
different species of penance that the}' endured. On this 
account they are often called Dasnami Sannyasis. 
Almost the whole belonging to thi~ district, who have 
kept separate from wives, follow entirely secular pro
fessions and abstain from begging. A few, however, 
come from the west country, who arc "dedicated entirely 
to religion, and by the others are treated with great 
respect. The whole may amount to '600 houses of 
which 500 are in Bholahat. 

Many of the' Dasnami SS,nnyasis of this district have 
not been able to resist marriage, and their ten divisions 
have become exactly analogous to the. Gotras of the 
Brahmans, no person marrying a girl of the same de
nomination with that of his father. These persons, on 
account of their yielding' to the temptations of the flesh, 
are called Sang~YogLs, but they call themselves 
Sannyasis, Gosaing, Atithi, and even Fakirs, which is 
a Moslem title. 

The Sang-Yogis are saId by some to owe their origin 
to a pupil of Sangkaracharya, who could not rT:!sist the 
fleSh, and married; but those whom I have consulted 
know nothing of their history. Some of them cultiv'ate 
the ground by means of servants; but they all beg, and 
some have charity land, and the number of those whom 
they guide is very great. They &dmit of concubines 
(Samodhs). The Pandits say that they have no learn
ing, but it is evident that the sacred order views the 
Sang-Yogis with considerable jealousy: and these fellows 
have indeed the impudence to liestow their blessing on 
the Brahmans, to which those here quietly 'submit, but 
those from Bengal cannot well restra'n their indigna
tion. They will receive no instructiun from the sacred 
order. but Mithil{l Brahmans perforrtl their ceremonies. 
The Brahmans who so far degrade themselves, officiate 
for no other tribe and marry with no other kind of 
Brahman. The number of Sang~Yogi families in the 
whole district amounts to about 350. No one of them 
has considerable influence, nor do they appear to have 
any common head; but among the worshippers of Sib 

they hold a place similar, but highet than \\That the 
Vaishnavs do among the sect of Krishna; for the highest 
Sudras of the sect of Sib receive instruction (UpadesJ, 
from their· lips. 

Among the sect of Sib, although I think this rather· 
doubtful, my native assistants place'tht' Aghorpanthi, 
who are said to be the spiritual guices of some impure 

• tribes. r have not been able to proeure an interview 
with any of these people, who are always vagrants, and 
shall not from report enter into any description of their 
manners of doctrines, the stories that are related con
cerning them, such as their eating human fleslt, seeming 
to me doubtfu1. It is said that they were founded by a 
certain Kinaram, and assumed the title of Aghor as 
being exempt from darkness. 

Next to the sect of Sib the most nUmerous are the 
followers of Vishnu, who are mostly guided by -the 
Goswamis of Bengal, and it must be o'oserved that all 
these seem to be descended from the th>:ee great 'doctors 
of theIr sect. A very large share of the sect of Krishna 
is under the authority of a famIly of' Gayesvur near 
English Bazar, which manages its flock herE: in the saine 
manner as that in DinajpuI'. I suspect that, even there, 
the Adhfkaris who act as Gurus arc different from 
those who have temples, and that when I stated them 
to be the same, I have been misled by the identity of 
names ; for both here and in Ronggopur these Adhikaris, 
have different offices, and very different ranks. 

This family is descended from a certain Virl)hadra, 
son of Nityananda, of'whom an acco-;mt ha.s been already 
given. Virbhadra had three sons. The Goswami (If 
Khardaha near Barrackpur is descended from the eldest, 
and is considered as the Chief of the family of 
Nityananda. The middle son of Virbhadra was Ram 
Krishna, whO had two sons, Hari Gcsain~ and Raghu
nandan. The former had three sons, of whom. the 
eldest was Abhimanyu, the second was Kanav, and the 
third was Manahar, who obtained from the Moslems 
the title of Sahab Ram. He had two sons, Kshiradhar 
and Udaychand, Who died without heirS and were 
succeeded by the three sons of Abhimanyu: first; Darpa 
Narayan, secohd, Ananda Chand, aIul third, Navin Chand. 
These diVided the prot>erty into three, (aIled the elder, 
middle, and younger houses. . 

Darpa died without issue and left his share to his 
nephew Utsabananda, son df Navin Chand, who had 
been adopted 'by the widow of Uday Chand. On obtain~ 
ing the prollerty of two housel't he took two names, and 
collected the profits of the elder house under the name 
of Lal Vihari, while he continued to enjoy those of the 
younger house under his proper name. His sOn Deva
nanda continued the same practice, and is best known 
by the name of Atal Vfhari, under which he receives 
the profits of the elder house. He only has studied the 
books belonging to his sect that are written in the 
poetical language of Bengal, and is quite iguorant of 
Sangskrita 'science. The Middle hause is: possessed by 
the son of Ananda Chand, who is ~aid nof only to be 
illiterate but of a very slender understanding. 

There are some other Goswarnis that have influence
in this district, although it is not considerable. Some of 
these are said to' be descended of the s&mE' Nit:rananda 
that was ancestor to Atal Vihari, but I have not been able 
to trace the whole pedigree; nOr is It certain that they 
are descended from Virbhadra, the only SOn of that 
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teacher, for in this family females have been admitted to 
the honour of succession, and many G0swamis claim a 
right to guide consciences through their descent from 
Gangga, the daughter of Nityanandu. Either, however, 
descended from her or from her bro_ther Virbhadra, there 
is' a family whicH resides in a part of Murshedabad 
called Soudabad, and which has much influence in that 
vicinity, and a little here. One of its members was in 
such high estimation that he obtained the title of 
Chakrabarti, usually bestowed on thOSE who .were 
emperors of India. This title and that of Thakur 
Mahasay are assumed by all the son'; '01' the family, of 
which at present there are two representatives, Ramkisor 
and Chaitanya Charan. sons of two brothers. A col
lateral branch, it is said, of this family of Soudabad has 
settled at Kulundurpur in Bholahat, and has some 
follQwers. The present representative has Acharya 
Prabhu for a title: At the same place resides a family 
of Goswamis descended of Adwaita, which has divided 
5nto three branches, represented by Radhanath, Pulin
chand and Nandamohan. The Uttar Rarhi Kayasthas, 
who are mostly of the sect of Vishnu; while almost all 

- the others of Bengal are of the sect of Sakti, have for 
their instructors two Goswamis who reside at Kangtoya 
below Murshedabad. Their names are Nandakumar and 
N artattananda. I have not learned from which of the 
great doctors these are descended. 

In the south-east of the district the members of the 
medical tribe, who have invaded the rights of the 
Goswamis, and are called Sarkar Thakur, 'have a few 
followers, to whom they give religious instruction. 
Under the Goswatnis of Bengal, the Vaishnavs have care 
of the lower classes of those who worship Vishnu under 
the form of Krishna. 

In the western parts of the district are about seventy 
('onvents (Akharas) belonging to these Vaishnavs, who 
formerly were Udasins; but a' great part of the pro
prietors have been unable to resist tem-otation and have 
married, and their office and property has become 
hereditary. Perhaps twenty convents (Akharas) are 
inhabited by Vaishnavs. who have deserted their 'families, 
and still hold out against the' flesh. The total number 
of families of the Vaishnavs may be 3.000, all impudent 
beggars. Most of them however rent land, but they 
never labour with their own hand. Some call themselves 
Banggali, some Gauriya, and some Aukali or Baleswari ; 
but I have not been able to trace their history. It must 
however be observed that the Gauriva Vaishnavs still 
chiefly reside within the boundary of the ancient pro
vince of Gaur, and that they arc the only persons 
deriving their :oational appellatiori from that territory 
who reside within its precincts. They are therefore 
probably aborigines, and like the Kalitas of Kamrup 
are the old priesthood of the country, who compelled 
. Tanmejay to withdraw the colony of Brahmans that Vyas 
had established. 

In the territory of Gaur, at a place called Janggali
tola mentioned in my account of the +'opography of 
Kaliyachak, is the chief seat of the Sakhibhav Vaishnavs, 
Who dress like girls, 'assume female names, dance in 
honour of God, and act as religious guides for some of 
the impure tribes. The order is said to have been 
established by Sita Thakurani, wife of Adwaita. but so 
far as I can learn has not spread to any distance, nor 
to any consider?ble number of people. The two first 

persons who assumed the order of Sakhibhav were 
Janggali, a Brahma.n and Nandini, a Kayastha. Janggali 
was never married, and it is only his pupilf' that remain 
in this district, and these are all Vaishnavs who reject 
marnage. Nandini was married, but dtserted his wife 
to live with the pious Sita. He settled in Nator, where 
his dIsciples still remain. 

Those among the vile castes, who dedicate themselves 
to religion, are usually called Narha Vaishnavs, or 
shavelings. This class seems to be. peculiar to some 
parts of Bengal, especially about Agradwip (Ahgahdeep, 
Rennell). In the south-east corner of this district are 
a few of this tribe. They shave their heads, live 
entirely by begging, and induce people to bestow charity 
by singing the praises of tlie three great luminaries 
of the Goswamis of Bengal. These SO!1gs were composed 
by Ramananda, a Narha, who by some extraordinary 
circumstance could read and 'write, and by the Brahmans 
even - is considered as an elegant poet. 

In this district there are a few persons called 
Ramayit and Ramanandis, who have deserted the 
pleasures of the world. Part 'are descended of 
Brahmans" haye Images, and bestow instruction on the 
followers of Vishnu, who worship that 'god under the 
form of Ram. There are also some Ramayits \vho are 
Sudras, and serve the others in ::_'ringing water and 
other such occupations, but are not allowed to eat in 
company. These are p'roperly called Birakta Vairagis. 
but in this district the Ramanandi Brahmans and 
Vairagi Sudras are usually confounded together, and the 
name Ramayit is given to both. In the· west of India 
the Vairagis are often called Vaishna\'s. and very few 
have married. In this district all their successors come 
from the west, and indeed very few here attempt to 
educate youth. This order is said to have been founded 
by Rahlananda, ·who went to the south and studied' 
Imder Ramanuj Acharya. On his retl,rn to Ayodh he 
formed this order, partly according to the rules of 
Ramanui but with differences suffici~mt to entitle him to 
be considered as the chief of a new sect. In the west 
the sect has very numerous followers: but various 
schisms immediately arose concerning the essence of 
the deity, and the various roads (Pantha) to heaven. 
Ramananda had a pupil, who assumed the name of 
Ramkavir, and who had a pupil named Dharmadas who 
denied the corporeal nature of God, and established a 
new way to heaven called after his y:,receptor's name 
Kavir Panthi, a name well fitted to give fine employ
ment for etymologists in discussing the mysteries of 
the ancient Cabiri. Dharmadas had a pup~l called 
Bakt~ha. who discovered another way to heaven. Those 
who follow both yvays are called Kavirs; but the 
disciples af Dhqrmadas are called Sat Kavir, and the 
·followers of Baktaha are distinguis~leq by his name . 
There are in this district a few followers of these Kavirs 
who live in Akharas like other Ramayits. The Chief of 
the Sat Kavirs in this district is a Mahanta, by birth 
a Brahman, but he has deserted the world, and lives 
at Puraniya. He has under him several Sudras. Most 
of the Ramayits have here been unable to resist the 
flesh, and the greater part have become San-Yogis. that 
is, have married. These call their houses Akharas, and 
continue to instruct such as follow the doctrines of their 
sect. All the Akharas have ~ndowments. The number 
of the whole may be 100, but about 70 of these belong 
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to pel'EOhs who have married, and the remainder only 
have adhered to the rules of their order. None of them 
possess any considerable learning; but they understand 
som~ ot the poems written in the common Hindi dial,ect. 
The Kavirs use the Amarmal, which gives an account 
of the controversy between Dharmadas and the other 
Ramayits. There are in this district no convents 
(Akharas) belonging to the Sanak Snmprada. 

All the Mithila Brahmans who [lIe attached to 
temples, even those supposed to have been established 
by Ciod, are disgraced, and can only marry among 
themselves, and their alliance would be scorned by 
even those who are in the service of men. Those who 
officiate in temples of Sib are called Tapasi in the 
vulgar dialect and Tapaswi in Sangskrita, that is to say, 
panitents. They ought not to shave, on which account 
a fish called mango-fish by the English of Calcutta, 
which has long fibres proceeding from near its head, is 
called by the same name. Those who officiate in other 
temples are called Pujaris. 

Among the Mlthilas, the young Brahmans are not 
required to pass more than three days in the austerities 
of Brahmacharis, before they assume th~ thread; and 
few dispense with less time. No one recollects anyone 
having become a hermit (Banapmstha); nor has any 
person been seized WIth ·the .insanity· of becoming a 
gymonosophist. 

One Mithila Brahman, about 300 years ago, attempt
ed to dedicate himself to God, and at Benares went 
through' the ceremonies that entitled him to become a 
Dandi; but soon after he found this state very incon
venient, and the flesh prevailing, he returned to his 
house, resumed his thread, and took a young wife. His 
descendants have been degraded, are called Vishnupuris 
after his name, and can only interrn;:lrry with Pujaris 
or such people. Since that ti)1le no one has made an 
attempt at such purity'. 

Among the Mithilas, as well as the Bengalese, there 
are no women 'dedicated to God, except the wives of 
Vaishnavs or Vairagis may be called such, or the few 
women, mostly widows that have no family, who attend 
on the holy men that live in Akharas, or. who usurping 
the title of Vaishnav beg for the sake of God. But in 
the west some virgins are dedicated to <1 religious life, 
assume l! red or yellow dress, rub themselves with 
ashes, and adopt the usual follies of the Sannyasis. 
These sometimes visit this district, where they are much 
respected, and are called Avadhutinis. Some are by 
birth Brahmans, others are of th~ high tribes. An 
Avadhut is properly a Brahman whc considers every
thing as equal, and who is supposed to have attained 
such purity that he is incapable of stain. In fact this 
state is accompanied by still greater extravagances than 
that called Dandi, and of course its professors are more 
highly esteemed. I have not yet met with any such 
person. The character is very difficult to support. 

The Mithilas of this district hav;} nothing like the 
DaIs or companies Of Bengal, but the affairs of the 
different castes, and the punishment of transgressions 
against their rules, are settled by assemBlies (Panc
chayit). Among the Brahmans the most learned or 
wealthy persons of the vicinity preside. The Rajputs 
and Kayasthas follow the same rule. and a Pandit 
Brahman assists in their assemblies. The Vaisyas and 
all the tribes of pure Sudras settle their own disputes 

entirely in their own assemblies, where hereditary chiefs 
preside. Among the Vaisyas these chiefs are called 
Sirdars. Among the Sudras they <lIe called Mangjans. 
The president and assembly always dine at the expense 
of the person who has been restored after committing 
any oifence, and diVIde a~ong themselves any fine that 

.may have been imposed, and the president gets a larger 
share. The assembly usually consists of all the families' 
of the caste that reside in the vicinity, and is usually' 
commensurate with the extent of the transgressor's 
at!quaintance, so that a poor man h<.ls few assessors and 
the rich.. a great many. Transgressicns against tIfe rules 
of caste in this district seem to be very rare. Almost 
the only causes that come to be tried .are occasioned by 
the frailties of sex; and in this point th~ people here 
are very austere moralists. Among the, low castes the 
same kind of customs prevail, and even among them the 
Gurus have very little influence. The Puruhit is usually 
called by the Mangjan, and receives a present (Sidha). 
The vile castes also have Mangjans, and settle' their 
transgressions in the same manner. 

In .my account of Dinajpur and Ronggopur, I was led 
to treat of the Sikhs as of a sect that had entirely 
separated from the Hindu law and that would admit 

. separated from the Hindu law and 
Various Small Sects that would admit into full com· 

munion Moslems or even 
Christians; having totally relinquished the doctrine of 
caste and the influence of the sacred order. I inferred 
this from a short account of the Sikhs that was publish

'ed by Mr. Wilkins, in .... the first volume of the Asiatic 
Researches, where he says that the people of Plftna 
declared their place of worship open to him and all men, 
and offered to receive him into their society; and in 
fact, he sat on the same carpet and J,:;artook of their 
food, which had they retained the Hindu doctrine they 
could not have done. He also states that previous to 
the adoption of a convert, he must &how a sincere 
desire to renounce his former opinions. There is not 
the. smallest reason to suppose that Mr. Wilkins was in 
any respect either misinformed or mi"taken; but the 
short period of 29 years, and the strong prejudices 
against such liberal conduct, have in this district pro
duced considerable alterations, and in consequence of 
these, probably, the sect seems to be fast increasing. 

The term Sikh is little if at all known here. The 
sect is usually called Nanak-Panthi, or the people who 
follow the way pointed out by Nanak. They are also 
very commonly called Wah Guru, from their custom of 
expressing m these words an assevt to the dogmas of 
their instructors. It is generally admitteCl among them 
that Nanak penetrated to Mecca, wlJ.ich he could not 
have done in the fifteenth century without having 
adopled the external signs and demeanour of a Moslem. 
It is therefore highly probable that he endeavoured to 
found a religion common to both Hindus and Muham
medans, and may have admitted proselytes from both 
sects; but in this district, at present, none except Hindus 
of pure extraction are admitted.~ In v;::trious places; the 
Pandit informed me that persons of many impure and 
even vile castes were admitted among the disciples of 
this order; but this is strenuously denied by such of 
its teachers as I have consulted. After admission all 
proselytes can eat the sweetmeats in their temples, as 
described by Mr. Wilkins; but in every other respect 
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the doctrine of caste is maintained in full force, and a 
Brahman convert will no more eat boiled rice or inter
marry with a Sudra convert than he would if he had 
adhered to his former instructor. Neither does any 
convert wean himself from his former idolatry and 
mummeries. A Brahman Purohit 'cuntinues to perform 
all his ceremonies, and he worships all thE. Hindu Gods 
except the indecent Mahadev. In fact the Sikhs differ 
only from other Hindus in having superadded a little 
more mummery than usual, and m having chosen what 
they call a new path (Pantha); and such differences, lis 
I have had repeated occasion to observe, are very fre
quently arising. 

The disciples of Nanak suppose that while at Mecca 
he disappeared, and obtained immortality (Aprakat), 
but the better-informed seem to vie:w him much in the 
same light as the Moslems view tneir Prophet. God 
they call Nirakar, or an immaterial and omnipresent 
being. Such refined notions, however, are I believe 
confined to a very few in this district, and by no means 
exclude a belief or worship of other Gods ~ although 
probably at Patna there may be still some who adhere 
strictly to this doctrine, and exclude all .other deities. 
In general in this- district, even the teachers (Guru) of 
the multitude consider Nanak as the same with God, 
and worship besides most of the Gods of their 
neighbours. 

At Patna is a place of their worship. It is called 
Hari Mandir, which of those belonging to this sect in 
the east of India is by far the m{)st celebrated, and 
people frequent it in pilgrimage, just as other Hindus 
frequent Kasi. It is however called a Sanggat or 
Dharmasala, and is under similar regulations to other 
.places of worship of a .similar name; but it is .rnI?re 
splendid. and seems to be the plaCE!" which Mr. Wllkms 
visited. The person who presides is styled Mahanta, 
and has forsaken the world. He has very great 
authority, and is said to have under his power 360 Gadis, 
that is, an indefinitely large number of inferior Sanggats 
or Dharmasalas. At each of these is a Fakir. Some of 
these are said to have forsaken the world (Sannyasis), 
others indulge openly in its pleasures (Sang-Yogi); but 
all are subject to the authority of the Mahanta at Patna. 
He fines those who transgress the rules of the order, and 
appoints successors when any dies. These succe~sors 
not only obtain the office, but also the wl).ole pflvate 
estate of their predecessor. even if he has been married 
and has left children, who depend for support on the 
discretion of the successor. The Mahanta also receives 
occasional presents from these Fakirs, but no regular 
income. 

In order to guide such a numerous flock, the Patna 
Mahanta appoints inferior perspns of the same name. 
One resides at Siriniya in Dangrkhora, one at Bhawani-

pur in Dhamdaha, and one in Goncbvara. I have not 
learned of any other in this district. All these are 
Sannyasis. Each of these has a Dewan, who is also a 
spiritual guide wIlD visits the subordinate Gadis, and 
manages the affairs of his principal, who resides con
stantly at his own Gadi. Subordinate to the Dewan is 
a Kotwal or messenger; and each Fakir has an officer 
of this kind. 

Before t.he Mahanta at Fatna dies, he appoints a 
successor from among his disciples, and distinguishes 
him by putting a cap on his head At Kasi there is 
anotber person of a similar rank, who resides at Asi 
Sanggam; and. there is another in the Punjab. I can
not hear where any other res:'des; but there is another. 
whose Sanggat is called Amarair. 

It is said that all the Fakirs can read and understand 
the book called Guru Mukhi, whieh I however very 
much doubt, from the nature of their conversation; and 
I find that few of them possess a cop-yo Those whom I 
have consulted say that they admit no other book to be 
canonical. It'is not kept secret from the laity; but they 
consider the Bed and Purans as of di"lne authority, and 
are therefore subject to whatever eXlllanations of these 
works the Brahmans choose to admit. The Fakirs give 
their pupils (Sishya) among the multitude g Mantra, form 
of prayer or short confession of faith, with some rules 
for purity in eating and drinking, and this is all the 
instruction which they usually bestc\Y. and is much of 
the same value with that ~iven by Vaishna'.'s, or other 
such persons. Some study the Guru Mukhi, but few 
apply to this who have not the ministry in view. The 
Fakir twice a year gives at the Gadi such an entertain
ment (Sanggat) as is described by Mr. Wilkins, only the 
hall is a mere hut, but it is accompanied by the same 
religious ceremonies. This is repeated so often as any 
of the flock chooses to defray the expense, which in 
most Gadis may be four or five times a month. The 
five Sanggats or- entertainments a day, mentioned by 
Mr. Wilkins, seem to be confined to the splendour of 
the patriarchal residence. 

A few Osawal ~erchants are scattered through 
different parts ~f the district, but I have had no oppor
tunity of learning anything satisfactory concerning their 
customs. 

There are in the district about a dozen iamilies OF 
native Christians, who are called Pcrtuguese, and who 
are chiefly employed as writers. Seme of them are 
decent respectable men; but their number is too small 
to admit of a priest. A protestant mi::.sionary resides 
in the south-east corner of the district. He was absent 
on a visit wren I was in that part; but so far as I couJ.d 
learn, he has made no sort of progress in converting the 
natives. 
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Part IV 

A 
.GRICULTURE 

CHAPTER 1 

VARIOUS KINDS OF CULTIVATION. 

Introduction--:-Plants cultiv?-ted fo..r .Grain-O~l-Vegetables or Fruit-Thread or Rope-··Saccharinf_ Juice
Chewlng or Smokmg.,Dyemg-Reanng Insects- Mats-Fattening Cattle, pp. 341-408 

Before entering upon this subject, I thiIlk it my duty total fail_ure which might produce famine, the greatest 
to acknowledge the obligations under which I am to of all eVlfs. 
Mr. Ellerton of Gtiyamatti, who has long resided in the The constant succession of crops from the same 
ciistrict, who is very conversant in almost every depart- fields, although by exhausting the ground it no doubt 
ment of its culture, and who has with great patience diminishes the general produce, yet as the whole seldom 
and liberality communicated many of his observations. fails, tends to prevent the same evil and ought there-
r am als9 indebted for some useful observations to fore by all means to be encouraged. The vast <variety 
Mr. Smith of Nathpur, the oldest European resident in of articles cultivated, and the numerous different sorts 
the district. of each, seem also' highly advantageous, as enabling the 

In the General Statistical Table (No.1) I have farmer to suit his crops better to the various soils and 
..supposed that, besides 404 miles of land fit for the circumstances of the season than could be otherwise 
plough which at present are in fallow, there are 4,).03 done. 
square miles actually occupied; and in this I do not Much subject for experiments, highly important, con-
include what pays rent for pasture, or for grass and cerning the various advantages of each still remains 
reeds that are preserved for thatch, but only what is untouched; but the farmers of this district have paid 
occupied by houses, gardens, plantations and cultivated much more attention to the subject than those towards 
fields. the east, and especially those of Ronggopur. It is true 

In the Statistical Table No. 13 will be found an ~hat the seasons here seem to be more uncertain, which 
estimate of the manner in which this occupied land is IS probably the reason why the people have IJ>\B.de 
employed, and of the various crops that it produces, and greater exertions; but on the banks of the. Tista?' and 
in the following eighteen Tables (Nos. 14-31) will be. Brahmaputra the variations in the floods of different 
found many particulars respecting the cultivation of years would require more attention to this subject than 
each togeth..er with an estimate of the quantity and value the people have bestowed, and many lands now con-
of the average produce, when sold at the price usual sidered as useless in Ronggopur would by the people 
in wholesale immediately after harvest. here be made to produce a great variety of useful 

With' regard to farther particulars I shall in general articles. 
refer to my account of the agriculture of Dinajpur, and Here 'it must be observed that a great quahtity of 
here shall only mention what I observed in this district seed, of many different kinds, is sown without any pre-
that differs from the accounts already given. vious culture. The farmer merely scatters the seed 

Although for the sake of.rnethod I have in the follow- among the mud at the commencement of the- fair 
ing account divided the objects of cultivation into weather, and is at 110 other trouble with his crop until 
different classes, yet in practice, as will be seen from he comes to reap it. This is performed in two situations. 
the 13th Table, no attention is paid to these distinctions, One is among the growing rice when approaching to 
and plants of the various classes are not only sown in maturity, as is eommonly practised towards the east; 
the same ground at different seasons of the year, but but here the custom is not only extended, but a much 
are even intermixed in the same crop, so that to separate greater variety of articles is thus sown. It does little 
the profits and expenses of each, all being cultivated by ?r no injury to th.e rice, and although the after crop 
a common stock, would in many cases be impracticable. IS seldom heavy, It costs almost nothing. The other 

This practice of mixing the crops seems to be much situation il!: on the banks of the <great rivers Kosi and 
more generat in this district th~m either in Dinajpur Ganges, where as the floods retire, large spaces are' 
.or Ronggopur. It no doubt on the whole, were a series left covered by mud and free from weeds. 
of years taken into account, diminishes the produce very Such a happy and favoorable opportunity for sowmg 
considerably, not only as one article injures another by seed might be found in many places near the Brahma-
its growth, and as the reaping of the earlier articles putra. I "am not sure, however, that the people there 
does more or less injury to the later, but as it is more do not adopt a better plan. They wait until the mud 
exhausting, and the ground prepared for one article is dries so far that it can once at least be ploughed, before 
less fitted for production of the others than if it was the seed is sown, and thus avoid the risk of losing their 
prepared for only one.- The practice has however one seed by any accidental return of the flood. I believe, 
most important advantage; it renders the annual average however, that such returns are more frequent in the 
produce of each farm more equal; for if the season is Brahmaputra than on the Ganges. 
unfavourable for one thing it will more probably suit Although this mode of sowing grain without prevIous 
another, so that every man is more secure from being culture is p.erhaps not ill 'suited to some places of this 
destitute and on the whole there is less d~nger of that district, it does not require any particular encourage-
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me nt, the indolent habits of the people prompting them 
to carry it to. a length that in many cases perhaps is 
injurious. Towards the west, wheve these habits 
increase in strength, they have catried t):leir personal 
indulgence-j,s_till farther. One kind of the spontaneous 
rices (Urid!l<;lm) which are found in 'Bengal, and which 
has very 10n~awt1s, is a very common weed in low 
marshy lands. In most parts the farmerS" are at the 
pains to remove it; for if the precaution is not used in 
fields that are favourable for its growth, it would in 
the course of a few years choke the kinds that are 
cultivated, as its gram whet} ripe is shaken by the least 
wind, and remains in the mud until the following year. 
Many careless farmers in the western parts have allow
ed this inferIor grain to overrun their fields, and content 
themselves with saving as much of its grain as they 
cah: enough is always shal{'en to serve for seed, and they 
are at no sort of trouble but the grain is considered as 
a food of extraordm,ary purity. 

1. CULMIFEROUS PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR THEIR GRAIN 

As the quantity of spring rice reared in the marshes 
behind Gaur far exceeds what I have anywhere else 

S
. R' ' observed, I shall give' a particular 

llrlDg Ice d"l It· h' fi d e,al . IS C Ie y reare upon 
the banks of marshes, which gradually dryas the spring 
a.dvances, but which always retain water in the centre 
sufficieflt, to supply the fields, to which it is raised by 
machinery. This land is unfit for any other crop. 
Between the 16th of September and the 14th of Novem
ber the farmer ploughs a plot on the edge at the marsh, 
then full of water. This serves for a seed bed, and for 
every bigah that he intends to reap, he . sows one-tenth 
of a bigah. The seed, before it is sown, is made to 
sprout by steeping it 36 hours in water, and then 
keeping it in a warm place covered with grass. The 
bed is filled with water and reduced t6 mud, among 
which, during the time above mentioned, the seed is 
sown. It spJ;'ings rapidly, and between the 16th of 
October and the 11th of January it is transplanted twice, 
lower down on the side of the marsh, as the water 
retires. At each transplanting it occupies double the 
space it did before. Between the 12th of January and 
l~th of April it is finally transplanted, so that for every 
blgah that was sown it now occupies ten, the seed~ing 
land and all that has been used in the succeessive trans
plantations being again employed. AboutJo one-half of 
the whole is finally transplanted in the first month of 
the season, and is extremely productive; five-eighths 
of the rest are transplanted in the second month, and 
give an indifferent crop; and three-eighths are trans
planted in the third month, making so miserable a 
return th:'lt the practice would seem to be bad economy, 
but the people would be otherwise idle. The crop is 
reaped between the 12th of April and the 12th of June. 
An industrious man with a 'pair of oxen can cultivate 
in the season (9 months) 10, bighas Calcutta measure 
the seed of which, At from 8 to 10 seers (80 s. w.), wui 
be about 2t mans. The produce of one half trans
planted early, at fr:om 8 to 10 mans a bigha=45 mans' 
of five-eighths of the rest transplanted during the middl~ 

season, at from 7 to 4 mans a bigha=161~ mans, of 

three-eighths of the rest transplant~d in the late'season, 

I '-contd. 

a~ . 2 . ttl rrduce 
from 2 to 3 mans a blgha, =3 l6 mans. 0 ~ • .P 

54"3" •• d deducting seed. 1: mans, leaving nearly 52 mane· . 
Thm ... vf a man's labour for mne 
mOrl' is a very poor .. ttt''is very troublesome, but the 
plougi1-J.s. The_ 'weeding are very easy and the early 
crop Th';ul1commonl'Y certain. 

The summer rice (Bhadai) is a very important crop, 
as will appear from the Tables. There is not such a 

Summer Rice variety as in Ronggopur, cut con
siderably. more than in Dinajpur. 

The most remarkable kinds, as named in the dialect of 
Mithila, are as' follows: -1st, Loki; 2nd, Ginodha-both 
some.what fine, and sown on high land. They are 
usually followed by a winter crop of pulse, seeds for 
oil, wheat, or fine transplanted winter rice, some of 
which has pulse sown amongst it when nearly ripe. 
3rd, Sasarphul-a coarse grain sown on high land. 
This is usually followed by linseed or barley. All these 
are often sown intermixed with Maruya and Maghuya, 
arahar; or sometimes with a pulse faIled Tulbuli, which 
nearly rElsembles the Thakuri of Dinajpur, and whiclf 
ripens among the stubble. 4th. Ajan-a coarse grain 
sQwn on low land. This is mostly followed by trans
plan led rice. 5th. Kabatmani-a coarse grain sown on 
low land. This late land does not admit of a second 
crop. These two are often sown intermixed with winter 
rice to a much greater extent than in Dinajpur. Such 
are the names and kinds in the western parts of the 
district. Those used in the eastern resemble those in 
Ronggopur and Dinajpur. None is transplanted. 

In some parts the people preserve for fodder the 
tops even of summer rice. It seems to be mere prejudice 
that it is hurtful to cattle; and when the weather 
happens to be favourable, much of the straw of the 
summer rice might be preserved. Broadcast summer 
rice admits of a crop of china, taken from the same 
land in sp'ring, before it is sown. 

In this district there is raised a very small quantity 
of the rice which is reaped in the end of September or 
beginning' of October, and which in the dialect of 
Mithila is called 'SatL It is probable that a little is 
also raised in Dinajpur, although it escaped my notice; 
for in some. ceremonies of religion it is considered as 
necessary. 

The winter 
Hengwat; the 

rIces In MithUa are called Aghan and 
former signifying the month and the 

latter the season at which they 
are reaped. One manner of cul

tivating winter rices which is practised on some sandy 

Winter. Rice 

land near the Kosi, deserves particular notice. This 
land, called Sorah, produces in the beginning of the 
rainy season a crop of long grass, which is cut and 
given to the cattle. Between the 15th of July and the 
15th of August the field is ploughed twice, and sown 
broadcast with winter rice of several kinds, all very 
coarse. 

The varieties of winter rice .are very numerous, and 
the study of these is highly important to the practical 
farmer, for the different kinds' vary much, as being 
better or worse /lui ted for different soils and elevations; 
but their names differ in almost every petty vicinity, so 
that it would be endless to detail them. I shan there-
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fore mereiy mention them in the classes which I have 
enumerated in Dinajpur. 

The coarsest kinds are sown broadcast on the lowest 
lands, and entirely by themselves. Even in one part 
of one estate (Pergunah Dharampur, Zila Nathpur), I 
heard of no less than eighteen different kinds, and the 
list was probably far from being complete. One of 
them, cailed Pichar, is more than usually liable to break 
when it is beaten to separate the husk. The grain is 
not lost, but is not so saleable as that which remains 
entire. Where the land is exceedingly low. these kinds 
are sown between the 13th of March and the 11th of 
April. but the common seed season is in the following 
month. This crop not only admits of pulse (Khesari) 
being sown among it when growing and allowed to 
ripen among the stubble, but the pulse is sometimes 
mixed with mustard (Rayi) or rape seed (Sarisha),' 
when it is sown among the .growing corn. In the same 
manner are frequently sown; among this rice when 
growing, various other kinds of grains, such as the fieJd 
pea, rape seed, mustard, and barley. 

The kinds of winter rice which are sown broadcast 
along with SUl1lIner rice ar'e not so numerous nor so 
coarse, and they are sown on hi.[~her land between the 
middle of February and the middle of April. but it 
seldom springs until long after, when a good deal of 
rain has come. The kind of millet called Kaun is some
times sown together with the broadcast winter rice, 
and the same is practised with the pulse called Harimug. 

One kind of winter rice, sown broadcast by itself 
on middling high land, ripens between the middle of 
October and the middle of November. The others are 
two months later. The winter rices that are sown 
broadcast in this district, except three or four kinds. 
are reckoned to keep equally well with any transplaJ;lted 
rice. Although therefore this kind of cultivation ought 
to be more valuable than _ir{Dinajpur, it is not so eagerly 
followed, and much of the waste land in the southern 
parts of the district -would appear to be very fit for the 
purpose. It IS, however, one of the greatest crops in 
the district. 

In Dinajpur a particular class of rices is preserved 
for middling high land; but in this district all the above
mentioned kinds of winter rice are transplant~d on land 
wh'ich is usuqlly covered to about one cubit in depth. 
Where the water commonly rises to a greater height, 
they are sown broadcast, These kinds are not improved 
in quality by being transplanted. Khesari is sown 
among them, when nearly ripe, and grows among the 
stubble. If the crop on this land has been spoiled 
either by too much or foo Httle water, the field is usually 
cultivated with wheat or barley, or the latter mixed 
with mustard, or with mustard and lentils. 

The class of winter rices which is raised on high 
fields is transplanted between the middle of September 
and the middle of October; but here it ,is only in favour
able circumstances that it admits of a previous crop. 
The favourabre circumstances are a stiff soil (Matiyal), 
which enables the field to retain mi'listure, and early 
showers in spring, which permit such a soil to be cul
tivated. When the farmer is contented with one crop, 
as is most usual, it is heavy; when he takes a crop 
previous to transplanted rice, this is trifling', and the 
value of the first is inferior. 

These finer 'rices, as in Dinajpur, will not grow on 
very low land, while most of the rich free soil that is 
high is here preserved for winter crops of other grains. 
In this district I heard ,of no fine winter rice which 
equals that of the clay near the Karatoya so as to be 
t;anked with the fourth of finest class' of rices in 
Dinajpur. 

The· seed for winter transplanted rice, when sprouted 
before it is sown, in the eastern part of the district is 
called Pota; and the seedlings, when sown without 
having undergone that operation, are there called 
Khaur; but in the western part, seed that has been 
sown sprouted is' called Chhituya or Achhar, and that 
which is sown dry is called simply seed (BiYa): In 
most cases the natives will not allow that they tak~ any 
crop from the seedlin,g; land, which I have therefore 
allowed to be the case in" the Tables: but I suspect 
that I have been misinformed, and that the greater 
part gives a crop as in Ranggopur. In some places. 
indeed, they acknowledge that they sow no seedling land 
for the coarser kinds of transmanted winter rice. but 
pluck up seedlings from the fields that have been sown 
broadcast, which are always sown too thick, and which 
are at any rate, thinned in weeding. This is practised 
chiefly in the western parts. and there these seedling's 
are called Khaur, the same name that- in the western 
parts is given' to seedlings reared on fields reserved for 
the purpose, by sowing seed that is not sprouted. Tl\e 
allowance of seedling land stated in Arariya, Bahadur
gunj, and Udhrail was one-eigth of the land to be trans
planted. in Dulalgunj one-ninth, and in all the other 
parts one-tenth; but some deduction must be allowed 
for the 'coarse kinds, the seedlings for which are taken 
from what is sown broadcast on low land. 

The seed sown without- preparation, as in Dinajpur. 
is by far th~ most common pr~ctice. Summer rice is 
never sown by being dibbled. A bigah of land, if 
the seed is sprouted, requires ten sers, while a ser less 
suffices where this operation is not performed. The 
people here seem to pay a good deal of attention to 
weeding their rice. especially the summer crop on high 
ground. Before harvest they do not imitate the people 
of Dinajpur in laying their rice down as it approaches 
maturity, 

The farmers almost always sell their rice in a rough 
state. and one kind of the petty dealres (Baparis) bring 
it home from Hie markets in that state, and hire women 
to beat it and remove the husks. These traders chiefly 
supply the common markets with 'grain for consumption. 
By this means an enormous additional expense for 
carriage is required. Another class of petty dealers 
(Paikars) who supply the foreign merchants for exporta
tion, having no cattle, agree with the farmers 'to beat 
the rice and to bring it to the warehouse. 

The reward that is allowed here for the troublesome 
nperation of removing the husks from rice is much 
smaller -than anywhere else that I have been. At 
Puraniya the owner gives 70 sers of rice in the husk 
for 40 sers of clean grain, when the operation is perform
ed without boiling. Now according to the experim~nts 
related in my account of Dinajpur, 70 sers of rice treated 
in this manner ought to give 45 sers of good entire'rice. 
leaving five sers or one-ninth of the whole for the 
woman's trouble. Besides this, she would have 
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3·36 sers of broken grains, not so saleable, but equally 
nOurishing. 

When the operation is performed' ·by boiling, the 
woman gets 13 sers of rough rice, and delivers Il of 
clean. According to the experiments which I have 
stated in my account of Dinajpur, the woman from 13 
sers of rough rice should procure 9·767 sers of clean, 
leaving for her trouble 1·767 or rather more than 18 per 
cent. of the whole. The instrument almost everywhere 
used, where the rice is to be cleaned on a large scale for 
exportation or retail, is the pestle moved by a lever 
(Dhengki). What the good women clean for the uSP. 
of their own families is almost always done with the 
common wooden pestle and mortar; and I perceive a 
considerable difference in the effect of the two opera
tions. Where the ordinary pestle and mortar is used, 
and the rice has been boiled, as was done in the experi
ments at Dinajpur, few or none of the grains are broken; 
hut wh~n the heavy pestle raised by a lever is employed, 
the quantity of broken grain is always considerable. It 
is equally wholesome food, but is not saleable. Two 
women usually beat in company, and their ordinary 

morning work is to clean 65 sers (~2 ~~ s. w.) in two 

days. They therefore in that time procure about 
1l3~ Ibs. avoirdupois of clean grain, of which their 
share is almost lSi Ibs. or 4·684 Ibs. daily for each. It 
must however be observed that the people admit of no 
such profit. They say that 65 sers of rought rice on 
an average give only -from 43 to 44 sers of clean. The 
cleaner, o'n this supposition, in place of 18 per cent. 
receives only a very little more than 8 tJer cent. and 
the woman's daily gaining would be only 1855 lb. of 
clean rice. 

In the eastern parts where grain is measured, the 
reward is higher, as in Kharwa, where a wOlllan receives 
24 measures of rough rice and returns 10 measures of 
dean grain. Two women are there supposed in their 
usual moring work to be able to beat 20 sers (92 s. w.) 
According.to the experiments I have made, the quantity 
of rough grain would be 2267 cubic inches, the quantity' 
of clean grain would be 1255 cubic inches, and after 

giving !~ parts to the owner they would have for their 

daily trouble 310 cubic inches or 11~ lbs. of clean grain. 
From this it would appear that where the reward for 
cleaning rice is high, women clean little; and where 
the reward is low, they:work hard, so as to make almost 
as high wages. 

The manners of preparing rice called in Dinajpur 
Chira, Khai and Muri, and here Chura Lava and Murhi, 
are not near so commonly used in the western parts of 
this district; but rice parched (Bhuna) without any 
previous preparation is much more eaten, and the people 
more frequently grind their rice, and form it into the 
kind of cakes (Bhaka), which are usually boiled like a 
pudding. . 

Wheat is much more used here than in Dinajpur. 
Except rich and luxurious people, who have the finer 
Other Grain kind (Mayda) separate, the whole 

wheat is reduced to coarse flour 
(Ata) , from which little bran is separated. This is 
always mixed with cold water and formed into the 
cakes (Roti) which the Hindus toast in an earthen 

platter. They are totally unacquainted with the art of 
fermenting bread; but at the capital some Moslems 
know the mystery of baking. In some parts the straw of 
wheat is given to cattle, in others it is neglected. 

Barley is sometimes sown on the banks of the gre,at 
rivers as the floods retir.e, without any previous culture. 
It is much used by the poor: Half of it is first beaten. 
to separate the husks; it is then ground to meal, and 
formed with cold water into cakes, that are toasted. 
The other half is beaten, then parched, and then ground 
into meal, which is mixed with cold water and salt. 
This is called Chhatu. The natives have not the art 
of boiling it so as to form porridge. In some places 
barley straw also is given to cattle. 

Maruya or the Cynosurus Corocanus of Willdenow, 
which from a minute difference in the fruit Gaertner 
has chosen to call by a new name Eleusine, is much used, 
especially on the west side of the Kosi. The Maruya is 
ground in a hand-mill, sometimes having previously 
been. parched, sometimes not. The meal is formed with 
boiling water into cakes, that are toasted. The straw 
is often given to cattle. In poor sons this is cultivated, 
as in Dinajpur, with the Cytisus Cajan and rice, which 
form a valuable crop. 

A good deal of maize, Indian corn (Sea Mays), 
called here Makkai, is used. The people like it, but 
they imagine that it occasions fluxes. The experiments 
which the natives have tried on its cultivation show 
that, in thejr hands at least, the sanguine expectations 
which might be formed from the experiments tried ·at 
Ronggopur would not be realized. The grain is some
times parched, .and eaten with salt; or it is dried, 
ground into meal, mixed with cold water, and formed 
into cakes that are toasted. The leaves and fresh stems 
are sometimes given to cattle; but the Quantity is so 
inconsiderable that the natives are not sensible of any 
advantage; and near KafiYa'chak, so slow is the' pro
gress of knowledge that tlle people who give all manner 
of other straw to their cattle burn this, as being totally 
unfit for fodder. The cattle however are voraciously 
eager to procure it, which is perhaps the reason why it 
is neglected by the natives, who would have a great 
difficulty in preserving the crop. 

Janera, or the Holcus Sorgum of botanists, in this 
district is a less considerable crop than maize. The 
natives think it more who:esome, but not so palatable. 
It is used in the same manner; but when parched, if 
exposed two nights to the dew, the grain swells out like 
the preparation of rice called here Lava. Cattle eat the 
stems and leaves, but not eagerly. In some places there 
is only one kind, and what I saw was evel'ywhere that 
which has a white seed; but in Dhamdaha the people 
reckon three kinds; Gehungya, Narkatia and Rak;sa, 
which I did not see. • I 

The kinds of millet called Kaun (Panicum italicum) 
and China (Panicum miUaceum E. M.) in some parts 
of this district are much cultivated, and in times of 
scarcity the cultivation has with great advantage been 
much -extended, especially that of the latter, which 
ripens Quickly and with very little rain. The China is 
of two kinds, called Bhadai and Vaisakhi accordi~g as 
it ripens in spring or in the middle of the rainy season. 
A very little Bajra, the Holcus spicatus of botanists, is 
reared in this district. ~t is but a poor grain, and does 
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not deserve encouragement. The quantity is too trifling 
to have obtained a place in the Tables of produce. 

There are two other kinds of millet, which are reared 
in a more considerable quantity,. The one is called Sama 
or Kheri, and does not seem as yet to have . been intro
duced into the systems of modern botanists; but 
Dr. Roxburgh in his manuscript collection~, I believe, 
<:a11s it Panicum frumentaceum. It has a very strong' 
resemblance to the Ho!cus Sorghum. The other is 
called Kodo, and is probably a species of Paspalum, 
which I know grows in Tirahut. Both are· very poor 
grains; and in a country producing so many better 
kinds seem to deserve little attention. 

2 LEGUMINOUS PLANTS CULTIVATED POR THEIR GRAIN 

On the whole the most common pulse here is the 
Mash Kalai, which has seeds of a.. green colour with a 
white eye. I have not seen this p]ant in a state fit for 
ascertaining its botanical appellation, as it is confined 
to parts of the district which I did not visit in the 
proper season. The name Max given to a kindred plant 
by European botanists is the same with the Mash of the 
Hindi dialect, or the Mas of Calcutta; but so far as I 
can judge, the Max of botanists is the Thakuri of this 
district and of Dinajpur, which in Ronggopur is indeed 
called Mas, but produces a pulse of very different 
qualities, which is readily aistinguished b,y its colour. 
On the banks of the Ganges 1he Mash is reared in vast 
quantities, and is often sown on the mud as the river 
dries up, without any ploughing, and ripens without any' 
sort of trouble. There it freQuently forms the common 
diet of the natives, is ground into meal and fermed 
into cakes, whicb. are toasted. In other parts, however, 
it is only used like 'other pulse, that is to say, it is 
freed from the .husk and split, fQ,l"ming what' is called 
Dal. This is used in two manners. First, mixed with 
rice, boiled and seasoned with oil or butter, and salt 
and spices, it forms Khichri, very much used in cold 
weather .. Secondly, fried with oil or butter, and cap
sicum, salt and turmeric, it forms what we call a curry, 
but by the natives here this also is called simpTy Dal. 
In this district a preparatioo called Bari is made from 
Mash. The entire pulse is steeped a night in cold 
water, then the integuments are rubbed off with the 
hand. The pulse is then beaten in a mortar or rubbed 
on a' stone with some water until it forms a paste, into· 
which small pieces of the cucurbitaceous fruit called 
Kumar are put; to these are added salt, the carminative 
seed .called Mauri, and sometimes Assafoetida. The 
whole is formed into sman pyramidical plums, which 
are dried in the sun and used in curries or stews. These 
are most commonly made in the dry season, and then 
will keep three months. Here cattle will eat both husks 
and straw of the Mash, and the latter is sometimes kept 
for them. The natives imagine th1!t this pulse is cooling. 

The Max of botanists, here as in Dinajpur, is called 
Thakuri, and is readily distinguished form the foregoing 
by its seeds when fresh being black and I<reen mixed. 
.When old they become almost entirely of a dirty black. 
It is reared in most parts of the districtS; but on the 

, whole in much less quantity than the former. 
Khesari (Lathyrus sativus W.) is a very common 

pulse. It also is prepared in the manner called Bart, 
tor which t~e Dal of this pulse is steeped for ahout six 

hours, and then treated as already mentioned. It is 
also ground intQ qleal (Besan), which is used by those 
who make sweetmeats. On the banks of the great 
rivers it is often sown as the floods retire, without the 
mud having ul1dergone any culture. 

In tliis country vast quantities of the CytiSU8 Caja.n, 
called here Arahar, are cultivated. There are two 
kinds, that from the months in which they ripen are 
called :Maghi and Vaisakhi. The latter is of the finest 
quality, and is sown by itself on a good clay soil, or 
placed i.n hedges round other crops, especially round 
sugar-cane, and is the kind raised in Ranggopur and in 
the south of Dinajpur. Some smaller pulses are 
occasionally intermixed, as will appear from the Tables. 
The Maghi is sown on poor sandy-lands, sometimes by 
itself but more commonly 'mixed with summer rice and 
Maruya, as, described in Dinajpur, in the northern 
parts of which a good deal is reared. This kind is also 
sown mixed with a variety of other articles, as will 
appeal' from the Tables. The seed of eitW;r kind will 
fail, if it is attempted to be managed like that of the 
other. The 'stems of Arahar in this district, owing to the 
scarcity of bamboos and reeds, are freQuently used for 
making the fences which surround the native huts .• 

In this country there is reared a great ..deal of. the 
pulse which in the western parts is called Badam, and 
is the Cicer ari~tinum of Linnaeus. In the eastern side 
of the district it is more usually called Chana or But, 
and in other places it is called Dhangga. The kind 
with a white flower is every.vhere caned Kablibut, and 
sells dearer, but very little is produced. This is con
sidered as a pure offering to the gods, while the variet:9' 
with a red flower is only fit for man .• It is reckoned 
a heating food, and by the natives is never' giy'en to 
cattle, being too high priced. It is used mostly split 
(Dal) which is done by drying it two or three days in 
the sun, and grinding it in a hand mill. It is also used 
merely parched, and eaten with or without a little salt 
or oil. Thirdly, it is sometimes merely steeped in cold 
water until it swells, and then it is mixed with a little 
salt or e:l{tract of sugar-cane. Fourthly, it is ground 
into, flour (Besan) for preparing sweetmeats. 

Masur or the lentil is much cultivated and is used 
only when split (1)a1). 

A good deal of the poor pulse called Kurthi or 
Kulthi, mentioned in Ronggopur, is reared in this dis
trict, and. is the food that is used by the natives to 
fatten cattle. It is imagined to be very heating. Men 
however eat it in curries. Be.fore it is ground, in order 
to separate the integuments it must be dried over the 
fire. The common field pea (Matar) is also a good deal 
cultivated, and is only used split. There are two varie
ties, Maghi and Vaisakhi, one of which ripens in winter, 
and one in spring. 

The Phase01us Mungo in this district is a good deal 
cultivated, and is called Hari and Vaisakbi Mug. It 
is used 'both 'split and for making the kind of balls 
called Bari. It may be split and freed from the husks 
either by drying it over the fire, or by oi\ing it and 
exposing it to the sun before it is put into the mill. 
I heard of a species called Seha Mug or Mahananda, 
which probably has some near affinity 'to the foregoing; 
but I did not see it. It ls often sown on the banks of 
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rivers, without any previous cult'ure; but is raised to 
only a trifling extent. 

'rhe Meth Kalai of this district is the Phaseolus 
minimus of Rumphius, which in Ronggopur is called 
Kheri, and only a 'Small quantity is reared. It is used 
split, and is considered as very heating. The int'egu~ 
ments are 'separated by parching, before it is put into 
the mill. 

Bora is a loguminous plant which I have not seen but 
in most parts of the district a little is reared. 'Like • 
Khesari it may be split 'without either previous oiling 
or parching. It is used also in the kind of balls called 
Bari. The Barbati is a pulse very nearly related to the 
above, but' its seed is vastly smaller. I am told that 
it is the same with the Labiyah of Ronggopur, which is 
the DoUchos Sinensis. 

The Cadelium of Rumphius is here called Bhet 
Mash. It is of very little conseQuence. The same is 
the case with another pulse called Tulbuli, which I have 
not. seen gro~ing. To judge from the appearance of the 
grain, I shOllld take it to be exactly the same with the 
Mash Kalai. 

-3 PLANTS REARED FOR THE OIL IN THEIR SEEDS 

In the greater part of the district these may be 
considered as the staple article of cultivation: for 
although on the whole greatly inferior in value to the 
grains which serve as food, yet they are the great object 
of commerce, and that by which the greater part of t1)e 
rent is paid. The most common are the two species 
mentioned in my account of Dinajpur under the names 
of Sarisha and Turi, which there I have considered as 
species of Sinapis, and often called mustard; but per
haps they approach nearer to the Rape-seed of Europe 
and r shall now call them by that name. The two 
species differ in points which are so minute that they 
at) not deserve much attention. In Dinajpur indeed it 
WdS supposed that the one was more productive of oil 
than the other, and .that there. was difference in the 
quality of the two oils; but neither the people of this 
district nor those of Ronggopur seem to be aware of 
these circumstances; and I am uncertain whether this 
is to be attributed to their want of observation, or to 
the opinion of the people in Dinajpur having its origin 
in imagination. I have not been able to ascertain this 
circumstance, because the native nominclature for these 
plants, in this district, is so confused that without seeing 
the plant growing I cannot trust to purchasing the seed; 
for the sarrie names are applied to both very irregularly. 
These names are Sarisha, Maghi Sarisha, Turi, and 
Kajali, and in different vicinities these names are applied 
in opposite senses. 

The species of Radish (Raphanus), the seed of which 
is used for producing' oil, in this district i~ reared in 
great quantities, and is a very luxuriant' crop: but the 
natives prefer the oil of the rape-seed. This plant is 
here also called Tora ; but is more commonly known by 
the name of Purabi Sarisha or old rape-seed, having 
perl].aps been the kind that formerly was alone CUl
tivated. It ·is also called Se-uti Sarisha or white rap,e
seed, the grain being much lighter coloured than that 
of the other kind. 

RaYi or the Sinapis Amboinicum or Rumphius is 
what should properly be translafed mustard, as it has 

qualities similar to the European plant of that name. 
Much more is reared in this district than towards the 
east and it is sometimes SOwn on the banks of rivers 
without auy previous culture: but more commonly it 
is a winter. crop after summer rice. In the south part 
of this district I heard of two kinds said to resemble 
the Rayi, and which are called Gangrayi and Rayichi 

• Sarisha. I had no opportunity of seeing them, nor am 
r certain that they are different from the common Rayi. 

The Tisi or linseed in this district is a common 
article of cultivation. It is no respect differs from the 

'flax of Europe; but I doubt whether a supply of seed 
could be sent from hence. It ripens in March and April, 
and might no doubt be forwarded to Ireland and Scot
land in abundance of time to be sown"in the following 
year; but it seems doubtful whether its vegetating 
powers could be preserved through such a long voyage, 
and the freight: would probably be too heavy.. The 
climate would, I am persuaded, be no objection: as the 
plant here grows in the cold weather, which is not hotter 
than our ~ummers. The price here for the last two 

years has been about 1 rupee for 40 sers of 82 i~ s. w., 

which is about: 84~ lb. avoirdupois. The .experiment 
however seems worth the trying, and a few hundred 
welght might be sent home to be given to experienced 
farmers, who might ascertain its Quality. In this 
country the plant' is of a -very diminutive growth, which 
seems to be owing partly to' its being sown too thin, 
so as to allow it to spread into many branches for the 
sake of the. seed; and partly fo the want of that mois
ture which the luxuriant crops of Ireland enjoy. I have 
no dciubt that, were it occasionaNy watered and sown 
thick, its crops would be highly luxuriant, and yield a 
flax equal to that of Egypt. The oil is used for the 
lamp alorie. At Calcutta it has been tried by painters, 
but probably owing to a difference in the process for 
expressing, it hal'[ been found exceedingly inferior to 
that brought from Europe at an enormous expense. 
The Indian process, in all probability, exp'resses a great 
part of the mucilaginous matter along with the oil. 

The Ricinus in this district is raised almost entirely 
for the oil (Castor"Oil) which is used for the lamp. In 
a few parts, as will appear from the Table, it is cul
tivated in fields of a poor soil, in which it is''sown with 
turmeric, cotton and the Cytisus Cajan; or with a yam 
cotton, the same pulse, and the Corchorus that is used 
as a green vegetable; or with ginger and cotton; or with 
turmeric, cotton and the ClItisus Caian; or with a yam 
(Dioscbrea Suthni) and cotton. In some places again 
it is mixed with rape-seed. When sown in these fields 
the Ricinus is always the small ~reen species, or the 
Ricinus communis of Willdenow. In ~any parts of the 
district the large Rivinus, that is, the Pandi Avanam 
of Rhede and the Ricinus, of Rumphius, is often the 
only shelter, or at least the most common, which the 
natives enjoy round their huts. Here the plant per
fectly agrees with the description of Rhede and 
Rumphius, as on account of this shade it is permitted 
to live for seven or eight years, and grows 'to be a kind 
of small tree like Elder. I am now told that the Pat 
Erandi of Bengal w~uld live in the same manner, were 
it permitted; but .as ev~ry year it becomes less produc
tive, the custom there is eVery year to destroy the plant, 
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and to sow fresh seed. It is ,the kind with the green 
stem that in this district is most common. In the parts 
where the Mithila diarect prevails, the Ricinus is called 
Erengri. In the' western parts' it is called Eranda. 

In this district is reared a ,rather larger qu.antity 
of Sesamum than grows towards the east. There is cul
tivated only one kind, which is that sowrt in the rainy 
season, and called Krishna Til. 

REAPING, THRASHING, AND PROFITS 

Having thus detailed all the articles cultivated, I 
shall make some remarks that are common to all:-In 
Reaping and Thrash. this district one of the most heavy 
ing' charges attending the cultivation 

of grain is the reaping and 
thrashing. No man in tolerably easy circumstances 
performs any part of this labour, farther than to watch: 
in order as much as he can to check the pilfering of the 
labourers, in which, however, it is alleged that few 
have .great success, and indeed many of the higher 
castes are too proud and indolent to pay sufficient atten
tion to their. interests. 

Except in a few parts towards Dinajpur, the servants 
who hol~ the plough are not engaged for the time of 
harvest; but are then allowed to share in the profits 
of reaping. Each master endeavours as much as possible 
to secure its advantages to his own servants and 
dependents; because at other -seasons he gives them 
inadequate wages, and without an extraordinary profit 
at harvest they could not subsist. In many cases, 
however, the proprietor is not able to confine the profits 
to his own dependents, and many people, especially old 
women, rush upon the field to assist in the labour and 
spoil. This is especially the case with the fields of the 
plants which are reared for producing ,oil and with 
those of pulse. The rate of hire is lower for these than 
for rice by in general about a quarter part; but the 
opportunity for pilfering is greater, and weakly persons 
can- go through the whole la]::lOur ; as the grain is usually 
beaten or rubbed out from the husks on the. field, and 
the seed alone is carried to the farmer's house. 

The harvest of rice and other culmiferous grains is 
carried on in the same slovenly manner that is usual 
in India. The reaper merely. cuts off the ears and 
carries them home to the farmer, by which means the 
straw is greatly injured, and a great part of it is 
neglected, or left on' the field to be eaten by the cattle, 
This part is called Nara; and if wanted for thatch or 
fodder, other labourers must be hired to cut it and 
carry it home. The small quantity of straw cut with the 
the ears is called Poyal, and is the most usual and in 
some places the only fodder. 

The whole straw that is reaped and the p;rain are 
carried home on the labourers' shoulders, and cattle are 
never employed for the purpose, a degree of stupidity 
that seems astonishing. In most places the same ,people 
both reap and tljrash the grain. The rate is always 
fixed by a share of the produce, which varies for rice 
from one-fifth to one-eighth part of the whole crop; for 
which. the people cut off the ears and carry them to the 
owner's house, beat them out, and deliver the grain 
clean to the master, In other parts one set of people 
cut and carry home the ears, and get one·ninth bundle 
01 the ears. These allowances however are not all. In 

some parts every man who cuts is allowed to bring 
his wife to the field at noon, in order to take him some 

• refreshment; and then, besides what she pilfers she 
avowedly tak~s about two sers of grain; for w!Iat is 
called Khari or Lara. Besides, the reaper when he goes 
home in the evening carries with him a small bunch of 
ears, ,which usually contains as much grain as his wife 
took. In other places it is only the servants of the 
farm that are allowed this indulgence. 

Where the same people reap and beat out the rice, 
th~y usually tread out the grain with their own feet, 
rubbing the ears until the whole. is separated, and the 
miserable nature of this operation seems to be in some 
measure the cause of the enormous expense. At 
Dhamdaha, where the reapers do not thrash, the 
farmers furI'iish cattle for treading out the grain, and 

the expense is a trifle, 4~0 of the crop, The workman 

gets three sers (72 s. ;y.) of rough rice a day, and in 
that time two men with the use of four oxen can tread 
out ten_man.~ or 400 sers of grain. This however is far 
from being clean; but in such a stafe it is often sold. 
Of 200 measures of rouugh rice, as taken by accident at 
different times from the common market, I found that 
they contained more than 12~ of impurities; and in the 
operation of cleaning they lost rather more than two 
per cent. of their weight. 

The expense, as I have ~aid, attending these opera· 
tions is- enormous, partly from the avowed allowance 
and partly from frauds, at the extent of which the 
farmers can only conjecture, and which must differ 
much from the various degrees of individuals' care. 
In their conjectures different people varied very much, 
some saying that the reaping and thrashing costs one
fourth of the whole crop, and others alleging that one
eighth part Is sufficient. In all the estimates of pro
duce which I received, this expense was deducted, as is 
usual in this district, where every means are taken to 
conceal the produce, owing to the rents having Qften 
been levied according to the nature of .the crop. In 
stating the gross produce I have not ventured to make 
an allowance for these frauds, but have only added to 
the net proceeds the avowed rate of hire, 

In all the western parts of the district the rice and 
other grains are preserved, during the rainy season, in 
vessels made of unbaked clay, which have generally 
covers of the same material; but this, although of the 
utmost consequence is too often neglected because it is 
attended with some more trouble. Where there is' a 
cover, a circular hole. is made near the" bottom. - This 
can be stopped with a plug, and the grain can be taken 
out as wanted. These vessels are called Kuthis. and 
are very useful, for if the cover is well fitted, the grain 
is not absolutely spoiled although the hut is burned, 
which is a very common occurrence. If there 'is 'nt 
cover, a great part' is lost, although towards the bottom 
some part is generally saved. The loss from this' is so' 
great that those who' are so negligent ougbt perhaps to 
be tined; wer.e it not that this might encourage a system 
of interrupting domestic privacy that would be a greater 
'evil. 

These Kuthis might with great advantap;e be intro
duced in Bengal. where the loss of gra~n by fire is 
enormous. They are made by the men and women at 
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their leisure hours, and cost little or nothing. Their use 
is however attended with considerable inconvenience; for 
they occupy so much room in the wretch.ed huts of the 
natives that scarcely space enough remains for the 
poorer people to stretch themselves out to sleep. In the 
dry weather, there~ore the people prefer keeping their 
grain in pits, which occupy no room and are entirely. 
secure from fire, which at that season is exceedingly 
common. The pit is lined with straw, filled with grain, 
and covereCl with a good coat of earth. In the rainy 
season the soil is .too damp to admit of these pits being 
used, but they are by far the safest and most com~ 
modious receptacles for grain. Merchants and great 
farmers have granaries like. those in Dinajpur, and are 
equally negligent. about fire, a circumstance that would 
seem to require the interposition of the po+ice. 

On the profits of this kind of cultivation, I have 
little to add. or alter, l'rom what I have said in Dinajpur. 

The expense of harvest, as I 
Profits, have said, is here enormous, and 
ought to reduce the profit of the farmer lower than in 
that district; but his ploughmen's wages arl! lower. 
This lowness of reward is again made up to these men 
by the profits which they make in harves.t, so that on 
the whole there seems to be little or no difference in 
the gains that in the two districts attend the cultivation 
of grain, when it is conducted by the armer's own stock. 
Those, however, who em:Qloy men to cultivate for a 
share usually make less thlln in Dinajpur. because they 
are at the expense,. of reaping their half of the crop, 
which deducts at least one-seventh part from their gross 
proceeds. Careful men, even allowing them neither to 
keep stock nor to labour, have as a profit the difference 
between the rent and six-fourteenths of the value of the 
crop. This profit is so great that many subsist by its 
means alone; and even on very inconsiderable portions 
of land. such as 30 or 40 acres, find a means of sub
sistence without either manual labour' or stock. 

5 PLANTS CULTIVATED AS VEGETABLES FOR THE TABLE 

In the thirteenth Statistical Table it will be seen 
that I have estimated the land in kitchen gardens at 
85,000 bighas, and that about 6,600 bighas in the fields 
are ~ultivated with vegetables for the table. This is 
not however the whole. In the thirteenth Table several 
plants be~onging to this class, which are cultivated on 
a larger scale or that are reared along with articles be
longing to other classes, have been referred to separate 
heads; which I have done wherever I have been able to 
procure an est,imate of the quantity- or particular value 
of the produce. The articles to which I allude as vege
tables cUltivated in the fields are generally in very 
smal:l plots. in which a vast variety of things are inter
mixed; but the most important are the baygan, cap
sicum, sweet-potatoe, mallow, and cucurbitac'eous fruits. 
The supply is therefore more copious than in RonggopUJ', 
and many people make gardening a profession. It must, 
however, be observed that in. both districts, as well as 
in Dinajpur, but more especially here, a very great pro
portion of the vegetables are reared on the roofs of the 
huts or on little arbours that are contiguous; and that 
this proportion has not been brought to account. 

The profession of a 'gardener, both among the Hindus 
and Moslems of this country, is considered as very 

discreditable. the people who practise the art are there
fore so stupid and fearful that I could procure from them 
no sort of account of either their management or the 
produce of their gardens, on which the smallest reliance 
could be placed. Each family has a garden which con
tains from about one-third to one-sixth of an English 
acre, but they do 'not live by the produce of this alone. 
They buy by wholesale the vegetables which the farmers 
rear. and retail these at the markets, and they 
occ'asionally plough or assist in the other labours of 
husbandry. They water their gardens from ,small wells. 
and pay a heavier rent than many of those who CUl
tivate grain; but not more so than what is paid by 
many of the low tribes. The following account will 
therefore chiefly consist of a few observations on the 
different kinds that are reared:--

(a) Plants used as warm seasoning 
Of plants used as warm seasoning, which in this 

district are usually called by the generic name Latkana. 
1. Giner is everywhere raised in a quantity sufficient 

for the consumption of the country. which is not very 
considerable, This is commonly raised in gardens. 
That which is reared for exportation is chiefly cul
tivated on poor lands, as I have mentioned in my account 
of Dinajpur and Ronggopur. In such situations it is 
mixed with a great many other articles, as will be seen 
from the Tables of produce. I have not yet seen the 
flower of the ginger that is cultivated here in the fields. 
and shall not venture to give an opinion on its botani
cal pame; but like that found at Goyalpara its leaves 
are hairy. It wouJld therefore seem to be different from 
the plant which Dr. Roxburgh has seen (As. Res. XI 
p. 28), as he quotes as synonymous the Inschi of Rhede, 
and the Zinziber majus of .Rumphius, both of which 
tllants have smooth leaves, • . 

2 Turmeric also is reared in the gardens of every 
part of the district for the consumption of the country, 
which is very great. Some is also exported, and this 
is reared on fields of a poor soil, intermixed with a 
great variety of other articles, as will be seen in the 
Tables of produce. I here have found the plant in 
flower and can observe no difference between it and 
what. I found at Goyalpara, I presume therefore that' 
the natives were mistaken in supposing that the turmeric 
of that place differs from what is commonly fauns! in 
other parts of India. 

3-5 Capsicum is not so much used here as towards 
the east; but still great Quantities are reared. The 
common kind is the Desi Marich or Capsicum annicum. 
but there are also to be occasionally found the Pahari 
Marich .or Capsicum frutescens, and the Gob or Doma 
Marich or Capsicum 'grossum, The same name is often 
given to black pepper. 

6-7 Two kinds of onion are cultivated here: one 
called simply Peyaj, ~he other called Behariya, as having 
come from Behar. .These I suppose are the same with 
the choti. and Baro' of Ronggopur, but this I have had 
no opportunity of ascertaining. The Peya.i is some
times called Pun Peyaj, and is raised from seeds. The 
Behariya is also called Dorangga, is propagated by 
separating the roots into different portions, for each 
root produces many bulbs, and each bulb like garlic 
IS composed of several subdivisions. each capablle of 
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yielding a plant. The Pun P~yaj grows in the same 
manner. 

8 Garlic 
Ronggopur. 

9 Methi 
Ronggopur. 

(Rasun) is not ·so. much used here as in 
This is the same with the garlic of Europe. 

or fenugreek is not more used than in 

10-13 I have only seen four carminative !;eeds that 
are used here, and they are less employed than in the 
east. In the dialect of Mithila these are called Dhaniya 
(Coriandrum sativum) , Suya (Anethum foeniculum), 
Songp (Aneth,um Graveolens) and Ajoyan (Ammi 
indicum, Rumph). The last is not knowp in Europe;' 
the three first are our Coriander, Fennel and Anise. 

(b) Plants cultivated for what tlJ,e native~ call Tarkari 
In this district these are not so much used as in 

Dinajpur, the people preferring the more leafy plants. 
Still however they are of considerable importance. 

The Baygan is the most common plant of this kind. 
and is found of' three species or varieties. The first 
and most common has no prickles on its leaves or flower. 
and the fruit is of an oval shape. At Bholahat this was 
called Kala Baygan, but it must be observed that even 
of the most common plants the native nomenclature is 
extremely confused. At Bholahat also had another 
Baygan which had prick:es on the leaves and flower, 
and its fruit was round like a large apple, and was 
called Ram Baygan. In Dinajpur this name was gLven 
to a plant growing wild, which I take to be the Solanum 
Zeylonicum; but the Ram- Baygan of Bholahat is cul
tivated, and is the Solanum insanum of Willden ow. In 
the western parts this prickly kind grows much larger, 
and is called Golta. The .third kind, on account of pro
ducing fruit at all seasons, is called the Bara Masiya 
Baygan. It is prickly all over, and has a cylindrical 
fruit. It is not common,. I indeed observed it only in 
the division of Bahadurgunj, and. it seems to have 
escaped the notice of the two great Dutch botanists of 
Ihdia. In the western parts, I am told that they have 
a cylindrical kind, but ·it has few' prickles, and is called 
Chenguya. 

The European potatoe near Puraniya, and also near 
Nathpur, has by the exertions of Mr. Smith come into 
very general use, not as common food but as a Tarkari. 
In other parts it is totaJly ·neglected. 

The Cor.volvulus Batatas is much cultivated. In the 
dialect of Mithila it is called Aluya. In the east part 
of the district it is called Shukurkund. In the north 
it is more usually called Lal Alu or Red potatoe. 

In 'most parts of this distrjct th~ Arums or CaLadiums. 
are much neglected, in oth€r they are very much cul
tivated. ,At the capital, and all towards the north of it, 
a small kind is in very common use, and I observed 
many fields planted with it alone. It is simply called 
Kachu, being the on~y kind used there, but it seems to 
be the same with the Kukhi of Dinajpur. West from 
the Kosi the gardeners rear much of a kind called Arbi, 
which some allege to be the same with the above; but 
owing to manure it grows more luxuriantly. Without' 
seeing both in flower, which I have not done, it would 
be impossible to .say whether or 'not they are of th~ 
same species. Their appearance however, is different,· 
and they require a different treatment. The roots of 
the Arbi when ripe weigh from ~ lb. to 1 lb., and many 

adhere to one cluster of stems, which proceed from a 
common origin. In the beginning of spring a cutting 
of a root, containing a yo~ng shoot, is planted. In the 
rainy season many thick fibres grow from the bottom 
of the shoot, which is elongated into stems bearing 
leaves. From among these proceed several new' shoots, 
each producing a cluster of these stems, contiguous and 
adhering to the first. Towards the end of the rainy 
season, many roundish bulbs form underground, adher
ing to this collection of clusters of stems, and are in 
full maturity from the middle of December to the 
middle of January, when they are taken up and kept 
in a pot for use. They do not preserve longer than a 
month, as when they begin to shoot the bulb withers. 
Not only the bulbs but the stems which support the 
leaves (petioli), and the young leaves when about to 
shoot, and while still rolled up, are eaten. 

In the same parts the people raised an Arum, called 
Aruya or Moranggi Kachu, which has a round root 
weighing eight to ten pounds. The people have never 
observed the flower. It is ripe in October and Novem
ber, when the stems die, and the roots are dug: up as 
wanted for three or four months. The roots are cut 
for seed, and in May and June are planted out in con
siderable fields, about a cubit distant from each other. 
If they get manure, a bigah of six cubits a Katha will 
produce 30 mans, which sell at about six annas, for the 

man (82 :~.s. w. the ser). If the manure is n~glected, 
as is usually the case, the produce is a third less. At 
this rate a Calcutta bigah or one-third of an acre, if 
manured, would .dve 13~ mans, worth very nearly five 
rupees. The weight will be about lSi Calcutta mans, 
or 1131 lbs. 'Ihe "Soil suited for .this root is poor sandy 
land, which is very low rented; but the cultivation is 
ra~her troublesome, as it is mostly done with the hoe. 
The root is often used as a Tarkari ; but many breakfast 
entirely on it boiled, sometimes adding a little salt or 
oil, and often without any seasoning. The younger 
leaves and stems (petioli) are also used as green vege
tables (Sak Tarkari). From its appearance it comes 
nearer the Caladium sativum of Rumphius than aqy 
other species that I have observed; but if it is of the 
same species, it does not /J.row nearly so luxuriantly as 
that plant does at Goyalpara. 

In the eastern parts of the division the Man and Sola 
Kachus, as described in Dinajpur and Ronggopur, are 
also found; but I did not observe nor hear of them in 
the parts of the district that are reckoned in Mithila. 

The 01 or Tacca Sativa or Rumphius is~ an Arum 
used in every part of the district, but nowhere in any 
considerable quantity. 

Yams or Dioscoreas, called Alu by the natives, are 
here very much used, not only as Tarkari but many 
people make an entire meal on these roots, as is done 
on potatoes by some nations of Europe. They are 
boiled and eaten with a littk salt or oil, it the people 
like these seasonings. It is very possible that several 
species may have escaped my notice, and that those 
which I have seen may be called by very different names 
in different parts; for except in such great articles as 
wheat and barley, the native nomenclature of the pro
ductions of nature, even of those in very common use, 
is extremely confused. 
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The most common, and that which is cultivated on 
the greatest scale, is the Suthili. This approaches very 
near to the Dioscorea aculeata of the Encyclopedie, or 
to the Combilium of Rumphius, which in the account of 
Ronggopur has been mentiloned under the name of 
K~ngta Alu; but this wants the thorny branches by 
which the root of that kind is defended. Cuttings are 
plaqted in ;'arge fields of a sandy soil between the 
middle of April and the middle of June, sometimes by 
itself, sometimes mixed with the Cytisus Cajan, to 
which are sometimes added cotton, sometimes the 
Corchorll,s that is used for· greens, or the Hibiscus 
which is used for making ropes. The plant is allowed 
to lie on the ground, although were it supported it would 
climb like the others of the same ,tribe. The .roots are 
oval and about the size of a potatoe, a great many 
being suspended from the bottom of one teem. The 
inside is pf a pale yellow colour. The produce is said 
to be very great, as may be seen by the Tables. This 
cultivation seems to be confined to the western parts of 
the district. 

The other yams are cultivated in garp.ens alone, on 
a small scale, and their stems are allowed to climb upon 
the trees or on posts. Very nearly related to the above 
is a yam', here called Mau Alu. The root of this is 
surrounded by ~any prickly branches, like the Kangta 
Alu of Ronggopur; -but it differs in a few particulars 
from that p~ant, and it has no resemblance to the Mau 
Alu of Goyalpara or the Ubium Palma tum of Rumphius. 
It is confined to the eastern parts. In this district the 
Mau Alu of Goyalpara is caled Ratuya, and is dis
tinguished from that which follows by having SIX or 
eight longitudinal. membranes running along its stem. 
The root within is a pale yellowish or re~. 

The best and most common garden yam in this dis
trict is the Khamba Alu, which is the Dioscorea alata 
of modern botanists. This has a green stem with four 
longitudinal membranous wings, and is the Ubium 
vulgare album or Rumphius, but this red variety, or 
the Katsjil Kalengu of Rheeds, has been introduced from 
the west of ;India, and is th~ finest yam that I have ever 
tasted. The root is perfectly white and free from 
strings, and I think is far superior to such potatoes as 
grow in India. It differs as a botanical species very 
little from the Devipat of Ronggopur, but has no 
prickles. 

There is another yam called Kqrchuki, which is 
occasionally planted in the western parts of the district. 
The bulbs, which li\"row on the stem above ground, are 
alone eaten. These do not exceed· half a pound in weight 
and are usually smaller, from one ounce upwards. When 
the stems fall on the ground, so that these bulbs receive 
nourishment from thence, they grow larger, but acquim 
a bad taste and are unfit for use. A bulb is put in the 
~round about the 1st March. The plant rises about the 
1st of June and is allowed to spread' over huts, hedges' 
or trees. The bulbs are ripe for eating from the middle 
of September to the middle of NQvember, and then if 
not collected for use drov to the ground, where they 
take root. The bulbs do not keep. and must be tJ.sed 
as they ripen. 

The Gammon radish is very plentiful: in the eastern 
parts of the district. but in the western is less used. 
There are two kinds, one white and one red. which is 

most common. Both have long roots and only differ in 
colour. In the dialect of Mithila ·they are called Muri. 
The red kind is called Makar from the season in which 
it ripens, and Dhengri from the hardness which it 
acquires when it is old. The white is called Newari. 
probably from having been introduced from Nepal, 
which is inhabited by' Newars. This kind is a month 
later. 

Carrots are only used by people to eat raw, or as a 
medicine for cattle that are valuable. Those who have 
large herds, on this account: cultivate this. valuable root 
in considerable plots. 

Plantains in many places of the district, especially 
near the Kosi and Ganges, are execeedingly. scarce and 
almost everywhere are extremely bad, and fit only for 
being used as Tarkari. This I am told proceeds entirely 
from want of care. Mr. Smith brought some of the 
fine kinds from Calcutta and planted them near Gond
wara where they succeeded very well and the fruit 
was ~uch admired by the neighbours: but no one has 
thought of propagating the kind, although it may be 
said to require almost no trouble. The kind called 
Kangcha Kala in Dinajpur is known here by the same 
name, and is the most common. 

In the western parts no one uses the stems' for 
eating. The ieaves of all kinds are used as platters, 
hut the suppJy,is very scanty. All the kinds are ~sed 
in cookery, and all are occasionally allowed to npen, 
and are eaten as fruit. The kind of which the stems 
in Dinajpur are eaten, and the leaves reserved for 
platters is in Mithila called Athiya, and is used iil the 
same ~anner as the others. The most common kind 
for eating in Mithila is called Karkaliya and is the 
same with the Kangthali of Dinajpur, a name that is 
used in the eastern parts of the district. The Malbhog 
of Ronggopur is known here also by the same name. It 
is very bad. In the western paI'ts they have another 
kind called Pechiya. In the same parts is also another 
kind called Bagner. The Palal of Dinajpur and the 
eastern parts of the district towards the west is called 
Palwal, and is very scarce and dear. 

The Dhandhul of Ronggopur in the eastern parts of 
the district is known by' the same name and is -very 
common. In the western parts it is called Jhlngga. 
The Jhingga- of Ronggopur is known by the same name 
in the eastern part of this distric1; but in the western 
it is ..called Jhingni, and in the rainy season is one of 
the most common vegetables. In this district is also 
another species of Lufja, of which I find no account in 
the botanical works that I possess. It is called Satpatiya 
Jhingni, and may be readily distinguished from the 
former in having its fruit disposed in clusters 
(raherfws), instead of there bein~ only one fruit to each 
leaf. It grows at the same season with the common 
.Jhingni. It is usually reared on the rOQfs of the huts, 
or on the dry hedges by which these are surrounded; 
while the common Jhingni is most usually sown in the 

'fields. Still more related to the Dhandhul is another 
species of Lufja, which is common in all parts of this 
district, and is called in various parts Ghi Tarai,. 
Ghira, and Ghiura. A few seeds are dropp(,!d, in the 
heginning of the rainy season, near the hut, and the 
plant is allowed to climb on the roof or along the 
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fence. The fruIt is fit for use in the beginning of the 
cold season, while it is green. \ 

The Karla of Dinajpur and Ronggopur in the western 
parts of this district is called Karela, and is very much 
cultivated on sandy lands. 

The Kumra of Ronggopur is here not so common. In 
the dialect of Mithila it is called Konghara. 

In the south-east of the district the Mitha Kumra 
of Di:1lajpur and Ronggopur, or the cOl1lmon pumpkin, is 
called Vilati Kumra, as supposed to have been introduced 
from Europe. In the western parts it is called Kadima, 
und is everywhere common. 

The gourd' which in "Dinajpur and other parts of 
Bengal is called Layu is known by that name in the 
easterp. parts of the district, but is more commonly 
called Kaddu, I am told, a Persian name. in the dialect 
of Mithila it is called Sajuy'al. It is exceedingly com
mon, and next to the Ba_ygan is ·the Tarkari most used. 
It always is reared on the roofs of the huts. 

The Chichingga of Dinajpur and Ronggopur is here 
also in no great request, and in the dialect of <Mi1:bila 
is call~d Kaiti,l, but under this name is also included'the 
Dudkusi of Ronggopur. 

The Sim' of Dinajpur and Ronggopur is everyhere 
known by the same name, and in this district is a good 
deal used. The varieties are very numerous. Towards 
the northern frontier is found a Sim which constitutes a 
very distinct species. It is called the Parbatiya Sim, 

,probably from having been .introduced from the hills, 
and is' the DoLichos gLadiatus 'of Willdenow. 

The Labiyah of Ronggopur is here called Barbati, 
and though a fine vegetable is little used. A good deal 
is reared in the fields for its grain. 

The Hibiscus esculentus is rather more used liy the 
natives of this district than by those towards the east. 
In the eastern parts it is known by t.he name Dhengra" 
but is also. called Meru, and from a far- fetched resem
blance to the ,Luffas, it is often called Ram Palwal an'd 
Ram Tarai. . 

The stems of several Amaranthi are used as a 
Tarkari, as in Dinajpur and Ronggopur. They shall be 
mentioned among the 'leafy greens-. 

(c) PLants cuLtivated as Greens 

, These plants, which in the dia~ect of Bengal are called 
Sak, in that of MUhila are known by the name Bhaji, 
or plants fit for' being fried. They are much more used 
than in Dinajpur and Ronggopur. Among these I shall 
first take notice - of the species of a maranthus, the 
leaves of whicl::\ are used as.a green, and the stems as 
Tarkari, and begin with the BEtum indicum aLbum of 
Rumphius, which Willdenow says is his Amaranthus 
poLygarnu.~; There are in this district three varieties 
which have obtained different names, and by the 
natives are considered as distinct species, although I 
cannot discover any mark by which a botanist would 
allow that they. can be distinguished. They all are in 
season at the same times and possess the same qualities; 
so that distinguishing them, were it even possible by 
any clearly marked characters, would be of little utility. 
I suspect, however, that .among them may be found the 
different species of Arnaranthus called PoLygamus, 
gangeticus and oleraceus by Willdenow, as I cannot 
with anr certainty r~fer them more .to the descriptions 

of one than to those of me others. In the dialect' of 
Mithila these plants are called Chhuriya, Thariya and 
Bhola, and there is another called Marsa, which I have 
not seen in all its stages; but SD far as I have seen, 
I can perceive no essential difference. These are the 
Dengguya of Ronggopur, and are a \ good deal used. 

In the south-east corner of the di1itrict I found a 
kind resembling the above, but abundantly distinguished 
by wanting the bristly ends that the flowers of the 

. others have. It is perhaps the Amaranthus o~raceus Df 

the Encyclopedie. In Gflur it is called Rarhi Ponka. 
One of the most common greens of this country is 

the Gendhari of the Mithila dialect, called Notiya or 
Khuriya in Dinajpur and in ihe adjacent parts of this 
district. It is almost everywhe:t:e .cultivated, although 
in many parts it grows wild. Although this is the 
BUtum .terrestre ·of Rumphius, which by modern 
botanists' is called the Arnaranthus tristis, I can find 
nothing in the .plant by which it can be distinguished 
from their descriptions of the common European plant 
that they call Amara'nthus BUtum. It differs from the 
above-mentioned kinds in lying flat on the ground, 
while they gl,'OW erect. In SDme places different names 
are given according as the stems are red or green, 
but these differences seem to 'be owing to mere accidental 
circumstances. . 

The Konka Notiya of Ronggoptir is in some places 
known py the same.name (Kankanatiya) in others it 
is called Lal Sak and Kankakhuriya: In the dialect ,of 
Mithila its proper name would ap.pear to be Rota. In 
the cold season this vegetable is a great deal used, 
especially towards the western parts of the district. 

In the central' and northern parts of the district, a 
great many sow Chenopodiurns, of which they reckon 
map.y different kinds, but they were so confused in their 
nomen<;lalure that I can say nothing pDsitive on the 
subject. The only one which I can refer with tolerable 
certainty to the descriptions of European botanists is 
the C. Botrys, which was called Jhali Dulali, and has 
leaves. divided into many narrow lobes. The others 
have entire leaves. The wild kinds are here called 
simply .Bathuya, and are low crooked plants, whereas 
the cultivated kinds are tall and straight, and their 
foliage being thick and long is very ornamental. Both 
wild and cultivated kinds differ in colour, some having 
greeri stems and leaves while others have these parts 
beautifully stained with red. I perceive .no other 
differences on which any dependance can be 'placed, and 
in the eyes of a botanist these are of very little or no 
importance. 

A g'ood deal of spinach is used in the eastern part 
of this district, and the European kind is beginning to 
spread about the capital. In the western parts spinach 
is not known. The seed is' always made to sprout by 
steeping it in water before it is sown. 

The Mallow or Lapha (MaLva verticuUata) is much 
used in the cold seaSDn, and entire fields are covered 
with it. The TrigoneUa corniculata is a little used 
about the capital, where it is called Pi ring. ' The 
Fenugreek is more used, especially w"ith fish. 

In some parts of me district, I am assured, the 
Corchorus which is used for cordage is the species called 
by botanists OUtorius, while that used as a green is the 
CapsuLaris, just the reverse of what is the case in 
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some other places; but whether or not this is universally 
the case, I cannot say; not having been prepared for 
such a difference in the application of two very dis
tinct plants to use, I. have not everywhere been able 
to ascertain the point. The Corchorl1s that is used for 
the pot is, however, everywhere of a distinct species 
from that used' for ranes, and in the dialect of Mithila 
is called simpiy Patuya, while the other species is 
called San Patuya, and near the Ganges, Meghnal or 
San. In Ronggopur both the CapsuLaris and Olitorius 
Were used for making ropes and paper, and the latter 
was reckoned t.o be the best material; while another 
species which I have seen nowhere else was reserved 
for the pot. This kind of pot-herb is much used. 

The Baselta lucida is very little used. In the dialect 
of Mithila it is called Pore. 

The Phlomis bijlora, or perhaps decemdentata, which 
in Ronggopur is called Munijholok, in Gaur is called 
Ratan, and there a little is CUltivated. 

-The Carthamus or Kusum is a very common green 
and is sown in fields to a considerable extent. It gives 
the flowers as a dye, the leaves as a pot-herb, and the 
seed for oil, without its growth being in any manner 
qffecied; so that it is a valuable plant. 

At Puraniya, I found a species of Erassica called 
Karim, which is cultivated as a pot-herb but seems 
little to deserve notice. I have not been able to trace 
it in such botanical works as I possess. 

The natives here reject our cabbage, and indeed 
almost all our vegetables, whether from motives of 
religion or from a difference of taste I cannot say, a 
satisfactory answer on such points being seldom pro
curable. I heard of a green called .Popa, which is used 
in a few places, but I did not see it. 

• (d) Plants used as an acia :,easoning • 
In this district these are not much used, and are 

called Khatta. The most common by far is the mango, 
and near Gaur the tamarind. In every part a little of 
the sorrel (Rumex) called by the natives Chuka is cul
tivated, and is the only herb of an acid kind that can 
be said to belong to this class. The Hibiscus cannabinus 
is indeed in universal use, but it is reared chiefly on 
account of the ropes which are made from its bark, 
as will be afterwards mentiond. 

In the westrn parts of the district they reckon. two 
species of lime, the Jamir and Kagji. The Jamir is the 
Citrus which in Rongopur is called Gongra. This 
seems to be represented by Rumphius in the 2nd figure 
26th plate, 2nd volume of the Flora Amboinensis; but 
cannot be reconciled with the description which refers 
to that engraving. In this valuable work, it must be 
observed that owing to the carelessness of Burman the 
editor, such tr<l.nspositions are common. The Kagji of 
this district includes both the Kagji and Pati of 
Ronggopur. The latter is the LimonelLas of Rumphius, 
2nd VOlume, plate 29. 

In the south-east part of the district I found a 
lime called the Kuruna, which is probably different 
from that so named in Ronggopur, because its fruit is 
strongly though agreeably acid, and highly odorous. It 
is oval, ends in a point like a nipple, is smooth, juicy, 
and about four inches in the length of its longer dia
meter, and is one of the finest kinds that I know, but 
seems very rare, 

The Carissa Carandas is here sometimes but rarely 
used, as an acid seasoning in cookery, and is to be 
found in some native gardens. In the dialect of Mithila 
it is caned Karonda. In Gaur it is called Karamja, 
which is the Bengalee name (Karomja). 

(e) Fruit and Gardens 
The Europeans in this district seem to hav~ paid 

less attention to gardening than in Ronggopur, and their 
fruit- and vegetables are in general very inferior. The 
only thing among them which I saw that could deserve 
the name of a garden was that belonging to the Com
merical Re~icient at English Bazar. About Gaur, indeed, 
the soil and climate are probably favourable, but in the 
other parts, I suspect these are little adapted to at least 
the Chinese fruits. 

At Nathpur in the ycar 1810, the peach, lee~ee, and 
lauquat entirely failed, and· the wampee did not ripen 
until very late. There were some bad apples, but no 
plums nor pears. The Avocado pear has not, so far as 
I observed, been introduced ..... It is probable that owing 
to. the dryness -of the climate the vine woald thrive, but 
this has not been attmpted. Pease, cabbage, and other 
common vegetables succeed well enough; but the arti
choke, which thrives so well at Patna, and which would 
probably answer in the 'north-western parts of the dis
trict, has been nej!lected. Mr. Smith has introduced 
the Jerusalem artichoke at Nathpur, where it grows 
most lUXuriantly. The natives seems to look at it with· 
total indifference, although I should have imagined 
that it would have suited their taste remarkably, being 
well fitted for curries; but they have an aversion to 
taste any-thing that was not known to their fathers. 

The fruit of the natives is altogether execrable, 
except just in the south-east corner, where there are 
-fine mangoes, of which and' of the other fruit-bearing 
trees I have already given an account when treating of 
the natural productiqns. In many parts there is 
scarcely even a pine-apple, which here requires less 
trouble than a cabbage does in Europe; yet this and 
the mango are the only fruits which the ~atives'possess, 
that Europeans would consider as entitled to ·the name, 
the plantains, as I have said, being altogether 
execraple. 

In the dialect of Mithila the Goyava (Psidium) is 
called Amrud. It is not common and is execrable. The 
Papiya is common, and is called Papita. The Eugenia 
Jambos is pretty common, and as in Bengal is called 
Golab Jam. The Citrus decumanus is called Batabi. It 
is just beginning. to be introduced, and so little painS! 
is bestowed on it that it is scarcely eatable. The 
mulberry as a fruit is deservedly neglected, being of a 
very poor quality. The pomegranate (Dalim) is very. 
common, and very bad. The peach is called Aru and 
Satalu. Some natives have it in their gardens, but the 
fruit is wretched. The Anoma reticuLata in Mithila is 
called simply Ata, and in all situations is totally abomin
able. The Anona' squamosa is here very bad, and is 
called Sarifah, which is a Persian word. At Bholahat 
some of the natives had trees of the Eugenia Matl
accensis, which they called Saphriam, the name which 
in other parts of Bengal is given to the Psidium: but 
concerning all these trees, being exotics, the nativ~~ 
speak with no certaint;y. 
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The musk melon is totally unkuown, but they have 
two kinds of the common melon (Cucumis MeLo L.) 
both very insipid, although they have a fine scent. . The 
one which on the outside is finely variegated with green 
and yellow, is called Phut when ripe and Kangkri when 
green. The other', which is stra\y-coloured without 
variegation, is called Madhu Phuti or Madhu Kangkri, 
that is, the honey melon. They are both ripe in the 
rainy season. On the sides of the Ganges water melons 
(Tarbuj) are much cultivated, but.in other parts they 
are very scarce. 

They have three kinds of the Cucumis sativas, the 
Bhadai and Vaisakhi Khiras, and the Songyas. The 
two former are said. to be merely the same plant cul
tivated at two seasons, and 'seem to be the same with 
the Khira Sosa of Ronggopur. The first crop is ripe 
from the middle of August to the middle of September. 
the. second crop lasts from the middle of April to the 
middle of May. The Songyas seem to be the same with 
the Pala So sa of Ronggopur. 

Flower gardens are almost entirely neglected. Those 
who sell garlands pick the flowers from a few bushes or 
treeS thaJ grow half wild about the villages. In the 
whole district I observed just four gardens belonging 
to natives, that could be considered as intended for 
ornament, and these were of no 'great size and far from 
neat. The largest and neatest,is at Nathpur, and belongs 
t.o a Hindu merchant. Next to that is the one at • 
Bahadurgunj, belonging to the Munsuf, a Brahman. At 
Arariya are two, one belonging to the Jumadar of the 
Thanah, a Moslem, and the other to a prostitute. 

In this district a few plants are cultivated as 
medicines, or sometimes as perfumes. The Kalajiri or 
NigeUa sativa is reared in the fields, as will be seen 
by the Tables of produce. The Kashni is a species of 
Chicoreum, the seed of which is much used in medicine. 
I have seen it in Nepal, and it is sown in this district, 
in quantities sufficient for the demand. The seed has 
little or no taste nor smell and probably little efficacy; 
but it is used in haemorrhoids. On sicca weight (Zuj) 
washed, rubbed in a morter into a paste, and mixed 
with a little sugar and water, is a dose given internally. 

In gardens they rear the following plants :-
The common cress (Halim) which is used only as 

medicine. 
The. Isab~ol is probably the Plantago Asiatica of 

European botanists. Like the Psyllium, a plant of the 
same family, its seeds when thrown into water become 
mucilaginous like sago, and afford a fine nourishment 
for those \'lho have febrile complaints. In this country 
they are also used as an external application in 
haemorrhoids. 

In this district two species of Ocymum are reared 
in gardens, and possess seeds with nearly similar 
qualities. The history of the Indian Ocymums given by 
the systematic botanists of Europe is attended with con
siderable difficulty, 50 that I cannot refer these plants 
with much certainty to the systematic names; but so 
for as I can judge, the finest plant by far of the tribe, 
which here is called Ban Tulosi, is the Ocymum gratis
simum of the Encyclopl;ledie: it is no doubt the Ocimum 
citronatum of Rumphius (volUme 5, plate 93, Figure 1) 
and is probably the Kattu Tirtava of the Hortus Mala
baricus (vol. 10, plate 86), although the anthers of that 

p)ant are white, and those of our plant are yellow, but 
in every other point execept this trifle the description 
given in that work is applicable to our plant. Both 
the Hindi and Malabar names signify the wild Ocymum 
or Basil, but the plant is usually cultivated near the 
houses. 

The other species, I think, agrees with the descrip
tion given in the Encyclopaedie of the Ocymum hirsutum. 
In Bengal it is called Babuyi Tulosi, and in the dialect· of 
Mithila the plant is called Najbo. It seems to me to be 
Ocymum Indicurn album of Rumphius (vol. 5, p. 263), 
and the Soladi Tirtava of the Hortus Malabaricus (vol. 
19, page 87). In Malabar the Hindus consider this 
plant as sacred to Vishnu: but th'at is not the case in 
Beng3.l, wqere the Muhammedans have selected it as an 
emblem of their faith. The seeds of both plants seem 
to possess nearly the same qualities, are considered by 
the natives as cooling, are called by the same name 
Tokh'maraingya, and certainly, like sal:{o, are a fine 
nourishment for weak stomachs in febrile disorders. 

Near the huts 1. aid not observe the Acorus verus. 
but in many places they rear other plants, which are 
often sold. The Hibiscus Abelmoschus or Kasturi is 
reared in some places for its seeds, that have a smell 
like musk, which is called by the same name. The 
natives dry the seed over the fire, grind it with a little 
water, and rub the paste on the skin and among the hair, 
in order to give them a perfume. It would not answer 
with our European ladies, who imagine that their 
colour adds to their beauty, but the Indian girls do not 
think that they suffer a loss by a trifling change of 
h~. . 

Many people rear near their houses a plant called 
Beada, although it is also found wild; but it requires little 
or no trouble, and it is convenient to have it at hand. The 
root is always used fresh, when it is almost as yellow 
as turmeric, and has little smelt Its taste is a mixture 
of bitter and sweet, wIth little or no pungency. It is 
punbed between two stones, ,md the paste is applied to 
any part th!J.t is in pain, when the cause of the disease 
is supposed to arise from cold, 'or is accompanied by 
swelling. It is also toasted, and given internally to 
people whose bellies are supposed to be swelled from 
heat. 

The name beada is said merely to signify that the 
plant is nQt ginger, but imp!ies that, although not the 
true ginger, it has a very strong affinity to that plant, 
which is in some measure true. It is the Zinziber 
Zerumbet of Dr. Roxburgh, mentioned in this valuable 
paper in the 11th volume of t4e Asiatic Researches. 
Notwithstanding his authority, in general, is uncom
monly good, I think that this is the. Lampujum minus 
of Rumphius (vol. 5, p. 148). His Lampujum is, I 
have no doubt, the Zinziber Cassumanar of Dr. Rox
burgh, for he says that the root has a strong aromatic 
smell, which is the case with the Cassumunar but by no 
means with the Beada. The name Zerumbet given to 
this plant by Linnaeus and others had probably be 
better changed, if I am right in supposing that it has 
arisen .from a wrong quotation of Rumphius. Nor 
should it follow the synonym of Rumphius to be given 
to the Cassumunar. Rurrlphius nowhere says that his 
Lampujum is the Zerumbet; he allows, indeed, that it 
may be called a wild species of that root, or rather of 
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Zedoary, but he appropriates another chapter for the 
description of the true Zerumbet (vol. 5, p. ·168). Parti
cular attention ought to be paid i,n quoting Rumphius, 
as he is the author who gives by far the best account of 
the uses and qualittes of Indian Plants. 

In the same manner is raised a plant called Kachur, 
which is evidently the same name with Cachur, said to 
be the Hindi appellation of the Curcuma Zerumbet of 
Dr. Roxburgh; but the Kachur of this district has not 
the stain on the leaves by which Dr. Roxburgh dis
tinguishes his species. I have !,lot seen the flower, and 
therefore shall not pretend to. say wh~her it is the 
Zerumbet of Rumphius; but lIke that Its leaves are 
supported by long stems (petioli). Its root when ,fresh 
is pale yellow, deepest in the centre, and has a strong 
smell which the natives consider as agreeable; but I 
cannot say that· it strikes me as such, although it 'is not 
at all offensive. Its taste has a strong warmth like 
ginger. It is cut in thin slices and dried, and is then 
rubbed with water to a paste, which is applied to the 
skin as a perfume. The dry root retains its smell and 
colour, but loses a considerable part of its pungency. 
In the Western parts it is reared in almost every 
garden, and is sold by the druggists at almost every 
market. The powqered root is also given internally as 
a carminati~e. • 

Another kind of turmeric, called Karl Haldi. is 
reared in the same manner. The root is cut in pieces 
and dried, and the powder is given with warm water 
in case of costiveness, which it is said to remove. 
About two 01' three drams form a dose. The dried 
root has a warm, bitterish, but not disagreeable taste, 
and its smell, in my opinion, is more agreeable than 
that which the natives use for a perfume. Its colour 
is not black as from its name One might expect, When 
dry it is pale, approaching to white, but when fresh It 
is a pale yellow, rather darker, however. than that of 
th,e former, and it has then less smell. The name, 
Kari, seems to .be owing to the stains on the leaves, 
which mark this clearly as the Curcuma Zerumbet of 
Dr. Roxburgh. The name Kachur or Cachura seems, 
therefore, even in the Hindi dialect to be given to two 
distinct species described by this able botanist; and 
concerning these there are considerable difficulties. 
This plant with the stained leaves, from that circums
tance is evidently 'the Jua or Rheede, who particularly 
rpentions it; and the Kua of Rheede is no doubt the 
Amomum Zedoaria of Willdenow, who quotes the figure 
of Rheede as being a good representation of the plant 
which he means; yet Dr. Roxburgh considers his 
Zerumbet as different from the Zedoaria of Willdenow, 
although he admits that the root of the latter is the 
Zedoary of the shops. I ca.nnot either agree with 
Dr. Roxburgh in sUPposing that the Kua of Rheede 
'and the Zerumbet of Rumphiq.\ are the same. One 
has flowers proceeding from amitng the centre' of the 
leaves, and may be the Kachur of this district; the 
flowers and lteaves of the other grow quite separate, 
alid spring at different seasons. If is true' that a native 
of Malabar caned the plant of Rumphius Kua ; but who
ever trusts to the confused nomenclatUre of such people 
will be miserably deceived. Rumphius in descl'ibing 
the Zerumbet says that he has never seen the -plant 
which produc:es the genuine Zedoary. 

6 PLANTS REARED 'FOR MAKING THREAD OR ROPES 

The Corchorus is by far the most common. It is 
probable that, as in Ronggopur, both the capsutaris 
and olitorius are cultivated for the fibres, but it was the 
olitorius alone that I saw cultivated for this purpose. 
This plant and its fibres in the dialect of Mithila is 
most usually called San, to which particular attention 

,ought to be paid, as this is the name which in Bengal 
is given to the CrotoLaria juncea, that here is called 
Gor San. The Corchorus, however in various parts of 
this district is also known by the names Pata, Patua 
San, and Meghnal. , 

Next in the extent which it occupies is the HibiscUi, 
cannabinus. from the bark of wnich, in the southern 
parts of the district, the common cordage of the country 
is almost entirely made. In these parts it is said to be 
sown in fields which pr.oduce nothing else, a practice 
that I have observed nowhere else in India; and in the 
northern parts I know that it is always intermixed with 
other things; especially a few seeds of it are dropped 
among turmeric and ginger, but iIi such small quantities 
as to deserve no notice, and it is chiefly used there as 
an acid seasoning, as I have before said. In the Tables 
I omit altogether this, and consider only what is reared 
for cordage. It seems to me a very coarse material, 
far inferior to the Cclrchorus, but sells for about the 
same price and its produce is not greater, ~or have I 

• had any opportunity of trying any experiments on their 
respective qualities. In most parts of the, district it is 
called Amliya Pata, on account of the acidity of its 
leaves; but in others it is called Chandana. 

In most parts of the district no more Croto~aria 
juncea is raised than serves the fishermen to construct 
their nets: but the Commercial Resident at Maldeh has 
at Jag;annathpur a subordinate factory for procuring 
this material. The neighbouring country, on the 
Mahananda and Nagar seems to be well fitted for the 
purpose, as much of the soil is rich, and as at all 
seasons the rivers facilitate the conveyance to the chief 
factory. 

Cotton in this district is but a trifling article. 
There are serveral kinds mentioned, namely. Kukti, 
Phaguni B110, Bhadai, Tibki, Bara, and Bhujaru, but I 
suspect that one kind is oiten called by several names, 
and that, in .different places the same name is given to 
different kinds. The only kind that I saw growing was 
by'the people called. BllOga 01; false cotton. and it is not 
mentioned as being cultivated for its 'Wool. 

The Kukti is the most remarkable, its wool having 
the colour of nankeen cloth, and it seems in fact to be 
the same material with what the Chinese use in that 
manufacture; for the greater part of what is used in 
this district is brought from the hills subject to Nepal. 
I have not seen the plant growing, and 'cannot therefore 
speak of its botanical appellation. I am told that what 
is called Bhadai, at least in some p~aces, is of the same 
kind; that is, it has wool of the same colour; but it 
ripens at a different season. Some people allege that 
the Phaguni has also a red wool, but that the season at 
\vhich it ripens is different. It would seem to be an 
qqject worth the attention of. Government to send 
ann'UallY a bale of this red cotton to Europe, until it 
was ascertained whether or not it would answer as a 
material for our own manufacturers. Should this be 
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1he greatest quantity now reared i.n the district is 
immediately south from Puraniya, and it might be pro
cured there by the agent of the Commercial Resident, 
who superintends' the manufacture of saltpetre. From 
the season in which it is sown and reaped, I presume 
that the Tibki. is the same with what grows in Dinajpur 
and Ronggopur in the rainy season, and which appears 
to me to be the Gossipium Javanicum of Rumphius, 
vol. 4, p. 34. 

The Bhujaru grows in the dry season, and its wool 
is of a good quality. It is probably of the same kind 
v.;ith the fine cotton that is raised in Serkar Ghoraghat, 
being cultivated nearly at the same time and in the 
same manner. Tile cotton called Bara is the finest kind 
raised 'in this district. At' present its cultivation is con
fined almost eptirely to the vicinity of Gaur, but in the 
north-west of the district there is much land that .would 
appear to be fit for its production. This is a valuable' 
plant requiring little trouble in cultivation, for watering 
is unnec;essary, one sowing lasts two years, and with 
only one hoeing on the second year gives two crops. In 
order to give an idea of the manner in which the peopJe 
here swell out their accounts of the expense of cultiva
,tion, I shall detail ,what was stated to me on this 
subject. 

To 30 Ploughings (in reality 1l or 10) 2rs. 8 annas. 
To sowing (really 1 anna, or 1 man for a day) Ir. To 
hoeing to cover the seed, 8 annas, To seed (it could not 
be sold) 2 annas. To a hoeing in the second year, 10 annas, 
To seed (it could not be sol-d) 2 annas. To a hoeing in 
the second year, 10 annas. To two years' rent, 1):."'. 
4 annas. To gathering six-sixteenths of the crop, 4rs. 
8 annas, Total 10rs. 8 annas. Produce, 4 mans at 8rs., 
l2rs. Net profit lr. 8 annas, 

The real price is 4 rs. a man, and the gatherinji[ as 
six~sixteenths of the crop would be. 6rs., making the 
total expense 12r·s., and the net I(rofit 4rs. The actual 
expense, so far as I can learn, may be about 8rs. 

It may seem extraordinary that this cotton should 
sell only at 4rs. a man (40 sers of 75 s.w.) eV€l!1 by 
retail for almost the whole is sold by the farmers in that 
manner; while at the places of Ronggopur where the 
coarse cotton of the Garo hills is spun, 'this money 
would only purchase 23 sers of the same weight; yet 
there is no reason to suppose that I have been deceived 
in this point; many indeed alleged that the price of 
the cotton of this district is not so high as I have stated. 
This being mentioned to the' people, who on such 
occasions are always provided with an answer, they 
said that the cotton of this district contained so much 
seed that it yielded no thread; yet on inquiry at the 
spinners of the two places, I found that directly the 
cqntrary is the case. I found at Borovari in Ronggopur 
that 144 pounds of Garo cotton gave only 30 pounds of 
thread, while at Bholahat in Puraniya 100 pounds of 
cotton give 35 pounds of thread. . In all these calcula
tions, 40wever, we can place no great reliance. The 
.operation's are performed with such different degrees of 
care, and the people are so totallYQignorant of accounts, 
that it would be rash to rely upon results drawn from 
their reports. 

7 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR THEIR SACCHARINE JUICE 

Exclusive of the palms, mentioned amOng the planta
tions, the only pl.ant of this descriptio!). is the sugar-

cane" The cultivation of. this valuable article is chiefly 
confined to the banks of the Kankayi and their vacinity, 
where it is carried to a ji[reat extent, but is performed 
'in a most careless' and ·unskilful manner,' so that the 
produce is truly wretched. A want of attention to 
manure and to weeding are the grand featulles of neglect, 
although a good deal of injury arises from a want of 
proper selection in the kind. A very little of a most 
wretched kind called Nargori-, from its resemblance to 
a common reed, is used, and gives almost no juice. 
The greatest quantity is of the very poor kind called 
Khagri, from its resemblance to a large reed of that 
name. It does not grow thicker than the finger, and in 
my account of Dinajpur has been already mentioned. 
A larger kind is called Bangsa from its bein~ thick 
like a bamboo, but the magnitude of this is only 
thought great from its being compared with' the 
others. It differs from the Kajali of Dinajpur in 
its stems being entirely yellow. Towards the 
frontier a very little of this Kaja1i also is raised. 
In the whole district I did not see a field of 
good growth. This could not be attributed to 
the soil, which in that vicinity is remarkably 
rich; but is entirely owing to the want of care, 
which is so li:reat that I scarcely saw one field, 
'of which the cattle had not been a1lowed to eat 
a considerable portion. 

'Little or n'one of the extract that is prepared in this 
district is made into sugar, the few. manufacturers, that 
are, being chiefly supplied from Dinajpur. The quantity 
rearec;1 is not quite adequate to the consumption, and 
some is imported; but the difference is not consider
able, as some is again exported. The farmers reduce 
the produce still lower than I have stated, but ( do not 
think that depengence can be placed on what they said; 
and they reduced it by deducting all the expense of labour 
that is' paid in kind. which is a considerable p~oportion. 
The amount of the produce stated in the Tables is sup
posed to be the whole extract procured from the canes 
growing in the district. About equal quantities of the 
pot and cake extracts are prepared. 

It must be observed that the whole produce stated 
here would not pay. for the expense which in Ghoraghat 
is bestowed on the cultivation; but the expense here is 
a trifle, and the farmer has a considerable profit. The 
reason of sb little or no additional rent either direct or 
indirect is 'laid on the land producing sugar. In my 
account of Ronggopur I have stated that in the parts of 
the same estate which belonged to the Bordhonkuthi l 

family, and were low rented, no one would take the 
trouble to CUltivate sugar-cane, while on the share that 
belonged to Dinajpur and paid a high rent, this valuable 
plant was cultivated with the utmost care. The low 
rent of most. parts of this district, and the total dis
regard paid to' the qualilij of the soil in the rat~ bf 
assessment, seem to have prevented the people from 
any attention to rich crops, and where the sugar-cane 
has been _introduced it receives very . little care or expen
diture, and its returns are scanty in propdrtion. In 
some places they do not bestow even the smallest 
quantity of manure. 

8 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR CHEWING AND SMOKING 

Tobacco, as usual, is by far the most important, and 
, about a half of the whole is reared in the viCinity of 
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the capita1. All the parts to the north and east of that 
town are equally favourable, and why it has been there 
neglected I cannot say. The supply is .however. rather 
more than sufficient for the consumptIOn. It IS of a 
quality inferior to that reared near Ronggopur. There 
are said to be three kinds named Mandhata, Arena and 
Bhangira. The first is thought to be the best and 
largest leaf: the last is very small, and has more 
powerful narcotic effects. 

Betel leaf is the next mo,st imwrtant article, although 
much less in use than even in Dinajpur. It is raised 
exactly in .the same manner as in that district. 

Hemp (Cannabis sativa) is raised in the rich clay 
land of Gondwara. The quantity of land employed is 
very trifling being stated at 25 Calcutta bighas. The 
produce is stated much higher than I allowed in Dinaj
pur, and I believe accurately, for the produce stated 
there appeared so extravagant that I was unwilling to 
allow it. The average Ilroduce stated here, reducing 
weights and measures to the Calcutta scale, was six 
mans a bigah, double of what.I allowed in Dinajpur, 
but not more in probability than what actually grows. 
The small extent of ground adequate to supply the whole 
market with this drug, and the consequent ease with 
which the cultivation could be superintended, is an 
additional reason for adopting the plant :r have pro
posed for raising' a tax on this substance. Even now 
however there is great reason to suspect that much is 
privately reared" in hidden corners: as is also the case 
with the poppy, none of which is avowed. The quantity 
of this however is so small that I have not entered it in 
the Tables, although some perhaps is raised in almost 
every village, at least in the western parts of this 
district. 

Catechu, Ajoyan, Mauri, and Dhaniya are also 
chewed, and are the produce of the country, but I have 
already mentioned them. Among the plantations are 
a few betel-nut trees; but so insignificant that their 
produce need not be taken into the account. 

9 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR DYEING 
On this subject in particular I am very much 

indebted to Mr. Ellerton for the communications with 
Which that gentleman has favoured me; and wherever 
there are a soil and situation similar to those in his 
vicinity, I can advance ,with a great certainty of my 
account being tolerably accurate. 

The factories under the management of this gentle
man are all in the south-east part of the district, includ
ing the divisions of Bholahat, Sib2:unj, Kaliyachak, 
Gorguribah, and Manihari. In these there are in all 
17 factories. Of these I know that 15 contain 101 pair 
of vats. The other two probably may contain 10 pair, 
so that on an average each factory contains between 5 
or 6 pair of vats. The vats are in general from 20 to 
22 feet square. Now five of the factories under the 
management of Mr. Ellerton contain 30 pairs of vats, 
rather more than the medium, are scattered through the 
above space at considerable distances, and may there
fore be considered as a fair example of the whole, only 
that every thing in their establishment is on a better 
but more expensive footing than I have seen anywhere 
else in Bengal; and in few have I seen such attention 
paid to gain and deserve the esteem of the natives. This 

care indeed, so far as i could learn, could not well be 
carried to greater lengths. 

Having premised so much, I shall mention a state
ment of the produce, on an average of seven years, of 
the factories under charge of Mr. Ellerton, and then 
extend it to the other factories in this part of the 
district: 

Bigahs of ground for which 
advances were made 26,000 96,200 

Bigahs of ground supposed 
to have been actually 
sown 

Bundles of plant actually 
received . 

Mans (741 lbs. nearly). of 

20,000 74,000 

2,40,000 8,88,000 

indigo procured 680 2,516 
It must be observed that the bigah by which 

Mr. Ellerton reckons is only 76 cubits square, so that 
each vat on an average requires very neprly 600 
Calcutta bigahs to be actually sown, and that every ten 
bigahs Calcutta measure actually sown produce nearly 
133 bundles of weed, a little more 'than was stated as 
the average produce of Ronggopur,; but if we consider 
that for every 20 bigahs sown, Mr. Ellerton supposes 
that the farmers undertake to cultivate 26, and that the 
gentlemen of Ronggopur calculated by the land for 
which they made advances, the difference will not be 
very material. Haq Mr. Ellerton calculated by the 
lands for which he made advances, ten Calcutta bigabs 
would produce 117 bundles, in place of 10'0 .which the 
Ronggopur gentlemen allow; but I suspect that 
Mr. Ellerton's bundle is only 3! cubits in circumference, 
such at least I know is the custom in the other parts 
of the district, and Mr. Ellerton mentioned no difference. 
In Ronggopur the bundle is usually 4 cubits round; 
the difference therefore will be next to nothing. The 
price given here to the farmer being: ·h of a rupee for 
the bundle, will make the actual produce td the farmer 
{rom what he really sows worth 1 rupee 1 anna 7 pies. 
It must' be larther observed that on an average It 
requires 350 bundles to make one factory man of indigo, 
weighing nearly 74i lbs. 

I now proceed to detail the different soils and methods 
of cultivating indigo in these parts, as described by 
Mr. Ellerton. The greater part of the indigo is raised ' 
on land which gives a winter crop of pulse or rape seed, 
and occupies the place of a crop of rice or millet. which 
were it not for the indigo would be sown on the same 
ground. In some few high places the indigo is preserved 
for seed, in which case no other crop can follow; but 
in the ·part of the district of which I am now treating 
the quantity of this is small. In this land the indigo 
is usually sown in February, and when the season is 
favourable, is reaped before the inundation rises. If 
this is late, and there are many showers in spring, there 
are sometimes two cuttings from the same field; but on 
an average of years the quantity thus procured is al
together inconsiderajjlle. When tlie inundations ris~ 
early the crop is often entirely lost, and in general it 
suffers more or less. In moderate seasons this falls 
heavier on the manufacturer than the farmers, at least 
where those are treal!d with that indulgence which is 
sHown at the fact6hes under the management of 
Mr. Ellerton; for the farmers know that their weed· 
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expands exceedingiy by being under water, and if they 
think that they can secure it, they allow it to soak two 
or three days, in which time it is not absolutely rQtten, 
and is taken by Mr. Ellerton, but produces a mere trifle 
of indigo, to which may be attributed the small quantity 
of dye which that gentleman procures from a given 
number of bundles. 

Another description of land is very low, on which 
the only crop that could be sown instead of indigo is 
summer rice or millet, and the farmers seldom part with 
any of this ,description, called Jaliya, that is not of a 
very poor soil or that is not overFun with weeds, so as 
to be almost unfit for grain, and that is not very low 
rented. These lands are sown at the same season with 
the others, are liabre to the same"'accidents, and never 
produce any seed; but as the land is low and moist, 
it is less dependent on the early showers of spring, 
without which the others fail, or cannot indeed be sown. 

There is another maimer of cultivating indi20, in 
which the seed is sown in October, alJd this also is done 
on two different kinds of land. The first is on the banks 
of the great rivers, where there are spaces covered with 
sand that produce a very scanty vegetation in spring, 
and are never regularly rented, but in a few parts are 
sometimes cultivated with water melons and other 
cucurbitaceous plants. If the sand does not exceed one 
foot in thickness, and rests on a tolerable soil, this kind 
of land has oeen found highly favourable for indigo, and 
it is almost the only kind which the farmers would 
with satisfaction cultivate. The seed is sown in October 
as the floods retire, and with little or no previous 
culture, and the plant afterwards requires little or no 
care nor expense. The moisture then in- the sand 
enables the seed to germinate and send a sap root down 
towards the richer soil. Until the ro(}t reaches this, 
the plant almost resembles a fibre; but no sooner does 
it reach the soil, which is preserved moist by the sand, 
than it acquires vigour, and the driest seasQns and most 
scorching winds produce little or no effect on its .5ub
sequent growth; for no soil seems to prevent evapora
tion so powerfully as sand. This indigo is less liable 
to accidents than the other,. not only during its growth 
but during the crop season, as such land is generally 
pretty high, and is late of being flooded. 

The other land fitted for sowing indigo in October 
is that which produces a winter crop, either as the only 
harvest of the year or as succeeding rice or other grain 
that is reaped in summer. This indigo is most usually 
sown along with rape..,seed, which is p'rucked in January 
and leaves the indigo to ripen in spring. Sometimes 
the indigo is sown along with wheat or barley, but as 
these are sown in November, and ripen later than the 
rape-seed, they are less fit for the purpose. 

One great advantage has been found to attend the 
October cultivation of indigo, as fitting it for the lower 
parts of the district. In favourable seasons it cpmes 
early to maturity, and towards the bottom of the stems 

• ripens its seed before the season for cutting the plant 
arrives. When this happens, the seed may be picked 
from the growing plant without material injury, and 
in one year Mr. Ellerton procured from one small factory 
between 300 and 400 mans. He paid for this at the rate 
of 5 1'3. a man, and had he not used it, he might have 
sold it for 12 rs. It must be observed that Mr. Ellerton 

furnishes the farmers with seed at 31's. a man, and 
that it often, as I have said, costs 12. WherS'! seed IS 
scarce, as in this part of the district, this plan of giving 
the farmers a higher price for it than is charged to them 
seems judicious; and if followed in Ronggopur, would 
soon no dOUbt procure abundance, and' on the whole cost 
the planter less than he at present pays. 

It must be observed that both October crops, so far 
as I learned, are unknown in Ronggopur; and that 
here they never sow indigo on the land that is to be 
cultivated with transplanted rice, .a practice that gene
rally occasions disputes between the farmer and manu
facturer. 

The price given here, even making an allowance 
for the difference of the size in the bundles, is much 
lower than that given 'in Ronggopur, and' ,seems totally 
inadequate to induce the farmers to cultivate the plant. 
This will be evident from comparing the produce and 
expense of indigo and summer rice, the place of which 
the former almost always occupies. The average pro
duce of summer rice Mr. Ellerton takes at seven mans 
the bigah of 76 cubits, and states that it is worth 6 annas 
8 gandas a man; that is, the produce is worth rather 
more than 2Jt rs., while he states that the produce or 
the same bigah in indigo is on an average only Ire. or 
12 bundles. But this statement of the rice' is too high. 
Mr. Ellerton proceeds on his estimate by calculating the 
produce of a given number of bigahs of rice that have 
been reaped; but in the vicinity of the Ganges this, 
would not give a fair average of the produce; for much 
of these crops that are sown in spring are totally lost, 
and neve:r at all reaped, and in such situations rice is 
still more uncertain than indigo. Mr. Ellerton indeed 
calculates that of ten bigahs sown, even in good years, 
not above eigh.t are reaped, which will reduce his aver
age to nearly what I was informed by the natives, who 
allowed from four to six mans of rice as the average 
produce, besides the expense of harvest, making the 
average produce probably about 5 mans, worth rather 
more than 2 'rs., or double tne value of the indigo. It 
IS true that the whole expense of the cultivation of 
summer rice, in ploughing, weeding, watching, and 
rel:iping, may be nearly double that of indigo; for in 
the three first operations very little pains is bestowed 
on this plant, and unless it is near the factory, the 
manufacturer pays the expense of carriage, while, as 
I have said, the charge for reaping corn is enormous. 
The land also on which indigo is raised is in general 
poor and low rented, and where it is the, only 
crop, does not pay more than four annas a bigah, or 
one-quarter of the produce. Still, however, t.he rice is 
no doubt a more profitable cultivation; and in fact, the 
farmers (except on the poor !;?andy land that will not 
produce rice) are exceedingly backward to undertake 
or continue the cultivation; and many of the landlords 
discourage their tenantry from engaging in it, by every 
means in their power. 

I have already, in Ronggopur and Di'najpur, had 
occasion to dwell on the discontent of both tenants and 
landlords, and the causes which the different parties 
assign. Mr. Ellerton's opinion deserves the highest 
regard, not only from his long experience and thorough 
knowledge of the natives, and from the nature of his 
temper, which is said to be uncorr.monly mild, for I 
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have not the honour of being his personal"acquaintance, 
but [also] from his being merely employed to manage 
the affairs of gentlemen who in the whole concern have 
shown a liberality to which I know none superJor. He 
is decidedly of opinion that the dislike, on the part of 
the landlords, proceeds entirely from the fear which 
they have of their oppressive conduct towards their 
tenantry .being brought to light by the Europeans. This 
may' be . extended to almost all the higher Dank of 
natives who enjoy high privileges, who, I, am afraid, 
are often very unjust towards their poor neighbOUrs, 
and most of them, 1 am pretty well assured, wish never 
to see the face of an European. They hold out indeed 
as an excuse the difference of manners, such as our 
eating beef and pork, which they cannot behold without 
abhorrence and contempt, and the whole conducJ of our 
women, which they consider as totally destitute of 
decency; but 1 am inclined to believe that the reason 
assigned by Mr. Ellerton has too much foundation in 
truth. 

As '1 have before said, however, it does not appear 
to me that an indigo planter is bound to become a 
knight-errant to redress ll:rievances; and his conduct, 
in that respect, ought if practicable to be such as to 
set at ease the minds of the landlords and other power
ful natives. It so however happens that some planters 
gain the farmers to their side by' giving them advice 
and assistance as to procuring redress, and no doubt 
such people often have found the farmer,s willing. on 
account of this protection, to supply them with indigo; 
but this seems a very difficult and· delicate plan of 
conduct. Others again induce natives to farm the rents 
01 large tracts of land, supply them with money to dis
charge their engagements, and employ the influence 
which these men acquire as agents for the landlords. 
to ensure an extensive cultivatiun. This is a still more. 
delicate plan. bordering on oppression, and seems to me 
very dangerous. considering the trust and credit that 
must be given to the native agents, very few of whom, 
in this district are deserving of either. 

The most usual inducement, however, besides kind
ness of treatment, such as Mr. Ellerton and many others 
on all cases show. is the advance at 1ll0ney withollt 
.interest. For every 20 bigahs which the farmer sows 
according to Mr. Ellerton, this gentleman, before the 
cultivation begins, advances at least to the value of the 
average produce of 26 bigahs, and I am persuaded that 
the common rate of advance is still TI1Uch, higher. I-hld 
the farmer borrowed the money from a native merchant, 
and no one ('ultivates indigo that would not have been 
under the necessity of borrowing, he would have in 
the first place been obliged to repay the amount of the 
loan, in grain or other produce, at the low price given 
wOOn the markets are glutted at harvest, by which he 
would lose from 15 to 20 per cent. Secondly, in 'pla-::e 
uf giving 40 sers for the man, he must have given .'iO, 
which is an addition of 25 per cent., not only on t.he 
capital but on the interest; and if he fails in the delivery 
of any part, he takes the deficiency, in part of a loan for 
the next year, at double its amount. Such a ruinous 
manner of raising money the poor farmer avoids by deal
ing with the manufacturers of indigo,. none of whom 
charge any interest for what is repaid )vith prodUce. 
Some indeed charge the legal interest of 1 per cent. a 

month for what is not repaid, although other~, as the 
employers of Mr. Ellerton, charge nothing. I am persuad
ed however that this last indulgence is a mistaken 
liberality, a~d in many parts of the district would be 
attended with ruinous consequences. In every part the 
farmers undertake to cultivate much more than they 
intend to perform, and in many, were they not charged 
with interest, they would cultivate none. As it is, in 
some parts of the district, as near Nathpur, they are so 
extraordinarily dishonest that it seems scarcely possible 
to induce them to cultivate a half of what they under
take, and for which they receive advances. I am per
suaded that a greater. price gi~en for the weed, and more 
str~ctness in making advances and recovering balances, 
would be found more advantageotn! for both parties. 

In Gondwara, where the' land is higher and the soil 
stiffer, there are ten factories. I have been favoured 
with ·the produce of four of these, for a space of eight 
vears from 1800 to 1807, while they belonged to 
Mr. Smith. and this is as follows: 

Indigo 
Year Bundles of Fy.M. scrs. Chhat. 

plants 
1800 4i'764 131 20 
1801 .48'834 162 
1802 26'083 109 17 4 
1803 74·525 278 12 
1804 93·945 381 
1805 138'798 536 28 8 
1806 92'770 310 
1807 166'106 754 

682'825' 2,662 37 12 

From this it will appear that nearly 257 bundles of 
weed produced 1 man of dye, whereas with Mr. Ellerton 
350 bundles were required, in a great measure probably 
owing to the country being lower, and more of the weed 
being spoiled; but in part also, 1 am persuaded, owing 
to the soil. Mr, Smith looked upon any attempt to 
ascertain the quantity of ground actually cultivated as 
totally impossible, the frauds being so numerous "nd 
irregular as to preclude calculation. The land, how
ever, is probably not more productive than in the south
east parts of the district; the natives reported that it 
was nearly the same. 

There is however a most essential difference between 
these two vicinities. The quantity of seed 'reared here 
is very great, and Mr. Smith states that for every 
100 rs. which he advanced, he received back on an 
average 50 rs. worth of plants, and 25 rs. worth of seed, 
on which he had a very considerable profit; the 
remainder was repaid in money or went to the advances 
of next year, the use of it having been a bonus to induce 
the farmer to undertake the culture. Without so~e 
'such inducement, iuded, no one' in his senses would 
cultivate indigo for these factories, where tHe price 
allowed is only 1 anna a bundle. It is by no means the 
whole land sown that is kept for seed. The greater 
part, as usual, gives a winter crop, and the crop of s'eed, 
where preserved, is usually of fully equal value. No 
October indig9', 'so far as I heard, is sown in that part 
of the country. These factories contained 21 pair of 
vats, and the whole of the others in that vicinity' contain 
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nearly as many, not above one less or more. The 
annual produce of the whole may therefore bE! '170,000 
bundles of weed, of whicn about one-half is delivered 
at 16 bundles and the remainder at 12 bundles the 
rupee. The seed in the former amounts to about one
half of the yalue of the plant, or to about 800 mans 
at 31's. a mcm" on the latter. there may be about the 
same quantity, The average quantity of indigo will 
be about 670 mans. 

With regard to the other parts ·of the district, includ
ing no less than 50 factories I am not prepared to enter 
so' fully into a discussion. Several of the factories I 
know are small and in a bad state, and on the whole I 
do not think that they can yield more in proportion to 
their number than three-fourths of the four larger in 
Gondwara; arid the land may on the whole be nearly 
equally productive. I have indeed been favoured with 
an estim'ate which apparently makes the prod\lce 
greater, as' it states the average produce of a Calcutta 
bigah to be 18 bundles of 3! cubits. The gehtlema{l 
who gave this: estimate, however, employs people to 
measure the land just before it is. cut, and his estimate 
is similar to that of 'the natives, who when they speak 
of the produce only estimate the iand which they reap. 
What is totally lost- they do not introduce into the 
account; nor in stating their profit and loss is fhere any 
necessity for so doing, as the field is sown with some
thing else, and the culture' given to the' indigo serves, 
in part, for what would be necessary for the crop that 
comes in its stead. Allowing for this, there will be 
found no material difference in the produce, as estimated 
at Gaur on the land actually sown, at Ronggopur on the 
land for which advances are made, and at Puraniya on 
the land actually reapM. The whole indi~o reared by 
these 50 factories may therefore, on an average of 
years, be about 3,000 mans, and·the land in actual culti
vation may be 60,000 bigahs. In this part of the country 
also, much seed is' preserved, nor .is there any seed 
sown in October. The land being higher, a larger pro
portion gives two cuttings of plant. In sbme places a 
good deal is sown among the broadcast winter rice, 
which would otherwise have been intermixed with 
summer rice. The indigo is' cut early, and the winter 
rice is then allowed to grow alone. 

The manufacturers seem to incur a greater expense 
than they do in Ronggopur. Their buildings are more 
expensive, and they keep an enormous establishment of 
oxen and carts fOr carrying home the plant. They 
almost all cultivate more or less, these cattle being idle 
at the ploughing season. The land which they cultivate, 
being carefully ploughed and weeded,,is vastly more 
productive than what is neglected by the natives, and 
were the indigo planters more generally men who could 
attend to the details of agriculture, and were they 
allowed to rent ll'md contiguous to their works in a 
quantity sufficient to supply them entirely with weed, 
I nave no doubt that the land would .be vastly more 
productive, and failures from the seasons less common. 
The 'habits and experience, however, of the greater part 
would render' any undertaking of that kind ruinous; 
and there are strong reasons, for the prohibition that 
e,xists against their acquiring such property. Except' in 
the south-east corner of the district, the planters 
I.tsuaily take all the seed at 3 rs. a man, and charge the 

farmers for what they require at the market price, which 
is a heavy loss to the cultivator; but the planters are 
at the whole expense of cultivating and carrying home 
the Vv-eea~ which no doubt saves them from some 
fraud, and preserves much plant that the listlessness of 
the people would allow to perish; but it is attended with 
an enormous expense. 

Two Hindus and one native Portuguese have seven 
fClctories, and these ought by all means to be encouraged, 
especially the Portuguese. No objection can arise to 
his holding lands by any tenure; and I doubt much if 
ever the natives will pay sufficient attention to the 
quality of the manufacture; while in the hands of the 
landholders, by whom chiefly it will be" undertaken, it 
will be made an additional means of oppression. 

About 1,000 bigahs of indigo are cultivated :!lor the 
original native manufacture, which is now entirely 
confined to the eastern skirts of the district near thE'! 
Nagar, where no European manufacturer has settled. 
The produce was stated on an average at 20 sers worth 
from 2! to 31's. the bigah, and the whole being made 
by the farmer, is looked upon as the net proceeds Of the 
land. One man indeed informed me that the producE'! 
was just double of what the people who made the above 
'ltatement allowed; and I suppose, as his account 
agrees with what was stated irt Ronggopur, that it is 
accurate. ,1 

In this district Safflower (Kusum) is an object of 
;;ome little more importance than towards the east. It 
is never sown by itself. so that no estimate can well be 
formed of the expense attending its cultivation'; but 
in the Tables will be ~een an estimate of the quantity 
of land that it in part occupies, and of the value of its 
produce. The great difference in the produce, as 
')tated in the Tables, depends on the various 
proportions of the Kusum that enter into the mixture of 
crops with which it is sown, and to the various soils that 
are adapted for each mixture. In this I have only 
included the flower and oil, although the le<lves are 
also used as a vegetable in cookery; but as this in 
general is done by the cultivator, and does not become 
an object of sale, it is too trifling to deserve particular 
notice .. The collecting the flowers does no injury to 
the seed, as they are pulled off while naturally separat
ing from the young fruit. The oil is always extracted 
by the farmer, arid the seed does not therefore come to 
market, so that in the Tables I have calculated the 
produce by the value of the oil. The seed is put into 
an earthen pot which' has a hole in the bottom, and is 
placed over another that is sunk in the ground. A 
cover is then put over the mouth of the pot containing 
the seed, and a "fire is kindled over and around it. A~ 
this burns, the oil falls into the pot below. It is there
fore an emI?yreumatic oil, and is fit only for the lamp 
of the poor. The seed here is never eaten. 

10 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR REARING INSECTS 

In the divisions towards the north-west is rearecl a 
little ricinus· for feeding the worm that spins a coarse 
silk. I have nothing to add to what I have already said 
concerning this subject. 

In the ruins of the sulmrbs of Gaur, about 1,000 Jujub 
trees (Bay,er) llre employed to rear the lac insect. I 
have- not given these a place in the Table, partly on 
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account of their being of a very trifling consideration, 
and partly beca(lse they are so much intermixed with 
other articles that for a very insignificant article 1 
should have added much to. the size of Tables, already 
too voluminous. These trees are' scattered through the 
fields and the shade which they produce from frequent 
pvuning is so trifling that they seem to do no injury to 
the crops by which they are surrounded. The trees are 
allowed to be eight years old before the insect is applied, 
and afterwards each tree, is pruned once a year, In 
operation by which in ten or twelve years it is killed, 
About the 1st of November from 5 to 20 small twigs 
impregnated with the insects are' applied to each of 
one-half of the trees, according to its nespective size. 
The insects soon extend all over the tender branches, 
and cover them with lac, The branches are pruned 
about the 1st of June, and the trees are allowed until 
the beginning of next November to recover. About 
the 1st of June twigs impregnated with the insect are 
applied to the other half of the trees, which by the 
beginning of November are covered with the lac. and 
are then pruned. Thus one-half of the trees is always 
breeding, while the other half is recovering vigour, and 
each tree annually produces a brood of insects. A tree 
gives from 2 to 25 sers (4 lbs .• to 50 Ibs.) and it sells at 
from 4 to 6 rs. for 40 sers of 72 S.W., that is, from 6 
to 9 rs. a cwt. but it is ungarbled, and quite unfit for 
a foreign market. It is considered as of a quality very 
inferior to what comes from Assam, and the consump
tion here does not exceed 200 mans, which may now 
grow. -Formerly, it is said, the produce considerably 
exceeded that quantity and the overplus was sent to 
Murshedabad ; but for the three last years the southerly 
winds, which are highly injurious to the insect, have been 
uncommonly prevalent. The tree grows so well every
where, and even in the most wretched soils, that the 
insect not having been carried to places exempt from 
southerly winds, is a proof of the slow progresE- of any 
impro,vement in this country, and of the want of enter
prise among its inhabitants. 

The only cultivation of this class that is Qf the 
smallest importance in this district is the mulberry, 
and this is entirely confined to three small divisions in 
the south-east corner. The quantity reared there is 
however exceedingly great, and some of the lands are 
remarkably favourable for the production. In treating 
this subject also I feel myself much indebted to 
Mr. Ellerton. 

The extreme uncertainty which attends the profes
sion of rearing silkworms renders it difficult to form 
any general estimates concerning the value of the 
produce. In the account which I gave of this employ
ment, when treating of it at Maldeh in Dinajpur, I have 
mentioned that the price of the basket of leaves varied 
at different times from t to 30 rs. I then attributed 
this to variations in the quantity of leaves produced, 
and in the demand for silk; but from Mr. Ellerton 
I have learned that there is another cause which 
operates to a much greater extent, and which no doubt 
prevails in the adjacent parts of Dinajpur, and although 
I did not hear of the circumstance, in all probabiliiy 
operates also in Ghoraghat. He says that, without any 
obvious difference of management, the worms of a 

whole vicinity almost entirely perish in certain seasons1 
and almost all ag~in succeed in others. The extent in 
which such failures cappen often reaches over a whole 
Pergunah or estate, but seldom to such a large measure 
as to affect the whole lands dependent on a factory, 
which is probably the reason why I did not hear of the 
circumstance, the merchant by means of his agents 
procuring the cocoons that he wants from one place 01 

• either; and if one brood fails with a breeder, his engage
ments are completed by the next. It thus however 
often happens that all the breeders of a vicinity have 
a most abundant crop of leaves, where there are no 
worms to feed; so that the leaves must be sold for a 
mere trifle, the expense of carrying them to a distanc~ 
being very great. .(\.gain, it also often happens that 
there is a vast number of worms and a bad crop of 
leaves, in which case, as the breeders nev:r kill any 
'worms, the leaves rise to an enormous price, having 
to be brought from a considerable distance. Again, 
sometimes both plants and worms fail, and the culti
vator cannot compensate for the scantiness of the crop 
by KS high price, as happens with most other produc
tions. 

All the3e cincumstances render the value of the 
leaves totally uncertain; and this seems to be a strong 
reason why the breeders should never cultivate: for 
when a breeder cultivates, he seldom has any other 
means of subsistence, so that one year he may starve 
and next year be wallowing in abundance: whereas 
a man may raise one or two bigahs of leaves, and may 
besides cultivate a farm with grain, which will ensure 
him in a subsistence; while the average produce of his 
mulberry for three or four years would enable him to 
clear any arrears of rent that he might incur, and yield 
him a handsome profit. The breeder might also no 
doubt avoid in a great part his uncertainty, by never 
attempting to rear more insects than those for which 
he could procure leaves at a reasonable price. He 
might indeed thus raise less silk, but his returns .would 
be more regular, which in the' economy 'of life is the 
object of principal importance. 

On this account it would seem to be highly desirable 
that both cultivators and breeders should chiefly OCCUI'Y 
the immediate vicinity of navigable rivers, so that the 
leaves might be transported in canoes, at a moderate' 
expense, to the villages in which 'the worms happen to 
thrive. On this account, as I havEi said before .. the 
banks of the Mahananda are peculiarly favourable, and 
were they cultivated with care, from the Kalindi to the 
Punabhaba, might probably supply all Bengal. There 
are no doubt many other situations equally favourable, 
but by far the greater part of the silk belonging to the 
Company's factones is reared in situations that are 
far less advantageous. 

The CUltivation is managed exactly on the same plan 
that I have mentioned in my account of Dinajpur at 
least' near the Mahananda, and where attention is 
bestowed; but near the Ganges, especially in the division 
of Sibgunj, the people seldom enclose their gardens, 
many of which in most seasons are flooded for two 
months. and although this does not altogether destroy 
the plantation, one or often two of the cuttings are 
lost. Neither do the people in that vicinity bestow SQ 
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much pains on weeding their mulberry, and many seem
ed contented with merely ploughing the field after 'th~ 
plant had been cut, which is done twice a year down to 
the ground. 

On the left of the Mahananda it W36 estimated that 
four bigahs were sufficient to supply a breeder with 
the usual quantity of leaves that he required. In this 
district I heard it stated that five bigahs were necessary 
for the purpose, which difference may 'be explained 
by attending to the want of care and uncertainty just 
now mentioned. Notwithstanding this want of care, 
Mr. Ellerton states the expense of forming a new planta
tion at more than double of what I was infolVled at 
Maldeh. The expense was estimated to me _..at 9 rs. a 
bigah, while Mr. Ellerton allows 19 rs. The" subsequent 
charges are nearly the same, amounting to between 7 
and 8 rs., but then on the total a vast difference arises. 
Mr. Ellerton allows that the mulberry lasts only three 
or four years; so that even in the latter case the whole 
charge will be as follows: 

First expense, 19 rs.; four years' annual expense, 30, 
total 49; which divided by four years, tnakes the annual 
expense 12! rs. Whereas the people of Maldeh allowed 
that their garden, with the care which they bestow, lasts 
twenty years, which will reduce the annual expense to 
8 or 9 rs. a bigah. 

Perhaps the people here act judiciously in often 
rooting up the mulberry, and planting it again in fresh 
earth, by which the crops are probably more"luxuriant: 
but I am at a loss to account for the enormous expense 
which Mr. Ellerton states for the first planting an acre. 
In no part that I saw in this district does there seem 
to be so much pains bestowed as in Dinajpur: and in 
many parts the field is neither enclosed nor hoed. I 
must however admit that in this district every opera
tion of husbandry is performed at a more than usual 
expense, the people getting "Such low wages that they 
have no inducement to exertion. Whatever difference 
in the expense of cultivation there may be, :would 
appe~ to be amply compensated by the produce stated 
by Mr. Ellerton as the average of one bigah of land, 
which is as follows: 

Cuttings, or Seasons: 15th Oct. to 15th Nov.
Leaves, 12 Bundles, value 6 rs. Cocoons, 
32 sers, value 16 rs. Amount, 12. rs. 12 annas 
~ pies. 

15th Nov. to 15th Dec.-Leaves, 6 Bundles,. value 4 
rs. tocoons, 20 sers, value 16i rs. Amount 
8 rs. 6 annas. 

15th March to 15th April-Leaves, 8 Bundles, value 
4 rs. Cocoons, 32 sers, value 13 rs. Amount, 
10 rs. 6 annas 5 pies. 

15th April to 15th May-Leaves, 6 Bundles, value 
2 rs. Cocoons, ·21 sers, value 10! rs. 
Amount, 5 rs. 8 ann as 2 pies. 

15th June to 15th July-Leaves, 12 Bundles, value 
3 rs. Cocoons, 30 sers, value 10 ts. Amount, 
7 rs. 8 annas. 

15th July to 15th Aug.-Leaves, 12 Bundles, va:lue 4 rs .• 
Cocoons: 36 sers, value 9G rs. Amount, 8 rs. 
8 a,npa,g 9' pies. 

Total-Leaves, 56 Bundles, value 23 rs. Cocoons, 
171 sers. Amount, 53 rs. 2 annas 1 pie. 
Average cost-Leaves, value 12 rs.; Cocoons, 
average amount 34 rs. 
Gain-Leaves, 11 rs. Cocoons, 19 rs. 2 annas 
1 pie. 

The produce of leaves at Maldeh was stated to be 
60 loads, not very different from the 56 here allowed, as 
the rope there was 80 cubits, while here it is onlv 75 ; so 
that one-seventh nearly must be added to Mr. Ellerton's 
calculation to bring it up to the produce, expense, and 
gain of a bigah Calcutta measure. At Maldeh these 
leaves were only valued at 15 rs. while here they are 
valued at 23, leaving an enormous net gain df 11 rs. 
a bigah, supposing the farmer to hire men to perform 
every part of the labour; so that a person who rented 
5 bigahs (about 1! acre), without any farther labour 
than superintendence might live like a very easy 
farmer. 

In Maldeh it was allowed that one bigah produced 
on an average 82! sers Calcutta weight of cocoons, 
which, to say the truth, I was almost then afraid to 
mention, but here the produce amounts to 171 sers. I 
allowed a man who reared worms, in addition to the 
value of the plant, 4 rs. a bigah for extra charges, 
besides his own labour and that of his family. 
Mr. Ellerton allows 11 rs. a bigah for this )lead, probably 
charging the wages of the family, and yet leaves a net 
gain on every bigah of 19 rs. on the cocoons and 11 on 
the leaves, or in all 30 rs. on the bigah. I confess 
that this far exceeds any estimate that I procured from 
the natives, or any that, until I was informed by 
Mr. Ellerton, I considered as probable. The highest 
account that I received in this district was from a chief 
breeder (MandaI Basaniya) at Bholahat, and will be 
afterwards detailed. He allowed 21 rs. for .the produce 
of leaves from one bigah; and 13H sers (75 s.w.) of 
silk worth 40! rs. and equal to 126 sers Calcutta \Veight; 
but were I to take the average of the accounts that I 
received, it would not differ much from that I have 
stated at Maldeh as the produce of cocoons. These 
here would amount to 85 Carcutta sers a bigah, in place 
of 82! which were there allowed. 

The opportunities of being informed, that 
Mr. Ellerton had, were so much ,better than those which 
were offered to me, that I would willingly adopt his 
opinion in preference to that which I had previously 
formed, were it not for one circumstance. Mr. Ellerton 
in forming his estimate seems to have proceeded merely 
upon the number of bigahs of leaves that were actually 
cut for feeding worms, and does not include what was 
totally lost by being fiood-ed, or by want of demand 
owing to the failure of the worms, in which case the 
leaves are often not saleable, and are given to the 
cattle. Making a deduction for these, I do not think, 
even allowing for the difference occasioned by a more 
frequent renewal of the plant, that we c{ln allow more 
in Bhola-hat and Kaliachak for the produce of a bigah 
than 20 rs. worth of leaves and 4 mans of cocoons 
worth 50 rs.; and in Sibgunj, where the land is low and , 
badly cultivated, one-fifth less may be fairly presumed 
to be reasonable. 

The Company's factories at English Bazar and Jung
gipur are said by the natives to make advances to 
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about one-half of the breeders in this district, who are 
stated tc> amount to 4,700. At the former factory, I 
believe, none but the best cocoons are at present taken, 
because the Resident deals only on the Company's 
account. Whether or not the Resident at Junggipur 
deals in silk on his own account, I did not learn; nor 
had I any opportunity of knowing whether or not he 
took any cocoons of' an inferior quality. As the Com
pany takes none but the best cocoons it pays 16 rupees 
for the man of cocoons; but the native merchants of 
Bholahat say, on an average of good and bad, that they 
give 12 rupees, exactly as was stated at Maldeh; but 
the weight there was 85 s.w. the ser, here it is 75 . 

.All the cocoons that are rejected at the factories, 
and the whole of that is reared by those who take no 
advances, are 'spun by the natives after the manner 
which I have described in giving an account of Maldeh. 
Their filature machine (Gayi) wants the improvement 
for twisting the fibres as they are wound from the 
cocoon, which has been introduced in the Company's 
factories; but in other respects is on the same plan, 
and tlre old Bengalese fashion of small hand-reels (Layi) 
has been totally abandoned. The cocoons wound by 
the natives, as in Maldeh, are most usually, if not 
always, killed by exposing th,em to the heat of the 
sun, a practice that is condemned by the Company's 
instructions. In order to shew the various produce 
and value of cocoons, managed according to the native 
JIlanner of filature, I give the' following table procured 
at Bhdlahat from a principal breeder, who rears plants, 
feeds worms, and spins the silk. This he gives as the 
produce of a blgah less than that of Calcutta, so' that 
to procure the produce of one of these we must add 
one-seventh part to what is here stated. 

Cutting season: 15th Oct. to 15th Nov.-Leaves. 10 
bundles, value'5 rs. Cocoons, 18i sers 75 s.w., 
value 7 rs. 8 anrtas. Silk, 1 ser 80 s.w. 4 
chhts., value 9 rs. 

15th Nov. to 15th Dec.-Leaves, 10 bundles, value 
5rs. CocoonS. 18i sers 75 s.w., value 7rs. 
8 annas. SHk, 1 ser 80 s.w .• 4 chhts., value 
9rS'. 

15th March 'to 15th April-Leaves, 12 bundles, value 
2rs. 4 annas. Silk, 25 sers 75 s.w., value 
7rs. 14 annas. Silk, 1 ser 80 S.W. 8 chhts., 
value 11 1'S. 

15th April to 15th May-Leaves, 6 bundles, value 
1r. Cdcoons, 12 sers 75 s.w., value 2rs. 6 as. 
Silk, 9 chhts., value 3 rs. 8 annas. 

15th JfLne to 15th July-Leaves, 20 bundles, value 
5rs. Cocoons, 40 sel's 75 s.w., value 10rs. 
Silk, 1 ser 80 s.w. 12 chhts., value 14 rs. 

15th July to 15th, August-Leaves, 10 bundles, 2 rs. 
. 12 annas. Cocoons, 20 sers 75 s.w., value 

5rs: Silk, 14 chhts., value 7rs. 
Total,;_Leaves, 68 bundles, value 21 rs. Cocoons, 

134! sers 75 s.w., value 40 rs. 4 annas. Silk, 
7 sers, 3 chhts., value 53rs., 8as. 

In the amount of the different cuttings there is an 
apparent contradiction between this and Mr. Ellerton's 
table; but this arises from the gentleman's table being 
constructed from the books of a factory dealing only 
in the better kinds; so that his produce in the October 
and November cuttings is greatest, w,hile, th~ Company 

taking a large proportion of' the fine cocoons, very few 
of these go to the native traders. 1'1; must farther be 
observed that there it is alleged that about 17! sers of 
cocoons give only 1 ser of silk, while at Maldeh about 
15 were reckoned. sufficient, which will of -course make 
the profits of winding less than was there stated. The 
wound silk was there also valued higher and the 
cocoons lower, which will make a still greater reduc
tion on these profits. 

I shall suppose th~t one-half is wound in this manner, 
and partly manufactured and partly exported. A con
siderable· part of the cocoons go from this district to 
Junggipur; and· as I am not acquainted with the charges 
incurred at the factory in English Bazar in preparing 
the silk spun there, I shall consider one-half of the 
cocoons as exported from hence to the Company's 
factories. This being premised, the value of the leaves 
at 20 rs. a bigah for Bholahat and Kaliyachak, and at 
l6 for Sibgunj, will be 4,40,000 rs. The whole quantity 
of cocoons will be 88,000 mans. worth 11,00,000 rs. Of 
these I allow one-half to go the Company's factories" 
The remainder is spun by the native filature, and 
according to the estimate given at Bholahat, rejecting 
small numbers, will pr9duce about 79,660 sers of silk, 
worth 5,93,000 rs. 

11 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR MATS 

In thiS' district I have -not included under t_his qead. 
the grass reserved for thatch, as I did in Ronggopur, 
because strictly speaking it is not cultivated, and 
because in many parts it pays no rent.' In others 
indeed, it pays a high rent, and is usually called Char 
Ramna. 

The only thing under this head is the species of 
Cyperus called Motha, which is reared as in Ronggopur, 
as will appear from the Tables ,of produce. 

12 PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR FATTENING CATTLE 

Under this head I might no doubt have included 
several of the grains, the straw of almost all r of] 
which, in some parts of the district, is given to cattle, 
and some few are fed with pulse or the cake from which 
oil has been expressed; but as these grains are chiefly 
reared for the use of man I shall here confine myself 
to the carrot. In a few places, and to a trifling extent 
as will appear from the Tables, this is reared almost 
entirely for the use of the milch cows or carriage oxen 
that are kept by the wealthy. The .custom . might 
become highly advantageous, were the natives sensible 
of the importance of manure, and were the cattle fed 
entirely in the house, so that all the manure might be 
preserved. The carrot is well known fa be an excellent 
food for cattle, but it does not seem to thrive so well 
here as in Europe. .. 

Turnip I have no doubt would thrive much better; 
but whether or not the natives would like the taste 
which it communicates to milk, I cannot say. It is 
probable that it WOUld. not be perceived, as the people 
here never use milk but what has been boiled, and 

Jtept in such dirty vessels that it has acquired a flavour 
strong enough to overcome that communicated by the 
turnip. . 
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Whlle on this head ! may observe that two 
plants grow spontaneously. on the fields of this 
district, and flourish in the early part of spring and 
end of winter, when the pasture is most scarce. Both 
seem admirably fitted for making artificial meadows 
or pastures, and might supply the wants of the, 

cattle, which are to the utmost degree urgent. One 
of these plants is the Medicago lupulina, well known 
to the farmers of Europe, but for which the 
natives have no name. The other is the MeHlotus 
alba of the Encyclopedia, which the natives call 
Ban Methi. 

( clv ) 
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Part V 

ARTS, MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE 

CHAPTER I 

Fine Arts 

Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, Music, etc. 

For an estimate of the number of each class of 
artists, I in general refer to the 37th Table. In this no 
respect is had to caste. For instance some milkmen 
(Jat) are Moslems, some (Goyalas) Hindus; both are 
included _under one head; but there are many both of 
the Jat and Goyalas, who do not prepare curds nor Ghi; 
in this Table such are not mentioned. 

In my account of the topography and condition of 
the people, I have said all that has occurred to me 
concerning the state of architecture, ancient or modern. 
In the whole district there certainly is not one decent 
native building, nor is there one erected by Europeans 
that has the smallest claim to merit as a work of 

-elegance; and so far as we can judge trom the remains, 
the case has always been the same. 

.sculpture, statuary, and painting are on as bad 
a footing as in Ronggopur: 

The painters mentioned in the Table are employed 
to draw representations of the gods, ~s monstrous as 
their images, to the last degree rude, and very often 
highly indecent. 

Of music, such. as it is, there is abundance: 
2. The women who dance and sing, accompanied by 

music, are here usually called Bai, but in the dialect 
of Mithilia the set is usually called Garoch. They are 
more numerous than in Dinajpur, but inferior to those 
of Ronggopur in number, looks, and circumstances, and 
are all common prostitutes. They do not form a society 
so regular as those of the last-mentioned district, and 
all profess to follow the doctrine of the Koran. Four 
sets at the capital are tolerably decent, and for a 
night's performance are allowed from 10 to 25 rupees. 
The others are allowed from 1 to 4 rupees. The whole 
profits are divided in shares among the different per
formers, men and women. 

3. The Hindus of rank, being here afraid of losing 
their character by frequenting such company, indulge 
often in society of a much more doubtful nature, that 
is, of the dancing boys called Bhaktiyas, whose conduct 
is in general Suspected' but is less offensive to the 
system of caste. These performers however are not 
near so common as farther t.owards the west. 

4. In the north-west part of the district sets of 
musical performers called Nirtakali are common. In 
each are two or three boys, who dress like the goddess 
Parbati, and dance and sing relative to Radha and 
Krishna, or to Sib and Parbati. They are accompanied 
by four or five men beating cymbals, and m~e performer 
on the drum called Mredangga. The two chiefs of the 
set (Uddhab and Nayak) usually flourish tails of the 
Tliibet bull. The boys are mostly of pure castes, and 
when they grow up, become musicians and marry in 
their own caste. They are chiefly employed at marri-

ages, at the ceremony performed when a Brahman 
assumes the string that is his badge of honour, and at 
the festival of Durga. A set for one day's performance 
is allowed 8 or 10 rupees, but they never have regular 

. employment. 
5. In the western part of the district many boys of 

the tribe of weavers called Jola are taught to dance 
and ~ing the poems of Jayadev called Git Govinda. 
They also sing love songs and poems concerning the 
amours of Krishna. One or two boys and six or seven 
men compose a set; two of the men beat smail drums 
(Tabla), the others beat small cymbals (Mandira). They 
are employed at marriages, at the festival of Durga, 
and at that called Holi, after the indecencies of ~hich 
they continue auring the whole month Chaitra to sing 
love songs or obscenities.- For a day's performance a 
set may be allowed from 1 to 3 rupees, and they do not 
relinquish their profession of weaving. 

6. I heard of one set of the people called Kali
damaniya, who perform a kind of rude opera. These 
sets are said to be very numerous in the districts of 
Virbhum and Barodhaman, where they are called Jatra
walehs. There they are of two kinds, Ramjatra and 
Kalidaman; but of the former none have reached this 
district. The Kalidamaniya consists of boys who dance 
and sing concerning Radha and Krishna, dressing in 
imitation of these deities, their attendants and relations. 
In each set may be nine or ten boys and from ten to 
fifteen men, who partly are musicians and partly imitate 
some of the divine personages. 

7. The Baiwai of Sibgunj resemble in indecency the 
Madam Kamdev of Ronggopur, but do not dress iIl' the 
same silly manner. They sing for three months in 
spring, from eight to twelve men and boys forming a 
·s~t. The boys make a kind of qancing. 

8; 9. The Manggalchandi and Bishahari are similar 
to those of Dinajpur. Of the former there is in the 
district only one set, and the Bishaharis are chiefly con
fined to the parts of it tha:t are in Matsya. These sets 
are indeed, I am ·told, peculiar or proper to Bengal. 

10. 11. The same I believe, may be said of the Sang
kirtaniyas, who are almost entirely confined to the 
eastern parts of the district, while in the western are 
found sets of the kind called Bhajaniya Kirtani:9'a. 
Each set consists or' from five to eight men, who like 
to Sangkirtaniyas sing concerning the amours of 
Krishna, but are seldom employed at the ceremonies 
performed in honour of deceased relations when the 
mourning is over, while this is the most usual occasion 
on which the Sangkirtaniyas sing. The Bhajaniya' 
Kirtaniyas are generally farmers, and always' of the 
set of Vishnu, and are employed by Brahmans and other 
high people when these !:ive an entertainment in 
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honour of the family God. They also join in the inde
cencies of· the Holi, in which they make a conspicuous 
figure. They take no reward but food. 

12, 13. The Moslem;; very wisely do not trouble their 
saints much with their noise, and the number of Pirer
gayan is inconsiderable. 

In my account of Ronggopur I have mentioned the 
worship of Satya-I:'ir, or Satya-Narayan. Here it is con
fined to· the south-east corner, where a set of musical 
performers find a sUbsistence by singing his praise. 

The number of Badyakars, who rend th~ ear with 
the. ordinary implements of din, is exceedingly great, 
and to these must be added a numerous higher class of 
drummers. These are called Tasawalehs, and never 
play in company with the Badyakars or Bajaniyas or 
Pangch-Hajaniyas, as the common performers are calied 
in the Hindi dialect of Mithila. The Tasawalehs are 
mostly Moslems. Each set consist of five performers: 
2 Tasas, 1 Baradhol, 1 'Marpha, 1 Neshan. For a day's 
performance these get from 8 ann as to ~ rupee. All 
their instruments are- of the drum kind. The set of 
common Bajaniyas. in this district usually consists of 
2 Dhols, 1 Jhangj, 1 Sarnay, 1 Turai or trumpet, 
1 Singga or horn. The Jhangj is the Kangsi of Bengal. 
The Sarnay is a sort of hautboy made enti~ly of wood. 

14. The descendants of the people who performed 
the Nahabat for the Nawabs still remain, and perform 
for any rich men that have a ceremony. Properly no 
one should exhibit such grandeur that has' not a special 
order from the King; but at present no one attends to 
this regulation, and the noise is so villainous as to be 

fit only for the coarsest ears. The instruments are the 
Nakarah drum, the Sarnay, and Jhangj. 

The Hindu women of low rank frequently sing when 
they make offerings to the gods, and at marriages, and 
some of the impure tribes in this manner greet strangers 
who are passing their village, when from the rank of 
the passenger they expect a present. Persons of high 
rank, except a few dissipated young men, never either 
sing or perform on any musical instrument, to do either' 
of which is considered as exceedingly disgraceful. 
Strolling musicians such as I have called Akra in my 
account of Dinajpur; come here occasionaUy; but my 
people, who are better judges ihan I can pretend to be, 
consider such as they have seen as v~ry poor per
formers. 

The people here who sing the praises of Bhimsen, 
Sales and other heroes of antiquity do not, like the 
Yogis of Ronggopur; accompany their voices with any 
instrument; and th,eir songs are so rude and uninterest
ing that they have not the impudence to beg on their 
strength; the singing theme is a mere religious duty. 

15. In many parts of Bengal I have heard the people 
called Bajigurs, who balance and perfotm tricks of 
legerdemain, allege that they came from Puraniya, but 
on the spot I could hear 'Of only two families that had 
a fixed abode; and the few, whom I found wanderiI],g 
about, as usual said that they were strangers; and they 
seemed unskilled in their art. I presume indeed that 
the whole class are constant wanderers, at least in the 
fair weather. During the inundations they halt about 
large towns, where they may find employment; during 
the dry season they wander from market to market. 
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CHAPTER II 

Common Arts 

Personal Artists-workers in durable materials, wood, earth Or metal-manufacturers of cloth, sugar, indigo 
and salt 

I shall here follow the same plan that r adopted in 
Ronggopur: 

(a) Persona! Artists 
16. Many of the washermen are here Moslems, and 

in the western parts of the disrict can scarcely live, they 
are so little employed. This indeed 'is not surprising 
when we consider the extreme dirtiness of the ·people, 
and the great number of the artists of this kind which 
is said to be in the district. 

17. The washers of shawals are all Muhammedans. 
They are skilful in removing stains and dirt from all 
kind of woollen cloths, and they are dexterous in repair
ing them when torn. They make decent oINag~s. 

At the capital 13 families are supported by making 
a very coarse soap. I had no opportunity of learning 
their process. 

18. Taiiors make h~gher wages than either in Dinaj
pur or Ronggopur. A few of them are Hindus. 

19. Tent makers (Khimahdoz) at PuraniYa form a 
separate profeSSion, and are a principal kind of artists, 
who hire many tailors to work under them. The tents 
which they make are usually of the kind called Bechoba, 
which has four poles, one at each corner of the roof, 
which .rises in a pyramid, and is supported by bamboo 
splits reaching from the bottom to the summit. Such 
tents cannot be large, and they are only of use in fine 
cool weather, as they can have no fly to turn either sun 
or tain ; but in the cool season they are easily carried 
and easily pitched,. and the natives of rank when on 
their pilgrimages find ,them very convenient. Some are 
exported. The same people. make neat enouli::h bodies 
for the carriages in which the people of rank travel. 
Those of an ordinary sort are made by the common 
t~lors. 

20. The barbers are not so much respected as to
wards the east, but are exceedingly numerous. Some 
of them are Moslems, and some condescend to weave 
when they arc in want of more honourable employment. 
The farmers usually contract for a quantity of grain 
others' pay in money; in the western .parts at least they 
do not frequent markets. They pare the nails of ' women, 
but never cut their hair, an operation to which no 
woman of the least decency would submit. Although 
low fellows, they do not flay their patients so unmerci
fully.as the haughty shavers of _Ronggopur, and are a 
grE;!at deal more condescending. Having thus more 
general employment, notWithstanding their numbers, 
they make considerable wages. 

21. Those who prepare tooth powder (Mi!;si-walehs) 
are on the same footing as in Dinajpur. Many people 
make their own, and there seem to be various other 
ingredients besides those I have mentioned before; but 
these seem to be the most approved. The fruit called 
Tai in Dinajpur is here called Tairi. It is the pOd of 
the Coesalpinia that is used in dyeing. 

22. As the most common female ornament is a thick 
layer of red lead covering the whole forehead, the 
quantity used here is very great. Accordingly a good 
many people live by preparing this paint. It is made 
of two qualities, and at two different places I procured 
estimates of the charges and profit. At PuraniFa the 
charge for one Ghani or grinding is as follows: 

To 15 sers (64 s.w.) of lead . 
To 20 sers of Khari (coarse Glauber's 

salt) 
To 1 s·er unrefined saltpetre . 
'1'0 grinding 
To a pot . 
To firewood (about 480 sers) 

To TAt. 

Rs. A. 
6 0 

o 10 
o. 2 
o 8 
o 2 
1 4 

8 10 

The whole operation occupies four days, and gives 
30-10/16 sers of red"lead, which sells at 2~ sers for the 
rupee=12 rs. 4 annas, leaving a profit of 3 rs. 10 annas. 

The material,s for the coarse kind are 8 sers of lead, 
32 sers of the impure sulphate of soda, and 2 sers of 
the impure nitrate of potash. This gives 1 man of the 
red lead. The expense of fuel is probably much less. 
I could not procure a view of the operation. 

The proportion of the ingredients at Dhamdah.a was 
stated differently. The charges for making the best 
kind were said to be as follows: the man usually grinds 
5 times a month, and keeps a servant; for' he does. 
nothing himself but superintend. The servant's wages 
are 3 rupees, coming to 9 annas 12 gandas on each 
grinding. Then the materi~ls are as follows: 

To 30 sers of lead. . 
To 10 sers impure SUlphate of soda 
To 2 sers impure nitrate of potash 
To pots . 
To grinding 
To servants' wages 
To firewood 

TOTAr. 

Rs. A. P. 
12 0 0 
() 6 0 
060 
040 
020 
o 9 12 
060 

14 1 12 

In the bad kind, at Dhamdaha, eq~al quantities of 
lead and impure sulphate of soda are used. The people 
never work in the highest part of the floods, the soil 
being then too damp, so that the operation. will not 
succeed. They only therefore work ten months in the 
year; and with very little capital, and no labour, make 
a very good profit, of perhaps 90 or 100 rupees a year. 

23. Those who make ornaments of Lac (Lahari) are 
pretty numerous, and the profession is followed by both 
Hindus and Moslems. The women work as well as the 
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men; but from their .other avocations, ·su·ch as beating 
rice, do not find time to make so many bracelets. At 
Puraniya the following· estimate was given of a man's 
monthly labour and charges: 

Rs. A. P. 

To 7 sers of shell lac, at from 3 to 
4 annas 1 8 10 

To colO't1rs . 1 5 0 
By 28 pairs of bracelets at from 3 

to 5 annas 7 0 0 
Profit 4 2 10 

TOTAL 13 15 20 .. 

24. At Dhamdaha are said to reside three families 
(Churigar) who prepare glass bracelets or rings from 
the impure soda (Usmati) of the country. I could not 
see their operation', but it probably does not differ 
materially from that described in my account of Mysore. 
The glass is very opaque and imperfect, and is called 
Kangch, while proper glass is called Sisi. Even our 
wine bottles are called Sisi, but China ware from its 
opacity is called Kangch, • 

25. At Puraniya are two families who melt broken 
European glass, and blow small bottles in which the 
natives hold scented oils; I did not see their process. 

26. Except in the eastern part of the district shells 
are not used as ornaments, and even there the artists 
who work in this kind of material are rude and unskilful. 

27. In this district many of the Hindus (ordinary 
sinners) do not think it necessary to wear beads; and 
it is only true worshippers (Bhakat) that show this 
external sign of religion. Accordingly the beadmakers 
are confined to the eastern parts of the district, where 
the manners of Bengal prevail. ... 

28. The Mali or Ma~akar, wl;to prepare garlands, 
collect flowers for offerings to the Gods, and make 
ornaments of the Sola (Aeschynbmene diffusa W.), are 
pretty numerous, and many besides of the Moslems worlt 
in Sola, and prepare the apparatus used at the Mohur
rum; but they are very inferior to the workmen of 
Ronggopur. In many places aU the Malakars not only 
make ornament but make the clay images that are used 
in the Durga Fuja; for in the western part of the 
district these images are seldom made on any other 
occasion. In this district they do not make ink. The 
Malakars have therefore little employment, and almost 
all lease ground. 

29. In this district mat-makers are of. two kinds. 
One called Sapbuna make mats (Sap or Madur) such 
as are used in Calcutta for carpets. The operation I 
have mentioned in Ronggopur. Many farmers J;ear the 
plant (Motha) and make mats for their own family, but 
these are not included in the list. Many farmers also 
make the kind of mats called Khosla, which have been 
mentioned in Ronggopur, and some poor people occasion
ally sell them at the markets; but as this does not 
interfere with their operations of husbandry, I do not 
include them among the artists. 

30. The other mat-makers who live by this art as a 
profession are chiefly of the Tiwar and Ganggot tribes, 
and prepare mats from the common reed (Arundo 
IJonax) called Nal in t4e dialect 'of Bengal and Narkat 

in that ot Mithila. The .stems are split longitudinally 
and laid open so as to form a kind of board, and these 
boards are interwoven. 

31. Those who make thatching houses a profession 
live chiefly at the capital, and when not employed, 
cultivate the ground. In most other parts all the culti
vators and day labourers thatch their own houses, or 
are employed by their more wealthy neighbours. 

32. Basket-makers are of two winds, Dom or Domra, 
and Dharkar or Betuya; the' former work in bamboo 
alone, the latter work also in rattan. Although bamboos 
are scarce tl1e workmen. are numerous, a quantity suffi
Cient for their purpose being readily procurable. They 
make chiefly baskets of various sizes and shapes, and 
umbrellas, neither mats (Chatais) nor erain measures 
nor fans for winnowing corn being in common u~e. 
They are however good workmen, especially in making 
a finer kind of plat interwoven with thin slips of 
bamboo. This serves for a kind of carpet, and is very 
easily repaired. They make very poor wages. There 
are in this district no persons who make a separate 
profession of preparine: umbrellas. 

33. The paper-makers are not near so numerous nor 
su'ch good workmen as in Ronggopur, but they follow 
nearly the same process. They are all Muhammedans. 

34. At the capital is one bookbinder, like those in 
Dinajpur. • 

35. Some of the tanners and shoemakers (Cham:J.r or 
Muchi) are Muhammedans, and some are of the tribe 
called Kural. Many of them especially about the 
capital, are better workmen than those of Dinajpur or 
Ronggopur, and make neat shoes after the country 
fashion. Their wages are also better. The shoe-maker 
usually make the drumheads, and are very diligent in 
beating them. • 

36. Dabgars make leathern bags for holding oil and 
prepared butter (Ghi), using for the purpose ox-hides, 
although when they sell to a Hindu they pretend that 
the hide of the buffaloe has" been used; the Hindu's 
conscience is satisfied, and he uses the Ghi without 
scruple, although strictly speaking, I believe his food 
ought to be considered as defiled by having been kept 
in a bag of any leather. A sight of the bags in use 
here would satisfy any reasonable European of the 
soundness of the Hindu doctrine, in considering them 
unclean. 

37. Besides the shoe-makers a few people, Badyas 
or Daphalis, make drumheads, as has been mentioned 
in Dinajpur. 

38. Those whQ prepare fireworks are nearly on the 
same footing as in Dinajpur. 

39. In the south-west corner of the district two 
families live by making kites, In the other parts of 
the district, as well as in Dinajpur, it is not usual for 
idle grown fellows to gape whole days at a kite, as is 
common at Calcutta and some other eastern cities. 
These people are called Ghuddi. They are vastly 
inferior to the Chinese artists, who. have bestowed great 
pains and ingenuity in bringing to perfection this sloth
ful amusement of vacant minds. 

40. No persons live by making wax candles or 
matches, but at the capital some people (Musha'lchi) 
live by making torches of an exceedingly rude naturel 
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such as are commonly employed in India. Some old 
rags are bound up into a roll, about 18 inches long 
and four inches in circumference. This is kindled at 
on'e end, and oil is occasionally poured on it from a 
brass bottle, while the torch' is fastened on a sharp 
pointed iron by which it is held. 

41. A good many people Tekiyawalehs or Gul
walehs live by preparing charcoal balls for the use 
of those who smoke tobacco. ' 

42. Those who prepare tobacco for being smoked by 
beating it with molasses (Tamakuwalehs) are many; 
although the people who retail provisions. (Modis) are 
also very numerous, and in this district most of them 
prepare and sell tobacco. These artists make but poor 
wages, although for the simple operation of mixing and 
beating, their profit amounts to one-half of the raw 
materials; but a man does not sell more than from 
four to eight ann as worth in a day, one-third of which 
is his profit. 

43. The distillers are very numerous and well 
employed; they distil from rice alone, by the same 
process that I have formerly d.escribed. 

44. The Pasis are those who extract palm wine. The 
restrictions laid on the pl'Ofession, as I have already 
said, have reduced the number, and in some parts have 
deprived these people of the means of following their 
profession. Owing probably to the fear which this had 
inspired, the whole accounts that I procured ,concern
ing this profession are so contradictory that l think 
it needless to repeat them, as I am at a loss to say 
which, if any, is at al\ true. 

45. The oilmen here have little capital, nor do any 
of them make advances for grain. Their mill is of the 
same kind with that used in Dinajpur, and the greater 
part possess only one of these wretched implements. 
Many are so poor that they have only one beast, Which 
does not work half the day. 'Tl\e cattle are commonly 
worse tlian those used in the plough. The number of 
houses was estimated at 2,900, and of mills in all, 3,320. 
Almost the whole surllitts belongs to the division of 
Nehnagar, where 100 men were said to possess 400 mills. 
This, it must be observed, is in the vicinity of that 
part of Dinajpur where the artists of this kind have 
the largest stocl<:. At Nehnagar the oilmen keep two 
oxen and one man for each mill, whi$ daily makes 
5 s~rs (85 s.w.) of oil (almost 11 lbs.). 

. In general the oilmen of that place purchase the • 
grain; but sometimes they take 5 sers of Turi seed, and 
deliver 11 sers of oil, taking for their trouble what oil 
remains and the cake. We may be certain therefore, 
as I have before said, that the seed contains more than 
a fourth part of its weight of oil. In some places indeed 
I learned that the millers took three sers of Sarisha 
seed and.returned one ser of oil, but then besides the 
cake they were allowed one Pan of cowries for each 
ser of oil. This is probably therefore the real produce 
of oil, that is, a third of the Sarisha seed. 2! seers of 
radish seed are said to give the same quantity of oil: 

In some parts the millers are not only· paid one Pan 
of ,<?wries for each ser of oil, but only deliver a quarter 
of tRe weight of the seed. In this case they seldom keep 
more than one ox, nay they often will not be at the 
expense of one wretched beast, but turn the mill them
s~lves, 

46. The milkmen, who prepare curds and butter, 
are of both religions and of several castes. Those who 
follow these professions, in order to distinguish them 
from their brethren who merely tend the flocks, are here 
called Dahiyars or curd-men. Although they have 
some. cattle, they are not near so wealthy as many of 
those who tend the cattle, some of whose herds are very 
numerous. Cows' milk in this district- is very seldom 
made into butter It is boiled, and allowea to become 
acid and to curdle. and then is sold. The buffaloes milk 
is almost always made into butter. Some of the curd
men boil it. others do not, and adhere obstinately to 
their custom. A man, whose father did not boil the milk 
when he was goinlZ to make butter, would incur severe 
disgvace were he to introduce into his economy this 
innovation; 1l.nd on the contrary he who once has boiled 
milk wilr on no account omit that operation, neither 
has he any objection .to make curds of boiled milk, the 
point of difficulty lies entirely in the butter. 

T~e natives consider the Ghi that has been prepared 
from boiled milk, both as of a superior flavour and less 
liable to injury from being long kept; yet by far the 
greater part is here prepared in the other manner. The 
usual practice here is for the curd-men to deliver to the 
owner of the herd one ser of Ghi for every twelve sers 
of milk that he received from the man who tends the 
catt1e, the remainder of the Ghi, and the curds, are the 
profit. It is said that in the winter eight sers of milk 
give one ser of Ghi, while in spring teri sers of milk, 
and in the rainy season twelve sers are required. At 
the latter time the cattle are always in the villages, and 
the curds or butter-milk can be sold, while in the former 
period the cattle are generally in Morang, and there is 
no· sale except for the Ghi. The' cl\rd-men often pay 
for the milk in advance, and are enabled to do so by 
money which merchants advance, for few have a capital 
sufficient. 

The people use a good deal of milk merely boiled; 
for as it comes from the cow; it is considered too 
insipid; but they still more commonly use what has 
r.urdled by being allowed to stand until it sours. This 
is often done by the farmers themselves, but still the 
preparing of this is the chief employment of the curd

-men. The buttermilk (Matha) being only that of the 
buffalo milk is in no great quantity, especially 3S a 
I'"!onsiderable. share is lost in Morang. Very little dry 
I'"!urd (Chhana) is used, but a very considerable quantity 
of the insipissated milk (Mawa) is prepared. 

47. Those who prepare sweetmeats after the fashion 
'tlf Bengal (Mayras), are confined to the capital and a 
few places on the east side of the district. 

48. The Halwais, who prepare sweetmeats' after the 
Hindi fashion, are pretty numerous. In the north-east 
parts there are none of either of these professions, which 
is not to be regretted, as their performance is execrable. 
Qne of the Halwais preserves fruits (Morabba)' in the 
same way as mentioned in Dinajpur. 

49. In 'this district the Halwais prepare the Puya 
~nd Phulari, which in Dinajpur I have mentioned as 
giving employment to a separate profession. Here fhere 
are none who 'live alone by this art, which is carried 
on not only by the Halwai, but by the Bhujari or Bhar
bhunas, who also make all the things that I have men-
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tioned in Dinajpur; but some of them are known by 
different names. Here the proportion of pulse used by 
such people is much greater, and that of rice less, than 
in the two eastern districts. A thing which they sell very 
commonly in the western parts is called Bhaka. It is 
a cake made of rice flour which is boiled and eaten when 
cold. On the whole the various articles prepared by 
Bhujaris are more in use than towards the east. The 
people who prepare these things are mostly the women 
of poor families, all of whom prepare for themselves, 
and those mentioned in the list prepare for sale. 

50. In every part the people grind their wheat and 
free the pulse from the integuments, and those who 
retail provisions (Modis) hire people to prepare what 
they want, but it is only in a few capital places that 
these operations form the sole occupation of any artists. 
They are here called Dalhari and Mayda-Pesa. 

51. At the capital are seven houses of bakers 
(Nanwai), who prepare bread after the Muhammedan 
manner, which is fermented or leavened. They are also 
a kind of cooks,· and sell ready-dressed meat, beef and 
mutton. Their oven is just the reverse of the European 
kind. It consists of a large jar of coarse potters' ware, 
in which a fire is kindled. The bread is stuck on the 
outside of the jar. It is well-raised good bread, but 
always in' flat cakes, the oven would not be sufficient 
to bake a thick loaf. 

52, 53. Butchers are of two kinds. The Bukur 
Kussab kill sheep or goats .• The Kussab kill beef. 

54. In the capital are ten families of cooks (Bawar
chi), who on great occasions are employed by the 
Moslems. We may judge of their skill by knowing that 
they are paid by the man weight. The usual rate is 
eight ann as for about every 82 lbs. of rice that they 
boil, the other articles go for nothing. Where lean tough 
fowls, kids, or goats are the only materials that can 
be pmcured, no doubt the Hindustani cookery answers 
better than the European, especially than the English; 
but where the meat is tolerable, I observe few Euro
peans that partake of these eastern dishes. 

(b) Workers in durable materials 
55. In the dialect of Bengal carpenters are called 

Chhutar, and in that of Mithila, Barhai. They are 
pretty numerous, yet in most parts of this district they 
do not make the more common implements of agricul
ture, which is done by the blacksmiths. They make 
therefore chiefly household furniture, boats and carts. 

The quantity! of household furniture is undoubtedly 
very small, and the proficiency of the workmen still 
less than that of those towards the east. The number 
of boats built is probably considerable; although from 
all the estimates which I received, I cannot state it to 
be such. In all the three districts that I have yet 
surveyed, the people. seem shy on this su~ject, and in 
general when the boats are found on the stocks, it is 
pretended that the workmen are brought from a eJi.stance. 
The building is conducted on the same plan as towards 
the east, the merchant furnishes all the materials, and 
pays the workmens' wages. There are no builders who 
will contract to finish a vessel, and still less any who 
build and take their risk of selling her. 

Perhaps the chief occupation of the carpenters in 
this district is tpe majdp¥ carts or other wheel-carria(les, 

in which they have shown considerable ingenuity, 
especially in fastening the wheels. These are suspended 
on a small iron spindle, supported between the carriage 
on the inside, and on the outside by two sticks, that are 
hung from above. Descriptions of machinery being 
understood with difficulty, I have procured a model, on 
which no doubt European ingenuity might make great 
improvements;. but the plan seems to have many 
advantages. Its principal excellence seems to consist 
in the method of suspending the wheels, by which the 
friction is made to all equally on both sides, whereas 
with an axle-tree the friction is chiefly oblique, by 
which its effects seem to be greatly increased. A small 
Puraniya cart with two little wheels, and two oxen, will 
with ease carry 12 mans (96 s.w.) when travelling at 
the rate of 12 miles a day. For short distances, they 
take a half more, and the driver always rides on his 
cart. The roads although level are exceedingly rough, 
being either altogether unformed or miserably cut by 
the wheels, as they consist entirely of earth. The 
carriage used by persons of rank for travelling in, is 
exactly on the same principle, but the carpenter does 
not make the body; that is constructed by tailors, or 
tent-makers. In the model I have thought it unneces
sary to add the body, which may be of any shape that 
fancy or convenience may dictate. 

A few carpenters in the north-west corner of the 
district are employed in making CatechU. • The wood is 
either brought from Norang, or they go to that country 
when the season is favourable. They also work at the 
other branches of their profession. • 

56. Sawyers are here much more numerous than 
towards the east. In Dulalgunj there are said to be 
about 200 houses and 400 men, the families of artificers 
being commonly numerous. For employment they go 
as far as Murshedabad. 

57. A great part of the carpenters are also turners, 
which enables them to complete the spinning wheel and 
bedsteads, the most common employment for the lathe; 
for the feet of bedsteads are usually turned. In the 
south-east corner seven families make turning a sepa
rate profession, and make the same articles with those 
of Dinajpur. I find that in giving an account of these 
I have fallen into two mistakes. Katuya does not imply 
a cup, as I there supposed, but a box with a cover, such 
as are chiefly used by wome:n to hold their red paint. 
Belan does not signify a basin, but a rolling-pin for 
kneading cakes. 

58. The potters of this district are inferior to those 
of Dinajpur, their ware being very bad, both coarse 
and brittle; yet in every part they procure a decent 
subsistence. They perform their operations nearly in 
the same manner. At Bholahat they make exceeding 
neat square tiles for pavements. Some of them make 
toys for children, and are called Chehrasaj. Except in 
the eastern parts it is not here the custom to offer at 
the shrines of saints images of horses made of baked 
clay; but the potters in many parts of the district make 
images of the elephant, one of which is put on the 
ridge of every house where there is 'a marriage, and 
remains until destroyed by accident. The images are 
truly wretched. 

59. Those who mould images in clay for the celebra
tion, of certain Hindu festivals are very rude workmen, 
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partly malis and partly potmakers. As only one deity, 
Durga, is here usually worshipped after this manner, 
they have little employment, and that only at one 
season of the year. 

60. The brfckmakers are not so expert as in Dinaj
pur, nor can any of them, so far as I !Saw, carve that 
material. Several people annually come from Nepal to 
make bricks and tiles, at which they are more dexterous 
than the lowlanders. 

61. The bricklayers are far from being good work
men. Several 'Nepalese are also employed in this line. 
They make very good walls of bricks and clay, but 
never use plaster or lime~ with which they are totally 
unacquainted, 

62. Those who collect shells and burn lime are not 
near so numerous as in Ronggopur, a good deal of 
lime being imported from the south side of the Ganges. 
The workmen are of several different castes. 

63. Some men live by makin,2' handmills of stones, 
which they are said to procure from Patna. They also 
pick the surfaces of these stones to restore the necessary 
roughness after the stone has been worn by grinding, 
but in most places this operation is performed by the 
carpenter. 

64. The workers in the precious metals are numer
ous, but are said to have little employment. One man, 
I was informed by the officers at Krishnagunj, was one 
of the best native workmen that they had eve;r seen; but 
this is a very uncommon case. In general their work 
is extremely rude, and they have no capital. Several 
of the goll!smiths in this district engrave seals, but 
also practise the other oranches of their profession. 
There is none who lives by engraving alone. 

65. There are very few who make new vessels of 
copper, bra,ss, or bell-metal, almost the whole of which 
are imported from Kangtoya and Murshedabad. The 
tradesmen of this district are chiefly employed to repair. 
The few who make new vesse1s are said to do it by the 
hammer alone, qnd do not cast their work in moulds. 
It must be observed that, in the western parts of the 
district. the same names Kasera and Thathera are 
indiscriminately given to those who make vessels and 
those who make ornaments of brass, pewter (Justah) 
or tin. I have therefore been under the necessity of 
joining the two professions under one head, because 
I had proceeded over a good part of the district before 
I was aware of the circumstances, thinking that the 
two professions, as in Bengal, were distinguished by 
different names. . 

Here, as well as in Dinajpur and RonggOpUf, among 
the Muhammedan copper-smiths are some artists who 
tin the inside of vessels used in cookery. They also 
work in other branches of the art, and do not form a 
separate class of tradesmen. This is an art introduced 
by the Moslems, and the Hindus have not yet had the 
sense th use vessels secured in this manner from the 
deleterious effects of the copper. 

At Puraniya in Abdullahnagar are ten houses of 
copper-smiths, descended from Mohan Saha, who only 
make the covers (SerPosh) for the bowls of the imple
ment used for smoking tobacco. They are considered 
as very fine workmen, and will not instruct any inter
loper. Their work is chiefly used in the country, but 
in Calcutta is in high repute, and seus dear. It is often 

inlaid with silver. One or two families confine them
selves entirely to making that part of the instrument 
used in smoking tobacco, which holds the water for 
cooling the fumes. 

66. At Puraniya, I had a full opportunity of examin
ing the process for making the compound metal called 
Bidri, in which the workmen of that town have acquired 
some celebrity, and by a subdivision of labour very 
unusual in India, have acquired some dexterity. I soon 
learned that I had been totally misinformed with 
regard to the ingredients, and that the metal contains 
no iron. The workmen are usually divided into three 
classes, and sometimes into four. One ,set melt and 
cast the metal; another turn it to complete the shape; 
a third carve and inlay the work with the silver; and 
a fourth give it a final polish, and stain the metal black, 
which is done in order to show the inlaid figures to 
advantage, and to conceal the tarnish which in time 
the metal would acquire. The same set of workmen 
often finish both of the last-mentioned operations. 

The grand component part of the Bidri is the metal 
called by the natives Justah, which is imported by sea, 
I believe from China. In my account of the former 
districts I have called it pewter, but I believe it is a 
tolerably pure zinc, and the same with the Tutenago 
of the older chemical writers; but I have had no conve
nience for assaying it. The other ingredients are 
copper and lead. In the experiment that I saw, the 
workmen took 12,360 grain~ of Justah, 460 grains of 
copper, and 414 grains of lead. The greater part of 
the Justah was put in one earthen crucible; the lead, 
copper, and a small quantity of Justah were put in a 
smaller, which was covered with a cap of kneaded 
clay, in which a small perforation was made. Both 
crucibles were coated outside and inside with cow-dung. 
A small pit was dug, and filled with cakes of dry cow
dung, which were kindled, and when the fire hlld 
burned some time, the crucibles were put in, and 
covered with fresh fuel. When the workman judged 
that the metals were fused, he opened the fire, took 
up the small crucible, and poured its contents into the 
larger, where the surface of the melted matter was 
covered with yellow scoriae. He then to prevent calci
nation threw into the crucible a mixture of resin and 
bees' wax, and having heated the alloy some little time, 
he poured it into a mould, which was made of baked 
clay. The work is now delivered to men who complete 
the shape, by turning it in a lathe. 

It then goes to another set of workmen, who are 
to inlay flowers or other or.naments of silver. These 
artists fir.st rub the Bidri with blue. vitriol (Super
SUlphate of copper) and water, which gtves its s,urface 
a black colour, but this i,s not fixed and is removable 
by washing. It is intended as a means of enabling the 
workman mOJOe readily to distinguish the fi~ures that 
he traces. This he does with a cnarp-pointed instru
ment of steel. Having traced the fi2ure, he cuts it out 
with small chisels of various shapes, and then with a 
hammer and punch fills the cavities with small plates 
of silver, which adhere firmly to the Bidri. 

The work is then completed either by the same men 
or by another set. A final polish is ,2'iven to the whole 
by rubbing it, first with cakes made of shell lac and 
powdered corundum, and then with a piece of charcoal. 
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When the polish has been completed, a permanent black 
stain is given to the Bidri by the following process: 
Take of salammoniac 1 tala, of unrefined nitre ! tala, 
of a saline earth procured from old mud walls It tala. 
These are rubbed with a little water into a paste, with 
which the Bidri is smeared. Then it is rubbed with 
a little rape-seed oil, and that with powdered charcoal. 
These are allowed to remain four days, when they are 
wa-shed away, and the Bidri is found of a fine black 
colour, which is not affected by water, nor is the metal 
subject to rust. It yields little to the hammer, and 
breaks when violently beaten, but is very far from being 
brittle. It is not nearly so fusible as tin or as Justah, 
but melts more readily than copper. 

The articles chiefly made of Bidri are various parts 
of the implements used for smoking tobacco, und sp,it
ting-pots. Many other things are made, when commis
sioned; but these are the only articles for which there 
is a common demand. The art seems to have been 
introduced by the Moguls from the west of India. The 
melters and turners make but poor wages, the inlayers 
and polishers receive high pay. The goods are usually 
made entirely by the people who sell them and ,\rho 
hire the workmen from day to day. 

67. The people who make ornaments df tin are con
fined to the south-east corner of the district, where they 
are called Bako as well as Kangtihara. They are on 
the same footing as in Dinajpur. 

68. Those who make flexible tubes for smoking 
tobacco (Naychahbund) in the town of Puraniya, are 
considered as good workmen and make good wages. 

69. Those who make instruments from the cocoanut 
shell for smoking tobacco do very little. The shell i,s 
imported ready prepared, and a carpenter is hired to 
turn the tube, which is made of wood .. These artists 
therefore merely fit the tube to the shell, and retail 
their work. Three men in this line have capitals of 
Rs. 500 and import the shells. The others are very 
poor. . 

70. None of the blac~smiths have any celebrity. 
The common run merely make the ordinary implements 
of agriculture, and finish the wooden work as well as 
the parts made of iron. They are commonly paid in 
grain, make good wages, and are constantly employed. 
The better workmen make very coarse knives and 
scissors, swords, spears, lamps, locks, and such other 
hardware as is in demand; but all that has any preten
sion to goodness is imported. 

71. Cutlers are on the same footing as towards the 
cast. 

(c) Manufacturers of cloth 
72. The Dhunaru, or those who clean cotton by an 

instrument like a bow, are in this district very numer
ous. In some parts as in Dinajpur and Ronggapur, 
these people prepare that cotton only which is intended 
for quilts, but in some places they also fit it for being 
spun. They take a little cotton at a time, beat it, und 
give it at the markets to the women that spin, from 
whom they in exchange receive thread. The thread 
they again give to the merchant, and receive more 
cotton and a little money for surplus value of the thread. 
They have no capital, and are in general most aban
doned drunkards. At Puraniya it was said that ,hey 

bought the cotton wool at 31 sers (85 s.w.) for the 
rupee, and sold the clean at 2t sers (82~ s.w.) for the 
rupee. In cleaning, each ser of 85 s.w. is reduced only 
to 82k s.w., for the operation is not done completely 
so as to fit the wool entirely for being spun. On every 
rupee's worth of coHon they have therefore a profit of 
4.1 annas, and a woman can daily sell from 1 to 2 rs. 
worth, which her husband has cleaned. When they 
choose to be sober and work, they therefore make very 
large profits, from 4 to B annas a day. 

73. No caste is here disgraced by spinning cotton, 
and a very large proportion of the women spin some 
every day, when their other occupations permit; but 
no great number sit constantly at their wheel. In the 
south-east corner some fine thread is made with the 
small iron spindle (Takuya), but by far the greater 
part is coarse, and is spun by a wheel. At Bholahat 
it was stated that a woman who does not beat rice, 
and does no work put spin, cook, and look after her 
family, can in a month spin on the wheel l! sers of 
middling fine thread, which sells at 1k ser ior the 
rupee=l n. 2 ann as 8 pice. She buys 5 sers of cotton ' 
with the seed, which costs 8 annas, and goes herself 
through all the operations of cleaning and spinning. 
Her gain is 10-2/5 annas. The ser is 75 s.w. (1·925 lb.). 
A woman spinning fine thread with a spindle (no distaff), 
buys 1 ser of rough cotton, which gives 6/16 of wool 
prepared for spinning, and this gives 5/16 of a ser of 
thread, worth one rupee. The wool hene being worth 
1-7/12 annas, her monthly profit will be 14-5/12 annas. 
It is chiefly women of rank who spin in this manner, 
and these do no other work. 

The greater part of the thread is, however, made 
from the cotton wool that is imported from the west 
of India. At Dulalgunj the most common thread is 
worth lil ser (80 s.w. or lb. 2·05 the ser) for a rupee, 
The weaver usually gives H ser of the clean wool for 
1 ser of thread. I! chhatak or -16 part is lost in the 
operation; the woman therefore for spinning It. ser cif 
wool has 6! chhataks of thread, worth almost 14! annas; 
but she takes two months to spin this quantity. 3t sers 
of wool selling for a rupee, every 100 rs. worth of this 
will produce 174 rs. worth of thread. This is about a 
fair state of the coarser kind of thread. 

The native agents dependent on the Company's 
factory at English Bazqr, whom I found very intelli- , 
gent men and, from the kindness of Mr. Seton, very 
attentive, agreed sufficiently near with the accounts 
given by the spinners of" Bholahat, because they dealt 
in the fine threads, which sell at from 10 to 16 s.w. for 
the rupee. They say that the women in the vicinity 
of Kaligunj spin with a fine . spindle made of bamboo, 
to which weight is given by a little ball of unbaked 
clay. The material is the cotton wool from the west 
of India, which in cleaning, for such fine thread, loses 
a quarter of its weight, and scaDcely amounts to more 
than a sixteenth part of the value of the thread. Women, 
according to these people, at their usual rate of spin
ning clear only four annas a month, but if a woman 
sat close and did no other work, she would clear fifteen 
annas. 

We thus have the proportion of the value of the 
raw material to that of the thread varying from 1:16 to 
1 :17·4. From the ignorance of accounts under which 
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most of the Inanufacturers labour, it becomes almost 
impossible to draw general results except by vague 
conjecture, and I often find occasion on such subjects 
to change my opinion. I am persuaded that in Dinaj
pur I have made the avera~e rate of profit too high, 
having taken my estimates from the chief manufactUl-' 
ing value. I do not, however, think that I have over
rated the total amount of the thread, and must there
fore suppose that the quantity of raw materIal is 
greater and the profit of the spinners less. The 
merchants dealing in cotton were indeed said, in a 
general way, to be very rich and to deal largely; but 
the quantity they stated as imported was small, and 
probably they were afraid, and concealed a great part. 

In this district, 1 suspect the same has taken place. 
If indeed we allow the thread spun here to be worth 
13,00,000 rS.-and I do not think, as I shall afterwards 
state, that it can be less-and the value of the raw 
material to be three lakhs, it would leave a profit some
what adequate to the number of women that are suppos
ed to be employed, but this would raise the proportion 
of the value of the thread to that of the raw material 
as 13 to 3. The value of the thread used in finer goods 
is said to be about 3,57,000 11S., and of this the raw 
material probably does not exceed one-tenth part. The 
remaining 9,43,000 being coarse, the raw material may 
make a half of the value; so that in all the raw material 
may be worth 5,12,000 rS.-a vast deal more than the 
merchants and farmers stated. Both probably conceal
ed a part, but I must confess that any increase of the. 
raw material would, on such a quantity of thread, so 
much curtail the Itrofits of the spinners that I doubt it 
cannot be admitted, without increal3ing also the quantity 
of cloth and thread manufactured. 

I shall afterwards have occasion to mention that 
the weavers state the produce of their looms uncom
monly low, indeed so low as to be totally inadequate 
to provide for their subsistence. They endeavour to 
account for this in a different manner, but I suspect 
that they weave more than 13,00,000 rs. worth of yarn 
and that more raw material is used; f011 I do not think 
that we can allow the raw material to make less than 
38 per cent. of the thread, as before stated, nor that 
the vast number of women who spin in this district 
can gain less than 10,00,000 rs. a year, which would 
require at least to the value of 6,00,000 rs. of the raw 
material. All these circumstances, however, being cun
jectures incapable of proof, I shall adhere to the state
ments that I received, especially as they are on the 
safe side of moderation. 

74. Dyers are on the same footing as in Dinajpur. 
In the south-east corner about 50 houses (Rangkar) 
are employed for the weavers to dye silk thread with 
indigo and lac. The remainder (Rungrez), scattered 
through the country, are chiefly employed to dye turbans 
and girdles with perishable colours (turmeric and 
safflower), which are renewed occasionally as the cloth 
becomes dirty. These men make high wages, :from 6 to 
8 rs. a month. In many parts the women on festivals 
dye their own clothes with safflower. I have nothing 
to add to the account of the processes that I have already 
given. The women also give a yellow colour to the old 
clothes, of which they make the quilts that are used 
in cold weather. This is done with the flowers of the 

Nyctanthes arbo1' tristis, but I have not learned the 
process. 

I have nothing to add to the account that I gave in 
Dinajpur concerning the processes used by the weavers 
in dyeing, which are exactly the same on both sides of 
the Mahananda, where the manufacture of dyed goods 
prevails. 

75. The men who weave silk alone possess only 
125 houses, and are said to have 200 looms. They work 
chiefly thin coarse goods for wrapping round the waists 
of women and children, and worth from Re. 1-10-0 to 
Re. 1-12-0. The silk costs about Re. 1-3-0. A man 
can make usually twelve pieces a month. The total 
value of the goods will therefore be 48,600 rs., and of 
the raw silk required 34,200 rs. These people are said 
to make 3,000 rs. worth of the Chikta silk, which is 
spun from the cocoons that have burst. 

76. The weavers who make the cloths of cotton and 
silk mixed, which are called Maldehi, are nearly on 
the same footing as in Dinajpur. They work almost 
entirely the smaller pieces, from three to six rupees 
value, which are sent to the west of India by the Gosa
ing merchants. An estimate which I procured from a 
very intelligent man so nearly agreed with the state
ment made at Dinajpur that I place great reliance on 
its accuracy. He said that the joumeymen, as there, 
received one-eighth of the value of their hire, and 
usually made from 2 to 2! rs. a month, which would 
make the average rate of a loom, working these coarser 
goods, 18 rs. a month. Of this the value of the silk is 
one-half, and of the cotton thread 7/48. 

The whole manufactures of the banks of the 
Mahananda near Maldeh, although situated in different 
districts, are so intimately blended that, even after 
having examiIled both, I find it very difficult to form 
a conjecture concerning the share each possess; and 
while in Dinajpur I laboured under difficulties" the 
effects of which I must now endeavoull to obviate. I 
have reckoned the whole raw silk made on the banks 
of the Mahananda in both districts to be worth 7,43,000 
rs. of which 1,50,000 rs. belong to Dinajpur; in that 
district to the value of 63,000 rs. and in this district to 
the value of about 34,000 rs. are used for making cloths 
entirely of silk, while to the value of 6,000 rs. may be 
used in borders, strings, etc., leaving to the value of 

. 6,40,000 rs. which is entirely woven into mixed goods; 
and, as this part of the material forms one-half of the 
cost, the whole amount will be worth 12,80,000 rs. 

Now I was assured by a Gosaing, yvho had made a 
fortune by trade and had purchased an estate, that his 
brethren residing in this district annually send about 
1,000 bales to the west of India. These are co~monly 
valued at 650 rs. a bale, because thei' pay the transit 
duties by value; but their actual cost here is 800 rs.; 
making in all 8,00,000 r,s. The exports from Maldeh 
were stated at 2,50,000 rs., making in all 10,50,000 rs. 
and leaving a deflciency of 2,30,000 rs. 

Perhaps 30,000 rs. worth is used here and in Dinaj
pur, some is sent from this di,strict to Murshedabad and 
Calcutta, and the goods said to have been exported 
from Maldeh have probably been valued at the custom
house rate. These accounts therefore, derived from 
agricultural and commercial calculations, a.gree so well 
that they stron!i(ly confirm each other. Allowin~ there-
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fore the exports and internal consumption of Dinajpur 
in mixed cloth alone to amount to 3,00,000 1's., which 
would consume the whole silk raised on that side of 
the river, we must allow that about 67,000 rs. worth 
of raw silk are sent to Dinajpur for goods made entirely 
of silk, and for borders; but this was not mentioned 
in my account of that district. We must also suppose 
that about 10,80,000 rs.,worth of mixed goods are woven 
in the district 9f Puraniya. It was stated that in the 
vicinity of English Bazar about 7,000 looms are employed 
in this manufacture, belonging to about 4,300 houses, 
but of the 7,000 looms only about 3,000 are constantly 
empiLoyed. These wi,l make annually 6,48,"OGO rs. 
Allowing the others to be employed half the year, they 
will make 4,32,000 rs., in all 10,80,000 rs. 

I am inclined, however, to think that the export of 
raw silk to Dinajpur from this district is· more' consider
able, and that the proportion of the goods woven there 
is greater, for the people in making their estimates of 
the. exports seemed to be guided entirely by the place 
where the merchant resided. The difference, however, 
would be so immaterial that it will not be necessary 
to make any alteration; the surplus silk imported, and 
not noticed in my account of Dinajpur, would nearly 
balance any addition to the export of cloth that could 
be allowed. I shall not therefore in this district men
tion the cloth imported from Maldeh, nor the silk 
exported. Almost the whole silk-wea~eI1s are extremely 
necessitous, and involved in debt by advances. 

77. The Patwars, who knit :silk strings, are much 
on the same footing as in Ronggopur. None of them 
are good artists. 

78. The weavers of cotton are pretty numerous, and 
are mostly employed to work very coarse goods for 
country use. The only fine manufacture is that of a 
beautiful white calico called Khasa, about forty cubits 
long and from two to three cubits broad, and worth 
from 6 to 15 rs. a piece. Formerly the Company dealt 
to a considerable extent in this kind of manufacture, 
but in the year 1808-09 the cloth sent to English Bazar 
was only 1,100 pieces, worth unbleached 8,000 rs., and 
I believe that this was chiefly if not solely intended to" 
supply the private use of individuals. 

The weavers of these goods. live in the divisions of 
Kharwa, Nehnagar, Dangrkhoni. and Gorgurihah, that 
is, on the low lands near the Mahananda and Nagar, and 
may have about 3,500 looms, of which 2,400 are wrought 
by men who could weave such goods as the Company 
would receive. These forJ;p.erly were wont to make 
one piece a month for the Company, and at their spare 
time wrought common goods fOl; country use. The 
money advanced by the Company was a regular supply, 
which they were anxious to receive, although whenever 
they got other employment they made higher wages; 
but they finished their engagement with the Company 
when no other employment offered. 

Several private native traders from Murshedabad 
and Calcutta now make advances for about 1,50,000 rs. 
Some is sent to Dinajpur and Patna, and a good deal 
is consumed in the district. They may now weave in 
all to about the value of 3,00,000 rs., of which the value 
of the thread will amount to three-quarters. At other 
times they work for the weekly market, chiefly pieces 
36 cubits long by 2! broad, which contain from 800 to 
900 threads in the warp, and are worth from 2i to 3! rs. 

Two-thirds of the value arises from that of the thread. 
A man, his wife, and a boy or girl, can make 12 rs. 
worth in a month, and have 4 rs. profit. This class of 
weavers, on the whole, may make to the value of about 
12 rs. a month, and the thread will probably cost about 
8! rs. The advances have rendered them necessitous; 
and a large proportion have no capital to buy thread, 
but when they do not receive advances, work by the 
piece, the good women of the vicinity furnishing the 
material. 

In ot.her places the goods are all coarse for country 
use, the greater part of the thread is purchased, and the 
weaver sells at the market what he makes every week. 
The following estimates were given of the annual labour 
of a man assisted by his wife to wind and warp. The 
estimate was formed on the cloth most commonly 
woven in the vicinity: 

Division Value of cloth Value of thread 
annually made required 

Sibgunj 112 8 73 2 
SibgunJ 112 8 72 2 
Bhunis 120 a 82 8 
Dangrkhora 112 0 68 0 
Dulalgunj 112 0 84 0 
Bahadurgunj 84 a 60 0 
Gondwara 120 a 88 8 
Udhrail 112 8 78 12 
Haveli 120 0 97 8 
Krishnagunj 120 a 90 0 
Dhamdaha 76 8 4:1 12 

---
TOTAL 1,089 0 765 8 

---
Thi~ gives on an average rather less than 109 rs. a 

year, for the value which is made by each loom. The 
reason of so small an amount is alleged to be the un
common sloth of the people. By the small profits of 
their business they can pay the rent of a good farm, 
which they cultivate by means of those who take a 
share of the crop, and they live 'on the remainder. It 
is probable, however, that they are not quite so lazy 
as they pretend, and that in fact they weaved more than 
they allowed. 

On the above grounds 3,500 looms, employed occasion
ally in finer work, will make cloth to the value of 
5,06,000 rs., of which the thread costs 3,57,000 rs. The 
10,000 looms employed on coarse goods will make cloth 
to the value of 10,89,500 r8. of which the thread costs 
7,65,500 rs. Even allowing the weavers to have reported 
the full amount of their labour, the total value of the 
thread must therefore be at least 11,22,500 rs. besides 
a very considerabie quantity (1,57,500 rs.) used in mixed 
cloth, and some for various other purposes, so that the 
total amount, exclusive of a little imported, cannot be 
less than 13,00,000 rs. 

Among the cotton-weavers above-mentioned, there 
are in the north-east corner of the dil?trict about 80 
houses of Chapals, who are said to have 9{) looms 
employed in weaving checkered cloth, 'such as I have 
described in giving an account of the adjacent parts 
of Ronggop,ur. This manufacture ,seems to be almost 
entirely confined to the small space near the 'upper 
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parts of the Karatoya and Mahananda, which is to be 
regretted, as it forms a much'neater dress for the women 
than plain unbleached' linen. Besides these profes
sional weavers, some farmers towards the frontier of 
Dinajpur keep a loom, and occasionally, when at leisure, 
weave cotton cloth; but this custom is not near so 
prevalent as in the district above-mentioned. I heard 
indeed only of 500 such persons, the whole of whose 
labours do not probably exceed 'the value of 10,000 rs. 
In this district also about 100 barbers keep a loom, for 
weaving cotton cloth at their leisure hours. 

79. The number of women who flower muslin with 
the needle is quite inconsiderable, and they are con
fined to English Bazar. 

80. The weavers of cotton carpets (Sutrunji) are 
confined to the capital, and the nature' of their manu
facture is much the same as at Ronggopur. The most 
common size is four cubits by two, and such are used 
for bedding. There are two men to each loom" and 
these take two days to make a piece. The thread costs 
nine annas, the dyeing one anna, and the carpet sells 
for a rupee; allowing the men therefore to work 
300 days in the year, they will in that time make only 
150 rs. worth, of which 84 rs. 6 ann as will be the value 
of thread, 9 rs. 6 ann as the charge of dyeing, and 56 rs. 
4 ann as the price of labour, giving only 28 rs. 2 annas 
for each man; but this is greatly underrated. These 
men' have no land, and their annual expenditure is 
certainly not less than 42 rs. and more probably is 48 rs. 

81. The take-maker,s (Newargar), are entirely con
fined to the capital. Their work is exceedingly coarse, 
mostly like girths for horses' saddles, but greatly 
inferior to that in strength and neatness. The same 
people make also tent ropes of cotton. 

82. In the north-east corner of the d1strict the manu
facture of sackcloth from the Corchorus.is very import
ant, and gives employment to a very great proportion 
of the women in that part. On all the eastern frontier 
a great proportion of the women' are clothed in the 
coarse linen made of this material, of which there may 
be annually consumed to the value of 70,000 rs. None 
of it is dyed. In the cold weather the poor cover them
selves by night, 'and often by day, with a sackcloth rug, 
and the rich usually put one under their bedding, but 
the demand for this purpose is not so general as in 
Ronggopur. The annual consumption may be 30,000 rs. 

The quantity required. for tobacco bags is very 
trifling, and does not exceed in value 1,000 rs. The 
quantity required for the exportation of grain is not 
great, because wheat, pulse, and oil-seeds, and even a 
great deal of rice are usually stowed in bulk; but a 
great deal of thIs description of sack-cloth is sent to 
Calcutta, Patna and Pachagar in Ronggopur. To the 
former is sent to about the value of 25,000 rs., to the 
second 12,000 rs., and to the latter and its vicinity 35,000 
rs. The quantity required for grain, sails, etc., in the 
district may be worth 15,000 rs. Total 87,000. 

83. For pack-saddles the quantity required may be 
worth 1,500 1's. What is used for packages and pack
saddles in this district, amounting to 18,000 rs., is 
chiefly made by the petty traders (Sungri) who are 
employed to purchase the commodities. There is a little, 
(perhaps 8,000 rs.) impor,ted from Morang, the remainder 
is wrought by the women of the Koch tribe. The 

number of looms, which they are said to employ, ioS 
mentioned in the Table. 

84. Blanket-weavers are of two kinds: first, the 
Gangreri, who rear the long-tailed sheep. Some men 
have no flocks, and live entirely by weaving, others have 
both looms and flocks, and others have flocks and no 
looms. All however, rent arable lands, because owing 
to the frequency of cli:sease, the ,produce of their flocks 
and consequently of their looms is extremely unc.ertain. 
At present, owing to the scarcity of wool, few can find 
employment as weavers. 

The wool of the two first shearing from every YOllng 
sheep is separated into white and black, and is woven 
into fine bla.nkets. That, of the first ,shearing, and some 
of the finest of the second, is woven without dyeing; 
but some of the second shearing that is white, or of an 
indifferent black, is dyed of the latter colour. All the 
wool of the subsequent shearings is mixed, and is spun 
and woven without distinction, so that if properly 
mixed the colour should be grey, but no pains is 
bestowed on this, and in the same blanket some threads 
are black, some grey, and some' white, all irregularly 
disposed. The goods are indeed very unseemingly, but 
of great advantage to the poor, who are exposed to the 
winter cold, or to the rain. 

There are two processes used for dyeing the wool 
black. First take ! ser (1 lb.) of the Babur fruit 
(Trees No. 73), beat it, and boil it for three hours in 
10 or 12 sers of water, so that one-fourth evaporates. 
Pour this upon the blanket, which is put in a small pit 
in the earth, and is then covered up. Before the bhinket 
is put into the earth, it is first washed with cold and 
then with hot water. When it is taken out, it is washed 
again with cold water. The dye I presume is the iron 
contained in the earth, which the astringency of the 
Babur pods fixes. The second dye is the fruit of the 
Tairi used in the same manner. The Tairi is the same 
species of Coesalpinia that in Dinajpur is called Chamol
loti. 

The women tease, and spin the wool on the common 
small wheel; the men warp, and weave on the same 
miserable loom that is used for making sack-cloth. The 
cloth is therefore woven in very narrow slips (Patis), 
from seven to five of which are usually stitched 
together to form a blanket. The blankets made of the 
first quality of wool usually contain seven breadths, 
and are from 3! to 3~ cubits wide by 5,\ or 6 length. 
They weigh, when ready, about 3k sers or 7 Ibs., and 
require 4 sers or 8 lbs. of wool. They sell from 2 to 
2! rs., and a man and woman reqbire fifteen days to 
make one. Wool of the second qu'ality is woven into 
blankets of six breadths, being from- 4 or 4! cubits long 
by 2* broad. One requires 3 sers of wool, and occupies 
the man and woman ten days. This kind sells from 24 
to 22 annas each. The third kind requires, 2 sers of 
wool, and contains five breadths. It is 4 cubits long 
by 2! broad, and is worth lof r. A man and woman 
make six in a month. This, being made of the coarse 
wool, is by far the principal object. The wool, gOQd 
and bad, is brought at three sers for the rupee, and 
afterwards sorted. The wool for six coarse pieces will 
cost 41's., and the price of the goods being 7! r5. the 
man and woman have 3l rs. for profits. They make a 
little more on the finer goods, but not enough to make 
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up for times when they cannot work, the abpve estimate 
allowing for no leisure time. These weavers are very 
inf€rior in skill to those of the south of India. 

The other blanket-weavers do not keep sheep, but 
purchase the wool of the common sheep of Bengal 
(Bhera, Bheri). Their blankets are as bad as those 
made by the shepherds; but it is to be regretted that 
the people have not extended toward the east, where 
the wool is entirely lost. The women buy, wash, and 
dry the wool; the men spin and weave it. They give 
one pan of cowries for the wool of each sheep, and it 
requires from 20 to 25 fleeces to make a blanket 5 cubits 
long by 3 wide. The blankets sells at from 12 to 
16 annas. The raw material, therefore, amounts to 
45/112 parts of the value of the goods. If they could 
procure a sufficient quantity of wool, each man. and 
woman might make four blankets a month, which would 
give about two rupees for their wages. The number of 
sheep in their vicinity, however, does not always admit 
of 'a constant employment, and at intervaLs they collect 
shells and make lime, or work as day labourers. There 
is, indeed, another reason for their working merely at 
intervals. The blankets are only saleable in the cold 
weather, and they are too necessitous to be able to work 
at anything for which they have not an immediate 
demand. 

(d) Mdnufacturers of sugar 

85. The manufacture of sugar is at very low ebb, 
and is conducted on the same plan as at Ronggopur; 
but about one-half of the raw material is procured from 
Dinajpur. The whole is consumed in the country, and 
is far from being adequate to its supply. 

(e) Manufacturers of indigo 

86. I have little to add to what I have said on this 
subject in Dinajpur and Ronggopur. The factories and 
machinery are in general on a larger scale than in 
Ronggopur, but are in general less judiciously con
structed, and on a more expensive scale. ·Much of the 
water is raised by pumps. The only superiority that 
they have is in the vats being covered. Near the Kosi 
some of the factories have vats constructed entirelY 
of Sal timber. I am told that even where the timber 
is cheapest, on the Morang frontier, a pair of small 
vats, the steeper 28 feet by 16, and 4 feet deep, with 
the necessary apparatus will cost Rs. 2,400, which is 
more than if it were build of brick, and the annual 
repairs are enormous. The wooden vats are however 
said to make the best indigo. 

The manufacturers in many parts here, as I have said, 
give only· one anna for the bundle of weed, but the bundle 
is smaller than in Ronggopur, and the manufacturer cuts 
and carries it home, and owing to the frauds to which 
he is subject, this costs as much as the weed. I am told 
also that at least one-third of each bundle consists of 
grass, which will in some measure account for the small 
quantity of indigo procured from a given number of 
bundles, that I have stated in the account of the agricul
ture. These, together with heavy losses by bad debts 
and large outstanding 15alances, seem to me the natural 
results of giving for' the weed a price for below its value, 
that is far inferior to the cost of raising it. Yet by far 

~ 

the most successful planter has adopted this plan. He 
has indeed had very long experience of the natives, and 
may be supposed to know well the manner of proceeding 
that is suited to their ideas; the plan, however, appears 
to me so likely to be ruinous to all parties that I consider 
his success as a mere accident. 

In my account of the agriculture I have already men
tioned whatever has occurred to me respecting the sub
iect of indigo manufactured both after the method of 
Europe and after that of India. 

(f) Manufacturers of Salts 

87. In this district the people who manufacture salts 
are called Beldars, that is, men who use the hoe; but all 
Beldars do not make salt, many are employed to dig 
tanks and to make roads. The number of those who can 
make salts is estimated at about 500 houses. Their chief 
employment in the fair season is to make saltpetre. In 
the rainy season they weed, reap, and perform other 
operations of husbandry for daily hire. Some years ago 
the Company suddenly withdrew the advances for salt
petre, and the monopoly in that article rendered the 
business illegal. The people, of course, made privately 
as much as they could sell; but this quantity not givin~ 
them sufficient employment, they betook themselves to 
prepare culinary salt (muriate of soda) from a saline 
earth that is found in many parts of the district. 

It may indeed be convenient and ill p,:>me respects 
economical for the Company, when a reduction in the 
quantity of the saltpetre investment is necessary, to 
abandon entirely a certain number of the factories, 
especially those that are the least productive; but this 
will not only distress exceedingly many individuals, 
thrown on a sudden totally out of the employment to 
which they have been accustomed, and which thus be
come.s illegal;- but will also be always attended with con
sequences similar to those above mentioned. The people 
will not choose to starve, and will run many risks in 
contraband work. Throwing into prison people in this 
condition is doing them a kindness. 

The whole of the Company's advances for cloth were 
always so trifling, when compared with the demands 
necessary for clothing the people, that any change made 
ih their system of advances could only produce tempo
rary evils, such as arise to all manufacturers from the 
occasional stagnations of trade to which they are always 
subject; but with the Beldars, the suddenly withdrawing 
tl\e advances is to deprive them of the means of subsis
tence. They are not only unemployed by the Company,. 
but are prohibited from working for any other person. 
The Company also, by the illicit business that of neces
sity follows, is a considerable loser. When the invest
ment of saltpetere is therefore to be diminished, a certain 
deduction from each factory, I am persuaded, would be 
more advisable; as then a few men only in each place 
would be suddenly thrown idle. and these would' 
readily find other employment. This year, 1809-
1810, the Company has restored the mamlfacture to this 
district. It was not therefore known, when I travelled 
through it, to What extent the produce would attain. 

In this district nitre is never found in the soil at a 
distance from houses. The natives consider it as entirely 
the produce of cows' urine, and during the whole dry 
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season, where the soil is favourable and whereever cows 
are kept, it effloresces on the surface, The only thing 
requisite seems to be a clay soil, which prevents the 
animal matter from being suddenly absorbed, The 
Beldars therefore frequent the farm-yards, and scrape 
the surface of the ground wherever the cattle have stood, 
and this may be repeated every third or fourth day, 
The people who have most cattle, being either pure 
Hindus or Moslems of rank, have an aversion to allow 
this operation, as they either abominate the Beldars as 
impure or are jealous of their prying near the women, 
The Beldars, therefore, meet with considerable difficulty 
in procuring a quantity sufficient; and would' obtain 
very little in that way, were not they in the 'employ of 
the Company, whose agent protects them. They have 
therefore recourse to another method. 

Between the middle of July and the middle of 
September they repeatedly plough a plot of ground, and 
throw on its surface all the earth, from which saline 
matter had been separated by filtration. This earth is 
called Sithi. They then daily collect as many cattle 
upon the plot as they can, and keep them there as long 
as possible. About the end of October the nitre begins 
to effloresce, and the surface of the plot may be scraped 
once in four days, so long as the fair weather continues. 
The earth scraped from the field gives less nitre than 
that procured from farm-yards, but the nitre of the latter 
contains more impurities. In order to avoid offence, the 
method of procuring the saline earth by ploughing a 
field seems to be preferable. The quantity of ground 
and expense is considerable, for from one to two acres 
are quite insufficient to supply a Kuthi or set of works, 
and a great deal of labour would be saved, which is 
now bestowed in bringing the saline earth from a distance. 
The lands for the .purpose now belong to the Company. 
The only difficulty is to procure cattle; but the whole 
people of the village would, in all probability, consent 
to allow their cattle to stand on the plots half an hour, 
morning and evening, rather than submit to the intru
sions of the Beldars, which however constitute a servIce 
that long-established custom has rendered legal. 

The Beldars allege that they have another process 
by which they can procure nitre. After having boiled 
the brine twice and taken from it the saline matter 
that subsides, there remains a thick brine which they 
call Jarathi. The Beldars say that they spread out 
some of the earth procured in filtering the brine, and 
on this pour the Jarathi. After two days' exposure to 
the air this may be again lixiviated, and produces a 
brine containing saltpetre. The native agent of the 
Company at Gondwara, however, assured me that the 
Jarathi is chiefly employed to obtain an impure culinary 
salt, which the natives call Beldari Nemak, the use of 
which being prohibited, it is of course smuggled, and 
mixed with the salt procured from the south. This 
indeed some of the Beldars confessed was the case, 
'although they alleged that they usually mixed the 
Jarathi with the earth left by lixiviation (Sithi), as above 
described. The saline earth procured by mixing the 
evaporated brine (Jarathi) with the Sithi is ~alle,d 
Bechuya, and before water is filtered through It, IS 
usually mixed with the Cheluya, or earth proc~re.d fro~ 
the farmyard or cultivated plot; but. both It IS sald 
would separately give saltpetre. 

The whole operation of filtering and boiling is per
formed in the open air, by which occasional losses are 
suffered, especially in spring, when there are often 
heavy showers that curtail the season. A Shed, 25 
cubits long by 16 wide, would enable a family to 
reserve as much saline earth as would give them em
ployment to boil the whole year. At present in general 
they work only six months; but in the remainder of the 
year there is abundance of employment in agriculture. 
The chief advantage of the shed is that it enables them 
to turn the Jarathi, or ley remaining after evaporation, 
to better advantage. The Beldars say that if mixed 
with the earth called Sithi, exposed for some days to the 
air, and then collected in heaps for some weeks or 
months, the produce of nitre is great, and some rich 
men have sheds for this purpose, 

The apparatus, as usual, is very simple. A circular 
vessel called a Kuthi, .about three feet in diameter and 
one foot deep, is formeq of unbaked clay on the surface 
of the ground. A small hole in the bottom at one side 
allows the water poured into the vessel to flow into 
a pot, which is placed in a hole formed by the side of 
the vessel. A little straw having been put on the bottom 
of the Kuthi, it is filled with a saline earth, which is 
well trodden with the feet, and a Quantity of water is 
filtered through it, sufficient to produce a strong ,brine. 
'l'he people do not seem very careful to extract the 
whole saline matter, nor by repeated flltrations to 
saturate the water. The last is a gross neglect in the 
economy of the operation, the former is perhaps of little 
consequence, as the same earth is always a,!:(ain used, 
and owing to the saline matter which it is allowed to 
retain, in all probability becomes the sooner impregnated. 
At 'any rate it is notorious that all earth, which has once 
contained nitre, more readily than any other favours its 
generation. 

Some of the Beldars inform me that they always mix 
the ashes of straw with the saline earth, in the propor
tion of one-twentieth part. Others allege that this is by 
no means necessary, and that the operation may be per
formed without any addition. They however con:(ess that 
they usually put a small quantity of ashes on the straw 
that lines the bottom of the filtering vessels (Kuthi), 
which, they say, makes the brine flow more readily. They 
also add some ashes when the saline earth is very dry, 
It is very doubtful whether there is lime in the soil, and 
most certainly none is ever added. In India, therefolle. 
lime would ~ot seem to be necessary to the generation 
of nitre, as is alleged to be the ca,se in Europe. 

The brine procured by filtering water through the 
earth is called Ras. This is evaporated in earthen pots 
of hemispherical form. Six for each Kuthi are SUPPO!t
ed contiguous to each other in two rows, over a cavlty 
in the earth that serves as a fire-place, and the fuel, 
chiefly stubble, is thrust under by a smal~ s~ope at o~e 
end while the smoke goes out by an opemng that IS 
for~ed opposite. While the brine is boi~ing, a w?man 
who attends the fire stirs the pots occaslOnally wlth a 
small broom fixed at right angles to a stick. This 
removes the' froth called Khari, which like the ley 
(Jarathi) is mixed with the earth called Sithi, and 
according to the native agent greatly increases the quan
tity of nitre which that yields; but the Beldars allege 
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that it might be made into a kind of salt called Khari 
Nemak, which is prohibited. 

I suspect that this prohibition has arisen from an idea 
of the Khari and Beldari salts being the same. That 
such a ~istake has been made. I think highly probable; 
because m a correspondence between the Secretary to 
the Boa;d of Trade and Mr. Smith, I observe that· the 
salt which is prepared by the Beldars of this district is 
by both gentlemen called Kharu Neemuck or Caree 
Noon. Both the native agent of the Commercial Resi
dent and the Beldars assured me that the two salts are 
different, and that the whole Khari Nemak used -in the 
distriCt is imported from Patna .• They could have no 
interest in deceiving me, as the preparing culinary salt 
is still more illicit than making nitre. The Khari Nemak 
sold in tlie markets is an impure sulphate of soda, and 
could never be employed as a seasoning for food but is 
highly useful as a medicine both for man and beast· 
and if I am right in supposing that the prohibition ha~ 
arisen from this mistake, it should certainly be removed. 

When, the 'evaporation has. been carried to a certain 
length, the brine is taken out and allowed to cool. 
Then the nitre subsides, leaving a brine which is again 
put into the boilers, and treated in the same manner. 
When the evaporation is complete, this brine is again 
cooled, and deposits more saltpetre, which is called Kahi. 
The brine or ley thai remains is again evaporated, and 
deposits a third kind of nitre called Tehela; but all the 
kinds are sold intermixed. The ley that remains after 
the third boiling is the Jarathi above mentioned. 

The saltpetre (Abi) thus procured is exceedingly im
pure, and is delivered to the Company's native agent 
at two rs. for the man. The native agent at Gondwara -
and the Beldars differ very much concerning the weight. 
The former says that the man contains 40 sers of 92 S.w. 
or is nearly 94~ lb. (94'45); the latter maintain that the 
man contains 8 Pasures, each holding 7! sers of 72 s.w., 
or is near 111 lb. (111'88). The Company's agent dis
solves the crude nitre (Abi) in water, frees it from many 
impurities, and again evaporates it, producing the 
Kulmi or common saltpetre, such as is exported by the 
Company. In this operation the salt loses a quarter 
part, and the expense may be accurately known by the 
books of the factory. 

The proper attendants at one Kuthi, according to the 
Company's agent, are three men to collect and lixiviate 
the saline earth, and one woman to collect fuel and 
manage the fir~; and wpere he sees th,at a family is 
active and has such a number of hands, he advances 
40 rs. He therefore expects that, in the course of the 

season, they will make 20 (nans.. This is a very poor 
reward for six months' labour of four people, and im
plies clearly to me that the Beldars carryon an ilHcit 
gain. I -was indeed assured by one of the" Beldars that 
a man, his wife, and a boy or girl able to work the usual 
strength of a family, could make from four t~ six mans 
a mo?th. A good deal is therefore probably smuggled, 
espeCIally to N epa!. 

The account which the workmen give of the manner 
of making the culinary salt, called 'Beldari Nemak,. is 
a~ follows: -They observe that in certain places, espe
CIally .old man,go groves, the cattle in dry weather are 
fond of licking the surface of the earth, and then they 
know that the earth of the place is saline. Every old 
mango grove contains more or less: but it is also found 
in many waste places. The Beldars scrape off the sur
face, lixiviate, pour the brine on some straw and' allow 
it to evaporate, when the' straw is found to 'be covered 
with a saline efflorescence. The straw is then burned, 
the ashes are lixiviated, and the brine evaporated to 
dryness. The result is the Beldari Nemak which 
although it must be a very impure material is 'sold for 
4 rs. a man, and mixed with the sea salt brought from 
Calcutta. 

I have already mentioned that the lev remaining 
after the extraction of nitre (Jarathi) may be mixed 
with earth, and if treated in the same manner with the 
saline matter found in old mango groves, will yield the 
culinary salt caned Beldari Nemak: but it is alleged 
that. by a long exposure to air, the saline matter of the 
earth and ley mixed is converted into nitre. 

The whole subject relative to the Beldari and Kharl 
Nemark, both being illicit, is very difficult of investiga
tion. Once when in Tirahut I heard a similar process 
given f9r .the preparation of the latter; but the cattle 
licking the earth is a pretty clear proof that the saline 
earth here contains a muriate 'and not a sulphate of soda. 
And the Beldars here allege that the Khari Nemak is 
made from the scummings and not from the ley. The 
process in both cases may probably be similar. The use 
of burning the straw in this operation is not evident, 
the basis of both Khari Nemak and culinary salt being 
soda, and not potash. 

I have procured specimens of all the 'saline substances 
to which I have alluded, and their analysis will throw 
much light on the subject; but as yet I have had no 
opportunity of having the processes conducted with the 
::lc('uracy that would be necessary. 
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CHAPTER III 

Commerce-Exports ami Imports (pp. 556 to 576) 

Here, as" in the two districts formerly surveyed, I 
have been under the necessity of proceeding by conjec~ 
ture, founded on what was stated by the merchants, and 
other intelligent people. Such statements, as might be 
naturally expected, often are widely different from each 
other. I have selected such as appeared to me most 
probable. Here I have included the cattle, and the goods 
sold at the fairs on the banks of the Ganges. The 
former are too important to be with propriety omitted, 
and the fairs are the chief means of intercourse between 
the two neighbouring districts of Puraniya and Bhagal~ 
pur. I shall now proceed to make some observations on 
the different articles:-

The rice formerly was mostly 'sent to Murshedabad 
and its vicinity; but in this year, 1810, most of it has 
gone to Patna, where there has been a scarcity. A 
little goes to Bhotan from Udhrail. The rice that is 
impor~ed Comes mostly from the territories of Nepal, 
but at Dimiya a good deal comes from Tirahut, and in 
the manufacturing districts near the Mahananda some 
is brought from the district of I1inajpur. 

The wheat is almost all sent to Murshedabad. A 
little. fine is imported from Patna, cniefly for the use 
of Europeans. 

The pulse export~d is mostly sent to Murshedabad, 
a little to Dhaka. A little of a finer quality than usual 
is imported from Patna. 

The seeds for yielding oil are sent mostly to Murshe~ 
dabad. A part of the imports are from the north-west 
corner of Tirahut. and a smaller part from the terri
tories of Morang. The oil is sent to Bhagalpur and 
Murshedabad. That imported is from Dinajpur. 

With regarq to prepared butter (Ghi) the accounts 
given by the natives were so grossly underrated that I 
have laid their statements entirely aside. I have already 
had occasion to mention how far their statement of the 
milk falls short of the accounts given by the author of 
the Remarks on the Husbandry of Bengal, and that 
they seemed to me to have concealed a great part of the 
produce: but allowing that their statement of milk is 
true, the quantity of Ghi exported must be pret~y con
siderable, although they are not willing to allow of more 
than the most trifling quantity, all of which, they say, 
comes from Morang. With regard to the last circums~ 
tances, I woyld observe that as the whole cattle belong 
to this district, I look upon the Ghi as expol'ted from 
the dairies of their owners, and allow of none from 
Morang, although a small quantity is no doubt made 
there and brought here. The cattle of Morang are not 
able to support Nepal, and probably all the rent paid 
for the buffaloes is not adequate to make up deficiencies. 

I allow therefore the cows' milk to supply the.inhabi
tants with ·curds and the other preparations that arf! 
used and all the buffalo milk to be made into butter. 
Neither is strictly exact, but the errors on one side will 
be nearly balanced by those on the other. I then make 
a most ample allowance of prepared butter for the con
sumption of the district, and suppose that the remainder 
is exported to Murshedabad and Calcutta. SomE; is im
ported from Patna to parts of the district where there 
are few buffaloes. 

The betelnut imported is all dry, mostly from Murshe
dqbad, some from Dinajpur and Calcutta, and a little 
frol11 Dhaka. • 

The coconuts are from Yasor (Jessore, Rennell) and 
Dhaka, and the coconut shells are brought from Murshe
dabad. The laiter are used for making implements to 
smoke tobacco. 

A little tobacco is sent to Morang and some to 
Murshedabad. A little is imported from Dinajpur. 

The hemp buds are imported {rom Yasor (Jessore, 
Rennell). The opium is imported from the COmpany'S 
factory at Patna. 

The turmeric and ginger are the only things sold 
by the Jhalwalehs that are exported or imported. They 
are sent to Murshedabad and Calcutta. A little of both 
is brought _from Patna, a large share of the ginger is 
brought from the part of Morang that is subject to 
Nepal. 

The goods sold by Pasaris or druggists com:grehend 
the following articles:-

1. Black pepper. 2. Spices, including the small carda
mom of Malabar, cloves, nutmeg, mace and cinnamon. 
3 .. Camphor. 4. Asafoetida. 5. Paints-Vermillion, Yellow, 
cinnabar, blue' and green vitriols, verdigris, rouge for 
ladies' feet and hands (Alta), Peuri, red starch of Zedoary 
root (Abir), white lead, prepared mica (Khari), and chalk. 
6. Quicksilver. 7. Tin leaf. 8. Sandalwood. All the 
above come from Murshedabad. A little goes t!3 
Morang. 

9. Seed of Ajoyan' (Coriander), Mauri, Jira, Kalajira 
(i'ligella sativa), Kashni (Chicoreum), Methi (Fenu
greek), Papita, Long pepper and Isubgol (Plantali(o). A 
little of these are imported from Tirahut. 

10. Leaves and bark of the Nepal cinnamon (Tejpat). 
11. Mlidicinal roots and herbs, chiefly from the territory 

. Of Nepal as will be mentioned when I give an account 
of that dountry; almost the whole of these is again ex~ 
ported to Murshedabad, but a little goes to Patna and 
a little is consumed in the district. A -very small quan
tity of a drug called Atis comes from Tirahut. 12. 
Coarse Glaubers salt (Khari nimak) from Patna, and 
Sandhap salt from Murshedabad. 13. A little safflower 
from 'Rajmahal. 14. Some stick lac is imported from 
Murshedabad, and a little goes to Bhotan. 15. The musk 
comes from Nepal, and goes to'Murshedabad and Patna. 

A,ll these I have included in one general head. The 
l~c and black pepper are the only articles of which the 
value amounts to anything considerable. 

Several other things are bought and sold by drug
gists, but the export and import trade is carried on 
entirely by other people. These are:-

16. Manjit or Nepalese Madder, is brought from that 
country and sent. to Murshedabad. 

17. Th!'! tndigo of the European kind is sent to 
• Calcutta. I have valued it here at Rs. 14Q a factory man 

(lb. 72), and given what I considered as about the ~ver~ 
age quantity. :r..,ast year it was not near so much. The 
dye manufactured after the country fashion _is said to 
be entirely for country use, but some I know is sent to 
Nepal, and I ima~ine this is a gretty considerable article, 
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a1though as much of the weed is probably stolen from 
the European manufacturers, it was carefully concealed. 

18. The Elachi or cardamoms of Nepal are brought 
from that country, and sen~ to Murshedabad and Merza
pur. 

19. The catechu imported into this district is of three 
kinds. The best comes from Tirahut. At Nathpur it is 
called Padmapati, and at Puraniya it is called Pakhr.a. 
The next comes from Morang, and at Nathpur is called 
Bengri. The greater J,lart of both these is again export
ed. A few of the workmen employed in Morang go 
from this district, and-the produce of their labour ought 
perhaps to have been added to the ]llanufactpres of this 
district, and not included among the imports. For the 
carpenters go to Morang, cut the trees and extract a part 
of the· catechu there, while they bring down some of 
the wood, from which the extract is made at home. They 
pay a trifle to the government of Nepal for permissioll 
to cut, and perhaps buy there a little provision; but all 
the remainder of the value ·is a clear gain to this district. 
By far the greater part, however, of what is made in 
Morang, is by the people of that territory. The tree 
whicli grows in Morang, seems to me to differ somewhat 
from what r have seen in Ava, in the Konkan, and in 
Dinajpur. The third kind of catechu comes from Bhagal
pur, and at Puraniya is called Palasi. This is cliiefly 
used here for chewing with betel. The others are sent 
to Murshedabad. 

20. Writing paper is imported from Ronggopur by 
the way of Murshedabad. A little fine comes from Patna. 
[ could procure none that was at all tolerable. 

21. Beeswax and a very little honey are brought 
from the dominions of Nepal. The former is sent to 
Murshedabad and Patna. The- wax candles are imported 
from Dinajpur and Calcutta, and are used in the dis-
trict. -

The salt chiefly comes from Murshedabad. A good 
deal is exported to Tirahut and the dominions of Nepal. 
The saltpetre is valued at the advance price. I had no 
opportunity of learning what additional charges are in
curred at the Company's factoties, and which ought to 
have been -added to the price. I suspect that a good 
deal is smuggled to Nepal. 

Most of the metals are from Murshedabad, but some 
iron comes direct from Virbhum, and some by the way 
of Bhagalpur and Patna. The European iron is commonly 
used, but some iron is brought from the dominions of 
Nepal. This is of a different quality from the iron of 
Bengal, and some of the latter is therefore sent to 
Nepal. Most of the copper is imported from Nepal. the 
remainder, and the other metals, come fro.m Murshe
dab ad, and a little is.sent to Nepal. 

The red lead is prepared here, and exported to 
Bhagalpur and Tirahut. 

The vessels of brass, copper, and bell-mehil come 
chiefly from Kangtoya. A few are exported to Nepal 
and Tirahut. The ironmongery consists of hoes and 
bills sent to Dinajpur, and some arms, hatchets, hoes 
and pots brought from Mungger. 

The Bidri ware goes to Murshedabad, Calcutta, 
Dhaka, Dinajpur and Ronggopur. Among thi~ is includ
ed some ware made of copper, annexed to the implements 
used in smoking tobacco, of which I have given an 
account among the manufactures. They are "ery often 

sold together, one part of the impiement being of Bidri 
and the other of copper. 

The Manihari "oods are the same as in Ronggopur 
and Dinajpur. They come from Murshedabad and a 
small quantity is .sent to the dominions of Nepal. 

The glass ware consists chiefly of looking-glasses and 
Lanterns from Murshedabad. 

The shells are from Murshedabad. The lime is from 
the district of Bhagalpur. -The stone ware, consisting of 
plates, cups and grind-stones, is from Patna. 

The timber' comes mostly -from the dominions of 
Nepal. That country produces many fine kinds, valu
able for their scent and the polish which they will 
receive, as well as for being strong and durable, but 
Sal or Sekhuya (Shorea robusta) is almost the only one 
in request. In the tllble of exports and imports, for the 
sake of uniformity, r have valued it at the price for 
which it is sometimes sold and is nominally valued at 
the places where the timber merchants reside, which 
are often at a considerable distance from the frontier. 
To this valuation there are however ~wo objections: 
firstly, most of the merchlmts being mere agents for 
others residing at Calcutta, Murshedabad, and places 
where the timber is used, would not sell the timber at 
any price lower than that for which their principals 
could sell, the whole expense of delivery to the prin
cipals having been tllready incurred. A stranger there
fore arriving here, and being in immediate want of 
timber, would not' probably be able to purchase a quan
tity sufficient to build a house or large vessel without 
giving the Calcutta price;. nothing indeed can be done 
at a reasonable price without money advanced before 
the beginning of the cutting season, at the end of which, 
part of what has been agreed for will be delivered, but 
perfectly green and unfit for immediate use. Now as 
almost the whole labour and expense of the carriage 
to Calcutta is laid out by the people of· this district, the 
exported timber ought perhaps to have been valued at 
the price for which ·it is deliverable at Calcutta, almost 
all of which is returned to this district. Secondly, the 
whole value stated in the table of imports does not go to 
the people of Morang, and cannot be charged as· a 
balance against this district, as will appear from the 
following account of the manner in which the trade is 
conducted: - • 

The timber which comes down the Kosi is mostly pur
chased by about 35 merchants (Kathaiya Mahajans), who 
reside in Dimiya and Matiyari near the banks of the 
river, and are supposed to trade to the extent of from 
one to ten thousand rupees each. These never go near 
the forests, but make an a2reement with another class of 
men called Kathaiyas, who for a fixE;d price engage to 
deliver a certain quantity at Calcutta, or at whatever 
town the merchant's correspondent resides. 'i'he merchant 
usually advances two-thirds of the whole of this price 
by instalments, and the remainder Js paid when the 
timber is delivered at its place of destination. Former
ly several Europeans dealt' in timber, acting as these 
merchants; but r believe that they in general lost, and 
all have now given up the trade. Th~ir loss may be in 
a great measure attributed to their having completed 
the purchase here, and sent the timber to Calcutta on 
their own account. Many boats were lost and part only 
of the timber was recovered, while the logs, as they 
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passed the various towns on their route, gradually dimf· 
nished in size; so that even when the number despatched 
was delivered complete, the logs which had left Dimiya 
of the largest size, on their delivery at Calcutta had 
dwindled down to the smallest. The native merchant 
avoids most of these frauds by paying only for what is 
deliyered, at- a certain rate according to its size. 

The Kathaiyas also reside in the Company's terri
tory, and some of them have a little capital, with which 
they purchase timber that they sell.either to the timber 
merchants for ready money, or retail on the way to 
Calcutta, as they pass along with the floats which have 
been commissiond. A great part of their stock, how
ever, consists in the oxen, carts, and boats which are 
necessary for the exportation of the timber. The 
Kathaiya about the middle of November goes into the 
territory of Nepal, and sometimes makes an agreement 
with the people called Dufadars, who are nativ,es of that 
country. Each Dufadar engages a gang of workmen 
(Kularhiyas), and agrees to cut and square the timQers 
and to place them on the carts of the Kathaiya, on which 
they are carried, so soon as cut, to the Tiljuga, which' 
is capable of floating them. At other times again the 
Kathaiya hires the workmen by the month. From the 
Tiljuga and other tributary streams the logs are floated 
with canoes. The Kosi at all seasons admits of the 
boats called Malnis, and the logs are brought near the 
residence of the merchant so soon as a quantity suffi
cient to consfruct a float can be collected. The cutting 
season lasts from the middle of December until about 
the middle of April, when the forests become dreadfully 
unhealthy. The Kathaiyas and their servants then 
retire to conduct their timber to the destined market, 
and the Dufadars and their gangs retire to cultivate 
their fields. 

The timbers are of five kinds, Chaukar, Dakar, Bali, 
Khamba, and Khambi. They are always sold by girth, 
and this is estimated by a cubit called Durgadasi, which 
is 22 inches long. The Chaukars are squared by cutting 
an equal quantity from four sides, and are from 14 to 
18 cubits long and from 2i to 4 cubits round. The larger 
sizes are very rare. The Dokars are flat beams, that is, 
only two sides are cut away, and therefore they contain' 
much more white wood than the Chaukars, and do not 
laost so long. They are from 14 to 18 cubits long and 
from 2 to 2! cubits tound. In the operatiQn of cutting 
and squaring the wood-cutters are entirely ignorant of 
the use of the saw, and work entirely with the hatohet 
and adze. The Batis are round logs, freed only from 
the bark, and are intended chiefly for plank. They are 
of the same lengths with the squared timbers, and are 
from 33 inches to '):1 inches in girth, measured one-third 
of their length from the root end. The Khambas also 
are round, and are from 8 to 12 cubits long and from 
1 to Ii round. The Khambis are from 6 to 8 cubits long 
and under 1 cubit in girth. These two last are chiefly 
used in this district. 

I shall now give an estimate of the expense attend
ing various parts of the operation: ~ne cart requires 
ten oxen; one pair called Dhuriya, worth '75 rs., one pair 
called Bharka, 25 rs., three pair called Chhor, 42 rs. 
The cart, 20 rs. The stock therefore amounts to 162 rs. 
The feeding for the cattle, consisting of cotton seed, 
pulse, oilcake and straw is 22 rs .. a month. One driver, 

2~ rs. a month, 4 under-drivers, Ii rs. u month, 1 
messenger, (Bahardar), 8 rs. Oil for the wheels, 8 annas. 
Ropes 12 rs: 10 Kularhoyas or wood cutters, 30 1's. a 
month. -The monthly expense is therefore 67! rs. 

This gang can bring monthly to the river 12 Chaukars, 
5 Dokars and 4 Batis. These Eire seldom sold at the 
place of embarkation, so that i( ~s difficult to' put a fair 
value on them, but it is said that the 12 Chaukars may 
be worth 48 rs., the 5 Dokars worth 15 rs., and the 
4 Bans worth 4! rs., equal merel:y to the monthly ex
pense. The cattle, indeed, in other seasons do as much 
work as defrays their maintenance and that of their 
servants, but the whole of the interest on their value 
and the' sums necessary to keep up their number must 
be added to the expense of the four months of the cut
ting season: 142 rupees at 25 per cent., the lowest 
actual interest given in this country, will amount to 
35 rs., and one-seventh of the value of stock, or 20 
rupees, m,ust be allowed for annual purchases of cattle. 
For the cart, 5 rs. for interest, and as much for pur
chases, must be allowed. The total expense of four 
months will then be-

Rs. 
StocK 65! 
Feeding cattle 88 
Oil and ropes 8 
Servants 52 
Duty to the Nepal Government at 10 

rupees per month 40 
Additional duties under various pretexts 

(Kharchah) 15 
Woodcutter:; 120 

388! 

For this the Kathaiyas bring to the water 48 Chaukars, 
20 Dokars, and 16 Batis. 

The expense of bringmg down is as follows:-A 
canoe may be hired at 2ft rs. a trip, and two men to 
attend her get 6 rs. Each canoe brings four timbers, 
so that his 84 timbers will cost on delivery to the' 
merchant ,as follows:-

Rs. A. 1'. 

Hire of 21 canoes at 8! rupees 178 8 0 
Duty to the Nepal Government 42 0 0 

220 8 0 
Cutting charges 388 8 0 

Total cost 60!) 0 0 

When sold at Dimiya, the following may be the 
usual rate of value, although as I have said, a stranger 
would often not procure any lower than at the Calcutta 
price:-

48 Chaukars at Rs. 10-8-U 
20 Dokars at Rs. 5-0-0 
16 ·Batis at Rs. 2-8-0 

Rs. 
504 
100 
40 

644 
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When .the timber is brought on boats (Malnis) front 
near KOSI, the expense is considerably less; but timl:>er 
has t~ere become scarce, and being less select, sells lower. 
ConsIderable deduction must however be made from the 
profits, because all the workmen must be paid in 
advance, and none of them can be induced to work for 
the whole of what they have received. 

From this it will appear that on 644 rupees value 
the real return to Nepal consists of 120 rupees given to 
the woodcutters, and 97 rupees paid for duties, in all 
217 rupees; but to this we must add the provisions sold 
both for men and beast, which may bring the whole to 
300 rupees on 644: so that on the value which I have 
stated in the Tables of imports only about 50 per cent. 
should be charged to the credit of Nepal. 

When money is advanced to Dufadars, who agree to 
load the cart with timber, the Kathaiya pays 18 annas 
for each Chaukar, of which 6 annas [are] duties; for 
each Dokar 4 annas are duties, and 8 annas hire; for 
each Bati, 21; annas duties and 5 annas for hire. 

Duty Cutting 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

48 Chaukars 18 0 0 36 0 0 
:W Dokars 5 0 0 10 0 0 
16 Batis 2 0 0 5 0 0 

25 0 0 51 0 0 

The cart then pays only. n rupees duties for the 
whole season. This is vastly less than i:; paid where 
the cutters are hired by wages, but a great deal of 
money is lost by the Dufadars taking advances and 
giving no til1lber, for although an officer of Nepal is 
deputed to give justice, the sort of justice that is there 
administered is not'suited for the recoverv of debts for 
the creditors. The whole that can be recovered usually 
goes to the judge. . 

The great advantage here over the woodcutters 
beyond the Testa is that much larger timbers are 
brought out, not owing to the trees of the forest,. being 
of a large size, but to a greater exertion on the part of 
the workmen. This cannot be entirely attributed to the 
use of oxen and carts, although those contribute to re
duce the price of the operation; for in some parts of the 
forests here, the roads will not admit of carts, and 
timbers of the same size are carried out entirely by 
men, and the expense is said not [to] be very materially 
higher, the people of Nepal being much more active 
than those o~ the Comp~ny's territory. 

The cart is of the common form, but more strongly 
constructed [than] that in use for conveying other goods. 

The following estimate was given of the expense of 
sending to Calcutta: 

Rs. 

To 8 Malni boats hire, at 16 rupees 128 
To 2 men for each. at 8 rupees each 128 
To ropes 16 
To 2 Palwar boats to attend 24 

296 

The prices at which the Kathaiyas agree to deliver 
the wood to the merchants at Calcutta are ahout as 
follows: 

48 Chaukars, at from 14 
rupees average 16 rupees 

20 Dokars, at from 8 to 10 
average {) rupees 

16 Bati~, at 5 or 6 rupees 

Total cost as imported 
Carriage to Calcutta 

Rs. 
to 25 

768 
rupees 

180 
80 

1,028 

A. P. 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

Rs. 
609 

·296 

905 

The merchant seldom tlUrchases the Batis. These 
are usually carried ,by the Kathaiyas on their own 
account. . 

The whole of the charges, it is evident, except the 
provisions which the boatmen may purchase by'the way, 
and that is a trifle, most of what they use being taken 
wi.th them, is gained by the people of this district, which 
ought therefore te be credited with an addition of 296 
rupees on 609 rupees of the timber'" which I have stated 
as exported. • 

The quantity of timber that comes down by the Kosi 
is not so considerable as that which is floated by ~he 
various branches of the Kankayi into the Mahananda, 
gnd which is chiefly purchased by the merchants of 
Arariya and Dulalgunj, with ~ few in Nehnagar and 
Bahadurgunj. In that vicinity one-half of the Kathaiyas 
belong to Nepal, on which account a much larger share 
of the prime cost must go 'to the credit of that country. 
The Kathaiyas there seldom contract to deliver the 

.goods at Calcutta, but sell it entirely to the merchants 
of this district, who send it under charge of their own 
servants, and are ~usually miserably defrauded, as I have 
already me'ntioned. The duties paY'lble to Nepal are 
levied entirely on the boats which float the timber out of 
that countr.y. 

The timber was stated to be in general smaller than 
that brought down the Kosi, but the prices are fully as 
long. Some of the expenses are more moderate. At 
Arariya it was stated that of the 56,000 rupees worth' 
imported and delivered to the merchant, there was as 
follows: 

Rs. 14,000 worth of Chaukars from 14 to 
16 cubits long by 2~ to 3 cubits round 

Pieces. 

at from 18 to 20 rupees a pair. 1,428 
Rs. 28,000 worth of Dokars' from 16 

to 18 cubits long by 2~ to 2~ round, 
at from 10 to 12 rupees a pair . 5,090 

Rs. 10,500 worth of Batis from 16 to 18 
cubits long by Ii to 2 cubits round, 
at 5 or 6 rupees a pair " 3,818 

Rs. 3,500 worth of Khambas. from 8 to 
18 cubits long by :l to 1! round, at 
from 2 to.8 ann as each 11,200 
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Now at the place of embarkation the owners 'of the 
carts are said to deliver these at the following rates: 

Rs. A. P. 
To 1428 Chaukars at from 10 to 12 

rupees a pair 7,964 0 0 
To 5090 Dokars, at from 6 to 8 

rupees a pair 17,815 0 0 
To 3818 Batis, at from 3 to 4 

rupees a pair 6,681 8 0 
To 11200 Khambas, estimated on 

the same average rate as the 
above 2,164 0 0 

34,624 8 0 

Farther, the owners of the carts pay to those who 
cut and load the timber as follows: 

To 1428 Chaukars at 3 for a rupee 
To 5090 Dokars at 4 for a rupee 
To 3818 Batis at 6 for a rupee 
To 11200 Khambas, estimated at 

the same rate, in proportion 
to their value 

Rs. A. P. 
476 0 0 

1,272 8 0 
636 5 4 

158 14 8 

2,543 12 0 

Arariya exports nearly a half of all .1hat goes by 
these rivers, and by doubling each of the above esti
mates we may obtain one for the whole. It is said 
that in this part of Morang about 200 carts are em
ployed. They are said to work six months in the year. 
According to the above estimate, each cart pays to the 
woodcutter about 25 rupees a year and sells its wood 
at 345 rupees, leaving 320 rupees for the expense and 
profit of the owner. 

Rs. A. P. 
A cart is said to cost 30 rupees, the 

annual charge on which is 15 0 0 
Cost of cattle, 2 Bagodhas* 

(Sic.) 
Eight common cattle 

Interest at 25 per cent. 
Keeping up the stock at 1-7 
Oil, ghi and rope 
Food for the 2 large oxen 
Duty to the Nepalese 

Rs. 
35 

100 

135 

One chief carter, 4 under-carters 
and one herdsman at 12 rupees 
a month 

Rs. A. P. 
33 12 0 
19 9 0 

2 0 0 
45 0 0 

7 0 0 

72 0 (J 

194 13 (} 

A duty of four rupees OIl each 'boat loaded with timber 
is taken by the government of Nepal, and may amount 
to 6,000 rupees a year, which with 1,500 rupees duty on 
the carts can be well afforded, as the only price given. 

for the timber to the owner of the soil. Some more ex
actions (Khurchah) are made, which will probably 
increase the amount of the duties to 10,000 rupees. 

The charges for bringing a load of timber from the. 
place of embarkation to the residence of our merchants 
are enormous. The boat takes 10 Chaukars, worth at the 
place of embarkation, 55 rupees. The boat hire is 5 
rupees; 2 men's wages, 6 rupees; rope, 1 rupee; in all, 
12 rupees. The charges to Calcutta are more reasonable: 
12 rupees for a boat, 16 rupees for 10 Chaukars. 

The duties, the trIfle paid to the woodcutters, and 
one-half of the gain on the carts are aU for which credit 
can be given to Nepal, which will fall very nearly as much 
short of what I have taken as the import price, as the 
statement on the Kosi. The. export price ought also to 
be raised by the hire given to those who carry the wood 
to a distant market. 

Down the Kosi some of the timber called Sisav (see 
Trees No. 87) is annually imported, and the ,greater part 
is sent immediately to Calcutta. The quantity is about. 
2,(J00 timbers, from 7 to 9 Durgadasi. cubits (22 inches) 
long and from 2 to 4 cubits round. In general they are 
round logs, but a few of li1:reat dimensions are squared. 
Their value at Dimiya is estimated at from 21 to 3 rupees 
a log. The cutter agrees to deliver them at Calcutta at 
from 4 to 6 rupees a log. They are floated down without 
the assistance of a boat, being much lighter than the Sal. 

A very few trees, perhaps 150, of the species of 
CedreUa, called Tungd at Calcutta and Paungya here, are 
brought down the Kosi, and sent to Calcutta. The logs 
are of the same size as those of the Sisav, and are deli
vered in Calcutta at from 6 to 7 rupees a log. 

Perhaps 150 logs, of a timber called Satsal are also 
brought' down, and exported to the same place. It is 
more fitted for joiners' work than the Sal. The logs are 
of the same length with those of the two last-mentioned 
timbers, but are only from I! to 2 cubits round. The. 
price for those delive\able at Calcutta is from 4 to 5 
rupees. 

From Bhagalpur are J:irought some posts, beams and 
planks, chiefly of a tree called there Sekhuya, which is 
the Hindi name for the Sal or Shorea robusta. It is all 
used in the southern parts of the district. 

Canoes are a considerable article of import from 
Morang, and a large proportion of them remain in the' 
country, but many are exported to various places down 
the Mahananda and Ganges. They are exceedingly rude 
in their shape, and are not 9pened by fire as those of the 
eastern parts of Ronggopur; but the tree is flattened on 
two sides, in one of which the excavation is made, so 
that the transverse section is somewhat thus _,. There 
are two kinds; Sugis, which are sharp at both ends, and 
Saranggas, which terminate in a blunt kind of goose-tail 
head and stern. These last are by far the most common, 
and by far the greater part of both is made of Sal timber. 
Both kinds are between 18 to 22 common cubits in length. 

.:rhe Saranggas are from l:i- to 2;} broad in the beam, at 
midships, and are worth from 6 to 16 rupees each, where 
delivered in the Company's territory, near the residence 
of the merchant. The Sugis are from it to LI: cubit wide, 
and sell from 5 to 6 rs. They are most miserable con
veyances; nor is there any of the Saranj;!gas so fine as 
many procured near Goyalpara, where the timber g pro
bably large. 
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Canoes made of Sal last ten years. The canoes made 
of Karmain timber last twelve years, and are about 1/16 
part dearer. They are of the same sizes with those 
above mentioned. Very few are procured. Some of the 
canoes are also m.ade of the Simal (Trees No. 56) but 
none of these are exported. Saranggas sell from 5 to 7 
rupees each. Every canoe, good or bad, exported from 
Nepal by the Kosi pays to the government I! rupees, and 
probably tho'ie sent by the other rivers pay as Il).uch. 

Ploughs ready made are imported from Morang to 
the pivisions adjacent that are bare of timber. . 

The wooden furniture is imported from the district of 
Bhagalpur. . 

Mats made of reeds (Nal) are exported as dunnage in 
boats loaded with grain. The mats of Sap (Cyperus) 
used for bedding are imported from Dinajpur, and are 
sent to Murshedabad. The sackcloth is partly exported 
as packages for rice and saltpetre, and partly is sent 
empty for sale. A great part of the latter is sent to 
Pochagar in Ronggopur, and a good deal to Calcutta. The 
Commercial Resident at Patna has a native agent in the' 
north-west part of the district, where he makes advances 
to about the value of 12,000 rupees a year. The imports 
are from Morang. 

The Pata or San, that is, the fibres of the Corchorus, 
is sent chiefly to Murshedabad and Patna. A little is 
brought from Dinajpur. The Sabe is a rope made from 
a grass that grows in. Morang, and is a sDecies of 
fschaemum not described in any of the botanical books 
that I possess. 

The Company has in this district three subordinate 
factories for purchasing the hemp made of tl1e Cro'tolaria 
called here Gar San. '1 did not exactly learn the amount, 
which probably however does not exceed 5 or 6,000 rupees. 
Most of what is procured at English Bazar is brought 
from other districts. I have therefore only taken this 
article at what I conjecture may be grown on the Com
pany's account in this district. 

The cotton wool is all from the west of India. Part 
f)f it comes from Merzapur, Kanpur, and Patna, and 
part by the way' of Bhagawangola. A small quantity is 
sent to Dinajpur, and a little to the territory of Morang. 
The cotton in the seed comes from Morang. A little of 
it (Kukti) is of the colour of nankeen. Some is sent to 
Maldeh from the vicinity of English Bazar. 

All the cocoons are taken to the CompanJ's factories 
at English Bazar and Junggipur. The cloth made,fntire
ry of silk goes partly to the sam~ factories, and is partly 
exported by private merchants to Dinajpur, Bhagalpur. 
Murshedabad, etc. A little is brought from Banaras and 
from Murshedabad. A very little Chinese satin (Kuchin) 
comes by the way of Lassa and Morang. 

The silk made from spun cocoons (Chikti) is sent 
to Kumarkhali, or in packages from English Bazar. The 
silk cloth called Tasar comes' from Virbhum .. 

The cloth made of cotton and silk mixed is mostly 
sent by the Gosaing merchants to the west of India. 
Some is sold in the neighbouring districts. and some 
goes to Murshedabad and Calcutta. That imported 
comes partly.from Banaras, and partly from Bhagalpur. 

The cotton thread comes from Patna and Dinajpur. 
The cotton cloth, fine calico (Khassas) is exported to 
Murshedabad, Calcutta, Dinajpur, Patna, Bhagalpur, 
'Prahut and Moran~. The cotton cloth is imported from 

Dhaka, Tirahut and Dinajpur. The two latter send 
coarse cloth, the former fine muslin. 

Cotton carpet!> are sent to Murshedabad and import
ed from Patna. A kind called Dalka is brought from 
Morang. Bags made of cotton cloth, and called Karti, 
are imported from the same country. 

The tents and covers of cow-coaches made of cotton 
cloth are sent to Dinajpur anq Ronggopur. 

Chintz is brought from Patna and Gazipur. Kharwa 
cotton cloth comes from the same places. The' shawls 
come from Murshedabad and Patna. 

The bro?dcloth that is used in the district is very 
trifling, and is usually commissioned by rich men from 
Murshedabad when a friend visits that city. It is not in 
any shop. 

The woollen cloth called Tus comes from Nepal. 
Bhotan . blankets come by the way of Morang'. Some 
blankets' are imported from Patna. Woollen carpets are 
brought from Patna and Murshedabad. 

The fine bull tails of Thibet (Chaongris) comes from 
Morang; a few are sent to Murshedabad. 

The goods imported fr:om Gazipur, Bar and Patna, by 
the perfumers called Gandhi, are cif the same kinds that 
t have mentioned in Ronggopur. 

The ivory comes from Morang, and is sent to Murshe
da bad .• The elephants are usually imported from Morang, 
but occasionally one from Silhat comes this way. 

The horses are a few Tanggans brought from BhotaIl, 
by the way of Nekmurdun, and a few Sarisha from 
Tirahut. 

The oxen sold are chiefly sent to Nekmurdun, from 
whence they are distributed all over Dinajpur, Rong
go pur, and the places" to the south. Many also go direct 
to Murshedabad. In the low lands near the Nagar, 
where the greater part of the cultivation is. rice shown 
broadcast, the farmers every year in winter' buy oxen 
from Dinajpur, and plough their land, which is sown in 
spring. The cattle are then again sold to the farmers on 
the high· lands of Dinajpur, who in the rainy season culti
vate the rice that is transplanted. This kind of exchange 
r have not entered into the Tables. 

The sheep go to Murshedabad. The swine, goats, and 
fowls go to Morang. 

The birds are imported from Morang, and they are 
sent to all the great towns in Bengal. 

Some dry. fish go to the same quarter. Some fish are 
sent from the southern part of the district to Mursheda
bad, where they arrive half-rotten, as I have mentioned 
in the account of the fisheries. Some also are sent living 
to Calcutta in boats half-filled with water. 

The fruit consists of oranges of a most excellent 
quality, prought .from Morang, and of fine mangoes sent 
from the vicinity of English Bazar to Murshedabad, Dhaka 
and Calcutta. 

The sugar comes from Dinajpur, Tirahut, and Patna. 
The greater part is fine sugar, made in imitation of what 
we called clayed, and which the natives call Chini; but 
there is a very little of a kind called Sukkur. which comes 
from !Tirahut. It is very inferior in quality to the Chini. 
A small quantity of Chini is sent to Nepal. The extract 
of sugarcane treacle (Math and Kotra) come from the 
same places. 

The only external commerce which this country 
possesses, is with the territories of Gorkha or Nepal. This 
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might be of very great utility to both nations, as it chiefly 
consists in the exchange of articles that may be consider
ed in a rude state. and for which there is a mutual neces
sity. To the Nepalese it is undoubted~y most advant, 
ageous, as a considerable part of their export is grain; 
but the dependence on that country arisinl1: from an im
portation of grain is counterbalanced by its inhabitants 
being chiefly paid in salt, which next to grain is one of 
the most necessary articles. 

Tbe whole exports to Nepal I have estimated at· 
Rs. 71,000, the imports at Rs. :364,000; the balance is paid 
by the Company's territory in silver. I have already said 
that I have stated the import price of the timber at which 
it is supposed to cost the timber merchant on delivery 
within the district, and tI:lat this exal1:gerates very con
siderably the apparent balance due to the Nepalese. The 
balance,' however, that must be paid in cash is not much 
less than what I have stated, because the rents of pasture 
afforded to the people of this district must be brought to 
account. This balance in part enables the court of Nepal 
to purchase arms and clothing for their troops, and the 
luxuries that are sent from Patna to Kathmandu 
(Catmandu, Rennell). Some gold dust from Bhotan pro
bably comes this way, and of' course will add to the 
return in silver, but no estimate can be formed of the 
quantity, all transactions in the precious metals being 
carefully concealed. Not that the Government of Nepal 
has had the imbecility to lay any restrictions on thif; 
commerce, nor do its inhabitants raise the hue and cry 
of a deficiencY of circulating medium, but no man in 
either country wishes it to be known that he deals in a 
property ,so tangible by men of power in Nepal, and 
hy robbers in the territory of the Company. 

.Although, in respect to money, the Government of 
Nepal has far surpassed in wisdom many nations that 
have advanced much farther in science, yet commerce, 
hath external and internal, labours under many difficul
ties; nor can these be obviated by any other means than 
hy making the governors wiser, which would be a task 
nf very great difficulty. All attempJ;s to secure com
mercial advantages by treaty with such a people, I am 
afraid, will end in disappointment. Not that the diffi
culty of procuring such a treaty might be e-reat, but 
abundant means will always offer to frustrate every 
hope of the treaty being observed, whenever there is an 
appearance of a momentary advantage. I am indeed 
persuaded, from having seen a good deal of people in 
this state of society, that all interference of other govern
ments by treaty does injury, and that the merchants Will 
suffer less and push the trade farther. if left entirely to 
their own exertions. The only remedy, in many caseo: 
where one of these governments establishes a monopoly, 
as they are much in the habit of doing, is to establish 
one in opposition. This indeed will seldom give them 
offence. The shunning of mutual intercourse being q 

favourite maxim of alf eastern governments, they are 
in general much satisfied by having frontier marts, which 
prevents strangers from having a pretext to spy their 
land and prevent their subjects from seeing strange. 
cust~ms and from visiting those who may despise their 
power. 

The 'Gorkhalese, since their conquest of Nepal and 
Morang, do not in general seem to have acted very un-

reasonably towards our merchants, nay, they seem in 
some cases to have shown them a particular indulgence. 
Instead of exacting the payment of the duties on timber 
before the commodity quitted their territory, the col
lector of the customs on the Kosi established \:in office 
at Nathpur, where some of his people attended to 
receive the money as it became convenient for the 
merchants to pay it. I understand that lately this man 
has 'lJeen ordered by the Magistrate to withdraw. I am 
quite at a loss to assign a good reason which could have 
led to this order, but presume that the Judge may have 
considered that this custom W3S establishing: a foreign 
jurisdiction within the bounds of fiis authority. The 
consequence of this will no doubt be that no timber will 
be allowed to leave the territory until the duties are 
paid, and that the merchant will have no remedy against 
any exactions that may be made by the re'ceiver. Here, 
without an application to the Company's officers,' the 
receiver could take nothing more than the merchant con
sented to gIve. 

When I say that the Gorkhalese have not it} general 
acted very unreasonably towards our merchants, I must 
only be reasonably exp,ected from such a people. 
Although the government itself has, in some cases, had 
the honour to discharge its debts, and even to assign for 
the purpose some of its most valuable districts, the col
lections from which were delivered into the hands of 
our merchants until they were paId, yet it is totally 
inconsistent with the nature of their government to 
attend to complaints for the recovery of money from 
their subjects. The losses of our merchants by bad 
debts are therefore heavy. Farther, when any plan of 
~udden profit appears within reach, little or no atten
tion is paid to future conseouences. In autumn 1809, 
for insta-nce, there being at N~thpur' a great demand for 
grain in order to send it to Patna, the merchants made 
large advances to the farmers of Suban Saptari, where 
there was a good crop, and agreed to give a rupee for 
two mans of rice in the husk, and for other grains in 
proportion. When harvest came, the Nepalese .Collector 
issued an order that no grain should be exported, 
alleging that the Raja was afraid of a famine and would 
purchase whatever the tenantry had to spare. Large 
stores were erected and the grain was received; but the 
Raja gave only his own price, that is, one rupee for four 
mans of rice and in proportion for the other kinds. The 
tenantr'y suffered a great loss, and of course will give 
over cultivating more grain than they can consume 
Our merchants have lost all that they have advanced; 
and the Raja's profit is not likely .to be great. The 
merchants of Nathpur have been invited to go to the 
stores where they are offered the grain cheap, that is, 
for t~ice as much as it cost the Raja, but in August 1810 
they still decline to purchase, as their compliance wo~ld 
no doubt encourage the repetition of such enonnliIes. 
The grain will probably be lowered until the profit of 
the Raja will be next to nothing, and until the adva~t
age of the purchaser will be so great that some one WIll 
grasp at it ; and all the others will follow, but their profit 
will by no means compensate for the loss that they 
suffered by the advances. 
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Francis Buchanan Hamilton's Account of Maldah* 
The Division of Maldah 

The only Hindu place of worship, that deserves 
notice, is a small pond, (Kunda), to which on a certain 
day the women of the vicinity resort to bathe. It is 
chiefly frequented by women who have lost their 
children either by abortion or disease. If in bathing 
they find a living snail, they think, that their future 
children will live; but if they find an empty shell, they 
think that it forebodes a continuance of th~ir misfortune. 

The Muhammedan places of worship are of much 
more importance. In Maldeh are five mosques of some 
size, and in which worship is performed, although they 
are ruinous, and have no endowments. According to an 
inscription over the door of the largest, it was built 
210 years ago by a merchant of the place. Part of it 
is of stone, evidently brought from the ruins of Gaur. 

By far the most conspicuous places of worship, how
ever, are the monuments at Pernya, of Mukhdum Shah 
3elal and Kutub Shah, who were the two most ·distin
guished religious persons during the early part of the 
kingly government o( Bengal. Numerous pilgrims 
repair to these monuments, at all seasons, and from all 
parts of Bengal. That of Mukhdum is chiefly frequented 
at a very great annual assembly, (Mela) while the 
memory of Kutub is celebrated at four smaller meet
ings, (Ulos) but all religious mendicants (Fakirs) who 
come at any time, are fed for three days, and this is 
called charity. Both places have considerable endow
ments, which are expended in keeping the buildings in 
repair, and in the support of these vagrants and of a 
numerous establishment of servants, who form the 
population of Perua. The lands in this district, which 
belong to the monument of Mukhdum, are called Bais
hazary', or twenty-two thousand, as containing that 
number of biggahs and have always been managed by 
a person appointed by Government. The lands belong
ing to the monument of Kutub Shah are under the 
management of his descendants, and are called Chhye
hazary, as containing six thousand biggahs. 

On going north from Maldeh, the monument of 
Mukhdum is the nearest, and the entrance to it is 
pointed out by a plain, but not inelegant gate of stone 
and brick. At some distance within this is a village 
containing about 100 huts, that are occupied by the 
servants. They are rather comfortable, and are sur
rounded by good gardens. Beyond these are some rude 
sheds. in which pilgrims and other vagrants find shelter. 
Beyond these, is the monument, consisting of a small 
square area, the entrance into which is from the S. E. 
corner by a small door. On the right of the door is a 
small chamber, in which Kutub Shah performed his 
devotions. Beyond that is the kitchen. The north side 
of the area is a refectory for fakirs. On the west side 
is a small plain mosque without pillars or pulpit. The 
south of the area is enclosed by a small tank, lined with 
stones towards the area, from which a stair descends 
to the bottom that is very dirty, and the water is bad. 
The tomb of the saint is not here, and the building's are 
neither large nor elegant. Although not neatly kept, 

they are in tolerable repair, and from carving on the 
stones, they would evidently appear to have been 
brought from ruins, probably from Gaur. From three 
ditrerent inscriptions, it would appear, that these build
ings .have been erected, improved, or repaired by 
Shah Neyamut-ullah, in A. H. 1075, by Chaund Khan, 
A.. f.I. 1084, and bl Sadullah, A. H. 1093. 

About a quarter of a mile beyond the monument of 
Mukhdum is the village which belongs to the attendants 
on Kutub Shah, who are fully as numerous as those of 
Mukhdum, and the ·sheds are capable of accommodating 
more strangers. These .are placed on both sides of the 
road, but chiefly on the east; for the monument occupies 
a large space on the west. In the centre are the 
remains 6f Kutub's dwelling-house, with a large gate 
in front. These buildings, which formed the dwelling 
of the' saint, have been extensive, and included several 
courts; but they are very ruinous. The greater part, 
according to the natives, is buried in the forest, and 
inaccessible. The gateway and two outer courts are 
still in part occupied by travellers, and by the kitchens, 
where food is prepared for the mendicants; but they 
are ruinous, and slovenly 'to 'the last degree. Beyond 
these I penetrated into what are said to have been the 
women's apartments, one of which' has been Ii small 
~quare chamber, Hned with tiles that have been enamel
led with various glaring colours. The gateway is by 
far the most entire part, owing probably to its sanctity, 
for Mukhdum Dokorposh having come here one day 
very hungry, and having gone into the kitchen, could 
procure nothing to eat, and thei'efore became very 
angry, and struck the gate with both hands and feet, 
leaving the impression of both on the solid granite: 
These miraculous marks are considered as holy, and 
not fit to be troden on, by which means indeed I dis
covered them; for, to say the truth, they have not the 
most distant resemblance to the impressions of the 
human hand or foot. This however is a trifle to the 
sturdy faith of a pilgrim, who is seldom very critical. 
Over the gate is an inscription containing a passage 
from the Koran. South from the house or palace of 
Kutub is an irregular square space of about 100 yards 
in diameter, enclosed with a brick wall: the principal 
entrance is from the east, through a gateway of con
siderable dimentions. The middle space. is occupied 
by a square tank, lined with cut stone. The N. W. 
corner is occupied by a small ruinous mosque, without 
columns or pulpit. The S. W. corner is occupied by 
the tomb of Kutub, which I saw only from a distance, 
as my near approach would have given offence. It is 
r.overed with a canopy of white 'cotton cloth, and a 
cloth elf the same kind is laid over the grave. Near 
it are two small buildings of brick, on one of which 
is an inscription bearing date A. H. 886. Between it 
and the tank is the tomb of AlaI Huk, father of Kutub, 
and also a saint of great celebrity. It is covered in the 
same manner as the tomb of his son. Great ,part of 
the remainder of the area is filled by the tombs of 

'" Sketches 'l-ud tables mentioned in the extract have not been rt'produci'd-A. M. 
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Moslems that wished to be buried near these illustrious 
personages, who by the people here are said to have 
been .the real kings of the place, as it was only accord
ing to their plemmre that the temporal kings could 
reign, and I am inclined to think that there is some 
truth in the assertion. In fact, the ruins of Kutub's 
house or palace are nearly as respectable as those 
which are said to be the remains of the royal palace. 

. Among the tombs is a very neat one, in good preserva
tion, which, from an inscription on it, .appears to be 
that of the infant son of Enaet-ullah, son of Taher 
Muhammed, son of Imamud-din Hoseyn, son of Sultan 
Ali Subzoari, A. H. 1017. . 

On the north side of the saint's abode is a small 
mosque, called the golden swing, I suppose, from its 
sanctity; for neither its materials nor architecture can 
entitle it to so high an appellation. It is surrounded 
by a brick wall, in the east side of which is a large 
gate, which is .faced with cut granite, and eontains 'an 
inscription. The walls of the mosque are also of 
granite, but the roof, which consists of 10 miserable 
domes, is made of brick, as the artist probably could 
not construct them of the granite. The domes are 
supported by four columns and 10 pilasters, all of 
different lengths and forms, and all equally destitute 
of elegance. In each end are two windows, and in the 
fwnt five doors, all arched. Over the centre door is 
an ihscription. The pulpit is of stone, and very rude. 
The whole is hastening to ruin, for no pains are taken 
to remove the pipul and banyan tree~, that have sprung 
from crevices. From the inscription, it would appear, 
that both the mosques and its gate were erected in 
honor of Kutub Shah, by Mukhdum Sheykh, 'son of 
Muhammed Khalidi, in A. H. 993. There can be little 
doubt, from appearances of broken columns, and other 
carved stones irregularly placed, that the whole of the' 
stones in these buHdings have been brought from Gaur 
or some other Hindu city. 

I shall now describe the remaining antiquities of 
Pernya, Panduya, or Pandoviya, which being uncon
nected with the two great saints, are not objects of 
religious veneration, although some of them have been 
places of worship. A road, paved with brick, from 12 
to 15 feet wide, and nQt very straight, seems to have 
passed through the whole length of the town; and from 
about half a mile south from Mukhdum Shah's gate 
mar extend fiv,e or six miles to the north. From heaps 
of bricks on both sides of 'this, it would appear to have 
been a regular street, with brick houses' on each side, 
and the foundations of many of. the buildings may be 
stiF traced. The monuments of the two saints, the 
large mosque of Adinah, and the monument of Sultan 
Ghyasud-din are on its sides; and near the centre is 
a bridge of three arches, partly of stones, which has 
been thrown over. a rivulet. It is of no great size, 
and very rudely formed of materials, evidently taken 
from Hindu r1,Jins, as they contain figures in rude imita
tion of the human and animal form. 

At the northern end of the street are evident traces 
of a rampart, and the passage through it is called the 
gate of the fortress, (Garhwar). At the south end are 
many foundations, which ci:oss each other and the 
road, which have also probably belonged to a gate; 
but the forest is tq~rc: s9 impenetrable, that the wall 

could not be traced. To the south of this are many 
scattered bricks, and beyond that is a rampart, probably 
an outwork, as the street cannot be traced farther 
than the faun dati oris just now mentioned, 

Near the street, and amidst the heaps of bricks, are 
many small tanks, and I am inclined to think. that in 
general, the town extended only a very little way, 
either east or west from the principal street. It is said 
indeed by the natives, that two miles east from Kutub 
Shah's monument, there is a large tank dug by a 
Pherat 'Khan, and another a little north 'from that, 
called after Nasser Shah, and that so far traces of 
buildings may be discovered. Towards the west they 
say the traces extend but a little way, and the wood· 
is so difficult to 'penetrate, that I was contented with 
visiting the ruins of the king's palace, wnich is about 
a mile east from the main street; and I found, that 
there are no traces remaining to show that the town 
extended half so far. At the same time, it must be 
observed, that there seem tQ have been many large 
suburbs, which extended from the immediate vicinity 
of tne town of Maldeh, towards the east and north, 
for, at least 12 miles. Next to Maldeh was Sujapur, 
then Fatehpur, then Mehemanpur, then Dandigal, then 
Belwari partly, and Bahadurpur entirely in the district 
of Jagoda!, In each of these is a considerable extent 
excavated with small tanks, and containing heaps of 
bricks and some stones. 

Immediately north from the golden mosque, on the 
same side of the principal street, is another called that 

,of one hundred thousand, (Eklakhy) as having cost 
100,000 rupees. It is constructed chiefly of brick, but 
is the handsomest building in' the place. It is a square 
of 80 feet front, with a small turret at each corner, 
and roofed by one dome. The walls outwardly have 
been ornamented with carved tiles, and th~ dome 
within has been neatly plastered; but the design of the 
whole is clumsy, as will appear from the drawings 
(No.4). 1t is lighted by four small doors, one on each 
side, and within forms an octagon, having four miser
a1;>le chambers in the sides between the doors, These 
wretched places were probably intended for the abodes 
of the fakirs, who were to take care of lamps. They 
have no air nor light, but what comes through the small 
aperture, by which they communicate with the central 
hall. This seems to have been intended as the mauso
leum of three royal personages, whose tombs occupy 
the middle of the floor. There is no inscription to serve 
as a guide but it is said, that the tombs are those of 
Sultans Ghyasud-din, Zaynulab-din, and Wahuzud-din. 
The two latter were probably one of the first, who was 
the third Muhammedan king of Bengal. The eastern 
door has evidently been taken from a Hindu ruin, as 
it contains representations of the human form. 

About two miles beyond this monument of Ghyasud
din is the tomb of his father Sekunder, forming part 
of a very large mosque called Adinah, which is by 
far the largest building of the place. Indeed it is con
sidered by the people of the vicinity as of almost mira
culous grandeur. It is on the east side of the principal 
street, between that and a large tank, which is almost 
entirely choaked with weeds and bushes, and has be-
come very ruinous, . l';nough onl;v r~l11ains to enable 
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us to judge of what it has been, and to form a ground 
plan (No.5), which will facilitate the comprehension of 
the following account. 

It is a quadrangular building, consisting chiefly of 
cloisters (A BCD), placed round a court or central 
area (H E F G), of the same form, and. extends nearly 
500 feet from N. to S. and 300 from E. to W. The 
principal entrance for so large a building is very mean, 
and is a small arched door' (a) in tne middle o~ the 
east side. It seems to have had a wall o.n each side 
that ,conducted to the tank. The whole east side of 
the building is 500 feet long, and 38 feet wide within 
the walls. It has been supported by two brick walls 
(A D H- F) and two rows of stone pillars (bd ce), divid
ing it into the longitudinal aisles, and each 'row con
tained 38 pillars, dividing it again into 127 squares, each 
of which was covered by a small dome. On each ,side 
of the door (a) are 19 transverse rows, containing three 
squares, and in each of the 35 transverse rows towards 
the north is a small window facing the tank. Each of 
the three rows nearest the south end open towards 
the tank with an !irched gate, .which probably 
served as entrances for the populace. The 33 central 
rows of squares communicated with the area by 'an 
equal number of arched doors. The three transverse 
rows of arches at each end communicated with the 
three longitudinal rows or aisles of the south and n6rth 
side of the building. In each end of this side of the 
building towards the N. and S. are' three windows oppo
site to the aisles. 

The northern and southern sides of the building 
were exactly of the same structure with the eastern, 
consisting of two rows· of pillars between the outer and 
inner walls, and covered by three longitudinal rows of 
small domes. At each transverse row of domes there 
is a window towards the town, and an ar~hed door 
towards the central area of the building; but these 
sides, being shorter, contained only 13 rows of domes 
each, or altogether 78 domes on the two sides. 

These· three sides are nearly alike, and including 
the cornice, are about 10 feet high. Their inner fronts, 
towards the area, were divided by plain rude pilasters,' 
which supported a broad tasteless cornice. The whole 
space almost between the pilasters was occupied by an 
arched door, and the general appearance was that of 
rude 'Cloisters, with 33 arched doors on one side, and 13 
on each of the other. The outer front of these sides 
was more ornamente<;l. Each window is placed in a 
portion of the wall, which projects about six inches, 
and serves as a kind of pilaster to support the cornice: 
The window itself is very small, and is secured by a 
very neat lattice of carved tiles. It is surrounded by 
ornaments of carved 'tiles, disposed in form of an arch. 
The spaces between the projections which contain the 
windows are also ornamented with carved tiles, dis-. 
posed in arches. There are only two division walls 
in the whole, and these, as will appear from the plan, 
are placed irregularly. 

The western side of the building is rather more 
conspicuous, and consists of a centre (I) and two wings 
(K L M Nap Q R). The centre is an apartment about 
64 feet from E. to W., 32 feet from N. to S. and 62 feet 
from the floor to the centre of the arch by which it was 
covered. Its eastern end seems to have been entirely 

open~ and its western end quite shut. in this are two 
niches (Sejdagah), 'towards which those who prayed 
turned their faces (fg); and on one side of the largest 
was a pulpit (h) (Mimbar) of stone, to which the priest 
ascended by a small ill-contrived stair. These niches 
and pulpit are much carved, and somewhat polished. 

Each side of the central place of worship communi
cates with its contiguous wing by five arches, for each 
wing is supported by four longitudinal rows of pillars, 
each containing 17 pillars, in all 68 pillars, which, 
together with the walls, supported 90. domes. The 

. southern w,ing being the most simple, I shall describe 
it first. It opens . toward!; the area by 15 large arches 
in the same manner as the other sides, and it communi
cates with the cloisters of the southern side 'by three 
arches. Its southern end contains five windows. It 
has no opening in its west side, but opposite to each 
arch is a niche, highly ornamented, and towards which 
people might turn their faces when they prayed. 

The northern wing is exactly of the same plan, but 
contains only 16 niches on the ground, for the places 
of the 1st and 14th from the centre are occupied by 
two small doors (Ie l). 21 of the pillars, in seven rows, 
at some distance from the centre, are much thicker 
and shorter than the others, and support a platform 
of stone (m n 0 p) called the king's throne (Padshah-ka 
Tukht), and elevated about eight feet from the ground. 
It is about 40 feet wide, and 80 feet long, and is pro
bably the place where the king and royal family per
formed their worship, while the chief' of religion per
formed his on the pulpit of the centre, (h), and the 
populace ijrayed in the southern wing. Above the 11 
outer columns of the platform are clumsy four-sided 
abutments, about 2~ feet high, from whence spring the 
arches th~t support the domes, which are not higher 
above Hie platform than in other parts of the wing. 
Above the 10 central columns, which support the plat
form, are 10 smaller and more elegant pillars, about 
six feet high, which also supported dome~ of the samef 
height as the others. The· wall adjacent to the plat¥ 
form contains four niches (q q q q) and two doors (r s) 
that are minutely carved and ornamented with pass
ages of the Koran. The doors lead from the cham bel 
in which Sekundur. was buried, and through which anI;) 
the access to the platform could have been. 

The form of the columns, both supporting the plat· 
form and roof, will be best judged of from the draw
(ng (No.6). The common columns are two feet wid€ 
at the base, and are 10 feet 4~ inches high, and som€ 
consist of one piece of ,granite, which is their principal 
merit. The arches which spring from these pillars to 
support the domes are very clumsy and ill-constructed. 
Their form is gothic, approaching, however, very near 
to circular, and they are constructed entirely of brick. 
Their centres. are 16 feet 5! inches from the floor, and 
the centres of the domes are 26 feet 7! inches from the 
same. Behind this wing, as above-mentioned, is the 
apartment (S T V W) where Sekandar was buried. 
This building is of the same height with the wing; and 

• the apartment within is 38 feet square, and has been 
covered by nine domes, supported by four columns in 
.the centre and its floor is on a level with the royal 
platform that is within the wing. The grave is in the 
centre, and is without ornam~nt. It is composed of 
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brick, and covered with an arch. Even here tl, s tln
happy prince, killed fighting against his son, and buried 
amidst the murder of 1'1 children, has not been allowed 
to remain undisturbed. The grave has been opened, 
probably in a vain search for money, and it is now 
entirely emptx. The western side of the apartment 
has fallen, but the southern contains three windows, 
and the northern two, and a door, by which it communi
cated with another chamber or platform of the same 
size, (S V X Y) and on the same level. There IS no 
evidence to show that this ever had a roof, but on the 
west side it had a wall and door, to which probably 
the stair led, by which the royal family ent-ered the 
place of worship. There was probably also a stair on 
the north side leading to a door (1) in the back of the 
northern wing. 

The outer front of this west side, although quite 
irregular from the projection of the tomb, is the most 
entire part of the building, and has been the most orna
mented. A kind of sketch (Drawing No.7) of the west 
end of the centre building, and of part of th-e adjacent 
wing, and taken from the S. W. corner of Sekandar's 
tomb. (w) will give some idea of tl'l.e style. The centre 
building is about double the height of the wings On 
its outer end, opposite to the great niche within, is a 
small one, (t) over which is an inscription that gives 
the date (A. H. 707) for the erection of the building 
by Sekandar. 

The stone-work, both in the centre and wings, is 
only 11 feet high, and is quite plain. The bJ.'ick-work 
in the wings is 12 feet five inches high, and contains 
a double-broad cornice, exceedingly carved 'l>and sub
divided into minute portions, which would have been 
very costly to form in stone. Rude broad pilasters 
support both cornices. and in these, in the brick-work, 
are ·little arches, highly ornamented with carved tiles. 
In fact, the natives .use depressions in their walls, where 
we would use projections, so that their pilasters are 
broader than the intermediate spaces, as will be seen 
in the seventh drawing. 

The doors and windows of stone in this side 01 the 
building are the parts of the whole' that have been 
executed in the best taste, although they are much too 
small; for the windows are in general only five feet 
three inches by two feet six. They are of very different 
styles, having probably been taken from different build
ings; for I may observe of them in general, that most 
of them have evidently been taken from Hindu build
ings: as, on narrow inspection, some compartments will 
be discovered, from which human figures has been 
eradicated; yet a foot, a hand, or somewhat sufficient 
to ascertain the truth of what I state, has been left, 
probably with a design to show the triumph of the 
Faith over idolatry. Over many of them in particular, 
is an escutcheon containing of figures sitting eross
legged. Some of these, I believe, represent Ganes; but 
others, having a small waist. cannot be intended for 
that divinity, and seem to me evidently to represent 
either Jain 6r Gautam. Great pains, how.ever has 
been taken to place every stone in an appropriate situa
tion, and to conceal the Hindu carvings, where it was 
not intended that these should enter into the plan of 
the Muhammedan architect; and I observed only one 

stone placer! in the north end of the north wing, that 
contained ('arving evidently misplaced; but the stair 
of the pulpit having fallen, discovers on the parts of 
its stones that had been concealed much carving, among 
whkh are some fragments of the human figure. 

The vif'w of the western side of the building from 
the area must have been 'that of 11 small high centre, 
with almost its whole end open, and two long, low wings 
01 cloister" like those forming the other sides. 

On the parts of the carved work executed by the 
L,'[uhammedans, it may be observed, that they are too 
minute- to produce any general gre'at effect; and that, 
although, from their size and general design, they might 
an;.wer for the pattern of a curtain or sofa, Y\'!t they 
lose the effect of neatness from their having been 
executed without care. Although carved on a stone 
that ,ad(l1ib easily of a marble polish, the cuttings are 
quite rough. The small niches, towards which the 
people turned when they prayed, are on the whole the 
be~t; as less frittered away by too great an anxiety 
after perfection. The drawing No.8, which represents 
the niche (u) :t;lext to the royal platform; will give an 
idea of the style. The upper part is in plaster. The 
lower part is in stone, and shows the curious nature 
of the masonry. 

There is no calcareous marble in the building. The 
rougher parts are gr~nite, the more polished are in
durated potstone, impregnated with hornblende. 

Concerning the building in general, it may be 
olJserved, that although of great size, it is so frittered 
aVo{ay into small portions, that it has no grandeur; and 
a:though lahoured with vast pains, its parts are so 
heavy, so ill proportioned, and so -dark, that it totally 
wants elegance, and finally, that the badness of the 
masonry, the weakness of the pillar, and weight .of the 
roof rendered it of little stability. 

About a mile east from Adinah is a ruin called the 
Satasgurh, or sixty towers, and which is said to have 
been the palace of the king. On penetrating the woods 
and reaching this place, I was much disappointed, as 
except the high name, I could find nothing worthy of 
a royal residence. The remains consist of a tank about 
120 yards in length' and 80 in "breadth. The bank 
formed by throwing out the earth has been surrounded 
by a brick wall, in one place entire, and 16 feet high. 
This wall seems to have included many buildings, which 
from the bulk 01 the ruins, seem to have been most 
considerable at the two ends. At the N. W. corner is 
a small building, which contains an arc,hed chamber in 
the centre, communicating with several smaller ones, 
by which it is surrounde~l. These communicate only 
with the .ce-r:tral room, from whence there is a passage 
to an antichamber in front. Some appearance of pipes 
in the walls, and the general structure of the building. 
confirm the opinion of the natives, that this was a bath. 
The north end of the tank seems to have been lined 
f.hrough the whole of its length, by a narrow gallery, 
supportf'd by arches, from whence stairs led down t.o 
t.he water, and within the gallery there appears to have 
been a row of small chambers; but these are now 
almost entirely choaked with rubbish. At a little dis
tanc~ from the S. E. corner of the tank, and without 
the wall, is another ruin like that of the bath, and 
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which probably served for the same purpose. A cylin
drical cavity, lined with brick, which descends from the 
lop of the building to a cunsiderable depth, and which 
is about 10 feet wide, served in all probability to give 
it supply' of water. Very few stones' have been employed 
in these buildings, and such as have been used are 
quite plain. Two large blocks of uncut grey granite 
..Ire lying on the surface of the ruins. Some of the 
bricks are coated with green enamel. 

About half way between Adinah and Satasgurh is 
an earthen rampart, with a ditch on its west side, 
which probably is part of a fortification that may have 
surrounded the palace. 

The tank at Satasgurh has its greatest length ext,end
ing from north to south, and therefore has undoubtedly 
be€n the work of a Hindu; and in fact both Hindus 

and Muhammedans agree in attributing its construc
t.ion to a Pandu raja, who lived a long time ago, and 
communicated his name to the place. He is very re
markable as having been the father Of Yudhisthir, who, 
according to legend, was sovereign of India in the 
commencement of this age, about 5000 years ago. The 
country then belonged to Virat, one of the adherents 
of the iamily of Pandu; and according to tradition, 
this part was under the immediate management of a 
certain kichok, to whose sister Virat was married. It 
is possible, that during some rebellion, or disputed 
succession, Pandu may have been compelled to retire 
from Hustinapur, and to take refuge in a friendly 
territory. Pernya, it must be observed, is a corrupt 
vulgar name. and the true appellation of the city is 
said to be Panduya, or Pandoviya. 
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Education 

Education-Schools and Languages-The first rudi
ments of education' are usually given, both by Hindus 
and Muhammedans in small schools called Pathsals1 

under the tuition ~f teachers called' Gurus, who may 
be of any caste or religion, who are, poorly rewarded, 
who are little respected, and who are quite different 
from the proper Guru or teacher of religion. There is 
no 'public provision for these useful members of society, 
and they depend entirely on their scholars for a sub
sistence. In the towns of Dinajpoor and Maldeh, 
indeed, the average number of scholars to each master 
may be about 20, and the fees are from 4 to 8 annas a 
month, according to the progress the children have 
made; on an average the fees may be 6 annas for each, 
or n rs. a month for 20 scholars, which in this district 
is a -decent income; but in country places the average 
number of scholars does not exceed 12, 'and the fees 
are from 1 to 4 annas a month, or on an avera~e 2!, 
so that the total averade 'income is only 1 rupee 
14 annas. 

Even these small fees are far beyond the reach 
of the bulk of the people, and the number of Pathsals 
is inconsiderable, as will appear from the Appendix, 
so that were not many parents at the pains to instruct 
their own children, very few would be able to read 
and write. Even with this assistance, I am persuaded, 
that not more than one-sixteenth of the m.en born in 
this disb;ict acquir~ these accomplishments. Women 
are totally out of the question. My inquiries on that 
subject were always answered in the ne€{ativ.e, and 
generally produced a smile of contempt. • 

Children usually go to school at five years of age, 
and are instructed to read 'and write at the same time, 
which seems to be an excellent method. They begin 
with tracing the leiters on the fioor with a pencil of 
steatite (Ram Khori), beginninji( with the consonants, 
and afterwards joining the vowels. so as to form syl
lables. In five or six months they are thus able to 
read and, write. They then begin to write cyphers on 
palmira or plantain leaves with a reed and ink, and 
at the same time they' .learn unmeration, and the sub
divisions of weights' and measures. The subdivisions 
of time belong to astronomy or rather astrology. This 
occupies 18 months. They then begin to write on 
paper, to lea-\'n to keep account1r, and at the same time 
to multiply, divide and subtract, with the rule of 
practice, in which the usual Indian arithmetic consists. 
Accounts and arithmetic are divided into two kinds, 
one for agricultural, and the other for commercial 
affairs; where both are to be learned, the former is 
the one usually taught first; but very few of the 
natives of' ihis district ever acquire that knowledge, 
or are able to tell how many bigahs, or fractions, ~ 
rectangled parallelogram of a given length and width 
contains; for the Hindu geometry, so far as is known 
in ordinary practice, extends no farther. Px:actical 
~urveyors have no means of ascertaining the extent 

of irregular figurfis, but by reducing them to rectan
gled parallelograms, in which they are guided merely 
by a rough estimation, or whfit is called the eye; 
while, even in measuring parallelograms, they are 
destitute of any instrument that can ascertain whether 
or not all the angles are equal. In general the parents 
of this country are contented with instructing their 
children in mercantile accounts, that is in being able 
to calculate, how much of any article may at a certain 
rate be procured for a certain number of rupees; ana 
in keeping.a very -full day or waste book, in which 
every transaction is carefully recorded, and to which 
is added a kind of ledger, .in which t_he transactions 
with each person arc separately detailed; their books 
do not admit of a regular balance, like what is called 
the Italian method. It is only the a,l>ithmetic, com
mercial and agricultural, that is taught at Pathsals, and 
the application tq mensuration, and to the keeping of 
books, either of a merchant or landholder, are acquired 
in some office or shop, into which the lad .enters as an 
assi~tant, and where he also learns the style and 
manner of correspondence. Boys are fitted for E;nter
ing into an office as assistants, when from' 8 to 10 years 
of age, according to their industry. 

The use of the sharp iron style, for writing on bark 
or leaves, although the original manner of Hindu writ
ing has been entirely relinquished, and a pen made of 
re.ed or bamboo and ink, introduced by Muhammedans, 
are universally employed, even in writing on the 
~almira leaf, which is still often used in works of 
value, as being more durable than paper. 

The education ip common schools is not only defec
tive f.rom not being sufficiently diffused, but is ,liable 
to still greater objections. Nothing whatever is taught 
in these schools, except the mere r€'ading and writing 
of the common language of the country or Opobhasha 
of Bengal. together with arithmetic. The youth read 
no book in which any moral doctrines, or any liberal 
knowledge is contained, so that their education aeing 
confined entirely to accounts, tends rather to narrow 
the mind, to confine its attention to sordid gain, and 
low cunning, than to improve' the heart and enlarge 
the understanding. Indeed no fit books, so far as I 
can learn, exist in the language commonly spoken in 
Bengal; neit_her does it possess any grammar' or dic
tionery. I cannot indeed learn, that any composition 
in the proper language of Bengal has ever been com
mitted tb writing, except some love songs, common 
accounts, and letters. The same may, I believe, be 
extended to all the spoken languages (Opobhashas) of 
India, and is to be lamented as a great cause of ignor
.. nce and error. 

The Prakrito or polite language of Bengal, like 
those of other Indian nations, may be considered as a 
dead language, or in the same light as Latin was in 
EUrope about 200 years ago. All persons of a liberal 
education are acquainted with it, and amopg them it 
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is the usual means of correspondence, and the language 
of ordinary composition. According to the best infor
mation which I can obtain, the Prakrito of Bengal, 
like those of other India'n nations, is composed almost 
entirely of Sanskrita words, with the inflexions and 
syntax of the vulgar language. Indeed the best in
-formed Brahmans of the south, with who.m I conversed, 
considered the Prakrito rather as one of the styles of 
writing in the sacred l':mguage, than as a distinct 
tongue. It is however commonly called the languagE! 
of women and children; but this can only be taken 
in the sense of the Brahmans of the south, namely, that 
in books written in the sacred tongue this style is used 
by the women and children that are introduced; for 
in no part of India is the Prakrito the common langu
age of the country. In every part, however, all well 
educated men can speak it, and in some parts of Bengal 
even. the women of Pandits, and other high personages 
are instructed in it,<; oral use; for in these parts writ
'jng is a very rare female accomplishment. Indeed its 
practice is severely reprobrated in the .sex. This langu
age is not taught in schools, nor so far as I can learn 
does it· possess a written grammer, nor a dictionary 
except those composed by Europeans, but people of a 
certain rank and education acquire it by conversation 
and reading. Of course' it is both written and spoken 
with little exactitude especially by those who have 
had no instruction in Sanskrita grammer, such as 
merchants., religious mendicants 'and the officers of 
revenue and police. It is to be much regretted, that. 
even' in this dialect there are scarcely' any books, that 
can communicate valuable instruction to youth. The 
usual compositions in Prakrito are songs, hymns and 
translations of some of the more celebrated poems; 
the whole, especially the latter, although probably 
possessing considerable poetical merit, so filled with' 
monstrous fables, and marvellous stories, that those 
who read nothing else. are disposed to believe every 
thing that is. contrary to the usual laws by which the 
world is governed; and lose all taste for the plain 
diotates of common sense. There are however, in the 
Prakrito of Bengal, as well as in that of other Indian 
nations some few histories of the families of chiefs 
that h;ve lived of late years, strongly however dis
figured by the taste for the marvel1ous, which the usual' 
reading of the people inspires. A system of arithmetic 
also, better than the common, and which facilitates the 
more difficult calculations in revenuet. accounts" has 
long ago been compiled in the Prakrifo language of 
Bengal by Subhongkor, a Kaystho of Nodiya. This 
book is .called the Arya or Ariya of Suphongkor, and 
is no doubt of great utility; but its tendency, like that 
of the common instruction given in the lower schools, 
is certainly not of a liberal nature. The knowledge 
however communicated through the medium of the 
Prakrito is better than none; and it is therefore to be 
lamented, that it has made little way into the district 
of Dinajpoor, and is chiefly confined to those who h~ve 
been born in Maldeh or its vicinity, to the few PandIts, 
t.hat are thinly scattered through the country, and to 
some of the religious mendicants. Probably one in the 
thousand may understand it ; but men qualified to hold 
any office superior to a common clerk (Mohurer) cannot 

be found in the district, which is of course invaded by 
strangers, from the principal officers of law to the agent 
of the Calcutta merchant, most of them rapacious as 
kites, and eager to accumulate fortune, in order to be 
able to retire to their native country. 

The Prakritos of India being the only dialects, except 
Sanskrita, in which any books have been composed, 
many have been led to consider them as the proper 
dialects of the different nations by which that country 
is occupied, and' on this basis has it probably been, 
that the Sanskrita has been' considered as the source 
from which all Indian languages have been derived. 
Every Opobhasha no doubt, contains many Sanskrita 
words, perhaps as many as English does words derived 
from the Latin; but still, so far as I can learn, each 
has a copious vocabulary of words peculiar to itself; 
nor can I hope for any considerable improvement in 
the education of Indian youth, until each popular 
language has obtain~d some books fitted to render the 
vulgar wiser and better. I have no doubt, but that 
they would be read with avidity; yet great difficulty 
would arise in the composition. The taste of both 
Hindus and Muhammedans is so pedantic, so fond of 
learned ornaments and of the marvellous, that it would 
be difficult to find a person, qualified to write plain 
common sense; besides the vulgar are held in such 
contempt by the Brahmans, that it would be difficult 
to find a man of any education who would become their 
instructor. Translations from the European languages, 
or compositions by Europeans, would be attended with 
still greater difficulty; as it would be almost impossible 
to separate them from the idea of religious innovation, 
which both sects watch with anxious terror. The' 
books wanted fot this district should be composed by 
Muhammedans, as the bulk of the people, and those 
most in want af instruction are of that faith; and 
persons abundantly willing to compose them might 
readily be procured at Calcutta, 'where the exuberance 
of their erudition and imagination might be curtailed 

• according to the narrow measure of European criticism. 
Notwithstanding Muhammedans form the greater 

part of the popUlation of this district, the Indian dialect 
adopted by that people, although pretty generally 
understood, is not the native language of the vulgar, 
who have universally either adopted or never relin
quished the Opobhasha of Bengal. Neither' is the 
Hindustani dialect taught in any school, nor is the 
Persian character usually employt!d to write it in any 
of the Pathsals. The people of higher rank, however, 
commonly teach this to .. their children, who also learn 
to speak a higher style, which may be compared to 
the Prakrito of the Hindus, and consists almost as 
entirely of Arabic and .Persian, as the other does of 
Sanskrita. 

The number of Muktub Khanas, or 'schools where 
Persian literature is taught, as will appear from the 
general statistical table, in appendix, is very sman. 
They are nearly as much frequented bY Hiqdus as by 
Muhammedans, for the Persian language is considered 
us 'a necessary accomplishment for every gentleman, 
and it is absolutely necessary for those whQ wish to 
acquire fortune in the courts of law. The number of 
pupils however in this district is very small, and most 
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of the people of any rank or wealth are instructed by 
private tutors, who are procurable on the most mode
rate terms. There is reason however to fear, that their 
learning is not extensive, nor their taste correct; and, 
so far as I could learn, the studies usually pursued are 
forms for correspondence, or processes of law, to which 
are added the most improbable legendary tales that 
can be procured. There is no school in which Arabic 
or the sciences of the Muhammedans are taught ~ and 
although some of the priests (Molnahs) can read the 
portions of the Koran, that are appropriated for certain 
ceremonies, I heard a genocal complaint from the Kazis, 
that few understand a single word of that language; 
and that the greater part had merely learned the pass
ages by rote, so as to enable the,m to perform the cere
monies. 

I do not profess to be able to form a proper esti
mate of the value of the science, which is veiled .in the 
Sanskrita langUage, but there can be no doubt, that it 
far excels that which is divulged in the Prakrito. Owing 
however, to the institutions, by which it has been 
guarded, and cbnfined to the sacred tNbe, its utility 
to the Hindu nations may not only be doubted, but it 
may perhaps be maintain.ed, that on the whole it has 
tended to ,increase the darkness. There can be no 
doubt, however, that those who possess it enjoy very 
considerable advantages over their countuymen; and 
the Brahmans generally speaking have an intelligence 
and acuteness far beyond other Hindus. I am further 
inclined to think, that they are subject to many fewer 
vices, and that those persons will be found to approach 
nearest their good qualities, who are admitted even 
to the porch of science. The manner in which the 
Hindu youths of this district are instructed in the 
higher parts of science is not ~udicious, and shall be 
now mentioned. 

Among the Brahmans who have kept themselves 
pure and uncontaminated by service, and who in this 
country are called Pandits, as in the south they are 
called Vaidiks, are some men of learning called Odhya
poks, who undertake the instruction of from three to 
six pupi)s. not only without fee or reward, but who even 
in general supply their scholars with food and lodging, 
and often with clothing, during the whole course of 
their studies, which on such a system must be very 
long. Every Odhyapok must be a Pandit, but every 
Pandit is not an Odhyapok; a man may acquire every 
science without choosing to teach it, and this is neces
sary to obtain the title. which, both from the utility 
and liberality of the professors, is deservedly held in 
the highest respect. Most of the Odhyapoks possess 
lands, which enable them to provid!! for their own sub
sls~ence, as well as that of their pupils, and they receive 
charity from aU Hindus. of any distinction. There is, 
however. no necessity for a person who holds these 
lands. to instruct youth; and, when the celebrity of an 
Odhyapok has procured large grants of lands, his heirs, 
although they continue to enjoy the estate, are in no 
ways bound to' teach, and may for ever continue to 
enjoy" the high title of Pandit without any trouble, or 
they may even betake themselves to the degrading 
afTairs of the world, without forfeiting this property. 
Vcry much, however, to the credit of the Brahmans, 
such a neglect is not usual, and ope son of the family 

continues generally to profess the instruction of youth. 
If there are other sons, they follow their natural in
clinations. With such a system, however liberal it 
may be in appearance, and to whatever merit the indi-

'vidual professors are justly entitled, it must be evident 
that the work of education will go on slowly. It is 
even to be fl'!ared, that it would altogether stop, were 
it not for the charity which usually follows considerable 

.' reputation as a teacher. I cannot, however, avoid 
mentioning the very' liberal. conduct of the Purohit of' 
the Dinajpoor family, Gaur Chondro Bidya Nidhi. 
This person has I believe proceeded no farther in 
learning than a knowledge of Sanskrita literature 
(Vyakoron), but he not only teaches that himself, and 
enables two brothers, who have some knowledge of the 
law (SmriH), to instruct pupils in that science, but he 
has settled on a learned man an income sufficient to 
enable him to instruct several youths in the Indian 
philosophy (Nyaya Sastro), and enables another to 
teach astronomy. 

I took every opportunity of communicating with the 
Odhyapoks. Some of them declined an interview; 
others, who came, were soon tired of my inquiries, 
which of 'course were directed chiefly to acquire a know
ledge of their manner of teflching. These left me in 
disgust probably in general from not being able to 
answer questions, on subjects with which they ought 
to have been familiar. There were others however, 
who most liberally and pati·ently informed me, to the 
utmost of their power, concerning whatever I asked. 
Among these' were the Purohit, his brothers, and 
friend, and also Roghuprosad of Potiram a metaphysi
cian or philosopher, and Ramsunder and Madhobram 
of the same vicinity. persons esteemed for their ll=now
ledge in the law, as well as in literature. These 
persons, as well as all the possessors of religious 
endowments, complain of the rapacity of the new land
holders, that. have purchased lots of the Raja's estate, 
and who are alleged under various pretexts to make 
encroachments on the lands, that have -been given to 
learned, and pious pE'rsons of both religions. I am 
inclined however, to believe, that these persons wOllld 
not content themselves with idle clamour, were they 
really aggrieved; but. so far as I can understand, the 
truth is, that in the careless administration of the 
pinah:ioor Raja's estates these persons actually enjoyed 
more land than their titles justified, and it is on these 
portions that the new landholders have encroached. 
As however, the encouragement for learning is 
evidently too small in this district, a remedy might 
perhaps be found in the free lands, wh_icq ~he land
holders have now seized, owing to the failure of heirs. 
The amount is not considerable, and the government, 
was an attempt made to recover, would wade'through 
a disguStiTlg scene of corruption, and very likely after 
all be frustrated; but if the recovery were granted to 
individuals of learning, on whom it might be wished 
to bestow encouragement, the matter might be more 
easily accomplished. 

The defects attending the plan of educatiOn" by the 
Odhyapoks are so great, that perhaps any addition to 
their elldowments may be considered as ill bestowed, 
especially in a district where 'the Hindus do not form 
the mass of the people. 1" am persuaded, that enou~h 
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might' be recovered for the establishment of some good 
schools for the instruction of youth in Muhammedan 
scienc'e and literature, for which at present there is no 
establishment whatever, and the teachers of the higher 
schools have neither profit nor honour to encourage them 
in their useful employment. 

The academy kept by an Odhyapok is called a 
Chauvari. Youths usually go there at about 12 years 
of age, after they. have been instructed in the know
ledge taught at Pathsals and in the Prakrito language; 
but the pupil is' not permitted to read any book in that 
low tongue. 

The highest sc!ences-Ltterature, Law, a~d Meta
physics-The course of study in a Hi_ndu academy 
begins with the Vyakoron or Sangskrita grammar and 
literature. For the first 10 years some study a grammar 
called Songkhyeptosar, said to have been composed by 
a Brahman named Komodiswor, concerz1ing whose 
history the' Pandits could. give me no information. 
The study of this ,grammar is sometimes facilitated by 
the commentary of Goyichondro. Others again study 
a grammar called Kolap, said to have been composed 
by Sorbo BOrrI).a, who was contemporary with Sali
vahon. This grammar seems to be nearly as obscure 
and unscientific as the former, as its study usually 
occupies 10 years, although persevering studen'ts some
times are masters of it in eight. Others study a 
grammer called Mugdhobodh, written by Vopodev, a 
Brahman of the five tribes introduced by Adisur into 
Bengal, and therefore a modern author, Those who 
use this grammar study two commentaries, one called 
Gon written 'also by"Vopodev, and f1nother written by a 
Brahman, Ram Torko Vagis. This system is probably 
much more rational than the others, as youths require 
only from three ,to five years for its study. Finally 
other masters use a gramIJlar equally easy, called 
Saroswot, and composed by Onobhyut Acharjo of 
Varanosi (Benares). These also use the commentary of 
Govindo called Podochondrika, and that of Ramkrishno 
called Podmokumari. 

The pupils hitherto have been employed in studying 
the grammar of an unknown tongue, written in that 
language, and probably, as usual, in the most unintelli
gible style, the "irksome nature of which perhaps draws 
ou t the study to such a length. They then begin to 
learn the meaning of the words in an Obhidhan. So 
far as I can learn, an Obhidhan is rather a vocabulary 
than a dictionary, and the natives have not yet adopted 
the alphabetical arrangement of their words to facili
tate the study of their language. The only vocabulary 
used in Dinajpoor is the Omorkosh of Omor Singho, 
whom the Pandits here, as usual, consider as a person 
belonging to the sect of Buddha, who flourished at the 
Court of Vikrom. The study of this occupies only one 
year, and is sometimes assisted by the commentary of 
a physician named Bhorot Mollik, and at others by 
the commentary of Ray Mukut, which by its prolixity 
lengthens the time of study for six months. 

The students now are qualified to begin the poets, 
and the work usually chosen to form their taste is 
that called Bhotti, which is said to consist of extracts 
from the Ramayon ·of Balmiki, wade by Bhortrihori, 
brother of Vikrom. A year is employed in reading this 
work, which, according to the Pandits who use it, is 

so excelient and sublime, that after its perusal every 
other poem appears fiat, and is unnecessary; but others, 
ampng whom is tpe Raja's Purohit, prefer two poems 
of Kalidas, named Roghu and Kumar Sombhov. The 
forl")1er treats of the actions of a prince named Bhogi
roth, who brought the Ganges water to rndia, and its 
study occupies six months. The latter treats of the 
actio'ns I of the goddess Bhogowoti, the spouse of Sib, 
and occupies nearly the same time. Sri Chondro, a 
brother of the Raja's Purohit, although a professor of 
law, seems to extend thE: study of the poets more than 
usual, aiId besides the common extracts from the work 
of 'Balmiki, he reads with his pupils another history 
of Ram called Natok. The account .which he gives of 
this work will afford an idea of the present taste of 
H\ndus for fable, Honuman, the faithful servant of 
Ram, had written an account of his master's wars. 
Now Balmiki, w,ho had written his account of these 
events 60,000 years before they happened, was naturally 
enough afraid that his work 'might be injured by that 
of one of the principal actors. 'He therefore applied to 
Honuman, who with great good pature threw his book, 
which was written on stone, into the sea, where it lay 
for ,many ages, until it was discovered by Kalidas, 
while he was bathing. This ingenious person covered 
himself with 'W1lX, and having thrown himself into the 
sea, rubbed Y his body on the stones, until he procured 
an impression of a considerable portion of this valuable 
work,' which he published to the delight of mankind. 

Other professors of law are less indulgent, and pro
ceed to that dry study, immediately after their pupils 
have read the Omorkosh. The pupils are now con
sidered as completely instructed in the Vyakoron or 
Sanskrita literature, and may peruse whatever of the 
classical authors in that larfguage they can venture to 
read. In Dinajpoor no persons except Brahmans are 
instructed' in. the Vyakoron; but in some parts of 
Bengal the Baidyo or m~dical tribe, and even some 
rich Kayosthos are permitted to study such portions 
of this science as have been composed by mere men; 
but whatever is supposed to have been delivered by 
Munis or by gods is concealed from their profane eyes. 
Some Kayosthos have however had the audacity to lay 
open the veil, and have even translated part of the 
wOrks of Vyas into' the Prakrito language, but this is 
held to have been highly unjUstifiable. Some Brahmans, 
however, justify the action; not from their alleging, 
that a Kayostho should read the work of a Milni, but 
becau!;e the works that \lave been translated are not 
in reality the composition of Vyas. 

Persons who are desirous of extending their know· 
ledge to the study of the law (Smriti), after such a 
course of Vyakoron, are qualified to begin with the 
works of Roghunondon, a Brahman of Nodiya, whose 
great-great-grandson is said to be still alive. His works 
are said to be 'very voluminous, and to consist of 
28 books. Of these, however, eight only are usually 
studied in this district, and these require five years of 
constant application. They are as follows:-

1. Tithi Tot~wo, which treats of tlie laws to be 
observed in the performance of ceremonies at new 
moons and eclipses. 2. Prayoschitto Tottwo concerning 
the ceremonies, which ought to be performed for the 
remission of sin. 3. Dayo Tottwo concerning succession 
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to property. 4. Molomas Tottwo concerning what is to 
be done or omitted during the intercalary moon of the 
1unar year. 5. Suddhi Tottwo concerning what' is to 
be eaten on certain days, especially those of mourning. 
6. Udwaho Tottwo concerning marriage. 7. Ahnik 
Tottwo concerning the rules for prayer. 8. Sraddho 
'Tottwo concerning what is to be done in commemora
tion of deceased parents. After' this course of law one 
Pandit reads with his pupils one of the 18 Purans called 
Sribhagvot, as containing an useful illustration of the 
dry precepts of Roghunondon. He supposes that this 
work was written by Vyas irt the end of the first 
Dwaporyugo age, and that it is prophetical, as it gives 
an account of· the wars, whjch followed soon after. 
He also supposes ,that there have been· a great many 
succe&sions of these ages, in which the same personages 
and transactions that appeared in one appeared also 
in the others, and that the history of the wars, which 
Vyas delivered at the end of .the first Dwaporyugo, is 
just as applicable to the war which happened in the 
commencement of the present degenerate age, as it was 
to the war, which immediately followed the first com
position bf the work: in w},lich most people will be 
disposed to coincide with this learned man. This, how
ever, is' one of the works that have been translated 
into the profane tongue, and doubts are now raised 
concerning its authenticity. In this school men have 
usually finished their education in the law by the time 
that they are 30' yea·rs of age. Some' of the Pandits, 
however. in place of this flight to poetical regions, after 
having finished the usual eight books of Roghunondon, 
teach the Prachin Smriti, composed by Sulpani, a 
Brahman of Yosor (Jessore), which treats .01' the same 
subject with the second book of Roghunondon. They 
then give their pupils the Sraddho Chintamoni, a work 
of Vachospoti Misro, a Maithilo Brahman, which treats 
on the laws for performing funeral ceremonies. 

Grammar (Vyakoron) is a necessary ,prelbpinary to 
all science; hut many proceed to study metaphysics or 
philosophy without attending to law, and many on the 
~ntrary study law without a previous knowledge of 
that important branch of knowledge, Metaphysics or 
the Nyayo Sastro are the glory of the Pandits of 
Bengal, and are no where in India. so much studied. 
The Pandits here say, that this science was first dis
closed by the god Sib to Gautom, who wrote a treatise 
on the subject, that has been lost. Although the 
Brahmans strenuously assert the contrary, I think 
there is great r:eason to believe that this Gautom is the 
same with the fourth great legislator of the Buddhists. 
whose doctrines being now thought heterodox, will 
readily account for his' philosophy having disappeared. 
The most ancient work on this subject now remaining, 
according to the Pandits of this place, is a treatise 
called Chintamoni, said to have been written by a 
Maithilo Brahman; but it is so obscure and difficult, 
that few are able to comprehend its meaning. The 
works most usually studied have been composed in 
modern times. 

The minds of many students become confused by 
the abstracted nature of these investigations, and many 
of them are considered by the vulgar as little better 
than fools. The greater part, nowever, pursue their 

studies for 12 or 14 years more, reading a great variety 
of books, which it would be tedious to mention. 

Grammar; law and metaphysics, are considered as 
the noblest sciences; and are the only knowledge which 
the Odhyapoks of Bengal will condescend to teach in 
their Chauvaris' and of these the study of metaphysics 
is considered as' by far the most honourable, and' next 
to that is the study of the law. 

The lower sciences-Theology, Worship, Astrology, 
and MagiC-There seem to be three other sciences that 
are studied and taught by Pandits, but whiGh, in this 
country, do not entitle them to be considered :;ts Odhya
poks, nor their schools to be called ChauvarIs. These 
sciences are Bedanto, Agom, and Jyotish, to which may 
be added medicine, or rather magic. The first is an 
investigation into the doctrine of the beds concerning 
the Divinity, on which subject Pandits are exceeding~y 
divided in' their opinion; and in the. south of IndIa 
this appears to be favourite study. In Dinajpoor the 
Brahmans seem to give themselves very little concern 
about the meaning of these sacred books, and content 
themselves with reading certain portions of them on 
certain occasions. In this they probably act judiciously, 
as the doctrine is delivered with such obscurity, that the 
systems founded on it by the most learned doctors of 
the south differ so widely, that the person whom one 
sect worships as the supreme being, is by another con
sidered as the Devil. There is no ,Bedanto Pandit in 
Din'ajpoor. It is indeed alleged, that there was none 
in Bengal until of late, when some learned men were 
brought from Benares by a rich l,{ayostho of Calcutta 
(Nobokrishno or Nobokissen), who had acquired a large 
fortune in the service of Lord Clive. 

The Agom, or science which teaches th~ proper 
manner of worshipping the gods so as to obtam power, 
is the {avourite 'part of divinity in Bengal. Several of 
the Dinajpoor Pandits have studied this; but none of 
them teach it and those, who wish to obtain a .pro
found knowledge, go to other places, especially to the 
neighbourhood of Dhaka, where the Tontros, or books 
which explain this doctrine, are much studied. The 
mode of worship, accompanied by intoxication, ind~ 
cency, or horrible practices, whi'ch these. books are saId 
to inculcate, is either altogether neglected, or carefully 
concealed in this 'district, although indecent figures are 
common in the ornaments of the places of worship. 
Indeed I am told, that this mode of worship has made 
little progress among the Brahmans of Bengal, who are 
mostly married; and is chiefly confined to holy men, 
who have relinquished ,the world, and can trust them
selves with safety in the midst of temptation. No 
books, however,' are in such request as the Tontros, 
which I believe may be considered as a system of 
magic. In this country all the Brahmans, who are of 
the sect of SiQ or Sokti acknowledge the Tontros to 
have been revealed by the former, and to be the proper 
guide in' religious matters. Now in these books there 
are said, to pe forms of invocations for six, kinds of 
witchcraft. 1. Maron" by which an enemy may be 
killed. 2. Uchchaton, by which an enemy becomes a 
vagrant'like an idiot'. 3. Vosikoron, by which a person 
may procure the friendship of his enemy. 4. Stom
bhon, by which an enemy becomes dumb. 5. Vidweshon, 
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by which an enemy is made to Quarrel with his 
friend. 6. Santi, by which a person may be cured of. 
sickness. These are supposed to be effectual only when 
pronounced by a Brahman, and accompanied by sacri
fices. The Brahmans of Kamrup are considered as the 
greatest adepts in this science, which is contained in 
the Tontros, called Sarodatilok. This I have stated on 
the authority qf the Tontrosar composed by Krishna
nondo of Nodiya, who is supposed to have lived about 
300 years ago, and to have been descended from Agom 
Vagis, the most learned person in the Tontros that has 
ever been known. 

The lowest of all the sciences studied by Pandits, 
in their opinion, is the Jyotish, which comprehends 
astronomy, and the knowledge of the past, the present, 
and the future, which is attained by means of the stars, 
and of the lines on the human hand or forehead. Many 
people have imagined, that the Jyotish were a sect of 
philosophers, who neglected fable, and followed reason 
as a guide, and who were numerous and much respected 
in India. If there are any such philosophers, I have 
never met with them. All whom it has been my 
fortune to see professed astrology, and most of them 
also practised Chiromancy. Although all Hindus of 
high rank are addicted .to this folly, the Pandits, who 
profess no other science, are considered as the lowest 
of all others, and indeed the science is often possessed 
and practised by Sudras, who are called Gonok, and 
who belong to the Daivaggno tribe commonly called 
Daibok. In thi~ district, however, the Daiboks procure 
a living chiefly by selling almanacks, and cannot make 
calculations. As the practice of astrology is profitable 
a c?nsid~rable number of Brahmans, eve~ men ver; 
learned ;n other sciences, follow this art, and in this 
district almost every academician (Odhyapok) practises 
it more or less. No undertaking of any sort of con-
sequence can commence in a Hindu family of rank 
without a· wise man having been consulted to find out 
the proper day. Whenever a child is born the star 
of its nativity is calculated by the art calle'd Thikoji 
which is not considered as difficult. Afterwards, th~ 
earliest· opportunity ~s taken of procuring a man of 
profound science in the art called Koshthi, by which 
from the Thikoji -he foretels the events of the child's 
future life. Every Hindu of rank has two names, one 
public and one private, which last is only. known to 
the parent's Guru, Purohit, and astrologer, and is care
fully concealed from all others, least any person should 
use it in enchantment (Montro Bhibut or Gun) which 
is of no efficacy, where the common name only is used. 

The number of high Hindus being small in this 
district, and both Muhammedans and low Hindus being 
exempted from the folly, the number of Jyotish is com
paratively inconsiderable; and only one Pandit instructs 
any pupils in the science. He also constructed alman
acks ; .but those commonly in use among the astrologers 
are chiefly brought from Mauliya, near Moorshedabaa, 
and ~eoya, near Dhaka. The astrologers of this district, 
who llve entirely by the art, reside chiefly at Churamon; 
but the man of science lives near Dinajpoor, and is 
supported by the liberality of the Raja's Purohit. 
He i.s now blind with age; but he never possessed any 
astronomical instrument, and never attempted to take 
an observation. His pupils have studied under him the 

Sfddhanto Rohosyo, and the Vosoti; but are not 
acquainted with the history of these works. 

No person teaches medicine in this district, and 
indeed proper physicians are very few in number. In 
all cases of sickness trust is chiefly placed in prayers 
and sacrifices, and in certain magical incantations, that 
are considered as effectual, and called Jharon Montros. 
People of rank are unwilling to acknowledge that they 
are instructed in these incantations; but, so far as I 
can learn, this arises from a fear that they would be 
too often called upon by the poor for assistance, and 
they would consider it as disgraceful to refuse relief 
when asked. But all ranks of HiI\dus, and even the 
low Muhammedans, believe in the efficacy of these 
incaptation although it is generally only the lowest 
persons that profess to be acquainted with them. 
Persons of this rank can receive, even from the lowest 
a reward, which is an object worth their acceptance: 
Such is the acco,unt that I. received in some divisions. 
In others the higher ranks denied a belief in the efficacy 
of these incantations, except in the bites of serpents 
in casting out devils, and in small pox; and thes~ 
sceptics alleged, that in fevers they procure a Brahman 
to read certain extracts from the Sribhagvot, which 
are called Ban Juddho Stov. 

People who are deprived of reason or who have the 
epilepsy, or strong hysteric fits, ar~ supposed to be 
possessed by devils (Upodevta), which are the spirits 
of those who have been killed by violence or who have 
committed suicide, at certain unfortunat~ conjunctions 
of the I?tars, which are' detailed ,in the books of the 
philo<"ophers called Jyotish. Until certain ceremonies 
hav~ been performed, these unfortunate spirits cannot 
obtam any proper body into which they can migrate; 
and therefore molest other persons, chiefly, w9men, in 
order ~h.at the proper ceremonies may be performed. 
Th7 spmts are of various kinds, according to the bodies 
WhiCh they formerly occupied; those of a Brahman are 
called Brahmodaityo, and a're exceedingly troublesome; 
those of Sudras are Bhuts; those of women are called 
Songkhini or Sangchurni; those of unmarried girls or 
of very low women are called Aloya and, Pretini or 
Petini; and those of Muhammedans are Mamudas; and 
all those who have been killed in war (except 
Khyetriyos who go immediately to heaven) on those 
unfortunate conjunctions, become Nishkandho or 
Nikondas.. Both Brahmans and Sudhas, it is imagined, 
can acqUIre the knowledge by which they can tell 
whether the afflicted person labours under a disease or 
a devil, and both are permitted to learn the ceremonies 
by which these devils are supposed to be cast out; 
and these are detailed in the Tontros ; but many decline 
the office, as it is supposed, that among those who 
practise this science, few ever have children. It is not 
lawful. for them to take money; but they are much 
courted when any accident happens, that requires their 
assistance. The unfortunate spirits ptocure rest by 
any of their. relations going to the ~hagirothi 01" Goya, 
and performmg some easy ceremomes; but the latter 
place is the securest; for, if there is a hair on the 
bank of the river where the ceremony is performed, 
it will be of no effect. These ideas are very generally 
.received in' the Dinajpoor district, and several persons 
are supposed to be possessed of the science, and have 
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frequent opportunities of putting their mummery in 
practice; as devils are thought to be common, and Goya 
is at a considerable distance. 

Other incantations are used on many other occasions; 
som~tim~s innocent enough, such as whr::n a girl employs 
a Wlse man (Aushodhokari) to secure the affection of. 
her lover; but they are also used with criminal inten~ 
tions, such as to procure the destruction .of an enemy, 
or to remove a disease from one person to another. 

The belief in tMse is not only universal among the 
vulgar; but seems pretty general even among the 
higher rank; and a landholder of an old family, 
a Brahman. by caste, had lately before my visit 
attempted to remove a mortal disease, from his 
mother to some person that was indifferent. All 
these incantations and the whole of this mummery are 
part of the Tontros, and of ·the Hindu science called 
Agon. 

Religions and Seets of the People of Dinajpoor 
According to the opllllOn of the principal native 

office.!,' of revenue, three~fourths of the whole people of 
this district are Muhammedans, but my native assistant 
estimates the Muhammedans at ten-sixteenths of the 
population. In each division I consulted the most intel
ligent persons on this subject, and have placed the 
result of their opinions concerning the proportion of 
Hindus and Muhammedans, in the general . statistical 
table. If the extent of occupied land in each Than(l_h 
be divided in these proportions, and the whole sums 
of each be added, to enable us. to form an estimate of 
the population, the result. will be, that the Moslems 
are to the Hindus in the proportion nearly M 70 to 30, 
somewhat more than the estimate of my assis,tant, and 
considerably less than that of the officer of revenue. 
Both are Brahmans. In the statistical Appendix will 
be found an estimate of the numbers belonging to each 
class, into which I have divided the population, 

Muhammedans-The Muhammedans seem to be on 
the decrease; for most of the landlords and their agents 
being Hindus, give these encouragement to settle,. and 
wherever a land-holder's house has been for any length 
o~ time established, there is found a considerable 
number of the pure tribes, which is seldom the case in 
any other part. I think it indeed probably, that the 
persecution by Sultah Jalaludin nearly exterminated the 
Hindus; for at least a half of those now in the district 
may be traced as having emigrated from other countries, 
especially from Kamrup, which was not subject to the 
Muhammedans, until after the persecution. Although 
the two people have mutually adopted many of each 
others religious practices; yet there is a considerable 
ill-will between them, which is only prevented from 
going to excess by the fear of an indifferent power, that 
is superior to both. Many of the inferior officers of 
government, and almost all the lands being in possession 
of Hindus, the Muhammedans are rather sufferers; not 
however to any very outr:ageous'degree. They chiefly 
indeed suffer from not being allowed to kill oxen, and 
from the depredations of sacred bulls, or other conse
crated cattle, and it is alleged by encroachments on their 
religious endowments; these indeed cannot well expect 
to escape, as even the Brahmans complain of the land-
holders' rapacity. • 

The chiefs of the Muhammedan religion in this 
district are the Kazis, who have a jurisdiction in all 
things considered as more immediately connected with 
religion, such as marriage, circumcision, the eating for
bidden things, and the like; and who act in some • 
measure as notaries public, in giving authenticity to 
contracts. The establishment in this province seems to 
be very irregular, some;! persons having under their 

jurisdiction 11 pergunahs, and others only one; and the 
extent of their jurisdiction has no connection with that 
of the magistrate. Many of them are not resident at 
least within the bounds of their jurisdiction, and' act 
by deputy. I believe, that formerly their office was in 
general hereditary; although the confirmation of the 
magistrat~ is now necessary. Their profits arise from 
fees, Those of them, that I saw, were decent persons, 
who had much more the manners' of gentlemen than 
any other natives that I met in the district. 

Under the Kazis are a set of priests called Mollas of 
whom there is one in genedll for every' very populous 
subdivision (Mauza), or for every collection of smaller 
ones. that is called a Diyar. They are generally appoint~ 
ed by the Kazi; accordingly to the wish of the heads 
of families. Although they are only a kind of deputies 
to the Kazi; yet, as they are usually ignorant fanatics, 
they are more beloved by the populace. They read or 
repeat prayers, or passages of the koran at marriages. 
funerals, circumcision and sacrifices, for no 
Muhammedan here will eat meat or fowl, over which 
prayers have not been repeated, before it has been 
killed; and the animals are frequently killed before the 
monument of some saint. According to the Kazis many 

.of these Mollas cannot read, and these only look at the 
book, while they repeat the passages. Indeed they are 
in little danger of detection, none of their audiences 
understanding a word of Arabic. Even these who are 
able to read, very seldom understand this language. 

The religious persens, however, who are most respect
ed among the. Moslems, are the mendicants called 
Fakirs. The number of reputed saints who have had 
monuments erected to their memory, generally over 
their tombs, is astonishing; and is a clear proof of the' 
ignorance and bigotry that prevailed during the Muham
medan government. It may on an average be estimated, 
that there is at least one saint's (Pirs) monument in 
each subdivision, and in this district the worship of 
these by offerings (Simi) is the principal act of devotion. 
Many of these monuments have no endowment: but the 
people of the village unite to keep it in repair, which 
is easily done; as it is usually a heap of earth, perhaps 
a little white washed i and in the evenings they also in 
turns light a lamp before it. But to many of the monu~ 
ments, and at all those of any considerable reputation, 
there is an endowment in land,,to support one or' more 
Fakirs, who repair the tomb, light the lamp, receive the 
offerings, and read or repeat the prayers (Fatya), that 
should accompany these donations. The mosques too, 
that have endowments, are usually placed under the 
charge of a Fakir, who should perform there the same 
duties; but the first is in general much neglected. He 
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also calls the people to pray at the proper hour; but 
this part of worship, and the ablutions prescribed by 
Muhammed are in general much neglected by his 
followers in this district. Some of these Fakirs are no 
doubt very decent men in their manners; and some 
families, from their features and appearance, would 
seem to have preserved their blood fI'ee from mixture· 
with the natives of this country: but in general they are 
very poor creatures, sunk in bigotry and ignorance, and 
affecting great .sanctity and austerity of manners. 
Several· whom I met would scarcely answer any question, 
but were continually sighing, groaning, and muttering 
prayers. The common conversation of the more rational 
among them is concerning the wonders performed by 
their saint, and while they very seldom can tell when 
he lived, from whence he came, 'or any circumstance 
relative to his history, they generally suppose that the 
whole affairs of the neighbourhood, if not of the world, 
are conducted by his interposition. As serpents are 
the common ag~nts of some of the most usually wor
shipped Hindu deities, so tigers seem, not unaptly, to 
have·been chosen by the Muhammedan saints. Many of 
the woods in this district grow on ruins, and most mins 
have been taken possession of by a saint, whose vicinity 
is of course the common haunt of a tiger. And as these 
animals seldom attatk man in this district, the Pir is 
generally allowed by persons of both religions to have 
restrained the natural ferocity of the beast,. or as it is 
more usually said, has given the tiger no order to kill 
men. The tigers and Fakirs are therefore on a very 
good footing, and the latter denounces the vengeance of 
the saint on any ·person who molests the beast of prey, 
and assures the people that he is perfectly harmless· 
towards all such as respect the saint, and make hiIp. 
offerings. 

Besides these Fakirs, who have a regular establisn
ment, whose office is hereditary, and none of whose 
families have been known to contaminate themselves by 
labour, but have lived entirely on the charity tJ:1at has 
been procured either by themselves or ancestors. and 
who are exceedingly respected; there are some who 
have degraded themselves by industry; and many, who, 
tempted by their notions of religion, or by indolence 
and avarice, have assumed the life of a Fakir, have 
dedicated themselves to God, arid who live by begging. 
Fortunately, some expense attends the ceremony, which 
prevents the order from increasing too rapidly; and 
new Fakirs are also expected to observe the rules of 
the order, according to the strict manner of those called 
Murids. Fakirs in general marry, and all .their children 
belong to the order; but a family do~s not obtain full 
respect for some generations, nor until all memory of 
their adoption into the order has been obliterated. 
Some old Fakirs also observe particular customs, and 
are considered as more peculiarly dedicated to God. 
These are called Murid, and cannot shave the head nor 
beard; and must perform the prayers and ablutions as 
prescribed by their prophet. 

Besides the neglect of prayer and ablution, the 
Muhammedans of this district forget the rule~ of their 
law in many points.' They are in particular accu~ed of 
being too easy husbands; for they neither confine their 
wives with proper strictness, nor are they even much 
offended at occasional private intercourse. with those 

who can render the situation of the family somewhat 
more comfortable. The Mollas also allege, that manl 
persons, in order to save expense and defraud them, 
live as man and wife without having had the advanta~e 
of a religious ceremony. A still more flagrant breach of 
the law is, I know, exceedingly common. Offerings at 
the monuments of saints are generally made from rather 
interested motives, the votary is in fact generally hope
ful to procure some favour from the saint of pmch 
more value tha-n the offering; and should he be dis
appointed, he usually ha~ recourse to some Hindu deity, 
and tries what may be done by means of a sacrifice. 
The heathen priest makes a little stretch of conscience, 
receives the. offering for the honour of the god, and is 
liberal in his assurances that his prayers will be effectual. 
These prIests it must be observed are of the dregs of 
the Brahmans; a man of a proper way of thinking, would 
~orn to pray for a Turk. Another practice, savouring 
of idolatry, is also very common. Images of horses made 
of clay are sold by many potters, and are placed on 
the monuments ,of saints, as offerings, to induce them 
to c'ure the sick, or in consequence of vows made by 
those who have be~n in any danger. 

Many of the resideht Fakirs have been concerned in 
thefts and robberies; and it was a number of adoptive 
Fakirs that some years ago assembled in great bodies, 
in this and the neighbouring districts which they plunder
ed wit.h the utmost barbarity; and when pursued were 
wont to retire to Morung, in the dominions' of Nepal, 
where t.hey found shelter, and a sale for their booty. 
While these ruffia,ps were spending the produce of their 
illicit gains, the Fakirs residing in Dinajpoor were 
liuspected of watching for a favourable opportunity of 
bringing down their accomplices. Many still reside in 
Morung, but their depredations have of late been on a 
small scale; nor have they ventured far some years to 
enter this district in hostile array. By some unaccount
able mistake they have been called Sonnyasis, who are 
a sect of Hindu mendicants; and the pilgrims going to 
bathe· in the Brahmoputro have often been suspected as 
concerned. That among these there are spies of the 
Fakirs, as well as many idle and disorderly persons, I 
have no doubt; but I was assured, both by Hindus and 
Muhammedans, whom I consider as perfectly well 
informed, 'that the Morung gang are entirely of the 
latter religion. Pilgrimages ar~ very much in fashion 
among the Moslems, as well as among the Hindus; very 
few, however, of this district ever think of going to 
Mecca, but wisely content themselves with Peruya, 
which I believe is the most celebrated pilgrimage in 
Bengal. . • 

The parts of their religion that are most strictly 
observed, are, fasting through the day during the month 
Rumzan ' and the commemoration of the death of the two 
Imams, Hoseyn and Haseyn, which is performed with 
as much show and noise as possible; and for this pur
pose a kind of musician named Zari are employed. 
Another kind (Pi~er Gayon) is employed to celebrate 
the praises of the different saints; for this sort of noise 
is extremely grateful to the ear of the natives. 

Hindus--The Hindus, especially those of pure descent, 
being but a small proportioh of the people in this 
district, I might pass them over .until I came to places 
where they are more .numerous; but this would render 
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some parts of my account obscure, I shaiJil therefore notice 
some of the most remarkable particulars concerning 
them, and give a general view, which I shall endeavour 
to render more complete, when I pass into other districts. 

Brahmans--There is no trace remaining to show that 
before the time of Adisur any Brahmans had. 
obtained a permanent settlement in this district. It 
contains no Brahman families of the five southern 
nations, nor any of Saroswot or Utkol. A very few 
from the neighbourin~ nation, Maithilo, !lre to be found, 
but tradition relates their settlement to have been very 
recent. About 50 years ago, th~ proprietor bf Rajshahi 
introduced about 200 families of Gaur Brahmans from 
the west of India; and 3 of these, who have relinquished 
the world, and who have become Sonnyasis, according 
to the rules of Songkor Acharjyo, have settled in a 
convent of Hawora division: these are the only persons 
of that nation "Which are to be found in the district.. 
Almost .the only families, therefore, of'proper Brahmans 
to be found in this district, are the Kanyakubjos, of 
whom, according to tradition, two colonies have been 
brought to Bengal. 

Adisur Raja, a physician, who founded a Dynasty 
that governed Bengal for sometime before the Muham
medan conquest, is said to have introduced .fiv!'! 
Brahmans, with their families, from Kanyakubjo, or 
Kanoj, a city in the west of India. These five men were 
of five different tribes (Gotros, viz., Bhbrodwaj, Kasyop,. 
SandiIyo, Batsyo, and Savornyo), and on that account 
all their descendants, who form by far the greatest por~ 
tion . of the sacred order in Bengal, are called Pongcho
gotros, or the five tribes. The wife of Adisur had a 
son named Bollalsen, whose father was supposed to be 
the Brahmaputra river, who for the purpose of impreg~ 
nating the queen, assumed the convenient form of a 

• Brahman. Whether or not Adisur knew of this cir
cumstance, and was of so easy a 'temper as to overlook 
the liberty of the Brohmoputro; or whether it was not 
divulged until the favourable. time when Bollalsen 
became a lawgiver even in the nice affairs of caste, and 
might wish for the authority of divine origin, I cannot 
take. upon myself to say, both being probable; but it 
is generally allowed by the Brahmans here, the Adisur 
left the quiet possession of his kingdom to. Bollalsen. 
In his reign the five families of Brahmans had multi
plied so fast that they not only had became numerous 
but had obtained settlements in two of the provinces, 
Rarhi and Barondro, which, as usual -among Hindus, 
who delight in subdivision. had produce(i a complete
separation of caste. It even became advisable to 
sepatate each division into different ranks, and to 
assign different customs for each. This I confess appears 
to me inexplicable. Were I allowe9 to suppose that 
the original colony was more numerous, or that Bollal
sen was not the immediate- successor of Adisur, but 
followed after an interval of soine hundred years, as 
Abul Fazil imagines, th~ diffi@ulty would by removed; 
but the tradition ~s positive against botti these suppo
sitions. 

Rowever, this may have been, the Rarhi Brahmans 
are divided into Kulin Bongsoj and Srotriyo, and the 
Barondros are divided into Kulin Kap and Srotriyo. 
These divisions to.k place according to the merits of 
the persons at the time when they were formed. The 

most virtuous Brahmans of each province were made 
Kulins, those next in merit were made Bongsojor Kap, 
and the remainder were classed in the lowest rank 
called Srotriyo. The pre-eminence however, is now 
hereditary, so far at least as the Brahmans of the same 
province are concerned; that is to say, a Barondro 
Brahman must respect a Barondro Kulin, however 
ignorant or knavish, more than the most learned and 
virtuous Srotriyo of Barondro. This however, by no 
means extends to the other province. A Brahman of 
Barondro estimates all the three kinds of Rarhis, accord
ing to the respective personal merit that each individual 
posse;:;ses. The Rarhi in the same manner respects his 
own provincials by their birth; but he values Barondros, 
and all other Brahmans according to their virtues. 
Although Dinajpoor be in Barondroland, yet Brahmans 
of Rarhi are also numerous in this district, probably 
in the proportion of 6 to 10 Barondros. I must there
fore give some account of each. 

A Kuhn Brahman of Barondro cannot marry above 
three or four- wives, the fathers of Barondro not choos
ing' to pay for unreasonable undertakings, for the 
husband always gets money with each wife, more and 
more in proportion to the lowness of her birth; and 
he seldom gives himself any trouble about maintaining 
his wives or children, but leaves these duties to the 
care of his father-in-law. If the family happens to 
consist of sons chiefly, the maternal grandfather has 
great profit, because he receives money for each at his 
marriage but, if there are many daughters, he has made 
a bad speculation; and, unless very rich is ruined, as 
he must not only sell everything, but even borrow and 
beg to the utmost of his power, in order to procure 
them husbands. They have however a greater indul-

. gence than the lower orders; for a Kulin girl continues 
marriageable at all ages, although it is considered as 
very disgraceful for the father to keep her long waiting; 
and he is even very apt to incur still greater. disgrace, 
by her forgetting the laws of chastity, which these girls, 
brought up in the full expectation of early marriage, 
are very apt to do. Husbands are however, often 
difficult to procure, as a woman cannot marry a man 
younger than herself, and as a large proportion of the 
men are bought by the parents of low women. If a 
Barondro KuHn marries the daughter of a Kap, he 
is degraded to that rank; but his sons and grandsons 
are more respected than usual, and ar~ more marriage
able. A Barondro KuHn may however marry the 
daughter of a Srotriyo, without any degradation, and 
all the children of this marriage are Kulin. A Kap 
also receives money, when his son marries the daughter 
of a Srotriyo; the cnildren are elevated to the rank 
of Kap; but the husband must keep· his wives and 
children at home, and provide for them. The Srotriyo 
men were thus very ill-provided with women; and so 
long as the rules of caste were strictly regarded, a 
great many of them could not procure wives. But since 
the deaths of Rani Bhowani of Rajshahi, and of Raj 
KrishnoC'hondro of Nodiya, two very pious and powerful 
landhojdeI's, who supported the laws of caste, these 
men have been let loose, and are not ashamed to give 
money to procure wives, so that the higher ranks of 
KuHn and Kap are defrauded both of their due profit 
and pleasure; for the Srotriyo fathers are not able to 
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resist the temptation of the money, especially as they 
also save, what they must have given to their betters. 

A Rarhi Kulin Brahman may marry as many wives 
as he pleases, and some have 60; but in general they 
cannot procure above 8 or 10. They visit them alter
nately, and give themselves no sort of trouble about the 
maintenance of either the mothers or children. In other 
respects there is little difference between their customs. 
and those of the Barandros. By a marriage with the 
daughter of the next rank they are reduced to that 
order, or _at least they are considered as a lower order 
of Kulins; but their children by women of the lowest 
order are elevated to their full dignity. 

The Brahmans of the fit'e tribes are subject to many 
other divisions: but I shall at present confine myself to 
notice a few. Whatever his birth may be, a Brahman 
l1).ay either become a Pandit, who adheres to the proper 
duties of his profession, or he may engage in worldly 
affairs, and take service, ih which case he is .called 
Vishoyi. These two terms are analogous to the words 
Baidik and Laukik of the south; but the distinction is 
not so widely 'drawn in the north; and changes from 
the one kind of life to the other are there less un
common, which is probably owing to the high pre
eminence given to family rank. It must also be observ
ed, that among th'e Kulins there are very few Pandits. 
and most of these learned persons belong to the third 
rank or Srotriyos, who, having little rank 'by birth, must 
study if they are desirous of obtaining respect. 

The difference of sett or religious tenets. produces 
much less separation among the Brahmans of Bengal, 
than it does among those of the south, owing' probably 
to the doctrine of the Bedantos having little attracted 
the notice of the former; so that the greater part of 
the Brahmans of Bengal, although divided into five 
sects, have not placed themselves under the banners of 
any great doctor, such as Songkar. Ramanuj, or Madhov; 
'not but the writings of several such personages are 
known. but they have not 'produced heat enough to 
generate controversy. Indeed it is not custQmary with 
most of the B:t;ahmans of Bengal to declare the sect to 
which they belong,' except to their Guru or spiritual 
instructor; and it is not considered as ci'lil to ask them 
the question. Whereas those in tqe south glory in their 
sect, and take every opportunity of declaring their 
adherence to it. and their aversion to all others. . . 

Among the Barondro Brahmans, however, many of 
the third rank openly profess themselves of the sect of 
Vishnu, and are called Odwaito Bongso, or descendants 
of Odwaito, a learned and holy Brahman of Santi poor. 
who declared himself a worshipper of Krishno, and 
established rules for the belief of his descendants, none 
of whom, whatever his private opinion may be, wm 
venture to say. that the departs from the creed of his 
ancestor. In the same manner a Rarhi Brahman of 
Nodiya named Nityanondo, who lived .about 300 years 
ago, openly professed himself a follower of Vishnu; and 
his descendants follows his tenets. Both the descendants 
of Odwaito and Nityanondo are called Goswami or 
Gosaing (vulgo Goseyn): but must be carefully distin
guished frpm those of the same title who come from 
the western provinces, who are persons of all castes, and 
who say, that they have forsaken the 'world, and have 
taken vows of poverty and chastity; although most of 

them are keen merchants, and pay very little other 
respect to their vows, except in abstaining from 
marriage. The G6swamis. of Bengal on tb.e contrary 
marry; bur almost all of them adhere to the proper 
duties of their caste, and very rarely accept of service. 

The other Pandits of the five tribes, who do not 
:1cknowledge the nature of their creed, call themselves 
simply Pandit Gurus. The Goswamis form about a 
tenth part of the five tribes, having been able to multi
ply fast, as they are Gurus or religious' instructors for 
almost all the Sudras; and have considerable lJleans of 
subsistence. Like other fqllowers of Vishnu, they chiefly 
study as· their guide in religion. the Purans or works 
attributed to Vyas; while the Guru Pandits. although 
they occasionally read the Purans, study chiefly' the 
books called Tontros, supposed to have been revealed by 
the god Sib. The science contained in the Tontros, and 
which is eagerly studied in most parts of Bengal. is 
called Agom; and the most learned doctor in this law 
is esteemed to have been Agom. who lived at Nodiya, 
about the same time with Nityanondo. These differences 
of sect produce no sort of -difference of caste, and 
Goswami is anxious to procure a husband of the first or 
second rank for his daughter; although none of these 
dignified persons profess the worship of' Vishnu, and 
the wife is always expected to adqpt the seef of her 
husband. 

A most essential difference arises in the rank of the 
five tribes, from that. of the persons whom they con
descend to instruct in religious matters, or for whom 
they act as priests. The former or teachers, are called 
Gurus: the nriests who read prayers on solemn occasions 
are called Purohits. and in general are less respected 
than the former. Thqse Wiho perform these offices for 
Brahmans alone are highest in rank: but few of such 
'respected persons l)elong to the five tribes. Next follow 
such as .perform these offices for tpe two higher ranks 
of Sudras. the physicians and scribes. Then follow 
those who cut for the nfne pure castes of tradesmen 
(Novosakh). and for a few tribes that are admitted to 
be of a similar rank. 

All these Brahmans continue to be tolerably respect
ed, and may give their daughters in marriage to Kulins ; 
hut certain religious offices in some measure deprive a 
Brahman of caste, and his daughter cannot intermarry' 
with a person of any of the three pure ranks. The 
highest of these impure Brahmans are the Ogrodani, 
who receive the first charity (Dan), that a person offers 
in commemoration of his deceased parents. The charity 
offered on all future occasions is accepted by the highest, 
and is a considerable source of revenue. A tradesman 
of the nine pure castes will condescend to drink the 
water of an Ogrodani : but rejects that of all the inferior 
Brahmans. who are considered as inferior in rank even 
to a Sudra. • 

The Brahmans, who condescend too act as Gurus and 
Purohits for any of the impure tribes, are called Vorno, 
and occupy the next rank; but differences exist in theIr 
rank, according to the various degrees of their disciples' 
impurit.y. Next to the Vornos are the Moruiporas, who 
read the funeral service over any person lower than a 
Brahman. These are the lowest persons, that are 
descended from the five tribes, which wer.e introduced 
by Adisur. The Pujaris: or prIests, who officiate in 
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temples; ate considered as blameable for undertaking 
so low an office; but the Brahmans of the third order 
(Srotriyos), 'who usually accept of the office are not on 
that Ilccount degraded from their rank, provided the 
temple has been built and endowed by a person of pure 
birth, such as a tradesman of the rUne pure castes, and 
such persons are the usual Gurus of the lower castes~ 
The Pujari is indeed generally selected from the family 
of the founder's Purohit. The temples founded by 
persons of low ori~in are served by Vorno Brahmans. 

.Brahmans of the five tribes, very unlike those of the 
south, not only act as Pujaris in temples where bloody 
sacrifices are made, but actuany make the offering, and 
eat the meat. They are also permitted to eat fish and 
venison, with five other species of animals, namely the 
rhinoceros, hare, porcupine, turtle, and a large kind of 
lizard (Sorno Godhika). Few, however, avail themselves 
of any animal food except fish, and many abstain even 
from that indulgence. Next in number to the five tribes 
are the Baidik Brahmans, 'a colony which also came 
from Kanyokubjo, but a latter period. I have not been 
able to ascertain the time but they say, that they were 
introduced by Adityo Subudhhi Narayon, Raja of 
Srihotto,. which is north from Dhaka. I do not know 
what place is meant, unless it be Silhet. These Baidik 
Brahmans seem to have nearly the same customs with 
the five tribes ~ but are considered as higher, are not· 
divided into three ranks, and none of them have betaken 
themselves to service, nor have any degraded themselves 
so as to becQ,lTIe Vornos, nor scarcely any so much as 

. to act as Gurus for Sudras of even the highest, rank. 
By far the greater part of the Gurus of the five tribes 
are Baidiks, who excel in learning. From having settled 
in different parts of the country they have separated 
into two tribes. that do not intermarry, the one called 
Paschatyo, and ihe other Dakhyinatyo. The Paschatyo, 
who are 'mostly settled in the north-east parts of Bengal" 
are considered as rather the highest, and their heredi
tary chief and religious instructor (Guru) still resides 
at Srihotto. Among the Baidiks also there arose a 
person of great celebrity named Chaitonyo, who openly 
professed the' worship of Vishnu, and who having no 
children instructed his pupils in that doctrine, which 
their descendants now adopt, and are called Chaitonyo 
Bongso and Goswamis. The others conceal their sect, 
assume the title of Pandit Gurus, study the'Tontros, 
and are by far the most numerous. The Baidiks do 
not' indulge themselves in numerous wives like the 
higher ranks of the five tribes, and seldom, if 'ever, 
taste even fish. They offer sacrifices, but do not eat 
the flesh. None of them are Pujaris nor priests in 
temples. 

In Dinajpoor are many persons callin~ themselves 
Brahmans' but neither the five tribes nor Baidiks ac
knowledge' them as ,such, • nor as descended from the 
sacred persons, who proceeded from the mouth of 
Brahma. Some pretend, that their ancestors were 
created by Vyas, and this seems to be their own opinion, 
as they call themselves Vyasokto. A circumstance, said 
to be related in the Sri l\'[ohabharot, will perhaps throw 
some light on the subject. Porasor, the father of Vyas, 
was on a certain day near the river, and observed a 
fisherman (Kaiborto), who had a most beautiful girl 
in his boat. The Gymnosophist could not resist the 

violence of the desire with which he was seized; but 
entered into the boat and became the father of Vyas. 
who cannot well be considered' as a Brahman, the 
maternal line being impure. We may therefore suppose, 
that the Vyasokto are the descendants of Vyas. The 
Pandit of the survey, however, will not allow of the 
illegItimacy of Vyas ; and supposes, that Bollalsen, when 
he raised the Kaibortos to the rank of pure Hindus, 
allowed their Gurus or priests to assume the name of 
Brahmans. It must be· observed, that many of the 
impure tribes of Hindus have Gurus of thefr own, 
totally independent of the Brahmans, and the Vyasoktos 
continue to be the Gurus and Purohits of that tribe alone, 
and have no sort of connection with the other Brahmans. 
I met with no person of any learning among them, which 
has prevented me from entering into a particular detail 
of their· customs. Except families, which have evident
ly migrated lately. into Bengal, there are none in that 
country, who pretend to be 'Khyetriyos or Vaisyos, and 
the people may be divided into Brahmans and Sudras. 

Between these, however, are in some measur,e 
suspended two tribes, the Daivoggnos or astrologers, and 
the Bhat or bards; but I procured no information con
cerning these that is interesting. The Daivoggnos here 
have been nearly deprived of 'their profession by the 
Brahmans, and in the south entirely. There they 
(Daivoggnos) have 1:5ecome weavers, have refused obedi
ence ~o the sacred order, and have adoIJted priests of 
their own. Whether this was in revenge for the 
encroachments' of the Brahmans, or whether these were 
in consequence of the rebellion of ~he astrologers, I 
cannot take upon myself to say. The highest of the 
Sudras are the Baidyos or medical tribe, concerning 
when I shall say nothing, as I met with no man of 

• learning among them. The Kayosthos or scribes follow 
next, and were once of more importance th~n they are I 

now; as at one time they managed most of the revenue 
and commerce of the country; but the Brahmans of the 
five.. tribes, having applied themselves more closely to 
business, chiefly since the English government, there can 
be no doubt, from their superior intelligence and educa
tion, that they will soon obtain the whole, as they have 
already a considerable part. The Kayosthos, however, 
are now enjoyitlg the fruit of their former labours, and 
a great many of the landholders are of this tribe. The 
five Brahmans, who were introduced by Adisur, were 
accompanied by-five Kayosthos; but· all the Kayosthos 
of Bengal are not considered as sprung from them; and 
their' descen'dants seem to have settled chiefly in the 
western districts, forming the two tribes called Uttor 
and Dokhyin Rarhi; while the Bonggoj and Sudra 
Kayosthos occupy the eastern districts towards Dhaka, 
and seem to be of a more ancient a line. Bollalsen 
arranged their ranks, and subdivided them variously. 
Those of Dokhyin Rarhi, who seem to have been intro
duced into Dinajpoor 'by one of them, who was ancestor 
of the Raja's family, were divided by Bollalsen into 
Kulin and Maulik; but both can intermarry. On the 
whole this caste has been frittered into endless sub
divisions, concerning which there are several treatises; 
but to follow them would be tedious. and perhaps useless. 
Those of Dinajpoor chiefly follow the Pandit Gurus and 
the Tontros as their guides in religion; the Rajas, how
ever, were of Vishnu's part. 
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Next to the Kayosthos are nine tribes (NobQsakh) of 
tradesmen, who, although greatly inferior to the scribes, 
are still considered as pure Sudras ; for a Brahman may 
drink their water without loss of caste; and a Brahman, 
who condescends on certain occasions· to give them 
,instrl1ction, is not altogether disg:raced .• In this country 
they are mostly followers of the Goswamis. The trades 
ar~-(1) Druggists; (2) Workers in shell; (3) Copper
smiths; (4) Cultivators of betel-leaf; (5) Weavers; 
(6) Makers of garlands; (7) Blacksmiths; (8) Potters; 
and (9) Barbers. 

The extreme variance, that is found in the arrange
ment of castes in different parts of India, appears to me 
a pretty convincing proof, that they did not proceed 
from any original general law; but were adapted to the 
prejudices of the various Indian nations, respecting the 
ranks of different trades, when these nations were 
induced to receive the doctrine of caste from the 
Brahmans. In Bengal, for instance, the coppersmiths 
and blacksmiths are considered as distinct castes; where
as in the south of India they are united, and conjoined • 
with the' carpenters, masons, and goldsmiths, who in 
Bengal are placed among the impure tribes," 'as the whole 
are in the south, probably because there they persisted 
in having Gurus of their own. 

Nearly in the same rank with the nine most 
distinguished trades, within the limits of pure Sudras 
(Sot Sudra) Bollalsen, according to tradition, has 
placed the following castes, which are found in 
Dinajpoor. 

(1) .Retailers of grain, salt, etc.; (2) Of the same 
'profession; (3) Preparers of sweet-meats; (4) Keepers 
of buffaloes; (5) Goyala, keepers of kine; (6) Cultivators. 
This list of the professions, which were admitted into 
the limits of pure Sudras by Bollalsen, seems to me 
curious; as it probably shows the degree of importance 
which each possessed in his time, and it is probably 
owing to the same circumstance that the Kaibortos 
obtained a preference over the other tribes of cultivators 
in Bengal, all of which are reckoned impure. This I 
think will be confirmed when it is considered that the 
fishermen among the Kaibortos, who in Dinajpoor are 

.called Jhalos, have been left among the impure" tribes, 
as being of little importance; while the Vyasoktos, or 
priesthood common and peculiar to both Jhalos and 
Kaibortos, have been elevated to the title of Brahman. 
Before the introduction of proper caste's the various 
tribes of India were probably'like the ancient states of 
Greece and Italy; a Roman could only marry with a 
Roman, or an Athenian with an Athenian; for the same 
circumstance takes place among the rude tribes of India, 
although these have no proper distinction of castes. 
This circumstance no doubt greatly facilitated the intro
duction of proper caste, each tribe took 'its place among 
the pure .or impure Sudras, according to its importance, 
and continued as before to confine its marriages with~n 
itself. I am persuaded that the impure tribes are no~ 
as commonly supposed the offspring of the four pure 
castes contaminated by illegitimate connection. The 
Baidyos for instance, who are alleged to pe descended of 
a Brahman by a Vaisyo woman, are placed at the very 
head of the pure tribes of Bengal. The same origin is 
assigned to the Daivoggnos, who hold a still higher 
station; but of this more hereafter. 

The pure Sudras are distinguished from those below 
them by having pure Brahmans for their Gurus and 
Purohits; and by their abstaining from all food that is 
forbidden to Brahmans, from intoxicating drugs, from 
concubines, and from marrying widows. The Kulin 
Kayosthos are allowed to keep two wives, and can sell 
their daughters to the lower rank at a great price. The 
other pure Sudras can marry only one wife, unless the 
first proves bar.ren. Whenever a man, whose birth is 
esteemed remarkably pure, gives his daughter to a lower 
person, he receives a present. It must, however, be 
observed that .the Pollob-Goyalas are only allowed Vorno 
Brahmans, and the Kaibortos have Brahmans, who are 
not considered as descended from the persons that sprung 
from the mouth of Brahma. 

Of the 900,000 Hindus, which I estimate to be in this 
district, my assistant supposes that 90,000 are of pure 
descent; and that, perhaps 15,OGO of these have been 
born in other districts, and an equal number are of the 
two tribes Kaiborto and Khyen, which border on 
impurity. The impure tribes are divided into two kinds, 
Nich and Ontyoj; the former observe some rules of 
decency, and the others are altogether vile. The Nich 
have peculiar Brahmans who, on account of their 
instructing low persons, have been degraded even below 
the pure Sudras. These Brahmans arfi! called in general 
Vornos; but as' the various castes dispute vehemently 
about pre-eminence;- and each pretends to be unjustly 
considered as impure, no one will employ a Brahman 
that officiates for those of any other Nich caste, so that 
each has its own appropriate race of Brahmans. The 
first five ranKS of Niches cannot lawfully keep con
cubines, marry widow-s, nor eat or drink what is 
forbidden to higher Hindus. But the lower orders 
openly keep concubines, and except the distillers of 
liquor, openly intoxicate themselves. The castes of Nich, 
that are found in Dinajpoor, are as follows. 

(1) Money-changers; (2) Goldsmiths; (3) Carpenters; 
(4) A kind of merchants who deal in grain and salt; 
(5) A kind of potters; (6) Oilmakers; (7) Fishermen of 
the Kaibroto caste; (8) Another kind of fishermen; 
(9) Boatmen and fishermen; (10) Makers of Lack orna
ments; (11) Sellers of prepared rice and sweetmeats; 
(12) Distillers of spirits. 

These may amount on the whole to' about 150,000 
persons. Many of them are rich, which makes them 
bear their degradation with impatience; and the women 
of the money-changers are in general accused of holding 
their husbands in contempt, and of _going astray with 
persons whose rank is more conformable to their fortune. 

There is somewhat more reason in the higher castes 
abstaining from. communication with the tribes included 
under the gener.al appellation of Ontyoj. These eat 
many things that are forbidden to other Hindus, al
though there is a considerable difference in the degrees 
of indulgence, which these tribes allow to' themselves. 
Some abstain from pork, others indulge themselves in 
this luxury; while some will even eat the flesh of 
oxen, which is considered as the utmost degradation of 
whieh human nature is capable. They have never been 
permitted to kill the sacred animals; their repasts, 
therefore, of this nature have been confined to carrion. 
The whole, except the washermen, cOl1lsid~r themselves 
as permitted to intoxicate themselves whe;never they 
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have a convenient opportunity; and- they are not dis
graced by openly keeping concubines; nor are their 
widows disgraced by entering into that state. The 
Dhobas, 'Kopali, Chondal, and some of the Muchis have 
Vo;rno Brahmans for Gurus. The Patonis, Bhumi Malis, 
and part of the Muchis have only Vaishnov for Gurus; 
but Brahmans act as their Purohits. Those of them that 
belong to Dinajpoor, and who are considered as having 
had their rank ascertained by Bollalsen, are the follow
ing. 

(1) Washermen; (2) Weav~rs of canvas and sack
cloth; (3) Fishermen; (4) Basket makers (two classes) ; 
(5) Gardeners and farmers; (.6) Sweepers and scavengers; 
(7) Tanners and shoe-makers. These classes, especially 
the fifth, are very numerous, and about 225,000 of them 
are to' ,be found in Dinajpoor, 

The whole of thes!,) tribes, that I have as .yet men
tioned, are considered as having belonged to Bengal, 
when Bollalsen settled the rank of its castes. I cannot, 
however, find that any book -or written regulation was 
made by that prince; but eac~ caste, which possesses 
wealth, has persons called Ghotoks, who keep registers 
of marriages, with the names of the parties and that 
of their parents, and thus can ascertain genealogies. 
These are the per!;ons usually employed to make up 
marriages, as they are answerable for the purity of the 
parties' extraction. The whole of the tradition concern
ing the settlement by Bollalsen seems to rest on the 
authority of these Ghotoks, which perhaps may be 
doubted; but I have not been able to find one person of 
this description, with whom "I might converse on the 
subject. 

One half of the Hindus in Dinajpoor "belongs to 
tribes whi~ are supposed not to have been settled in 
Bengal in th-e time of Bollalsen, and at least 290,000 of 
thes~ belong to a people which appear to me to have a 
common origin, and whose features mark them clearly 
to be of a different race from other Hindus; indeed they 
are most strongly marked, as belonging to the flat, broad
faced people, which qccupies the Eastern portions of 
Asia. I think it probable that it is since the time of 
Bollalsen that they have come from the Eastern side 
of the Korotoya river, or Kamrup, where they. are still 
more numerous than in this district; but all 
remembrance of the emigration has .ceased. It is very 
possible, however, that they may have been the original 
inhabitants of the northern parts of this district, which 
do not appear to have been within the limits of Bollal
sen's dominion any more than Kamrup, which I suppose 
to have been their original country. This, however, I 
shall probably have hereafter an opportunity of deter
mining. These three tribes are the Rajbongsi .. Kongch, 
and Polya, and consider themselves as distinct; but it 
is contended by many that they were originally the 
same, and have now separated in consequence of some 
of them having adopted, more than others, thDse manners 
which Hindus consider pure. This I shaH have probably 
an opportunity of showing to have been the case, when 
in my n~xt report I come to state the history of Kamrup ; 
I shall only mention now that the Rajbongsis seem 
merely to me to be the families of the _ Kongch, which 
are relaied to their princes such as the Rajas of Vihar, 
Vijni, and Dorong, whose history is tolerably clear; and' 
there are still Kongch remaining who retain a language 

• 

totally different from that of Bengal, who retain the 
old simple worship, and have no dealings with the 
Brahmans. In Dinajpoor, even the highest of tMm, the 
Rajbongsis, are reckoned a very impure tribe; but in 
the countries that are subject to their princes an 
assertion of this nature would be very imprudent; and 
it has been dis'covered that they are Khyetriyos. who 
escaped from the persecution of Porosu Ra~; aqd that 
th~ir princes are descendants of ihe god Sib. The 
Rajbongsis and Kongch in Dinajpoor drink intoxicating 
liquors without disgrace, and openly keep concubines; 
but they abstain from swine arid fowls, in which the 
Polyas are not a.shamed to indulge themselves. The 
principal difference between the Rajbongsis ,and Kongch 
is, that the latter condescend to carry the palanquin, 
which the oihers do not. All the three are cultivators 
and weavers. 

The other tribes of Dinajpoor, who are considered 
as not having belonged to Bengal when Bollalsen settled 
its castes, are as follows: (n Cultivators from Maithilo, 
who follow the B~ahmans of that nation; (2) Weavers 
from the west of India; (3) Workers in tin from the west 
of India; (4) Cultivators; (5) Grass:cutters; (6) Wood
cutters; (7) Workers in ratan; (8) Makers of leather 
bags; (9) Snake-catchers and gelders of animals; 
(10) Mordan Furash or Mrilop, who remove dead bodies. 
The whole do not exceed 10,000 persons. The first caste 
is pure; the two last castes are exceedingly vile, and it 
may be dOMbted whether they can be considered as 
either Hindus or Muhammedans. 

Customs of the Hindus-To give an account of the 
ceremonies of each or anyone of these castes would be" 
endless. In the fifth and seventh volumes of the Asiatic 
Researche's they have been most ably explained by 
Mr. Colebrook; and whoever wishes 1.0 investigate how 
time may be altogether wasted, will there see to what 
lengths the Hindus have carried this science. In the 
observance of these ceremonies every Hindu, who can 
possibly spare time, seems to place his chief glory; and 
he COllsumes in a most miserable manner the hours that 
were granted for nohler purposes. 

In other matters the Brahmans of Bengal are not 
vear so strict as those of the south. They have allowed 
themselves a much greater liberty in point of food; and 
they have yielded much farther to the Sudras, not only 
in assisting at their ceremonies, but in complying with 
the common worship by bloody sacrifices. It is owing 
to this that their law seems to be much more universally 
observed in Bengal than it is in the south; and that the 
customs of its different castes have a greater uniformity. 

I have already mentioned the foops that are allowed 
to pure Hindus. The only meat which they commonly 
use is that of !lacrifices, and the only animals that they 
offer are buffaloes and goats. The impure tribes offer 
ducks, swine, and fowls; but these two last are reserved 
for the very dregs of the people, especially the fowls. 
The ducks are more respectable, and even some pure 
Sudras are allowed to use them, although theY'are never 
confined, nor prevented from eating any impurity. 

The extracts of poppy and hemp, and the leaves of 
the latter, are considered as much more innocent than 
spirituous liquors; yet they are more apt than even 
distilled spirits, to lead to the most beastly private 
intoxication. A Brahman -Who intoxicates himself with 
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these drugs, is considered as highly blameable, just as 
a drunkard is with us; but he does not lose caste. Many 
of the lower tribes use them whenever they can; but 
it is only the yery lowest that will drihk spirituous 
liquors openly; these of course are never used except 
for mere private intoxication. All women chew tobacco; 
but it is only those of the unclean tribes, and prostitutes, 
that smoke. No man, however pure, loses caste by 
smoking tobacco; and all practice it except a few 
Pandits, who content themselves with snuffing, which is 
esteemed more honourable than smoking. Men seldom 
chew this weed. 

Except the bodies of children, the dead of all castes 
are burned. The higher the caste, the younger are the 
children that are entitled to this kind of funeral. The 
body of a dead Brahman of two years of age receives 
this honour, y.rhile· burial is considered as sufficient for 
a low child, until he has reached his fifth year. The 
funeral pile, however, being expensive, many of the 
poor cannot be reduced to ashes. A torch, or bundle of 
straw is kindled, and put to the mouth of the corpse, 
with the proper ceremonies, and afterwards, if near a 
large river, the body is thrown into the water; or if 
at a distance, ·it is buried. The first, when practicable, 
is always preferred, and renders many of the' rivers 
ex<:eedingly disgusting. The expense of the funeral it
self IS not very burthensome, but the mourning is 
follo\\(ed by a ceremony called Sraddho, which is very 
grievous, and often ruinous. The poorest Brahman of 
pure birth cannot perform it for less than 40 rupees, 
and must sell, beg, and borro\v, to. the utmost of his 
power to procure thIS sum.. Even the very low and 
impure tribe called Patoni, who are basket makers, 
require to raise 10 rupees for this ceremony, which is 
the value of at least three months' labour; nor can they 
'be freed from the restraints of mourning until it has 
been performed. 

Men, or rather boys, are always married so soon as 
they can procure money sufficient to defray the expense, 
which, except to some of the highest ranks of the 
Brahmans, are very great, and very frequently involve 
the parties in ruin. The higher ranks of Brahmans 
receive a pri<:e from the father of their .bride, when they 
inarry, and no Brahman can lawfully take a price for 
his daughter; although of late, this practice, as I have 
mentioned, is gaining ground. The Sudras, on the 
contrary. in general, may lawfully take money for their 
daughters. This suD1 given by the father either of the 
bride or bridegroom, according to the custom of the caste, 
is called Pan; but, except with the Kulin Brahmans, 
and Ku~in Kayosthos, is never sufficient to defray the 
expense 'of the party who receives it, although it renders 
his outlay less burthensome. The charges attending the 
marriage of.. a Kulin Brahman, who is poor, cannot, to 
both parties, amount to less than 300 rupees. A 
Kayostho marriage must cost· at least Rs. 150. A trades
man of pure birth cannot spend less than 80; and 
even a Bhumi mali, the lowest of all castes, must 
expend 17 rupees, 12 of which come from 'the father 
'of the boy, and 5 from the father of the girl. The 
daughters of all Brahmans ought to be married before 
they are ten years of age, but some indulgence is shown 
to those of Kulins. Even among the lowest Sudras, both 
father and daughter are considered as highly blameable 

if a girl remains unmarried at the age of puberty; for 
it is scarcely expected' that the girl in that case should 
be able to preserve her chasUty. Girls before marriage 
receive little or no education. Those wno are rich, see 
how their rpothers manage their family. Those who are 
poor must labour, and are taught how to work. In 
this country, even the women of the Brahmans spin 
cotton, which, in the south, would be reckoned an 
abomination. So 10Mg as the parents are alive, it is they 
alone who 'are consulted in making marriages. Not 
that a contumacious couple would incur loss· of' caste; 
but the man would be disinherited, and both they and the 
priest who married them, might be fined by their Guru. 
Before marriage it is not customary for the parties to 
see each other, nor for their mutual inclinations to be 
consulted. The Ghotak, or register of pedigrees among 
the higher castes, and Poramanik, or chief of the' caste 
among the lower, act as agents, and generally settle all 
particulars, before the bride or bridegroom know any
thing of the matter. In the selection of husbands, birth 
seems to have in general a preference to riches, which 
indeed are little regarded, the urgency of procuring a 
match at any rate, leaving little room for choice on 
that point: the avoiding disgrace seems to be what is 
principally iri view. It is lawful for Hindus to marry 
as many wives as they please; but in fact it is im
possible for any, except the two highest. ranks of the 
five tribes, to procure more than one, unless where the 
first wife has no 'child; and then the- expense becomes 
so grievous, that none except a few rich persons can 
procure a second; for in such a <;ase no father will give 
his daughter without a bribe, and two houses must be 
kept, otherwise disputes run so high, as to render :J.ife 
intolerable. 

No pure Hindu in Bengal can lawfully keep a con
cubine of any sort, whether he is married or single. 
But some of the impure tribes allow men to form a kind 
of left-hand marriage, called Nika, with widows of their 
own tribe, 'The contract is accompanied by religious 
ceremonies, and the same fidelity, both in the man and 
woman, is expected as in proper marriage (Vivoha); 
but in general neither the Nika nor her children .are 
so much respected as the virgin spouse, especially if the -
caste approaches in any degree to purity; for in some 
very low castes there is little difference shown. This 
contract is made by the consent of the parties, and may 
be dissolved at pleasure by eith.er ; but this is considered 
as blameable. In these low caste seven adulteresses 
may becomes Nikas, provided they have only indulged 
men of their own or higher tribes. A virgin cannot 
become a Nika. A concubine who is not united by some 
religious ceremony, is called Dhemini, and no Hindu, 
except the very-extremes of. impurity, can live with such 
a creature, without being in danger of losing caste, should 
his fault be discovered: but casual communication, 
especIally with a woman of the <lame caste, do~s not 
incur such a heavy punishment, and the lowest castes 
admit of Dheminis of the same tribe. 

Widows, I have already mentioned, are subject to 
great harshness of treatment, and even in the 'lowest 
caste can be married ill no way, except by the contract 
called Nika, The virgin spouses of all Hindus are 
permitted to burn themselves with the body of theb 
deceased !;usband on his funeral P!le; but the practice 
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is chiefly confined to those of Brahmans, physicians, and 
scribes. The women of these two last castes are allowed 
a farther in~ulgence. If their husband dies at a distance, 
they may dIg a pit, fill it with combustibles, and throw 
themselves into_ it, provided they have any article that 
belonged to their husband, which they can carry with 
them into the flames. Both practices are exceedingly 
rare in Dinajpoor, and probably not above one or two 
sacrifices of this nature are made in a year. If a man 
leaves children, or brothers who lived with him in the 
same famL,ly with a common stock, his widow is entirely 
destitute, unless the husband has made a will or dona
tion in her favour before he died; but this is not 
commonly done, and the widow in general receives 
nothing more than food, and mean apparel. But if her 
husband had separated his stock from his brothers, and 
has left no children, the widow is his heir; and at any 
rate, if he has children, she is her son's tutor during 
his minority, which renders her condition tolerable for 
some years. It is the interest of the wife, therefore, to 
create differences between her husband and his brothers. 

Hindu virgins have seldom an opportunity of mis
behaving, because none almost remain unmarried after 
the age when they are in danger; but widows of all 
ranks, especially in the higher castes, who cannot hope 
to become Nika, are very frequently unable to .resist 
temptation. Either virgin or widow who has disgraced 
herself, whether she is high or low, ought to be ex
communicated; but as the disgrace extends also to the 
whole family, every pains is taken to conceal the affair, 
and to procure abortion; for which very violent means 
are said to be employed, and the higher castes are said 
to be in general successful; but the lower can seldom 
pr9cure the means, and excommunicate the woman, who 
either becomes an abandoned character, or a religious 
mendicant. 

Poor parents, in times of scarcity, may give their 
children'to persons of rank as sla'ves, and are sometimes 
induced to sell the.r:n to procuresses. This, however, is 
quite contrary to Hindu law, ,although such parents are 
not liable to excommunication. Divorces from a virgin 
spouse are only admitted in case of adultery, and the 
'wife cannot in any case divorce her husband. Pure 
Hindus must turn away their wives, if they are publicly 
known to have disgraced them; but many of the lower 
castes, provided their fickle wives confine their amours 
to the caste, rather pay a small fine than part with them, 
as the expense of marrying again would be intolerable, 
and it is considered as impossible to live single. In 
such castes a divorced woman may become a Nika. In 
cases of divorce the children -belong to the father. 

All proper Hindus regret, that in these days no caste 
adheres to its proper duties, but that many persons, in 
order to procure a subsistence, betake themselves to 
professions, for which they were not originally intended. 
In faci the compelling a person, for ever, to adhere to 
the profession of his father is so contrary to justice 
and human nature, that it has been found impractlcable ; 
and, the Hindus, although with regret, have been com
pelled to relax the spirit of the law, and even to admit 
into their written code numerous exemptions yet every 
deviation 'from the strict letter is conS'idered more and 
more improper, in proportion to the rank of the person, 
by whom it is made, and to the extent of the deviation. . 

These exemptions, however regretted by weH disposed, 
but over zealous persons, have certainly in a great 
measure removed, or at least alleviated one strong 
objection to the institution. Enough of evil still, how
ever, remains behind; for instance the inconvenience, 
which every Hindu of de, cent rank experiences in 
travelling, and in procuring food, which he considers 
as/pure; so that there is scarcely any man of rank, who 
does not waste much time in the disagreeable and 
degrading office of a cook, while the lea-st irregularity in 
his motions, or any extraordinary exertion required, 
totany deprives him of. two or three hours' labour, that 
he has thrown away on that service, and deprives him 
of. a meal, of which he was perhaps in the utmapt need: 

The principal evil, howevel'\ that the Hindu doctrine 
of caste has imposed, is the confinement of science to 
a hereditary priesthood, elevated by birth above the 
governors of the country. The Brahmans indeed may 
read some of their books"·to princes, and other great 
persons; but the -explanation, not only of religiQn, but 
of civil law and ethics, was always confined to the 
sacred order, and supported by divine authority. Of 
late a considerable relaxation has taken place, although 
it is severely condemned by persons of strict notions; 
yet the workS, that have hitherto been translated into 
the Prakrito or polished language, so far as I call learn, 
are not of a nature to diminish the credulity of their 
readers, nor to increase either their wisdom, or virtue; 
and there are still many books kept carefully from the 
profane, to which on all occasions a reference may be 
made, as to a superior authority. The state of the 
knowledge in this district I have already detailed. 

The better informed Brahmans may in some measure 
be called worshippers of two deities, a male and a 
female. And this doctrine seems to have been pretty 
generally adopted by all the rude tribes scattered 
through India, or situated on its frontier, whose poverty 
has prevented them from receiving instruction. The 
male is generally considered as good natured, but the 
female delights in the blood of sacrifices. This ,simple 
doctrine the Brahmans have considerably enlarged and 
diversified. The sexes are considered as forming in 
some measure one body, which is explained by comparing 
them with the two lobes (cotyledons) of a pea; but all 
the Brahmans, with whom I have conversed, consider, 
that many deities have preceded from these two supreme 
spirits, and the division into sects arises from its being 
disputed, which of these inferior deities ought to be the 
sole or principal object of worship, or which of the 
deities, universally admitted to exisi, is to be considered 
as the supreme. Some for instance con~nd that the sun 
ought to be the principal object of worship; others 
contend that Sib is the chief god, while others assert 
the Vishnu is entitled to that dignity, and one sect gives 
pre-eminence to the female. In this country there are 
five sects: (1) Saibo, who consider Sib as the principal 
god, but always worship t[1is deity in conjunction with 
the female power; (2) Sakto, who worship chiefly the 

-femple portion of the deity; (3) Saur, who worship the 
sun; (4) Ganpotyo, who worship Ganes; (5) Vaishnov, 
who worship Vishnu. This sect has branched into two, 
one worships Ram, the other Krishno. 

The members of each of these sects, although they 
consider one deity as the principal object of worship, 
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and as the chlef of the gods, do not imagine, that the of gods. They are of three kinds; Bishohori and 
other gods have no existence, and occasionally address Monggol Chondi, that are employed in the worship of 
their praycrs to several of them; the whole may, there- the goddesses, whose names they bear; and Kritons, who 
fore, with propriety, be considered as Polytheists, and sing the praises of Krishna. Several of the low castes 
the whole are idolaters. A large proportion of the have deities, whom they consider as 'having a peculiar 
Brahmans,. indeed, kn.ow nothing of the disputes, from care over them, and that probably were their only gods, 
whence the differences of sect have arisen, nor of the before their instruction by the Brahmans; but this belief 
more refined doctrines of their sects; and are most is not near ~o common as in the south. The worship, 
iJ;nplicit believers in polytheism, and in the peculiar which consi~ts in the votary suspending himself from the 
holiness of certain images arising from the actual end of a lever, by hooks passed through the skin of hIS 
presence of the deity. Of course the Sudras are still back, and in being whirled round before the god in that 
more addicted to these errors; but still in general they painful situation, was invented in this district, and is 
adhere nominally to some sect. Three of the sects above still much practised; but not having had an opportunity 
mentioned contain so few members, that they may be of seeing it, I shall only notice some particulars, that 
altogether neglected. The sects that are by far the most differ from those in the south. First, it is performed by 
numerous, are those who worship Sakto among the many of pure caste; secondly, it is performed 'before 
Brahmans, and those who worship ·Vishnu, under .the the images of Sib; both of which would be considered 
form of Krishna, among the Sudras. These last, how- as abominations in the south; but the most remarkable 
ever, are in general addicted to worship whatever god thing is, that the Brahmans, physicians, and scribes, who 
comes in their way; and, although their spiritual guides are almost all worshippers of Sib, abstain altogether 
avoid the worship of Sakto, yet few of the Sudras are from this practice, and the Sudras seem very fond of it, 
able 10 resist the temptation. The two principal reasons although they are almost all worshippers of Vishnu. 
for this seems to be-first, that Vishnu is considered as The invention is attributed to Ban Raja, who was an 
a benevolent spirit, while Kali, and Bishohori. two Asur or infidel. 
common forms of Sokti, are represented in terrible Well informed people of the higher rank believe in 
forms. Secondly, the sacrifices offered to appease the a future existence, and that it "is a state" of reward and 
Soktis are a temptation not to be resisted by those, who punishment, but most of the lower tribes, and many 
could eat no flesh, unless they offered it in sacrifice, even of the more ignorant Brahmans seem to have no 
and Vishnu will accept' of no offering 'of this .,kind. belief in this opinion, although in general they have 

It is not indeed to be wondered at, that the followers heard of the doctrine, and their worship is performed 
of Vishnu should occasionally pray to the Soktis, in a merely in hope of temporal reward, or for fear of 
district, where even Muhammedans adopt this custom, punist.1.ment in this life. The lower classes have very 
and where everyone in distress, who finds no relief. from little \espect for oaths, and the higher believe that no 
prayers to his saint, betakes himself to a sacrifice to oath can be taken without sin. 
Kali. Accordingly in almost every village, even wh~rt: There are few castes in Bengal, that have not 
there is not a Hindu, there is a place of worship for Purohits from among the Brp.hmans, unle!Os we exclude 
this deity. This is in general very simple, being a heap from the sacred order the Vyasokto, or priests of the 
of earth, commonly under a tree, with a stake to which Kaibortos; but among the low tribes of other countries, 
the head of the sacrifice is fastened, so that the neck who have settled in this district, and form so large a 
may be stretched out for decapitation, which is the portion of its Hindu population, the greater part have 
manner of making the offering. Others are somewhat nQt Brahman Purohits.* The impure tribes of Bengal 
more improved, and consist of a hut, in which ,a terrible generally employ as Gurus the religious mendicants 
figure or painting of the deity is suspended, and a few called Vaishno~s, who from ignorance, however, are often 
have rude images. Bishohori is the goddess of serpents, called Brahmans. In this, however, there are great 
and is a very common object of worship, as are also differences. Some persons of these low tribes have 
Sitola, Siddheswori, Vriddheswori, and especially proper Brahmans as Gurus; and those observe the 
Monggol Chondi, all destructive female spirits, con- Hindu law with regularity; while other persons of the 
sidered by the Brahmans, as the same with the wife of same caste, who ~ddict themselves to impure practic.:es, 
Sib. but worshipped by the ignorant as the inflicters of are not admitted to so high an honour. In this district, 
various evils, which they wish to avoid. These are also m fact, the person who is c.:hief Guru of all those of 
called the Gram Devatas, or village gods. None of their the sect of Vishnu is a Goswarm of the Rarhi division 
temples have any considerable establishment; but by of the tlve tribes. He is named Otolvihari, and resides 
far the greater part have Brahmans for Pujaris, or at Ghyaspoor in the district of Purniya, near Gaur. 
officiating priests. Some, however, of the small places He visists this district annually, performing his office 
dedicated to Kali are served by very low castes, such of Guru to the Brahmans. He also employs Odhikaris, 
as Rajbongsis, or even Bhumimalis. The chief of the or Brahmans who have been degraded by officiating as 
village is never Pujan to the village deity. as usual in priests in temples, to act for him as Gurus for the pure 
the south;- probably because most of them are Sudras; and in like manner he employs, as agents for 
Muhammedans. instructing the lmpure tribes, certaln Vaishnov or other 

No music nor dancers are here attached to the Sudras, who have separated themselves from their 
temples; but there are many sets of musicians, who are families, and have dedicated themselves entirely to God. 
of the lowest castes, and who generally have a boy or His annual profits are said to be about' 12,000 rs., and 
two to dance and sing, .that are employed in the worship his office and rank are hereditary. 

--_ --_---
* In the low castes, the persons who are appropriated to act as Purohits, hold their office by hereditary rank and 

am more respected than common. 
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The Guru instructs the Hindu in a proper form of 
prayer, and this instruction is called Upodes. He also 
accepts of presents on various occasions. Some of the 
Goswamis have authority to punish low people: for 
transgressions against the rules of caste, by fine and 
excommunication; but this power is not general anrl 
noes not extend to the higher castes. The .Guru, 'hoW'
ever, .in all ranks, receives the greater part of tlie fines, 
lhat are levied on those who offend against the rules 
of caste. The. Gurus in Bengal do not seem to occu:gy 
50 high a station as in the south, but they have very 
considerable emoluments.. A man, unless he is of a 
narrow disposition, should give his Guru one-twentieth 
part of his income, but many give less, and many a 
great deal morc. There is no written regulation for this, 
the whole contribution is voluntary. The Purohit reads 
prayers all various occasions. If the prayers' are por
tions of the Bed, the Sudra is not 'allowed to repeat 
after the priest; but there are parts of the service 
that the Sudras are -allowed to utter. They und'erstand 
no part. The usual proportion of the Purohit's emolu
ment is about one-half of that. which the Guru receives. 
Both Gurus and Purohits, not only of the impure, but 
even of the pure. Sudras, are in general so ignorant, 
that they cannot read ~he ceremonies, which are in 
Sanskrita. and none of them understand a word .of 
these writings. The prayers are commonly repeated 
from mem9ry. Even amon,r: the Gurus and Purohits, 
who officiate for the Brahmans. there are many who do 
not under~tand the obsolete language of the Beds, from 
whence a great part of the Hindu service is extracted. 

Amor.g the Brahmans of Bengal, there are very few 
who forsake their families. and dedicate themselves 
entirely to what is called the service of God. Their 
law however admits of the practice, and allows them to 
be divided in con'sequence into four states or conditions 
(Asrom). Between the age of 9 and 11 years, when a 
boy is to receive the thread, which he is to 
wear as the badge of his dignity, he ought to 
pass sometime in the most intense study, and 
severe practice of religious duties. In this state he 
is called Brohmochari. In general they content them
selves with two or three hours- of these exercises, and 
none protract them beyond 10 days. They ·then receive 
the thread with innumerable minute ceremonies. and 
enter into the state called Grihi, or persons living in a 
house with a family. When a man's father and mother 
have died, and if he has children, when tliese have 
grown up, or when he is 50 years of age, should he be 
desirous of acquiring more holiness, he may retire into 
woods or solitary places, and live with holy persons in 
the state of a Banoprostho, which may be translated 
hermit. The number of these among the Brahmans of 
Bengal is exceedingly small. They employ much of 
their time in pilgrimages, and in general have converted 
their effects into money, on which they live; although 
some trust to alms for a support. Most persons indeed 
who now betake themselves to this life, are men who 
have lost all their near relations. Those who wish to 
obtain greater favour from heaven, take upon them
selves the state of Dondi. They throw aside all their 
clothes, except what decency requires, and all their 
effects except a staff and an earthen pot for drawing 
water. They no .longer kindle a fire to prepare food; 

hut take whatever a Brahman gives them to eat. By the 
rules of the order they are not allowed even to think 
of any thing that would give them pleasure; and in 
i.act ought to be most egregious enthusiasts: The 
practice, owing perhaps to the good sense of the 
Brahmans of Bengal is very rare; and th'!'! persons 
who adopt it. retiring to other districts, the fanatical 
multitude would be destitute of a supply sufficient for 
their silly admiration, had not several interlopers from 
the west made their way into the district. Of these 
I shall give some account, only previously observing, 
that among the natives of Bengal there are no gymno
sophists, this extravagance seems to be confined to the 
west. 

Among the followers of Vishnu there are, two sects; 
the one worships Ram, the other Krishno ; for the' other 
incarnations (Avatars) of that deity are not worshipped 
by the Hindus. In Bengal the former conceal their 
sect, as much as the worshippers of Sib, Sokti, Gones, 
or the sun; but near Oydhya or Oude, the city of the 
hero, and in other parts of the west of India, the 
worship of Ram is openly professed. Many young 
Brahmans are there dedicated to the ser~ice of the deity, 
relinquish the world, and take the name of Ramayit or 
Ramanondi. Of these there are a considerable number 
in Dinajpoor. They live in small convents (Akra) of 
five or six persons, under the authority of a Mohonto, 
who before his death appoints a successor, giving him 
the proper secret instruction (Upodes). A description 
of one of these convents at Nimnogor in the town of 
Dinajpoor, may serve to give an idea of the whole. It 
consists of six huts, like those occupied by wealthy 
farmers. One of them, which serves as a chapel 
(Devalyo), is rather larger than the others, and contains 
images of Ram or Roghunath, of his brother Lokhymon, 
of his wife Sita, of his servant Honumar{, and of Gopal 
or Krishno, another incarnation of Vishnu. The first 
and last are made of black stone, the others are of a 
cumposition called Oshtodhatu from its containing eight 
metals. As objects of worship there are besides 32 
Salgrams, or sacred stones representing different gods 
of the side of Vishnu. Four of the other houses are 
appropriated for the accommodation of the l?ersons 
belonging to the convent, ana of any strangers (Hindu) 
of rank; and a small house. is left empty for persons 
of low birth, or even for Muhammedans. The original 
endowment for this Akra was 45 bighas (between 19 
and 20 acres) of land, of which two conta'in the build
ings, and are surrounded by a mud wall. Besides this 
the Rajas allow it a rupee daily; but on the decay of the 
family this has been stopped. Belon~ing to this Akra 
there are five Ramayits, one of whom is Mohonto or 
chief. Although they neither are of the five tribes, nor 
Baidiks, they are Brahmans of Kanyokubjo, and took 
the vows of celibacy when they were children, and are 
much venerated by the people. They possess little or 
no learning; but read some Montros or forms of prayer; 
and they eat with no persons, but those of their own 
description. The Guru of the order (Janokidas) lives 
near Joypoor .. Some two or three of them remain in 
the Akra, while the others travel about soliciting alms; 
but they obtain nothing that can enable them to live 
with any dignity. Five or six rupees are considered as 
a handsome offering from a rich man, while wandering 
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about, they generally sleep at some other Akra; but 
seldom receive any food. They have only one servant 
who keeps their ground, and takes care of three cows 
that give them milk. Some part of their ground is 
waste, and a good deal is occupied by bamboos, mangoes, 
and jak trees, which give them considerable profit, as 
they sell the bamboos and the long grass that grows 
on the waste land, which is used for thatch. They 
cultivate a small proportion of their ground by means 
of Adhiyars, who undertake all the expense and trouble 
of cultivation, and give the proprietors one-half of the 
grain produced, and the whole of the straw, which feeds 
their cows. Their servants' allowance is eight rupees a 
year, and liis food. This servant cultivates the garden, 
which produces vegetables (Turkari) for the use of the 
Ramayits. Those that are present, daily wash the gods, 
adorn them with oil, sandal and flowers, off€r them 
boiled rice and sweetmeats, and read Montros or 
prayers. They also burn a lamp before the images, and 
offer incense (Dhup). When they die, they are burned, 
and their companions mourn (Osauch) for 13 days, in 
place of 11, which common Brahmans use. They never 
shave their heads. 

The celebrated Sangkar; when he came into the 
north of India, introduced the order of Sannyasi, as 
he had done in the south. Many of these Sannyasis, 
who are Brahmans of Kanyekubjo, frequent this. district, 
where they are usually called Goswamis or Gosaing; 
but, as I observed before, they must be carefully distin
guished from the Goswamis of Bengal, who are 
worshippers o~ Vishnu, and married; while those of the 
west are worshippers of Sib, have taken vows of celibacy, 
and are dedicated to the service of god when young. 
In general, however, they pay very little attention to 
the rules of their order. Most of them are rich 
merchants; and, although they live in houses, which 
they call Akras, are generally supposed to have female 
companions. Several have even entered into our 
military service, and are .commonly alleged to be more 
than usually insolent and rapacious in the villages, which 
they enter without their officers. Except the few, who 
adhere more strictly to their rules, these are little 
respected. They have no sort of communion with' the 
five tribes or Baidiks of Bengal, although these also 
are Kanyokubjo Brahmans. Among these Goswamis of 
the west, there are however many Rajputs, and others 
who pretend to be of the Khyetriyo caste. 

The Sudras of Bengal are not excluded from dedicat
ing themselves to the worship of God, and -the very 
lowest of the impure tribes may attach both themselves 
and their children, for ever, to the kind of priesthood, 
or order of mendicants called Vaishnov or Vaishnom. 
In Dinajpoor these are exceedingly numerous, and may 
be divided into three kfnds. First those who have 
as~umed this order' recently, are very little respect~d, 
and cannot procure by begging more than a mere sub
sistence. A 2reat part of them are persons who have 
lost all their relations, widows who have had children, 
and common prostitutes who repent_of their profession, 
or are no longer able to procure a support by its means: 
but there are some also, no doubt, who are actuated 
by more worthy, although mistaken motiv.es. In order 
to be received into the order, It rupee must be given to 
the Goswami, who is Guru, and this is a considerable 

restraint. The whole of this class, however, can scarcely 
be considered as entering among the proper Vaishnovs: 
but their children after one or two generations arrive 
at the full dignity, and from the two remaining classes 
called Grihi and Udasin. The former. like the Grihi 
Brahmans marry, and live settled lives in their own 
houses, although man, woman and child among them arc 
im{Judent beggars; and as they are mueh. respected by 
the lower ranks, they procure a subsistence that is 
rather comfortable, and live like farmers, who keep two 
or three ploughs. Besides begging, they make beads 
from the stems of the Tulosi (Ocymum Sanctum), and 
df common flax, and of the wood. of the Billo (Crataevll 
Marmelos), the Sriphol (Craiaeva religiosa), the Dude, 
and ~ndrojov (Nerium Antidysentericum W.), which 
they sell; for every Hindu, except a Brahman, must 
have. beads round his neck, otherwise he cannot law
fully drink water. Many of the Vaishnov besides' arc 
among the musicians (Kriton), who celebrate the praises 
of Krishno; for they are all worshippers of that in
carna1:ion of Vishnu. These professions are considered 
as lawful; but some have accumulated stock, have. 
taken large farms, and degrade themselves by cultiva
tion. Some of them can read; and a few understand 
Prakrito, and peruse the book called Chaitonyo Chorita
mrito, which was composed by a pious physician named 
Krishno Das,. who was' contemporary with the two 
Brahmans, that introduced the worship of Krishno 
among the five tribes. "The Udasin Vaishnov, like the 
Dondi among the Brahmans, dedicate themselves entirely 
to the service of God, and retire from their famili~s to 
live in convents (Akras); .but like their betters they 
seldom do this, until age. has considerably moderated 
the' strength of appetite for pleasure. They are very 
much respected, and serve as Gurus for the impure 
tribes; but in general act merely as agents for the 
Goswami Brahman, who of course has t.he lion's share 
of the profits. The Vaishnom or Satananas of the south 
very much resemble the Vaishnov of Bengal; but they 
hold a higher rank, ahd are the garland-makers of that 
country, a profession which here forms one of the nine 
pure castes (Malakar) of tradesmen. 

The number of V~ishnov is not however s-ufficient to 
consume the pious charity of the worshippers of Vishnu 
in Dinajpoor, and a considerable number (perhaps 500) 
of Vairagis come from the vicinity of Mothura, where 
Krishno reigned. These live in convents (Akras), and 
follow nearly the same rules with the Udasins of Bengal.
The chief of a convent of Udasin is called Odhikari: 
but the Vairagi prior is named Mohonto. Neither have 
any endowments in land. 

Except among the physicians and scribes in Bengal, 
there is few or none ot the Sucfras who worship Sib; 
'and none of these two castes dedicate themselves to 
God; whether from superior understanding or some other 
cause I cannot say. I can scarcely, however, attribute 
it to the first cause; for they venerate in the highest 
degree the Khyetriyos Rajputs and Sudras of the west, 
who have dedicated themselves to the service of God, 
who have separated themselves from their families, who 
worship Sib, and who are called 'logi or Jogi, to which 
the term Kanphata is usually prefixed, from their having 
their ears distended to a very great size by means of 
wooden rings. They trace their ori~in to the celebrated 
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Sangkar. ana have their most numerous establishments 
in Lahor. in Dinajpoor they are not numerous. I saw 
only one convent, which they call a Ghopa. It had a 
neat, small temple (see wood cut, page 668), some com
fortable houses although thatched and the occupants 
were neither old nor austere in their manners. They 
were exceedingly respected; and a neighbouring 
Kayostho, in other respects a sensible .man, declared to 
me that he considered them as far superior to any 
Brahman, and perfectly equal to Vishnu, Sib,. and 
Brahma. 

The Hindus in Bengal as elsewhere, in order to 
preserve the purity of caste, by punishing such as trans
gress its rules, form themselves into companies, which 
in Bengal are called Dol. Very considerable differences, 
however, exist. in the manner in which these companies 
are formed. In Bengal a Hindu may enter into any Dol 
that he pleases, and which will admit him; and his rank 
is in some measure estimated by the company he fre
quents, as he would be expened by the company should 
he do anything contrary to its regulations. There is no 
necessity for all the persons being of the same caste. 
The Baidiks of Dinajpoor will not enter into the same 
Dol with any Sudra. The two highest ranks of the five 
tribes, and those who are most esteemed among the third, 
admit only the physicians and scribes into their 
company; which requires that on certain occasions they 
should visit in their houses, and then eat sweet-meats, 
curdled milk, and other things, that do not require to be 
prepared with fiJ:e. The lower part of the third rank 
of Brahmans admit the pure Sudras of the nine tribes, 
and also Telis, Tamolis, and Moyras. 

At the head of each Dol.is a chief (Dolpoti), whose 
office among the higher castes is hereditary, and whose 
duty it is to punish all transgressions, either by ex
communication or fine, according to circumstances. The 
first operation is to turn the offender out of the company. 
He of course implores to be re-admitted; and then the 
Dolpoti determines whether or not this can be done, 
and on what terms; and the re-admission .is always 
accompanied by an entertainment for the company. The 
'power of the Dolpoti, however, is not a-rbitrary, as his 
decisions must be guided by the consent of the principal 
people of the company. which in Bengal is called a 
session (Baitok). His influence, however, is very con
siderable; as he expends much money in entertaining 
the company. Frequently indeed his profits are great in 
proportion, especially in large towns, where breaches of 
the law are common, and where the people are rich; 
and there he sometimes procures ~reat wealth. Should 
the Dolpoti become poor, and unable to entertain, he 
is deprived of his office, and, allother is elected. No 
transaction of importance that can effect caste, such as 
a· marriage or feast, should be undertaken without in
forming the Dolpoti, in order that he may know whether 
anything improper is going forward. The number of 
assessors does not seem to ·be fixed, nor is there any 
regular election. From five to ten of the men who are 
most este,emed for learning, wisdom or riches, assemble 
to assist the Dolpoti. Among the higher castes they are 
called Visishtos; but among the lower castes they are 
called Prodhans or Raymaniks; and in many castes 
every head of a family obtains th~se titles. 

In large places there are two or three principal 
polopotis, whose companies in general quarrel, and 

endeavour to do each other all the ill offices that they 
can. Each caste, when it i,s numerous in any place, has 
besides one or more Dols or companies for enforcing the 
observance of its peculiar rules. Each kind of Brahman 
and each caste of Sudras has its own, and most of these 
castes are subdivided into several bran~hes that dispute 
about precedence and ]:1Urity, and that cannot inter
m"arry, and each of these subdivisions has usually a 
separate chief. In the various castes the chiefs of 
companies are called by various names; the most 
common is Poramanik. His authority is similar to that 
of the Dolpoti. In some of the lower tribes, such as 
basket makers (Patonis), the office of Poramanik is 
elective, and his p'ower is restrained by that of the Guru, 
whose confirmation is necessary to render the election 
valid, nor without his consent can any person be ex
communicated or fined. These two last rules are 
generally observed wherever all' the members ad' a 
company have the same Guru, The faults usually 
punished by these sessions are eating forbidden things, 
or with forbidden persons; and cohabiting with those 
who are impure or forbidden. Persons also who have 
been convicted by the magistrate of theft or perjury 
must pay, according to circumstances, before they are 
received into their company. 

Various small Sects-The followers of Muhammed 
and of the Brahmans compose almost the whole popula
tion of Dinajpoor, so that I shall have little or no room 
to say anything concerning other religious opinions. 
Among the natives Christianity may be said to have 
made no progress. There are no native Portuguese, and 
no trace remains of the labours of Mr. Carey, although 
he resided for some years in this district, and his zeal 
and abilities are well known. His successor in the 
mission, Mr. Fernandez, a native of Portugal, who, I 
believe, was once intended for a popish priest, has had 
very little success, although he is a person of very good 
address, with some propensity to turn everything into 
the wonderful, which cannot fail to be of use with such 
a people. His converts are five, and two are married 
and have- families. One of them can read the scriptures 
in the language of Bengal, and endea,>,ours to instruct 
his countrymen; but by the other natives the conduct 
of the converts is beheld with the utmost abhorrence. 

Many agents and persons belonging to a people 
called Oshoyal frequent this district as traders; but have 
not taken up a permanent residence. They seem to form 
two tribes. At the head of one is the house of Jogot 
Seit, the chief banker in India; and these are commonly 
said to be Jains. At the head of the other tribe, who are 
us'ually called Kengiya, and who are extensive traders 
in grain, is a person named Bhoj Raja. One of his 
agents said, that he worshipped Gautam; but I met 
with no priest nor intelligent person who could give me 
any satisfactory information. 

A good many Siks frequent the district as merchants; 
but I have no information to offer concerning them, as 
I found -no priest nor well informed person to give me 
an account of their customs. They have, however, a 
meeting (Songgot or Dharmasala) at Dinajpoor, where 
.they assemble to worship morning and evening. and 
where travellers of the sect are received. At Maldeh 
was formerly another meeting, but it is nOw abandoned, 
and only old woman remains ip the place,. • 
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Commerce, Exports, and Imports 
Manufacture of CLoths-As government are no doubt the necessity of bespeaking the thread, and generally 

already sufficiently acquainted with the state of the pay the price beforehand. 
manufactures carried on by the Company, I shall avoid The women free the cotton from the seed by the 
saying any thing on that subject, fartrer than to state usual hand-mill employed in India; then beat it with 
the effects, that have been produced on the manufac- the bow, and spin it with a small miserable wheel, that 
turer by the diminution of the capital, which the Com- is turned by the hand; all implements extremely 
pany employ in that way. I shall in the first place imperfect. In the district of Badolgachhl, where the 
begin with those, who prepare the r,aw materials, as cotton manufacture is the most flourishing, a woman 
bought from the merchant or farmer. I have already 539 . . 
given an account of the preparation of the silk and pat, buys 1 ser of 60 s. w. (1 1000 lbs.) of cotton WIth the 
until fitted for coming into the weaver's or dyer's hands, seed, which in one month, she cleans and spins. She 
and shaH therefore here confine myself to cotton. obtains about three-sixteenths of cotton-wool fit for 

There is a description of people called Dhunaru, who spinning, and her thread, when of the finest quality;' 
clean cotton, after it has been freed from the seeds, by weighs one-sixth of the rough cotton, and sells at 12 s. w. 
beating it with the string of an insirument like a bow, or very near five ounces (4'928) for the rupee. This is 
which separates all the fibres, as is done in the operation on the supposition of a woman's doing no other work. 
called teasing. In this district there are only 7 or 8 The price of her thread is 131 anas, the cotton costs 
persons of this profession, and they are employed only 2 anas she therefore has' II! anas for her trouble. 
when cotton is wanted' for stuffing' Quilts, matresses or Four a~as a month may, however, be the usual rate of 
pillows, and the operation of removing the seed, and gain,by spinning in the afternoon. There is no regula-
of picking and cleaning the wool, is performed by the tion for the length of the reel, and l1eithet spinner nor 
women, that spin it, who use a smaller bow (Dhunkara). weavers can form an estimate of the length of any given 

The preparation of ~otton thread, therefore, is a weight of thread. Very few of them, indeed, can either 
principal manufacture, and occupies the leisure hour1l read or perform any arithmetical computation, and 
of aU women of higher rank, and of the greater part they judge merely by the eye or experience of the 
of the farmers' wives. Even the women of the Brah- quality and fineness of the thread. They divide thread 
mans here employ themselves in this useful' industry, into four rates. The first sells at from 8 to 12 s. w. 
and in fact every woman is employed in it, more or for the rupee; the second at frolll 13 to 18 ditto.; tM 
less, except those belonging to tra'des, in which both third from 19 to 26 ditto; the fourth from 27 to 50. 
men and women are engaged, such as weavers, tanners, The first and second qualities are chiefly' 'spun from the 
and the like. The farmers' wives are however .the fine cotton of this district, or from what grows<at' Gaur 
greatest spinnel's, and are usually thus employed during in the immediate vicinity. The coarser kinds are made 
the whole aiternoon. The raw material chiefly used from imported G_otton, and form the greater part of the 
in about two-thirds of the district, is imported from the thread spun in the district. This coarse cotton loses 
west of India by the way of Bhogowangola; but many from one-sixteenth to one-eight in spinning and clean-
of the people in these parts wear cloth made of pat, Ing; so that 75 s. w. intended for the coarsest kind of 
and a little cotton is raised in some parts of that extent; yarn, costs 8 anas, and at 50 s. w. of thread for the 
while. most of the cotton raised in the district is the rl,lpee proquces 11 rupee. Intended for the finer 
highest priced, so that probably not abo~e three-fifths quality of yarn 70 s. w. costs 8 anas, and sells at about 
in value of the whOle raw material may be imported. 3 rupees, 8 anas worth of cotton-wool is therefore on 
To the ~ast of the Atreyi, ano. south of Dinajpoor, the the average converted into 36 an as worth of thread. 
cotton produced in the country is sufficient for the The raw cotton producea in this. district, as coming 
demand; and, as I have said, is of a much superior from the farmer, I have estimated at one lac of rupees 
quality to that which comes from the west; but this is in value, of which 80,000 may "6e fine. Some of this 
so much cheaper, that it is more fitted for the coarse is exported; but some fine is i,mported at Maldeh; so 
goods, 'that are the great manufacture of this district. that 80,000 rs: worth of fine cotton wool may be spun 

The cotton that is imported, is already clear from in the district, when spun its value will be raised to 
the seed. It is brought by large dealers, who deliver about 4,00,000 rs. About 1,50,000 rs. worth of coarse 
it in small quantities, such as an cwt. to petty traders, cotton wool is imported, and 20,000 grows in this dis-
for about 18 rs. a man (82 lbs.) ; and these retail it at trict, and the value of this, .when spun, may amount 
about 4 lb. the rupee, to the wOplen 'who spin, pnd who to 7,65,000 rs. The total value of the raw material. as 
again sell their thread to the weavers, unless they wish sold to the spinner, is apout 2,50,000 rs. The value of the 
to have it wrought for family use; so that in the whole yarns, as sold or applied to use by the spinner, may be 
business scarcely any capital is required, except by 11,65,000 rs. and the profit therefore will be 9,15,000 rs. 
the merchant who imports. In the part of the district The Pat is spun by two kinds of spindles, the Takur 
where the cotton is reared,'a great part is spun by the and Dhara. A bunch of the raw material is hung up 
wives of the cultivators, and the remainder is retailed in ev"ery farmer's house, and everyone who has leisure, 
by the farmers at the weekly markets, so that almost forms with one or other of these spindles, some coarse 
the whole business is carried on without capital, or at packthread (Sutoli), of which ropes are twisted for the 
least with one so much sub-divided, .that its value can use of the farm; but it is only the low Hindu castes 
scarcely be perceived. In a few places where the Com- called Rajbongsi, Kongch, and Polya, that form this 
pany makes advances for fine cloth, such as is not packthread for being woven into sackcloth, or spin a 
commonly used in the district, tbe weavers are under finer thread from whence the cloth called Megill is 
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woven. As these people usually rear the plant, spin 
the thread, and weave it, no estimate can be formed of 
the different stages of the manufacture. By far the 
greatest part of the cloth, that is used dyed in this 
district, receives the colour in the state of thread, and 
the operation is most commonly performed by the 
weavers, but th~re are a few houses of professed dyers, 
chiefly in Maldeh, who dye thread and a few other in 
different parts, especially Dinajpoor, who dye turbans 
and girdles. 

The dyers of Maldeh a're about 125 houses, and con
fine their operations to indigo and lac. The ser weight, 
by which all the operations are conducted, contains 

92 s. w. or is nearly 2 130~ lbs. avoirdupois (16,522 

grains), The indigo vat is made thus :-Take 5 sers of 
indigo, break it into small bits, put in into an earthen 
tub or' vat with five pots (about 60 sers) of alkaline 
lye and stir them about for three hours. Then put 
this mixture into two pots, and add to each i ser of 
Chakunda seed (Cassia Tora W.) boiled in 2! sers of 
water, and boil the mixture all night, that is to say ~ 
fire is kindled under the pots, and burns under them 
until. the fuel is consumed, the people having gone to 
sleep at their usual time. In the morning, the fire 
having gone out, stir the decoction with a stick for 
1~ hour. This boiling and stirring must be performed 
four nights and mornings. The vat is then ready for 
dyeing. The thread, either silk or cotton, is kept 
40 minutes in the pot. It: is then wrung, dried in the 
sun, and washed. If the colour is not d,eep enough, it 
must get· another dip in the other pot. The remaining 
colour is applied to other thread, the dye of whiC!h is 
completed by other vats. " 

The alkaline lye is prepared as follows :-Take 20 
sers of fresh burned roots and stems of the plantain 
tree. Put them into a large earthen pot, that has a 
hole in the bottom, over which a quantity of grass' is 
laid. Through this filter slowly 60 sers of water, which 
forms the lye fit for use. Five sers of indigo should 
give a good full co]lour to 6 sers of cotton 'thread, or 
to '2~ sers of silk. It costs 2 rs., being a kind very 
inferior to that prepared by Europeans, and is made 
in the form of balls by the natives of Rongpoor, and 
is generally much adulterated with clay. The good 
indigo, prepared by Europeans, i's never- employed by 
the tradesmen' of Maldeh. The. colour which they dye' 
is very good. The same people often dye green with 
indigo; but generally the weavers give them thread, 
which has previously been dyed yellow, either with 
turmeric, or with the bark of the Jak tree, a.s wiU 
hereafter be described. The latter green is fixed. 
That dyed with turmeric is perishable. 

For dyeing 1 ser of cotton thread blue, the dyer 
receives 12 anas, or 4t rs. for each vat. The materials 
may cost 2i r~. The labour occupies five days in' Which 
the workm~n gains 2 rs. If he dyes the cotton green. 
and performs the whole steps of the operation he 
receives 1! r. for each sep. The dyeing silk costs ,h· r. 
a ser; so that the artist, when he dyes silk, has onlY a 
profit of H r. on his vat, but probably some circumstance 
,,;,as concealed, which renders both equahy advantage
QU~, 

It is to silk alone, that the dyers give a colour with 
lac. The manner, in which this is done, is as folJows: 

Take 11 sers and 2 rs. weight fs part of a ser of stick 

lac. Having removed the sticks, it will weight 10 sers. 
Grind this in a hand-mill, and sift it, grinding the 
larger pieces repeatedly, until the whole is reduced to 
powder. .It is then put into a boiler, which is a strong 
vessel of earthenware, coated on the inside with melted 
shell lac, mixed with sand. To the powdered lac add 

1 . 
10 sers of water, in which 96part of a ser of sajimate 

(carbonate of soda) has been dissolved, tread the lac 
and water with the feet, and then boil them for three 
hours. The lac must then be put into a basket, and 
the water allowed to drain from it into the pot, and the 
infusion is then to be pOUred into another vessel. Five 
other similar infusions are to be made from the same 
lac, so that in all there ar.e 60 sers of infusion. The lac 
~xhausted of its colour is reserved for sale, and the' 
infusion must be boiled down to 55 sers. To this add 
k of a ser of Lodh bark (see trees, No. 80) powdered, 
and stir about the mixture. Next day the infusion is 
decanted, and there are 50 sers of clear dye fit for 
use. In the meantime an infusion of H sers of bruised 
Tamarinds in 20 sers of water has been prepared, and 
decanted. Boil 3 sers of silk in one-half of the dye, and 
in one-half 0{ the infusion of tamarinds for H hour. 
Then wash it, and boil it for an equal length of time 
in the remainder, when the colour will be complete. 
The stick lac is brought from Asam by the way of 
Moorshedabad, and costs 11 or 12 rs. a man. The 11 sers 
of stick lac gives 7 sers of the lac separated from the 
colour, ,which sells at 9 rs. a man. The.lac therefore 
costs in all 3 rs., and the seed lac sold brings 1 rupee 
9 anas; so that the dye for 3 sers of silk costs. 1 rupee 
7 anas, besides tamarinds, Lodh, and soda; but these 
are trifles. The Lodh is brought from Rajmohal. The 
soda from Patna. I did not learn the price of "dyeing 
a ser of silk -; but this branch is more profitable than 
the dyeing with indigo; and is in fact the chief employ
ment of the Maldeh dyers, who make high wages. One 
man and his wife .can clear at least 12 rs. a month. 
Besides a house they require 100 rs. capital, if they 
d~ with lac; lOts. are sufficient, if they dye onl'Y with 
indigo. They never buy thread to dye, and then sell 
it ; but content themselves with dyeing what is brought 
at so much the ser. Whatever more remains to be said 
on the art of dyeing in this district, will be found in 
the next article. 

The cloth manufacture, that seems most peculiar to 
this district, is that woven of a mixture of silk and 
cotton, and from the chief place where it is made, this 
cloth is called Maldhi. As the thr~ad is dyed before it 
is woven, I shall continue to detail the process of dyeing 
as that is' performed by the weavers, and, their wives, 
and then proceed to give an account of the other parts 
of their art. And first I shall! treat of ·the method used 
with silk. The first operation is to bleach it, and this 
is done in three ways. The operation is performed each 
time on from k to 2 sers (80 s. w.), or from about 1 to 
4 Ibs. of silk; but I shall suppose the Quantity to be 

51 
one Calcutta ser or 2 1000 lbs., and all the other wei8hts-
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to he in prol?ortion. For the first kind of bleaching, 
the silk is steeped the whole night in water. In the 
morning it is wrung, and dried in the sun. It is then 
boiled, with 1 ser of soap, in a sufficient quantity of 
water, for about 48 minutes. Then it is washed in clean 
cold water, and dried in the sun. The silk is of only 
a dingy white, but it is better than the others. The 

12 
second quality of bleaching re.quires- 10 or 16 of a ser of 

soap, the process in other respects is' the same. The 
third quality is not allowed soap; but is boiled with 
2 sers of·the fresh made ashes of the·root and stem of 
the plantain tree. In' each of these operations one
quarter of the silk, by weight, is lost. All the' kinds are 
used as whites in cloth, and all may be dyed of every 
colour; but the colours dyed on'the first are clearer and. 
higher priced than those dyed on the second, and these 
'on the second are again superior to the colours dyed 
on the third. 

In the following manner a fine bright but perispable 
yellow is given ,to silk by turmeric. For one skein of 
bleached silk, weighing 2 s. w. (359 grains nearly), take 
5 s.w. of well cleared turmeric, and grind it upon a stone, 
adding a little water during the operation, until it is 
reduced to a pulp. Then add to this 20 s. w. of water, 
and filter the infusion. Soak the silk two or three 
days, in this ·water. Then wash it, and put it into a 
solution of ! s. w. of alum in 20 s. w. of -water. Then 
dry it, and the 'Operation is finished. A good fixed 
yellow. althougb not so l;>right as the given by turmeric, 
is communicated to silk by the wood of the Jak tree 
(Artocarpus integrifolia, trees No. 102). A skein of 
silk as before, is soaked a whole day in a solution of 
alum, and is then dried. It is then put into a decoction 
of J ak wood prepared in the following ma~mer. Take 40 
s.w. of chips of Jak wood, boil them all day, adding 
occasionally water so as to' ·make a strong decoction, 
which is strained. In this the silk remains two days, it. 
is then washed, and dried in the sun. 

Twd colours are given with safflower (Carthamus 
tinctorius), and are called Kusom and Golabi. The 
GOlabi is a fine rose-red, but is not a fixed colour. For 
one skein of silk take 10 s. w. of safflower, dry it and 
reduce it to powder; then add 1 s. w. of impure car
bonate of soda (sajimati), and rub "them with the hands 
for about 12 minut(\s. Thep put them on a cloth 
strainer, 'and allow 40 s. w. of water to drain through 
them. In this water steep the silk a whole day and 
wash it. Then put it into an infusion of tamarinds, 
which is, prepared Hius. Take 5 s. w. of ripe tamardins 
freed from the shell, and having rubbed them well with 
20 s. w. of water, strain this for use. In this ipfusion 
the silk is kept between 48 and 72 minutes, and is then 
dried in the shade. The Kusom colour is .better fixed, 
but is not such a fine red; still, however, it is a beautiful 
colour. The only differences in the process are that 
30 s. w. of safflower are used, and that 1- s. w. of alum, 
and 1 s. w. of lime-juice are added to the infusion of 
tamarinds. . 

Silk is dyed of a fixed red colour with Monjist,Sl 
(Rubia manjista). Soak a skein in water for four or 
five hours. Then keep it as long in a solution of alum, 
Then' put it for an hour into a decoction 6f Monjista, 
which is thus prepared. Take 10 s. w. of Monjista, 

beat it to powder, and boil it for about five hours in 
80 s. w. of water. Pour off the water, Doil the Mon:. 
jista in similar quantities of water three times, and 
keep all the four decoctions. The silk remains an hour' 
in each. It is then washed, and dried in the sun. The 
red of Monjista by Jak wood is changed into what the 
natives call golden (Sonala1; but in fact into. a: colour, 
which m(;)re resembles that of new ·copper. After the 
first immersion in arum the .silk is soaked in the 
decoction of Jak wood for 120 minutes. It is then 
again soaked in an infusion of alum, and then is dyeli 
with the Monjista; but 5 s. w. of this is sufficient. 

There are a great many colours given, in which 
preparation of iron 'called moski is employed. This is 
a Persian word signifying black, and all these dyes have 
prob'ably been introduced by the Muhamm~dans .. I 
shalf first give an account of the manner m WhICh 
Moski is prepared, and then detail the various colours 
in .dyeing which it is used. Take 20 s. w. of wheat 
flour, 5 s. w. of extract of sugar-cane (Gur) 1 s. w. of 
boiled butter (Ghi) .240 s. w. of old iron, 400 .s. w. of 
water. Let them stand in a pot 10 days in hot weather, 
and 16 days in cool. After being strained, the liquor 
is fit for use. If not strained, it will keep four or five 
months, without spoiling. The Moski contains an 
exactetate. of iron; but it would require very accurate 
experiments fully to develop its otller ingredients, and 
how far these may have any share in the operations 
of the dyer. 

There are three colours called Uda; one given by 
the Horltoki (Myrobalanus Chebula Gaort.; trees 
No . .14) ; another by the Chamolloti (a Caesal~inia not 
described by Willdenow nor',in the Encyclopedle) ; and 
the third by alum. The first kind is dyed thus. Take 
10 or 12 Myrobalans, beat them, and infuse them in 
20 s. w. of water for four or five hours. Then put a 
skein of silk, that h,9s previously been dyed with lac, 
mto this infusion of Myrobalans for from 120 to 144 
minutes. Then wring it, and put it into 20 s. w. of 
Moski for a similar length of time. Then waSh it in 
cold water and dry it in the sun. This is a fixed dark 
red like R~ssian 'leather. 
• The second kind of Uda is equally well fixed, and 

is darker than the former. I shall first describe the 
manner in' which the infusion of Chamollotti is made. 
Take one-half s. w. of the dry pods separated from the 
seeds, powder them, and beat them well in a mortar 
with 20 s. w. of water, and stniin the infusion for use. 
The pods of this plant', when green, contain a quantity 
of clear viscid liquor, that surrounds the seeds, that in 
the ripe fruit becomes dry, and that probably is the 
part in· which its dyeing qualities reside. In order to 
dye Uda with this plant, put a skein of silk, that' has 
previously been dyed with lac, into the above mentioned 
infusion for two hours. Then wring it, and put it into 
20 s. w. of water mixed with 10 s. w. of Mosk!. Dry it 
in the sun, and in two hours, if the colour is not good, 
put it again intp 20 s. w. of water and 10 s. w. of 
Moski. Then wash the silk in cold water' and dry it in 
the sun. 

The third kind of Uda is equally well fixed, and is 
a clearer colour, Take a skein' of silk, that has been 
dye~ with Lac, put it for OI).e hoUl' into solution Qf 
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one-fourth s. w. of alum in 20 s. w. of water. Then put 
it into Moski as in the last mentioned process. 

Moski gives silk that has been dyed with Monjista, 
a fixed colour called (Tamrojyoti). or copper colour. 
The process is rather _tedious. First the silk is put into 
the infusion 'of turmeric for 34 hours, then into a decoc
tion Of .Jakwood, which is changed two or three times 
in the course of the third day. After this the silk is 
soaked for half a day in a solution of ;:tlum. In. the 
remainder of the fourth day it is soaked in the decoction 
of Monjista. It is then washed, and kept for two or 
three hours in a mixed infusion of Myrobalanus and 
Chamolloti. It is then wrung and put into Moski for 
six hours. 

The dye called Filtusi, from a Persian word signify
ing .Elephant colour, is a dirty. black, but is well fixed. 
A skein bf bleached silk is soaked six hours in a solu
tion of alum, and is then wrung. Two decoctions, one 
of Jakwood the other of Monjista, are then prepared, 
as before described, 10 s. w. of each is mixed, and the 
silk is soaked in the mixture for an hour and a half. 
I t is Then washed, and put for an' hour in to the infusion 
of Chamolloti. It is then wrung, and put for two hours 
into Moski. Finally, it is washed and dried in the sun. 

Silk is dyed a lead-colour (sisa) by Moski. The 
skein must have been bleached in the best manner, and 
soaked for an hour in a solution of alum. It is then 
wrung, put into the Moski, washed, and dried in tne 
sun. 
. The Polas Kungri, or bud of the Butea frondosa, 
is a colour that I have not seen. The object from 
whence its name is derived, is black with a tinge of 
green. The skein of silk is soaked for 24 hours in the 
infusion of turmeric, and wrung. It is then put for 
two hours into a solution of alum, wrung again, !\pd 
soaked a day in the decoction of Jakwood. It is then 
washed in cold water, wrung, and pu't for three hours 
in the infusion of Chamolloti. n is then wrung, and 
having been put into 40 s. w. of Moski, the pot is 
placed in the sun a whole day. It is finally washed, 
and dried in the sun. The colour is said to be fixed. 

The dye called Lobonggo, Kornophuli, or clove 
colour, is a fixed brown. The skein of silk is soaked 
three hours in the soLUtion of alum, then wrung, add 
soaked for a whole day in the decoction of Jakwood. 
It is then wrung, and again soaked for three hours in 
the solution of alum. After being wrung it is soaked 
for a whole day in a decoction of Monjista, and during 
the course of the operation this is changed four times. 
It is then wrung, and put for two hours in the infusion 
of Chamollotti. Finally it is wrung, kept for a day 
in a pot of Moski, exposed to the sun, washed, and 
dried in the sun. 

The colour called Pankduki, from the name of a 
flower is a well fixed lilac. The skein of silk must have 
been bleached in the best manner. Take 2t s. w. of 
the infusion of Lac brought from the dyers, add to 
this 10 s. w. of water, in which 1 s. w. of tamarinds 
have been infused for a short time. In this mixture 
wash the silk for three hours, wring it, wash it, and 
keep it for two hours in the infusion of Chamollotti. 
Then wring it, put it for half an hour in 2! s. w. of 
Mask!, diluted with 30 s. w. of wato/, wash, and dry 
it in the sun. 

These are the colours given to silk thread. I shall 
now detail those which the weavers give to cotton, 
and which are three in number. 

The first, called Salu by the natives, is a well fixed 
light pomegranate colour. Take 20 s. w. of cotton 
thread soak it three days in cool water, wash it merely 
by rubbing it with. hands, without beating, and dry it 
in the sun. ,];hen take of dryed Chamollotti pods, 
freed from seeds, 5 s. w., powder them well in a mor
tar, and rub them for an hour with a little water. Then 
add two sers of cool water, mix them, put the cotton 
intQ the mixture in thE! mortar, and knead it with the 
hand for an hour. Throwaway the water, and dry the 
cotton, as .impregnated with Chamollotti, in the sun. 
Dissolve 3! s. w. of alum in 40 s. w. of water, and add 

.1 s. w. of impure carbonate of soda; which has' been 
dissolved in 10 s. w. of water, and then strained. In 
this solution put the thread, and rub it with the hands 
for an hour. Then wring, dry it in the sun, wash it 
well, and dry it again in the sun. Take 40 s. w. of dry 
Monjista, powder it with the Dhengki, and boil it in 
5 sers of water to 4 sers. Then boil the thread in the 
decoction for haif an hour, wring, and dry it. Then 
keep it half a day in 1 ser of water, holding in solution 
3 s. w. of alum, and wring, and dry again. Then boil 
20 s. w. of powdered Monjista in 4 sers of water to 
30 sers, and in this boil the cotton for a quarter of an 
hour. Finally wash and dry the thread. 

Thread thus. dyed may be changed into what is 
called Uda, by the following operation. Take 20 s. w. 
of" the dyed thread, put it in 7! s. w. of the infusion 
of Chamollotti, stir them with the hand for 24 minutes, 
then wring the thread, and put it for an hour into one 
ser of Moski mixed with half a ser of water. Finally 
wash the thread in cold water, and dry it in the sun. 
This makes a deep colour, and lighter shades may be 
obtained by using of or !- ser of Moski. 

The third colour, called Kusom, is no~ welt fixed; 
but is a bright beautiful light red, like the pomegranate 
flower. For 20 s. w. of cotton thread take 1! ser of dry 
safflower, powder it on a cloth, and wash it, until the 
yellow colour is entirely separated. Then add by 
degrees 15 s. w. of impure carbonate of soda (Sajimati) 
and rub them .toge~her for an hour, until they become 
scarlet. Then put them on the strainer, and filter 
water slowly through them, until all the colour i~ carried 
away, and keep this infusion of safflower. At the same 
time put 60 s. w. of tamarinds, freed from the pod, into 
2 sers of water, rub them and strairt the infusion. Mix 
the infusioqs, and divide them into two equal parts. 
Put the thread into one part for an hour, then wring it,. 
and put it in the remaining half of the infusions for 
three hours. Then wash, and dry in the shade. 

The whole apparatus required in this manufacture 
consists of a loom, a few sticks fo,r' warping, and some 
earthen pots for dyeing. The loom is exceedingly 
imperfect, ~specially the reed and shuttle. The warp
ing is performed by the women, who, taking a spindle 
in each hand, lay two threads of the length required 
round some sticks placed upright in the ground, and 
repeat this, by two and two threads at a time, until 
the warp is completed. 

The Maldiki cloths, consisting of silk warp and 
cotton woof woven very thin, are manufactured entirely 
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in Maldeh, and the towns on the banks of Mohanonda 
for 12 miles below; but some of these are in the 
Puraniya district. The warp is generally disposed in 
stripes, and the woof is of one colour. The fabric is of 
two kinds; one called Elachi, where both sides of the 
cloth are alike; the other called Musru is like satin, 

• one side geing different from the other. Both kinds are 
of a great variety of patterns, which it would be need~ 
less to· enumerate. The only general distinction in the 
patterns of both kinds are; 1st when ·on stripe is very 
narrow and the other very broad, the cloth is called 
Golbudun; 2nd, when the spots and stripes are waved, 
the cloth is called Katar. There is very little taste dis~ 
played in the patterns, and the weavers are very in~ 
ferior to those of Bangalore. Both have probably been 
introduced from the north~west of India by the 
Muhamedan conquerors. The pieces wrought for the 
Company, or for exportation by sea, are 30 cubits long, 
;;tnd 2 cubits wide. Those made for common sale are 
18 cubits long, and from Ii to 2.cubits wide; but the 
pieces rejected by the Company, as unfit for their com~ 
merce, are readily bought u'p by all other merchants. 
The large pieces sell from 18 to 30 rs. the Katar being 
about 5 rs. dearer than the others. The small pieces 
cost from 3 to 12 rs. 

The persons in this district who follow this profession, 
are said to occupy 2000 houses, and to possess 4000 
looms. Every estimate that I received, stated the cloth 
wrought on one loom to be worth about 20 rupees a 
month, which would make the annual amount 960,000 rs., 
but this is certainly too much, and from the apparent 
poverty in the place, it is probable that a very great 
number of weavers are without employment; besides 
almost the whole of the cloth is exported from this 
district, and the cloth of this kind that is exported, I 
heard no where estimated at more than 250,000 ·rs. a 
year. 

About 800 looms are said to be employed in weaviBg 
the larger pieces, chiefly in tl].e form of Elachis, and 
receive advances either from the Company's factory, or 
from the agents of merchants residing at Calcutta and 
Moorshedabad. These advances, are to the full value of 
the goods that are to be wrought, and ~he manufacturers 
are eager for them, partly no doubt from being secured 
in employment, but also from the strong bias to antici~ 
pate their profits which universally prevails. The Com~ 
pany's advances are always preferred. The remaining 
looms are employed in weaving the short pieces, geR~ 
erally from 5 to 8 rs. value, and mostly of the kind 
called Mosru, at least in the country town. At Maldeh 
the Elachi is chiefly in demand. The short pieces are 
sold at open markets for ready IIloney, or very often 
to petty dealen;, When they go round.the weavers houses, 
and purchase whatever goods are ready; and the 
Goswamis or merchants from the west of India pur~ 
chase a large proportion, it is said to the amount of 
100,000 rs. 

The raw materials, except' some of the drugs used in 
dyeing, are either the produce of the ·division of Maldeh, 
or of the adjacent banks of the Mohanonda, so that 
nothing farther can be wished on that head for the 
encouragement of the manufacture. This however is 
on the decline, and it is said, that 7000 looms were once 
employed. The decline is chiefly owing to the demand 

having lessened; but partly also to the attention of the 
manufacturers having been turned to the weaving of 
cloth consisting entirely of silk. 

Twenty rupees for each loom is reckoned an adequate 
stock. This will build a house, and purchase a 10<1m, 
pots, silk, cotton and dyes, sufficient for making one 
piece. A man and his wife in one month, can generally 
weave and dye a piece of cloth worth 20 rs. and may 
have about 5 rs. profit. If a man is rich, and keeps 
severaf looms, he and his wife warIl and dye, and per~ 
sons are hired to weave at the following rates. A long 
piece of Elachi, worth 18 rs., costs for weaving from 3 
to 3k rs. and is made in from 20 to 30 days, so that 
the wages are -about 3h rs. a month. A large piece of 
Mosru, worth 20 rs. costs 4 rs:, and takes a month to 
weave it. Short pieces of Elachi, worth from 3 to 6 rs. 
occupy from 5 to 10 days, and the weaver· receives 2i 
anas on each rupee of the value, so that he makes cloth 
to the value of 18 rs. a month, and receives about 2! rs. 
profit. 

The manufacture of cloth made entirely of silk is 
confined to the vicinity of Maldeh, arid seems to have 
been introduced by a Mr. Henchman, who was commer
cial resident for the Coinpany at English Bazar. This 
manufacture injured that of mixed cloth, and this has 
not recovered since the newly introduced one began 
to decay, which it seems to have been doing ever since 
Mr. Henchman left the place. It is remarkable, that the 
natives hav~ no names to distinguish the cloths made of 
pure silk, and of silk mixed with cotton; both are 
divided into Elachis and Mosrus, which when of pure 
silk we call taffetas and satins; of both there are 
patterns of the kinds called Golbudun and Katar, which 
I have already explained. The size of the pieces, and 
the manner' of dyeing, bleaching, weaving, and selling 
the goods of pure silk. and of mixed materials, are 
exactly the same. The value of those made of pure 
silk is rather higher, but not a great deal, perhaps 2 or 
3 an as on the rupee. The persons employed in this ' 
manufacture may occupJ' 200 houses. From 20 to 25 
good trades-men make long pieces at from 18 to 30 rs. 
generally commissioned by the Company's agent; and 
if required, they could make goods of a higher value. 
The workmen of about 100 houses are usually employed 
by private traders, chiefly the Armenians of Calcutta, to 
make cloth from 10 to 16 rs. a piece; but, if required, 
could make cloths worth 25 rs. and when there is much 
demand, these are sometimes employed, by the Com
pany's factory. The remaining 75 houses are occupied 
by poor workmen, who chiefly make goods, worth 'from 
8 to 12 'rs. a piece, which they sell at the markets for 
ready money. The whole looms may be about 500, 
which should be able to manufacture goods to the 
amount of about 120.000 rs. 

The. people hired to weave this cloth have rather 
higher wages than those emp}oyea in weaving mixed 
goods; but are paid in the same manner that fine goods 
are paid by the piece, and coarse gooCjls by a percentage 
on the value. Some good workmen make 5 rs. a month, 
and the usual wages are 3;\; rs. The master'lil profit 
must tie proportionably 'great: For instance a piece of 
silk cloth, 18 cubits long by 2 broad, which is worth 
8 rs.; will cost the weaver for silk 41 rs. for dyeing 
i r. altogether 4i rs. ; so that he has 31 rs. profit for his 
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own labour, and that of his wife, and he can easily 
make, one piece in 12 days; so that his profit~ are at 
least 8 rs. a month. 

The cotton manufacture is of more importance, is 
more" thriving, and is less liable to fluctuation; because 
by far the greater part of the commodity is consumed 
in the district, and the weavers would not suffer very 
materially were the exportation altogether to cease; for 
at present there is some imported, and it is probable, 
that' were the exportation to' cease, the weavers would 
apply. themselves to work in goods that would suit the 
demand of the neighbourhood. 

At Maldeh and in its vicinity are about 120 hOl.lses 
occupied by weavers, who make thin. muslin (Molmol), 
and turbans. and are the only persons in the district, 
who weave these kinds of cloth. They have from one 
to seven looms in each house, and the whole looms may 
be about 360. Most of them are said to receive advances 
for the Molmo~s. either from the Company's factory, or 
froni private merchants at Calcutta and Moorshedabad .• 
About one-half of the goods however, including all the. 
turbans. is made for ready money sale. The whole 
amount may be ilbout 50,000 rs. The 'goods made on 
commission are 4 cubits in length by 2 in breadth, con
tain from 12 to 15,000 threads in the warp, and sell 
from 12 to' 16 rs. Many, which are rejected by the 
factory, are sold for ready· money, at nearly the same 
rate which the Company give for the best prices. The 
common goods intended for ready money sale, are 
'about a cubit shorter, about 3 inches narrower, and 
contain in the warp from 800 to 1000 threads. They 
usually sell at frofu 4 to 6 rs. a piece. 

The following capital is required for this business; 
a loom 2! rs. sticks for warping, and a wheel for wind
ing 2 anas. A shop 4 rs. thread for two ready money 
pieces, worth 6 rs. each, 5 rs. ; total, 11 rs. 10 anas ; to 
which must be added a month's subsistence. The man 
and his wife warp, wind, and weave two pieces of this 
kind in a month, and he has 7 rs. profit, deducting how
ever, the tear and wear of his apparatus, Which is a 
trifle. A person hired to weave can in a month make 
three pieces of this kind, and is allowed 2 anas ip the 
rupee of their value, which is 2! rs. a month. The 
finest goods cost 2 rs. a piece for weaving. 

At Maldeh 1s one person who weaves cloth, thltt is 
flowered in the loom (Jamdani); and two men who 
weave cotton carpets (Sutrunje); but these may be 
passed over as of no importance. On asking the weavers 
of Maldeh' concerning the profits of the respective 
classes, each pretended to be the poorest; but, on com
paring the whole it' would appear, that at MaMeh and 
its vicinity, the silk weavers had the highest profits, 
next to these the weavers of mixed goods, next to these 
the weavers of muslins, and lastly, plough for loom, the 
farmers whose usual profits on each plough may be 
about 40 rs. a year. This is on the supposition, that 
both looms and ploughs are wrought by persoIl'S of the 
family. A large deduction indeed must be made where 
servants or journeymen are employed, or where an 
imprudent anticipation of their resources has induced 
them fa borrow money at an exorbitant rate. Silk 

. weavers. who have four or five looms, and hire journey
men, spend 12 or 15 rs. a month. In these calculations 
it is taken for granted, that' the weaver has regular 

employment. At present many near Maldeh are des
titute, and this is an evil inseparable 'from the condition 
of a manufacturer, especiaHy when' he works for a 

·foreign market. Indeed this is a kind of employment 
that deserves less encouragement from governments 
than it usually receives. At ont! time the manufacturer 
is wallowing in riches and luxury, and claims every 
indu~gence that he can imagine, on account Of the 
supposed wealth that he brings to the country. Next 
year he ~s starving, and expects that all 9ther considera
tions should give way to his interest. 

Out of Maldeh the number of professional weavers 
is inadequate to supply clothing for the inhabitants. 
The whore number may be about. 6000 families. who 
may have 8000 looms. A. few of these are employed by 
different subordinate agents belonging to the Company's 
factories at English Bazar (Maldeh) and Rongpoor; but 
the number has of late decreased; and although the 
weavers suffer from not receiving the advances to wbich 
they had, been accustomed, and which had enabled many 
to involve themselves in debt, there seems to be no want 
of full employment, and on an average each loom can 
clear 4 rs. a month for weaving, winding and warping, 
whether they purchase the thread, ana sell the cloth 
after it is made, or receive the thread from the good 
women of the country, and weave it at so much a cubit. 
Both practices are common, and except by the Company 
no advances are made; but several native traders buy 
up the pieces that are rejected by the Company's agent, 
and export them. Each family generally keeps a loom 
for every man, where the caste is that of a proper 
weayer, but as many -persons of other 'castes have 
adopted the profession, some brothers of such families 
cultivate the grounds, and others weave; no person how
ever, that]; have induded in the list of weavers, does 
both. The value of the thread which each man may 
weave in a month, will be about' 8 rs. making the whole 
value of the cloth 144 rs, a year for each loom, which 
on 8,500 looms (including those in Maldeh) amount to 
1,224,000 rs. 

The .cloths chiefly made for. exportation, by means 01 
the Company's factory near Maldeh, are Tonjebs, or 
plain white muslin about 4 cubits long by 2 cubits or 2t 
broad, and containing from 1,100 to 1,300 threads in 
the warp, and which sell at from 6 to 9 rs. a piece. A 
few thicker cloths called Baftas are made for the factory 
at Rongpoor. 

The cloths which the weavers make for the natIves, 
are dresses of thin muslin, generally with red-bule on 
white borders, and which -sell at low prices, being very 
short. Pieces of 10 cubits by 2 se1l for from a· to 2 rs. 
-A great number both. of the low Hindu and Muhammedan 
farmers have a loom in their house, and both men and 
women work at it when they have leisure, and make 
coarse thick cloth, such as Gozis and Goras, df which 
the total value may'be 450,000 rs. I 

The whole cotton cloth therefore, woven in the dis
trict may amount to 1,674,000 rs. of which 140 or 
150,000 are exported, leaving about 1,514,000 fat con
sumption. The cotton thread spun in the district has 
been estimated at 1,165,000 rs. allow 65,000 to enter 
into mixed cloth, the profit of the' weavers Qf cotton 
will be about 57~,OOO rs. 
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The next most impprtant manufacture of cloth is 
that which is made from the Pat, or Corchorus cap
sularis, and is _ almost entirely wrought and spun QY the 
women of the low Hindu castes called Konch, Polya and 
Rajbongsi. The very coarse kind of lihen called Megili 
is the common dress of these poor people, and it is 
woven in the same way with the coarse 'cotton clo_ths, 
which I have lately mentioned. Most families have a 
loom, and the people; especially the women in the after
noons, work a little occasionally, and this serves to 
clothe the family, so that it is seldom sold. The pieces 
consist of three or four narrow cloths sewed ·together, 
are 4 or 5 cubits long and from 2 to 3 cubits wide, and 
are worth from 2 to 8 anas each. Some have red or 
black borders. It is said to be much more durable 
than cloth made' of cotton, and strongly resembles the 
coarse linen that is made of flax. The annual value of 
the Megili, that is woven in this district may be about 
100,000 rs. 

The coarse sackcloth called Chote, is a more valuable 
manufacture from the same material. This sackcloth is 
~ade of three kinds, and is always woven in pieces 
from i to 1 cubit wide, of which two or three are sown 
together into one piece, before it is sold. 

The first kind intended for bedding' is 4 or 5 cubits 
long, and from 21 to 3 cubits wide, and sells at about 
8 rs. for. 100 pieces. Secondly, that intended for cover
ing bales of cloth is of the same dimenslons, but is 
thicker than the. former kind. The 100 pieces cost 
from 6 to 10 rs. Thirdly, that intended for making rice 
and sugar bags is 4 cubits long and I! or It cubit wide, 
and 10 bags cost 4 or 5 rs. Some of the second kind 
is purchased for the company's factory at Maldeh; b,ut 
this forms an inconsiderable ]lart of the whole. The 
great demand is for rice and sugar bags; but for these 
50,000 rs. worth are brought from the Rongpoor dis
trict, and perhaps 100,000 rs. worth are made here. 
Those for hedding may be worth 50,000 rs., and those 
for package 10,000 rs., making the value of all manu
factured in this district amount to 160,000 rs. 

The manufacture of Pat is carried on entirely by 
females. A woman, in the. course of the month, 
besides beating some rice, or preparing Chira in the 
morning, and taking care of her- family, can make two 
or three pieces of Megili, each worth 3 anas, of which 
the material will be one-half, and her gain will be 3 or ~ 
4 anas. The materials produced in the country are not 
sufficient for the demand, and large quantities are 
imported from the north-east. 

The cloth made of Arendi, or the silk of R~inus, is 
of little importance, and is seldom brought to sale. 
The people who rear the worms have the cloth wrought 
for their owri use_ The pieces are from 3 to 5 cubits 
long, and from 2 to 3 cubits wide, but have a seam in 
the middle, and are worth from 8 to 12 anas. About 
10,000 families may rear worms, and make each from 
one to three pieces in a year, so that the total value 
made annually may be about 10,000 rs. 

The flowering cotton cloth, with the needle, has 
given a good deal of employment to the Muhammedan 
women of Maldeh, for the needle has never been used 
by the Hindus; women, who work at this employment, 
are called Butadars, and the pattern are divided into 
two kinds, Kosida and Chikon. The former have 

running patterns; the latter are in detached flowers, or 
spots, and are the kind most commonly made at Maldeh. 

One of the women says, that in the town there are 
about 500 families who work at this business. They 
only flower the cloth that is given to them by manu
facturers, and never stand the chance of purchasing 
cloth, flowering it, and then .offering it for sale. Before 
the women receive the cloth, it is stamped with the 
pattern, which is done. by men, and the stamps are cut 
and designed at' the place. The Company's factory 
formerly employed many women, and gave from 3 to 
4 rs. for flowering a piece 20 cubits long by 2 broad. 
A woman could flower a piece in two months, so that 
she could' gain from 1! to 2 rupees in that time, and 
tltey are anxious for the factory's work, as the employ
ment is regular. The merchants, indeed, who now 
employ the women to flower coarse muslin, worth. from 
4 to 8 rs. a piece, give good wages, but their demand 
being irregular, the women do not make above one 
rupee a month. If, indeed, the employment were conJ 

stant, a clever woman could every month flower one 
piece, and the rate is from 2 to 2k rs. a piece. On the 
whole, the value of this manufacture may at' present 
be estimated at 500 rs. a month, or 6000 rs. a year. 

At Dinajpoor about 31 families of Muhammedans 
(Patoyar) are employed in making silk strings, whIch 
are used for tying trowsers, or for necklaces and 
bracelets. Some of these consi,jit of net-work. others 
are plaited, and all are adorned with tassels. TIi.e -work 
is not so neat as in most places of India, for in general 
it is very beautiful. At Dinajpoor are 17 families who 
make chintz, but I had no opportunity of seeing their 
operation. Their capitals may be from 5 to 10 rs_ for 
materials, besides their house, and they live like dyers. 
The cloth that they print is chiefly brought to them, and 
printed at so much a piece, and is in general half worn 
befo:ce it comes into their hands. None is exported. 

Among all these artists, except some of the weavers, 
who make coarse cloth for their own use, there are few 
or no persons who cultivate the ground at one season, 
and work at- their profession during the remainder .of 
the year. Many, it is ·true, rent lands, but they cultivate 
these chfefl)C by means of persons who 'labour, for a share 
of the crop; although sometimes, also, servants are 
.hired for the purpose. I have already explained the 
reason- why this practice is common. On the whole, 
the artists in general live as comfortably as small 
'farmers, and their cGmdition will finally improve, if 
advances are gradually discontinued. In the meantime, 
from the too sudden withdrawing of the capital formerly 
employed in that way, they have suffered great incon
venience, and sometimes even di~tress; but there can 
be no doubt that the system of advances is in itself 
rufnous to both farmers and artists, as, conjoined with 
the usual imprudence of mankind, it is an effectual 
means of preventing the accumUlation of capital iI). 
their hands, and without this, accumulation it is utterly 
impossible that they should possess arry independence 
or ease. 

The manufacture ef sugar is one of the most 
impprtant in this district, and some Of its productions 
have not yet been fully examined by chemists, being 
somewhat different from those procured in Europe. I 
shall therefore give ~ detail of the different processes at 
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considerable length, and leave the properties of the 
different articles for future investigation. The manu
facturers of sugar purchase the extract, or inspissated 
juice of suJ;tar-cane (Gur) from the farmers, and in 
general prefer that wnich is little inspissated, and which 
is called Royadar, or Danadar, from being of a granular 
consistence. and Motki. Kunda, Hangra, from its being 
brought for sale in pots. As this, however, cannot be 
conveniently brought from a distance, some of the 
extract (Gur), called Dhima from being formed in 
cakeS', or Chaki from being formed in square masses, 
is also employed. 

I shall first mention the buildings necessary for 
the operation. The boilers are of two sizes, one adapted 
for making, at each operation, about 540 Calcutta sers, 
or 1105 lb.; the other boils 464 sers, or 950 lb. The 
former weigh about 600 lb., and the latter 490 lb. This 
will contain about 2672 lb. of water, or about 42i cubica1 
feet, reckoning 1000 ounces to the cubical foot. It is in 
shape of the segment of a sphere, 9 feet in diameter 
at the mouth I the' other is larger in proportion. The 
boiler is sunk into a cylinctrical cavity, in the ground, 
which serves as il fire-place, so that its edge is just 
above the floor of the boiling-house. The fuel is thrown 
in by an aperture close to one side of the boiler, and 
the smoke escapes by a horinzontal chimney, that passes 
out on the opposite side of the hut, and has a small 
round aperture, about 10 feet distant from the wall. 
in order to lessen the danger from fire. Some manufac
turers have only one boiler, others as many as four; 
but each boiler has a separate hut, in one end of which 
is some spare fuel, and in the other some bamboo 
stages, which support cloth strainers, that are of use 
in the operation. This hut -is about 24 cubits long, and 
10 broad; has mud walls 6 cubits high, and is raised 
about 1 cubit above the ground. For each boiler are 
required two other houses; one, in which the extract 
of sugar-cane is separated from the molasses by being 
strained, is about 20 cubits long by 10 wide. The other, 
that is about 30 cubits long by 8 wide, is that in which. 
after the extract has been strained, boiled, and clarified, 
the treacle is separated from the sugar, by an operation 
analogous to cla;ying. Each sugar manufacturer has 
besides, a warehouse, the size of which is in propor
tion to the number of boilers. -The walls of the three last 
huts are clay; and under the hatch, in order to diminish 
the risk from fire, they have a roof terraced with the 
same material. The floor of the warehouse is raised 2 
cubits above the soil. The whole premises are sur-
rounded by a high wall of mud. • 

I shall now detail the most simple process by which 
the sugar is procured from the pot extract, as performed 
in a small boiler at Bodolgachhi, and by which the 
sugar called Badol, in the neighbouring markets, is pro
cured. 

488 
Take 640 sers (58 s. w. or. 1 1000 lb. the ser) of pot 

extract; divide, it into 4 parts; put each into a bag of 
coarse, sackcloth (Choti); hang these over an equal 
number of widemouthed earthen vessels, and sprinkle a 
little water on them; there will drain from the bags 
160 .sers of a substance called Math by the natives, and 
which I -consider as analogous to the molasses that flow 
from the hogsheads ·in a curing-house of Jamaica. The 

remainder in the bags is called Sar, and is a kind of 
coarse Muscovado sugar, but is far from being so well 
drained and freed from molasses as that which comes 
from' the West Indies, Put the 480 sers of this sub
stance into tlie boiler with 180 sers of water, and boil 
them briskly for 144 minutes. Then add 120 sers of 
water, and boil 48 minutes more. In the meantime 
strain 60 sers of water through an earthen pot with 
some holes in its bottom, which is covered with straw, 
and over this the pot is filled with ash~s of the plantain
tree. Four sers of this clear alkaline solution are added 
to the boiling sugar and occasion a thick scum, and this 
is removed. After 24 min. 3 sers of alkaline solution 
and one-fourth sel' of raw milk are added, and the boil
ing and scummIng are contmued 24 minutes. This 
must be repeated from five to seven times, until no 
more scum appears. Then add 160 sers of water, take 
out the liquor, and put it into a number of strainers. 
These are bags of coarse cotton cloth, in form of inverted 
quadrangular pyramids, each of which is suspended 
from a frame of wood about two feet square. The 
operation of straining occupies about 96 minutes, The 
strained liquor is divided into three parts. One of these 
is put into the boiler with from one-fourth to one ser 

of aikllline solution, -A ser' of milk, • and 9 s~rs of water, 

After having boiled for between 48 and 72 minutes one
half ser of -milk is added, and the liquor is poured in 
equal portions into four refining pots. These are wide 
at the mouth arid pointed at the bottom but are not 
conical, for the sides are curves. The b~ttom is per
forated, and the stem of a plantain leaf forms a plug 
for closing the aperture. The two remaining portions 
of the strained liquor are managed in exactly the same 
manner, so that each refining pot has its share of each 
portion. When· they have cooled a little the. refining 
pots are removed to the curing-house, and placed on the 
ground for 24 hours. Next day they are placed on a 
frame, which suppurts them at some distance from the 
ground. A wide-mouthed vessel is placed under each 
to receive the viscid liquor that drains from them, which 
seems to be analogous to the treacle of the European 
su~arh6uses, and which by the natives is called Kotra, 
ChIte, and Rab, In order to render the separation of 
these more complete, l1).oist leaves of the Valisneria 
spiralis (Pata) are placed over the mouth of the pot 

.. to the thickness of two inches. After remaining 10 or 
12 days these are removed, and a crust of sugar, about 
half an inch in thickness, is found on the surface of 
the boiled liquor. The crust is broken and removed, 
and fre~h leaves are repeatedly added until the whole 
sugar has formed, which requires from 75 to 90 days. 
The sugar procured is usually 144 sers of 72 s w or 48 . • 
178 58 sers of 5,8 s. w., and the treacle is about 300 sers, 

so that in scumming and straining' the boiled liquor 
very little is lost, or at least the loss is compensated by 
the water in the molasses and treacle, for the 160 sers 
of molasses strained from the extract before it was 
boi,led must be also considered as part of the produce. 
When cake extract is used it does not require to be 
strained before it is put into the boiler, but 480 sers of 
it are broken to pieces, and put, at once into the boiler 
with 80 sers of water, and are then treqted eX,iictly in 
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the same manner as the Sar, or strained pot extract. 
The produce is reckoned to be usually 96 sers of sugar 

10 
at 72 s. w. the ser, or 119 &ssers at 58 s. w., 300 sers 

of treacIe, and near 61 sers of scummings and strain
ings. 

At Bodolgachhi and some other places it is not usual 
to carry the manufacture any farther. All sugar is 
considered, as equally good, and the molasses and 
treacle are sold in that state. The former is used in 
several kinds of sweetmeats that are consumed by the 
poor. The treacle is used in preparing tobacco for 
being smoked, but the poor often use it in sweetmeats. 
Both may undergo farther operations from the boiler, 
but at Bodolgachhhi these are not usually performed. 
I shall now therefore state the accounts which I received 
from a manufacturer of the profit and charge of the 
operation conducted in the manner which I have just 
now described. 

Charge-The boiling-house, 50 rs.; the curing-house, 
50 rs. ; the straining-house, 30 rs. ; the warehouse, 45 rs. ; 
the fence by which these are surrounded, 25 rs.; the 
iron boiler, 96 rs .. to pots of various kinds. 38 rs. ; to 
sackcloth for strainers, 3 rs.; to cotton croth for ditto, 
1 rupee, 8 anas; to bamboos, 1 rupee, 8 anas; to ashes 
of the plantain-tree, 8 rs.; to milk, 9 rs.; to mats on 
which the sugar is dried, 5 rs.; to planks, ladles; &c., 
1 rupee; to ropes and flax (Pat), 2 rs.; to fuel (reed 
called Birna) , 125 rs. To servants.-{)ne Gomasta or 
agent, who also receives a commission on the extract 
from the cultivators, at 4 rs. per m. for 12 m., 48 rs.; 
one watchman and messenger for 12 m., 24 rs. ; to one 
head boiler for 5 m. 25 rs. ; to 4 under boilers for ditto, 
30 rs. ; to 1 weigher and strainer for ditto, 10 rs.; to 4 
workmen for ditto, 32 rs. ; to 700 mans of cake extract', 
at 11 rupee; to 500 mans of pot extract, at Ii r., 750 rs. ; 
deduct the value of the buildings and apparatus at the 
end of the year, 100 rs.; total, 2148 rs. Produce.-By 
700 mans (41,664 lb.) of cake extract (tfie ser 59 s. w.), 
140 mans (72 s. w. the ser, or 10,344 lh.) of sugar, at 
6 rs., a man, 840 rs .. by 500 mans (or 29,082 lb.) of pot 
extract, 112! mans or (8312 lb.) of sugar, at 6! rs., 731 rs. 
4 anas; by 800 mans (or 47,615 lb.) of molasses and 
treacle, at i r., 600 rs.; loss, 12 rs. 12 anas; total, 
2148 rs. The apparent loss here arises from the estimate 
having been formed on what happened last year, when 
the crop was unfavourable, and the price of extract 
high. In usual years no cake extract is made into 
sugar, and the price of the pot extract, by the man of 
58 s. w. the ser, is seldom so high as It rupee. Then 
the charges will be-to sundries, 659 rs.; to 1200 mans 
of pot extract, at It rupee, 1500 rs.; deduct apparatus. 
100 rs.; total, 2059 rs. Returns.-270 mans sugar, at 
6! rs., 1755 rs.; 800 mans molasses and treacle, 600 rs.; 
profit, 296 rs. ; total 2059 rs. 

This profit is probably somewhat underrated, and 
in this country would be a return totally inadequate for 
a capital of 2000 rs.; but it will be seen in what manner 
this is made up to the manufacturer. The sugar made 
in this part of the co.untry is called Badol, and is 
reckoned the best in the district. I shall now detail 
another account, and fuller process. It was given by a 
manufacturer of Chintamon, who, owing to the failure 
of the crop last year, had given up business, as his 

capital was small, and he could not make advances until 
he recovers what has been already advanced. which 
may never be the case, at least so he seemed to think. 
He was on this account less liable to depart from truth 
in his account. All his weights are of the Calcutta 
standard, or 80 s. W. fo'r the Ser. The extract is all of 
the pot kind, and, in straining it through the sackCloth, 
one-half comes away in molasses or math, whereas at 
Bodolgachhi a quarter only draIns through the bags. 
To what circumstance this difference is owing I could 
not ascertain, whether to the juice having been less 
eVll:porated than at Bodolgachhi, or Whether the manu
facturer of Chintamon applies more water than is done 
at the l'ast mentioned place. The ope:t:ation is nearly 
the same, only the sugar that is obtained by the two 
first applications of the leaves is kept separate from 
that procured by the third application, which is con
sidered of an inferior quality. Every man or 40 Sers 
therefore gives 20 sers of mOlasses, n sers of su~ar of 
the first quality, 2! sers of the second quality, and 5 sel'S 
only of treacle, While 5 sers are lost in scumming. The 
quantity of treacle is diminished in proportIon to the 
increase of the ·molasses. The custom near Chint'amon 
is to prepare the molasses by boiling them three days, 
from morning until night. The quantity by this 
inspissation is reduced in the proportion of three tb five. 
When this has been accomplished the inspissated mol
asses are poured into pots, each containing Ii man or 
123! lb., a small quantity of sugar (one-Sixteenth Jjart 
of a ser), and an equal quantity of pot ash are put iI1tQ 
each pot, and the contents are stirred about diligently 
with a stick until they become cool. It then forms a 
SUbstance called Khangr, which sells at :from 5 rs. to 
5! the pot. Every year one furnace could boil 1500 mans 
of pot extract, although many manufacturers do not 
boil more than 1000 mans, not being able to procure a 
greater quantity. The forrowing estimate will show the 
produce' of 1000 mans, or a little more than 82,000 Ib.:-

To 187! mans of fine sugar, at· 7! rs., 1406 rs. 4 anas 
to 62! mans of coarse sugar, at 4! rs., 265 rs. 10 anas ; to 
200 pots of inspissated molasses, at 5 rs. a pot, lOP rs. ; 
to 125 mans of treacle, -at 1 r., 125 rS.j total, 2796. rs. 
14 anas. The expense as stated by the same person.-
1 agent or accomptant 12 m., 42 rs.; 1 weigher and 
messenger 12 do, 15 rs.; 1 head boiler 4 do., 16 rs.; 
2 sctImmers, do., 10 rs.; 2 men to supply fuel, g ts.; 
2 strainers, 10 rs. ; 2 curers, 12 rs., wages, 113 rs. ; potash. 
8 rs.; milk, 15 rs.; fuel, 120 rs.; pots, 24 rs.; cotton 
cloth, 2 rs.; sackcloth, 2 rs.; bampoos and ropes, 4 rs.; 
porters, 12 rs. ; total, 187 rs. 

The houses and boiler ~ost about 400 1's., of which 
one-half should be deducted for interest, tear and wear, 
and insurance. The tofaT expense will be--

Servants, 113 rs.: sundries 187 rs.: buildings and 
repairs, 200 rs.; 1000 mans of extract, 1500 rs.: total, 
2000 rs. The prOfit, therefore, is 796 rs. upon a capital 
of 2000, bqt owing to the very great fluctuations in the 
market this is liable to great variations. The prlce of 
the sugar, January 1808, is very high. The merchants 
refuse to take advances at 5! rs. for the man of 72 S.· w. 
th 8~). e ser ~73iOo(y.. and stand out for 6 rS'., alth,ough the 
extract is very cheap, being below what I have stated 
as the common price. Indeed, 11 the estimate above 
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given be accurate, they could not afford to sell it 'for 
less. The sugar of this division, called Phulvari from' 
the name of a Pergunah, is reckoned to be second quality 
in this district. 

There is another method practised, although I have' 
not been able to procure any satisfactory account of the 
quantity of each article produced. . The manufacturer 
follows the same method as usual, and applies the weed 
three times, at each time from 20 to 25 days. All the 
sugar procured by this manner is of the same quality, 
if the weed is allowed to remain a sufficient length of 
time. It is only when a' short time is allowed that the 
third cake is of an inferior quality to the two first. 
After three applications what remains in four pots is 
collected into one, and treated a fourth time with leaves, 
and then produces some sugar of the best quality. This 
procesS' goes on until the rainy season puts a stop to 
making sugar of the first quality. Then the Kotra or 
treacle is boiled down to the thickness. of pot-extract, 
and is mixed with an equal quantity of that substance, 
and is treated just as the pot extract was by itself; this 
gives sugar of a second quality. The treacle from this 
is again treated in the same manner, and with the 
addition of an equal quantity of pot extract yields sugar 
of a third quality. The treacle from this is inspissated, 
and then treated as extract without receiving addition, 
and gives a coarse kind of sugar called Buti. 

The following was given as the produce of 100 mans, 
at 90 s. w. the ser, or of 1250. mans. of 72 s. w. the 
ser~-

To 125 mans of 1st sugar, at 6 rs., 750 rs. ; to 75 do, 
of 2d do., at 5k rs., 412 rs. ; to 50 do. of 3d do" at 5 rs., 
250 rs.; to 25 do. of 4th do" at 4 rs., 100 rs,; to 833 
24-72 do. of molasses, at 1 r. per man, of 60 s. w. the 
ser, of 1000 mans 1000 rs. The price of the extract 
at 11 r. the man of 90 s. w. the ser, should be, 1750 rs.; 
total 762; deduct expense, 500 rs., profit 262 rupees. 

;Near the Korotoya the sugar is chiefly manufactured 
in this manner, and· is called Ghoraghat sugar. It is 
reckoned the worst in the district. 

The number of sugar manufacturers amounts to 141, 
and the boilers, which they employ, were stated to be 
225. These, on an average, boil each 1,000 mans 
Calcutta weigl)t, or altogether 225,000 mans. The sugar 
may amount to about one-fourth of this weight, or 
41,219 cwt., and may be worth 337,500 rs" or a lit-tIe 
more than 8 rs. a cwt. The molasses and treacle may 
be about two-thirds of the weight, and may be worth 
about 150,000 rs. The raw material is produced in much 
greater quantity than the manufacturers -consume; and 
by far the greater part of J;he sugar, and a large pro
portion of the molasses and treacle are exported. 

All the manufacturers (Goldars) are natives, and 
most of them are men of considerable wealth. Three 
or four thousand rupees, for each boiler, is the smallest 
capital that can carry 'on the business, and very few 
have borrowed money. Some live in a 'very decent 
manner like landholders, and some indeed have pur
chased considerable landed estates. A principal part 
of their profit arises from advancing money to the cul
tivators, from whom they procure the extract. The 
farmers who want advances, in 1:he end of June or 
beginning of July, apply to a manufacturer, who sends 
~ person to inl>pect the c5lne. The terms having been 

then settled, a Kundo-Khalasi or release is procured 
from the landlord, who accepts of the manufacturer's 
security for the rent in place of his hypothec on the 
crop, and the manufacturer becomes bound to pay the 
whole money, that is to be advanced, by four instalments 
into the hands of the landlord. In general this is 
sufficient to pay the whole rent of the farm. It is usual 
to advance from 12 to 15 rs. on the bigah, that is equal 
to half an acre. The extract is received in payment 

1 
at 16 below the harvest market price, which the manu-
facturers keep low, as no one bids until this has been 
arranged. The manufacturer besides receives in extract 
the value of half an ana for every rupee advanced; and, 
when the account is closed, from 11 to 31 anas on the 
rupee by way of interest. He therefore on the whole 
receives from 2! to 31 anas on each rupee, that he has 
advanced, cir from 17 to 20 per cent. Both landlords 
and farmers are desirous of dealing with the sugar 
manufacturers. 

The company occasionally takes some of the sugar, 
and a little is bought by petty traders for the purpose 
of retailing in the country; but by far the greater part 
of the sugar, and much of the molasses and treacle, are 
exported to Moorshedabad and Calcutta, on account of 
the manufacturers, who dispose of them by their agents. 

Manufacture of Indigo.-This manufacture has been 
entirely introduced by Europeans; for although a dye 
has long been prepared by the natives of In,.dia from 
the indigo plant, yet no sooner had the plant been 
carried to America, than the dye manufactured by 
European skill totally supplanted the Indian kind in our 
markets, and it is only the same skill, that has restored 
this manufacture to its original countty. Whether or 
not the European dyers have used judgement in reject
ing the original and cheap manufacture of India, I 
cannot say; for a great many considerations. which at 
present I have no means of investigating, must be pre
viously weighted; but there is no doubt that the dye pro
duced by the Indian kind is perfectly good. The pro
cess, which is used by the Indian dyers with success, 
in exltlracting the dy.e from their own kilnd, would 
according to them produce no effect with the drug pre
p'ared after the European method; the Indian drug is 
therefore equally effectual, and probably easier wrought 
than the European; but the quantity of it required for 
a given quantity of thread is much greater, the freight 
on the same value would be much ltigher, and therefore 
it may be doubled whether on the whole it would in 
Europe be a cheaper dye. It may be also doubted 
whether it would keep as well in long voyages. Thp. 
difficulties that are in the way of the manufacture, while 
carried on by Europeans, are so great, that if the Indian 
kind would answer equally well, great advantage would 
arise from diverting European enterprise 'and capital 
to other 'Pursuits. for which they are better fitted. 

Until however the experiment has been fairly tried; 
::).nd it has been shown to tM satisfaction of the English 
dyers, that the drug prepared after the Indian fashion 
is equally advantligeous with that prepared after the 
European method, which may never be the case, this 
manufacture is of great importance, and deserves 
encouragement so far as to supply the British market. 
How far the manufaGturing fQr exportation to foreign 
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markets, may be advantageous either for the public, 
or for individuals is doubtful. The state of markets 
becomes in that case so uncertain, that many are' ruined, 
and in fact there is reason to think, that upon the whole 
more has been lost in this manufacture than has been 
gained, especially in this district, where it never has 
thriven. 

The machinery at first was expensive and ill adapted 
for the purpose, but considerable improvements have 
been made, both in reducing the expense, and in perfect
ing the operation. The following is an account of the 
works necessary in a small factory consisting of two 
vats. . 

First, a well, tank or canal for .supplying water. In 
some parts 'Of this district the water is found abundantly 
in wells, at a very little depth from the surface; and 
in such cases this seems to be by far the best method 
of procuring water, because the supply is more certain. 
Many situations, however, do not admit of wells, and 
recourse must be had either to tanks, or-to canals from 
rivers. The supply from the former, unless the tank is 
very large, numerous springs, is very uncertain, and 
sometimes fails, so that the whore crop is lost., The 
supply from rivers is more regular; but at times the 
water sinks so far beneath the level of the works, 
that the raising it is 'attended with great expense. In 
a level country raising water is always attended with 
a considerable expense. Pumps answer very well in point 
of effect'; but they are very liable to req,uire repair, and 
native artists want skill; so that the works, in which 
pumps have been employed, have often been at a stand; 
and more simple machines are therefore in general pre
ferred. The best that I have seen is a wheel moved 
by people walking on its inner circumference, like the 
wheel of a crane. The water is raised by buckets fixed 
to a rope, which passes round a. barrel on the wheel, 
and these empty their contents .as each arrives at the 
summit. One constructed by Mr .. Tucker has cost only 
60 rs. can be easily repaired, and raises a great deal of 
water. It is also occasionally liable to go wrong, and 
in such cases may stop the works for a day or two. 
Some people therefore prefer raising the water by 
buckets with ropes passing over a pulley. On the whole 
I am persuaded, that the introduction of the lever 
(Yatam or Pacota) of Madras, or the leathern bag 
wrought by oxen on an inclined plane, as used in the 
west and soutn of India, would be a great imprbvement. 

From the well the water should pass along a chaimel 
into a reservoir. Both channel and reservoir should be 
built of brick, and covered with plaster. The channel, 
like all the others in the works, should be of consider
able length to allow sufficient room for all operations. 
The reservoir should have walls about twO. or three feet 
high, and should be large and sh?llow, so that impurities 
may quickly subside, and that as much of the water as 
pos,sible may be exposed to the- sun and air; which 
Mr. Tucker has found to be of great advjintage. The 
reservoir should be of a size sufficient to co.ntain as 
much water, as will at once fill the vats, by which 
means the operation goes on more equally and quickly, 
and this last circumstance in every part of the operation 
is a principal means of rendering it perfect, the drug, 
caeteris paribus, being always better in proportion to 
the quickness with which it has been made. The cock, 

by which the water is drawn f!-"om the reservoir, should 
be .at some distance from the bottom, in order to' allow 
the heavy. .impurities to be entirely separated. 

The steeping vat or vats are constructed like the 
reservoir, being built ot brick lined with plaster, open, 
above, and .having walls about three feet high. The 
dimensions now most us,ually employed are 20 feet by 
30. They are filled with water by means of a brick and 
mortar channel, which communicates with the reservoir; 
the cock of the reservoir must of course be above the 
level of their upper edge. In these vats the indigo weed 
is infused, and the infusion is assisted by a fermenta· 
tion, and much of the success of the operation, no 
doubt, "depends on this being properly conducted. Tht: 
vats, which Mr. Tucker employs, are very shallow, and 
are not covered above. The first circumstance may be 
of use, by giving a greater exposure to air; but I 
suspect, that the latter is an ill judged economy. A 
heavy fall or rain would, no doubt, in some measure 
check the fermentation, and the difference between a 
clear sun shine day, and cloudy weather would have 
strong effects; and although the fermentation might not 
be altogether stopped, the uncertainty of the time, from 
the difference of circumstances, will no doubt render 
the whole operation more uncertain. A simple shed. 
therefore, to exclude sun and rain, I have no doubt, 
should be added to the steeping or fermenting vats, 
but a very free circulation of air is necessary. 

It is of great importance that the plant should be 
brought to the steeping vats as fresh from the field as 
possible; for whatever has heated becomes totally unfit 
for use, and this is a strong additional reason why the 
whole land cultivated with indigo ought to be compact 
and contiguous to the works. The vat having been filled 
with weed, bamboos are laid over it, and across these 
are laid beams,· in order to prevent it from floating. 
The reservoir is then opened, and the water is allowed 
to run into the vat, until the weed is just covered. The 
infusion and fermentation is completed in from 12 to 16 
hours, and the skill of the manufacturer is required to 
determine, when this has been accomplished. When 
the superintendent judges fit, the infusion is drawn from 
the weed by a pl1;lg near the bottom of the vat, and Is 
allowed to flow into the beating vat. 

The beating vats are made exactly like those used 
for steeping the weed, and should be nearly of the same 
size, for according to the present system, the shallower 
the infusion is in them the better. The object to be 
attained in the vats is· to impregnate the colouring 
particles, that are suspended in the water with oxygen, 
by which it becomes insoluble in water, and unites' into 
a solid substance, called fecula by the artists. The 
means of attaining this is to mix the air and infusion 
together as much as possible, and the larger the surface 
is, this is so much the easier performed by the method 
now employed. Formerly a complex machinery, called 
beaters, was used for agitating the infusion, and thus 
mixing it with air; but a much simpler method is now 
followed. A number of naked men 01' boys go into .the 
vat, and run backwards and forwards, beating the 
infusion with a wodden implement called Phauri, see 
drawing No. 35. 

The following rule is observed by Mr. Tucker for 
judging when the vat has been sufficiently beaten . 

. ( ccxi ). 
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nip a pit of cloth in it, and after the clear water has 
run off a thicker liquid of a brown colour will begin to 
drop; reCeive some of this on a white plate,' and add a 
little lime water. If the- colour changes in the least to 
green, the beating must be continued; but if there is 
no tinge of green, then the beatin.e: has been 
sufficient; no injury, however, arises from a little too 
much. 

Pure indigo is a substance as light, or even rather 
lighter, than water, and could not even be separated 
from that, in which it is suspended, by any means so 
readily, as by adding some heavy substance, for which 
it has an attraction. The substance used is lime dis
solved in water, of which a quantity is put into the vat, 
after its contents have been properly beaten, that is 
after .the dyeing material has become. a proper oxoid. 
The quantity of lime water must be left .to the judgment 
of the operator, no rule havin.e: yet been discovered 
for ascertaining what is proper. This is mixed by a 
few turns of the people through the vat, and the fecula, 
or indigo is allowed to subside, which it will do in 
about an hour. The beating vat should have three cocks, 
one above the other, by which the water, as it becomes 
clear or lllacid from the subsid~ of the indigo, is to 
be drawn. The lowest, it is evident, must be at some 
distance from the bottom in order to prevent the indigo 
from escaping. When the indigo has in this manner 
been drained as much as possible, it is collected by 
means of coarse towels into a well on the outside of the 
vat, and is from thence put into a boiler. 

The boiling and pressing house mus.t be covered, 
but a tllatched shed is well suited for the purpose. The 
!;Joiler is a square furnace of brick, which in the centre 
contains a large cauldron of iron. In this the indigo 
is inspissated by a little boiliJ:l.g, which also probably 
contributes to give the particles a stronger tendency to 
cohere. After haviog been wiled for a sufficient 
length of time, the moist indigo is poured on a draining 
table, which consists of transverse bars surrounded by 
a ledge. ~he table is covered with a cloth, on which 
the boiled indigo is -poured, and the greater part of the 
water dJ;ains through the cloth. The indigo is then put 
in boxes, that are yerforated with holes, and which are 
lined with a cloth, that is brougbt over the indigo so as 
to cover it on all sides. These boxes are placed under 
presses, and- the water is squeezed Qut as completely as 
possible, so that the indigo is left in a mass like a square 
cheese. The presses used, as in making «heese, are of 
two kinds, screws and levers. The- screws are more 
convenient as occupying less room, and as being easily 
employed; but the pressure by them is constantly 
diminished, as the water runs off; so that the levers 
ought to. have the undoubted preference, as the pressure 
by them is uniform, which is a matter of the u.tmost 
consequence for completing the coherence of the 
particles. 

The masses of indigo, having been taken from the 
press, are cut into cubes of three inches, and for the 
convenience of packing, it is of importance, that the 
size should be as uniform as possible. The cubes should 
be sprinkled with wood ashes, wbich prevent flies from 
laying their eggs; and, until perfectly drY, they should 
be exposed to the free air in single rows placed on 
bamboo stages. The pieces are then brushed, and 

packed in boxes for market. The house, in which the 
indigo is dried, or the curing house, as a security 
against fire, should be of brick, with numerous doors 
to admit the air; but many manufacturers content 
themselves with a thatched building. Mr. Tucker was 
so good as to favour me with the following estimate of 
the expense of an indigo work, capable on the above 
plan of making 100 mans, of indigo in one year:-

To buildings and utensils, 2500 rs. ; to 20,000 bundles 
of weed (six feet circumference) at 10 per r. 2000 rs.; 
manufacturing charges, such as cloth, boxes, fuel, 
labourers, at 2 anas a bundle, 2500 rs.; servants 
employed the whole year, 600 rs.; loss by bad debts, 
500 rs.; to which I must add the remuneration due to 
the superintendent, 3600 rs. Total 11,700 sicca rs. 

This is the least stock required; but in calculating 
the profit, we must deduct from .this charge the value 
of the buildings and utensils at the end of the year, 
which may be 1700 rs. There will remain 10,000 rs. 
Add interest at 12 per cent. on the stock, and the charge 
will be 11,404. Now indigo at Calcutta may usually 
sell at 140 rs. a man. The profit therefore will be 
2696 rs. But this is the appearance of affairs in good 
years. When .the crops fail a' great part of the charge 
is in~urred, and ilie return is next to nothing. I know 
that a higher value than what I have stated is generally 
put on the indigo at Calcutta; but this bigh price is 
merely nominal. The whole indigo cannot be sold at 
this rate, and the manufacturer is tempted to send 
his indigo to London on his own account, and borrows 
money on the credit of what he sends; when all accounts 
are settled, I beli~ve, it will in general be found, that 
what I have stated is rather above the true price. 

The manufacturing and selling the indigo are, how
ever, the easy and comparatively agreeable parts of the 
business. It is the procuring the plant or raw material, 
that is attended with a trouble, vexation, and disappoint
ment so great and incessant, that I am astonished how 
any person can labour through the employment. The 
manufacturers· have in general given up cultivating the 
plant, the frauds, indeed, and extortions to which etTer,}' 
man cultivating on a large scale must be exposed in 
this country, seem to retider this plan unadvisable. 
They therefore have had recourse to purchasing the 
weed from the farmers; but the difficulties .in this way 
also are numerQus. In the first place each farmer will 
only cultiva.te to a very small extent; so that the space, 
in which weed sufficient for making even 100 mans of 
indigo is rais~d, wilt extend for some miles. In the 
next place the farmers will not undertake the cultiva
tion without receiving, in advance, nearly the expected 
value of the whole crop; and, after having received the 
money, they are very careless in the cultivation, or in' 
the payment of what deficiencies arise either from their 
want of care, or from the uncertainty of season. The 
ploughing, sowing, weeding, and watching the crops, are 
in fact very generally neglected, unless the manufacturer 
employs people to watch over the farmers, and disputes 
naturally occur between these two classes of people, so 
that. there is no end to the squabbles and petty suits 
that arise, unless where the manufacturer takes law 
into his own hands, and quashes all disputes by force, 
which, it is alleged, is sometimes- done. Yet· at looking 
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into the nature of the agreements everythi~ would 
appear easy. 

When a factory is first established, the manufacturer 
usually assembles the most wealthy farmers (Mondols) 
of .the neighbouring lands; and from the accounts, which 
they give of the population aud nature of the soil in 
their respective subdivisions (Mauzas), a conjecture is 
formed how many bigahs of cultivation may be obtained 
in each, and upon this calculation money is advanced 
to these principal farmers, who give a duly attested 
receipt, promising to divlde the amount among the 
smaller farmers in such a manner as to procure the 
greatest quantity of properly cultivated land. A few 
days commonly after this transaction, each principal 
farmer, that has received advances, delivers in a formal 
written agreement called a Satta, by which he bmds 
himself under a specified penalty to distribute the 
money, to procure the cultivation of the number of 
bigahs, for which he has received advances, and to give 
every facility and assistance to the manufacturer in 
endeavourmg to have the cultivation properly conducted. 
The Satta also specifies all the labour which the farmer 
is to perform, such as ploughing, sowing, and weeding, 
and the price, which he is to obtain for his plant, and 
seed. This agreement is sometimes not executed, until 
the contracting farmers have dlstributed as much of the 
advances as the other farmers will receive, and then 
it is accompanied with a paper called Tayedad or rule, 
which specifies the sum of money received in advance 
by each farmer, and the quantity of laqd, which he has 
agreed to cultivate. It is generally understood, although 
not expressly mentioned, that the contracting farmer is 
to receive one-sixteenth of the produce. This commis
sion is paid sometimes entirelY by .the farmer in produce, 
sometimes entirely by the manufacturer, and sometimes 
each pays a half; but this is always previously settled. 
In fact nothing is left undetermined, and where is writ
ten evidence for almost every part of the contract. 

So far in general everything goes on smoothly; bu.t 
now the agents of the manufactl,lrer must see, that the 
quantity of land agreed for has been ploughed, sown, 
weeded, and watched, otherwise the want of faith, that 
too much prevail in this country, wood occasion a 
general neglect of these duties, the advances having 
removed the farmer from immediate danger of starving, 
the only adequate inducement for labour. If the cul
tivators have not seed, this is sent from the factory to 
the contracting farmer, by whom it is distributed, to 
be repaid at harvest, at a rate fixed by the agreement. 
When the crop is ripe, it is cut by the cultivator, and 
usually carried to the factory at the expense of the 
manufacturer, and the cultivators attend to see it 
measured, and the amount regularly entered in the 
books of the factory. When the crop season is over, 
the farmers assemble, and settle their accounts. If the 
season has been favourable, they receive a balance; but, 
if it has been unfabourable, or if they have taken too 
large a sum in advance, they owe a balance, and it is 
generally alleged, that 'almost every farmer sooner or 
later falls into arrears. When any balance is due by 
the manufacturer it is always paid immediately, together 
with new advances for the next season. The balances 
due by the cultivator, accumulated of course with inter-

est, are considered as a part of the advances for the 
z\ext year, and in old established factories eight or ten 
neighbours are commonly required to be mutual security 
for each other, as each indlvidual would no sooner be 
involved in difficulty, from his imprudent use of the 
money received in advance, than he would abscond; 
but eight or ten men cannot readily go at once, and 
those, who staid behind, would be instantly seized; 
they therefore watch each others conduct, and,' give 
notice If they suspect that a neighbour is about to 
absent himself. , 

At the first commencement of a factory, .the advances 
can only be made through the agency of contracting 
farmers; but as great evils arise from their conduct, 
the manufacturers endeavour to shake them off as soon 
as possible, and to enter into a specific agreement with 
each cultivator. The principal defect in this contract 
is, that a' constant supermtendence on the part of the 
manufacturer is necessary, and this gives rise to end
less disputes and complaints, especially where the lands 
are so much scattered, that the greater part of the 
superintendence must be entrusted to persons of a des
cription, in whom very little reliance can be placed. 
In fact the most violent complaints exist on all sides, 
and both farmers and landholders are very unwilling 
that the manufacture should be extended, or even con
tinued. Before I enter into any discussion on the causes 
of this dissatisfaction, it is necessary to premise, that 
were credit due to the umversal clamour in this district, 
its inhabitants would be unfit for society. According 
to the querulous assertions of the people every officer 
of justice and' police is venal; every landholder, or 
indeed person in power, is a rapacious oppressor; 
every trader is a cheat; everyone is liar; the greater 
part are thieves; and many are robbers and murderers. 
At first the assertions, which I heard, were so confidently 
advanced, and from quarters so apparently disinterested, 
that I was inclined to believe a considerable part of 
what was asserted respecting the character of indivi
duals; but I soon found, that the accusations were so 
universal, that society could not exist among such 
scoundrels as the people represented each other. I 
therefore consider by far the greater part of such asser
tions to be unfounded ebullitions of no import, and 
intended merelY as an excuse for the necessitous state, 
into which imprudent indulgence has placed the 
greater part of the mhabitants. 

The reason assigned by different classes of people, 
for the dislike of the farmers and landholders to the 
indigo manufacture are so contradictory,. that a judicial 
investigation would be required to ascertain their truth. 
I shall therefore simply mention them. The reasons 
assigned by the farmers are--

First, After they have taken advances from a manu
facturer, he considers them as his slaves, beats and 
confines them whenever he is dissatisfied, and always 
refuses to allow them to pay their balances, and to 
relinquish the cultivation. 

Secondly, That they are cheated both in the measure 
of their land, and in the measure of' the weed. This 
does not imply, that the manufacture is considered by 
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the natives as a cheat; the fault even by them, is 
usually attributed to his servants. 

Thirdly, That the whole produce of the field does 
not exceed the rent, which the landlords heighten so 
as to render the cultivation ruinous; and as most of 
the land cultivated for indigo was out of lease, the 
owners may no doubt demand whatever rent they please. 
The reasons assigned by the landholders or Zemindars 
are_' . 

Fourthly, That several of the manufacturers are 
so insolent and violent, that no person of any sort of 
rank can live near them with comfort. 

~ifthly, That the manufacturers intermeddle between 
them and their tenantry, so that it is impossible to 
collect the rent, especially from the farmers who except 
of advances for indigo, who are encouraged and sup
ported in refusihg payment. The reasons assigned by 
the planters are as follows-

Sixthly, The Zemindars are unwilling that Europeans 
should settle near them, for the lower natives look on 
every European a~ belonging to the governing caste, 
and thereby the consequence of the landlord is 
diminished in the eyes of the 'neighbourhood. 

Seventhly, That the landlords are afraid to make 
any of their usual illegal extortions in the vicinity of 
an European, least the people, especially the farmers 
who raise indigo, should be able to lay their complainb, 
before the judge. 

Eighthly, That the farmers are deterred from the 
CUltivation by the threats of the landlords, and the 
increase of rent. 

That the behaviour of the Europeans in general is so 
improper as to be the real cause of the unwillingness 
in the farmer, I think is highly improbable; but that 
occasional instances of blameable conduct towards the 
farmers have happened, there is little doubt; 1nd so 
long as private Europeans are not perfectly subject 
like other people, to the courts of law established in 
their neighbourhood, it is impossible altogether to 

prevent this inconvenience. It is indeed very much to 
the credit of the manufacturers, that under such cir
cumstances their general behaviour must be allowed to 
have been correct. The only remedy that can with 
propriety be employed, is to prevent in future, every 
one from settling in the country parts of Bengal" who 
is not subject to the same l.aws and jurisdiction 
with the natives; and British subjects probably 
sho~ld never be put on that footing. Gentlemen 
who have already engaged in trade or manu~ 
factures, must of course remain until they choose to 
retire; but unless a colony is' meant to be formed, 
iI}.finite advantage would arise from altogether refusing 
new licenses, and restricting Europeans, who are not 
responsible to the Company for their cOnduct, to a 
residence in the principal towns and sea-ports. The 
manufacture might be carried on to a sufficient extent 
])y native Portuguese, Armenians, or other persons, who 
are in every respect' amenable to the common law of 
the country. 

The cause of dissatisfaction that seems best founded, 
is the difference between the manufacturers. and the 
landholders; for there is little doubt, that it is the 
influence of the latter chiefly, and the idle stories 
propagated by them, that have rendered the farmers 
discontented. Whether or not the manufacturers have 
protected the farmers from oppression, or whether they 
have been induced by false representations, to support 
those who were unwilling to pay the just demands of 
landlord, it is e,vident must be beyond my power to 
determine; but so far as I can judge, this is the chief 
pOint at issue. I am inclined, perhaps from national 
prejudice, to assign the former cause; yet even in this 
case it must be confessed, that the manufacturer is in
terfermg in a dispute with which he has no concern. 
The sugar manufacturers, who aid the landholders in 
collecting thelr revenue, meet in return with every 
assistance, and among the natives 1 heard no complaint 
against this (:lass of men. 
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Commerce, Exports and Imports-(contd.) 

As there is no public account of the goods exported 
and imported' from this district, the amountw?-ich. I 
can state, is merely conjectural. In the AppendIx wIll 
be found the result of my inquir,ies on this subject; but 
it must be observed, that some articles are not included. 
Of these. the most important are ; first, Cattle, of which 
an account has been already given under the head of 
agriculture. Secondly, Foreign goods and articles ~f 
luxury that are' imported by different persons for thelr 
own u~e; and finally numerous articles, which are sold 
at fairs, especially that of Nekmurdun ; f\lr most of the 
dealers who meet at that mart are strangers, and the 
goods pass from one hand to another, so as merely to 
have a transit through this district. 

With regard to the quantity allotted to each division 
I have considered only the situation of the marts, where 
the goods are landed or shipped, and not the places 
where they have been produced or consumed; except 
in the great manufactures of cloth, sugar and indigo. 
the produce :of which may be considered as exported 
from the work-shops or factories. The rice, and its 
preparation Chira, are sent chiefly to Moorshedabad, 
Calcutta and the' intermediate towns. A small portion 
also is s~nt to Bhagulpoor. Along with the rice, I might 
to both exports and imports have added a small quantity 
of pulse' but this branch of commerce is very incon
siderable' and fluctuating. The quantity produced is 
very nearly equal to the consumption, and the export 
and import usually arises from some seasons being 
favourable, or the contrary, to certain kinds of pulse 
more than to others. When any kind has thriven 
remarkably, a' part is exported, and a lit~le is imported 
of any kind, the crop of which has been scanty. The 
mustard-seed is imported from Ron2'Poor, the oil is sent 
to Moorshedabad and Narayangunj near Dhaka. The 
Ghi imported is the produce of herds of cattle belonging 
to this district, which in the dry season are sent to 
Morung, and bring back the produce of their milk in 
Ghi. The exports are made to Moorshedabad. 

Most of the betle-nut comes from the 'neighbourhood' 
of Dhaka, and is of the kind called dry; but a large 
proportion also comes from, the Rongpoor district, and 
is of the kind called wet, the husk remaining on the 
nut in a humid uutrescent state .• The cocoa~nut comes 
from Dhaka and Nodiya. Tobacco is not raised in a 
quantity sufficient to supply the demand of the country; 
yet' a little is exported. The reason of this is, that the 
commodity is very cheap in the northern parts of 
Rongpoor, and comes to this district in such quantities 
as to admit of exportation. Some is sent to Calcutta, 
and Moorshedabad; but the greater part goes to 
Narayangunj. The Gungja goes mostly to Calcutta, I 
believe, for exportation. The ginger and other season
ings are sent to Moorshedabad and Calcutta. These 
seasonings, which are sold by people called Jhalwalehs, 
and which are exported, are tUrmeric, capsicum, onions, 
and garlic. The first is the only one of consequence. 

The goods sold by Posaris or druggists, that are 
objects of exportation and importation, are as follows-
1. Black pepper. 2. Spices. 3. Sandal wood. 4. Paints. 
-(from CalCutta.) 5. Lac, from Apasan, which comes 

chiefly by the way of Kumarkhali. Except a little, that 
is imported for the use of show-makers. almost the 
whole is used by the dyers of Maldeh, who, after they 
have extracted the dye, sell the remainder at Moorshe
dabad, from whence a part is again sent into the district, 
to supply those who make bracelets, and sealing-wax. 
6. Mojista from Bootan is imported by the merchants ot 
Dinajpoor and Raygunj, in a greater quantity than sup
pUes the dyers of Maldeh, and part is sent to Moorshe
<Iabad. 7. Lodh and a few other dyeing drugs are 
qrought from Rajmohol. and other neighbouring coun
tries; but among these the only one of the least import
ance is th.e coarse Rongpoor indigo, used at Maldeh. 

The black pepper and lac are the two most important 
articles. The wax imported is from Monmg. That ex
ported from Hemtabad and Dinajpoor goes to Calcutta. 
that from Maldeh is chiefly, I believe, used at the Com
pany's factory on the opposite side of the river. Most 
of the Bengal salt that is used in this district, come!'! 
from Narayangunj near Dhaka, which is the chief mart 
fdr the Chittagong and Bulluya salt. The coast salt 
comes from Calcutta. Both are always very much 
adulterated by the petty traders, before they are retail
ed; insomuch, indeed, that the retail price is often lower 
than that which is here stated. 

All the metals execept the iron are imported from 
Calcutta. The iron comes from Birbhum, by the way of 
Moorshedabad. The brass vessels are chiefly made at 
Kangtoya (Cutwa R), a town between Moorshedabad 
find Calcutta, that is very famous for this manufacture. 
The Dosta, or metal which I have called Zinc, seems 
to be a kind of pewter, or alloy, that contains a very 
larl!e proportion of the zinc. The goods sold by Moni
haris are beads, coral, mock-coral, rubies. and pearls: 
European cutlery, looking-glasses, chiefly made at 
Moorshedabad, brass and w,?oden cups, silk strings, and 
wooden combs. They are imported from Calcutta and 
Moorshedabad. The shells of Changk, I believe. are thE' 
produce of the Maldive islands, and are imported from 
CllJcutta by the way of Kumarkhali. The stone plates 
~nd cnDs :'Ire imported from the west of India. by the 
way of Moorshedabad. Sal and Sisu timbers are 
hroUl!ht down the rivers from Morung, and from the 
low lands subject to Bhotan. I have not included in 
the estimate those which merely float through the dis~ 
trict. A little fire-wood is exported from Maldeh and 
Ghoraghat by the Company, in whose accounts the exact 
Amount will be seen; I have not, therefore. included it 
in the estimate. The bamboos and bamboo mats arE' 
chiefly exported in the boats that carry away rice and 
sugar. and are employed to keep the goods from injury 
by leaking and 'rain. The. sackcloth, also, is chiefly used 
for the package of these articles of commerce, ana of 
piece-goods; and a good deal is imported from the 
northern parts of Rommoor, where it is very cheap. 
The Pat is exported chiefly by the boatmen, who come 
for the above-mentioned goods, and is used in their 
vessels for cordage. The Son is mostly exported by the 
company. Cotton wool of a coarse quality, from th~ 
western part of India, is imported into almost every 
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division of the district, especially towards the north and 
west. All this comes by the way of Moorshedabad, or 
of its port, Bhogowan~ola. A little of the fine cotton, 
which grows in the south-east part of this district, is 
sent into Mator, .and about 'an equal value comes from 
English Bazar to Maldeh. The raw silk, which I have 
mentioned as exported, is entirely the produce of the 
south-east parts of the district, and is sold at Rongpoor 
and Selvorish, chiefly to the Company's factories. I 
have made no allowance in the tables for the silk pro
duced on the banks of the Mohanondo, as the two sides 
of the river are so intimately blended in commercial con
cerns, that a great part of the silk passes more than once 
from one district to the other before it is finally fitted 
for sale; and, so far as I could learn. the left bank pro
duces nearly about as much as is woven in this district. 
The Chintz is brought from Patna; the shawls are brought 
from Moorshedabad; the English woollen cloths from 
Calcutta; the carpets are brought from Patna. The 
Gur or extract of sugar-cane, the Sugar, Molasses, and 
Treacle are sent mostly to Moorshedabad; a little is 
also sent to Narayangunj. These three last are mostly 
exported by the manufacturers. The indigo is sent 
entirely to Calcutta by the manufacturers. From henoo 
it will appear, that the chief intercourse which this dis
trict has in commerce is, with Calcutta, with Moorshe
dabad, or its port, Bhogwangola, with Narayangunj, 
which in some measure is the port of Dhaka, with 
Kushti, which is the port of Kumarkhali, and with 
Patna. 

Persons by whom Trade or Commerce is conducted: 
Although . some native houses deal in this district to 
perhaps a greater extent, the Honourable Company, in 
every view must be considered as infinitely the most 
conspicuous among the merchants. Every native is 
desirous of dealing with the Company to the utmost 
extent possible, while it is notorious that the goods pro
cured by the Company are both better and cheaper than 
what individuals can obtain. These circumstances are, 
no doubt, owing to the fair manner in which the pur
chases have been conducted. 

Merchants, that is to say, persons who export and 
import goods which they buy and sell without taking 
any share in their preparation, are by the natives divid
ed into two kinds, Sayodagur and Mahajon. which differ 
merely in the extent of their dealings, the Sayodagur 
having a very large capital, and possessing many vessels, 
whi1e the Mahajon's capital is moderate, and he in 
general hires the vessels, on which he loads his goods. 
Sayodagur is said to be a Persian word, and Mohajon 
is said to be Sanskrita, and both are said to be, in fact, 
synonymous, although the above distinction has been 
now adopted. Both words seem to have been introduced 
from the western parts of India, and 'probably by the 
MUhammedans; for, in the time of Bollalsen, these 
persons had not obtained a station of importance suffi~ 
dent' to procure a rank or cast appropriate to them
selves. 

Amon.g the. natives, in fact, there is now no person, 
who reSIdes In the district, that is considered as a 
Sayodagur. One family. indeed; has acquired immense' 
wealth in that line; and for nine generations the fore
fathers of Baidyonath Mondol carried on an extensive 

commerce with great reputation and propriety. The 
present head of the family has given up trade, has made 
large purchases of land, is just as much despised as his 
forefathers were respected; and the different branches 
of the family, having no occupation for which they are 
qualified, have fallen into the most violent disputes. 
The greatest houses who trade with this district are 
Bhoj Raj, of Bhojpoor, near Patna, and Thakurdas Nandi, 
of Kalna, near Calcutta, who with several others, send 
here for large cargoes of rice for the Calcutta and 
Moorshedabad markets, and have agents that reside con
stantly on the spot. The European manufacturers of 
Indigo by the natives are generally complimented with 
the title. of Sayodagur, and one or two of them deal so 
largely as to be entitled to the appellation. Some of 
them are so ignorant as to' consider the appellation as 
an affront, and their servants call them Bora Saheb, or 
Great lord. 

Many smaller merchants (Mahajons), who have 
capitals of from 2,000 to 25,000 rs.; reside in the district, 
and trade to the same places. They export rice, sugar, 
molasses, extract of sugar-cane, oil, and tobacco; and 
import salt, cotton, the metals, 'and spices. Persons of 
the same description from Narayangunj bring salt, cocoa~ 
nuts, and betle-nut, and take away sugar, extract of 
sugar-cane, and tobacco. Another class of small 
merchants, who mostly profess themselves to be persons 
that have dedicated themselves entirely to religion, and 
who are called Gosaing, or Goswamis, purchase large 
quantities of silk and cotton cloths, and import Chintz, 
carpets, and Patna blankets. Some small merchants 
from Patna and Bhagulpoor bring the same articles, and 
Catechu, a few drugs, and stone cups; and plates. These 
take away some rice and silk cloth. 

The cloth merchants of Santipoor and Moorshedabad 
send agents, who purchase cloths, especiallx such pieces 
as have been rejected by the Company. A house from 
Kumarkhali supplies shells, and the lac used at Maldeh 
comes from the same place. The manufacturers of sugar, 
who also export a great part of it, are considered as 
Mahajons. The bankers, of whom mention will here
after be made, import European woollens, pepper, spices, 
cotton, shawls, metals, and hardware, and export ginger 
and turmeric. These confine their speculations entirely 
to the viCinity of the capital, and are not classed among 
Mahajons. 

I shall now consider the persons with whom the 
agents (Gomastas) of the great merchants, or the smaller 
merchants deal. 
- In the first place, in large towns, there is a class of 

men called Amdawalehs, who purchase the investments 
brought in a boat by wholesale, and sell the articles in 
small lots to the different tradesmen, or petty dealers. 118 

these require them. In this district salt is the principal 
article of importation sold in this manner, and the 
number of such persons is very small. The name is 
Persian, and, until the arrival of the Muhammedans. 
there were probably no such persons in Bengal. The 
merchants, therefore, dispose of the greater part of the 
imports, in small lots, either to the different manufac
turers, who require them as raw materials. or to shop
keepers (Dokani or Dokandar), or finally to a class of 
petty dealers, who are called Paikars. I qave already 
given an account of the "tradesmen, manufacturers, or 
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artificers and shall now, therefore, proceed to the 'other 
two classes. 

Dokan, a shop; and Dokandar, a shop-keeper, are 
Persian words, and, until the .arrival of the Muhammi.' 
dans, there were probably no such thi.ngs in Bengal, 
unless we choose to call by this name the part of an 
open n1a-rket, where a vendor sits surrounded by his 
goeds, and exposes them for sale. This, I imagine, is 
the original native manner of disposing of aU goods i.n 
Bengal, and in this district the number of shops con
tinues wonderfully smalL I shall give a list of the 
diff~rent kinds that I observed:-l. Many of the Amda
walehs abovementioned have shops contiguous to their 
warehouse, where they retail the same, articles that are 
sold by the next class, and have capitals of about 500 rs. 
2. Mudis, who retail rice, pulse, salt, oil, sugar, extract. 
of sug<lr-cane, prepared rice (Muri, Chira, Murki); boiled 
butter (Ghiu); seasoning, tobacco, betle-nut, and, in fact. 
all sorts of provisions. Their capitals are about 40 rs, 
3, Chaulerphorya, a retailer of rice. who sells nothing 
else, and requir~s a capital of about 20 rs. 4. Loboner 
Phoryas, who retail only salt, and have capitals of about 
10 rs, 5. Posari, or drug'gists, called also Gondho Boniks, 
retail 'spices, sandal-wood, dyes, paints, medicines. 
seasonings such as pepper, dry ginger, and carminative 
seeds, betle-nut, sugar, paper, and ink. They require 
capitals of about 100 rs, 6. Jhafwalehs, retail raw 
ginger. turmeric, onions, garlic, and ,capsicum, and haye 
c.aQitals of 2 or 3 rs, 7, GUl:waleh, who retail ony extract 
of sugar-cane. Their capitals are about 10 or 12 rs. 
8. Pansupariwalehs, who retail betle-leaf and nut, 
Then capitals. may be 3 or 4 rs. 9. 'Ganjaw,alehs, who 
retail the prepared buds of hemp, which are used for 
intoxication, and requires 50 or 60 rs. as capital'. 10. 
Kosayi or butchers. These are confined to 4 or 5 shops 
in Dinajpoor, and sell chiefly goats'meat. Their capital 
may be about 10 rs. 11. Katra, shop-keepers, who pur
chase wooden furniture, such as chests and stools, from 
the carpenters, and expose them for sale. They have 
capitals .of about 25 rs. 12. Basonwaleh, who retail 
hrass vessels, and have 'capitals from 200 to 1000 rs. 
13. Monihari. In treating of the exports and imports, I' 
have already given an account of the articles which 
these persons retail. They have capitals of from 10 to 
!i0 rs. 14. Sangka walehs, who retail shells and bracelets, 
and have capitals of from 100 to 2,000 rs. 15. Tula 
waleh, who. retail cotton wool. They have capitals. of 
from 20 'to 100 rs. 16, Sulti and Chotiwalehs, who 'retail 
the twin~ and sackcloth that is made of th'e Corchorus 
capsularis, or Pat. They have capitals of ,from 5 ,to 50 
rs. 17. !<;aporya, or retailers of cloth,. who have capitals 
of from 50 to 1,000 rs. Besides these shop-keepers, 
various artists, which I have already mentioned, retail 
iu shops the produC'e of their laboures. These are called • 
by the general name of Bebosadar. For the sake of 
method, I 'shall here recapitulate their names, and refer 
to the head' of trades, where a fuller account of them 
will be found. 18. Lahari Luri, 19. Sangkhari. 20. 
(;hamar. 21. Tamaku Waleh. 22. Modwaleh. 23. 
Goyala. 24. Moyra. 25. Haluyikor. 26. Morobba Waleh. 
27. Puya and Phulari. 28. Bhujari. 29. Dail Hari. 30. 
Kungdkor. 31. Kumar. 32: Stonecutter. 33. Kangsari. 
34. 13iqri Waleq. 

The whole number of fixed shops in the district does 
not amount to 2,000; but at open markets (Hats) 
numerous petty traders expose for sale the same, and a 
few other articles. The employment of all these shop
keepers, it is evident, is much more the sale of the pro
duce and manufactures of the district than of goods 
imported, the {lmount of which is very small. 

The business of the Paikars remains to be discussed. 
They are men who possess small capitals o{ from 100 
to 500 rupees, and generally have a small warehouse, 
where they deposit their pur.chases, until they can again 
dispose of them. Their whole occupation is to buy and 
sell, am), they deal in almost every thing, but do not 
retail. It is through their means, in a great measure, 
that the capital .tJ.'aders both dispose of their invest
ments, and procu~ new ones. They more especially, 
however, deal in grain, cloth, cofton, silk, and salt. The 
P?ikars take 'a small quantity of goods at a time, and 
go to all the neighbouring markets, where they make. 
their sales, and purchase 'the articles· which they know 
the great dealers will take off their hands. It is through 
t.hem chiefly· that the great dealers make advances for 
cloth, or grain, because the Paikars are acquainted with 
the .characters of the individuals for whom they become 
security. They have from 5 to 6:!- per cent. commission 
including. the premium for security. 

The greatet part of the investment of rice, which is 
the principal commerce of the district, is, however, laid 
in by persons who are. called Beparis, and who, in fact, 
are chiefly the farmers that occupy lands where the soil 
is stiff clay. These deal in Gattle, poultry, and grain\ 
and not only bring the produce of their own farms for 
sale, but in the dry season, w\l.en the labour of their 
fields is at a stop, they make lar,!:(e purchases from the 
farmers, who occupy loose' soils, and ca'rry the ,grain to 
whatever warehouse (Gola) gives the best price. The 
rich farmers make large advances, and can afford to 
keep the grain for a favourable market. The poor chiefly 
assist the rich in carryii'lg their grain to market, and 
receive daily wages for themselves and cattle. The 
advances are usually made between the middle of June 
and the middle of November. The bargain must be 
confirmed by the landlord, in order to procUJ.:e his consent 
to wave his right of hypothec, and the money is, in 
fact, generally paid to him for rent. Th~ usual interest 
is k ana or 1/32 part a month until the delivery of the 
grain, and this is received at what is called the market
price, with an addition of 1/20 part for profit to the 
person who advances the money. 

An inferior kind of Bep;lris are called Phiriwalehs, 
and may be compared to pedlers. They go from house 
to house to make their sales and purchases, and seldom 
possess cattle as a ·conveyance. 

A class of men called Dalal are common in many 
districts,. but here 'they are confined to Raygury, to 
Maldeh, and to the Company's factories. They are 
brokers, who are employed to find out goods for those 
that wish to purchase, and receive a small commission. 

'In the time of Bollalsen bankers or dealers in money 
were called Sonar bonik, and were probably of little 
.consequence, as' their rank is very low; but on the 
Muhammedan conquest commerce seems to have in
creased, and to facilitate itS operations bankers were 
introduced from the west of India. These bankers are 
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divided into two kinds, kuthiwalehs or proper bankers. 
and Potdars, or money changers. Both are commonly 
called Saraf, which is a Persian word. 

The - proper bankers in this district are confined 
entirely to the capital, where there are seven houses. 
The principals live generally at Moorshedabad, but some 
of them occasionally visit Dinajpoor, and are all of the 
Oshoyal sect. I have already mentioned that some of 
them import certain goods, and they export dry ginger; 
but their principal business is granting bills of exchange 
for money. In the Muhammedan government the 
revenue was remitted to Moorshedabad through these 
bankers. This branch of profit they have now lost,. and 
are chiefly employed by the landlords in keeping their 
rents, in paying their revenue, and in remitting the sur
pius to such as reside at a distance, which is the case 
with the greater part. The money also which is neces
sary for .purchasing the export is chiefly sent to the 
district through these houses. 

Bills are never discounted by these bankers, except 
by the house of Jogotseit, and even by that very rarely; 
but they occasionally lend )Tlonev in advance to land
holders who are in arrear of revenue. They take one 
rupee per cent. a month as legal interest, but exact as 
much mure under the name of Munafa, which is deduct
ed from the principal at the time when it is advanced. 
Bills I of a short date granted by bankers on Moorshe
dab ad, for cash paid at Dinajpoor, besides the stamp, 
cost from one-half to one per cent., and bills on Calcutta 
from 1 to a per cent. The capital of several of these 
houses is supposed to be very great, and their credit is 
considered as indubitable. 

The Potdars or money changers are a very numerous 
class, and many of them have ,no shop but attend at 
markets, and sit with their cowries placed in heaps 
before them. Except, indeed, at Dinajpoor, and a few 
other places, this is the universal practice. Their prin
cipal business is to exchan'ge cowries and silver. Except 
in towns it would be very difficult to obtain silver for 
gold, and could only be procured through the favour pf 
private persons, none of the common money changers 
having a capital of 16 rupees: Even in,Dinajpoor silver 
for 100 rs. worth of gold can only be procured from a 
principal bank or Kuthi. A potdar ~oes in the morning 
to a market-place with. a bag of cowries on his head, or, 
if a very rich man, with a loaded ox, which, if good, 
may carry to the value of 15 rupees. All the early part 
of the market he sells cowries for silver to the people 
who wish to purchase goods, and in the evening the 
various hucksters bring their cowries, and exchange them 
for silver. In the morning the potdar usually gives 5760 
cowries, or 72 pon, for a rupee, and in the evening he 
gives a rupee for 5920 cowries or 74 pon, which is a 
profit of 2 pon,- or 1/36 part, on every rupee that they 
exchange. This is on the supposition that the. rupee is 
a new kuldar, such as is now struck at the mint in 
Calcutta. All old rU'Pees, and every kind of rupee' but 
the kuldar, pay various rates of exchange .. (Batta), 
according to the will of the money chan~ers, who, it is 
supposed, always gain more by every kind of money 
than by the kuldar. As kuldars are the only legal 
proffer of payment their use has become very general, 
notwithstanding the efforts of the bankers and money 
9hangers to the country, and th~ money changers would 

therefore have suffered a loss had they not fallen on a 
plan of marking the kuldars with a stamp, under pretext 
of ascertaining whether they are true or false, after 
which the rupee is not exchangeable without paying an 
additional Batta that seems to be entirely arbitrary, 
and it becomes, of cour..se, a circulating medium as valu
able to the money changer as if it were foreign coin. 
tn order to render this more agreeable to the people, they 
pretend that the marks will enable those who have re
ceived the rupees to have them changed, should any other 
dealer refuse them as bad. The loss that is sustained by 
the .public is very considerable, especially by the poor, 
who are so necessitous that they submit to take any 
rupee,. either in loan or payment, ratkler than suffer 
delay, and they always must pay the full batta or loss 
on exchange. If, therefore, a banker chooses to put a 
mark on the money, he should ever afterwards be com
pelled to change it at full value, and the use of' false 
stamps, should be considered as equally criminal with 
coining false 'money. In Dinajpoor, where the money 
changers have capitals of perhaps 100 rs.; it is usual for 
them to advance cowries to all servants who have 
monthly wages; and at the end of the month, when the 
servants' wages are due, he repays them in silver, for 
almost every mail, if' possible, anticipates his income. 
The m(mey changer gives these improvident persons ?O 
pan of cowries for the rupee, so that he has 4/74 a 
month for his money; but he very often loses the prin
cipal. 

0/ the places where trade is carried on: The origi~al 
manner in which all commerce seems to have been 
carried on in. Bengal, and perhaps in every part of 
India, and which in this district is still by far the most 
common, is at markets called 'here Hats, where once or 
twice a week all those from the neighbourhood wno wish 
to buy or sell, assemble and dispose of their commodi
ties by retail. The farmer brings the produce of his 
lands, the artist that of his workshop, and the fisherman 
that of his spares. Numerous small traders, among whom 
may be included all the shop-keepers, also attend to buy 
up goods for exportation, to "sell those which have been 
imported, or to act as intermediate agents between the 
producer and consumer, especially in the sale of betle
leaf and fish. For this purpose is' reserved a space of 
ground, divided by narrow paths into plots like the 
parterres of an old garden, and each plot is occupied by 
two or three venders, while the buyers walk about in 
the 'paths. In general the whole is conducted' in the open 
air. 'In some places, however, sheds have. been erected 
by the zemindars for the accommodation of dealers. and 
are rented out to the principal persons that attend. In 
Dinajpoor, under the eye of the magistrate,. this has 
been found to be a great convenience; but many persons 
alleged to me that in remote parts the proprietors made 
these sheds a pretext for levying a certain sum from
every vendor, whether they.used the sheds or tiot. 

Duties were formerly levied at each Hat by the pro
prietor of the land, who was thus interested to preserve 
peace and justice, that his Hat might be fully attended; 
but there is great reason to believe that in general the 
proprietors and their agents studied more their imme
diate gain than any regular profit, and were often so 
rapacious that the market was deserted. The utmost 
advantage has therefore arisen 'from the removal of thi~ 
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tax, which was done by Lord Cornwallis soon after his 
first arrival in Bengal. The Hats are now free, and are 
placed under the immediate protection of the Darogah 
of the division in which they are held. It must, how
ever, be confessed that some inconvenience attends this 
plan. The Hats are so numerous that even the principal 
ones cannot possibly be attended by the Darogah, nor 
even by the Mohurer or Jumadar, the only person of 
the least respectability that he can detach. It may, 
therefore, be said that there is no legal adequate super
intendence, either to settle disputes, or to prevent 
fraudulent' measures and weights, and violent com
plaints exist concerning exactions made both by the 
landholders, and by the native officers of police. 

On the festivals of Hindu gods, and of persons reputed 
saints by the Moslems, large assemblies of people (Mela) 
take place, and traders embrac~ this opportunity of dis
posing of their goods, and of supplying the wants of the 
assembled multitude. In this district there are annually 
several such assemblies, which both in their origin .and 
nature very much resemble the fairs of Europe. This 
is an original Hindu custom, although, as might be e~
pected from the Muhammedan pJ;.edominance, the most 
distinguished meeting is that held at Bhowanipoor, in 
the Ranisongkol division, in celebration of Nekmurdun. 
a Moslem Pir or saint. In my account of that division I 
have already mentioned the nature of the assembly. All, 
the other places in this district, where sales are made, 
have names introduced by the Muhammedans, owing 
either to these conquerors having changed the names. 
or to there having been no such places, until they came. 

A bazaar ought to imply a place where things in 
common use are regularly sold; but in this district there 
is no s\lch place of any consequence. except in Dinaj~ 
poor, where there are two or three streets of shops, and 
at Ghor;:tghat where there is one. At several villages 
. there are two or three shops where provisions are sold, 
and these with some propriety may be called bazaars, 
although this name is not given to them; and is usually 
aJ;lplied to places where every evening there is a meet
ing of 'people in the open air to buy and sell fish, vege
tables, and other such necessaries; and where there are 
no houses near, as is often the case, this meeting is call .. 
ed a Tahabazari hat. 

Gunj and Bundur are indiscriminately applied to 
every place, from whence goods are exported and im·· 
ported by wholesale dealers. Several such places have 
not a Single shop and do not afford to the traveller any 
means of purchasing the most common necessary of life, 
and merely contain a few warehouses (Golas), where the 
goods can be deposited', together with the houses of the 
agepts, by ~hom' thev are bought and sold by whole
sale. The name, it must be observed, is offen very 
much misapplied, and many places are now call'ed Gunj 
or Bundar, where no merchant resides. The name is 
naturally enough continued, even after the place has 
lost its importance; and it seems frequently to have been 
employed in anticipation of hopes of greatness, which, 
were never realized. Nogal' is said to be the proper 
Hindu name for a mart; b\lt this is liable to some doubt, 
and in this district at any rate, has gone entirely int.o 
disuse in that meaning. 

Weights, Measures and Coins.-In the account which 
r have ,given of moneY-changers, I have anticipated 

much of what I had to offer on the subject of coins. The 
usual currency consists of silver and cowries; gold 
seldom appears, and copper has never been introduced. 
Some ye¥s ago gold was abundant, but has since be
come very scarce. This is a fortunate circumstance for 
the poor, and a loss to the bankers, who had an immense 
profit on the gold. The most common silver currency 
is the Kuldar, or the .new milled coinage of Calcutta, 
of which, however, a considerable proportion has been 
depreciated by marks. There are, however, still current 
a good many of the old unmilled coinage, and of French 
rupees, which pay a heavy exchange. Most transactions, 
however, are settled by cowries, which for some years 
have been very cheap. I have already mentioned the 
rate of exchange, that' has of late ::been usual. 

There is no uniformity in the weights and measures 
of any kind, and there is every reason to think, that the 
most gross frauds are very frequently practised. The 
weights not only vary in almost every market, and are 
difTerent in the same market for different kinds of goods; 
but the same species, rice for instance, is sometimes sold 
by one weight, and bought by another; and what is still 
more injurious, there is no stamp on the weights, which 
are in general bits of stone, and admit of the most gross 
deception. All these services render it impossible for 
the officers of police to detect false weights. The various 

. 10 . 
sers m use are of 100 S.W., 96 S.W., 82 16 s.W., 80 s.w., 

76 s. w., 60 s. w. Should it not be judged advisable to in
troduce one geneJ:a1 standard, all dealers might be com
pelled to use weights formed of brass, with strong distin
guishing marks for each denomination, so that the com
mon people might at once dist1nguish them; this, no doubt, 
would be a great step towards preventing fraud; but 
still the scales that are used in weighing are so rudely 
formed, that a dexterous man can readily impose on the 
unwary. The scales are never suspended from any fix
ture, and being held in the hand, and being very loose 
and imperfect, a little twist prevents their free motion. 
Owing also to their being held in the hand, no scales of 
a considerable size can be used, so that the delivery of 
a large quantity of grain occupies a most intol'erable 
length of time. • 

Whatever may be the weight of the ser, it is divided 
into 16 Chhotaks,.and 5 sers form 1 Posuri, and 8 Posuris 
1 man. There is no higher denomination of weight, nor 
indeed in general is there any scale than can weigh 
more than 1 Posuri at one time. The only exception is 
that the sugar manufacturers have large scales suspend-. 
ed from a beam, and can weigh at once 1 or 2 mans of 
extract or moiasses; but even this is attended with vast 
trouble. A pot, like that containing the commodity, is 
placed in the opposite scale, and filled with sand, until 
the balance is equal. The sand is then weighed with 
the common small scale. • 

The grain measures are still a great deal more 
defective than the weights. The most ignorant and low 
people of the district make them of basket-work, in form 
of an hemisphere, and they are suppo'sed, when heaped, 
to contain a certain weight of rice in the husk. From 
hence we may judge of their imperfections. In the first 
place, the workmen have neither means nor skill to 
make them of an uniform size. and judge in general 
merely by the eye. Secondly, even, if the workmen 
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could make a basket, that, when heaped, would hold a 
certain weight of' rice, this would be a standard liable 
to' great variation, as will be seen by looking at the 
table, which I have made of the different weights of 
that kind of grain. Thirdly, A basket approaching to a 
hemispherical form, by such enlargements or contrac
tions of the mouth, as even from accident are altogether 
unavoidable, will, when heaped l contain very different 
quantities of the, same grain. Fourthly, The same basket 
when heapec;! with rough rice, will contain more cubical 
inches of that grain, than it will ~f clean rice, pulse, or 
mustard-seed, as the rounder and smoother the grain 
is, the less can be heaped on a given space. Finally, 'all 
the imperfections of' the weights are accumulated on 
the measures form~st from them. as a standard. The 
uncertainty attending all these circumstances would 
frustrate all attempts to prove intentional fraud, and the 
people may' in fact be said to have no use of grain 
measures, although the farmers nominally sell their 
whole produce by this denomination; but, in delivering 
and receiving the grain, each party measures by his own 
basket, and then they come to an agreement about the 
quantity. In small purchases persons generally judge 
by the eye. 

The integer measure is called a Don or Katha, and 
is divided into halves and quarters;' which are always 
taken by gu~ss; 20 Dons form a Vis, 4 Vis, 'and 4 Dams 
1 Pauti; but the Don is the only measure actually used. 
This varies in different places from 2 to 5 sers of all 
the various kinds, that I have mentioned. 

Liquids are always sold by the s'er or man, that 
is by measures supposed to contain such weights. These 
are not so bad as the grai'n measures, because they can
not be heaped; but are liable to all the variations in the 
weights, that served as standards by which they were 
~~a , 

In order to prevent imposition, both grain and liquid 
meaures should be made of metal or wood, and stamped 
by the magistrate; and thpse for grain should be made 
very narrow, to render the heaping less precarious; for 
I suspect, that for some time at least, it would be found 
a very difficult task to induce the natives to purchase 
by streaked measures. The joint of a bamboo, examined 
and sealed by the officer of police, answers very well for 
liquids; and might also answer for grain, were it streak
ed; but, when heaped, the various proportions between 
the diameter and -length would effect the contents. 
Metal or wooden grain measures are therefore necessary. 

It is probable, that much good might be done by 
establishing, at every considerable market place, a police 
officer provided with proper standards for all the kinds 
6f weights and measures that the custom of the market 
requires, and with an apparatus for measuring and weigh
ing considerable quantities of goods at one time. Should 
it not be found propet to attempt the introduction of 

• regular weights and measures, this 'Would also serve as a 
great check to imposition, as there would be on the spot 
means for ascertaining, whethet or not the weights and 
measures used by dealers were fair. The expense might 
be paid by small fees. I have already mentioned the want 
of public land measurers, which office mi,ght be' connect
ed with the one above mentioned, as the markets are 
held only once or twice a week. The present plan of 
sending a surveyor from the <;:apital, in case of disputes, is 

'totally inapplicable to common pra'etice, such as measur
ing a field or farm; for the expense far exceeds any 
advantage, that the party who pays, can derive from the 
measurement. 

'The land measure in use here is the bigha divided into 
20 Kothas, and seems from the name to have been intro
duced by the Muhammedans; but the Hindus of this 
district had a measure called Kura, which has now gone 
into disuse. Regular standard of the measure customary 
in each Pergunah aue kept in the collector's office, and 
furnished to all who are intere§ted, at a moderate rate. 
The standard, however, is ouly the yard (Gu~ or cubit 
(Hat), ~nd the rope, that is used' for surveying, is measur
ed with this standard. The rope is made of very loose 
twine, and, beiqg measured when dry, shortens very much 
when wet in the field, by which means a ~reat imposition 
is suffered; then the two people, who carry it, usually tie 
the end of their girdles, or sometimes round their wastes, 
or s9metimes to their shoulder, and, when they measure, 
allow the rope to hang down, so as only to touch the 
ground in the middle. The loss thus sustained is very 
indefinite, and is called Guljinda. Whether or not the 
Zemindars and their a,gents are aware, that the extents 
of different bighas are in the proportion of the squares 
of the whole length of the ropes employed, I cannot say; 
but the people in general have no adequate notion of this, 
and seem to consider the loss by Guljinda merely as' in 
the rate of the square of the length taken from the rope. 
To judge from what the agents say, they are of the same 
opinion, and may therefore be ignorant of the injustice 
they commit in taking the Guljinda. In the account of 
the 'customary bigahs of each pergunah I have deducted, 
what is said to be the usual Guljinda, and have calculated 
the number of square feet accordingly, as will be found 
in the table of pergunahs or estates. 
- The natives of this district have scarcely any manner 

of measuring time. 1 heard 'of neither th.e sand glass 
nor clypsedra, except one belonging to the judge. The 
art of dialing was, and is totally unknown to the natives, 
and scarcely any have procured watches. The day l:md 
night is divided by them into 8 Pohors, and 60 Dondos, 
and their almanack states in a general manner the 
number of Dondos contained in the days of each month, 
but descends no farther into particulars, which indeed 
would be useless, where the only means for measuring 
time is conjecture. 

Conveyance of Goods.-In the topographical.account 
- of this district I have already explained, that it is every

where intersected by rivers, which in the rainy season, 
and when travelling by land is nearly suspended, admit 
of large boats to every division, and of small ones to most 
Villages. In the dry season the navigation i~ confined 
within very narrow limi~s, and the country, being every
where dry, plain, and open, almost every part is acces
sible for loaded cattle, and few or no roads exist, at least 
fOF the 'conveyance of goods. The manner, in which 
these are transported, is of course adapted to such cir
cumstances. Very little is exported or imported in the 
dry season, during which the produce of the country is 
collected in warehouses, that are situated on the banks 
of rivers; and, when these swell, is loaded on boats, and 
sent to the places of its destination. The imports are 
made in the rainy season, and during the dry weather are 
distributed from the marts to the various market places. 
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Thi& is attended with so much inconvenience, from the 
slow returns of capital, that the smaller traders, who deal 
chiefly in the articles of import, use canoes and floats 
(Mars), which consist of two or three canoes connected by 
a platform of bamboos. Even in the dry season these can 

'penetrate a considerable way, into the country, from the 
Mohanonda, Atreyi, and Korotoya, 'which at all seasons 
ar,e I).avigable into this district for boats of 500 mans 
burthen. For rice, the great article of export, this would 
be too expensive a mode of conveyance, and indeed of 
little consequence; as the merchants would in general 
avoid taking it to the Calcutta or Moorshedabad market, 
until the rice produced in the vicinity of these cities is 
consumed, which is not until after the commencement of 
the rainy season; and, besides, the Bhagirathi. which is 
the channel of conveyance between this and Moorsheda
bad and Calcutta, is not navigable in the dry season. At 
that period the supply of goods, such as cotton, salt, -betle
nut, shells, and other art~cles of consumption, can only 
be procured from Bhogowangola, Kumarkhali, or 
Naray~mgunj, which of course become the marts' for these, 
articles .. 

Very few of the boats employed in trade belong to this 
district; because, during the dry seasoh, they could have 
no employment, except at a great distance 'from the ins
pection of t:qe owner. Some merchants, however, keep a 
few large boats, which lie idle all the dry season, but the 
loaded, and ready to depart, so soon as the season admits. 
These in general can annually take two loads of rice to 
Calcutta, and bring back two loads of salt; but the wac
lice does not seem judicious. The hulls 'of the boats em
ployed are almost all of the same construction. When 
open above they are called Dinggis; when they have a 
thatched roof in the after part only, which is usually the 
case when their burthen is under 200 mans of rice. they 
are called Pansi; when thatched from nearly one end to 
the other, and when under 700 mans burthen. they are 
called Ulaks. Boats from 700 to 5,000 'mans burthen, the 
largest used in this district, over the thatch have a plat
form of bamboos, on which the people tmn walk to pole 
the vessel along, or to manage the sail; a vessel of this 
kind is called a Chhapor Beri. 

The burthen of the boat is calculated by the quantity 
of rice which she could carry; and not, by the quantity 
of any other kind of goods with which she may be actually 
laden; and in all valuable cargoes the boat takes much 
less weight than her estimated rate of burthen; because it 
would not be safe to loa'd her so deep, as is usually done 
with rice. In the dry season a boat carrying goods from 
Nalagola, the port of Dinajpoor, to Bhogowangola, the 
port of Moorshedabad, or to Kushti near Kumarkhali, is 

,allowed from 3~ to 4! rs. for the 100 m.ans burthen, at 
96 s.w. ser, or for about 88 cwt. A large boat from the 
towns near Dinajpoor on the Punabhoba, such as Dum
dumah, or from the marts on the Atreyi, such as Potiram, 
is paid at the rate of 13 rs. for the 100 mans, for carrying 
rice to Calcutta. From the towns on tlie Korotoya the 
freight to Calcutta, in the rainy season. io: usually only 
10 rs. for the 100 mans. . . 

For the purpose of commerce, as I have already said, 
there are scarcely any roads.' Where the soil is light, an 
empty space is left in the fields, that are cultivated in 
the dry season; but this is in general too narrow, and too 
much broken to admit of carts. In the rice grounds there 

is seldom any trace of a road; because cattle cannot travel 
when the crops are on the ground, and, when the crops 
are removed, loaded cattle find a good road in every direc-

(' tion. The little bank by which the water is confined on 
the rice fields, prevent even then the' use of carts, unless 
accompanied by pioneers to remove these, and to slope 
the banks of water courses. Great inconvenience arises 
to commerce from this want of roads, for wherever there 
are any such, as in the vicinity of the capital, carts are 
constantly employed. Roads adequate to admit carts, in 
the dry season, from the principal Hats to the chief marts, 
would therefore be of great advantage; and as the idea, in 
the present ,stflte of things, of making them suited for 
post chaises at all seasons would be absurd, the expense 
might be extremely moderate, and might be defrayed by 
a trifling composition for each plough, one-half to ge paid 
by the landlord, and one-half by the' tenant, and which 
of course should be levied on all lands free and as'sessp.d. 
The principiU dIfficulty would be to prevent misapplica
tion or embezzlement; and I confess, that this difficulty 
appears' to me exceedingly great. Considering the duties, 
that a magistrate has to perform, I look upon any expec
tation of advantage to be derived from lUs superinten
dency as totally chimerical; and little confidence can be 
placed in that of his native assistants. If the landholders 
were empowered to act as commissioners for highways, 
in ·the present state of their education, and as most of 
them would act by deputy, I am afraid that each would 
endeavour to take as much o'f the money levied as pos
sible, and that the roads .woul-d remain much as they are 
at present. Yet upon ·the whole it seems to Qe the plan 
most likely to succeed, especially if the collector, who is 
not set much oppressed with business as the magistrate, 
should be directed to prosecute all neglects of duty in 
the commissioners. 

The usu~l mode of conveyance for goods by land, is 
on oxen in back loads, and the common rate for 12 miles 

carriag: may be re~koned 2!. pon of cpwries ( ~8 rs.), fur 

each man (96 s.w. the ser) or 98,t ll)s. • 
Porters are seldom employed, and indeed can carry 

very little. Their lpad is divided into two equal portions, 
that are suspended from the two ends of a pole, which 
they carryon their shoulders. They are said to take 
about 74 lbs. weight 12 miles a day; but I found it impos
sible to procure people who would perform any such 

• 4 
labour for more. than double the usual hire, which is 74 

(4 pon of cowries) of a rupee each day. They are seldom 
employed fwo carrying goods, and are chieflv hired to 

'. carry parcels for travellers. 
At the town of Dinajpoor carts may be hired for six 

anas a day; and' for this a cart conveys goods for. (six 
coss) 12 miles. The cart is drawn by two oxen. These 
nre poor creatures, which is perhaps owing to the rate of 
hire being fixed on the cart, and not on the weight of 
the load. Each cart takes ·from 7 to 10 mans (of 96 s.w. 
the sElr), or from 690 ll;Js. to 985 lbs. This rate is appar
ently higher than the carriage on back loads; but the cart 
is always preferred, when it can be procured, and the 
merch~nt probably pays less than the rate established for 
travellers. Except at the capital, neither carts, oxen, nor 
porters. can be usually procured for hire, no persons 
mak'ing the carriage of goods.a profession; and the supply 
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even' at the capital is extremely scanty. Many of the 
Paikars, .or petty traders, keep oxen for conveying their 
goods to and from their warehouses; but the great means 
of conveyance deoends on the cattle of those who culti':
vate clay lands, and who in this manner find a sourcE' 
of profit, when nothing can be done on their farms. In 
general, however. they do not work for hire; but purchase 
the goops at the markets, and carry them to the marts 
for sale. There is no such thing as a regular carrier. 

The roads of communication between the capital of 
the district, and the Thanas or chief places of the subordi
nate divisions, are equally neglected with those intended 
for commerce; and, so far as I could judge, could only be 
formed and repaired by similar means. It is the land
holders, who are chiefly interested in their repair, as 
their communications with the capital are very numerous. 

The general ro'ads of communication, between the 
capital of this district, and those of the adiacent jurisdic
tion are in a tolerable state; and the magistrates, who 
have formed them, and kept them in repair, seem to be 
entitled to great praise, especially as one of them, con
ducting towards Moorshedabad, Ilas been carried, at the 
expense of this district, through the whole breadth of 
Rajshahi. No employment can be better for the convicts 
than making and repairing these roads, and the magis
trate has it always in his power to obtain sufficient 
information concerning their state, to enable him to 
superintend the conduct· of their overseer with proper 
effect. All that app.!'!ars to be wanted in this district, 
with respect to these roads, seems to be some fund for 
erecting bridges over small water course, for these 
roads should be practicable at all seasons. In tlte 
present state of things bridges, over large rivers cannot 
be attempted. A little more attentiotl to ferries is all 
that would be required. 

In the Muhammedan government these roads of com
munication between stations seem to have been numerous, 
and well formed; but the roads, which these conquerors 
made. have become in a great measure useless from the 
change of stations, pnd have gone to ruin. It would not 
appear, that the natives ever had roads for facilitating the 
exportation and importation of ~ood&; Those laid down 
in Major Rennell's map are probably such as have been 
once intended to be made, and have never appeared e:J'
cept on paper. 

The ferry boats in every part of Beng'!l are bad. and 
generally are so overloaded. that freQuent accidents 
occur. They are also in general totallY unfit for Hie 
conveyance of rattle. The landholders. so far as I 
learned, admit, that they are bound to pr,ov,ide ferries; 
but the obligation, I am informed. in a stnct interpreta
tion of their, engagements, !S very doubtful. It is, how
ever, so evidently their interest in many cases, that '!;O 

• a certain extent they will usually comply; but they can 

never be expected to furnish good boats: tn generai 
the ferry-man receives a small quantity of land free 
of rent, and binds himself to find a proper boat, and to 
transport aU persons free of hire: and it is the duty of 
the Darogah'to see, that the boats are proper, and the 
people attentiv~. This, 'I suspect, is a duty, to whi<;h 
very little attention is paid: and indeed its execution 
would be difficult. Heavy complaints exist on this sub: 
ject, as on most others. Many of the ferry-men com
plain, that they are compelled to pay rent for their lands; 
and others allege, where the ferry is much frequented, 
that .they are compelled to give the landlord a share of 
the profits, which arise from the usual ~np voluntary 

• contributions, that are made by passengers. It would 
probably be found on investigation, that the lands 
assigned for the support of ferries were not included in 
the rental, by which the revenue was fixed, and should 
therefore be considered as exempted from all claims of 
the landholder; and I am inclined to suspect, that their 
I'eady acknowledgement of the obligation to find boats 
arises from a concfousness of this circumstance. I have 
no doubt, but that great advantage would accrue from 
taking these lands into the management of the police, 
and granting them, and a right to certain fees from 
passengers to ferry-men. on condition of their keeping 
proper boats. A written copy 6f the al'(reement should 
be suspended at each ferry-house, so that any passenger 
might apply for redress, should any ,extraordinary 
demand be made, or should any stipulated condition of 
attendance, care, or accommodation be neglected; and 
all interference of the Zemindars, fatther than as other 
passengers, should be most strictly' prohibited. The tioats 
most proper to be used, in the rivers of this district, are 
the mars or floats, consisting of two or more canoes join
ed by a platform of bamboos. These are capable of con
veying cattle or even carts; and, where there are nu 
'Waves, transport a number of per,sons with much safety. 
They are less fit for the large rivers of other districts, 
that have coi\siderable waves, and that are too deep or 
wide to admit of the floats being pushed across by' poles, 
ur drawn by ropes. 

There may be said to be no accommodation for travel
lers. One landholder, as I have already mentioned, en
tertains all trayellers who choose to apply; and natives 
in general find people of their own caste, who will give 
them room in their house to sleep on the ground: and 
the absolute necessaries may commonly be procured, 
when there are few persons in Company. Unless 
Europeans are travelling post from 'station to station, 
which requires J;elays of carriages to be placed oIl. pur
pose, and- is attended with an enormous expense, they 
must travel in tents, and carry with them alml)st every 
person or thing, that they require. 
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William Francklin's Journal (1810-11)* 
(Journal of a route from Rajemehul to Gour, A.D. 1810; 11, B~ 

Officer at Bhaugulpoor) 
WILLIAM FRANCKLIN, Regulating 

11th November 1810. Left Rajemehul and in four 
marches reached the village of Auranga?a~, the south
eastern boundary of the Bhaugulpoor DlstI;lC!. 

15th November. Marched from Aurangabad to 
Sooty distance. above 4 miles; at Sooty crossed the 
Bhaugritee at a ford into the Cossimbazar Islan~, and 
encamped about one mile from the Gha4t. OpposIte the 
village of Souty; road excellent, ~nd ~he appearance. of 
the island plea,sing, several plams mterspersed with 
groves of peepul and other trees. '. .. .. 

16th. Proceeded on towards SeebgunJ, OpposIte slde 
of the Ganges; road first part very good. At ~ 7 cros~ed 
the Ganges at a ferry from the opposite ba?k 'Of ~hl~h 
our route layover thick and heavy sand, m. a ClrCUlt
ous directions through the dry bed of the flver; ~t ! 
9 A.M. reached Seebgunj. on the ~an~s of the fl:rer, " 
country low, marshy and much jungle, distance 11 miles. 

17th. To Moadhipore: the first part ?f, the way 
alung the banks of the Ganges; after crossmg a pretty 

"tleep nuUah, proceeded on to Gour; ~he country now 
became interesting. On our left the flver ~anges and 
on the right thick forests of lofty trees, mterspersed 
with beautifpl cultivated plantations of mulberry, fields 
of mustard see"d, and other coarse grain. . 

Whilst traversing the skirts of the forests uccaslOnal 
views were presented, extremely beautiful, ge_ntle ac ..... 
clivities having patches of cultivated ground with lofty 
trees overhanging. 'The woods appeared to the· north
wards unpenetrable, and constituted what I sup'pose to 

, have been the ~astern extremity of anci~nt ~our, w?ich 
extends from this spot to near 20 miles m a direct, 
line east and we~t un the road after winding through 
the forest. We passed the village. of Chandy, where are 
erected some Indigo works belonging to Mr. Ellarton of 
Goamalty, pleasantly situated in the w60ds, and near 
the river. At! 9 encam~ed at, the village of lVIodhi
pore; at about 20 yards from this village the Ganges 
branches Qut, to the south-ward you enter the 
Bhaugritee river, on which is situated the city of Gour. 

This river must not be confounded with that which 
bounds the Cossimbazar Island to the N. W. bearing 
the same name, distance 9 miles-see the map. 

The access to Gour in the rainy seaSon is very diffi
cult, and, it is said, abounds in tigers and other wild 
animals. We did not fall in with any of these, but 
whilst t;aversing this deserted spot, it 'Occurred to me 
that if Government should be desirous of bringing it 
once more into a cultivated state, and considerable 
benefit m'ight be ultimately derived, i.e., by drawing off 
the water and clearing the forests of the thick under
wood that abounds, the soil which is excellent would 
amply repay the time and expense incurred in the 
executiun of the plan; considerable advantages woUld 
occur to the State in the supply of fuel alone in clear
ing and cutting down the woods, which by means or a 

,thousand or more prisoners, collected from the .adjaC'ent 

districts, might easily be effected and at a ,small expense. 
The price of labour thus saved by the employment of 
convicts would not only be reduced to a trifle but very 
large sums of money would be annually saved to Gov
ernment, in the consumption of the articles of fuel, 
which is annuaJy Durchased by the residents for the 
supply of the Honourable Company's filatures at M'aldah. 
BeUah, Jungeepore and Moorsh~dabad, in manufac
turing the silk produced in these districts. 

GOUR 
What remains of the ancient city of Gour is situated 

on the banks. of the Bhaugritee river, enclosed in deep 
and' thick jungles; the river runs east and west, and 
formerly skirted the walls of the royal palace though 
it has in the course of time considerably receded. 

It is situated 100 miles east by north of Bhaugulpore. 
28 miles south-east from Rajemehul, and 11 miles dis
tant from Maldah ; you enter from tl:)e eastward through 
the Cotwal{ gate. The extent of the city of Gour with
out including the slJburbs is about ten miles in length 
but in no place is it broader than 2! or 3 miles; it is 
surrounded ·on all sides by a stupendous mound of 
earth 250 feet wide at the base, and from 30 to 40 feet 
high, the top of 'this embankment is now planted with 
rows of lofty trees. This embankment was no doubt 
intended to prevent the city, which is situated on low 
ground, from the destruction occasioned by the over
flowing of the rivers, at the season of the periodical 
rains. Two grand roads led through the whole .of the 
city, raised with earth and paved with brick commenc
ing at the Cotwali Gate, and terminating at the north
western entrance; within this extent the remains of 
bridges which have been cut over the low grounds are 
still visible. Over every part of this city, large tanks 
have been formed with innumerable drains and ditches 
to carry off the water, the earth of which being thrown 
up has elevated the ground considerably from the level 
country. 

The ground about Gaur is everywhere scattered over 
with bricks which are turned up, and mi~ with the 
soil, which is very rich, and in those parts that are 
cultivated, highly productive. About half a mile from 
the Cotwali gate is a bridge regularly paved with brick, 
with stones underneath; it has a gentle ascent and 
descent, and appears tu be of great antiquity at the 
western extremity are two storie pillars having Sans
crit inscription, on each side of the road leading to the 
royal place are several mosques built in .the Patan 
style of architecture like those to be seen at Delhi; -they 
are entirely· round and have arched windows of brick. 
In the neighbourhood are many tanks and the cultiva
tion considetable, and the appearanee of the surround
ing scenery picturesque; nearly opposite the fort, in 
which is &ituated the royal palace, is, a lofty column of 
Patan architecture, it is circular in form, has several 
windows, and is surmounted at top by a cupf>la. 

* Maps ant} urawin8's' mf'ntioned in the extract has not bf'f'n rf[1roduct'd-A. M. 
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This column ·was built by Feeroz Shah, one of the 
Patan princes of Gour: and in the style of its architec

ture resembles the columns built 
Minor Feeroz Shah. by Feeroz Shah which are still to 
be seen at Allahabad and Delhi. 

The height, of the building is form 70 to 80, built 
Of stone and brick, it is" 32 feet found, the base of the 
column is of coarse marble, ,the door through which 
you enter is of blue stone, and the front of it is de
corated with 3 large roses. cut in stone. The pillars 
that support the doorway are of ,brick curiously orna
mented with flower work; on entering the huilding you 
ascend to th~ summit by a flight Qf stone steps 73' in 
number, to the cupola at the top, though r.ow in a 
dilapidated state. There is a fine view of the adjacent 
country, convenient landing pl'aces present themselves. 
the exterior of this column was formerly adorned with 
bands of marble, which encompassed the whole, but 
these have long since bee~ destroyed, but a part of 
the column which had been' formerly caped with the 
blue and white tiling, before described, is still visible. 

The following fragment of an inscription found at 
Goamatty together with a translation corresponds with 
the titles borne by the King Feeroz 'Shah who erected 
it. The inscription is cut in the Toghra character 
j} inches in length each letter. ' 

Translation 
Strength of religion and of the world. The warrior 

_in the Path of God, the most merciful vicegerent of 
God, the Sooltan of the indubitable testimony (i.e., the 
unity of God) sword of the world, and .of religion 
(Feeroz Shah). 

Tomb of Sooltann Shah Hosein 
From hence you proceed to the Pad Shah ke Kubbur, 

or " king's tomb" being the purial place of Shah Sooltan 
Hosein, one of the later sovereigns of the dynasty of 
Gaur. You enter by a handsome arched gateway built 
of ston~, the sides and front of this doorway are in
crusted with a peculiar kind of composition, blue and 
white. China tiling, which has a singular appearance; 
at the four corners are large roses cut in. the stone, of 
which drawing No.1 is a spec'imen. The minarets which 
flank the building are' ornamented with curious carved 
work of trees, flowers, etc. Within the doorway.is a 
large enclosure containing the bodies of Shah Sultan 
Hosein and other branches of the royal family. The 
sides of the enclosure containing the bo'dies of Shah 
Sultan Hosein and other branches of the royal family. 
The sides of the enclosure are iricrusted with the sanle 
kind of blue and white composition and Nos. 3. 4. and 
5 give a facsimile of these curious ornaments. 

The Royal Palace 
The fort or palace of the ancient kings of Gour is 

called Haveli Khas or Imperial residence. 1t is situat
ed on the north side of the Bhaugrittee river and about 
2 miles distant from the Tamah at Gour; it 'is one 'mile 
in length by half a I\lile in breadth and the whole is 
surrounded by an immense rampart of stone, forty feet 
high, a deep and wide ditch encompasses the Fort. 

Within the enclosure is .s~tuated the ~oyal Haram. 
the walls of which are of brick 40 feet in height, the 

upper part of the parapet is decorated with a profusion 
of flower work carved in the brick. The palace is 
entirely in ruins. It was formerly divided into three 
parts, viz., the Public Hall of audience, the dwelling 
house of the Sovereign, and the Imperial Haram. It 
is now literally a haunt for wild beasts, bats and owls. 
At the western entrance of this palace formerly stood 
the famom, Chaund I)urwazeh built of brick and stone 
and in a rich style of Mussu~man architecture. It is 
now verging daily to decay, though its remains even are 
still magnificent. 

The following inscription in Arabic was found at 
Goamatty. It is cut in the Toghra character of the 
largest dimensions upon a black stone the original of 
~hich is now in my pOf?session. 

This inscription will be sufficient to show that both 
the palace and gateway were the works of a powerful 
and munificent priI].ce. 

Trqnslation 
Prais~ be unto God, who is the Lord of Grace, and 

of benefits, G-9d, who neither slumbers nor sleeps! Let 
thanksgiving also be offered to Mahomed, the most ex
cellent of c:reated Beings; the chosen, the seal of the 
prophets, who by his coming manifE\sted the path of" 
Truth and Justice to the nations, and blessings be upon 
his descendants who are the foundation of the right 
way, and' upon his companions who are equally desirous 
of God, open or concealed, afterwards to him who 
reposeth (')n the Mercy of the Most High. The prince 
scattering the seeds of beneficence and diffusing the 
waters of gladness. The Sooltan, protection of the 
universe, pillar of. Religion, the Illustrious Barbuk Shah, 
son of the most esteemed Syud exemplary to the 
Nations, Soolian Mahmood Shah, Model of Justice. 
. Eql,lally renowned with the princes of the two 
Trauks, King of Syria and Arabia, yielding to none of 
the Princes of the north in generosity, in liberality with
Qut _an equal. A Prince, whGse habitation resembles 
Paradise, whose palace is the refuge of the unfortunate. 

• Behold a reservoir of water, flowing under the palace 
resembling the waters of Paradise, whose streams afford 
consolation to the affiictated.-Within this abode is soul 
refreshing rest, delightful as the fragrance of the sweet 
Basit. . 

A gateway also adjoining to the reservoir was erect
ed by the same Prince. The gateway of a Monarch, 
firm to his friends as a pillar. It is the middle gate
way, leading to the interior of the Royal palace; in the 
year of the Hijerah 871 in the commencement of the 
auspicious reign. 

For ever lEit us pray to the Almighty for the pros
perity of this Monarch, so long as the feathered tribe 
shall warble forth their notes in the garden. 

• In the reign of the Sooltan, Asylum of the World 
Pillar of the Universe and of Religion, the Victoriou~ 
Monar~h Sooltan Barbuk Shah whose power ana 
dominion may God perpetuate. 

Anno Hijerah 871, A.D. 1466. Note by the Tran-
slator. ,; 

Of tre reservoir mentioned in the above inscription 
we could discover no remains, except heaps of blue 
stone. The situation however of this spiendid gateway 
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(though in ruins) sufficiently explains the purport of 
its erection, namely, as a place of recreation for the 
King and his companions. It commands a ver:y noble 
view of the Bhaugretty river, with the Royal palace 
and the ruins 9f the city of Gour in the distance.. Oppo
site to this gateway is another, called Khazzanah Cotelee, 
which appears to have been the entrance from the 
westward. It is built of brick and beautifully decorat
ed with flowered work. This gateway is ?5 feet high 
and the ·arch through which you enter is 15 by 6 in 
breadth; the inscriptions at this gateway have been 
carried away. 

Near the river side in view of the palace is the grave 
stone of one of the Princes of the Royal family. It is 
of black marble, decorated at the head and feet with 
large roses carved in the marble; this stone bears marks 
of having been injured by fire, being split in several 
places. The natives living near the spot informed us 
that it had been done by robbers in the hope of dis-
covering concealed treasure. " 

Talow or Tank Called Peas Varee 
Two miles and a half from the ghaut of the 

Bhaugretty river in a direction north is situated a 
spacious Talow "or tank" of excellent water. It is 
nearly a mile in circumference and is surrounded on 
all sides by thick and heavy jungles, long continued 
forests occupy this· part of the City of Gour, and extend 
far to the westward. 

Near the tank called Peas Varee, is another, in which" 
alligators are kept and fed by the Natives with super
stitious veneration. Both of these tanks, as numerous 
others, scattered over the whole of the ruins were 
formerly faced with bricks and stone, though from 
lapse of time are entirely destroyed. 

Cuddum Resoul or Cuddum Shereef 
Adjoining to the royal palace is a mosque called 

Cuddum Sheree! "or Cud dum Resoul-the prophet's 
foot" or "the holy foot" containing in the inside a 
small Turbah "or Tomb" the burying place of a Syud, 
which is surrounded by the representation of a man's 
foot in white marble, and round the tomb are peacocks 
chouries and other emblems of MahoI1;ledan sanctity. 
It is intended to represent the foot of the prophet 
Mahomed, and was brought from Mecca in Arabia 
Felix. 

This building is 16 feet in height and 35 feet in 
length and was formerly flanked with four minarets of 
black marble of a single shaft, and c:r:owned at the top 
with a cullis of flower work. Three of these minarets 
have been taken down and carried away. The front 
of the building consists of 3 arches of stone faced with 
compartments of brick, and decorated with flowered 
work, extending along the whole facade. 

In t~e centre is an inscription in Arabic, beautifully 
r.arved III the Toghrah character, of which the follow· 
ing is a copy and translation, together with the date 
of the building in 937 of the Hijerah:-

Translation 
Inscription 'of the Gateway of Cuddum Resoul at Gour. 

The prophet of God hath said, he who performs a 

good work shall receive ten fold in Heaven. This 
splendid edifice within which is deposited the foot of 
the prophet of God (upon whom be the blessing of God 
and peace) was erected by command of the most illus
trious Sultan, son of a Sultan Victorious over the earth, 
Abool Mazzaffur Nasarat Shah Sultan, son of Hosein 
Shah Sultan, son of Syed Ashrufal Hosein, whose 
dominion may God perpetuate.-Anno Hijerah 937. 

In the virrandah of the mosque is a small slab of 
blue marble containing a Persian couplet, giving an 
account of the burial of the Syud_ or Mahomedan saint 
with the date of his internment.-A. H. 1071. 

The following is a copy of the couplet and transla
tion:-

After he had voluntarily resigned his soul to the 
Heavenly Messenger he reposed under the foot of the 
prophet of God, as I was studiously enquiring the date 
of his death, a voice replied be cleansed from your, sin 
by the mercy of the Most High; literally, drink the 
wine of mercy. 

NOTE: -The two last words of the last couplet pro
duce the date of his death, by the operation of the 
Arithmetical verse called abjed.-A. H. 1071. 

The follpwing inscription over Gateway at this place 
is now lying on the ground. The character is the 
Taghrah and of the same dimensions as those before 
described. 

Translation 
This Gateway was erected in the reign of the Most 

Illustrious the Most learned and Most Just Sultan, Lord 
of purity, the follower of happiness; vicegerent of God 
in the indubitable testimony (i.e., the Unity of God) sup
port of religion and of the Musulmans, glory of religion 
and of the earth, father of victory, Shah Sultan Hosein, 
son of Syud Ashrufal Hosein, whose dominions may God 
perpetuate. Dated 22nd Mohurrum, A.H. 909 or A.D. 

On the outside of the mosque near the Gate of 
Cud dum Shereef. 

"Assistance is from God and victory at hand; this 
is the declaration of the Faithful. There is no God but 
God and Mahomed is the prophet of God." 

Sonah Musjid or Golden Mosque 
Two miles north of the Tannah of Gour after cross

ing the Bhaugritee is situated the mosque termed Sonah 
Musjid, or "the golden mosque". It is a building of 
a very extraordinary construction, you enter by an 
arched gateway of stone, 46 feet in height and six in 
breadth, after passing throulih some very thick jungle 
you approach the building. 

The mosque in form resembles an oblong square and 
originally consisted of 4 separate colonnades, arched 
and roofed over, and covered by handsome domes, in 
all 44 in number. The front of this mosque is 180 feet 
in length and 40 feet in height, eleven arched doorways 
of solid stone, 10 feet high by 6 in breadth, afford a 
noble entrance; 6 minarets or columns of brown stone, 
faced with black marble, adorn the building, bands of 
blue marble about 12 inches in breadth embrace the 
column from the base to the capital which are adorned 
with a profusion of flowered work, carved in the marble 
(see specimen No, 2), The 4 aisles or cloisters, which 
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compose this magnificent building, are of unequal dimen
sions' that on entering is the largest; on his entrance 
the s~ectator would suppose 'himself placed in one of 
the aisles or cloisters of the magnificent Cathedrals in 
Europe and not unlike Piazzas of St. Mark at 'Venice. 
The so'mbre appearances and length of aisles give to 
the sight a coupd'aeil extl'emely interesting. 

The arched doorways both within and Dn the out
side are faced with black marble of large dimensions, 
but above them the dome's are built of brick. 

The plinths of' the outer doorways are each orna-
• mented with 3 ;roses carved in stone. The arches are 

pointed and may be defined to be Gothic or more 
appropriately the Saracenic style of architecture, in
troduced by the earlier conquerors of Hindbostan. They 
are of a similar nature with many of the Mosques to 
be seen at old Delhi, erected by Patan sovereigns of 
the dynasties of LocFe and of Ghore. 

The whole appearance of this building is strikingly 
grand, and exhibits the superior taste and munificence 
of the prince who erected it. To me it appeared extra
ordinary that more notice has not been taken of this 
superb building by many of the travellers who have 
visited the spot. 

With respect to the name of this mosque Sonah 
Musjid as it bears no marks whatever of gold, or any 
kind of inlaid work; it must in my opinion have originat
ed in the bulkiness of the materials and the expense of 
the erection, as both the stone and marble of which 
it is composed are of great solidity,· durability and no 
doubt were brought from a considerable distance. 
, Three out of the 4 colonnades are it} a dilapidated 
state but sufficient remains to show, in that which.is 
peri~ct', the original design of the work and it must, 
when in a state of perfection, have attracted the atten
tion of everyone who beheld it. The ~ollowing is a 
copy of the inscription upon this building cut in the 
Toghra character. The letters' about 9 inches in length-. 
a translation is subjoined. 

Inscription on the wall of the Sonah Musjid at GOUT 

Translation 
The prophet of God hath said (upon whom be the 

blessing of God and peace.) He who buildeth a Mosque 
to the Most high God is worthy of Paradise. This 
Mosque was erected by the Most illustrious Sool
tan, son of a Sooltan victorious over the earth, Abool 
Mosuffer Nassarut Shah Sooltan, son of Hosein Shah 
Sooltari, son of Syud 'Ashruffal Hoseinee whose dominion 
may God perpetuate, and whose prosperity be render
ed permanent-in the year of the Hejirah 932. 

There is another Golden Mosque at the village of 
Chandy, near the south-eastern entrance of the city, 
and a third at Purrooah, once the capital of the kings 
of Bengal. They are all of similar architecture, but those 
of Chandy and Purrooah are much smaller in size to 
the one above described. • 

The following inscription appears in front of the 
Golden Mosque at Purrooah with a translation annexed. 

Translation 
The most illustrious, the most esteemed Sooltan, son 

of a Sooltan, the sun of religion and of the universe, 
Abool Mozffur Sooltan Yousuf Shah Barbuk, son of 
Sooltan Muhmood Shah, whose dominion may God 
perpetuate. 

Dated Monday, the 14th of the month of Moharrum 
in the year of the Hejirah 885. 

A large space of ground formerly constituted the 
area, an outer court of this mosque, which is scarcely 
visible from the excessive high and thick jungle that 
encompasses the whole of the building; there are how
ever evident marks of adjoin buildings displayed in a 
heap of ruins and rubbish, these, were most probably 
the kitchen and other offices for the use of the atten
dpnts' belonging to the mosque,. and places for the 
Maulavies or "readers of the Koran," the Mowazins or 
to criers to prayers ': and other persons attached to the 
institution. 

Being situated on the summit of a pretty steep 
ascent, were the surrounding jungle cleared away, it 
would command a delightful prospect of the adjacent 
country. The column of Feeroz Shah being in sight, 
the remains of the royal palace, the numerous Talows 
in the neighbourhood. 

Nuttin Musjid or " The Mosque of a Dancing Girl '''' 
Four miles north from the Tanah after crossing the 

Bhaugrittee is situated Nuttin Mu·sjid. The exterior 
face of this mosque runs east and west and is fifty feet 
each way, forming a square of 200 feet which occupies 
its site; it is 60 feet broad, and from the pave
ment to the summit of j;he cupola is 40 feet in height. 

Its whole exterior is adorned with the most beautiful 
tile work of variegated colours, consisting of very dark 
blue, yellow, green and white tiles resembling marble, 
eight double Minarets made of brick, and incrusted with 
variegated tile work of fanciful architecture support the 
building on the outside, extending to the base of the 
dome. The entrance is through a very superb arched
virrandah, 35 feet in height, 36 in breadth, and 50 feet 
in length excluding the dome. It is supported by three 
domes, the interiors of which are entirely faced with 
variegated tiling. From this virrandah you enter the 
body of the building which is a square of 36 feet, 
crowned at the top with a SYrian roof consists of 12 
several divisions', having arched doorways supported 
by as many pillars of black stone of very ancient' archi
tecture; these pillars though slender in dimensions 
afford. a most wonderful and solid support to the 
stupendous dome overhanging. The pillars are 10 feet 
high by one and half in breadth; the inside of these 
arched doorways are faced throughout with tile work, 
see specimens 1, 2, 3, ·4, which, though of great age, 
still.preserves in many places its original liveliness of 
colour. The facing of the arch is composed of bricks 
cuneated or wedged into the roof lengthways or what 
is more properly termed by builders dovetailed, the 
6 centre arches are of dark blue and white, the other 
six are, alternatively diversified with blue, white, green 
and yellow tiling, the whole of the inller surface of 
this building faced with the same kind of tiling up to 
the base of the dome, from Whence a serieS of most 
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beautiful inlaid and enamelled work extends to the 
summit. Near the top are two circular borders of blue 
and white enamelled work, the fronts of the' arched 
doorways are executed with great taste, and have be
sides a profusion of the tile wcrk above-mentioned, cor
responding roses of carved brick work over the plinths 
of the doors. 

In the centre of the western wall is a magnificent 
arch, in which is placed the Kibla or niche where 
prayers were performed according .to the Mahomedan 
ritual. This Kibla is always contrived in Mahomedan 
temples to face towards Mecca in Arabia Felix, the 
birthplace of the prophet. The arch is decorated with
inside with much taste having a profusion of carved 
work foliage and trellis. On each side of this niche 
are corresponding recesses' in the wall to preserve the 
uniformity of the building. The diameter of the lower 
circle of the dome is 60 feet. 

There was formerly an inscription at the eastern 
entrance of the mosque placed over the doorway. which 
has been taken out and carried away: rn front of the 
eastern entrance of the mosque is a spacious basis of' 
excellent water, it is five hundred and eighty feet in 
circumference and was evidently built for the attendants 
of the mosque as well to supply the means of ablution 
before prayer, as for other conveniences. 

This elegant mosque is said to have been erected by 
a Nuttin "or dancing girl," once perhaps the favourite 
of her Sovereign, who to make amends for the liberties 
of her former life, erected, and endowed this temple as 
a compensation. Whatever cause may have given ri&e 
to the circumstance, it must be acknowledged by every 
one who has viewed it, even in its present ruinous state, 
to have been a building of much taste and even 
splendour. 

I have not myself met with anythinZ superior to it 
either for elega,nce of style, lightness in construction, 
or tasteful decoration of ornament in any part that 
I have visited in upper Hindustan. Adjoining to the 
Nuttin Musjid is that called Mahajun Tolah, of the 
same kind of architecture. 

Translation 
This mosque was erected by the Most IllustrIous 

Monarch, the sun of religion, victorious over the earth, 
Sooltan Yusuf'Shah, son of Barbuk Shah Sooltan, son 
of Mehumood Shah, whose dominion may God perpe
tuate. Erected on the first day of the Month Mohur
rum, in the year of the Hejirah 880. 

The appearance of the numerous Talows or tanks 
distributed Qver the whole surface of ·the city which 
appears absolutely studded with them, forms a pro
minent feature in the Survey of ancient Gour. The 
digging of these tanks m11st have cost great pains and 
expense. 

To the present day they remain in size undiminished 
and the water is excellent. 

Without these artificial aids it is evident from the 
aspect of the country that the city would have been 
much distressed for a supply of this essential. article of 
life, the same observation may· be applied to the embank
ment before mentioned in protecting the city from in
undation 

As we al'e now about to quit Cour it may not be 
improper to hazard a few conjectures on the architec
ture of the buildings that still exist and fashion with 
those 'of the buildings at Delhi erected by the Patan 
Emperors of the d~nasty of Lodi and Gaur. This fixes 
their erection to have been about 460 years back wnich 
is corroborated by the inscriptions as given above. 

Others there are of more modern architecture and 
I suppose to have been erected so late as the time of 
Sooltan Shujah, the brother of Aurungzebe, who as the 
reader has been aware was for many years Subadar of 
the province of Bengal. 

In the appendix to this journal will be givert an 
account of .the ancient Mohomedan Sovereign of Bengal 
who reigned at Gour and Purroah previous to the eleva
tion of the Timmorian dynasty to the throne of 
Hindustan. 

It is translated from some M. S. S. materials pro
cured through the kindness of Mr. Ellerton of the factory 
at Goamatty, a gentleman who unites business with 
science and a love for the arts, and whose polite hospi
tality to us during our stay at this mansion entitles 
him to every commendation and thanks. 

Section 2nd. 
Excursion to Goamatty, to the great Sagar or 

.. tank," to the tombs of Mukhdoom Shah J ehaneean 
and other illustrious or holy persons in the vicinity of 
the great Sagar. 

25th November.-We quitted Tannah Gaur and con
tinuing our course in a northerl.y direction crossed over 
the Bhaugrittee river at a ford, 'passed by an extensive 
lake named Puttul Chandly, which skirts the f.orests 
of Gour; at 8 A.M. reached GoamattYl the residence of 
Mr . .Ellerton. The appearance of the country during 
this morning's route was still the same, wild, thick and 
impenetrable woods, occupying tne site of this vener
able city. At Goamatty are the remains of a very 
handsome mosque built of stone and brick, the only 
miner ate remaining. has a fanciful appearance. The re~ 
mains of marble columns in the outside of the virrandah 
of the building are still to be seen. 

To Sagor or "Great Tank" 
26th November.-Three miles and half north-east of 

Go.amatty is the great Sagor or "Tank"; the road,lays 
through deep and thick jungles overhung with large 
trees and impassable for anything but a palanquin, at 
intervals emerging from the jungle we got sight of the 
Bhaugrittee river on our left, on whose banks we saw 
an alligator basking in the sun. On reaching this 
spacious Talow the spectator is' amply repaid for the 
trouble; an immense sheet of pure and clear water 

·extending in length near two miles by half in breadth 
and bounded on all sides by the thickest scenery, affords 
a grateful and ·imposing spectacle. Its shape appeared 
to me to resemble a paralellogram; great labour and 
expense must no doubt have been incurred to the muni
ficent sovereign who caused it to be dug. From hence 
the woods of Gour continue on each side deep, thick, 
and impenetrable; our point of distance at this place 
from Chandy, the south-east side of ancient Gour, is 
at least 16 miles, so that including the distance frorr 
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hence to :gnglish Bazar a complete space of 20 miles 
may be fairly assigned for the site of Gour, the city 
and environs included. A map of this tract is given 
at the end of the journal in order to illustrate the 
different positions here laid down .. It was procured 
through the kindness of Mr. Ellerton of Goamatty and 
constructed by the late Mr. Crieghton of the same place. 

Near the great Sagor is a handsome Durgah or 
"burial place" containing the body of a Mahomedan 
devotee of great reputed sanctity. His name was Syud 
Mukhdoom Shah Jahanian, Suraj Addeen. 

Adjoining to this Durgah is a very large mosque of. 
the same kind of architecture with those at Gour. 

Over the gateways of the Duraah and in front of the 
mosque are ins9riptions in the Toghra character of 
which the following are translation. 

Inscription over a gateway at the Durgah oj Mukh
doom Shah Jahanian 

Assistance is from God and victory at hand and God 
is the guardian and protector of the faithful, and he is 
the Most Merciful, the Most compassionate. 

• Over another gateway at the same pLace 
This gateway was erected by the Most illustrious 

Sovereign Shah Sultan Hussein, supporter of the faith, 
sovereign of the Universe, son of Syud Ashruffal 
Hossein, whose dominion and power may God perpe
tuate. A. H. 910. 

. Jahanian 
lnscription over the door oj a mosque adjoining the 

Durgah of Syed Mukhdoom Shah Jahanian 
The Prophet of God "hath said (upon whom be the 

blessing of God and peace): He who builds a temple 
to the Most high God is deserving of an habitation in 
Paradise. This mosque was erected by the Most Illus
trious Sultan, son of a Sultan, support of the religion 
of Islam and of the Universe. The father of victory 
Muhumoqd Shah Sultan, son of Hossein Shah Sultan, 
whose dominion and power may God perpetuate.
Anno Hijerah 941. 

28th November 181O.-At daylight we quitted 
Goamatty for Maldah. Our road along the skirts of the 
forests of Gour for about 2 miles north-west after which 
we entered Qn a spacious plain, low ground and full of 
marshy swamps which at this season of the year renders 
this part of the country very unwholesome. The great 
embankment so frequently mentioned in the course of 
this survey still continued to attract our attention and 
to mark in indelible characters the site and position of 
this ancient city. In some parts, however, large 
fissures have been made. At 8 A.M., we passed the 
indigo factory at Singha Talow and at 9 O'clock reach
ed the factory at English Bazar where we were received 
by Mr. Andrew Seton, the Commercial Resident at that· 
place, with a politeness and cordial hospitality that knew 
no bounds. 

PURROOAH 
Ancient capital oj the Pathan provmces who reigned 

in BengaL 
30th November 181O.-At daylight quitted the factory 

at English Bazar and proceeded to the Ghaut of the 

Mahnuddee river, crossed over in a ferry, passed 
through the town of Maldah, which is situated on the 
northern bank. It appears a continuation of a long 
narrow street with puckah houses on each side;' skirted 
the banks of the Mahnuddee; at half. past six entered 
the woods, wild and exceeding thick on each from 12 
to 15 feet broad, the road being circuitous. The bricks 
are cuneated or wedged in sideways and are of great 
solidity. 

The pavement struck me as resembling that to be 
seen in the ruins of the ancient city of Kinnoj in the 
Dooab (Kanoj Dooab). 

At half past nine reached our tents in an opening of 
the forest and near the site of the ancient city of 
Purrooah, distance from the factory about twelve miles; 
direction N. W. • 

Durgah of Syud Inanit UUah 
Near our tents was a Durgah or burying place of II. 

Syud by .name Inanit Ullah. It is a square building, 
very spaCiOUS and has a lar2'e tank or reservoir in the 
centre of fine water. 

On the western side of the tank is a tomb of black 
marble placed on a stone terrace. The tomb is two 
feet in height, and six in length at. the base, and on 
the Sides are carved sentences from the Koran in Arabic 
language of which the following is a copy and transla
tion. 

Inscription on the doorway of tomb of Sheigh No,or 
Cootoob aL Allum 

TransLation 
God is Mighty. The tomb of the child of Noah 

Inanit Aollah, the pure, the son of Tahir Mahomed, the 
son of Amaud Aolla, the son of Sultan Ali Subzwaree. 
May his grave be resplendent. The 1st of the month 
Ramzan.-A. H. 1017. 

Inscription over the gateway at 'Noor Coottoob aL Altum 
at Purrooah from the 3rd Chapter of the Koran 

In the name of the Most Merciful God. 
There is no God but God, him who liveth and re

maineth for ever, who neither slumbers nor sleeps; of 
whom is everything that the heavens and the earth 
embrace; who is the being "that without his permission 
can deprecate the faults of another. He who kneweth 
everything present and to come, when mortals know 
nothing, but with his permission whose throne is estab
lished so firmly over the heavens and the earth that 
the preservation of all things incuIllbers him not. He 
is the Most High, the Most Great. 

At the west face of this mosque is the Nemaz Gah 
or "place of prayer," a handsome virrandah extend~ 
along the front and the Kibla, or "Niche," is cut in the 
wall where the people perform their devotions. 

Over the Kiblah is the following inscription and 
translation: -

Inscription over the Kiblah at the tomb of Sheikh 
Noor Cootoob at Anum at Purrooah 

TransLation 
The prophet of God hath said (upon whom be the 

blessing of God and peace): "there is no God but God ". 
He who buildeth a temple to God shall have a place in 
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Paradise. This mosque was erected by order of the 
Most Illustrious Sooltan, sun of religion and of the 
Universe, father of victory, Shah Yoosuf Sultan, son of 
Barbuk, son of Shah Muhumood whose dominion may 
God perpetuate. 

Several Sheikhs and other holy persons repose 
within the area. The principal of thes~ is that of 
Hazzarut Sheikh Noor Cootoob at Allum, before men
tioned, whose tomb is still to be seen. It is covered 
with a white cloth with a fringe of silk, a handsome 
awning of yellow silk exte{lds over the whole; at the 
head and feet of this tomb are four pillars of red granite 
of a singular architecture, two-thirds up one of these 
columbs is an inscription in the Persian language of 
which the following is a copy:-

Translation 
The Threshold of the revered Sheigh, pillars of 

justice and support of the true faith. Sheikh Noar 
Cootoob al Allum, written in the Month Rebeeal Aeoul 
Anne.-Hijerah 1000. 

The Adeena ,Mosque 
In the centre of a thick forest about one mile and a 

half from our tents is situated the Adeena Mosque, a 
splendid building erected by Secunder Shah of the 
F'atan dynasty, who established themselves at Purrooah 
about the century of the Mohamedan Hijerah. The 
road is narrow and paved with small bricks like that of 
yesterday. 

This noble building is 500 feet from north to south 
and 300 from east to west, and 60 feet in ·height. It 
was formerly supported by 260 columns of black marble 
of which number only 150 now remain. These columns 
are surmounted by superb cupolas, the whole forming 
a most beautiful Syrian roof 'executed with great ability 
and tastefully ornamented with carved work and flowers 
in the sculpute. Common description must fall short 
in the attempt justly to delineate the feature of this 
magnificent pile. It requires the pencil of the ablest 
artist. . 

In the south-western aisle of this building is a raised 
platform of stone 80 feet in length by 40 in breadth 
and 12 feet high. Not only is the terrace of stone, but 
the beams and arches below that support the platform 
are likewise of massy stone; underneath the beams are 
roses carved in stone, executed with much taste. This 
terrace to which you enter by a door from the eastwards 
was peculiarly appropriated as a place of devotion for 
the King anti his nobility, who sat apart from the multi
tude below, in the body. of the mosque. 

This when the mosque was in a perfect state must 
have had an imposing effect on the western wall; oppo
site this platform are "Niches or Kiblah" which are 
beautifully decorated with flower work in the marble 
and contain the Kal~a, or "Mahomedan creed," in 
Arabic exquisitely sculptured in the Soolsi character. 
See the drawings. 

There is no God but God, and Mahomed .is the 
prophet of God. 

In the centre of the western face of the Adeena 
Mosque and parallel with the entrance above described 
is the grand public Kiblah or "altar" for pra;ying, most 

beautifully sculptured in black marble and adorned with 
profusion of fioweni cut in the marble. 

Above the Kiblah at a I;ligh elevation on the wall 
of the building is carved the Mahomedan prayer of 
invocation to the Divinity. 

In the name of the Most Merciful God. 
And over that Kalma or Mahomedan creed. 
There is no God but God and Mahomed is the 

prophet of God. 
Sentences of the Koran 'cut in Arabic in the Tograh 

character run a~ong the whole front of the Kiblah. The 
following is a correct copy of these inscriptions with a 
translation; the letters are 9 inches in length:-

First-There is no God but God, Mahomed is the 
prophet of God. 

Almighty God hath said. 
Approach 0 ye who are believers and incline your

selves, and prostrate yourselves and worship. 

inscription 

Translation 

,God almighty hath said, he only shall build temples 
to God who believeth in God and the last day, and who 
is constant in prayer and distributes alms and feareth 
nothing but God, these perhaps may become of the 
number of those who are in the ri2ht path. Do ye 
reckon the giving drink to the pilgrims or building a 
house to God to be like the actions of those who believe 
in God and in the judgement day or of those who fight 
in the path of God they shall not be deemed equal in 
the, sight of God, and God will not guide the race of 
tyrants. 

It would be difficult at the present day to exceed 
the beauty and delicacy of this inscription. 

The whole of the front and sidewalls of this building 
a~e. face? with black marble (rendered blue by age) 
d~v~ded mto compartments and ornamented with pro
dIgIOUS large roses carved in marble. 

On the right hand of the Kibla is the Member or 
H pulpit .. in which the Imaum of the mosque, or Sheikh 
al Isslaum, Chief of Reli2ion, preached to the people. 
It is built of black marble curiously wrought with 
carved work. The ascent to this pulpit is by a flight of 
steps of black marble, the pulpit itself and the pavilion 
in which the Imaum stood when he recited the prayers 
is of black marble curious~y adorned with flowered work 
in the marble both within and on the outside. 

Underneath the Member is a small square chamber 
of black marble tastefully ornamented with flowered 
work; among other decorations its western compartment 
contains a most extraordinary piece of sculpture re
sembling a funeral Urn of an antique fashion the 'only 
thing of its kind I beheld in any part of Asia: 

Its effect is striking though it is difficult to describe 
a copy of the drawing, however, which I procured at 
Goamatty factory, originally done by the late 
Mr. Creighton, will convey a better idea to the reader 
of its chasteness of style, and ele2ance of execution 
than anything in my power to suggest see the drawings: 

Another urn nearly resembling this is to be seen 
over the front of the Kibla or altar above described. 
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Over the gateway through which the King entered 
the mosque is an inscription cut in the Soolsi character, 
indicating the date of erection of this truly superb 
building. The following is a copy of the inscription • 
with a translation:-

Translation 
This edifice, the lama Musjid, was erected in the 

reign of the Most Illustrious Sooltaun, the Most Learned, 
Most Just, Most Munificent Prince, the Most exalted of 
the Princes of Persia and Arabia, the strength of the 
Worshippers of God (The Warrior in the path of God) 
Sooltan Secundur Shah whose dominion may God per
petuate to the day of judgment.-A. Higerah 707. 
A.D. 1313. 

The space of ground occupied by the site of the 
Adeena Mosque cannot I conceive be less than 1,600 
square feet, though the deep and thick jungle with 
which it is surrounded n;nders it difficult precisely to 
ascertain its exact dimensions. On the whole it must 
be confessed that in point of grandeur and apparent 
durability, it presents to the admiring spectator a view 
superior to most of the buildings' to be seen in Asia. It 
is composed of various materials, stone, brick, marble, 
and granite, ~hich alternately afforded their aid in its 
construction. These materials must have been procured 
at a boundless expense and from a great distance. The 
execution of the inscriptions alone, in. modern times, 
if engraved 'in the Toghra character, would cost more 
than any but a princely revenue could supply. 

To conclude, it affords one of the fi.n~st specimens 
not only of the taste and munificence of the Sovereign 
who erected it, but also fixes the period of the perfec
tion acquired in the Science of Architecture at that 
time, as exhibited by the earlier. Mahomedan _ con
querors who reigned in Bengal, prior to the elevation 
of the Timorian dynasty to the throne of Hindoostan. 

N.B.-From Nos. 1 to 17 are specimens of various 
ornaments and devices at this mosque collected on the 
spot. 

NOTE.-Havihg introduced the word black Marble in 
my account of some of the mosques at Gaur and 
particularly at that of Odeena at Purrooah, it becomes 
necessary to remark that I have since my return been 
informed by my friend Doctor Francis ·Buchanan that 
the stone in question was not marble but what is called 
in science horn blende, usually though erroneously 
termed black marble, whereas in the doctor's opinion it 
is only a granite. The natives call what I have' des
cribed Sung Moosa, or the stone of Moses, imd the build
ings in upper Hindoostan abound with it. It is to be 
seen in many of the mosques at Allahabad, through
out the Dooab, and in the Mogul edifices at Soneput, 
Panneeput, and Delhi, and is the same species of stone 
or marble as that which composes the Takchas, or win
dows at Persepolis. Some of these specimens have the 
polish of the brightest mirror. 

It appears from an account written by Faria De 
Souza, a Portuguese historian, that shortly after the dis
covery of ' India by sea in the year 1447, intelligence was 
collected respecting the City of Gaur and other places 
in Bengal. De Souza says, "Gour, the principal city in 
Bengal, is situated on the banks of the Ganges; three 
Spanish leagues in length; containing 1,200,000 families. 
It is well fortified, the streets are wide and straight, 
rows of trees shade the people who are so numerous 
that many are sometimes trod to death." 

See the History of Portuguese Asia, by Faria De 
Souza. 

This account may perhaps be deemed exaggerated 
as to the article of population, but it proves 
beyond a doubt that at the remote period of the intro
duction of the Portuguese into India, Gaur was a flour
ishing and populous city, which its magnificent remains 
even at the present day in my opinion sufficiently con-
firm. _ 

4th December.-Returned to English Bazar. 
6th December.-Set off a little before daylight from 

the factory at English Bazar; first part of the road 
rough .and unev:en, direction north-west. Our route lay 
round the northern boundary of the city of Gaur. At 
6 A.M. passed through some thick forest land a part of 
Gaur which is termed by the Natives PeechLey Guttal 
or extreme boundary of the woods that encompass on 
all sides this ancient city. Passed on through an open 
level country well cultiva'ted and abounding in planta
tions of mulberry, mustard seed and other grain; fell 
in with the Kalendri river; at 9 A.M. reached the village 
of Nogharia on the banks of the Kalendri, distance 
10 miles. ' 

8th December.-Set off at daylight, road over low 
marshy ground. Though the country in many parts is 
well -cultivated, passed severql fields of hemp planted 
for the use of the Maldah factory; quitted the banks 
of the Kalendri river, and proceeded irr a direction due 
west to Mowla Mundel near the Ghaut .on the north 
bank of the Ganges opposite to the city of Rajemahl, 
distance 9 miles. 

Crossed the Ganges in a ferry and encamped at 
Sungee DaLawn, the point from which we set out. 

Thus terminated an interesting survey of about 
130 miles on both sides of the Ganges, through a part of 
the country not genera~ly visited by Europeans. 

The pleasures of this little tour have been enhanced 
by the recollection, that under a liberal Government, 
an officer in the performance of his duty may for a 
while tie perIhitted to turn aside from the ordinary 
path, to gather a few of the flowers of literature and 
science. 

Bhaugulpoor ; 
The 12th April, 1812. 

W. FRANcKLIN. 
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A Ohronological series of tM Kings who reigned at Lucknowtee, or Gour Purrooah and Tarrah, the ancient Capitals, 
Bengal, from Rajah Luckmeesi, a Hindu Rdjah, to Mahomed Akbar Badshah, Emperor of Hindustan. Selected 
from native Historians commencing with the year of the Hijerah 510 or Anno Domim: 1117 and ending. 973 
Hijerah corresponding with A. D. 1566, embracing a period of 463 years ;-' 

N:ames of kings Period of reign 

1 

Rae Luckhmeesey Eighty years 

IMohummud Bukhtiar .' Twelve years 

Mohummud Sheer an chief of Eight months 
AmrowKhulj 

Ulee Murdan Amrae Khulj Two years 
surnamed Sultan Ulaoodeen 

Sooltan Gheasudeen. alias Twelve years 
Mulek Hesamoodeen 

2 

Sooltan Naserooddeen Muh- One yeEfr and a few months 
mood. 

MUlek Ulaooddeen , Three years and a {ew months 

Syfooddeen Uebuk . Nine years 

Uyzooddeen Toghee Khan Thirteen years and a few months 

Kummurooddoon Tumur Khan Ten years. 

Tughrul Khan. surnamed Twenty-six years 
Sultan Gheasooddeen 

Aeza Khan. surnamed .Sool
tan Naserooddeen 

Buhadoor Khan. surnamed 
Sooltan Naserooddeen 
Bhadur Shah 

Cuddur Khan 

Soolt~n Fukhurooddeen. alias 
Mulek Fukheerooddeen 
Seladhur 

IDee- Mobaruk surnamed 
Sooltan Ulaooddeen Ghory 

Three years and a few months 

Thirty-seven years t 

Fourteen years . 

Two years and a few months 

Two years 

Mulek Elseas Bhungera Sixteen yearll 
surnamed Sooltan Shaum-
sooddeen 

Secundur Shah. Bon of Sool- Thirty-two years 
tan Shoomusuddeen 

Gheasooddeen Sixteen years 

Shumsooddeen alia8 Syfood- Three years 
deen 

Anno Hejirah 

3 

From five hundred and ten to 
five hundred and ninety. 

From five hundred and ninety
one to six hundred and two. 

From and to six hundrcd and 
three, 

From six hundred and four to 
six hundred and five. 

From six hundred and six to six 
hundred and se~enteen. 

From six hundred a~d twenty 
to six hundred and twenty
three. 

From six hundred and twenty 
to six hundred and twenty
three. 

From six hundred and twenty
four to six hundred and thirty
two. 

Fx;om six hundred and thirty
three to six hundred and 
forty-six. 

From six hundred and forty
seven to six hundred and 
fifty-two. 

From six hupdred and fifty
three to six hundred and 
eighty-two. 

Fr«;lm six hundred and eighty
three to six hundred and 
eighty-six. 

From six hundred and cighty
seven to seven hundred and 
twenty-three. 

From seven hundred and twenty
four to seven hundred and 
thirty-seven. 

From seven hundred and thirty
eight .to seven hundred and 
forty. 

From seven hundred and forty. 
one to seven hundred and 
forty-two. 

From seven hundred and forty
three to seven hundred and 
fifty-eigpt. 

From seven hundred and fifty
nine to seven hundred and 
niQ,ety. 

From seven hundred and ninety
one to eight hundred and six. 

From eight hundred and seven 
to eight hundred and nine. 
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Anno Domini 

4 

From one thousand one hundred 
and sixteen to one thousand one 
hundred and ninety-six. 

From one thousand one hundred 
and ninety-seven to one thousand 
two hundred and eight. 

From and to one thousand two 
hundred an'd nine. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and ten to one thousand two 
hundred and eleven. 

From one thousand two hu.ndred 
and twelve to one thousand two 
hundred and twenty-three. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and twenty-four to one thousand 
two hundred and twenty-five. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and twent,y-six to one thousand 
two hundred and twenty-nine_ 

From one thousand two hundred 
and thirty to one thousand two 
hundred and thirty-eight. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and thirty-nine to one thousand 
two hundred and fifty-two. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and sixty-three to one thousand 
two hundred aud sixty-two, 

From one thousand two hundred 
and sixty-three to one thousand 
two hundred and'eighty-eight. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and ninety-three to one thousand 
thr~e hundred and twenty-nine. 

From one thousand two hundred 
and ninety-thre~ to one thousand 
three hundred afld twenty-nine. 

From one thousand -three hundred 
and thirty to one thousand three 
hundred and forty-three. 

From one thousand three huodred 
and forty-four to one thousand 
.three hundred and forty-six. 

From one thousand three hundred 
and forty-seven to one thousand 
three hundred and forty-eight. 

From one thousand three hundred 
and forty-nine to one thoUiiand 
three hundred and sixty-four. 

From one thousand three hundred 
and sixty-five to one thousand 
three hundred and ninety-six. 

From one thousand three hundred 
and ninety-seven to one thousand. 
four hundred and twelve. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and thirteen to one thousand 
four hundred and fifteen. 



N allies of kings Period of riegn 

1 2 

Slmha booddeen Three years 

Sultan Julaluddeen alias Seven years 
Jllddooseen 

Ahmud Shl\h . Three years 

NaBer Shah Twenty"seven ~ears 

Barbuk Shah . Sixteen years 

EU8Uj Shah Seven years 

Futtay Shah . Ditto 

-. 
Khajey Surrae Six mpnths 

Feeroz Shah, Ethiopean Three years 

Mozulfur Shah, Ethiopean Ditto 

Hosein Shah lion of Syud Twenty"seven years 
Ushrufal ROBseeny. 

Noosrut Shah Twenty"three yeara 

Fee'roz Shah . Nine months 

Muhmud Shah Five years 

Sher Shah Nine years 

Shah Mohummud Khan . One year 

Rahadoor Shah Six years. 

Bahll.doer Shah Five yeaTS 

Gheaaooddeen Eighteen days 

Taj Khann Goorzanee Six months 

Sooltann Khan Goorzanee, Ten years • 
surnamed by Hazrut Alahal 

• HuzNt 
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Anno Hejirah 

3 

From eight hundred and ten 
to eight hundred and twelve. 

From eight hundred and thirteen 
to eight hundred.and nineteen. 

From eight hundred and t\\enty 
to eight hundred and twenty
t"o .• 

'From eight huudred and twenty
three to eight hundred and 
forty.nine. 

From eight hundred and fifty to 
eight hundred and sixty.five. 

From eight hundred and sixty" 
six to eight hundred and 
seventy"one: 

From eight hundred and seventy
two to eight hundred and 
seventy.eight. 

From eight hundred and seventy
nine to eight hundred and 
seventy"nine. 

From eight hundred and eighty 
to eight hundred and_eighty
two. 

From eight hundred and eighty. 
three to eight hundred and 
eighty-five. 

From eight hundred and eighty
six to nine hundred and 
twelve. 

From nine· hundred and thirteen 
to nine hundred and thirty
five. 

From nine hundred and thirty
:six to nine hundred arrd thirty
six. 

From nine hundred and thirty
seven to nine hundred and 
forty-one. 

From nine hundred and forty
two to nine hundred and fifty. 

From nine hundred and fifty-one 
to nine hundred and fifty-one. 

From nine hundred and fifty-two 
to nine hundred and fifty
Beven 

From nine hundred and fifty
eight to nine hundi\ld and 
sixty-ho. 

From and to nine hundred and 
sixty-three. 

From nine hundred and sixty
three to nine hundred and 
sixty-three_ 

From nine hundred and sixty
four to nine hundred and 
seventy-three_ 
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From one thousand four hundred 
and sixteen to one thousand four 
hundred and eighteen. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and nineteen to one thousand 
four hundred and twenty-five. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and twenty"six to one thousand 
four hundred and twenty"eight. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and twenty-nino to one thousand 
four hundred a.nd fifty-five. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and fifty-six to one thousand 
four hundred and seventy"one. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and seventy-two to one thou~and 
four hundred and seventy-seven. 

From one thouRand four hundred 
and seventy"eight to one thousand 
four hundred and eighty-four. 

From one thousand four hundred 
eighty-five to one thousand 
four hundred and eighty-five. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and eighty-six to one thousand 
four hundred and eighty-eight. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and eighty-nine to one thousand 
four hundred and ninety-one. 

From one thousand four hundred 
and ninety-two to one thousand 
five hundred and eighteen. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and nineteen to one thousand 
five hundred and forty-one. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and forty-two to one thousand 
five hundred and forty-two. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and forty·three to one thousand 
five hundred and forty-seven. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and forty-eight to one thousand 
fille hundred and fifty-six. 

From one thousand fille hundred 
and fifty seven to one thousand 
fille hundred and fifty-seven. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and fifty-eight to one thousand 
five hundred and sixty-three. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and sixty-four to one thousand 
five hundred and sixty-eight. 

From and to one thousand fi 110 

hundred and sixty-nine. 
From one thousand five hundred 

and sixty"nine to one thousand 
five hundred and sixty-nine. 

From one thousand five hundred 
and seventy. to one thousand 
five hundred and seventy"nine. 
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(True Translation.) 
WILLIAM FRANCKLIN, Major. 

Conclusive Remark.-
It was in the 11th year of the reign of Akbur that 

the Kingdom of Gour was finally subdued by the Imperial 
Arms of the Timorian family, i.e., in the 974 A.H. or 
A.D. 1fi66, computing the difference of the solar and 
lunar years. Suleiman Khan Ghouri then reigned. 

Historical Memorandum relating to Gour from a Persian 
manuscript 

T~e M~homedan general Muhammed Buckhtyar 
KhulJe havmg destzoyed Nodiya rendered Gour again 
the seat of Government. :r'his city is also called 
L;rckilOwty (Lakhymonawoty) from the son of Ballal 
Smg who added much to its greatness; and those partj; 
of Bengal which were subject to the throne of Delhi 
continued, according to the Ayeen Akbery, to be govern- • 
ed for abvut 150 years by Viceroys, who resided at the 
capital; according to the same authority three different 
persons, about the end of that time usurped the Govern
ment, but by the people here and according to a manus
cript account, which I procured at Peruya, Shamsudin 
the, last of these usurpers is considered as the first 
Muhammedan King of Bengal. 

A.ccording to this manuscript Firuz Shah, King of 
DelhI, was a dissolute Prince fond of hunting in company 
with his women, one of whom was corrupted by 
Shamsudeen, then a servant of Alawudin, a principal 
officer under the King. The culprit having secreted him
self, the King was enraged with the Master, and sent 
him to Asul Khan, Governor of Bengal, I suppose with 
a view of having him killed. On the road he met with 
a holy man Sheikh Jalaludin of Tabriz who prophesied 
to him that he would. be King and requested that he 
would then bestow an endowment on him. I suppose 
the holy: man. also discovered to the noble the design of 
his being sent to Bengal, as the manuscript states that 
he immediately killed Azmut Khan and seized on the 
Government. He only however assumed the title of 
Mookhtear or governor, but retained his authority for 
20 years. He probably neglected the saint, who accord
ing to the manuscript, seems to have assisted the 
fugitive's servant Shamsudin to seize on the government 
after having murdered Alawudin under the disguise of 
a religious mendicant by the advice of the saint Jalal 
of Tabriz, usually called Mukhdum, Shah, Shamsudin 
fixed the seat of his government at Peruya and assumed 
the title of King. The new Monarch built a great 
palace, and made war on Ibrahim, Governor of Bihar, 
on the part of Firuz. Two saints being consulted on 
the occasion one gave it as his opinion that Firuz would 
be successful, the other gave an opinion directly contrary. 
The Royal party however repulsed the usurper. The 
Emperor then invaded Bengal, and the usurper being 
afraid retired to Ghoraghat ; but an agreement was made 
and Firuz returned to Delhi. Shamsudin governed 
12 years and was succeeded by llis son Sekunder who 
built a very large mosque, named Adeenah, as ~ould 
appear from an inscription remaining on it, in the year 
of the He:iira 707. It must however be observed that in 
this inscription, w~ich ought to be indubitable authority, 
Sultan Sekunder IS called son of Sultan Shah Jalal, 

contrary to both the Ayeen Akbery and the manuscript. 
The usurper however may have had several names as 
usual among Muhammedans. I suspect that this date 
is not reconcile able either with the supposition of Abul 
Fazel that the Kings of Delhi governed Bengal 150 years 
before the rebellion or with the supposition in the manu
script that Alaudin rebelled in the reign of Firuz, but 
I have not at present the means of finding out the years 
of our era corresponding with those of the Hejira. It 
must also be observed that this date is scarcely re
cqncileable with that on an inscription in Gonggaram
pore where in the year of the Hejira 718 the Governor 
of the province acknowledges the supremacy of Delhi 
(Hostina) and another inscription dated 765 mentions 
Sekundur Shah son of Majabud Shah, son of Ays Shah 
who I have no doubt was King of Bengal. The most 
celebrated person in the reign of Sekundur was a holy 
man named Mukhdum Alalhuk, whose son Azem Khan 
was commander of the troops. The saint having taken 
disgust at some part of the King's conduct retired to 
Sonargong near Dhaka where the 'Hindu princes probab
ly still retained considerable authority if not 
independence. The .good man was however soon after 
induced to return, but the king's son Ghyashudin having 
also taken disgust, retired to the same place and after
.wards made against his father, who after a reign 
of 32 years fell in battle at a place called Satra near 
Goyalpara, probably the Chatter a of Mr. Rennell which 
is situated between the Tanggon and Punabhoba, near 
a favourite country residence of the king. 

Ghyashudin on succeeding to' the government put 
17 brothers to death. The most holy man at his court 
was Mukhdum Shah Nur Kotub Alum, son of Alalhuk 
who attempted tp make a' pe.ace with a Shaheb Khan 
with whom Ghyashudin had been carrying on an un
successful war. While the treaty was going forward 
Ghyashuddin seized on his adversary. He governed 
16 years and was succeeded by his slave Sahabudin who 
also governed 3 years. 

Then Ganes, a Hindu and Hakim of Pynwaj (perhaps 
a petty Hind.u chief of Dinajpore) seized .the government. 
Enraged at Sheykh Bodor Islam and his son Fyezishlam, 
who refused to give him the compliment due to the rank 
he had assumed, he put them to death. The saint Kotub 
Shah, who was still alive, disgusted at this action, wrote 
to a Sultaun Ibrahim, who seems to have retained part 
of the kingdom, while the remainder fell to the share 
of Gones, and who in compliance with the request, came 
from Rajmehal with an army, and encamped at Satra. 
The Raja of Dynwaj was then terrified and applied in 
~reat penitence to Kotub Shah, and obtained his forgive
ness by making his son Godusen a Muhammedan. This 
convert assumed the government under the name of 
.Talaludin and having been reconciled to the saint attack
ed Ibrahim Shah, grandfather of Hoseyn Shah, and 
having put him to death seized on his government. 
The old man Gones then confined his son and seized on 
the whole kingdom. After having been four years in 
confinement, Jalaludin recovered the government and 
compelled the Hindus to become Muhammedans, but 
many of them fled to Kamrup, that is to say, the country 
beyond the Korotoya, and which was then probably 
Independent. He governed 7 years and was succeeded 
by his son Ahmed Shah, who reigned 3 years. He was 
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destroyed by two of his nobles, Sadikhan and Nuzul' 
Khan, the latter of .. whom was made king, and erected 
many buildings at Gour, to which he seems to have 
transferred the royal residence. He governed 27 years 
and was succeeded by Sultan Barback Shah, who 
governed 16 years. He was succeeded by Yosuf Shah, 
a very learned prince, who governed 6 years. His son 
Futeh Shah governed 7 years, when he was killed by a 
slave of Barbuck Shah named Khwajeh Soray, who 
governed six months, and was put to death by an 
Abyssinian named Firm; Shah, who Iloverned 3 years. 
Mozofur Shah then governed 3 years. 

Then Sultan Hoseyn Shah, son of Saiud Ashruf, son 
of Ibrahim Shah, becomes king and seems to have been • 
by far the most powerful of the sovereigns of Bengal. 
He is said to have conquered Kamrup, that is, the 
country to the east of 'upper part of the Korotoya, and 
to have killed its king Karup Narayon, son of Malkon
gyar, son of Sad a Lakhymon. He also conquered 
Audysah (Orissa) and Kamchan, and governed 27 years. 
He was succeeded by Nasrul Shah who wa!; killed, 
while asleep, by his servant Khwaje Soraj after a reign 
of 13 years. His son Firuz Shah governed 9 months, 
when he was killed by his uncle Mahomed Shah. A 
person named Alum Shah (probably governor of Bihar) 
was killed in war by Mahmud and his successor Sheer 
Shah (who before his usurpation of Delhi was Governor 
of Bihar) sent troops to revenge his cause: Mahmud 
implored the assistance of Homayun, King of Delhi, 
who came to his assistance. The two sons of Sheer 
Shah, Salim Shah and Khaws Khan, defeated both 
Princes. Mahmud escaped to a strong fort, namely 
Dorweysbpur, and Homayun fled to Kalgong where soon 
afterwards he was joined by Mahmud. This prince· 
having learned that his fortress had been taken, and 
his two sons put to death, was seized with a mortal 
disease and died after a government of five years. 
Homayun' now went to Gour where he lived for some 
months, in the meantime Sheer Shah subdued SOriar
gong and Chatgam. The former was nb doubt the 
remnant of the Hindu Kingdom of Bengal near Dhaka 
and which seems to have included Bonggo proper, the 
latter is the country which we call Chittagong. 'He 
then attacked Homayun's army at Monggor and entirely 
defeated it. Sheer Shah governed nine years and was 
succeeded by Islam or Salim who governed ten years. 
Then Sheer Shah, .his son, governed some days, and 
was killed by Muhammed Adli, who was an intolerable 
tyrant, and was dethroned by Mahummed Khan, who 
governed one year when Muhammed Adli attacked him. 
The other Mahommed resigned his government to Bhador 
Shah who defeated Muhammed Adli in a battle at 
Surujgur (or Surjyogir) and then took the kingdom from 
a Shahbaz Khan who seems to have stolen into it dUring 
the dispute. He governed six years. His brother 
Jalaludin governed five years. His son was king for 
17 days when he was deprived of his government by 
Ghyashuddin who only retained it 15 days, and was 
killed by Taj Khan of Kermani. He was able to retain 
the government 6 months. His brother Suleyroan 
succeeded, and having plundered Gaur, removed the seat 
of government to Kosba Haveli Tandah. He was also 
King of Audisah and governed 10 years. His son 
Baized Kermani governed 13 days, and was killed by 

Hansu, who had married his sister, but after the murder 
he ran away, and a certain Daud Kermani became 
King, caught Hansu and put him to death. At Patna 
he fought with the Khan Khanas, who had been ordered 
by Muhammed Akber Shah, the King's son (that is the 
King of Delhi) to seize on him. The Mogul nobles 
(Khan Khana) obtained the victory and drove Daud 
into Rajmehal, and he was killed in another battle by 
Mozofur and Hoseyn Kuli, two of the Mogul officers, 
When the whole of Bengal returned again to the dominion 
of Delhi. 

I have detailed this chronology at full length because' 
it differs con~iderably from that in the Ayeen Akbery 
and is probably more correct. 

Hoseyn, certainly one of the most powerful Kings o.f 
Gour, is altogether omitted by Abul Fazel, unless he 
be the same with the Alaudin, the second of that name, 
who also succeeded Mosafur. The chronology of the 
manuscript evidently ends with the last year of Homayun 
(A.D. 1554-5) because Akber is mentioned as King's son 
and his father governed only part of two years after 
his return to India. This would place the commence
ment of the rebellion, allowing for the shortness of 
Muhammedan years in the year 1315. a year even before 
the accession of Muhammed, the predecessor of Firuz 
III. The time therefore granted to the reigns in the 
manuscript is perhaps too long, for it comprehends 240 
solar years; but Firuz began to reign in 1351 and the 
Bengal kingdom was overthrown 1555, which allows 
204 years only or 36 years less than the chronology in 
the manuscript. This indeed seems to protract the time 
after Sheer Shah unreasonably, unless we suppose that 
it is wrong in styling Akbar the king's son and that he 
had really been king for a considerable number of years, 
before he reduced Bengal. Far from the retreat of 
Homayun to his death. were only 14 years, and the 
manuscript gives 41 years' government to Sheer Shah 
and his successors, or 27 years tbo much unless they 
continu.ed to govern Bengal until the 27th year of 
Akbar, which is indeed very probable. This would 
reduce the difference between the manuscript and the 
Ayeen Akbery to 14 years. . 

The nature of the government of these Muhammedan 
Kings is, I believe, little known. As usual they seem • 
to. have enjoyed little securit'Y for th~ir Iives or govern
ment, and so far as I can learn were in" general furious 
bigots, much. under the influence of men dedicated to a 
religious life and called pirs or saints. In every part 
of the Dinajpur dtstrict are to be found the tombs or 
monuments of these personages and the most remark
able contain traces to show that they have been erected 
on the ruins of the Hindu. buildings and in all probability 
of temples. The account in the marruscript concerning 
the total conversion or exclusion of the Hindus by 
Jalaludin is confirmed by the present state of religion 
in this province. 

(True translation) 
W. FRANCKLIN. 

1!ranslation of an Inscription over the Chaund Durwazeh 
at Gaur, the original of which is in my possession. 
A.D. 1811. 

Praise be unto God who is the Lord of Grace and of 
Benefits, God who. neither slumbers nor sleeps. Let 
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thanksgiving also. be offered to Mahomed, the most 
excellent of created beings, the chosen, the seal of the 
prophets, who by his coming manifested the path of 
truth and justice to the nations; and bl~ssing be upon 
his descendants who are the foundatiDn of the right way 
and upon his companions who are equally desirous ot 
God open or concealed. Afterwards to him who re
poseth on the mercy of the Most High, scattering the 
seeds of beneficence and diffusing the waters of gladness, 
the Sooltan, protector of the Universe, Pillar of religion, 
the illustrious Barbuk Shah, son of the most esteemed 
Syud, exemplary to the nalions, Sooltan Mahomed Shah, 
model of justice, equally renowned with the Princes of 
the two Irauks, King of Syria and Arabia, yielding to 
none of the Princes of the earth in generosity, in 
liberality, without an equal, a Prince whose habitation 
resembles Paradise, whose palace is the refuge of the 
unfortunate. Behold a reservoir of water, flowing under 
the palace resembling the wctters of Paradise whose 
streams afford consolation to the affiicted. Within this 
abode is sbul-refreshing rest delightful as the fragrance 
of the sweet Basit. 

A gateway also adjoining to the reservoir was 
erected by the same Prince. 

It is the middle gateway leading to the interior of the 
Royal Palace in the year of the Hijera 871 in the 
commericement of the auspicious reign. For ever let 
us pray to the Almighty for the prosperity of this 
Monarch so long as .the feathered tribe' shall wflrble 
forth their notes in this garden. In the reign of the 
Sooltan, Asylum of the world, Pillar of the Universe and 
of religion, the victorious mona:rch Sooltan Barbuk Shah, 
whose power and dominion may God perpetuate. 

Anno Hijerah 871, A.D. 136.9. 

(True translation) 

W. FRANCKLIN. 

Note by the Translator-
Of the reservoir mentioned in the above inscription, 

we could discover no remains except heaps of blue stone. 
The situation however of this splendid gateway (though 
in ruins) sufficiently explains the purport of its erection, 
namely, as a place of recreation for the king and his 
companions. It commands a very noble view of the 
Bhaugl'etty river with the Royal palace and the ruins of 
the city of Gour in the distance. 

W. FRANCKLIN. 

Translation 
Praise be unto God who is the Lord of Grace and ot 

Benefits; God who neither slumbers nor sleeps, after-

wards let thanksgiving be offered unto Mahomed, the 
most manifest~d the path of truth and justice to the 
nations, and blessing be upon his descendants who are 
the foundation of the right way, and 'upon his com
panions. Afterwards to· him who reposeth under the 
mercy of the most High, scattering the seeds of 
beneficence and diffusing the waters of gladness. The 
monarch, support' of the world, pillar of religion, the 
most renowned sovereign Barbuk Shah, son of Seyud 
Sooltan Mahmood Shah, the most just Prince Sooltaun 
of the two Irauks, Barbuk Shah, king of Syria and 
Arabia Felix. Behold a reservoir resembling the waters 
of Paradise whose streams allay the thirst of the un
happy, a splendid gateway to the sight, refreshing the 
soul like the fragrance of the flower sweet Basit. The 

: gateway of a monarch who is firm to his friends like 
a pillar. It is the middle gateway leading to the 
interior of the Royal Palace. It was completed in the 
year o~ Hijera 871, during the auspicious reign of the 
Sooltan, Asylum of the world, Sooltaun Barbuk Shah, 
whose dominion and power may God perpetuate. 

A.H. 781, A.D. 1369. 

In the original Iraukeen the two Irauks, i.e., Irauk 
Arabi and Irauk Agemi, Arabian and Persian Irauk-
1st the ancient Chaldea or Mesopotamia, 2nd the domi
nions that constitute the modern Persian Empire. 

BHAUGULPOOR, 
A.D. 1812. 

(True Translation) 

W. FRANCKLIN. 

Translation of an inscription upon the gateway called 
Chaund Derwazeh at Gour, the original of which is 
in my possession. 

W. FRANCKLIN. 

Trar"slation of the inscription at the. mosque called 
Mohajun Tolah at Gour 

Verily this Jama Musjid was erected by the most 
Illustrious, most Esteemed SooUaun, sun of Religion 
and of the World, Father of Victory, Yousuf Shah, son 
of Barbuk Sooltan, son of Mahummood Shah, Sooltan. 
whose Power and Empire may God perpetuate. 

Dated 1st of the month Mohurrum Anno Hijerah 880 . . 
(True translation) 

W. FRANCkLIN. 
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Alexander Cunnin~ham's Account of Maldah* 

1879-80 
~W'-!_'''I~!I'''ltIIti'ltaJS''J.~Jl·._,.. ,t."~10 ~c.-i··-'· ~":r~~ 

• Extract from" ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA ". 

Report of a tour in Bihar and Bengal in 1879-80 from Patna to Sunargaon. 
By 

ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, C.S.I., C.LE., Volume XV, p. 39-127. 
16. Gaur Ganges, such as Gopalpur, Dharmpalgarh, Mahipalpur, 

The great city of Gauda or Gaur, the capital of Bala1· etc., to attest their sovereignty, yet it is nearly certain 
Sen and his descendaats, and their successors the Muham- that their principal place' of abode, if not their actual 
madan Governors and king-s of Be~al, is not mentioned capital, was )3ihar in Magadha. There is no doubt, how-
at all by Hwen Thsang. In his time, as I will show here- ever, that their successors, the Sena Rajas, lived in the 
after, the capital of the country to the north of the Ganges province of Gauda or Barendra, as the building of the 
was Mahasthan on the Tista River, and the country itself city of Gaur is attributed to Balal Sen, whose name still 
was called Paundra. This name is quite unknown to the lives in Balal bari to the north of the city; while he 
people of. the present day, who call their country and his successors all took the title of Sankara Gaures-
Barendra. That this was the common name of the pro- wara, or the "for~unate lord of Gaura ". 
vince in former days we learn from two different autho- The name of Gauda or Gaur is, I believe, derived 
rities Taranath, and Minhajus Siraj. According to the from G~da or Gur, the common name of molasses. or 
former, Varendra was conquered by Devapala, the second raw sugar, for which this province has always been 
of the Pala Princes of Magadha, about A.D. 850. while, famous. In former days when the Ganges flowed past 
according to the latter, who was at Lakhnauti in A.D. the city, Gaur was the great mart where all the sugar 
1243, the name' of the province in which Lakhnauti or of the northern districts was collected for exportation. 
Gaur was situated was Barbanda or Baranda. At the But 'since the city was deserted by the' Ganges, the sugar 
same time we know that the Gaudas were a tribe, and is now brought to the flourishing town of Rahanpur. at 
that the Pala Rajas took- the title of Gaureswara. It the junction of the Purnabhaba, and Mahanadi River, 
seems certain therefore that the western part of the pro- where it is transferred from carts to boats, to be carried 
vince at least must have been called Gauda or Gaur. But down the Mahanadi and Ganges to Calcutta and other 
from a passage in the Raja Tarangini, it would appear places. The extent of the trade carried on at this im-
that the whole province was sometimes called Gauda, as portant mart may be judged by the fact that during 
Jayapida, Raja of Kashmir, from A.D. 782 to 813, is said the single day and night which I spent there, no less 
to have married the Princess Kalyani, the daughter of than 2,800 carts, with several thousands of bullocks and 
Jayanta, king of Gauda, of which the capital was Paundra men arrived at Rahanpur, laden with rice, sugar. and 
Varddhana.' As mention is also made of the" five kings betel nuts. 
of Gauda" who were all vanquished by Jay.apida, it The ruins of Gaur have already been described by 
seems probable that each small district had its own king. the late Mr. J. H. Ravenshaw in a costly volume, excel-
But whether this was the case or not. we learn from lently illustrated by forty~four of his own photographs, 
Jayapida's story that so late as the end of the eighth and by twenty-five plates of inscriptions. Of these ins-
century A.D. Paundra Varddhana was still the capital criptions, no less than fourteen were given by me for 
of the country to the north of the Gallges. as it had been Mr. Ravenshaw's use, with an offer of 'pla~s of the 
a century and a half earlier in the time of Hwen Thsang. buildings. described in his work. The untimely death 
We learn also at the same time that the ()ountry of of the author in 1874 delayed the publication of the book 
Varendra had not yet fallen into the hands of the Pala llntil 1878; and as my plans Df the buildings were not 
Rajas of Bengal. required for it, I take the opportunity of a second visit 

In my last report I gave a, chronological list of the to Gaur, in December 1879, to make them public, along 
Pala Rajas, in which I assigned the year A.D. 815 to with a few notes and several new idscriptions. Ohe of 
Gopala, the founder of the dynasty.' As in that report these inscriptions is the oldest Muhammadan record yet' 
I have given my reasons for doing so at full len~th, I fpund in BengaL 
need not repeat them; bu't I may add here that I am The site of Gaur, on a narrow strip of land between 
still quite confident that the date of the establishment the Ganges and the Mahanadi Rivers, would appear to 
of the Pala dynasty lies somewhere in the first half of the have been selected chiefly for the convenience of water-
ninth century. Though there are many places named communication wita all parts of the country. Its posi-
after these Princes in, the country to the north of the tion is shown in the accompanying map. where the 

1 Raja Tarangini, Vol. IV, pp. 420, 421, 465, 467. 
2 Babu Rajendra Lal wildly suggests that the temple of Sankara. Gaureswara in Kashmir was probably built by 

order of one of these Sena Rajas; in defiance of Kalhan Pandit's statement that it was erected by Sankara Varma, 
Raja of Kashmir, a statement which is proved by .the companion temple of Sugandheswara built by his Queen, 
Sugandha. 

'" Maps and plates mentioned in the extract have not been reproduced-A. M . 
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Bhagirathi River represents the old course of the Ganges. 
There are no Hindu remains of any kind to point out 
the landmarks of the ancient city; but perhaps the 
native names of PhuLwari and PataL Chandi, which are 
still applied to two of the gates, may be taken as 
evidence of previous Hindu occupation. The old city 
of the Sena Rajas would thus be confined within the 
square of 2 miles each side, or' 4 square miles of area, 
extending from the PhuLwari Gate on the north to the 
PataL Chandi Gate on the south, and from the Ganges 
on the west to the great rice swamps of the Mahanadi 
on the east. Within these limits ~lsd are found other 
Hindu names, such as Ganga-asnan, or the "Bathing 
Ghat" at the north-west corner, on the bank of the 
Bhagirathi, or old Ganges; and the Lohagadh, or "Red 
Embankment," on the south, with the divisions of Dharm
pur, Biaspur, and Ramchandarpur in side. The temples 
and gardens of course would have been in the suburbs 
outside. Thus, Degaon, 1 mile to the south of the 
Lohagadh, would have been the site of a temple, while 
the old fort of Phulbari on the Bhagirathi, I! mile 
farther to the south, would have been the Raja's Palace. 
This demarcation of the old Hindu City seems the more 
probabJe from the'fact that both Degaon and Phulbari 
are included within a long rampart connecting the Phul
bari fort with the Lohagadh rampart. This would ex
tend the length of the city 4 miles, with a mean breadth 
of about 1! mile. As the Balalbari lies nearly 4 miles 
to the north of the Phulwari Darwazah, and is com
pletely cut off from it by low swampy ground, it never 
could have formed part of the city. Balal.bari or Bagh
bari, as it is also called, is an irregular 5Quare about 1 
mile each side. The enclosure is surrounded by a gigan
tic embankment, 50 feet broad at top and 150 feet broad 
at base, with a height of 20 feet. On eactI side, that is, 
on the inside as well as on the outside, it has a deep 
ditch 75 feet wide. There are no remains of buildings 
inside; but there are several causeways crossing at ,right 
angles, which were probably the roads of the place. A 
plan of the enclosure will be seen in the accompanying 
map several miles to the north of the city. 

The village of Kamala-bari, rather more than 1 mile 
to the north of the city rampart and just beyond the 
great Sagar Dil1hi lake. no doubt formed one of the 
suburbs of the city, as it still possesses a shrine dedicated 
to the goddess Gaureswari Devi, the special patron of 
Gaur. Buchanan says that the spot is called Dwarrasini, 
(sic) and that an annual mela, or fair, is held there in 
the month of Jyeshta.' My informants knew nothing of 
Dwarrasini, (sic) but assigned the fair to the full moon 
of Jyeshta, in the month of June. 

At Gangasnan, or the "Bathing Ghat" on the old 
Ganges, close to the north-west corner of the city, there 
is no temple, but only a long flight of steps leading down 
to the river. An annual fair is held here on the full 
moon of Paush, which in 1879 was on the 19th December. 

An annual fair is also held at Ramkhel, 1 mile to the 
south of the Phulbari Fort. The place must therefore 
have been one of the southern suburbs of the city. 

Towards the end of the Hindu rule, Gaur received 
the name of Lakshmanavati or Lakhnauti, from its last 
king, Lakshmaniya, and it is under this name that it is 
first mentioned by the Muhammadans, Lakhan is the 

• Eastern India, Vol. II. 

common spoken form of Lakshana, which is often used 
for Lakshmana. 

The earliest description that we possess of Lakhnauti 
'js by the Muhammadan historian, Minhaj, who actually 
lived in the city for some years after AD. 1243. Accord
ing to him, Bakhtiyar Khalji, thE! conqueror of Bengal, 
after having destroyed Nadiya, where Raja Lakhmaniya 
then resided, established the seat of his government at 
Lakhnauti in A.D. 1198, Bakhtiyar was assassinated in 
1202, and was succeeded by a number of other governors, 
more or less dependent on Delhi, until AD. 1286, when 
on the death of the Emperor Balbim, his son Naser-ud-din 
Bughra became independent King of Bengal. 

Shortly after the death of Kutb-ud-din Aibek. the 
goyernor, Husam-ud-din Iwaz assumed royal state with 
the title of Ghias-ud-din. He lived at Lakhnauti, where 
he built a fort, most probably on the site of the Muham
madan citadel, 2 miles to the south of Phulbari. He 
also constructed two great causeways, or raised roads 
connecting the city with Deokot on the north and with 
Laknor to the west, a total length of ten days' journey. 
These embanked roads still exist, and form two of the 
principal lines of communication in the country. The 
position of Lakhnor is doubtful; but 1 most emphatically 
dissent from all those who look for it in the Birbhum 
district, or in fact anywhere beyond the hills. The total 
length of the road was only ten days' journey; and as 
D~okot is 54 miles from Gaur, with two unbridged rivers 
in the way, the Mahanadi and the Purnabhaba. the 
journey to that place would have occupied five or six 
days, there would thus remain only four or five days' 
journey to Lakhnor, of which the crossing of the Ganges 
would occupy one. The POsitJon of Lakhnor should, 
therefore, be looked on the edge of the high ground 
forming the western limits of the bed of the Ganges, 
as there would be no necessity for any embankment 
beyond the low ground. I think it not improbable that 
KankjoL is the place intended, and that Lakhnor is only 
a corrupt reading· of the Persian character forming the 
name of Kankjol. I have travelled over several por
tions of Ghias-ud-din's road from Gaur to Deokot. In 
many places it has been entirely swept away; but for 
the greater part of the way the embankment is still in 
very ~ood order, being from 80 to 100 feet in breadth, 
and from 4 to 5 feet in height. Dui'1ng the rule of 
Ghias-ud-din, Bengal was several times invaded by the 
armies of Delhi, but without success, until in AD. 1227, 
the Emperor Iltitmish sellt his eldest son, Naser-ud-din 
Mahmud, who captured Lakhnauti and put Ghias-ud-din 
to death. 

The oldest inscribed record of Muhammadan rule in 
Bengal in a short inscription of three lines from Gaur, 
now in the Indian Museum in Calcutta. It describes the 
building of a well (ul-b'er) durin.!{ the reign of Sham
suddin Iltitmish by Kutlugh Khan in A H. 630. The 
following is the translation of this short record, the 
original of which will be found in the' accompanying 
Plate:-

",. * -4 this well (was made) in the time of the 
fortunate King of Kings, Shams-ud-dunya wa-ud-din, 
Iltitmish, the Sultan, the helper of the Khalif, during 
(the ?) of the late Kutlugh Khan, the sword-master, in 
the year 633 [A.D. 1235-36]". . 
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The earliest inscription, of any Bengal governor yet on the south, is 8 miles long, or just twice the 1ength of 
found is one of Izzid-din Tughral, who ruled from A.H. what I suppose to be the old Hindu city, the whole of 
631 to 642. It is dated in A.H. 640 or A.D. 1242. It was the extension being at the southern end. At this end 
obtained by Mr. Broadley at Bihar. After him came are, all the great Muhammadan buildings, the Minar, 
Timur Khan, who died in 644, and Ikhtiyar-ud-din the Sana, the Thantipara, the Lattan, the Kadam Rasul, 
Tughril, who proclaimed 'himself king and perished in and the Gunmant Masjids. as well as the Dakhil and 
Kamrup.' rhe date of his death is not given; but Kotwali Gates. All these Muhammadan names ieem 
'Minhaj fixes the date of his successor in A.H. 656, which to point out the position of the Moslem city, just as the 
I take to be a mistake for 646, as the inscl'iption of Jalal- Hindu names of the Phulwari and Chand Gates and of 
ud-din Masud Jani, which I obtained at Gangarampur, is the Gangasna'l't, or "Bathing Ghat," point out the site 
dated in A.li. 641. A copy of this important inscription of the Hindu city. 
is given in the accompanying Plate.' Gangarampur is a Owing to the unfortunately low: site of the city, it was 
small village to the south of MaIda. The inscription, 7 found necessary to embank it all round at a very early 
feet n inches long by 1 foot n inches broad, is let into date. Thus, not only are the Hindu and Muhammadan 
the back wall of a small masjid on the bank of the river, cities completely surrounded by earthen ramparts, but 
half a mile to the east of the village. all the roads, both inside and outside, are raised cause-

From the death of Balban in A.D. 1284, Bengal was ways, while the banks of both the Ganges and the 
ruled by its own kings who resided at Gaur and were Mahanadi on the ~itv side are protected bv broad ram-
quite independent of Delhi. In A.D. 1~26, Bahadur Shah parts extending for many miles. in length. Thus the 
was conquered by Muhammad Tughlak, and Bengal causeway on the eastern bank of the Bhagirathi, or old 
again became a dependency of Delhi, although a branch Ganges, extends the whole way from the Kalindir River 
still }Jeld out in the Easterl'l Provinces, of which Sunar- I;lear Gangarampur ,to Kansat on the Gan1il.es below the 
gaon ,was the capital. At length in A.D. 1339 Haji !lias junction of the Bhagirathi, a distance of 25 miles. Simi-
brought the whole country under his tule, and after- larly, the caUseway on the west bank of the Mahanadi 
wards successfully resisted two powerful invasions made extends for nearly 20 miles from MaIda to Rahanpur. 
by Firoz Shah of Delhi in person. He Was the first king But in spite of all these costly precauti9ns, the citv of 
to change the seat of Government, as at the time of . Gaur was always liable to inundation dUring the heavy 
F·iroz Shah's invasion he appears to have been residing floods, while the great marsh of Chatta-bhatta on the 
in Pandua, and afterwards made his successful stand east, covering an area of about 25 square miles, was 
against me invader at Ekdala, a ,great earthen fort sur- never dry! So long as the Ganges continued to flow 
rounded by marshes. His son, Sikandar, made Pandua under the walls of the city, and even after its desertion, 
the Government residence, and it is even now common- so long as the Bhagirathi retained a ,good flow of water, 
Iy called Hazrat Pandua, "the residence Pandua," to it is probable that Gaur may have been fairly healthy. 
distinguish it from the other ·Pandua near Hughli. The But when the Bhagirathi dwindled away to a mere 
throne remained with his family until about A.H. 8l2, rivulet, and the filth of the city was no longer swept 
when Raja Kans set up a puppet king named Bayazid, away, its continued accumulation within the ramparts 
in whose name he ruled. The Raja's son, Ja1al-ud-din at last bred a most deadly pestilence, which in A.H. 983, 
Muhammad, who had become a Muhammadan, succeed- or A.D. 1575, carried off no less than fourteen of Akbar's 
ed him and held his court at Pandua,' where his tomb principal officers, including the celebrated Munim Khan, 
now forms' one of the most picturesque attractions of the Governor of the province. 
this deserted place. Since then Gaur has been gradually deserted until 

In A,H. 846, or A.D. 1442, the seat of Government was to\yards the end of the last century, when it had be-
again transferred to Gaur by Mahmud 1., who claimed to come, as Creighton describes it, "an inhabited waste 
be a descendent of Hias Shah. He is said to have reigned covered with great forest trees and thick jungle swarm-
27 years, which should probably be altered to 17 years, ing with tigers, leopards and thoms, and wild boars, and 
from 846 to 863, as the eariiest date vet found on his full of swamps teeming with mosquitoes and crocodiles." 
coins is A.H. 846. One of this date, in my possession, When I first knew it, upwards of forty years ago, annual 
gives the Mint name of Hazrat Kharifabad. From this tiger-shooting parties used to assemble in the ruins of 
time down to the conquest of the country by Sher Shah, Gaur, and on one occasion I remember that a long piece 
the kings of Bengal continued to reside at Gaur, and of the 'skeleton of a python was found, measurin,g nearly 
all the buildings now standing there were erected during. !J inches in diameter. Even in 1871 Gaur was in a very 
the century of their rule. jungly state, and several of the ruins could only be 

The ruins of the Muhammadan city of Gaur extend approached with difficulty, owin_g to the dense cane-
for a length of 11 miles along the east bank of the brakes which were too green to burn, and too 'thickly 
Bhagirathi River, from the Phulwari Gate to the suburb covered with long sharp thorns to be forced by elephants. 
of Firozabad on the south. The city proper within the At that time the place fully merited Ravenshaw's des-
ramparts, from the Phulwari Gate to the Kotwali Gate cription of being "concealed in deep jungle." On this 
-'----, Blochrhann's Geography and Hi&tory of Bengal in Journal Bengal Asiatic Society, Vol. XLII, p. 246. 

• This Gangarampur must not be confounded with the place of the same '!lame near Deokot, which is a small village 
without any remains. All the inscriptions which Blochmann refers to Gangapmpur, belong to Deokot, but as the Police 
station was then at Gangarampur, the Civil Officer who furnished the copies to BJochmann called the place by the 
name of the Police Station in which it is situated. In the same inconvenient fashion the Mangalbari Pillar has been 
always described as the Buddal Pillar, although it stands several miles frum that place. 

• I take this name from the Ain Akbari by Gladwin. Vol. II, p. 8, Abul Fazl also says" that if the dams break 
during the periodical rains the city is laid under water". 
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point Ravenshaw spoke from actual experience, as he 
had to cut away the jungle whi(:!h surrounded the old 
buildings before he could take his photographs of them. 
But in December l!i79 the whole scene was changed, 
the greater part of the jungle had been cleptred away, 
and all the lowlands above the water-level were covered 
with crops of urad and sarsan (veches and mustard). 
The mounds are still covered with jungle, as they are 
mostly composed of brick ruins which are not worth 
cultivating. The cause of all this change is due to the 
Government having offered the lands almost rent-free 
at the low price of 4 annas a pigah for a fixed period. 
The offer was eagerly taken up by the people, and nearly 
the whole of the available land is now· under cultiva
tion. The effect of this clearance may be judged by a 
glance at Ravenshaw's views of the Lattan Masjid, which 
is seen completely surrounded by thick jungle several 
feet in height. All this has now been cleared away; and 
at the time of my last visit the masjid was surrounded 
only 1;>Y a light fence marking the boundaries of the 
fields. • 

In describing the Muhammadan buildings of Gaur, it 
is not possible 'to preserve a strictly chronological 
arrangement, as most of them have lost their inscrip
tions, and their dates are consequently m::>re or less un
certain. The Kadam Rasul and the Little Golden Masjids 
still have their inscribed tablets in situ; but the fine lofty 
minar, the Great Golden Mosque, the Thantipara and 
Lattan Mosques, and all the gateways and bridges, pre
sent only the empty panels from which the inscribed 
slabs have been removed. The dates hitherto accepted 
depend chiefly on the statements 'of Creighton and 
Franklin that certain existing inscriptions were found 
near particular buildings. U they had taken the 
measurement of each of these inscribed slabs and com
pared it with the size of the panel of the building near 
which it was found, they would have seen at once 
whether the inscription belonged to the adjacent build
ing or not. But this precaution having been neglected 
at the time, and no measurements having been given of 
any of the published inscriptions, I find it almost im
posible to fix the site of anyone of them. I have- myself 
taken the measure of everyone of the vacant inscrip
tion panels that I have come across, but they are very 
few, and. with one or two possible exceptions to be 
noticed hereafter, the sizes of the vacant panels have 
afforded no clue to the identification of any of the pub
lished inscriptions. 

Of the early Muhammadan Governor of Bengal, and 
of their successors the Balbaniya Kings not a single tracE! 
now remains in the capital in which they lived. There 
are no remains assigned to them, and not even a ruined 
mound preserves the memory of their names. !lias 
and his son Sikandar and their successors, Raja Kans 
and his ~on Jalalud-din MUhammad, lived usually at 
Hazrat Pandua, and not a single inscription of any of 

.them has yet been found in Gaur. But with Mahmud I., 
who claimed descent from !lias, and his successors, there 
are both buildings and inscriptions still existing to attest 
their continued 'residence in the old capital. 

In the following account of the architectural remains 
of Gaur I have divided them into three groups descrip
tive of their position, in the citadel, the city, or the 

, See. Creighton's Plate II, Ravenshaw's Plate IX, p. 16. 

suburbs. The first group comprises the several gateways 
of the citadel, the gigantic Baisgazi wall, the mosque of 
Kadam Rasul, and a few other remains. The second 
group includes all the remains inside the city ramparts, 
namely, the ,bridge of Mahmud 1., the old minar, the 
various mosques known as Chamkati, Thantipara, 
Lattan, and Gunmant, with the Great Golden Mosque 
in the north, and the Kotwali Gate in the south. The 
third group comprises all the remains outside the city, 
in the northern suburb of ~adullahpur, and in the 
southern suburb of Firozpur. In the former stands the 
tombs of Sheikh Akhi Siraj and the Janjaniya Masjid; 
in the latter are the Little Golden Mosque and the tombs 
of Niamatullah and his family. . 

17. The Citadel of Gaur 
The citadel of Lakhnauti is situated on the bank of 

the old Ganges, in the southern half of the city, just 
midway between the Phulbari Fort and the Kotwali 
Gate. It is very nearly 1 mile in length from north to 
soutn. by half a mile in width at its broadest part oppo
site the Eastern Gate, but not more than a quarter of a 
mile wide at its northern and southern ends. It is entire
ly surrounded by a great earthern. rampart, upwards of 
30 feet in height and about 190 feet thick, at the base, 
with round towers at all the angles, and a deep ditch on 
the outside" about 200 feet wide when full. The rampart 
is everywhere covered with large forest trees, and the 
ditch is filled with weeds and crocodiles. The age of 

I the citade'l is unknown; but as there is nothing now 
remaining in it of' an early date, it seems probable that 
it was the work of Mahmud I and his successors. 

The citadel has two great gateways, one on the north 
called the Dakhal Darwaza, a corruption of Dakhil, or 
"entrance," and the other on the east, which has no 
special name. The Dakhil Gate is also known as the 
SalarnJi Darwaza, or "Saluting Gate," because this being 
the principal entrance salutes were fired from the 
adjoining rampart. Its towers have been much injured 
by trees springing from the points of the brick-work, 
but even in its ruined state it is one of the finest and most 
picturesque buildings now remaining in Gaur.' It is 
also one of the largest, being 113 feet 2 inches in length 
by 73 feet 4 inches in breadth, with a height nearly 60 
feet. Creighton's view, taken from the outside, makes 
the sides of the towers much too sloping, as may be 
seen by comparing it with Ravenshaw's inside view. 
The building consists of a central passage 14 feet wide 
and 1131 feet long, with a guard-room on each side 7H 
feet long by 9! feet broad. The walls, whicli. are 9il feet 
thick, .are pierced by three doorways on each side of 
the passage, with one outer doorway on the inner side 
of the rampart. The piers between the doorways are 
made of brick faced with stone up to the spring of the 
arches, but all the rest of the building is made of brick. 
At each of the four corners there is a twelve-sided tower, 
five storeys in height, crowned by a dome. 'The faces 
of the tower are panelled and ornamented with the 
usual cl;tains and bells in relief. Creighton makes the 
height of the towers 53 feet, but this measurement did 
not include the domes, which were all ruined before his 
time. The walls on both sides of the archway were 
ornamented in a similar manner with panels filled with 
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chains and bells. The outer arch was 34 feet in height, 
above which the battlemented wall rose 15 feet, making 
a total height of 48 feet. The date of the building is not 
recorded, but I will show hereafter good grounds for 
assigning its erection to Mahmud 1. Creighton attri
butes it to his son Barabak, who died in A.ll. 863. 

The Eastern Gate of the citadel is a much smaller 
building, only 25 feet square inside, and is supposed to 
be of later date, having been erected, as Buchanan was 
informed, by Shujah, the brother of Aurangzeb. The 
walls are 8 feet 8 inches thick. A great part of it has 
been plastered over, but the fluted parts at the corners, 
which are without plaster, seemed to me to be of an 
earlier age. Very probably the plaster was part of some 
repairs made when Shujah took up his residence in Gaur, 
nearly a century after its desertion in Akbar's reign. In 
Mr. King's brief notice of the Gaur buildings, it is called 
the Lakkha chhippi Gate. I take this name to refer to 
the numerous patterns of glazed tiles on the buildings 
as chhipi is the name lliven to cotton printers, and 
Lakkha is a lakh. or one hundred thousand. There is 
an inscription of the time of Husen Shah, which records 
the building of one of the Fort Gates in A.H. 918, which, 
I think, can only refer to this gate. The following in 
Blockmann's translation I. 

• II This gate of the fort was built during the reign of 
the exalted and liberal king Alauddunya wa-ud-din Abul 
Muzaffar Husen Shah, the king, son of Sayia. Ashraful 
Husaini. May God perpetuate his kingdom and his rule; 
In the year 918, [A.D. 1512J." 

From the northern gate a raised road led to the 
palace in the southern half of the citadel passing through 
two intermediate gates called the Chand Darwaza and 
the Nim Darwaza. As the latter stands exactly half
way between the entrance. gate and the palace wall, it 
is most probable that its name was derived from its 
position as the "Half-way Gate." When they. were 
built, these gates must have marked certain divisions 
of the court-yard of the palace; but they are now stand
ing alone al1d apparently purposeless. A view of the 
Chand Gate is given by Creighton in Plate III. Its whole 
style is similar to that of the Dakhil Gate, with which it 
also agrees in the height of its arches and battlements. 
Creighton assigns its date to A.H. 871, or A.D. 1466, 
from an inscription which he found close by. As this re· 
cords the building of one of the two inner gates, the date 
is certain, and from the expression of " middle gateway" 
I conclude that it refers to the Nim Darwaza, or "Half
way Gate". The text and translation of the inscription, 
as given by Franklin, are quoted by Mr. Grote in his 
notes on Ravenshllw's Gaur', from which I make the 
following extract;-

"The Prince, scattering the seeds of beneficence and 
diffusing the waters of gladness; the Sultan, protector 
of the universe, pillar of religion, the illustrious Barbak 
Shah, son of the most esteemed Sayyid, exemplary to 
the nations, Sultan Mahmud Shah' model of justice, 
equally renowned with the princes of the two Iraks, 
of Syria and Arabia, yielding to none of the princes 
of the earth in generosity and liberality, without an equal, 

a Prince whose habitation resembles Paradise, whose 
palace is the refuge of the unfortunate. 

"Behold a reservoir of water flowing under the 
palace, resembling the waters of paradise whose streams 
afford consolation to the afflicted. 

"Within the abode is soul-refreshing rest, delightful 
as the fragrance of the sweet basil. 

"A gateway also adjoining to the reservoir was 
erected by the same prince. It is the middle gateway 
leading to the interior of the royal palace, in the year 
of the Hijrah 871, in the commencement of t)1e auspi
cious reign. 

"For ever let us pray to the Almighty for the pros· 
perity of this monarch, so long as the feathered tribe 
shall warble forth their note;; in this garden. 

"In the reign of the Sultan, asylum of the world, 
pillar of the universe and of religion, the victorious 
Monarch, Sultan Barbak Shah, whose power and domi· 
nion may God perpetuate (A.H. 871 A.D. 1466)." 

This extract shows that Barbak also made a "canal" 
or watercourse (nahr) flowing under the palace; and as 
no other works besides the "Half-way Gate" and the 
" canal" are claimed for him in this long inscription, I 
infer that the citadel had alreadY been completed by his 
father, and that th.e Dakhil Gate must therefore be 
assigned to Mahmud Shah 1. The difference is only a 
few years, as the father was certainly reigning in A.H. 
863. 

The palace itself is gone, nothing but fields of ruins 
now remaining to mark its site. But a great part of the 
gigantic wall which surrounded the court-yard, which is 
200 feet in length and 900 feet in breadth, is still stand
ing on the north'-east side, and is popularly known as the 
Bais Gazi, or "Twenty-two ell" wall. As the wall is 
42 feet in heilZht, the gaz of Gaur must have been the 
common one of 24 tassus, or "thumb-breadths," or near
ly 23 inches. The wall is a solid mass of brick-work, 
15 feet thick at the base, and 8 feet 10 inches at the top 
under the cornice. At every twelve courses, measuring 
2 feet H inches in height, the thickness is diminished 
by stepping the next twelve course inwards on both 
I':ides. I measured the thicknes in a broken gap about 
18 feet below the top, where it was exactly 11 feet 6 
inches. The receding steps are well shown in Raven
shaw's photograph, Plate X. 

QlJtside the. palace to the north is the site of Husen 
Shah's tomb. This was till standing in Creighton's time, 
see his Plate VIII, but <it has now disappeared, as well 
Il.S the ton;tb of his son Nusrat, and a masiid which stood 
a little further to the north. The inscription of Husen 
A..H. 909, mentioned by Creil:hton. probably belonged 
to this mosque. 

Kadam Rasul M asjid 
Close to the eastern gateway of the citadel stands 

the Kadam Rasul Masjid, or "mosque of the Prophet's 
foot-mark". It is one of the latest buildings at Gaur, 
and is the only one that is kept in tolerable repair. It 
consists of a single room, 25 feet 2 inchs Ion.!! by 15 feet 
broad, with a verandah on three sides, 9 feet 2 inches 

There is also a very good view of this gateway in Daniell's large work. A plan of the gate will be found in the 
accompanying Plate, No. XIV. 

I Jomnal of Bengal Asiatic Society. 
, Haven;haw's Gaur, p. 19 note, 
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in width. As the walls are 5 feet thick, the whole 
building outside measures 63 feet 3 inches by 49 feet 
10 inches. Franklin describes it as being only 35 feet 
in length, but this is the measurement of the centre 
room with its two walls, and does not include the 
verandah at each end.' The front of the mosque is 
incorrectly given with a straight parapet in Creighton's 
Plate, No. XI, whereas it.is slightly curved in the Bengali 
fashion, as may be seen in Ravenshaw's photograph, 
Plate XII. In front there are three arched openings 
supported on massive stone pillars. The walls are of 
brick, very highly ornamented, the whole face being 
divided into panels by bands of moulding. The building 
has been repeatedly white-washed, and the carved brick 
flowers are disfigured by patches of white-wash still 
sticking in all the sunken parts. At eac.h corner there 
is an octagonal toWer of 1 foot 5 inches face. This is 
crowned by a single stone pillar or minaret, whose dia
meter is only 1 fool 5 inches. equal to one face of the 
tower. Three of these minarets have fallen, and the 
top piece of the fourth is now lying on the ground at 
the foot of the tower. 

Over the centre of the middle arch outside there is 
an inscription in three lines, recordi,ng the building of 
the mosque by Nusrat Shah in A.H. 937, or :A.D. 1530'. 
The letters are well formed and the inscription is com
plete. The following is Blochmann's translation of it': 

"God Altnighty says: 'He who brings the I'!ood deed 
will be rewarded tenfold' (Qoran, Chap. VI., p. 161). 
This pure dais and its stone, on which is the footprint 
of the Pr.ophet-MaY God bless him-were put up by 
the great generous king, the son of a king, Nasir-ud
dunya waddin Abu! Muzaffar Nusrat. Shah, the king, son 
of Sayyid Asraful Husaini,-May God perpetuate his 
kingdom and rule, and elevate his C'Ondition and dignity; 
In the year 937 A.H. (A.D. 1530-31)." 

The mosque stands in a small court, with a doorway 
on the south side (not north, as stated by Ravenshaw'), 
over which there is an inscription of Yusuf Shah, dated 
in A. H. 885, which certainly cannot have' any Connec
tion with the Kadam Rasul Itself. I will refer to this 
inscription hereafter. 

The Failor Prison 
I made a plan of this building, which is certainly 

miscalled a prison, as it consists of a single room, 42 feet 
square, covered with a dome. The walls are 14 feet 
9* inches thick and highly ornamented with a carved 
Bengali parapet. Externally the building is a square of 
71 feet 7 inches with towers at the corners 10 feet in 
diameter. I think it may be the same building that is 
shown in Creighton's No. X Plate, which he calls "a 
small gateway covered with a dome," and refers to the 
year A.H. 909 on the authority of an inscription found 
'near the spot. But the building is in the style of an 
earlier date, and is in fact almost a fac-simile of the 
tomb of Jalal-ud-din Muhammad at Hazrat Pandua. 
Both are square buildings with towers at the corners 

, Raven$aw's Gaur. p. 22. note. . 
• Ravcnshaw's Gaur. No. 23. Plate 57. from my Impression. 
• Journal Bengal Asiatic Society. Vol. XLI. p. 338. 
• Ravenshaw's Gaur. p. 22. 
• Beugal Asiatic Society's Journal, Proceedings, 1875, Vol. 
• See Plate VI, No. '3, for a copy of the original. For text 

Vol. XLIV. p. 2 89. 

. 
and curved battlements. Each is covered by a single 
large dome; each has four doors, the eastern door-way 
being wider than the others .• Their dimensions also are 
much the same, as will he seen by the following com~ 
parison:-

Interior. Walls. Outside. 
Ft. Ft. In. Ft. 

Pandua Tomb 48!X48* 13 0 74!X7H 
Gaur Tomb 42 X42 14 9* 71!X71! 
From. all these points of similarity in size and, I am 

inclined to asign this tomb to Mahmud I himself, the 
immediate' successor of J alal-ud-din's son. It was pro
bably also the burial-place of the different members of 
Mahmud's family, of his sons Barbak and Fateh, and 
his grandson Yusuf. In' Mr. King's too brief notice 0:11 
the architectural remains at Gaur, this building is 
called the Chor·khana, or "Thieves' House," that is, the 
Prison, and also the Chikka Masjid, or "Bats' Mosque," 
from its being filled with these stinking animals! 

Out side the citadel on the east are the great Minar, 
or Muazzins's Tower, and the Chamkatti Masjid. On 
the south-east are the Thantipara and Lattan Masjids; 
on -the south is the Gunmant Masjid; and on the north 
the Great Golden Mosque, or Bara Sana Masjid. The 
remaining buildings, situated in the suburbs outside the 

,city, may be divided into two groups; those of the 
southern suburb of Firozpur, and those of the northern 
suburb of Sadullahpur. In this order I will now 
describe them. 

18. The City of Gaur 
Bridge of Five Arches 

The earliest inscription that has yet come to light 
in Gaur itself is a short record of Mahmud I., dated in 
A.H. 862. This was found by myself on the sloping bank 
of the high road at the south end of the bridge between 
the Lattan Masjid and the Kotwali Gate. From its small 
size, only 18 by 12 inches, one might guess that it belong
ed to the bridge; but this is made quite certain by the 
substance of the inscription itself, which records the 
building of a bridge. This is the Bridge of of Five 
Arches which is shown in Creighton's Plate, No. XV. 

The bridge consists of five pointed arches, the middle 
one being 11 feet 6 inches span, the next one on each 
side 10 feet 3! inches, and the end arches 9 feet 1 inch. 
The piers also lessen in the same .manner, the two middle 
ones being 10 feet 6 inches thick, and the other two only 
9 feet 3 inches. The toad-way is 27! feet broad and 275 
feet long. There are several more bridges of the same 
description. 

The following translation of this inscription is by 
Blochmann' :-

The building of. this bridge took place in the time of 
the Just King, Nasir-ud-dunya wa-ud-din Abul Muzaffar 
Mahmud Shah, the king, on the 5th day of Safar-May 
God allow the month to end with success and victory;
A.H., 862 (23rd December 1457)". 

XLIV, p. 94. 
and translation, see Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, 
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The Mindar, or Muazzin's Tower 
This fine old tower is generally known as the Firozah 

Minar, and the Chiragh Mindar. Buchanan first gave 
the name of Pirasa, which I take to be only a corruption 
of Firozah, or, as it is often' pronounced, Pirosah. 
Creighton was fortunately ignorant of Pir-Asa, and re
ferred the tower to Firoz Shah Habshi. I do not, how
ever, feel at all certain that its name has any connection 
with a King Firoz, but rather that Firozah Minar means 
simply the·" Blue Tower," from the turquoise-coloured 
glaze with which it was faced*. Its style of architec
ture is similar to that of the towers of Dakhil Gate, 
which I have assigned to Mahmud I. It is divided in 
the same five storeys (above the plinth at' the foot of 
the door); it has the same 12 sides. and its height bears 
the same proportion to its diameter as in the towers of 
the Dakhil Gateway. I think, therefore, that it must be 
at least as old as the time of Mahmud I. 

Franklin fo.und il broken inscriptiOn at the Gamalti 
Indigo Factory, which, on the strength of the title of 
Saifuddin, he thought might have belonged to Saifuddin 
Firoz, the builder' of the tower. That this broken inscrip
tion belonged to the minar is, I think, highly probable 
from the fact mentioned by Franklin that the letters are 
9 inches in height. Now the vacant panel from which the 
inscription was removed measures 3 feet .11 inches in 
length by 11 inches in height, which would exactly suit 
an inscription with a single line of letters 9 inches in 
height. Unfortunately the inscription ends abruptly with ' 
the title of the King Saif-ud-dunya wa-ud-din, leaving us 
in doubt whether it should be assigned to Saif-ud-din 
Hamzah, who reigned from A.H. 800 to 804, or to Said-ud
din Firoz, who reigned from 893 to 896 .• Certainly the 
name of Firozah Minar, if derived from a king, would 
settle the doubt in favour of the later prince Saif-ud-din 
Firoz. But the older style of the building is against this 
assignment, and as the view of its early date is supported 
by'the strong authority of Mr. Fergusson. I think it more 
probable that the inscription belongs to the earlier prince 
Saif-ud-din Hamzah2

• In favour of this view also I can 
point to the legends of the respective coins of the two 
Princes on which Hamzah takes the.title of Abul Mujahid, 
as in the broken inscription, while Firoz takes the title 
of Abul Muzaffar. 

The minar stands on the northern edge of a large 
mound, 350 feet .long from north to south by 255 feet 
broad. On the east there is a fine tank, which was no 
doubt ,made for the purpose of obtaining ·earth for filling 
in the raised platform of the building which once stood 
on the mound. The walls have all been cleared away, Qut 
r picked up numerous pieces of carved bricks and many 
fragments of glazed tiles. Now the door of the minar is 
on the south-south-west side pointing towards the middle 
of the mound, just wher~ must have been the central 
door way of a mashid. On no other supposition can I 
explain the variation in the positiop. of the minar door
way from one of the cardinal points. I have no doubt 

• myself that the minar is a Mazinah, or tower attached to 
a masjid, from the top 'of which 'the Muazzin called the 
izan. summoning the faithful to pr,ayers. 

The facing of the lo.wer part of the tower for 10 feet 
in height, between the ground and the door-sill, has been 
removed long ago. There is nothing to show its shape 
but I suppose it to have been a circular or octagonai 
plinth, not less than 28 or 30 feet in diameter. From the 
foot of the door the tower rises in three storeys of 12 
sides, separated by bands of ornament. Above this point, 
in the fourth and fifth storeys, it becomes ·round and'less 
and less in di,ameter" the last' storey being an open room 
covered by a dome. The top of the dome is now broken; 
but in Creighton's time it was still fair order, as may be 
seen in his Plate No. I. Each of the 12 sides is exactly 
4 feet 10 inches in breadth, which gives 'a diameter of 
19,t feet. Franklin makes the circumference 62 feet, 
which would give a diameter of 19! feet'. The height, as 
well as I cou1d ascertain it, was equal to 4!: diameters, or 
between 821 and 84'feet. The slab of blue stone, forming 
the door-sill, must have been taken from a Hindu temple, 
as it is covered with figures apparently representing 
a boar hunt. There is a spiral staircase inside of 73 
steps, leading to the room in the topmost stcirey, 
where the Muazzin's lamp in former days no doubt 
originated the common name 0:( Chiragh Minar, or 
"Lamp Tower". 

The Chamkatti Masjid 
The pretty masjid given by Creighton in Plate XV is 

not noticed by Ravenshaw, most probably because the 
greater' part of the front' has now fallen down. This 
mosque is said to have received its present name from 
certain devotees, who, in reli_E!ious frenzy, used to gash 
themselves with knives and were therefore called Chama
'katti, or " skin-cutters". It is built on the same ground 
plan as the famous Lattan Masjid, but is much smaller. 
It stands on the side of the high,road, at a short distance 
to the ea'st of the citadel. The building consists of a single 
room 23 feet 8 inches square, with a 'large verandah on the 
east or entrance side, 9 feet 11 inches broad, and an octa
gonal tower at each corner. The walls are of brick. The 
whole building is therefore 50 feet 4 inches long by 33 
feet 8 inches broad. There are three doorways in front, 
and one at each end of the verandah, and three doorways 
on each side of the main room except the west, where 
there is the usual prayer niche, The faces of the walls' 
are divided into panels, ornamented with the usual 
chains qnd bells, and bordered with glazed til~s in various 
patterns. The lines of battlements are slightly curved in 
the Bengali fashion, and the whole is covered with a 
single dome. Its inscription slab is gone, but the panel 
in which it was fixed is 4i feet long, which measurement 
may hereafter perhaps lead to its identification. I think, 
however, . it may be the identical inscription of A.H. 880 
preserved by Francklin, which he says was copied from 
a mosque "called Mahajan Tala, adjoining the Lattan I 
Masjid, and of the same kind of architecture". Now this 
description can apply orily to the Chamkatti Masjid, 
which stands in the very mIddle of Mahajan Tala, at 
about half a mile from Lattan Masjid, with which it 
corresponds most exactlY4 both in ground plan, and in 

1 Francklin notices this .. blue and white tiling;" see l{avenshaw's Gaur, p. ~8, note by Mr. Grote. 
2 See History of Indian Architecture, p. 550. 
3 Tn Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 28, Francklin's measurement is quoted as 32 feet, which is clearly a misprint for 62. 

Creighton makes it :n feet in diameter. 
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style of architecture. The following is a translation of 
the inscription copied by Francklin 1 

: 

"This mosque was erected by the mpst iIlustrious 
monarch, the sun of religion and, of the world, Sultan 
Yusuf Shah, son of Barbak Shah Sultan, son of 
Mahmud Shah Sultan-whose dominion may God per
petuate ; erected on the first day of the month Muharam, 
A.H. 880 (A.D. 1475)." 

The Thantipara Masjid 
Para means a "ward," or division, of the city, and 

Thantipara is the "weaver's ward," so that this is not 
the name of the masjid, but only of tl!e quarter of the 
city in which it was situated. A sketch of this mosciue 
is given by Creighton in Plate XII, in whose time the 
central part of the front wall was still stand-ing. "From 
an inscription found near" Creighton gives its date as 
A.H. 885. Now this I believe to be the true date of the 
building for the following reason. The Thantipara 
Mosque had two inscriptions, one on the outside measur
ing 5 feet ! inch by 1 foot 8 inches, and the other inside 
measuring 2 feet 9 inches by 1 foot 6 inches. The former 
I take to be the record quoted by Creighton, while the 
latter must bp the small slab which is now fixed over the 
doorway of the court-yard of the Kadam Rasul Mosque, 
to which it cannot possibly belong. Now this inscription 
is also dated in A.H. 885, and its dimensions agree per
fectly with those of the vacant panel inside the Thanti
para Masjid. The slab measures 2 feet 4 inches by 13 
inches, or ju"st 5 inches less than the broken panel both 
in length and- in breadth. As this would allow a border 
of, one brick thick wall round the slab, which was the 
usual way of fixing the inscriptions, I think there can be 
little doubt that it -must have belonged to the Thanti
para Masjid. 

This mosque is an oblong brick building of two aisles, 
divided- by 4 stone pillars down the middle. It is 78 feet 
by 31 feet inside, and 91 by 44 feet outside, with an octa
gonal tower at each corner. The walls are 61t feet thick, 
with five arched openings in front and two at each end. 
The outer faces are ornamented with large' panels with 
projecting flowered borders, each panel being decorated 
with a poi~ted -arch, under which is the usual bell- shaped 
ornament suspended from a long chain. The towers also 
are ornamented in the same style. The pattlement in 
front has -the favourite Bengal curve or rise on the centre, 
above which rise ten hemispherical domes, which are 
scarc~ly seen amidst the dense mass of foliage that now 
covers the roof. To my taste this mosque is the finest of 
all the buildings now remaining in Gaur. Its ornamenta
tion is rich against the plain walls. 'fhe whole building 
is of a uniform rich red colour that is much more pleasing 
to my eye than the gardy glazed tiles of the- Lattan' 
Masjid. 

The Lattan Masjid 
The name of this mosque is universally believed to be 

derived Nattu, a favourite dancing girl of the king, after 
whom it was called the Nattan Masjid, or, as it is more 

. generally pronounced, the Lattan Masjid. Creighton 
states that it was built in A.H. 880 by Yusuf Shah, and 
though he says nothing about any inscription, I feel satis
fied that he must have seen one, either attached to the 
building, or lying somewhere near it, and has forgotten to 
quote it, as he is always very careful to note his authori-' 
ties for the dates which he gives. At the time of Franck'
lin's visit the inscription had certainly been removed. The 
vacant panel in which it was fixed over the middle door
way is 6 feet 6! inches in length 'by 1 foot 11; inches in 
height, which I record here in the hope that some day 
the inscribed slab belonging to the masjid may thereby 

'be indentified. 
The ground plan of the Lattan Masjid is exactly the 

same as that of the Chamkatti Mosque. Both are square 
rooms covered by a single dome, with a verandah or 
corridor in front_ The main room of the Lattan is 34 
feet square, afld the corridor is 34 feet long by 11 feet 
wide. The two, side walls of the mosque and the front 
wall of the verandah are each 8! feet thick, but the 
front and back walls of the main room are 10 feet 7 
inches. 'l'he whole building is therefore only 721 feet 
long and 51 feet broad outside. The corridor has three 
arched openings in front, and one at each end, the 
middle arch being 6 feet 11 inches -span, the side arches 
5 feet 5 inches, and the end arches 4 feet 9t inches. 
The mosque it~elf has three openings in the front and 
sides, of the same dimensions as those of the corridor 
front. The back wall has 3 niches corresponding to the 
doors on the other three sides. The square is changed 
to an octagollal form by arches springing from black 
stone pillars, 17 inches thick, which seem to be of Hindu 
workmanship. Above the octagon is a very flat vault, 
over which rises the hemispherical dome2

• All the four 
faces of the outer walls have curved battlements. 

The whole surface of the masjid, both inside and out
side, was once covered with glazed tiles in various 
patterns of four colours, green, yellow, blue and. white, 
the pattern being formed of hexagons touching at the 
angles, with triangular pieces, alternately white and blue 
in the interstices. Nearly the whole of the outer glazing 
has fallen off, but the interior glazing is still in fair order, 
with the exception of the flat dome and floor, both of 
wliich have been very much injured by bats, the former 
by the incrustation of their nests, tpe latter by their 
dung. Francklin has given an enthusiastic description 
of the beauty of this mosque, which he thinks is not 
surpassed for "elegance of style. lightness of construc
tion, or tasteful decoration, in any part of Upper Hindus
tan." I freely admit that the general appearance of the 

1 See note by Mr. Grote quoted in Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 30. . 
2 I have been thus particular In stating the measurements of the different parts of this mosque for thc purpose of 

correcting the crowd of errors in Francklin's description' which is quoted by Mr. Grote in Ravenshaw's Gau,r, p. 32-
Thus the verandah, which is 34 feet long by II feet broad, is said to be 51 feet long by 36 feet broad, while- the main 
room of the mosque is said to be 36 feet square, so that the verandah is larger than the mosque itself. Again, the 
whole building is sai,d to be 60 feet broad,. instead 'of 51 feet, while the diameter of the dome is also made 60 feet, so 
that the edge -of the dome would have been flush with the outer face of the building, while 'the dome itself would have 
been half the uifference between 60 and 36 feet, that is, exactly 12 f-eet in thickness. Further, as he makes the 
summit of the cupola only 40 feet in height and the, semi-diameter 30 feet, the spring of the dome would 'have been 
only 10 leet' above. the ground, while the heIght ot the verandah is said to be 35 teet. 
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building is decidedly pleasing, but r dispute the lightness 
of construction, and deny altogether the tastefulness of 
the decoration. 

Lightness of construction is just the point in which 
the Muhammadan architecture of Bengal fails. It is in 
fact too massive, the thickness of the walls of the domed 
buildings being generally more than one-fourth of the 
span of the dome, as in the side walls of the Lattan 
Masjid itself, while'in the front and back walls the pro
portion is more than three-tenths. It may be granted 
that the massiveness was a necessity in brick buildings, 
as I have observed the same proportions in the brick 
tombs of Badaun. But no attempt has been made to 
relieve the too massive appearance by recessed mould
ings round the doors, which would have given to the 
great blorks of rectangular piers the appearance of poly
gonal pillars. On the contrary every doorway is gener
rally a straight passage cut through the wall, like a 
tunnel driven through a hill. 

With regard to the taste shown in the decoration, I 
will take Francklin'S own selection of the kibla arch as 
an example. • The arch over the prayer piche .is a low, 
pointed one, with the joints of the white VOUSSOlrs mark
ed by thin blue lines. This certainly looks well, but all 
its good effect is complet~ly spoiled by narrow horizon
tal lines of different colours in the spandrils, with the 
same repeated on the wall below the springing of the 
arch while the middle of the arch itself is filled with a 
smail chequer pattern in blue and white. The· wall 
below the spring of the arch is divided into three parts 
perpendicularly, and into a succession of narrow hori
zontal lines arranged as follows:-

Left. Middle. Right. 
Green. Blue. Green. 
Yellow. White. Yellow. 
Green. Blue. Green. 
White. White. White. 
Blue. Blue. Blue. 
White. White. White. 
Blue. Blue. Blue. 
White. White. White. 
Green. Green. 
Yellow. [Nich~.] Yellow. 
Green. Green. 

Surely this is the very poorest, the most primitive, 
and the most tasteless style of ornamentation that could 
be imagined; nothing but plain horizontal stripes re
peated till the eye is fatigued with their ,niggling mono
tony. But fortunately all is not like this. The lot~s 
flowers of blue and white in the middle of the spandrIls 
are rich and effective, the cornices are all good, and 
the battlements round the dome, wherever they have 
been spared by the weather, show a blood treatment 
that is wanting in the designs of the interior. The 
general view of the Lattan Masjid is certainly pleasing; 
but for graceful outline, beauty of ornament, and s~ate
iiness of appearance, I greatly prefer the Old Mmar, 
the Thantipara Mosque, and the Dakhil Gateway. 

The Gunmant Masjid 
This old ruined mosque is not noticed by any ot the 

writers on the antiquities of Gaur, most probably on 

1 Proceedings of Bengal Asiatic Society. 1 875. p. 94. 

account of its very ruinous state. It stands near the 
village of Mahdipur on the bank of the Bhagirathi or 
old Ganges, just half a mile to the south of the citadel, 
and less than half a mile to the west of the Lattan 
Masjid. It is very briefly noticed by Mr. King as "the 
Gunnut Mosque, a large stone building without inscrip
tion' :" Now there is a long inscriptrtn of Fateh Shah, 
dated in A.. H. 889, at present lying in Mahdipur out
side a temporary mosque, with a thatched roof, which 
is said to have been brought from a ruined masjid to 
the south of the village by a Hindu about 20 years 
ago. As his son died soon after, the man thought that 
the stone had brought bad luck, and therefore got rid 
of it by depositing it at the thatched masjia of his 
village. It seems probable therefore that this slab may 
have belonged to the masjid, as it was actually found 
not far from it. 

AS the masjid stands on the bank of the river it was 
easily accessible to pilferers during the rainy season. 
Nearly one-hal! of it has accordingly been ca:.:ried off to 
Murshidabad and other places. All the lower part up 
to the spring of the arches was made of stone, rough 
blocks or boulders inside, with cut facings. The arches 
and domes were all of brick. 

The ground plan of this masjid is similar 'to that of 
the great Adina Mosque at Hazrat Pandua, and differs. 
from that of every other mosque in Gaur itself. It con
sists of a centre room 51 feet long by 16 feet 10 inches 
broad, extending from the front to the back wall. It 
is covered by a ribbed vault with gable ends, and has a 
window high up in the back wall over the 'prayer niche. 
On each side there are three aisles with four openings 
to the front. There are, therefore, twelve squares on 
each side, which are covered with hemispherical brick 
domes resting on stone nillars 1 foot 7! inches square. 
The four middle piers which support the vaulted roof 
are octagonal, with bases 4! feet square, and a pilaster 
on each face corresponding with the smaller pillars of 
the aisles. 

The whole of the facing of the back wall and only 
remaining side wall has been stripped off; but as it 
measures in its present rough state rather more than 
7 feet in thickness, it could not have been less than 
8 feet originally. The whole build·ing was therefore 
140 feet 9 inches in length by 59 feet 4 inches in breadth 
outside. Apparently the b·ack and side walls, as well 
as the front wall above the spring of the arches, were 
all faced with glazed tiles, as I found numerous frag
ments of different ..colours lying at the foot of the wall, 
while several large pieces of battlement in dark blue 
and white tiles were found in the village of Mahdipur. 
The mosque also had a corridor along the whole 
front, as shown by a portion of the vaulted roof which 
still remains. This would have increased the breadth 
by about 18 feet, thus bringing it up to 77 feet, which 
is just the same as that of the Great Golden Mosque. 

Bara SQna Masjid 
The Bara SCYlla Masjid, or "Great Golden Mosque," 

is the largest of all the buildings in Gaur, being 26 feet 
longer than the Gunmant MosQ.ue. The inscription re
cording it~ erection has 10nl!: been missing; but luckily 
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it was still in situ in the time of Creighton and Franklin, 
who give the date as A. H. 932 in the reign of Nusrat 
Shah. The vacant panel over the middle doorway from 
which the slab has been' removed measures 5 feet 
2 inches in length by 2 feet 1 inch in height. The 
following translation is due to Franklin':-

"The Prophet on whom be the blessing of God; 
Has said: He who builds a mosque for .God deserves 
Paradise. This Jami mosque was erected by the 
most illustrious Sultan, Nasir-ud-din-wa-dunya 
Abul-Muzaffar Nusrat Shah Sultan, son of Husain 
Shah Sultan, son of Sayyid Asraf the Hussaini,
may God perpetuate his rule: -A. H. 932 
(A. D. 1526)." 

Regarding its popular name of Bara Sona Masjid, or 
the " Great Golden Mosque," Francklin is much puzzled, 
and has started the strange theory that as it "bears no 
marks whatever of gold," its name must have "ori
ginated in the bulkine£s of the materials and the ex
pense of the erection". The natives, .however, do not 
call bulky things golden, but name them after the real 
or supposed amount of the cost, as in the case of the 
Ek-lakhi mosque at Hazrat Pandua, the No-lakha Palace 
at Lahore; &c. The fact is that the domes wer~ actually 
gilded, as well as much of the surface ornament. It 
is true thAt no gilding is now visible, but the belief is 
universal amongst the people, and we know that the 
Little Golden Masjid must have received its name for 
the !';arne reason, as Creighton remarks that the remains 
of gilding were still visible, and would account for the 
epithet Golden given to both masjid'. I have myself 
also seen the tr.aces of gilding in the Little Golden 
Masjid. 

The common name of the building is Baradwari, or 
literally the "twelve doors." But as there are only 
eleven openings 'in front, an attempt has been made to 
explain the name by Baradwari, of which no transla
tion is given. Perhaps Baridwari, "God's-house," may 
have been the original form of the name; but its present 
pronunciation is simply Baradwari, which is the proper 
form of the well-known Baradari. 

The masjid is a massive rectangular" block of build
ing 168 feet long and 76 feet broad3 with four small 
towers at the corners, without any noticeable relief save 
four insignificant octagonal minars at the corners, 
which were crowned with still more insignificant pinna
cles. Inside there are three long aisles divided by 
massive stone pillars, with a corridor ,running the 
whole length of the building. In front there ate eleven 
arched openings all of the same size, 5 feet 11 inches, 
and four openings of 4 feet 10 inches at the south end, 

with two of the same size at the northern end, and 
four windows. The walls are of brick faced with stone, 
both inside and outside, but all the interior arches and 
domes were.of brick only. The walls were 20 feet high, 
above which the domes rose about 10 feet. The whole 
building was covered with forty-four small hemispheri
cal domes. Everyone of these domes has fallen, and 
nearly all the stone pillars have disappeared. The 
bases of many of them are still in situ, and the lower 
parts of three pillars at the northern end still remain. 
These have perhaps .escaped from having been buried 
in the ruins of an upper room which was screened off 
for the use of the ladies of the court. The floor of this 
private apartmel)t, or Takht, was formed of brick vaults, 
the traces of which are distinctly marked against the 
end wall of the mosque. The room comprised six bays 
in the north-western corner, three in the back aisle, 
and three in the middle aisle. Access to this compart
ment was obtained through a room on the outside, from 
which two low doors led into it, there being two similar 
small doors below leading into the body of the mosque 
below the vaulted harem room. The position and size 
of this apartmept will be- seen in the accompanying 
plan. In the back wall there was a prayer niche in 
each bay between the pilasters, rtrhose of the harem 
apartment much smaller than the other. These niches 
wer,e originally faced with curved ~ieces of black basalt, 
but nearly the whole of the facing has been stripped 
off. 

The mosque stands on the western side of a quad
rangle about 200 feet square, with an . arched gateway 
on the north, south, and east sides. Each of these gate
ways is 38! feet by 13i feet. They were once faced 
with stone, and ornamented with flowers in glazed tiles 
of different colours, white, .blue, green, yellow, and 
orange, of which numerous fragments are lying in the 
ruins at the foot of each gate. One hundred feet to 
the east of the eastern gate there is a fine tank, 600 feet 
long by 300 feet broad . 

. In its present state, surrounded by luxuriant tama
rind trees, the Golden Mosque is a very picturesque pile 
of building when seen from the front, as most of the 
domes of the corridor still remain intact to break the 
long horizontal line of battlement. The grand corridor, 
150 feet in length, is perhaps the finest part of the 
anterior, as the dimly-lighted aisles of the mosque must 
always have been gioomy, more especially in the even
ing when the sun is in the west. But the sombreness 
was most probably relieved by a liberal use of gilding, 
which obtained for this masjid its well-known name of 
the Great Golden Mosque. 

, See Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 15, note quoted by Mr. Grote. -
• Creighton's Ruins of Gaur, Description of, Plate VII. 
8 As the dimensions of this mosque are variously stated by different authors, I will here bring them together for 

comparison; -
Creighton gives the dimensions as 170 X 76 feet. 
Francklin 180 
Ravenshaw . 180X80 
Buchanan . about 180 X 76 
My own measurement of.. . 

Creighton gives the span of the arches 
5-1I! the mean being 5 feet II inches. 
gives them as 8 feet complete. 

• . . . 168 X 76, which was made in 1871, was verified in 1879. 
at 6 feet, but I could not find one of this size; they differeed from 5-Ioi to 
Similarly I mak;e the walls onJy 7 feet II indies in thickness, 'while Creighton 
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The KotwaH Gate 
The Kotwaii Gate, or southern entrance of the city, 

is 1 mile to the south of the Lattan Masjid and 2 miles 
to the south of the citadel. It is usually called the 
KataL Darwaza, which is perhaps only a corruption 'Of 
Kotwali but whicli was more probably' derived from 
the ex~cution of criminals at the Kotwali, or Police 
station, as Katal Darwaza means simply the "Slaughter 
Gate ". 

The gateway is a lofty brick arch, 30 feet in heignt 
and 16i feet span, with a passage of 17 feet 4 inches in 
length, through the thickness of the wall. On each 
side of the miter face the wall extends for 21 feet 
4 inches to a round bastion, pierced with two rows of 
loopholes. This gateway appears to me to be of a 
much earlier style of architecture than that of the 
citadel gates. On each face, both inside and outside, 
there are two sloping semi-circular towers 6 feet .in 
diameter. On each side of these towers there are deep 
niches, with pointed arches resting on ornamental 
pillars. As all these peculiar features, the sloping 
towers, the deep niches, and the highly decorated pillars, 
are cha.acteristic of the early Muhammadan architec
ture of Delhi, it seems to me not improbable that this 
gateway may belong to {he same period, or some time 
between the conquesJ; of Iltitmish in A.H. 627, and the 
death of Ala-ud-din Muhammad Khilji, wh~n the in
fluence of Delhi was permanent in Lak/:mauti. 

19. The Suburb of Gaur 

SADULLHPUR 

Tomb of Shekh Akhi Simj 
The tomb of this very. holy saint stands on a high 

mound near the north-west corner of the Sagar Dighi 
tank, in a n'Orth of the city. His full name was Shekh 
Akhi Sirajud-din Usman. He was a disciple of the 
famous Nizamuddin Aulia of Delhi, and having become 
very learned he was told to go to Bengal, where he 
died in A. H. 758, or 1357 A. D. The Haft IqUm says 
the Nizam called him the "Mirror of Hindustan," and 
that "he only received, when advanced in age proper 
instruction from Fakhruddin (Zarradi). After Nizam's 
death he went to Lakhnauti, and all the kings became 
his pupils.'" 

The date of the tomb is not kn'Own, but it is most 
probably much older than the gateways of the enclosure, 
which bear two inscriptions of Husen Shah, dated in 
A.H. 916, or A.D. 1510. The tomb is a square 'brick 
building, covered wit\} stucco, and ornamented with 
flower patterns in the panels and borders. As the saint , 
died in A.H. 758, the tomb may have been erected.. by 
Sikandar Shah, a very zealous ~uhammadan, who 
began to reign in the following year, but who had already 
been associated with his father !lias as early as A.H. 
750. If the tombs h'ad been built by Husen Shah, I 
think his inscription would have been found in thp. 
long panel over the door. But this has been simply 

plastered over and is now blank. The three gateways 
of the enclosure are duly inscribed, one with a sentence 
of the Koran, and the others with the record 'of their 
erection by Ala-ud-din Husen. The foll'Owing are Bloch
mann's translations made from my copies of the in
scriptions:' For "door of the tomb" I have sUbstituted 
"gateway," as the records are placed over the gat~ways 
of the enclosure, and not over the doors of the tomb 
itself.2 The first mentions the name of the saint:-

" The gateway of the tomb of the venerated Shekh 
Akhi Sirajuddin was built by the great and liberal 
kind, A~and-dunya-waddin AbuL Mazaffar Hussain 
Shah, the king, son of Sayyid Asraf-ul-Hussaini~ 
May God perpetuate his kingdom and rule; In the; 
year 916 (A.D. 1510)." 

The second inscripiion is, I thin~, the same as that 
of Franklin, which Mr. Grote has quoted! If so, 
Fran~kl,in'~ copy was a very imperfect on.e. My copies 
of the inscriptions give the erection of both gateways 
in the same year A. H. 916, while Franklin's cop~ 
assigns one to A.H. 910, which I cannot believ.e to be 
correct. 

"The gateway of this tomb was built during the 
reign of the exalted and liberal king Alaud-dunya
waddin Abn~ M.uzaffar Hussain Shah, son of Sayyid 
Asraf-ul-Hussaini-May God perp.etuate his king
dom and rule, And 'elevate his condition and dignity, 
and may he render his benefits and evidence 
honourable; In the year 916 (A.D. 1510)." 

From these inscriptions over the gateways I .infer 
that the tomb of Akhi Siraj was already in existence 
before the time of Ala-ud-din Husen. In fact the holy I 

man is better known as Purana Pir, or the" old saint," 
than by his own name, and if there had been no tomb 
over him, Husen Shah would certainly have built one. 
I do not think that the ornamentation can be of any 
assistance in determining the 'date 'Of the tomb, as 

• there is no certainty about its age. It may in fact have 
been added by Husen himself, as it is most probable 
that .he repaired the tomb at the same time that he 
added the gateways. Beneath the stucco the walls of 
the tomb appear to be quite plain, but the long vacant 
panel above the door looks exactly as if it had' been 
made for an inscription. It measures about 4! feet by 
8 inches. Now there ate in the Indian Museum in 
Calcutta f'Our bricks which were brought from Gaur, 
each 7 inches in height and 6 inches broad. with beauti
fully cut Tugnra letters, giving the titles of a king, 
Ghiasuddynya wa-ud-din, with the date .of Sabamayat, 
or 700 of the Hijra. The other parts' of the date are 
lost, but the title of Ghias-ud-din is quite sufficient to 
show that this record must belong to Azam Shah" the 

, son of Sikandar, who reigned as sole king from A.H. 792 
to about 812', and as joint king, either with or against 
his father, from A.H. 772. Now as these inscribed 
bricks would exactly fit the vacant panel over the door 
of Akhi Siraj's tomb, I think it quite possible that they 
may once have formed parts of its inscription. The date 
would agree very well, as Akhi Siraj died in 758 A.H. 

1 Blochmann, in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLII, p. 260. 
• See Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 8, note. 
• Blochmann, in Bengal ~siatic Society's Journal. Vol. XLII, p. 294. 
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and Ghias-ud-din was coining money in A.H. 772. Both 
time and place therefore fit, but as no other evidence 
is forthcoming, the assignment of the inscription can 
only be accepted as a probable one. 

The letters remaining on the four bricks are as 
follows' :-

The Fan Faniya Masjid. 

I-Brick. 
2-Brick. 
3-Brick. 
4-Brick. 

This the latest of all the Quildings at Gaur, having 
been erected only three years before Bengal passed 
into the hands of the Great Sher Shah of Delhi. It is 
an oblong brick building faced with stucco, with three 
arched openings in front, and octa~onal towers at the 
corners, finished with petty pinnacles above the roof 
level. . The roof consists of three large domes, support
ed in the inside by stone pillars. Outside, the whole 
face of the wall is divided by bands of cornice into four 
parallel rows of uniform panels, placed in regular order 
one above the other. The cornice bands are all slightly 
curved in the Bengali fashion. The inscription is on a 
large slab placed over the .middle doorway. From it 
we learn that the mosque was built by a lady of high 
position, who conceals her name, but it has been pre
served by the people in the familiar appellation of 
Fanjaniya, the common form of Fanjan Miyan, which is 
applied' to the masj id. The building is Nose to the 
tomb of Akhi Siraj, at the north-west corner of the 
Sagar Dighi. The following is Blochmann's translation 
of the inscription" from which I infer' that the lady 
must have belonged to the household of the reigning 
king, Mahmud III. -

" The prophet says: 'He 'who builds a mosque for 
God will have a.house like it built for him by God 
in Paradise.' This' Jami Mosque was built during 
the, reign of the king, the son of a king, Ghias'!ud
dunyq, wad din Abul Muzaffar Mahmud Shah, the 
king son of Husai'n Shah, the king-May God perpe
tuate his kingdom and rule; Its builder is a lady
May she long live, and may God continue her high 
position ;-941 A.H. (A. D. 1534-35)." 

SUBURB OF FIROZPUR 

Chota Sana Masjid 
This building stands at a little more than 1 mile to 

the south of the Kotwali Gate .of the city, on the side 
of the high road leadin2 to Kansat on the Ganges, 
7 miles distant. It received its present' name of the 
"Little Golden Mosque" from the quantity of gilding 
~mployed in its ornamentation, of which some still re
mains to justify the popular appellation. Creighton 
first noticed it, and I verified his statement myself by 
inspecting some remains of gilding fOl;1nd by my 
servants. 

This masjid is another rectangular block of building 
82 feet .by .52~ feet outside, and about 20 feet high. 

1 See Plate XX. 
• Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLI, p. 339. 

The interior is 70 feet ,4 inches by 40 feet" 9 inches, 
divided into three longitudinal aisles, with five arched 
doorways in front, the arches being cusped on the out
side only. The walls are of brick completely faced 
with stone outSide, but only up to the springing of the 
arches inside, all the arches and domes being of brick. 
The three middle bays forming the nave are each roofed 
with four flat segments vaulting meeting in the middle; 
the six other bays on each side; being covered with 
small hemispherical domes. Externally only five domes 
are visible over the middle aisle; but they are of dif
ferent heights, dimin,ishing from the central dQme to 
the end domes. As the bays are of the same size, this 
exterior lessening of the domes must have been arrang
ed by diminishing their thickness. 

The doorways are bordered with broad bands of 
ornament> but the cutting is shallow, and the carving 
is no~ observed till one arrives quite.close to the build
ing. Creighton has given sketches of several· Hindu 
figures found on the backs of slabs which formed part 
of this masjid, which, as he justly remarks, must have 
"formerly belonged to Hindu temples". The same 
shallow carvings also occupy niches between the door
ways. Many of the designs are pretty, but no amount 
of prettiness of mere surface ornament can make up 
for the want of deep and boldly marked mouldings, the 
absence of which in all the later Muhammadan' build
ings of Bengal takes away very much frOm the effect 
which their massiveness and profusion of ornament 
would otherwise command. 

The whole of the interior of this masjid is covered 
with carving of the same kind, a specimen of which is 
given by Creighton in Plate XVI. The ornamental 
pattern itself is good, though it lackS both depth and 
va:r;iety. But as we see it now, it has lost the gilding 
which once gave effect to the design: In its original 
state, therefore, I can easily believe that the interior of 
the mosque was strikingly rich and beautiful. In the 
north-west corner of the masjid a single bay has been 
set llpart for the use of the ladies. This bay consists 
tJf two storeys, with a small door below and a small 
window above. The upper room or takht has been 
partitioned off by screens of trellis work. 

The inscription slab which is placed over the middle 
doorway has lost both the upper' right hand corner and 
the lower left hand corner, and with the latter the Hijra 
date of the erection of the building; but as the king's 
name is given, we know that it was built between' the 
years A.H. 899 and 929, or A.D. 1494 to' 1524. The 
following translation is due to Blochmann:-

"In the name of God, the element and merciful; 
God Almighty says: 'Surely he will build the 
mosques of God who believes in God and the last 
day, and establishes the prayer and offers alms and 
fears no one but God. And such, perhaps, belong 
to those that are guided '. And the Prophet-May 
'God bless him;-says: 'He who builds a mosque 
for God will have a house like it built for him by 
God in Paradise '. The erection of this Jami took 
,place during the reign of the King of Kings, the 
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Sayyid of the Sayyids, the fountain of auspicious
ness, who has mercy on Moslem men and women, 
who exalts the words of truth and good deeds, who 
is assisted by the assistance of the Supreme Judge, 
who strives on the road of the Almighty, the vicere
gent of God with proof and testimony, the keeper of 
Islam and the Moslems, Alauddunya-wad-din AbuZ 
Muzaffar Hussain Shah, the King, the descendant 
of the Prophet-May God perpetuate his kingdom 
and his rule; This Jami Mosque was built from 
pure and sincere motives and from trust in God, 
by WaH Muhammad, son of Ali, who has the title 
of Majlis-ul Majalis Mansur-May God render him 
victorious in this world and the next; Its auspicious 
date is the l,4th day of God's blessed month of 
Raiab-May its value mcrease: , :. (year broken 
away)." 

In the mid-line of this inscription there are three 
ornamental circles, each containing a name of God. 
That in the middle has Ya-Allah, "0 God ;" that on the 
right has Ya Hafiz,. "0 Guradian ;" and that on the left 
has Ya Rahim" 0 merciful". All these can be seen in 
Ravenshaw's photograph, plate 22, as well as the l~ss 
of the two corners of the inscription. 

A~ a little distance from the masjid there are two 
stone tombs, or sarcophagi, standing on a raised terrace 
15 feet long by 10! feet broad. Both tombs, bear in
scriptions at the head or northern 'ends ; but they contain 
only extracts from the Koran. Creighton suggests that 
the tombs may be those of "the founder of the mosque 
and one of his kindred," which seems very probable on 
account of their position. The tombs would therefore 
belong to WaH Muhammad and his father, Ali. 

Bd'radwari of Niamat Ullah 
About one quarter of a mile to the north of the little 

Golden Mosque is the Baradwari of Niamat Ullah, a 
very holy saint, of whom' I could obtain no precise 
information. His tomb is a regular Baradwari, or 
"Twelve Doors," as it is a square building with three 
openings on each face. It is 49 feet on each side, with 
an inner apartment 212 feet square, enclosing the actual 
tomb. Four of the five inscriptions found here consisted 
of the usual extracts from the Koran. The fifth was a 
loose slab containing a record of Husen Shah, dated in 
A.H. 918, which recorded the building of one of the fort 
gateways, and had no connection whatever with the 
Saint's Tomb. 

Darasbari, or College 
Half a mile to the south-west of the Kotwali Gate 

near the small village of Umarpur, there are some ruins 
and a very large inscription 11 feet 3 inches in length 
by 2 feet 1 inch in height. The spot is called Darasbari, 
or the" college ;" but the inscription refers to the build
ing of a masjid. It is however very probable that the 
masjid may have been attached to the college, as the 
stone is much too heavy to have been moved from its 
original site. It is a record of the time of Yusuf Shah, 
and- is dated in A.H. 884'. 

I 

20. MaJdah 
The decayed old town of Maldah is situated on the 

eastern bank of the· Mahanadi River, opposite its junc
tion with the Kalindri River. It is about 3 miles to tlhe 
north of the citadel of Gaur. The houses are chiefly 
built of bricks taken from the surrounding ruins,' which 
show the former extent of the old town. As the 
Kalindri was formerly an important branch of the 
Ganges, the situation of Matdah was a very happy one, 
as it had water communication with Devikot on the 
north by the Purnabhaba River, a branch of the Maha
nanda, as well as with the Ganges itself. both t~ the 
east and the west. 

The 6ldest building now standing is the Jami Masjid, 
which was erected in AH. 1004, during the reign of 
Akbar as stated in the inscription over the doorway. 
which reads as follows:-

"This place of worshi'p became known in the 
world, and was called in India by the name of 
Kaaba. As it was the second Kaaba, the date is 
disclosed in 'Byt AHah at Haram Masum' (=A. H. 
10Q4)." 

This masjid is therefore a comparatively modern 
building, but it is made of old materials; amongst which 
r observed many carved stones 'Of Hindu temples, and 
orie stone of some older mosque, with the cusped arched 
panel containing flowered ornament with the chain 
and bell, similar to the brick ornament in the panels 
of the Gaur mosques. 

Inland, to the east of the Jami Masjid, the ground is 
covered with broken bricks and pottery, and amongst the 
scattered brick-houses there are several inscriptions be
longing to buildings which have long since disappeared. 

The oldest of these inscriptions, which was discover~ 
ed by Mr. Westmacott. records the building of a mosque 
by one Hilal in AH. 859, or AD. 1455, during the 
reign of Nasiruddin Mahmud 1. It is No. 3 of Raven
shaw's Gaur. 
• The next 'Oldest inscription was also discovered by 
Mr. Westmacott at the Sat Mohan or Shak Mohan 
Masjid. It records the building of a mosque during 
the reign of Shamsuddin Yusuf Shah. The date is not 
certain, as many of the lettefs are still partly hidden 
in a mass of indurated filth which adheres too firmly 
to the stone to be easily removed. I think that I can 
make out Saman wa Sabain wa Samanmayat, or 878 
A.H., which is just one year earlier than the date 
assigned by the histories. As the imperfect state of 
this inscription baffled even Blochmann's ingenuity, I 
may be excused in not being able to give a perfect text. 
But by further cleaning I have been able to make out 
several parts that were formerly obscure. 

A third inscription exists in the .Huseni Oalan of 
the katra, where it was found by Mr. Westmacott. It 
records the building of a mosque during the reign 
of Saif-ud-din Firoz Shah, who reigned from AH. 896, 
It is No. 8 of Ravenshaw's Gaur. 

A fourth inscription in Chalisapara ,records the 
building of a mosque in A.H. 899, or A.D. 1494, by 
Majl,is Rahat during the reign of Ala-ud~din Husen. 

1 See Plate XXII in which I have be-en obliged 'to divide the inscription into two parts on account of its great 
length. 
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It is No. 10 of Ravenshaw's Gaur. . 
A fifth inscription from the Fauti or cementry 

masjid records its erection in A.H. 900, or AD. 1495, 
during the same reign. It is No. 11 of Ravenshaw's 
Gaur. The masjid is a small one, but is much orna
mented with carved bricks and glazed tiles. 

A sixth inscription records the building of a Jami 
mosque by Ala-ud-din Husen himself in A.H. 911, A.D. 
1505. It is No. 14 of Ravenshaw's Gaur. 

A seventh inscription, which is now at the Dak 
Munshi's house, was, found by Mr. Westmacott lying 
on the grave of Ii' widow in the Chalisapara division of 
the town. It records, however, the building of a well 
by a lady named Bonamalti in AH. 938, or A.D. 1531, 
during the reign of Nusrat Shah.. It is No. 24 of 
Ravenshaw's Gaur. 

But the most curious building at MaIda is the minar 
or tower on the west bank of the Mahananda River. 
in the middle of Nima Sarai, immediately below the 
junction of the 'Kalindri River, It is said to have been 
a look-out tower, as it commanded a very extensive 
view up the Kalindri River, and both up and down 
the Mahananda River. Some people say that the minar 
was a Chiraghdan, or "Illumination Tower" and they 
point to the numerous projecting stones outside in proof 
of their opinion. But all these projecting stones are in 
the shape of elephants' tusks, and their rounded forms 
would not lend themselves readily to the support of little 
chirag lamps; besides, they are about 2! feet long. Of 
course the chiraghs could be easily set with clay or mud; 
but I do not think that the architect would have selected 
the rounded form of an elephant's tusk as a support 
for a lamp; and I conclude therefore that the minar 
was not built as an illumination tower. 

The upper part of the minar has fallen down long 
ago; but the two lower storeys, which still remain 
standing, are about 60 feet in height. I was unable to 
ascertain the exact height by measurement, as the cir
cular staircase was filled with wasps' nests. The cir
cumference at the base I found to be 58 feet 9 inches. 
which gives a diameter of 18 feet 9 inches. It is there
fore, almost of the same size as the minar in Gaur. 
which is 19 feet 4 inches in diameter and about 90 feet 
high. According to Ravenshaw-

Tradition says that this was an alerm tower on 
• which fires were lighted in times of' danger or 

invasion, to give timely notice to the city of Gaur. 
This tradition agrees with my own information that 

it was a "look-out tower," for which purpose it was 
well adapted, both from its position and its height. 
The elephant-tusk projections have suggested the possi
bility that it may have been a hunting tower, similar 
to Akbar's Hiran Minar at Fatehpur Sikri and Dara 
Shikoh's Minar at Shekohpura, near Lahore; accord
ingly, some people call it a Shikar-gah. But whatever 
its purpose, it forms a very striking and picturesque 
object on approaching it, either from the Kalindri 
River or from the Mahananda River. 

21. Hazrat Pandua 
Pandua (or Parua, as it is generally pronounced) 

was one of the old capitals of the Muhammadan rulers 
of Bengal, on which account it is called Hazrat Pandua, 
or the "Royal Residence, Pandua," to distinguish it 
from the other Pandua near Hugli. The original name 
is said to have been Panduvyia, which was gradually 
shortened to Panduya, and eventually to Pandua. The 
Hindus, of course, say that it was so named after the 
ubiquitous Pandus; but I should think the Pandubis, 
or "water fowl", with which the place abounds, 
have a much better claim to the honour. Hanspur and 
Mayurpur, or "Goose town" and" Peacock town," are 
well-known names; and in Buddhist times there were 
monasteries called after the goose, the pigeon, and the 
cock's foot. Pandubiya would therefore be a most 
natural appellation for any place in a marshy country. 

The earliest mention that I have been able to find 
of Pandua is during the reign of Ala-ud-din Ali Shah, 
who reigned from A.H. 742 to 746, and who is said 
to have built the tomb of the famous saint Jalal-ud-din 
Tabrezi1 

; but as the saint died just one century earlier, 
Pandua must have been already a place of note during 
his life-time, or before AH. 642. This is proved most 
incontestibly by the numerous Hindu remains, both of 
sculpture and architecture, which still exist at Pandua 
some lying loose, and others built into the Adina 
Masjid, the Ek-lakhi Tomb, and the buildings about the 
shrine of Nur Kutb Alam. Two very fine specimens 
are given by Ravenshaw in Plate 30. 

The next mention of Pandua is during the reign of 
Ilias Shah, who, on the invasion of Firoz Tughlak, is 
said to have retired from Pandua to Ekdalu. Firoz also 
marched through Pandua on retiring from the siege of 
Ekdala! It would thus appear to have been one of 
the royal residences as ~arly as the time of Ilias Shah, 
in AH. 754, or AD. 1353. But his son Sikandar, who 
reigned from 759 to 792 A.H., made it his permanent 
residence, and here he built the great Adina Masjid, 
and the tomb in which he was afterwards buried. 
During the reign of the succeeding dynasty, both Jalal
ud-din and his sun Ahmad would appear to have lived 
at Pandua, which was the residence of their spiritual 
adviser, the famous saint Nur Kutb Alam, as well as 
of his predecessor, Ala-ul Hak. But soon after the 
accession of Mahmud I, the court was once more 
transferred to Gaur, and the city of Pandua b~an 
gradually to decay. 

It is difficult to ascertain the former extent of 
Pandua, owing partly to the dense jungle infested by 
tigers. and partly to the large swamps swarming with 
mosquitoes, which render any minute examination quite 
impossible. On the south side, near the tenth milestune 
Angrezabad, or 7 miles from MaIda, the fields are seen 
strewn with bricks, and on each side of the road there 
is a long line of low mounds,-the ruins of the shops 
of the old city. The road itself, which is from 11 tu 
15 feet in width, is paved with brick-on-edge, and 

1 Blochmann, in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLII, p. 253. The coins of this king also give the mint 
of Firuzabad. which is said to be the name of Pandua; but if so the name is older than the time of Firoz Tughlak, 
who is recorded to have given his own name to Pandua. 

2Tarikh Firoz Shahi, ill Elliot's Muhammadan Historians by Dawson. Vol. II, p. 294. 
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runs in a nearly straight line to the north for 4! miles, 
to a large embankment which is said to have formed 
the limit of the town on that side. The breadth of the 
town no one even professes to know. On the west side 
of the road it was certainly very confined, as the 
ground is low and swampy. On the east side, the palace 
of Satisgarh is just 1! mile from the Adina Masjid. 
The northern half, therefore, was certainly I! mile 
broad. In the sourthern half, Buchanan was informed 
that remains of buildings could be traced for 2 miles 
to the east, which would make the breadth of this part 
not less than 2! miles. 1 But a very large portion of 
this great area of 4! miles in length by 2 miles in 
mean width must have been covered with tanks and 
swamps; in fact, the town would appear to have con
sisted chiefly on one long main street, with many 
short side streets on both sides. The length, however, 
as shown by the milestones, is not so much as 5 to 6 
miles, as stated by Buchanan, as the remains of brick 
shops and the paved road are first observed shortly 
before reachipg the tenth milestone, and the last traces 
are near the northern embankment, close to the four
teenth milestone. Ravenshaw adopts Buchanan's esti
mate of the size of Pandua, which he says-" must have 
been about a mile probably in its widest part. Like 
Gaur, it is covered with inumerable tanks, some of 
great age, and nearly all of them having their greatest 
length from north to south, as evidence of their Hindu 
origin ".2 

Close to this line of paved road stand all the principal 
remains of Hazrat Pandua. They consist of four groups, 
extending over I! mile from the Bardwari at 10! miles. 
to the Aclina Masjid at 12 miles from Angrezabad. 
These two and the Sataisgarh are on the east side. all 
the others, including the Eklakhi and Sana Masjids, and 
the tombs of Alaul Hak and Nur Kutb Alam, are on the 
west side. I will now describe them in the order in 
which they would he visited by a traveller coming from 
Maldah. 

Bardwari 
The first building on the right, or east hand, is the 

Salami Darwaza, or "Salutation Gate", leading to thp. 
Bardwa'ri, or shrine of Jalal-ud-din Tabrezi. This gate
way is the western boundary of the land belonging to 
the shrine, which.is called Bais-hazari, or "twenty-two 
thousands", from the number of bighas of land' with 
which it is endowed, equal to' about 7,000 acres. The 
sllrine itself stands. 1,200 feet to the east of the gateway. 
The present building is a small paltry-looking mashid, 
plastered and whitewashed, with a short inscription 
recording its erection in AH. 1075. 

When Shekh Jalal-ud-din came to Bengal, he began 
"to destroy idols-in fact, his vault occupies the site 
of an idol t\emple'''. He dies in AH. 641, or A. D. 1244. 
His first shrine was built by Ala-ud-din Ali, who reigned 
from A.H. 742 to 746. He is still in great repute, and 
his shrine is visited by thousands of pilgrims from all 
quarters. 

1 Eastern India, Vol. II, p. b<f8. 
2 Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 44. 

Shrine of Nur Kutb Alam 
The shrine of this saint, being endowed with iiix 

thousand bighas of land, is generally known by the 
names of Chhah Hazari and Shash Hazari, or the" six
thousander". The following is Blochmann's account of 
this holy saint:-

"He is the son and spiritual successor of Alaul 
Hak. In order early to practice the virtue of 
humility, he washed the clothes of beggars ahd 
wanderers, and kept the water constantly hot for 
ceremonial ablutions." He died in A.H. 851, or. 
A.D. 1447. 

" The words shams-ul-hidayat, 'lamp of guidance " 
are the tarikh of his death. He was succeeded by 
his sons Rufat-ul-din and Shekh Anwar4 *." 

The tomb of the saint is a plain sarcophagus with 
a canopy supported on four red stone pillars. To 
fifth pillar at the head with a Persian inscription. To 
the west of the tomb there is a small building of three 
doorways with a cook-room attached outside. Here 
there are four inscriptions, of which three are fixed in 
the verandah of the mosque and one in the cook-room. 
The oldest of these is a record of Mahmud I, in the 
cook-room, of which the following is Blochmann's 
translation' :-

"God Almighty says, 'every creature testeth' 
(Qor., chap. III, verse 182). He alsl) says, 'when 
their fate comes, they cannot delay it an hour, nor 
anticipate it' (Quor. chap X, verse 50). He also 
says, 'everything on earth fadeth but the face of 
Thy Lord '. 

f Our revered master, the teacher of Imams, the 
proof of the congregation, the sun of the faith, the 
testimony of Islam and of the Moslims, who bestow
ed advantages upon the poor and the indigent, the 
guide of saints and of such' as wish to be guided, 
passed away from this transient world to the ever
lasting mansion, on the 28th Zil Hijjah, a Monday, 
of the year 863, during the reign of the king of 
kings, the protector of the countries of the Faithful, 
Nasir-ud-dunya wa-din Abul Muzaffar Mahmud 
Shah, the king,-May God keep him in safety and 
security ;-This tomb was erected by the great Khan, 
Latif Khan,-May God protect him against evils and 
misfortunes ;" 

The tomb here mentioned I take to be the I1lresent 
tomb of Nur Kutb Alam with the canopy supportoo on 
stone pillars. As the saint died in 851 AH., only 
12 years had then elapsed. 

The next oldest inscription is 'one of Mahmud 11, 
which is built into the wall of the masjid over the right
hand door. The following is Blochmann's translation:-

"The Prophet (may God bless him;) say: ' He 
who builds', &c. (as before). This mosque was 
built in .the reign of the king of the time (who is 
endowed) with justice and liberality, the help of 
Islam and the M,?slims, Nasir-ud-dunya wa-din Abul 

Mujahid Mahmud Shah the king-May God per
petuate his kingdom and rule ;-by the great and 

3 Blochmann in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. 
4 Blochmann in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal', Vol. 

XLII, p. 260. 

XLIl, p. 262. 
5 For the texts and translations of this inscription and 

Vol. XLII, pp. 27I, 28g, and 2gI. 
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exalted Khan Ulugh Majlis Khan (illegible). 
Dated 23rd Rabi" ....... . 

I read the month as Rabi-ul-awal, and the year 
as 896 A.H. 

The third inscription is of Muzaffar Shah, dated in 
A.H. 898, and is inserted over the middle door of the 
masjid. The following' is B~ochmann's translation:-

"God Almighty says: 'VerilY, the first house that 
was founded for men is the one in Bakkah (Makkah), 
blessed, and a guidance to all beings.' In it are 
dear signs: the place of Ibrahim; and who entered 
into it was safe; and God enjoined men to visit 
it, if they are able to go there; but whosoever dis
believes, verily, God is independent of all beings, 
(Qor., Chap. III, verses 90 to 92). 

" In this Sufi building the tomb of the pole (Kutb) 
of poles was built, who was slain by the love of the 
All-Giver, the Shekh of Shekhs, Hazrat Nur-ul-Haq 
Washshara Sayyid Kutb Alam.-May God sanctify 
his beloved secret, and may God illuminate his 
grave: This house was built in the reign of the 
just, liberal, learned king, the help of Islam and the 
Moslims, Shams-ud-dunya wa-din Abul Nasar 
Muzaffar Shah, the king-May God perpetuate his 
kingdom and rule and may He elevate his condition 
and dignity: This house was built during the 
khiLafat of the Shekh-ul-Islam, the Shekh of Shekh 
of Shekhs, son of the Shekh of Shekhs, Shekh 
Muhammad Ghaus-May God Almi~hty ever protect 
him: 

Dated 17th Ramzan 898 (2nd July 1493)." 
The fourth inscription is a short one ·of Husen Shah, 

dated in A.H. 915. It is fixed over the left hand door 
of the masjid. and records the building of a mosque. 

From the first inscription we learn that the tomb of 
Nur Kutb Alam was built in A.H. 863 by Latif Khan, 
one of the nobles of Mahmud Shah I, just 12 years 
after the death of the saint. The residence, or chHla, 
of the saint's successors was built by Muzaffar Shah. 
But there is no trace of either of the masjids mentioned 
in the other two inscriptions. 

On the north side of the china there is a small masjid ... 
with a long inscription of Yusuf Shah, dated in A.H. 884, 
of which the following translation is by Blochmann':-

"The prophet (may God's blessings rest upon 
him:) says: 'he who builds a mosque for God shall 
have a castle built for him by God in Paradise '. 
This mosque was built in the reign of the just and 
liberal king Shams-ud-dunya wa-din Abul Mauzaffar 
Yusuf Shah, the king, son of Barbak Shah, the king, 
SQll of Mahmud Shah, the king-May God perpetuate 
his kingdom and rule: by the Majlis-ul-Majalis, the 
exalted Majlis-May God whose dignity is exalted 
also exalt him in both worlds: And this took place 
of Friday, the 20th'Rajab-May the dignity of the 
month increase: of the year 884, according to the 
era of the flight of the Prophet, upon whom God's 
blessings rest:" 

The tomb of Nur Kutb Alam and the saint's residence 
or chiLla are situated in a square enclosure, which is 
entered through a doorway called Behist Darwaza, or 
the "Gate .of Paradise". Outside this enclosure, on 
the east, and between it and the high-road, there- is a 
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second smaller enclosure containing the tomb of Ala-ul
Hak, the father of Nur. It is a simple sarcophagus. 
The following is Blochmann's account of this saint, 
whose full name was Ala-ud-din Ala-ul-Hak. He was 
"the son of Shekh Akhi Siraj-ud-din Usman (whose 
shrine is at Sadullapur outside Gaur). According to the 
Maarij-ltt-Wilayat, he was a true Quraishi Hashimi, and 
traced his descent from Khalid-bin Walid. He was at 
first exceedingly proud of his origin, wealth, and 
knowledge, so much so that Shekh Akhi, complaining, 
told Nizam-ud-din Aulia that he was no match for Ala
ul-Haq. But Nizam told him not to mind it, as Ala 
would in time become his (Akhis') pupil. It seems that" 
Ala in his pride called himself Ganj-i-Nahat, and when 
Nizam heard this he cursed-.him and said, "May God 
stike him dumb"; The course instantly took effect; 
nor was Ala-ul-Haq's tongue loosed till he became the 
humble pupil of Shekh Akhi. As Shekh Akhi travelled 
a great deal on horseback, Ala-ul-Haq accompanied him, 
walking barefoot, and carrying his master's pots filled 
with hot food on his head till he became quite bald. 
Nor did he feel concerned when Shekh Akhi, with a view 
of humbling him, passed, on his journey, the houses of 
his brothers who were all Amirs and rich men. 

"Ala-ul-Hak spent large sums in feeding pupils, 
beggars, and wanderers, but the king of the land 
got envious, because the public treasury even could 
not have borne such a heavy expenditure, and he 
drove the saint to Sunargaon. He stayed there for 
two years, and gave his servants orders to spend 
twice as much as before. And yet he only possessed 
two gardens, the income from which was eight 
thousand silver ta'nkas per annum; but as he gave 
a beggar the land as a present, all money must have 
been supplied him from the unseen world." 

He died on the 1st Rajab A.H. 800, or 20th March 
1298. The king who drove him to Sunargaon was pro
bably Sikandar Shah, who lived at Pandua, while his 
son Azam lived at Sunargaon and ruled the eastern 
provinces. As Azam was at enmity with his father, the 
saint when persecuted by Sikandar would naturally have 
sought refuge with the son, and afterwards in A.H. 792, 
when Azam succeeded to the throne, Ala-ul-Hak would 
of course have returned to Pandua. 

Sana Masjid 
The .Golden Mosque of Hazrat Pandua stands only a 

short distance to the north of the Chhah Hazari Shrine 
of Nur Kutb Alam. It is surrounded by a dense jungle 
and is very much ruined, the whole of the domes having 
fallen in. The 'mosque itself is a rectangular block of 
building 80 feet long by 40 feet broad outside. It is 
built of, roughly-cut stone up to the springing of the 
arches, above which all is made of brick. It stands on 
the western side of a courtyard 172 feet long by 127 feet 
broad, which is surrounded by a brick wall with a s~one 
gateway on the east side. 

The front wall of the masjid has the usual Bengali 
battlement with a curved rise in the middle. The walls 
are 7 feet thick, with five arches in front and two at 
each end. The interior is divided into two aisles by a 
row of twelve-sided stone pillars, from which spring the 
arches to carry the ten domes. The Ifillars are rough 
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and clumsy: and amongst the brick-work of the arches 
I observed several fragments with blue glaze upon them, 
showing that this part of the mosque had been built 
with old materials taken from other buildings. In the 
back wall there are five semicircular niches; and to the 
right of the kiblah niche there is a well-designed pulpit 
with its canopy in good ·order. I could not find any 
traces of the gilding from which the building must have 
derived its popular appe.llati9n of the" Golden Mosque ". 
We know indeed that this was not its proper name, as 
the builder himself calls it the" Kutb-Shahi Masjid ". 

There are three inscriptions belonging to this mosque, 
ail of which are still in situ. The oldest, dated in 
A.H. 990, is over the centre door of the masjid; the 
next, dated in A.H. 992, is on the pulpit: and the latest, 
dated in AH. 993, is over the entrance gateway of the 
quadrangle. Imperfect copies of the first and last have 
been given by Ravenshaw, who does not, however, notice 
the pulpit record. To these Mr. Grote has added the 
copy of an inscription taken from Major Franklin, who 
states that.it was" on the front of the Golden Mosque 
at Pandua ". But Francklin must have made some 
mistake in his notes, as not only is there no inscription 
of Yusuf Shah on the front of the masjid, but there is 
no place for it. The text, moreover, as given by 
Francklin, records nothing whatever, and for this reason 
I strongly suspect that it is only a portion of an inscrip
tion; in fact, either a fragment or an imperfect copy 
of a longer record. • 

The mosque was built by Mukhdum Shah in AH. 990, 
or in AD. 1582, the pulpit was set up in AH. 992, and 
the gateway was added in AH. 993 by the same person. 
It was called the Kutb Shahi Musjid in honour of Nur 
Kutb Alam, who was the ancestor of the builder. 

Ek-lakhi Tomb 
The great brick mausoleum, generally known as the 

Ek-Iakhi Masjid, is a square of nearly 75 feet, with 
octagonal towers at the corners. The inside is an 
octagon of 48! feet diameter covered by a single dome. 
The tomb stands a short distance to the north of the 
Sona Masjid, and close to the graves inside, the middle 
one being almost certainly that of a female, as it has 
a plain top, while that on the east side is larger and is 
marked as that of a man by. the pen-case on the top. 
The people differ very much as to the naJrles of the three 
persons buried here: Buchanan gives one set of names 
and I have received four different series of names. 
According to Buchanan, they are the tombs of Ghias-ud
din, Zein-ul- Abdin, and Haj-ud-din'. According to my 
first informant, the tombs belong to Kans Raja of 
Sunargaon, and his two sons Shams-ud-din and Siraj-ud
din. Following my second informant, the names of the 
two sons of Kans are Ain-ud-din and Jalal-ud-din. My 
third informant called them Kans, and his son Jalal-ud
din and his grandson Zein-ul-Abidin. My latest in
formant assigned them to Jalal-ud-din and his son and 
daughter. The author of the Riyaz-us-Salatin gives the 
tombs to J alal-ud-din and his wife and sons, while 
Ravenshaw assigns them to Ghias-ud-din, his wife and 

his daughter-in-law. After comparlson of these hames 
I think there can be no doubt that the great Ek-Iakhi 
Tomb was built by Jalal-ud-din, the son of Raja Kans, 
who reigned from 816 to 831 A.H., The middle tomb I 
take to be that of the king's wife, and the western tomb 
may be that of Jalal-ud-din's son Ahmed, who bore the 
title of Shams-ud-din. We know that Jalal-ud-din lived 
at Pandua, and as he was a jealous Musalman, it is very 
probabl~ that he would have selected a burial place 
near the tomb of the famous saint Ala-ul-Hak, who died 
in AH. 800, and close to the dwelling-place of his spiri
tual guide, the equally famous Nur Kutb Alum. There 
is no inscription of any kind on the building. 

The inside of the tomb has once been decorated with 
flowers and other ornaments painted on the plaster. 
But no amount of surface painting can make up for the 
want of mouldings and panels. In this respect the 
interior is a complete contrast to the exterior, which is 
very highly ornamented with fine mouldings, and in 
infinite variety of flowered designs in carved brick, or 
terra-cotta. The walls are 13 feet thick, with an arched 
doorway of 7 feet 1 inch span of each of the four sides. 
The arch is 14 feet in height; but under it there is a 
regular HindtJ. doorway, with a horizontal lintel, both 
lintel and .iambs having Hindu figures carved upon them. 
All the walls have curVed battlements of the Bengal 
fashion, the rise in the middle being about 3 feet as 
nearly as I could measure it, and the total height of 
the wall 27 feet. There are two broad bands of orna
ment below the cornice, following the curve of the 
battlement. The cornice itself is very rich, and at the 
same time very bold for a brick building, as it stands out 
well from the wall supported on small balusters, which 
have once been coated with glazed tiles, but very few 
portions now retain their colour. On each side of the 
doorway there are three !projecting faces of 7 feet 
2 inches, and two recessed faces of 2 feet 8 inches. The 
recessed portions are ornamented with continuous bands 
right up to the cornice; but the projecting faces have 
only two large panel.>, with cusped arches in the niches, 
surrounded by highly decorated borders, and crowned 
by ornamented battlements. Two specimens of the 
nich decorations are given in the accompanying Plate'. 
The ornamentation is very rich and very varied, the 
same pattern being rarely repeated, except in some of 
the borders. Whether the whole of the terra-cotta 
ornament was originally glazed I could not ascertain; 
but from the small number of pieces of glazed tile that 
I was able to pick up at the foot of the walls, I do not 
think that the whole could have been glazed. The 
cornices certainly were so, and perhaps the niches also. 

The great dome, as well as the fiat roofs of the 
corners, is entirely covered with trees, which will no 
doubt eventually destroy the building; but at present 
the interlaced roots of the pipal trees seem to hold the 
walls together. The dome itself is scarcely visible 
amongst the dense foliage. The drawing given by 
Buchanan is very inaccurate. as the dome is made too 
high and very much too narrow. Its span is 48 feet, 
or very nearly two-thirds of 75 feet, the outs,de square 

\ Eastern India, Vol. II, p. 649. Buchanan gives the last Wahuz-ud-din ; but. at the botto!? o~ his plate of the tomb 
the name is written Wa Raj-ud-din, that is simply," and Haj-ud-din ". There IS a fatal objectIOn to the assignment 
of the tomb to Ghias-ud-din, that he has a very handsome tomb at Sunargaon. 
, See Plate XXVI. 
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of .the building. If we allow a thickness of 5 feet the 
outside diameter of the dome will be nearly four-fifths 
of the outside :>quare, whereas Buchanan's drawing 
makes it only three-fifths. The pointed appearance of 
the summit of the dome, as shown by Buchanan I take 
to be only the ruins of the old pinnacle. ' 

The Adina Masjid 
The ,Great Adina Mosque of Hazrat Pandia is looked' 

upon by the Bengalis as one of the wonders of the world. 
But bigness is not grandeur, and the Adina Masjid is 
little better than a gigantic barn. Outside it is an 
oblong quadrangle, 507! feet in length by 285! feet in 
breadth. Inside it consists of four great cloisters 
surrounding a court 497 feet in length by 159 feet in 
breadth. On the west side the cloisters are five aisles 
in depth, forming the masjid; on the other sides they 
are only three aisles in depth. In the middle of. the west 
side the cloisters are divided into two wings by a large 
room which forms the nave of the mosque. ThiS room 
is 64 feet 4 inches in length and 33 feet 8) inches in 
width. On each side it has five archways openiI;J.g into 
the five aisles of the cloisters. The roof was a long vault, 
a simple continuation of the front arch which spanned 
the whole breadth of the roo~. Both arch and vault 
have now fallen down, but the outline of the vaulted 
roof is distinctly marked against the top of the back 
wall. The cloisters on all four sides were roofed with 
a succession of small domes, amounting to 378. Not 
many of these are now standing, except Over the two
storeyed portion of the mosque set apart for the king 
and his family'. 

The exterior of the masjid is very plain, the slight 
mouldings and weakly marked niches being lost sight of 
in the great length of the wall. The front wall of the 
masjid also is plain, all the architect's strength having 
been reserved for the inner side of the back wall, which 
is highly decorated. The patterps, however, are much 
too small and too shallow for the great extent of wall 
over which they are spread. But all this lavish orna
mentation is expended in vain, as it is only dimly 
visible even at a short distance. In the forenoon, 
when the sun shines slantingly upon this wall, the orna
mentation looks well, as all the petty details are sharply 
defined by the light and. shade. But this effect is not 
due to the architect but to the falling in of the Toof, 
which has brought into broad daylight what the architect 
himself had hidden in the gloomy obscurity of a five
aisled arcade 62 feet in depth. 

The most remarkable feature about this great masjid 
Is the total absence of any entrance gateway. There 
are two small doors in the back wall, but these are 
mere pos',erns or private entrances .for the convenience 
of the king and the mullahs. There is also a small 
arched opening in the middle of the east side, which 
was no doubt intended for public use; but this is only 
a simple doorway or passage through the walls, unmark
ed by any' projecting wings or rising battlements. The 
real public entrance I believe to have been at the' 
south-east corner of the cloisters, where the three arch
ways ,at the eastern end of the south cloister are left 
open, so that the people could enter at once into the 

south and east cloister from the outside. As this 
arrangement utterly spoils the symmetry of the building, 
it was most probably an afterthought, when the single 
snlall door in the middle of the east side was found 
utterly insufficient. 

Viewed from the outside the back of the masjid, with 
its feebly marked niches placed high up, recalls the 
ap~earance of a great ship with its portholes closed, 
While the strongly marked Ime between the lower 12 feet 
of stone wall and the upper 20 feet of brick wall might 
be taken for the water line. But the front view of the 
rnasjid from the eastern cloisters must have been a 
complete contrast to the back. It is true that nearly 
the' whole front ilas fallen down, but many of the pillars 
still remain. as well as the two piers that supported the 
great central arch. This arch was 33 feet in soan and 
upwards of 60 feet in height; and on each side it was 
flanked by a line of 15 arches of 8 feet span, making 
a grand front of nearly 400 feet in length. I presume 
that the bare outside view of the vault was screened 
by' a lofty battlementE!d propylon, which would have 
S(iven dignity to the whole building. 

The back wall of the central vault has the usual kibla, 
or prayer-niche, in the middle, with a pulpit on the 
north side. The whole of the back wall is very richly 
decorated, but the carving is shallow, and affords a 
~trange contrast to the deep cutting of some Hindu 
door-jambs, which are placed horizontally in a single line 
touching end to end, just below the two lines of Arabk 
writing, containing sentences from the Koran in orna
mental Kufic and Tughra characters. The steps leading 
up to the pulpit have fallen down, and, on turning over 
one of the steps I found a line of Hindu sculpture of 
very. fine and bold execution. This stone is 4 feet in 
length, and apparently formed part of a frieze. The 
main ornament is a line of circular panels 7! inches 
in diameter, formed by continuous intersecting lotus 
stalks. There are five complete panels, and two half
panels which have been cut'through. These two contain 
portions of an elephant and a rhinoceros. In the eom
plete panels there are (1) a cow and calf; (2) human 
figuFes broken; (3) a goose; (4) a man and woman, and 
a cro::odile; (5) two elephants. The carving is deep, 
and the whole has been polished. In the niche itself, the 
two side pillars which support the cusped arch are also 
pickings from Hindu temples. 

This great mosque was erected by Sikandar, the son 
of !lias Shah, in A.H. 770, or A.D. 1369. The inscrip
tion recording its erection is placed on, the outside of the 
back wall, facing towards the high road. The inscrip
tion, forming a single line of beautifully executed 
Tughra charaeters, is thus translated by Blochmann:-

This * ... * * mosque was ordered to be built in 
the reign of the great king, the wisest, the justest, 
the most liberal of the kings of Arabia and Persia, 
who trusts in the assistance of the Merciful, Abul 
Mujahid Sikandar Shah, the king.-May his reign 
be perpetuated till the day of promise; He wrote 
it on the 6th Rajab of the year 770 [14th February 
1369]. 

In the norther,n half of the masjid, but close to the 
pulpit, is the Badshahi Takht, or royal seat, for the 'ki,ng 

, See plate XXV. The private room for the use of the haram hes to the east of the tomb, which could only be 
approached from this side. 
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and his family. It occupies SIX bays in the three back 
aisles, or altogether eighteen bays. To form this apart
ment, the round stone pillars of 18 inches were exchang
ed for massive stone octagonal piers, 3~ feet in 
diameter, to carry the heavy stone floor of an upper 
storey. In the royal apartmf'nt itself, the pillars become 
circular with twelve convex {lutes. The niches also are 
ornamented with sentence~ from the Koran. This IS 

the only part of the masjid, with the few adjacent bays 
on the south and 'east, that still retains its roof. The 
domes most probably owe their safety to the massive 
pillars of the lower storey, which gave extra stability 
to the arches above them, while at the same time they 
offered no temptation to the spoiler to .carry them off. 
The tall shafts of 10 feet in the cloisters of the masjid 
were not difficult to remove, and, in consequence, several 
scores of them have disappeared. 

Tomb of Sikandar Shah 
Atta:::hed to the northern half of the back wall of the 

masjid stands the ro.ofless tomb of Sikandar Shah, the 
founder of the mosque. The building is a square of 
41 feet 9 inches inside, with walls 6 feet 8 inches thick. 
There are three openings on the north and south sides; 
but these must have been trellised windows, as the floor 
of the tomb is on the same level as the floor of the 
Badshahi Takht in the mosque. Between them there 
are three openings through the back wall of the masjid, 
which apparently formed the only access to the tomb. 
The sarcophagus is in ruins, and the inside of the vault, 
in which the body was deposited, is now exposed. 

Satais-ghar 
One mile to the east of the Adina Masjid are the 

ruins of a building called Satais-ghar, which the people 
say was the palace of Sikandar Shah. Buchanan calls 
it Satas-ghar, or the" sixty towers "; but the name given 
to me was certainly Satais-ghar, or the" twenty-seven 
rooms". The ruin now standing seems to have formed 
the humams or baths of the palace: There is an octa
gonal room, 24 feet in diameter, with a small room on 
each of the eight sides. From one of these I traced a 
passage into a large oblong room, 25 feet by 7 feet; 
and beside it, on the north-west, a separate room 11 feet 
square. On the east side there are numerous remains of 
walls which are much too broken to afford any satis
factory, plan. Altogether, there is nothing now remain
ing to repay the trouble of a visit. 

22. Devthala 
Devthala, or DevasthaLa, the "Deva's abode ", is an 

old Hindu place on the high road to Dinajpur, 15 miles 
to the north of Pandua. There is one very fine large 
tank and several small aves, and here, as in every other 
old Hindu place throughout Bengal, there stands a 
Muhammadan shrine on the very site of a temple, and 
built with the stones of the ruined temple. At Devthala 
this shrine is the Takiya there is "resting-place," of 
J alaI-Shah. Beside the Takiya there is a small white
washed masjid, with a courtyard containing several 
small tombs. Over the entrance gateway of the en-

1 See Plate XXVII. 

closure there is a nearly-cut inscription on a black basalt 
slab, recording the erection of a Jami Masjid in the year 
A.H. 868, during the reign of Barbak Shah. There are 
several Hindu pillars lying about the enclosure, and 
I was fortunate enough to get a fine standing figure of 
Vishnu with four arms, which is represented in the 
accompanying plate' . 

The inscripticfn is a very fine specimen of the curious 
style of writing which prevailed at this period, in 
which all the perpendicular strokes of the letters are 
prolonged upwards and arranged at equal distances so 
as to look like a railing2. 

23. Devikot 
The old fort of Devikot is situated on the left or 

eastern bank of the Purnabhaba 'River, 33 miles to the 
north-east of Pandua, 18 miles to the south-south-west 
of Dinajpur, and 70 miles to the north-north-east of 
the citadel of Gaur. According to the belief of the 
people, Devikot was the citadel of the ancient city of 
Ban-nagar, which stretched along the left bank of the 
Purnabhaba for a length of 2 miles. It was still a place 
of consequence when the Muhammadans first entered 
Bengal, as Ghias-ud-din Iwaz, who ruled the country 
from A.H. 608 to 624, made an embanked road the 
whole way from Lakhnauti (or Gaur) to Deokot, as the 
Muhammadan writers always call it. 

The· fortified portion of the old city consisted of 
three distinct parts separated by broad ditches, and 
surrounded by massive earthen remparts. The citadel, 
which the people call Devikot, is about 2,000 feet square, 
and is so filled with dense jungle that it is quite 
impossible to penetrate any distance inside except in 
the very hottest weather, when the grass and underJ 
wood have been bUtut, and the tigers and leopards have 
sought shelter elsewhere. In the south-east corner of 
the citadel stands the Muhammadan shrine of Sultan 
Shaha, with the two Hindu wells named Fiva and 
Am1'ita, or "Life" and" Immortality". 

To the north of Devikot is a welled enclosure about 
1,000 feet square, and to the north of this there is a 
second fortified enclosure of about the same size. Both 
of these are surrounded by massive earthen remparts 
and broad ditches. At the north-western corner of the 
northern enclosure are the ruins of the shrine of Shah 
Bokhari, standing on the top of a lofty mound, which 
was certainly the site of a great Hindu temple.' Here 
I found brick walls and many fragments of moulded 
bricks, together with six stone pillars of Hindu work
manship. On the opposite bank of the Purnabhaba 
River there is a high mound, and at a short distance 
further up is the shrine of Pir Baha-ud-din. There are 
no inscriptions at any of these places) 

The whole length of the fortified city is vearly 1 mile, 
extending from the 16th mile-stone to within a short 
distance of the 17th mile from Dinajpur. To the south 
lies the Muhammadan quarter of Damdamma, or the 
cantonment, extending in a straggling way down to the 
18th mile. From this point there is an embanked road 
leading to the east past the two great lakes called Dahal 
Qighi and Kala Dighi. The former is supposed to -be of 

• See Plate XXIII, No. 2 inscription. 
, Buchanan, Eastern India, Vol. II, calls this saint, Pir Hava Khari, which is probably only a misprint. 
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Muhamadan construction, as its length lies from east to 
west, while the former is claimed by the Hindus, because 
its length lies from north to south. The Kala Dighi is 
about 4,000 feet long by 800 feet broad, and is said to 
have been named after Kala Rani, the wife of Ban-Asur. 
The Dahal Dighi is about the same lengt.h, but rather 
broader, but no derivation is given for its name. I sus
pect, however, that it may be only a corruption of Dhola 
or the ,. white" water, in contradistinction to the Kala 
Dighi, or "B:ack water ". Both lakes are about 1 niile 
distant from the citadel of Devikot, the former lying to 
the south and the latter to the south-east. 

On the north bank of the Dahal Dighi there is a 
Muhammadan shrine of a very holy saint, Mulla Ata 
Shah, or Maulana Ata. His exact date is not known, 
but he must have lived before the time of Sikandar 
Shah, who ruled Bengal from A.H. 759 to 792, as he is 
mentioned in Sikandar's inscription, dated in A.H. 765, 
as the founder of the building (gumbaz) which was 
completed by.' Sikandar himself. This gumbaz was no 
doubt the tomb of the saint, which, as seems to have 
been the custom in Bengal, was soon converted into a 
mosque. There is even now a grave in the eastern half 
of the building, while the western wall has the usual 
kiblah, 'o"r prayer nich of a masjid. The building itself 
is a square of 26 feet 10 inches .inside, with walls 5 feet 
9 inches thick. The lower part of the walls for three 
courses in height, is of coarse grey stone; all above is 
of brick. The dome has disappeared long ago. The 
western niche is very highly ornamented with carved 
bricks. Numerous remains of rough terracotta horses 
and elephants are scattered about inside. These are the 
usual offermgs at the shrine, and betray a lingering 
remnant 'of Hinduism amongst the people, the greater 
number of whom are no doubt the' descendants of 
forcibly converted Hindus. In front of the tomb to the 
south, towards the lake, there is an open courtyard, 
with a room at each end. That to the west appears to 
have been the chilla, or resting-place of the saint, while 
the eastern room was most probably his kitchen. 

There are four inscriptions fixed "in the walls of the 
tomb and court, and there is an empty panel, which 
must have contained the fifth inscription seen and de
scribed by Buchanan'. This missing re<!ord was of Fateh 
Shah, the son of is certainly wrong, as Fateh Shah did 
not succeed to the throne until A.H. 885 or 886, and died 
in 892. The remaining inscriptions I will now describe, 
premising that the tomb of Ata, and consequently all 
the inscriptions, are at Devikot or Damdamma and not 
at Gangarampur is 3 miles distant to the south, and 
was formerly the police station of the district, by which 
the civil officers are in the inconvenient habit of describ
ing all places no matter how far distant. 

No. 1 is a well-preserved record of the reign of Kai 
Kaus, dated in A.H. 697. It describes the building of a 
mosque by a noble named Zafar Khan Bahram Aitigin ; 
but there is no trace of such a building now remaining. 
The following translation is by Blochmann2

:-

"This mosque was built during the reign of the 
king of kings Rukn-ud-dunya wa-din, the shadow 
of God on earth, Kai Kaus Shah, son of Mahmud, 
son of the Sultan, the right hand of the Khalifah of 

God, the helper of the Commander of the Faithful
May 'God perpetuate his rule and kingdom: at the 
order of the Lord of the age, by Shihab-ul-haqq 
wa-din, a second Alexander, the Ulugh-i-A'zam 
Humayun, Zafar Khan Bahram Aitigin-May God 
perpetuate his rule and kingdom, and may God 
prolong his life ;-under the supervision (batauliyat) 
of Salah Jiwand of Multan. On the 1st Muharram 
697 A.H. (lOth October 1297). 

The second inscription is a very fine specimen of 
Tughra writing of the time of Sikandar, A.H. 765. The 
following is Blochmann's translation of this record, 
which refers to the tomb (Gumbaz), as having been 
begun by Maulana Ata himself, and completed by 
Sikandar:-

"[Verse]-ln this dome, which was founded by 
Ata-May the building be a house for both worlds; 
angels sing an account of its erection till the day of 
judgment, 'Banaina fauqakum Saban Shidada'. 

"[ProseJ-Through the grace of the maker of the 
wonderful seven places, 'who has created the seven 
heavens one above the other' His name be praised; 
the building of this lofty dome was completed. It 
is a copy of the dais of the vault of glory. And we 
have adorned the heaven of the world with lights in 
the blessed shrine of the p.ole of saints, the un
equalled among enquiriers, the lamp of truth, and 
law and faith, Moulana Ata-l.\1ay God Almighty 
bestow His grace upon him in both worlds; (The 
building was completed) by order of the Lord of 
the age and the period, the causer of justice and 
liberality, the guardian of countries, the pastor of 
the people, the just, wise, the great kipg, the shadow 
of God on earth, distinguished by the grace of the 
merciful, Abul Mujahid Sikandar Shah, son of Ilyas 
Shah, the king-May God perpetuate his kingdom: 

"[VerseJ-·The king of the world, Sikandar Shah, 
for whom people string pearls in prayer, and chant, 
May God illuminate his worth, and say, 'May God 
perpetuate his kingdom'. 

"Dated A.H. 765 (A.D. 1363) done by the slave of 
the throne, Ghias, the !;olden handed." 

The third inscription is one of Shamsuddin Mozaffar. 
Blochmann was unable to decipher the date, but he 
guessed it Gorrectly as A.H. 896. The letters of the 
inscription are a good deal broken, and the word 
Samanmayat or 800 is carved in small letters on the 
border between the two lines of the inscription. The 
king's Ku.nyah title of Abul Nasy has been misread 
as Abu'l Muin, but my copies of the inscription are no 
doubt much better t.han that which Blochmann had 
before him. The same Ku.nyah title of Abu'l Nasr occurs 
in my Hazrat Pandua inscription of this king, as read 
by Blochmann himself. The following is his transla
tion of this Devikot inscription:-

"This mosque was built in the time (fi'ahd) of the 
renowned saint Maulana Ata; May God give him 
affluence and may He make paradise his dwelling
place; During the reign (fi'ahd) of Shamsuddunya 
waddin Abul Nasr. Muzaffar Shah, the king, May 
God perpetuate his rule and kingdom; In the year 
896." 

'Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLII, p. 291, where Blochrnann says that the date is "not legible" 
2 Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLI, p. 107. 

(. cclv) 



APPENDIX VI--concld. 

The 'first fi,'ahd, "in the time of" puzzled Blochmann, 
but it appears to me to be a repetition of the statement 
made by Sikandar that the building was actually begun 
by the saint himself. Waht Muzaffar did is however 
not stated, but he most probably repaired the tomb. 
Some word appears to have been lost in the beginning, 
between haza and alimarat, as there is a vacant space 
with a broken surface. The inscription is coarsely cut, 
and the .letters are rudely formed. 

The fourth inscription, which is placed immediately 
over the entrance door of the tomb, records the build
ing of a mosque and a minar in A.H. 918, during the 
reign of Ala-ud-din Husen. From the position of this 
inscription, it would !1Ppellr that the present "tomb
mosque" must have been built at that time, and that 
the two other inscriptions must refer to some previous 
building> which had become ruinous. Of the minar here 
mentioned no trace now remains, and the people know 
nothing about it. The inscription is thus translated by 
Blochmann :-

"The mosque and minaret were built by the 
Khan-i-Azim Rukn Khan (son of) Ala-ud-din of 
Sarhat, cup-bearer out of the palace. Vazir of the 
town known as Zafarabad, Commander-in-chief, 
High Kotwal of the town known as F,iruzabad Munisf 
of the Diwan of books in the town mentioned, during 

the .reign of Ala-ud-dunya waddin Abul Muzaffar 
Husen Shah, the king, a des,cendant of the prophet, 
in front of the door of the'Shekh of Ata. He who 
keeps up and renews this pious grant will be re
newed by God, and will find favour with the Shekh. 
A.H. 918 (A.D. 1512)." 

The old name of the district in which Devikot is 
situated was Devikot Sahashir. Now Sahas1'a viryya, 
or "one thousand strong ", is a title of the Asur Bana, 
who had one thousand arms; and this name, applied to 
the whole district, shows that the' traditions about the 
city of Ban-nagar must be of ancient date. In the 
Haimakosa and also in the Trikanda Sesha, Devikot is 
said to be one of the synonyms of Sonitapura, or the 
"Red City", which is also called Banapura, Kotivarsha, 
and Ushavana, or Umavana. Now the name of Sonita
pura, or the "Red City", is specially applicable to 
Devikot, as the ramparts are made of red earth. I 
believe therefore that this Devikot or Bananagara is the 
dty of Sonitapura referred to in the Vishnu Purana. 
·Of its antiquity there can be no doubt, as it possesses 
numerous Hindu remains in the shape of stone pillars 
and sculptures and large mounds of brick ruins, besides 
the; great fortress of Devikot nearly half a mile square. 
The story of Bana Asura and his daughter 1:lsha will 
be found in the Vishn~ Pur ana. 

( cclvi) 



CENSUS TRACTS, VILLAGE SAMPLE POPULATION AND DISPLACED 
PERSONS 

Preparatory to the sorting and tabulation of census information, rural and urban areas of a 
district were grouped into Census Tracts on the basis of instructions issued by the Registrar 
General of India. These tracts had to have the approval of the Registrar General of India 
before sorting and tabulation began. A list of rural and urban tracts of MaIda grouping rural 
thanas and urban areas is given below. In the body of the statistics they are referred to by 
their code number. . 

RURAL 
R-79 Englisnbazar(excluding town) R-SO Kaliachak 

Manikchak 

R-S2 Malda (excluding town) 
Habibpur 
Bamangola 
Gajol 

URBAN 

U-33 Englishbazar 
Old MaIda 

R-SI Ratua 
Kharba 
Harishchandra pur 

. A 'village' in the book is identical with a cadastrally sl¥veyed 'mauza' bearing a jurisdiction 
list number. 

In several tables the term 'Sample Population' has been used. This sample was drawn 
according to the following instruction of the. Registrar General of India. Enumeration was done 
on pads of 100~slips each, a slip containing the record of an individual :-

"Break each pad and stack the slips of the pad; and. 'cut' the stack as in a caJ;d game 
Place the lower portion above the upper portion and then deal the slips into the pigeon 
holes. You should dea! the slips into pigeon holes in the order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, '8, 6, 7, 
8 and 9 successively. All the time, you should watch the slips of 'Displaced 
persons'. If you come across any.slip of a displaced person deal it in the pigeon 
hole of 'displaced persons'." . 

Hence it will be seen that the sample is not a sample of the total population but of the latter 
excluding the 'displaced population'. 

The check factors for the sample population are :-
1,000 BIG Rural Total-85,060,000/764,683=1l1 .. 24 
1,000 BIG Urban Total-'2,774,000/24,865=1l1.56 
1,000 BIG District Total-87,834,000/789,548=1l1.25 

A 'displaced person' was defined by the Registrar General of India as follow~ :-
"A 'displaced person' means any person who has entered India having left or being com

pelled to leave his or her home in Western Pakistan on or after the 1st March, 1947 
or hisjber home in Eastern Pakistan on or after the 15th October, HJ46 
on account of civil disturbances or the fear of such disturbances or on account of the 
setting up of the twa dominions of India and Pakistan". 

The population is divided into two broad livelihood categories, viz., the Agricultural Classes 
and the Non-Agricultural Classes. Each category is divided into four classes as below :-

Agricultural Clas!?es : 
I-Cultivators of l~nd wholly or mainly owned and their dependants 

II-Cultivators of land wholly or mainly unowned and their dependants 
III-Cultivating labourers and their dependants 
IV-Non-cultivating owners of land; Agricultural rent receIvers and their 

dependants 
N on-Agricultural Classes: 
Persons (including dependants) who derive their principal means of livelih~od from :

V-Production other than cultivation 
VI -Commerce 

VII-Transport 
VIn -Other services and miscell&neous sources 
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TABLE 1.4-AIV--TOWNS CLASSIFIED BY POPULATION WITH 
VARIATIONS SINCE 1901 

(NOTE- All tawns are 'munic£palities unle.~s o~herU'ise. indicated. T01!Jn.~ if/., tl!e (!ensus of 19M !u:we been cla83ified as 
follow8 : Cla8s 1- -lOO,OOO and OVer. Class II -.50,000 to 100,000. Class 111 '2U,OOO to 50,000. Class IV --
10,OUO to 20,000. Class V- -5,000 to 10,000. ClIMB VI-under S,OOO,) 

Diatrict, Tuwn and Class of Town 

1 

MALDA DISTRICT 

EngJishliazar 

Claas III 

1901 

1911 

1921 

Hl3] 

1\141 

H151 

Old Maida 

Cla&8 VI 

1001 

lim 

1921 

1931 

19'1J 

10:11 

~et 
Persolll'l Variation Variation Males 

1901.1951 
2 3 4 5 

13,667 

14,322 

14,057 

16.907 

23,334 

:W,663 

3,743 

3,750 

3,145 

2,779 

3,845 

4,4118 

+ 655 

265 

-i- 2,850 

r6,427 

-t 7,329 

-+ 7 

60;; 

366 

-t 653 

_L 16,996 

+- 755 

7,314-

7,697 

7,869 

9,381 

12,816 

16.348 

2,n14 

1,67G 

1,468 

2,(164 

2,626 

Varhttiun 

6 

+ 383 

..... 172 

t-l,51R 

--+-3,4-:l9 

r 3,')32 

6G 

3RR 

208 

..L 562 

)l'elllalcl:I Variahon 

7 8 

6,3&3 

11,625 

6,)88 

7,520 

10,618 

14-.3J :; 

l,66tJ 

1,736 

l,46~ 

1,311 

1,781 

1.872 

~ 272 

437 

+1,332 

...I 2,993 

+3,797 

+ 67 

- 267 

158 

-+ 470 

+ 91 
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TABLE 1.8-APPROXIMA TE POPULATION OF UNIONS 
(Populations given below are provisional, being those reported immediately upon the conclusion of Oensus enumeration 

in 1951, For comparison with finally prepared figures the final population of a thana is shown against its provisional 
poputation, ) 

Final Provi- Final 
Number popula- sional popula-

Subdivision and Thana of Name of Union Persons Males Females tion df popula- tion of 
Union fTown in tion of Thana 

Thana Thana 

1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Sadar Subdivision 

Englishbazar 1 Milki 23,907 11,906 12,001 
2 Amriti 11,071 5,553 5,518 
3 Narhata 6,863 3,448 3,415 
4 Kotwali 6,102 3,120 2,982 
5 Kazigaon 6,930 3,507 3,423 
6 Jodupur 5,238 2,644 2,594 
7 Mahadipur , . . 4,624 2,352 2,272 

Engliskbazar Municipality 30,663 

TOTAL 64,735 32,530 32,205 96,162 - ,93,872 

Kaliachak . 1 Kakribandha Jhoubona 13,504 6,757 6,747 
2 Sadeepur 10,487 5,193 5,294 
3 Gangaporsad , 10,434 5,325 5,109 
4 Mathabari 12,330 6,073 6,257 
5 Panchanandapur 11,136 5,555 5,581 
6 Paranpur 5,824 2,795 3,029 
7 Hamidpur 14,857 7,372 7,485 ' 
8 Alinagar 14,901 7,390 7,511 
9 Jalalpur 14,141 7,184 6,957 

10 Sujapur 19,193 9,738 9,455 
11 Jaluabadhal 9,828 4,850 4,978 
12 Kaliachak 20,616 10,338 10,278 
13 Birnagar 10,381 5,200 5,181 
14 Bedrabad 10,900 5,458 5,442 
15 Akandabaria 12,340 6,248 6,092 
16 GopaIganj . ' ", 14,702 7,470 7,232 
17 Krishnapur 12,650 6,405 6,245 
18 Kumbhira 11,218 5,752 5,466 

TOTAL 229,442 115,103 114,339 229,442 226,184 

MaIda. 1 Mahisbathani 7,281 3,609 3,672 
2 Bhabuk 7,525 '3,773' 3,752 
3 Jatradanga 6,093 3,077 3,016 
4 Mangalbari 4,779 2,445 2,334 
5 Sahapur 4,288 2,237 2,051 
6 Muchia, , . 3,727, 1,915 1,812 

Old MaZda Municipality, 4,498 

TOTAL 33,693 17,056 16,637 37,968 37,420 

Habibpur 1 Mangalpura 6,320 3,269 3,051 
2 Aktail 8,903 4,506 4,397 
3 Baidyapur 7,962 4,120 3,842 
4 JajaiJ 5,942 3,191 2,751 
5 Kanturka 8,606 4,364 4,242 
6 G3Jlakuti 7,367 3,700 3,667 
7 Aiho 11,948 6,080 5,868 
8 Rishipur 8,842 4,504 4,338 
9 Dhumpur , . 6,980 3,551 3,429 .. 

TOTAL 72,870 37,285 35.585 72,870 72,193 

Ratua. 1 Debipur 15,393 \680 7,713 
2 Kahala. · 16,433 8,187 8,246 
3 Ratu!!> · 14,923 7,520 7,403 
4 Shamshi · )0,021 5,180 4,841 
5 Sripur . 10,672 5,314 5,358 

B 
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TABLE l.S-APPROXIMATE POPULATION OF UNIONS-concld. 
Final Provi- Final 

Number popula- sional popula-
Subdivision and Thana of Name of Union Persons Males Females tion of popula- tion of 

Union Town in tion of Thana 
Thana Thana 

2 3 4 5 -6 7 8 9 

Sadar Subdivision--concld. 

Ratua-conclt( 6 Chandmoni 9,064 4,468 4,596 
7 Sambalpur 12,221 6,117 6,104 
8 Araidanga 16,431 8,245 8,186 
9 Pukhuria 11,671 5,854 5,817 

TOTAL • 116,829 58,565 58,264 116,829 115,834 
I 

Manikchak 1 Mathurapur II,488 5,806 5,683 
2 Nurpur . . 11,618 5,800 5,818 
3 Chauki Mirdadpur . 9,151 4,564 4,587 
4 Enayetpur l2,6~0 6,252 6,428 
5 l\1anikchak 15,867 7,965 7,902 
6 Chandipur . 12,780 6,391 6,389 
7 Hiranandapur. 4,959 2,453 2,506 

TOTAL 78,543 39,230 39,313 78,543 77,587 

Kharba 1 Mahanandapur 12,187 6,436 5,751 
2 .Mokdumpur 10,797 5,613 5,184 
3 Kharba 9,233 4,858 4,375 
4 Koligram 7,975 4,200 3,775 
5 Chanchal 9,620 5,079 4,541 
6 'Gottrhanda 8,707 4,500 4,207 
7 KhempUl: 14,711 7,265 7,446 
8 Malatipur 9,467 4,835 4,632 .. 
I) Motiharpur 7,404 3,909 3,495 

10 Jalalpur 10,391 5,386 5,005 

TOTAL 100,492 52,081 4!!,411 100,492 100,498 

Harishchandrapur 1 Kushidha 8,862 4,655 '4,207 
2 Barai 9,498 4,911 4,587 
3 Chandipur 8,182 4,202 3,980 
4 Bhingole 10,157 5,218 4,939 
5 Harishchandrapur 8,947 4,589 4,358 
6 Baroduary 8,985 4,625 4,360 
7 Sadlichak 12,064 6,091 5,973 
8 Mali"r 9,679 4,814 4,865 .. 
9 naulatpuf · tl,514 5,900 5,614 

10 Bhaluka 13,029 6,579 6,450 

TOTAL • 100,917 51,584 49,333 100,917 101,lii6 

Gajol 1 Alal 5,914 2,978 2,936 
2 Karkach 6,212 3,189 3,023 
3 'Deotala 5,252 2,61H 2,601 ,. 
4 Babupur 3,566 1,794 1,772 
5 Chaknagar 4,560 2,300 2,260 J. 

6 Salaidanga 6,056 3,109 2,947 
7 Sahaza,dpuf 5,763 2,968 2,795 
8 Gajol 7,561 3,946 3,6i5 
9 Bairgachi " 7,254 3,637 3,617 

10 Pandua. 7,155 3,578 3,577 
11 Majhra. 6,85!) 3,582 3,277 
12 . Raniganj 7,538 3,807 3,731 

I 

TOTAL 73,690 37,539 36,151 73,690 73,171 

Bamangola 1 Gobindapur 7,891 3,973 3,918 
2 "Palash bari 7,501 3,893 3,608 
3 Ba,mangola 8,776 4,455 4,321 
4 "Pakllahat 8,019 4,060 3,959 
5 .Jagda.la 7,.623 3,887 3,736 

TOTAL · 39,810 20,268 19,542 39,810 39,665 
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TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS 

MALDA DISTRICT 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract • 

1 

• [Total 
All Industries and Services i Rural 

_ lUrban 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

Divi8ion a-Primary In- {Total 
d'lL8tries not elsewhere Rural 
specified Urban 

0.1 Sooek Raising 

Rural-'l9 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

[Total . 
. ~ Rural . 

l Urban . 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-SI 
Rural-S2 

Urban-33 

-(Total 
0.2 Rearing of small ani--(_Rural 

mals and insects (Urban 

Rural---79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

{

Tutal 
0.3 P!antationlndustries. Rural 

Urban 

Rnral-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-8! 
Rural--82 

Urban-3:! 

0.4 Forestry and coJlection [Total 
of products not else--( Rural . 
where specified l Urban . 

Rural-SO 
Rural-.SI 
Rural-82 

Urban-SS 

(Relates to Bel/supporting Persons Only) 

Persons following the occupation as 
,-

Total Employers 
~_--"-----.. ,-______A._ 

Males Females 1I:1:.oo.le8 Females 

2 

64,776 
56,226 

8,550 

11,964 
20,715 
15,523 

7,964 

8,550 

8,576 
8,542 

34 

1.120 
5,704 

875 
843 

34 

552 
549 

3 

199 
124 
87 

139 

3 

5,425 
5,425 

• 491 
. \ 4,780 

43 
III 

388 
388 

63 
270 

48 
7 

14 
11 

3 

2 
9 

3 

10,244 
9,531 

713 

2,631 
3,337 
2,000 
1,563 

713 

710 
708 

2 

140 
5U 
16 
28 

2 

67 
67 

2 
62 

2 
1 

522 
522 

87 
425 

10 

45 
45 

31 
13 
~ 

l\ 
4 

1 

3 

4 

·942 
873 

69 

39 
597 
163 

74 

69 

U4 
444 

14 
428 

2 

3 
3 

414 
414 

14 
400 

5 

149 
140 

9 

15 
44 
73 

8 

9 

13 
13 

7 
5 

1 

13 
13 

7 
5 

.. 

-.A- -. 

Employees Independent Workers 
r-~---------. ..-------.-A-

Males Females Males Females 

6 

21,638 
17,659 

3,979 

3,282 
4,463 
6,460 
3,454 

3.979 

449 
446 

3 

43 
185 

73 
145 

3 

220 
2~O 

40 
19 
66 
95 

138 
138 

3 
135 

5 
5 

1 
4 

8 
5 
s 

5 

7 

1,381 
1,040 

341 

220 
202 
266 
352 

341 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

8 

42,196 
37,694 

4,502 

8,643 
15,715 

8,900 
4,436 

4,502 

7,683 
7.652 

31 

1,063 
5,091 

802 
696 

31 

329 
326 

3 

159 
102 
21 
44 

3 

4.873 
4,873 

474 
4,245 

43 
111 

383 
383 

63 
269 
44 

7 

6 
6 

2 
4, 

9 

8,714 
8.351 

363 

2,396 
3,091 
1,661 
1,203 

363 

696 
694 

2 

133 
5i9 
16 

.26 

2 

66 
66 

2 
62 

2 

509 
509 

80 
420 

9 

45 
45 

31 
13 

1 

6 
4 
~ 

1 

3 

2 
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TABLE 1.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Persons followmg the occupation as 
r- ---. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 
Services and Tract r----..A..-~ r----"-~ r--___,.A_---, ,..-__ -.A. __ 9 

-------. 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 !l 

0.5 Hunting (including {Total 26 2 ... 26 2 
trapping and Game Pro- Rural 26 2 26 2 
pagation) Urban 

Rural-79 ;: 2 

Rural-81 26 26 

JTotal 2,171 68 27 78 2,066 68 
0.6 Fishing . Rural 2,143 68 27 78 2,038 68 

l Urban 28 28 

Rural-79 367 18 367 18 
Rural-80 530 23 25 3(} 475 23 
Rural-81 669 13 3 666 13 
Rural-82 577 14 2 45 530 14 

Urban-33 28 28 

{Total 21 12 9 
Divi~ion I-Mining and Rural 14 5 9 

Quarrying Urban 7 7 

Rural-81 14 5 9 

Urban-33 7 7 

(Total 5 5 
1.0 Non-metallic miningt Rural ". • 

and quarrying not Urban [) 5 
otherwise classified-
including mining and 
quarrying of such 
matevials as precious and 
semi-precious stones, as-
bestos, gypsum, sulphur, 
asphalt, bitumen 

Urban-33 5 5 

('.rotal 6 6 
1.1 Coal mining-Mines~ Rural 5 5 

primarily engaged in the l Urban 1 1 
extraction of anthracite 
and of soft coals 
such as bituminous, sub-
bitumi~ous and lignite 

Rural-81 5 5 

Urban-33 1 

{Total 1 1 
1.4 Crude Petroleum and Rural' .... 1 

Natural Gas-Oil Well Urban 1 
and Natural Gas, well 
operations (including 
ilrilling) and oil or bitu-
minous sand operations 

Urban-33 1 1 
D2 
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TABLE l.t1-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, 1!:MPl.O¥EES ANn 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd, 

Division and Subdivision of Industl'ies and 
Sefvices and Tract 

1 

(Total 
1.5 Stone-quarrying, claYi Rural 

and ;,and pits-Extrac- Urban 
tion from the earth of 
stone, clay, sand and other 
materials used in building 
or manufacture of cement 

Rural-Sl 

{Total 
1.7 Salt, saltpetre and Rural 

saline substance9 Urban 

Rural-81-

{Total , 
Division 2-Processing and Rural' . 

Manufacture-Foodstuffs, l Urban , 
Textiles, Leather and 
Products thereof 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-Sl 
Rural-82 

Uroan,-J3 

(Total 
2.0 Food Industries other-i_Rural 

wise uncle,ssified' Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural.L-Sl 
Rural-82 

{Total _ 
2.1 Grains and pulses Rural • 

Urban. 

Rural-79 
R qral---80 
Rural-8l 
Rural--82 

Urban--33 

2.2 Vegetable oil .. nd dairy Rural 
{Total 

produ'.lts Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-al 
Rural-82 

Urban-a3 

Persons following the occupation as 
'r-

Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 
,-___.._----. r-_____...A..-------. r -___"_---, r-----"--------.. 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

. . . 1 
1 

1 I 

8 8 
8 S 

8 8 

4,892 3,966 '81 42 165 125 4,646 3,799 
4,383 3,856 76 42 112 125 4,195 3,689 

509 110 5 53 45'1 110 

926 644 5 17 34 904 610 
2,208 1,468 54 38 37 12 2,117 1,418 

765 1,012 15 3 16 10 734 999 
484 732 2 1 42 69 440 662 

509 110 5 53 451 110 

lOS 19 12 96 19 
108 19 12 96 cl9 

," 

12 3 9 
27 4 27 4 
40 3 2 3S 3 
29 12 7 22 12 

305 -3,329 4 39 121 262 3,208 
220 3,231 11 121 209 3,110 

85 98 4 28 53 98 

10 586 34 10 552 
63 984 8 63 976 
53 958 10 53 948 
94 703 11 60 83 634 

85 98 4 28 53 9S 

567 71 4 3 9 554 68 
536 71 4 3 6 526 68 

31 3 28 

108 16 . , 108 16 
100 32 100 32 
212 23 4 3 4 204 20 
116 2 114 

31 3 28 
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TABLE 1.1t-·ECONOMIC TABLE III~EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

1 

{Total 
2.3 Sugar Industries · Rural 

Urban 

Rural-19 
Rural-82 

{Total . 
2.4 Beverages · ~ural .' 

Urban. 

Rural-79 
Rural-81 

Urban-33 

{Total 
2.5 Tobacco • Rural 

Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

2.6 Cotton textiles . JTotal 
· Rural 

L Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

rTotal 
2.7 Wearing apparel (ex.\:. Rural 

cept footwear) and made •. Urban 
up textile goods 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

I Total 
2.8 Textile I n d u s t r i e s Rural 

other:wise u1)-classified L Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 

Urban-33 

Persons following the occupation a,s 

r----------------------A-------------------~ 
Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 

, __ ...... _-----, ,____...A... __ ~ ,__.....__----. ,_----'----. 
Males Females Males Females Males Females. Males Females 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

5 2 3 
5 2 '3 , 

2 2 
3 3 

13 5 8 
5 2 3 
8 3 5 

3 3 
2 2 

8 3 5 

703 26 31 44 2 628 24 
593 21 30 37 2 526 19 
llO 5 1 7 102 5 

88 2 4 2 82 2 
329 14 15 30 2 284 12 

90 1 11 2 77 1 
86 4 3 83 4 

110 5 1 7 102 5 

1,404 246 37 38- 1l} ~ 1,352 206 
1,394 246 37 38 15 2 1,342 206 

10 10 

486 17 1 3 482 17 
844 221 35 38 2 2 807 181 
42 5 42 5 
22 3 1 10 11 3 

10 10 

865 64 3 23 839 64 
716 63 3 13 700 63 
149 1 10 139 1 

35 11 2 33 11 
548 35 2 1 545 35 

95 10 1 94 10 
38 7 9 28 7 

149 1 10' 139 

100 188 6 94 188 
87 182 4 83 182 
13 6 2 11 6 

7 4 .. 4 3 4 
62 168 62 168 
18 10 18 10 

13 6 2 11 6 
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TABLE 1.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

1 

{Total 
2.9 Leather, leather products Rural 

and footwear Urb!6I 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33, 

II i v i /I ion 3-Processing and f Total 
Manufacture-Metals, Ghemi- Rural 
cals ana Product8 thereof lUrban 

Rural-79 
Rura/,-..80 
Rura/,-..81 
Rura/,-..82 

Urban-33 

3.0 Manufacture of metal JTotal 
products, otherwise un- Rural 
classified lUrban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

3.2 Non-Ferrous Metals (Basic {Total 
Manufacture)-Smelting and Rural 
refining, rolling, drawing and Urban 
alloying and the mltnufacture 
of castings, forgings and 
other basic forms of non-
ferrous metals 

Rural-81 

3.3 Transport Equipment 
{Total 

• Rural 
Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-8l 
Rural-S2 

Urban-33 

3.4 Electrioal Mac hi n e r y, {Total 
apparatus, appliances and Rural 
supplies Urban 

Rural-82 

Persons following the occupation as 

Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 
,-___.A.... r--------..A------, ,-_----"-__ ----. ,-_----A. ___ ---.. 
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 

822 23 2 1 10 810 22 
719 23 2 1 10 707 22 
103 103 

175 S 1 174 8 
235 10 2 4 229 10 
213 2 5 208 2 

96 3 1 96 2 

103 103 

887 14 13 49 1 825 13 
624 11 9 23 1 592 10 
263 3 4 26 233 3 

102 1 2 99 
181 3 3 6 172 3 
226 2 9 217 2 
115 6 5 6 1 104 5 

263 3 4 26 233 3 

707 11 12 28 1 667 10 
467 8 \) 13 1 445 7 
240 3 3 15 222 3 

50 1 54 
173 3 3 5 165 3 
144 2 4 140 ~ 

95 3 5 4 1 86 2 

240 3 3 15 222 3 

8 2 6 
8 2 6 

8 2 6 

155 1 15 140 1 
143 1 7 136 1 

12 S 4 

47 2 45 
5 1 4 

72 3 69 
19 1 1 IS 1 

12 8 4 

1 1 
1 1 .. 
I 1 
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TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III--EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

1 

3'5 Machhlery (other than elec-{;rotal 
trical machinery) including Rural 
Engineering W orbhops Urban 

Rural-80 

Urban-33 

3'6 Basic Industrial Chemicals, (Total 
Fertilisers and Power AlCOholl_ Rural 

Urban 

Rural--80 

3·7 Medical and Pharmaceu· (Total 
tical Preparations ~ Rural 

lUrban 

Urban-33 

products otherwise unclassi. Rural 
3.8 Manufacture of chemical {~tal 

fied Urban 

Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

Division 4-ProcMsi'TI'J and JTotal 
Mauufticture-Not elsewhere Rural 
specified l Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-·-82 

Urban-33 

4·0 Manufacturing Industrie8 (Total 
otherwise unclassified ~ Rural 

lUrban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-Sl 
Rural-S2 

Urban-33 

(·2 Bricks, tiles and other (Total 
structural clay produots ~ Rural 

lUrban 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

Total 
,--_--.A-_-----., 
Males Females 

2 3 

6 
1 
5 

1 

5 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

6 2 
2 2 
4 

2 
2 

4 

5,014 292 
4,487 286 

527 6 

1,080 87 
846 44 

1,478 74 
1,083 81 

527 6 

1,395 23 
1,165 23 

230 

286 - 7 
222 4 
435 3 
222 9 

230 

1,169 100 
1,148 100 

21 

807 41 
43 7 

285 3 
513 49 

21 .. 

Persons following the occupation as ,--.______ -----A.._______ --.. 
Employers Employees Independent Workers 

,.-__ -..A------., ,--------'-----. ,--------"-___ -, 
Males Females Males Females Males Females 

4 5 6 7 8 9 

6 
1 
5 

1 

& 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 3 2 2 
2 2 

1 3 

2 
2 

1 3 

113 332 52 4,569 240 
105 255 62 4,127 234 

8 77 "'42 6 

6 125 40 949 47 
89 41 7 716 37 
2 41 3 1,435 71 
8 48 2 1,027 79 

8 77 442 6 

10 88 2 1,297 21 
9 57 2 1,091l 21 
1 31 198 

1 28(j 7 
2 11 209 4 

21 414 3 
7 24 2 191- 7 

1 31 HIS 

7 175 48 !lR7 52 
6 159 48 .983 52 
J. 16 4 

I) 122 40 ISO 1 
1 14 7 2S 

9 1 276 2 
14 499 49 

I If! <4 
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TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Service~ and Tract 

1 . 

4.3 Cement-Cement pipes and JTotal . 
.other cement products Rural 

lUrban - . 

Rural-79 

J'fotal 
4.4 Non-metallic mineral pro- Rural 

ducts l Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

• Urban-33 

JTotal 
4'6 Wood and wood products Rural 

other than furniture and l Urban 
fixtures 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

'Urban-33 

fTotal 
4.7 Furniture and fixtures-i. Rural 

Manufacture of household, Urban 
office, publio building, pro-
fessional and restaurant Rural-79 
furniture; office and store Rural-80 
fixtures, screens, shades, etc., Rural-81 
regardless of material used 

Urban-33 

{Total 
4.9 Printing and Allied In- Rural 

dustries Urban 

Rural.-81 

Urban-33 

[Total 
Division 6-Commerce • i. Rural 

Urban 

Rural-':9 
Ruralr-80 
Ruralr-81 
Rural-82 

Urban--3J 

Persons following the occupation as 
,---------------'-

Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 
r--...------'--------.r------"--------,r--------"--------,,----.A-.----

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 1 
1 

1 I 

586 70 87 21 1 478 69 
554 70 87 20 1 447 69 

32 1 31 

94 22 1 2 91 22 
160 13 86 16 58 l3 
100 16 100 15 
200 19 2 i98 19 

32 I 31 

1,765 93 3 25 1 1,737 92 
1,580 93 1 19 1 1,560 92 

185 2 6 177 

381 17 381 17 
419 20 419 20 
632 52 11 621 51 
148 4 1 8 139 4 

185 2 6 177 

58 58 
35 35 
23 23 

11 11 
2 2 

22 22 

23 23
1 

40 6 6 23 11 6 
4 2 2 

36 6 4 23 9 I} 

4 2 2 

36 6 4 23 9 6 

• 10,421 1,897 237 86 1,378 218 8,806 1,593 
8,033 1.803 198 84 844 '212 6,991 1,507 
2,388 94 39 2 534 6 1,81/) 86 

1,698 660 11 7 68 33 1,619 620 
1,937 5{JO 17 1 52 14 1,868 575 
2,9.56 378 134 70 573 160 2,249 148 
1,442 1i5 36 6 151 5 1,255 164 

2,388 94 39 2 53~ r; 1,815 8~ 



TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
. INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

1 

{Total 
(}"O Retail trade otherwise Rural 

unclassified • Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

6.1 Retail trade in foodstuffs {Total 
(including beverages and Rural 
narco~ics) Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-Sl 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

{Total 
6.2 Retail trade in fuel (in- Rural 

eluding petrol) Urban 

Rural-79 
RUral-80 
Rural-Sl 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

• 6.3 Retail trade in textile {Total 
and leather goods-Retail Rural 
trade (including hawkers and Urban 
street-vendors) in piece goods, 
wool, ootton, silk, hair, wear- Rural-79 
ing apparel, made:up textile Rural-80 
goods, skin, leather, furs, Rural-81 
feathers, etc. Rural-82 

Urban-33 

{Total • 
6.4 Wholesale trade in food- Rural • 

stuffs-Wholesale dealers in Urban • 
grains and pulses, sweetmeats,. 
sugar and spices; dairy Rural-79 
products, eggs and poultry Rural-80 
animals for food, fodder for Rural-82 
animals, other foodstuffs, 
wholesale dealers in tobacco, 
Pllium' and ganja Urban-33 

Total 
,.-----"---, 

Males Females 

2 3 

1,905 296 
1,303 257 

602 , 39 

245 31 
219 95 
630 • 115 
209 16 

,602 39 

6,423 1,450 
5,273 1,410 
1,~50 40 

... 1,226 598 
1,286 481 
1,838 196 

923 135 

1,150 40 

130 45 
90 41 
'40 4 

48 19 
17 
9 15 

16 7 

40 4 

. 1,102 68 
814 66 
288 2 

122 10 
200 11 
345 42 
147 3 

2,88 2 

202 19 
47 12 

155 7 

4 2 
9 

34 10 

l(i5 7 

Persons following the occupation as 
r---------------------~---------------------~ 

Employers 

Males Females 

4 ~ 5 

37 18 
29 IS 

8 

I 
2 

24 16 
2 2 

8 

144 45 
129 45 

15 

8 7 
13 1 
89 35 
19 2 

15 

1 4 
1 4 

1 
4 

25' 11 
18 11 

7 

I 

16 10 
1 1 

7 

4, 2 

4 2 

4 2 

Employees 
r----A.--'---. 
Males Females 

6 7 

299 58 
187 56 
112 2 

14 
13 5 

124 51 
36 

112 • 2 

689 133 
461 129 
228 4 

48 33 
30 8 

321 85 
62 3 

228. 4 

12 4 
4 4 
8 

2 

" i ." 
4 

1 

8 ... 

185 17 
121 17 

64 

2 
4 1 

99 16 
16 

64 

28 2 
5 2 

23 

.. 
5 2 

23 

Independent Workers 
r-------A-----~ 

Males Females 

8 9 

1,569 220 
1,087 183 

482 37 

230 31 
204 90 
482 48 
171 14 

482 37 

5,590 1,272 
4,683 1,236 

907 36 

1,170 558 
1,243 472 
1,428 76 

842 130 

907 36 

117 37 
85 33 
32 4 

46 19 
16 
8 7 

15 7 

32 '4 

892 40 
675 38 
217 2 

119 10 
196 10 
230 16 
130 2 

217 2 

170 15 
.42 10 
12& 5 

4, 3 
9 

~9 8 

:1.28 5 

1lI 
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TABLE l.ll-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS. EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

6.5 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services a.nd Tract 

1 

Wholesale trade 
commodities other than Rural 

in {Total 

foodstuffs Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

.Urban-33 

(Total 
6.6 Real Estat6---Hovse andi Rural 

estate ag~nts and rent colleo- Urban 
tors except IIgricul~1ll'aI land • 

Rural-79 

Urban~3 

(Toatl • 
6.7Insuranoe-InAurance oam-l Rural • 

era and all kinds of insuranoe Urban • 
agents and other persons con-
nected with insurance business Urban-33 

{TOml 
6.8 Moneylending, banking and Rural 

other financial business- Urban 
Officers, employeee of joint . 
stock banks and co-opera- Rural-79 
tive banks, Mnnims, agcnts 
or employees of in~genous 
banking fipns, individual Rural-SO 
moneylenders, exchangers 
and exohange agents. money 
changers and brokers and Rural-81 
their agents 

Rural-S2 

Urban-:ffi, 

(Total 
Division 7-TranlpOrl. Storage (. Rural 

and Oommunicalionl Urban 

Rural-'{9 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban--3S 

7.0 Transport and communi· ITotal 
ca.tions otherwise unclassio- Rural 
fled and incidental services L Ur~aD 

Rural-80 
Rural-82 

Total 
~ 
Males Females 

2 3 

398 17 
337 17 
61 

24 
204 3 

13 10 
96 4 

61 

11 
1 

10 

1 

10 

42 

42 

42 

208 2 
168 

40 2 

28 

2 

121 

17 

40 2 

1,784 28 
1,303 18 

J81 10 

184 4 
262 
546 3 

,312 11 

481 10 

9 
9 

7 
2 

Persons following the occupation as 

Employers Employees Independent Workers 
, Jo.._--r---"\ r-------~-----~ 

Males F~les Males Females Males Females 

Ii 6 7 8 

18 6 64 4 316 7 
16 6 26 4. 295 7 
2 38 21 

1 23 
1 4, 199 3 

5 3 4 10 1 
14 1 19 63 3 

2 38 21 ". 

1 5 5 
1 

1 4 5 

1 

1 4 Ii 

2 38 2 

2 3~ 2 

2 38 2 

Ii 58 145 . 2 
5 39 124 .. 

19 21 2 

1 27 

1 1 

I) 25 91 

12 5' 

19 21 2 

80 8 880 12 874 8 
28 1 662 11 613 6 
2 7 218 1 261 2 

2 1 'iO 1 112 2 
6 124 132 

12 236 1 297 2 
8 232 9 72 2 

B 7 218 1 261 2 

9 
9 

7 -
2 
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TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENr WORK~RS-contd. . 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract; . 

I 

{

Total 
7.1 Transport by road-OWl\epi, Rural 

managers and employees Urban 
connected with mechani-
cally driven and other Rural-79 
vehicles (excluding domes-
tic servant), palki, etc., 
bearers and owners, pack 
elephant, oamlll, mule, ~ Rural-SO 
and bullook owners and 
drivers, porters and messen-
gers, persoDs engaged in 
road transport not otherwise 
classified, including freight Rural-SI 
transport by road, the 
operation of. fixed facilities 
for road transport Buoh as 
toll roads, highway bridges, Rur~2' 

• terminals and parking facili· 
ties 

Urban-33 

{

Total 
7.2 Transport by water- Rural 

Owners and' employees, Urban 
officeTs, mariners, etc., of 
ships plying on the high 
seas, ships a.nd boats plying 
on iul~a and c088taJ 
waters, persons employed 
in harbours, dooks, rivers 
and canals, including pilots, 
ship brokers Rural-79 

Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rura.l-82 

Urban-;-33 

{

Total 
7.3 Transport by Air-Persons Rural 

ooncerned with air fields Urban 
and a,ircrMt other tl\a,n 
construction 'of air fields 
and Ii.ir ports' 

Rural,-80 
Rura,I-81 

{

Total 
7.4 Railwa,y , tra,nsport--.Rail. Rural 

way employees of all kinds Urban 
except those employed on 
oonstruction'works 

'.5 Storage and ware housing • 

Rural-79 
Rqxa.l-80 
RllI'&I-81 
Rural-82 

Urhan ..... 33 

Pel'llons following the ocoupa.tion as 

Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 

.Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

599 
400 
199 

64 

113 

154 

69 

199 

649 
471 
178 

83 
78 

258 
52 

178 

6 
6 

5 
1 

301 
259 
42 

9 
5 
4. 

3 

2 

4 

8 
3 
5 

.1, 

2 

5 

10 
10 

1 
9 

10 
8 
2 

6 

2 

2 
6 
6 
6 

5 

4. 
1 
3 

1 

3 

4 

4. 

4 

00 

6 

201 
HI 
90 

20 

18 

52 

21 

90 

144 
120 
24 

13 
36 
51' 
20 

24; 

5 
5 

4. 
1 

301 
259 
42 

9 
2 

100 
148 

42, 

7 

1 
1 

1 

.. 

10 
10 

1 
g 

8 

388 
281 
107 

4.4. 

\)5 

96 

46 

107 

485 
331. 
154 

68 
36 

201' 
26 

154 

" 

1 
1 

1 

{) 

5 
4 
1 

2 

2 

1 

3 
2 
1 

2 

1 

.. 
NOi'E.-For Figurel! of Subdi'Visions 7.6 to 7.9 see Page 37. 
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TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

"Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

{Total 
Divi8ion 5-0onBlntction and RuraZ 

UtiZitieB • Urban 

Rura&-'l9 
Rura1r-80 
Rura&-81 
R'Ura&-82 

U rba'lll-33 

Q.O Construotion and mainten· {Total 
anee of works-otherwise un· Rural 
olassified Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

{Total 
5.1 Construotion and mainten· Rural 

ancc-;-.:Buildings Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-81 
Rural--82 

Urban-S3 

tenance-Roads, Bridges and Rural 
5.2 Oonstruotion and main. {Total 

other Transport Works Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-B2 

5.3l:Jonstruotion and main· {Total 
tena.noe-Telegraph a.nd Tele. Rural 
phone Lines Urban 

Urban-33 

5.4 Construction and mainte· {Total 
nance .operationfl-Irriga.tion Rural 
and other a.gr(cJI1tural-w~rks Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-Bl 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

5.5 Works and" Service~ {Total • 
Electrio Power and Gas Rural • 
&upply . Urb~ .• 

Urban-33 

. 

.' 

Persons following the oocupation as 

Total Employers Employees 
,------A------, ~ ~ 
Males Females Males Females Males Females 

2 :I 5 6 7 

1,230 206 276 15 
713 190 126 5 
517 16 150 10 

190 1 28 1 
84 18"/ 16 4-

318 2 20 
121 62 

51,,/ 16 150 10 

31 186 •• 28 4-
31 186 28 4 

9 9 
186 4, 

19 ... 16 
3 3 

1,035 8 ... 109 
621 2 56 
414 •• 6 53 

163 I 
67 1 2 

280 1 I 
111 52 

414 6 53 

28 1 28 1 
28 1 28 1 

13 .. 1 13 1 
14 14 
1 1 

8 8 

8 8 

8 8 

13 13 
7 7 
6 ," 6 

'/' 

1 I 
1 1, 
5 5 

6 6 

14 13 

14 .. .. 13 

14 13 

Independent Workers 

Males Females 

8 9 

954 191 
587 185 
367 6 

162 
68 183 

29}l 2 
59 

36"/ 6 

3 18~ 
3 182 

182 
3 

926 8 
565 2 
361 6 

162 .. 
65 1 

279 1 
59 

361 6 

.. .. 
" , 

~ , 

" 

1 

I 

~ 



TABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

_ 1 

5.6 Works and Services-{Total 
Domestic and Industrial Rural 
water supply Urban 

Rural-79 

Urban-33 

5.7 Sanitary Works and {Total 
Servio_Including Beaven· Rural 
gers Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

., 
{Total 

7.6 Postal Services • Rural 
Urban 

Rural--79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-Sl 
Rural--82 

Urban-33 

{Total 
7.7 Telegraph Services · Rural 

Urban 

Urban-a3 

{Total 
7.8 Telephone Services • Rural 

Urban 

Urban-33 

{TOtal 
7.9 W~less Services • Rural 

Urban 

Urban-3S 

{Total . 
DilJiNm 8-Health, Education Rural, 

and Public Adminwlration Urban 

Rtl1al-79 
Rural-80 
Ruml-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

Persons following the occupation lIS 

Total Employers Employees 
~ r-----'----, ,...------A------., 

Males Females Males Females .Males Females 

2 3 4 /} 6 7 

10 6 
1 1 
9 /} 

1 ' .. 1 

9 5 

91 11 71 10 
25 1 6 
66 10 65 10 

3 3 
3 

18 I 2 
1 1 

66 10 65 10 

213 213 I 
158 158 
55 1 55 I 

28 28 
57 57 
32 32 
41 41 

55 1 55 1 

1 J 

1 1 

1 1 

5 5 . 
5 5 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

3,979 236 3.299 111 
2,366- 131: 1.808 10 
1,613 102 1,191 71 

481 26 399 8 
499 38 410 20 
942 49 627 5 
441 21 372 7 

.1.613 102 1.491 71 

Independent Workers 

Males Females 

8 9 

4 

4 

4 

20 1 
19 I 
1 

3 
16 1 

1 

680 125 
558 91 
122 31 

85 18 
89 18 

315 44 
69 JI, 

122 31 
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TAB.LE 1.l1-ECONOMIC 
. 

TABLE III-EMPLOYERS" EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WO:a.KERS-contd. 

Persons following the occupation as 
-. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and Total Employers ·Employees Indepen<;lent Workers 
Services and Traet ----. ,------"--;--------, ,---------'-----. ,----_:.;._---, 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

{Total 698 136 203 30 495 106. 
8.1 Medica!' and other Health Rural 511 104 132 13 379 91 

Servioes Urban 187 32 71 17 116 15 

Rural-79 95 19 10 1 85 18 

Rural-80 III 26 36 9 75 17 

Rural-81 208 43 35 173 43 

RuraJ,--82 97 16 51 3 46 13 

Urban-33 187 32 71 17 116 15 

{Total 1,104 77t 919 58 185 19 
8.2 Eduoational Serviclll! arid Rural 882 19 703 16 179 3 

Research Urban 222 58 216 42 6 16 

Rural-79 218 4 218 4 

Rural-80 211 5 197 4 14 1 

Rural.,..,-81 . 356 5 214 4. ]42 1 

Rural-82 97 5 74 4 23 I 
I 

Urban-33 222 58 216 42 6 16 

- {Total 657 I 657 I 
8.4 Police (other than village R ura.1 299 .. 299 

watchmen) Urban 358 1 358 1 

Rural-79 43 43 

Rural-80 43 43 

Rural-81 92 92 .'. 
Rural-82 121 121 

Urban-33 358 1 358 1 I -
8.5 Village officers and {Total 209 S 209 8 

servants, including village RUIal 209 8 209' 8 
watchmen. Urban 

Rural-79 29 29 I 

Rural-SO 45 'T 45 7 

Rural-Sl 123 .' 123 .. 
Rural-82' 12 12 .. 
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'J:'ABLE l.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Persons following the occupation as 

Division and Subdivision of I~duatries and 
,-

Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 
Services and Tract ----. ,..-_ _,.A..---. ,..----'----, ,..-___ .A-

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

8.6 Employees of Municipa. [Total 180 12 .. .. 180 12 
Iities and Local Boards (but Rural 75 1 75 1 
not including persons olassi. L Urban 105 11 105 • 11 
fiable under any other division 
or subdivision) 

Rural-79 23 1 23 1 
Rtlral-80 28 28 
Rural-81 22 22 
Rural-;-82 2 .1 2 

Urban-33 105 11 105 11 

8.7 Employees of State Govern· JTotal 910 2 910 2 
menta (but not including per· Rural 279 ~ 279 2 
sona classifiable under any L Urban 631 631 
other division or subdivi· 
sion)· • 

Rural-79 71 1 71 1 
Rural-80 38 38 
Rural-Sl 119 119 1 
Rural-82 51 51 

Urban-3S 631 631 

8'8 Employees of the Union {Total 220 220 
Government (including per. Rural 110 110 
sons classifiable under subdi· Urban 110 lIO 
vision 8.3 but not including 
persons classifiable under any 
other division or subdivision) 

Rural-79 5 ' .. 5 
Rural-80 23 23 
Rural-81 22 ~2 
Rural-82 60 ., 60 

Urban-33 110 110 

(Total I 1 
,8.9 Employees of Non.lndiani. Rural 1 1 

Governments Urban 

Rural-82 I 1 

[Total .27.972 2.895 !U 11,798 846 13,150 2,.049 
Division 9-Services not e18e. ~ Rural .25,761 2,525 13 13.378 593 12,370 1,932 

where specified lUrban • 2,211 370 11 1,420 253 780 117 

Rural-79 6,180 1,069 2,530 103 3,650 9f1f1 
Rural-80 9.054 483 3,592 145 5,462 338 
Rural-81 7,404 464 4,860 8'( 2,544 377 
Rural-82 3,123' 509 13 2,396 258 714 251 

Urban-33 2,211 370 11 • 1,420 253 780 117 
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TABLE 1.II-ECONOMIC TABLE III-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-cont~. 

Persons following the occupation as , 
Division and Subdivision of! ndustries and Total Employers Employees Independent Workers 

Services and Tract ,~ ,---'------, ,____....______, 
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 "7 8 9 

{Total • 17,212 2,100 12 6,035 264 11,165 1,836 
9.0 Services otherwise unclassi. Rural • 16,113 2,012 12 5,283 224 10,818 1,788 

lied Urban 1,099 88 752 40 347 48 

Rural-79 4,411 925 I 1,095 15 3,316 910 
Rural-80 6,572 304 1,378 5,194 304 
Rural-'-SI 2,999 346 1,140 13 1,859 333 
Rural-S2 2,131 437 12- 1,670 196 449 241 

Urban-S3 1,099 88 752 40 347 48 

9.1 Domest.ic services (but not {Total 8,661 592 8,353 566 308 26 
including services rendered by Rural 8,122 381 7,824 360 298 21 
members offamily households Urban 539 211 529 206 10 5 
to one another) 

Rural-79 1,420 88 1,415 87 5 1 
Rural-80 2,212 148 2,164 148 48 
Rural-81 3,872 88 3,637 71 235 17 
Rural-82 618 62 608 59 10 3 

Urban-33 539 211 529 206 10 5 

9.2 Barbers and beauty shop!!- {Total 789 21 1 43 1 745 20 
Barbers, hair dressers and wig Rural 697 20 1 43 1 653 19 

"makers, tattooers, shampooers, Urban 92 1 92 1 
bath houses 

Rural-79 156 5 156 5 
Rural-80 151 13 34 117 IS 
Rural-Sl 247 247 
Rural-82 143 2 1 9 1 133 1 

Urban-33 92 1 .. 92 1 

9.3 Laundries and Laundry {Total 209 93 1 7 201 93 
Services-Laundries and Rural 142 71 1 141 71 
laundry services, washing and Urban 67 22 1 6 60 22 
cleaning . 

Rural-79 44 30 1 43' 30 
Rural-80 22 IS 22 IS 
Rural-Sl 46 22 46 ' 22 
Rural-82 . 80 1 30 1 

, 
Urban-SS 67 22 1 6 60 22 

{Total 97 5 3 62 2 32 3 
9.4 Hotels, restaurants and eat. Rural 25 2 12 2 13 

ing houses Urban 72 3 3 50 19 3 

Rural-79 13 7 6 
Rural-81 3 1 2 1 1 
Rural-S2 19 1 

. 3 1 6 

Urban-33 . . 72 3 3 , . 1i0 ,. 19 a 
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TABLE 1.11-ECONOMIC TABLE III-=-EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
INDEPENDENT WORKERS-contd. 

Division and Subdivision of Industries and 
Services and Tract 

1 

9.5 Recreation services-prO-{Total 
duction and distribution of Rural 
motion pictures and the Urban 
operation of cinemas and 
allied services, managers and 
employees of theatres, opera 
companies, etc., musicians, 
actors, dancers, etc., con-
jurers, 'acrohats, reoitOrs, 
exhibitors of curiosities and 
wild animals, radio broad-
casting st.udios 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 

• Rural-Sl 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

{

Total 
9.6 Legal and business services Rural 

Urban 

9.7 Arts, letters 
journalism 

Rural-79 
Rural-SO 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

and {fotal 
Rural 
Urban 

.Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

{

Total 
!I 8 Religious, Charitable and Rural 

Welfare Services Urban 

Rural-79 
Rural-80 
Rural-81 
Rural-82 

Urban-33 

Total 
r-----'--------. 

Males Females 

2 

107 
73 
34. 

13 
1 

51 
8 

34 

281 
75 

206 

8 
11 
26 
30 

206 

143 
133 
10 

2] 
20 
92 

10 

473 
381 
92 

115 
64 

140 
62 

92 

3 

45 
7 

38 

1 
1 
5 

38 

5 
1 
4-

1 

4, 

1 

1 

1 

33 
31 
2 

19 
4 
2 
6 

2 

Persons following the occnpation as 
~ ___________________ .A.., _____ - _________ ~ 

Employers 
r---.A..-----, 
Males Females 

4 5 

.0. 

7 

7 

7 ... 

Employees Independent Workers 
r----A.,---------. 
Males Females 

6 

48 
38 
10 

1 
37 

10 

94 
47 
47 

2 
4 

25 
16 

47 

75 
75 

1 

74 

81 
55 
26 

10 
10 
19 
16 

26 

7 

1 

1 

1 

5 
1 
4 

1 

4 

7 
5 
2 

2 
2 
1 

2 

r-----..A--~ 

Males Females 

8 

59 
35 
24 

13 

14 
8 

24 

187 
28 

159 

6 
7 
1 

14 

159 

68 
1>8 
10 

20 
20 
18 

]0 

385 
326 
59 

105 
54 

121 
46 

~9 

9 

44 
7 

37 

1 
1 
5 

37 

1 

1 

26 
26 

19 
2 

5 
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TAnLE 1. 12_:_CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD GROUpS 
(Relates to sel/supporting per80ns only) 

I.C.E.C. 
Group 
No. 

MALDA DISTRICT 

LIVELIHOOD CLASS V 

Pfoduction other than cultivation 

DIVISION O-PRIMARY INDUSTRIES NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED 

STOCK RAISING 
Herdsmen and shepherds . . . 
Breeders and keepe):'S of cattle and buffaloes. .... 
Breeders and keepers of other large animals including transport animals 

R]/ARING OF SMALL ANIMALS AND INSECTS 
Poultry farmers • 
Beekeepers . 
Silkworm re'arers 
Cultivators of Lac. . . • 
Rearers of ether small animals and insects 

PLANTATION INDUSTRIES 
Owners, managers and workers in

Tea plantation 
Coffee plantation 
Rubber plantation • • • . • . . • 
All other plantations but not including the cultivation of special crops in 

conjunction with ordinary cultivation of field crops 
FORESTRY AND COLLECTION OF PRODUCTS NPT ELSEWHERE 

SPEClFIED 
Planting, replantirlg and conservation of forest (including forest officers, 

rangers and guaqls) 
Charcoal burners i_ . . . 
Collectors of forest 1foduc~ and lac . 
Woodcutters . . • . . 
Cow dung cake maker and collectors of cowdung . . . . 

HUNTING (including ~rapping and Game Propagation) . . • 
FISHING . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fishing in sea and irlIand watflrs including the operation of fish farms and 
fish hatcheries . . 

Gatherers of chanks a~d pearls .' . . . • . 
Gatherers of sea weed~, sea shells, sponges and other water products 

DIVISION I-J\UNING\AND QUARRYING 

NON·METALLIC MINl~G AND QUARRYING NOT OTHERWISE 
CLASSIFIED (including mining and quarrying of such materials as precious 
and semi·precious stone~, asbestos, gypsum, sulphur, asphalt, bitumen) 

COAL MINING-Mines whnarily engaged in the extraction of anthracite and 
of soft coals such as bit,minous, sub· bituminous and lignite 

IRON ORE MINING. .. .' 
METAL MINING EXC~PT IRON ORE MINING 

Gold . . . . . . . • 
Lead, silver and zinc ... 
Manganese . 
Tin and wolfram . 
Other metallic minerals. . . . . . . . . . 

CRUDE PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS-Oil Well and Natural Gas, 
well opetations (incl~ding drilling) and oil or bituminous sand operations 

STONE· QUARRYING, CLAY AND SAND PITS-Extraction from the earth 
of stone, clay, san~Jand other materials used in building or manufacture of 
cement I 

MICA . . ~ . . : . . 
SALT, SALTPETRE AND SALINE SUBSTANCES 

DIVISION 2-P-clOCESSING .o\ND· MANUFACTURE-]'OODSTUFFS, 
TEX'l'ILES, LEITHER AND PRODUCTS THEREOF • . . 

FOOD INDUSTRIES OTHER WISE UNCLASSIFIED 
Canning and pr~ervation of fruits and vegetables . 
Canning and pre!ervation of fish . . . • 
Slaughter, prePition and preaervation of meat 
Other fo,?d indu tries . • .' • . 

GRAINS AND P SES. • • • . • 
Hand pounders of rice and other persons engaged In 

and flour grinding 

. . 
manual dehusking 

0.1 
0.11 
0.12 
0.10 
0.2 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
0.24 
0.20 
0.3 

0.31 
0.32 
0.33 
0.30 

0.4 

0.40 

0.41 
0.42 
0.43 
0.44 
0.5 
0.6 
0.60 

0.61 
0.62 

1.0 

1.1 

1.2 
1.3 
1.31 
1.32 
1.33 
1.34 
1.30 
1.4 

1.5 

1.6 
1.7 

2.0 
f2.01 
2.02 
2.03 
2.00 
2.1 
2.11 

• 

Tota.:l 

24,372 

9,286 

619 
190 
243 
186 

5,947 
25 

5,919 

3 
433 

43 

390 

20 

8 

10 
2 

28 
2,239 
2,239 

21 

5 

6 

8 

8,858 

127 
6 

121 
3,634 
3,369 

1951 

Males 

19,390 

8,576 

552 
190 
238 
124 

5,425 
20 

5,402 

3· 
388 

43 

345 

14 

8 

6 

26 
2,171 
2,171 

21 

5 

6 

1 

I 

8 

4,892 

108 
6 

102 
305 
187 

-, 
Females 

4,982 

710 

5 
62 

522 
5 

517 

45 

45 

6 

4 
2 
2 

68 
68 

3,966 

HI 

19 
3,329 
3,182 
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TABLE 1.12-CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD ·GROUPS-contd. 

GRAINS AND PULSES-CbDcld. 
Millers of cereals and pulses •.• 
Grain parchers and makers of blended and prepared flour and other cereal 

and pulse preparations 
Other processes of"grains and pulses . • 

VEGETABLE OIL AND DAIRY PRODUCTS. 
Vegetable oil pressers and refiners 
Manufacturers of hydrogenated oils . . . 
Makers of butter, cheese, ghecoand othE'lr dairy products 

SUGAR INDUSTRIES 
Gur manufacture . .•.. 
Other manufactures and' refining of raw sugar, syrup and granulated or 

clarified sugar from sugarcane or from sugar beets 
BEVERAGES . 

Brewers and distillers 
Toddy drawers . 
Ice·manufacturers . •.•... 
Manufacture of-aerated and mineral waters and other beverages 

TOBACCO . . 
Manufacture of bidis . • • • . . . . . . 
lIIanufacture of tobacco products (other than bidis) such as cigarettes, 

cigars, cheroots and snuff. Stemming, redrying and other operations con· 
nected with preparing raw leaf tobacco for manufacturing are also included 

COTTON TEXTILES . • . 
Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing 
Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving . • • • 
Cotton dyeing, bleaching, printing, prepa.ration and sponging 

WEARING APPAREL (EXCEPT FOOTWEAR) AND MADE-UP TEXTILE 
GOODS . 
Tailors, milliners, dress makers and darners . • . . . 
Manufacturers of hosiery, embroiderers, makers of crepe, lalle and fringes 
Fur dressers and dyers . . • . 
Hat·makers and makers ofoother art\cles ofwear from textiles 
Manufacture of house furnishing of textiles . 
Tent makers . . 
Makers of other made.up textile goods, including umbrellas 

I.C.E.C. 
Group 
No. 

2.12 
2.13 

2.10 
2.2 
2.21 
2.22 
2.23 
2.3 
2.31 
2.30 

2.4 
2.41 
2.42 
2.43 
2.40 
2.5 
2.51 
2.50 

2.6 
2.61' 
2.62 
2.63 

2.7 

2.71 
2.72 
2.73 
2·74 
2'75 
2'76 
2'70 

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED 2'8 
Jute pressing, baling, spinning and weaving 2'81 
Woollen spinning, twisting and weaving '. 2'82 
Silk reeling, spinning and weaving 2'83 
Hemp and flax spinning and weaving 2'84 
Manufacture of rityon, weaving of rayon fabrics and production of ~taple 2'85 

fabric yarn 
Manufacture of rope, twine, string_and other related goods from cocoanut, 2'86 

aloes, straw, linseed·and hair 
All other (including insufficiently dcsoribed) tcxtilc industries, including 2'80 

artificialleat;her and cloth 

LEATHER, LEATHER PRODUCTS AND FOOTWEAR 2·9 
Tanners atid all other workers in leather .• 2'91 
Cobblers and all other makers and repairers of boots, shoes, sandals and clogs 2·92 
Makers and repairers of all other leather products 2·90 

DIVISION 3-PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURE-METALS, CHEMI. 
CALS AND PRODUCTS THEREOF . 

MANUFACTURE OF METAL PRODUCTS OTHERWIS1<J UNCLASSIFIED. 3'0 
Blacksmiths and of-her workers in iron and makers of implements 3·01 
Workers in copper, brass and bell met,al 3·02 
Workers in other metals .. 3'03 
Cutlers and Burgica.! and veterinary instrument makers 3'04 
Workers in mints, die sinkers, etc. .. . • . • . 3·05 
Makers of arms, guns, etc., including worlllers in ordnance factories. 3'06 

IRON AND STEEL (RASIC MANUFACTURE)-Manufacturc of iron and steel, 3'1 
including all processes such as smelting and refining; rolling and drawing; and 
alloying and the manufacture of castings, forgings and other basic forms of 
ferrous metals 

1951 
r--------------~---------------. 

Total 

166 
66 

33 
638 
429 

7 
202 

5 
2 
3 

13 

6 
2 
5 

729 
728 

1 

1,650 
19 

1,626 
5 

929 

902 
15 

12 

288 
24 

226 

13 

20 

5 

845 
32 

735 
78 

901 

718 
498 
186 

16 

3 
15 

Males 

75 
34 

9 
567 
392 

7 
168 

5 
2 
3 

13 

6 
2 
5 

703 
702 

1 

1,404 
18 

1,385 
1 

865 

8f.~ 
I 

12 

100 
6 

76 

13 

2 

3 

822 
22 

726 
74 

~87 
\ 

~7 41 
1 2 

Ip 

3 
111 

• ~. I 

I 

I 

Females 

91 
32 

24 
71 
37 

34 

26 
26 

246 
1 

241 
4 

64 

49 
15 

188 
18 

150 

18 

2 

23 
10 
9 
4 

14 

11 
7 
4 
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TABLE 1.12-CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD GROUPS--contd. 

NON-FERROUS METALS (BASIC MANUFACTURE)-Smelting and refining, 
rolling, drawing and alloying and the manufacture of castings, forgings and 
other basic forms of non-ferrous metals 

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT _ _ 
Building 'and repairing of ships and boats 
Mallufacture, assembly and repair of Itailway pquipment, motor vehicles and 

bicycles 
Manufacture of aircraft . ...... . 
Coach builders and makers of carriages, palki, rickshaw, etc .• and wheel wrights 
Manufacture of all other transport equipments •. 

ELECTRICAL J\IACHINER Y, APPARATUS, APPLIANCES AND SUPPLIES 
Manufacture of electric lamps _ . 
Manufacture of electric fans and other accessories 
Manufacture of electric wire and cable 
Manufacture ufelectrical gene~ating, transmission and distribution apparatus, 

electrical household appliances other than lights and fans; electrical 
equipment for motor vehicles, aircraft and railway locomotives and cars; 
communication equipment and related products, including radios, ph.ono
graphs, electric batteries, X-Ray a.nd therapeutic apparatus ~ electronic tubes, 
etc. 

MACHINERY (OTHER THAN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY) INCLUDING 
ENGINEERING WORKSHOPS-Engineering workshops engaged in 
producing machine and equipment parts 

BASIC IND1:STRIAL CHEMICALS, FERTILISERS AND POWER 
ALCOHOL 
Manufacture of basic industrial chemicals such as acids, alkali salts 
Dyes, explosives and fireworks 
Synthetic resins and other plastic materials (including synthetic fibres and 

synthetic rubber) 
Chemical fertilisers 
Power Alcohol 

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 

MANUFACTURE • OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS OTHERWISE UN· 
CLASSIFIED 
Manufacture of perfumes, cosmetic and other toilet preparations 
Soaps and other washing and cleaning compoum!s 
Paints, varnishes and lacquers and polishes . 
Ink 
Matches 
Candle 
Starch 
Other chemical products _ 

DIVISION 4-PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURE-NOT ELSEWHh'RE 
SPECIFIED 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED. • 
Manufacture of professional scientific and controlling instruments (hut not 

including cutlery, surgical or veterinary instruments) 
Photographic and optical goods 
Repair and manuf,lOture ofwatohes and clocks. _ 
Workers in precious stones, precious metals and makers of jewellery and 

ornaments 
Manufacture of musical instruments and appliances 
Stationery articles other than papeT and paper products 
Makers of plastic and celluloid articles other than rayon 
Sports goods makers 
Toy makers _ _...._ 
Other miscellaneous manufacturing industries, including bone, ivory, horn, 

shell, etc. 

PRODUCTS OF PETROLEUM AND COAL 
Kerosene and petroleum refineries 
Coke ovens • . 
Other manufaotures of produots from petroleum and 00111 

I.C.E.C_ 
Group 

No. 

3-2 

3-3 
3'31 
3·32 

3·33 
3'34 
3'30 

3'4 
3'41 
3'42 
3'43 
3'40 

3'5 

3'6 

3'61 
3'62 
3'63 

3·64 
3'65 

3'7 

3'8 

3'81 
3'82 
3'83 
3'84 
3'85 
3-86 

. 3'87 
3-S0 

4'0 
4·'01 

4'02 
4-03 
4'04 

4·05 
4'06 
4'07 
4'08 
4'09 
4'00 

4·] 
4'1l 
4-12 
4'10 

1951 
,.-----"-------, 

Total Males Females 

156 
24 
63 

69 

1 

6 

2 

2 

2 

8 

2 
4 
2 

5,306 

1,418 

3 
3 

1,208 

8 

2 

2 
192 

8 

155 
24 
63 

68 

1 

1 

6 

2 

2 

2 

6 

4 
2 

5.014 

1..::195 

3 
3 

1,196 

8 

2 

2 
181 

1 

1 

2 

2 

292 

23 

12 

11 



TABLE 1.12--CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD GROUPS-contd. 

BRICKS, TILES AND OTHER STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS-Struo
tural clay products such as bricks, tiles, etc. 

CEMENT-CEMENT PIPES AND OTHER CEMENT PRODUCTS-Manu
facture of cement, cement pipes and cement concrete products 

NON-METALLIC MINERAL PRODUCTS 
Potter!;! and makers of earthen ware. 
Makers of porcelain and crockery 
Glass bangles, g\ass beads, glass necklaces, etc. 
Makers of other glass and orystal ware 
Makers of other miscellaneous non-metallic mineral products; Lime burners 

RUBBER PRODUCTS 
WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS OTHER THAN FURNITURE AND 

FIXTURES 
Sawyers 
Carpenters, turners and joiners 
Veneer and plywood makers, match veneer and splint makers 
Basket makers 
Other industries of woody materials, inclUding leaves, but not including 

furniture er fixtures 

FURNITURE AND FIXTURES-Manufacture of household, office,. public 
building, professional and rcstaurant furniture; office and store fixtures, 
screens, shades, etc_, regardless of materials used 

PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS-Manufaoture of paper and paper board 
and articles of pulp, paper and paper board 

PRINTING A.c'\TD ALLIED INDUSTRIES 
Printers, lithographers, engravers 
Bookbinders and stitchers 

LIVELIHOOD CLASS VI 

DIVISION ().-COM~IERCE 

RETAIL TRADE OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED 
Hawkers and Streot-Vendors otherwise unclassiqed 
Dealers in drugs and otherehemieal atores . 
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers 
General Storekeepers, shopkeepers and persons employed in shops otherwiso 

unclassified 

RETAIL TRADE IN FOODSTUFFS (I~CLUDI.NG BEVERAGES AND 
NARCOTICS) 
Retail dealers in grains and pulses; sweetmeats, sugar and spices; dairy 

products, eggs and poultry; animals for food; fodder for animals; other 
foodstuffs, vegetables and fruits 

Vendors of wine, liquors, aerated waters and ice in shops 
Retail dealers in tobacco, opium and ganja _ 
Hawkers and street-vendors of drink and foodstuffs '. 
Retail dealers in pan, bidis and cigarettes 

RETAIL TRADE IN FUEL (INCLl:DING PETROL) 
Petroleum distributors _ _ • . 
Retail dealers (including hawkors and street-vendors) in firewood, oharcoal, 

coal, cowdung and all other fuel except petroleum -

Rl!JTAIL TRADE IN TEXTILE AND LEATHER GOODS-Retail trade 
(including hawkers and street-vendors) in piece goods, wonl, ootton, silk, hair, 
wearing apparel, made-up textile goods, skin, leather, furs, feathers, etc. 

WHOLESALE TRADE IN ];'OODSTUFFS-Wholesale dealers in grains and 
pulsE's; sweetmeats, sugar and spices; dairy products, eggs and poultry; 
animal., for food, fodder for animals, other foodstuffs, whole~alc dealers in 
tobacco, opium and ganja -

WHOJ. .. ESALE 'l'RADE IN CO!II~lODITIES OTHER THAN ];'OODS'IUFFS 

R~AL ES'I'ATE-H.ousc aod estate agents and rent eoUcetors exoept agrioul
tuml land 

INSURANCE-Insur.ance carriers and all kmde of jnslIr:.nce agents amI other 
pers()n~ conneoted with insuranoe business 

I.C.E.C. 1951 
Group r---------------~ 

No. Total Males 

4'3. 

4'4 
4'41 
4-42 
4'43 
4-44 
4'40 

4·5 
4'6 

4'61 
4'62 
4'63 
4'64 
4-60 

4'8 

4'9 
4'91 
4'92 

6'0 
6'01 
6'02 
6'03 
6'00 

6'1 

6'1l 

6'12 
6'13 
6'14' 
6'15 

6'2 
6'21 
6-20 

6'4 

6'5 

6-6 

6-7 

1,269 

1 

656 
628 
20 

1 
7 

1,858 

102 
944 

361 
451 

58 

46 
37 
9 

12,318 

2,201 
271 
100 
468 

1,362 

7,873 

6,850 

80 
211 
152 
580 

175 
9 

155 

1,170 

221 

415 

11 

42 

1,169 

586 
563 

20 

1 
2 

1,765 

102 
933 

284 
446 

58 

40 
36 
4 

10.421 

1,905 
190 
92 

429 
1,19;t 

6,423 

5,557 

66 
178 
92 

530 

130 
4 

!!W 

1,102 

202 

398 

11 

42 

~ 

Females 

100 

70 
6~ 

5 

93 

11 

77 
5 

6 
1 
5 

1,897 

296 
81 
8 

39 
168 

1,450 

1,293 

14 
33 
60 
50 

45 
5 

40 

68 

19 

17 
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TABLE 1.12-CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD GROUPS-contd. 

lW~EYLENDING, BANKING AND OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESS
Officers, employees of joint stock banks and co.operative banks, Munims, 
agents or employees of indigenous banking firms, individual moneylenders, 
ex:changers and exchange agents, money changers and brokers and thei. 
agents 

LIVELIHOOD CLASS VII 

DIVISION 7-TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS 
TRANSPORT AND COMl\1UNICATIONS OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED 

AND INCIDENTAL SERVICES 
TRANSPORT BY ROAD-Owners, managers and employees connected with 

mechapicaUy driven and other vehicles (excluding domestic servant) palki, etc" 
bearers and owners, pack elephant, camel, mule, ass and bullock owners and 
drivers, porters and me.ssengers, persons engaged in road transport not other. 
wise classified, including freight transport by ,road, the operation of fixed 
facilities for road transport such as toll roads, highway bridges, terminals and 
parking facilities • 

TRANSPORT BY WATER-Owners and employees, officers, mariners, etc" 
of ships plying on the high seas, ships and boats plying on inland and coastal 
waters, persons employed in hM'bours, docks, rivers and canals, including pilots, 
ship brokers 

TRANSPORT BY AIR-Persons concerned with airfields and aircraft other 
than construction of airfields I1Jld air ports 

RAILWAY TRANSPORT-Railway employees of all kinds except those em· 
ployed on construction works 

LIVELIHOOD CLASS VIII 

Other sert'ices and miscellaneous 80urces 

DIVISION 5-CONSTRUCTION AND UTILITIES 

CO~STRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE Ol!' WORKS-OTHERWISE UN. 
CLASSIFIED 

C(l~STRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE-BUILDINGS 
Masons and bricklayers 
Stone. cutters and dressers 
Painters and decorators of house , , . , 
Construction of Buildings with bam boo and other materials _ 
Other persons engaged in the,construction or maintenance of buildings 

other than buildings made of bamboo or similar materials 
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTRNANCE-ROADS, BRIDGES AND OTHER 

TRANSPORT WORKS 
CONSTRUCTION AND i\IAINTENANCE~TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE 

LINES 
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS, IRRIGATION AND 

OTHER AGRICULTURAL WORKS 
WORKS AND SERVICES-ELECTRIC POWER AND GAS SUPPilY 

Electric supply 
Gas supply ,,' • .' 

WORKS -AND SERVICES-DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL WATER 
SUPPLY 

SANITARY WORKS AND SERVICES (INCLUDING SCAVENGERS). , 
STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING-The operation of storage facilities such as 

warehouses, cold storage, safe deposits when Buch storage is offered as an 
independent service 

POSTAL SERVICES 
TELEGRAPH SERVICES 
TELEPHONE SERVICES 
WIRELESS SERVICES 

DIVISION S-HEALTH, EDUCATION AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES , 
Rtlgistered medical practitioners _ , ., ,., 
Vaida, Hakims, and other persons practising medicine without being registered 
Dentists 
Midwives 

I,C,E,C, 
Group 

No. 

6'S 

7'0 

7-1 

5'0 

5'1 
5'11 
5'12 
5'13 
5'14 
5'10 

5'5 
5'51 
5'52 
5'6 

5'7 
7'5 

S'l 
S'll 
S'12 
S-13 
8'14 

Total 

210 

1,591 

2,012 
9 

60S 

657 

6 

311 

38,911 

• 1,436 

217 

1,043 
754 

IS 

185 
86 

29 

8 

13 

14 
14 

10 

102 

214 
I 
5 
1 

4.215 

834 
122 
366 

2 
38 

1951 

Males 

208 

1,564 

1,784-
\) 

599 

6i9 

6 

301 

34,873 

1,230 

31 

1,035 
747 

18 

IS5 
85 

28 

8 

13 

14 
14-

10 

91 

213 
1 
5 
1 

3,979 

698 
119 
351 

2 

Females 

2 

27 

28 

9 

8 

10 

4,038 

206 

186 

8 
7 

,', 

Ii 

1 

236 

136 
3 

15 

38 
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TABLE 1.12-CLASSIFICATION BY LIVELIHOOD GROUPS-concld. 

MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES-conch-l. 
Vaccinators 
Compounders . 
Nurses . • . • . • • • • • • c 
All other persons employed in hospitals or other public or private esta.blish, 

ments rendering medical or other health services; but not including 
scavengers or other sanitary staff 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH • • • • • 
Professors, lecturers, teachers and research workerS employed in Universities, 

Colleges and Research Institutions 

All other professors, lecturers and teachers • . • • 
Managers, clerks and servants of educational and research institutions, 

including Libraries and Museums, etc. 

POLICE (OTHERTHANVILLAGEWATCBMEN) • . • • . 
VILLAGE OFFICERS AND SERVANTS, INCLUDING VILLAGE WATCH· 

MEN 

EMPLOYEES OF MUNICIPALITIES AND LOCAL BOARDS (but not i~· 
eluding persons classifiable under any other division Or subdivision) 

EMPLOYEES OF STATE GOVERNMENTS (but not .including persons 
classifiable under any other division or subdivision) 

EMPLOYEES OF THE UNION GOVERNMENT (inclUding persons classifiable 
under subdivision 8.3 but not including persons classifiable under any other 
division or subdivision) 

EMPLOYEES OF NON-INDIAN GOVERNMENTS 
DIVISION 9-SERVICES NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED 
SERVICES OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED • • • 
DOMESTIC SERVICES (but not including services rendered by members of 

family households to one a.nother) 
Private motor drivers and cleaners 
Cooks 
Gardeners . . . 
Other domestic servants • 

BARBERS AND BEAUTY SHOPS-Barbers, hair dressers and wig makers, 
tattooers, shampooers, bath houses 

LAUNDRIES AND LAUNDRY SERVICES~Laundries and laundry services, 
washing and cleaning 

HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND EATING HOUSES . . . . 
RECREA'l'ION SERVIOES-Production and distribution of motion pictures and 

the operation of cinemas and allied services, managers and employees of 
theatres, opera companies, etc., musicians, actors, dancers, etc., conjurers, 
acrobats, recitors, exhfbitors of curiosities and wild animals, radio 
broadcasting studios 

LEGAL AND BUSINESS SERVICES ••••• 
Lawyers of all kinds, includhig quazis, law agents and mukhtiars . 
Clerks of lawyers, petition writers, etc. . • . .' . . . 
Architects, Surveyor'!, EngintJers and their employees (not being State Servants) 
Public Scribes, Stenographers, Accountants, Auditors. . . . . 
Managers, clerks, servants and employees of Trade Associations, Chamber <;>f 

Commerce, Board of Trade, Labour Organisation and similar organisation of 
employers all(~ employees 

ARTS, LETTERS AND JOURNALISM 
Artists, sculptors and image makers 
Authors, editors and journalists 

PHOTOGRAPHER. . . . . . , • 
RELIGIOUS,C:EI,ARITABLEANDWELFARE SERVICES. . • • 

Priests, Ministers, Monks, Nuns, Sadhus, Religious mendicants and other 
religious workers 

Servants in religious edifices, burial and burning grounds, pilgrim conductors 
a.ud circuIDcisel's, etc. 

Managers and employees of organislLtions and institutions rendering charitable 
and other welfare services 

UNOLASSIFIABLE • 

I.C.E.C. 
Group 

N.o. 

8.15 
S.16 
8.17 
8.10 

8.2 
8.21 

8.22 
8.20 

8.4 
8.5 

8.6 

8.7 

8.8 

8.9 

9.0 
9.1 

9.11 
9.12 
9.13 
9.10 
9.2 

9.3 

9.4 
9.5 

9.6 
9.61 
9.62 
9.63 
9.64 
9.65 

9.7 
9.71 
9.72 
9.73 
9.8 
9.81 

9.82 

9.83 

,Total 

2 
64 
76 

164 

1,181 
793 

363 
25 

658 
217 

192 

912 

220 

1 
30,867 
19,312 

9,253 

\) 
ll6 • 
324 

8,804 
810 

302 

102 
152 

286 
132 
104 

33 
13 
4 

144 
132 
10 

2 
506 
495 

9 

2 

2.l72 

1951 

Males 

2 
63 

6 
155 

1,104 
753 

330 
21 

6fi7 
209 

.180 

910 

220 

1 
27,972 
17,212 

8,661 

9 
III 
324 

8,217 
789 

209 

97 
107 

281 
132 
103, 
29, 
13 

4 

143 
131 
10 

2 
473 
468 

3 

2 

1.472 

....... 
Females 

1 
70 
9 

77 
40 

33 
4 

1 
8 

12 

2 

2,895 
2,100 

592 

5 

587 
21 

93 

& 
45 

5-

1 
4 

1 
1 

33 
27 

6 

700 
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TABLE 1.20-DIII-(i) SCHEDULED CASTES AND SCHEDULED TRIBES 

Soheduled Castes Scheduled" Tribes 
District and Tract 

Persons Males Female,:! Persons Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

MALDA DISTRICT 

Total 136,379 65,177 71,202 80,463 40,724 39,739 
Rural 133,534 63,708 69,826 80,418 40,688 39,730 
Urban 2,845 1,469 1,376 45 36 9 

Ruraol-79 15,884 7,978 7,906 537 125 412 
Rural-80 19,392 8,401 10,991 246 241 5 
Rural-8l , . 63,642 31,974 31,668 2,344 838 1,506 
Rural-82 34,616 15,355 19,261 77,291 39,484 37,807 

Urban-33 2,845' 1,469 1,376" 45 36 9 

TABLE 1.21-DIII-(ii) NON-BACKWARD CLASSE~ AND CLASSES WHICH . 
ARE NEITHER SCHEDULED NOR NON-BACKWARD 

Classes which are neither Soheduled 
Non-Backward ClassBli nor non-Backward 

Distriot and Traot 
Persons Males Females Persons Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

MALDA DISTRICT 

Total 630,228 322,520 307,708 90,504 48,369 42,135 
Rural 598,641 305,515 293,126 89,824 47,909 41,915 
Urban 31,587 17,005 14,582 680 460 220 

Rural-79 102,745 49,593- 53,152 21,630 '12,541 9,089 
Rural-80 187,627 93,803 93,824 18,919 10,772 8,147 
Rural-8l 220,374 113,642 106,732 31,128 16,257 14,871 
Rural-82 '# '87,895 48 .. 477 39,418 18,147 8,339 9,808 

Urban-33 31,587 17,005 14,582 680 -160 220 

TABLE 1.22-DIII-(iii) ABSTRACT FOR ~NGLO-INDIANS 

Anglo-India.ns 
Distriot and Traot r------A--

Persons Males Females 

1 2 S 4 

MALDA DISTRICT 

Total ., 6 4 2 
Rural 2 2 
Urban 4 4 

Rura-l-82 2 2 
Urban-S3 4, 4 
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VILLAGE DIRECTORY 

This directory renders an account of each Village and each Ward of a Town entered on the 
Jurisdiction Lists for each thana maintained by the. Director of Land Records and Surveys, West 
Bengal. It giyes the J. L. number, name, and area of the village, and, where inhabited, its I . 
number of occupied houses, popUlation, number of literates, with the livelihood of the population 
clagsified into eight major livelihood classes of which four are agricultural and four non-agri
cultural. The four Agricultural livelihood classes are :-I,-Cultlvators of land wholly or mainly 
owned and their dependants, II-Cultivators of land wholly or mainly unowned and their 
dependants,III-Cultivatihg labourers and their dependants and' IV-Non-cultivating owners 
Of land; Agricultural rent receivers and their dependants. The four Non-agricultural livelihood 
class~s are persons, including their dependants, who derive their 'principal means of livelihood 
from; V-Pr.oduction other than cultivation, VI-Com~erce, . VII--L..Transport and 
VIII-Other services, and miscellaneous sources. 

The villages or towns of a thana are grouped under its name and the total of each, column 
has been struck for each thana with an account of 'its rural and urban population. Thanas have 
been arranged according to the census code serial. 

Symbols will frequently be ~een agairtst the name of a village or town, and they indicate 
that the institution which the symbol denotes is physically situated within the village. The 
symbols are :-

P denotes. Primary School 
S 

" 
High English Schvol 

H 
" 

Hospitals, A.G. or F.R.E. Hospitals 
D 

" 
Dispensaries 

Rh " Rural Health Centres 
PO 

" 
Post Offices 

MA " Municipal Area 

Where figures like 5P or 2S or 2H, etc:, occur they denote that the ma~~ or ~owp. :p.as 
five Primary Schools or two lIigh SCh09ls 0::r two Hospitals, etc, 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No,of Po pula. No, of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No, - or Village oc,?upied tion literates 

Town/Wltrd or houses 
Town/ 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

8ADAR SUBDIVISION 

1 p, S, Engliahimzar 

1 Uttar Chandipur , 486'92 592 2,921 530 581 234 103 761 373 30 889 
2 Madia. • , 180'44 206 1,002 83 153 52 186 138 473 
3 Bhabanipur p, , 826-00' 603 3,135 265 529 282 1,044 821 159 10 290 
4 Khasxol Chandi- 973'39 493 2,547 267 514 314 1,102 393 126 12 126 

pur 2P, 
5 Ganga Gobindapur 122'35 Uninhabited 
6 lma~aga.r , 201-07 48 255 2 43 18 129 1 64 
7 Milki D, S, 2P, ],260'45 525 2,842 32 342 296 11 417 613' 22 1,141 
8 Gousaipur • 738'65 114 510 81 102 226 10' 48 8 22 
9' Jot Puran , 185'02 Uninhabited 

10 Dakshin Chandipur 210'08 44' 193 5 80 30 58 9 16 

11 Sattari p, 583'04 438 1,991 150 442 140 1,057 315 6 3 28 
12 Haritlpur , 350'57 95 382 32 253 32 88 1 8 
13 Mathurapur 244,39 30 130 • 5 10 83 33 4 
14 Mo bara.kpur 1,138'25 112 465 18 274 19 74 66 32 
15 Barampur,P, 548'05 118 539 42 146 130 122 91 4 46 
16 LaIa-purP. 420'69 86 373 76 182 43 35 20 9 84 
17 Atga.ma' , , 731'33 461 2,378 220 432 385 650 281 240 2 388 
18 Anandamohanpur p, 189-50 126 591 98 132 73 47 162 74 103 

19 Fatepur 210'96 14 64 9 13 9 16 20 6 
20 Islampur _ 90,75 60 283 6 63 75 10 85 \ 50 
21 Basudebpur 299'76 243 1,041 80 431 13 38 7 68 484 
22 Binodpll.r P. 514-65 58 274 40 205 12 14 12 31 
23 Nialllatpur 1,680'79 743 3,198 184 1,375 400 394 298 283 448 
24 Phulbaria S, p, 965'74 514 2,732 596 1,230- 237 339 161 173 24 568 
25 Nagharia PO, 2P, 2,033-65 262 1,422 75 225 315 179 59 32 612 
26 Lakshmighat '689'37 264 1,515 95 661 59 2 57 4 4 728 
27 Ralupur 764'38 267 1,130 55 293 238 404 52 117 26 
28 Kanaipur 839-58 Uninhabited 
29 Sonatala 909'12 512 1,948 225 608 67 :W6 156 197 714 
30 Syampur 1,147'19 6 33 '" 33 
31 Daulatpur 616-75 Uninhabited 
32 Khalimpur 325'07 11 38 7 17 12 6 3 
33 Uttar Nazirpur ,179-23 165 551 142 3 3 9 255 129 7 145 
34 Sahazalalpur 218'38 220 996 ,274 11 7 2 451 178 9 338 
35 Jot Narasinha P __ 370'42 20 61 2 3 58 
36 Daibakipur . 535-72 48 173 9 24 3 14 5 127 
37 Khorda Jalalpur . 172·20 Uninhabited 
38 Malihat _ , 443'06 26 120 32 36 52 
39 Gangarampur 377'75 Uninhabited 
40 Piohli • 555'10 24 169 88 47 34 
41 Uttar Lakshmipur p, 344'09 227 905 72 458 45 12 ,62 78 12 238 

42 Py~u"r , 192-64} 
43 Kh . abad 115'38 Uninhabited 
44 Nagrai 221'50 
45 Sailpur 1,023-61 43 273 5 172 96 5 
46 Uttar Gopinathpur 192-90 36 223 8 132 71 1 19 
47 Job Basanta , 1,707-11 411 2,371 107 1,203 201 778 73 17 99 
48 NarhattaP_ 165'14 70 303 45 134 87 82 
49 Jot Gopal 725'30 226 1,089 128 449 128 122 30 6] 27 272 
50 Anandipur, 531'28 171 923 7 420 480 7 2 12 2 
51 Uttar Gobindapur 297-88 84 363 33 L74 48 9 27 2 103 
52 Itakbola., , 245-94 25 75 1 4- IS 8 4.2 3 
53 Nimasarai PO. 145-59 128 523 99 33 13~ • 123 36 197 
54 Jatarpur i71'63 79 351 128 64 119 51 31 86 
55 Jot , 97'52 144 523 139 37 3~1 55 90 
56 Arapur S. P. 342'64 237 1,013 166 48 286 156 22 501 
57 Sultanpur 772'45 153 524. 120 29 65 34 325 9 62 
58 NazirpUl ~~2'3~ 59 248 '8 64 27 157 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ]2 13 14 

1 P. S. EngUltkbazar-contd. 

59 Begamangar 125.971 
60 Hosenbazar 130.54 J Uninhabited 
61 Sadekpur 159.47 

62 Kaltapara • 260.33 122 59l 79 208 44 193 69 82 
63 Serpur Makimpur 177.66 36 211 102 70 92 36 39 37 
64 Kutubpur Phul· 130.7638} 

ban Inclu~ed in Urban area. 
65 Purapara 188.3711 

66 Mahesmati . 246.7107 3 21 1 19 1 
67 Inrajbazar . 172.5399} 
68 Makaumpur 269.4150 . Included in Urban area 
69 Pirozpur .. 581.2597 • 

70 Arazi Dilalpur 147.60 Uninhabited 
71 Uttar Ramchandra- 585.S1 104 304 7 14 IS 203 5 64 

pur 
~03 72 .Thalj halia 411.69 42 1 135 68 

73 Bagbari 773.58 103 399 9 145 35 64 15 35 105 
74 Lakshmipur ],164.89 125 501 4 125 119 23:l 14 9 
75 Manganpara 339.09 19 87 8 71 9 7 
76 Mahajamapur 129.04 83 379 26 194 33 134 3 1 14 
77 Madapur 1,835.67 613 2,566' 151 1,083 112 811 109 88 363 
78 Jot Frithwi 356.75 158 721 123 369 84 32 4 44 188 
79 Karmanigram 473.55 148 718 93 208 96 94 94 98 128 
80 Naodabazar 445.55 105 427 46 30 131 8 20 42 196 
81 Kamalpur . 61l!.54 17 46 4 42 
82 Azimpur . 258.64 23 60 17 53 2 5 
83 Chandipur P. 359.56 35 117 32 2 91 24 
84 Sadullapur . 1,205.19 40 135 19 1 35 1 17 7 74 
85 Mollapara . 172.86 6 18 2 3 13 
86 Razaratnagar Un.99 47 144 26 3 92 14 35 
87 Dilalpur. . 254.44 26 102 10 59 4 18 2 13 6 
88 Uttar Jadupur P. 1,301.41 140 614 20 220 19 325 22 10 18 
89 Dakshin Jadupur 573.05 126 499 17 417 1 3 23 4 51 
90 Gabgachhl 684.34 30 127 30 80 17 3 13 ]4 
91 Abhirampur 302.34 Included in Urban area 

92 Mahespur 423.03 162 629 220 18 28 90 75 154 2 262 
93 Jagadispur 250.37 15 48 24 3 ,: : 21 
94 Nischintapur 727.41 79 363 38 329 2 7 4 21 
95 Gopalpur 221.52 28 88 8 11 9 5 15 'i 41 
96 Raypur 228.08 36 130 9 3 33 50 ' 8 8 9 19 
97 Go bindapur' 415.44 36 133 14 38 33 18 12 17 15 
98 Kumarpur P. 450.08 70 298 65 74 45 102 5 7 65 
99 Krishnapur P. 190.90 10 46 20 46 

100 ~risinhapur 160.27 Uninhabited 
101 Moslempur 874.15 60 253 11 116 58 17 12 50 
102 Krishnaprasad Nij 179.96 Uninhabited 

103 Baril. Phulbari 855.74 154. 701 89 441 16 157 25 4 58 
104 Tiakati 897.67 127 616 46 425 40 65 13 73 

105 Purana Guamalati 273.20} Uninhabited 
106 Arazi Phulbari 153.38 
107 Bam Chak . 164.21 54 257 11 213 33 

. 108 Dharampur . 366.12 4- 15 4 11 
109 Naya. Gua:m.alati . 180.61 2 4 3 3 I 
lIO Gopinathpur 136.55 42 128 6 72 37 6 4 4 2 3 
ill Byaspur Arazi • 188.50 Uninhabited 
112 Ramchandrapur • 134.06 20 69 20 58 1 2 8 

113 Byaspul' Arazi Inlis 387.08 Uninhabited 
114 Byaspur 189.94 60 178 6 18 H l~ .. 2. 17 31 62 
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J.L. Name of Vilhtge Area of No. of Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII. V1II 
No. <:»r Vilhtge or occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward Townl houses 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 1) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 P. S. Engliahbazar-concld: 

115 ·Ds.riadaha . 15~87} 
116 Daigram 241.61 
117 Tantipara. 379.14 Uninhabited 
118 Ganibahadur Khan 237.86 
119 Bahadurpur 161.68 

120 Phulbari 101.24 2 8 8 

121 Kishanpur. 232.40 3 15 2 5 10-

122 Phulbari Ara.zi 759.70 96 432 14 71 8 339 

123 Golahat 132.85} 
124 Jamalpur 736.15 Uninhabited 
125 Pora Madia 532.90 

126 N az4"khani Arazi 512.67 27 15 7 15 

127 Bholanathpur P. • 230.09 50 218 22 91 17 35, 48 27 

128 Ramkeli 128.94 192 237 29 21 65 7 28 48 68 

129 Badulyabari 134.22 I 1 1 

130 Kanakpur • 198.93",) 
131 Chandanagat 150.58 I Uninhabited 
132' Paschim Nazir· 102.49 J 

khani Arazi 
133 Ganibahadur Khan 230.66 

Arazi Inlia 

134 Khirki 117.86 61 244 2 103 4 117 8 . 12 

135 Mahadipur PO, 2P. 281.0425 625 2,684 332 641 37 27 35 1,215 131 2 596 

136 Parbatipur 105.63} 
137 Cha.jlkapa.ra 332.66 Uninhabited 

138 Nazirkhani 830.96 66 117 117 

139 Bilbari 132.31 27 101 12 4 20 • 72 

140 Majhagar '779.36\ 
141 Tentulia 160.92 
142 Ghurni Madia 253.04 t Uninhabited 
143 Satgada . . 118.62 
144 Arazi Nazirkhani 173.81, 

145 Uttar Umarpur 243.40 69 299 27 86 51 36 52 2 77 

146 Gar M~hali 155.58 50 178 .29 9 4 7 51 14 93 

Engliahbazar Municipality 2H, 48, 
PO,18P, MA. 

Ward I 1,529 8,851 4,715 282 15 18 176 705 2,127 329 5,199 

Police Lines 13 181 158 181 

Ward IIA 889 5,464 2,865 171 20 107 1,337 1,727' 103 1,999 

Ward lIB 1,423 7,168 2,880 117 120 46 80 1,150 1,885 24 3,746 

Ward III 931 5,620 2,572 ll~ 17 72 681 1,742 186 2,804 

Ward IV 577 3,379 1,498 83 1 93 924 981 153 1,144 

Total 5,362 30,663 14,688 '171 17:;l ·65 528 4,797 8,462 795 15',073 

Rural 14,020 63,209 6,648 '18,592 5,603 10,474 158 9,316 4,867 50t 13,698 

Urban 5,362 30,663 14,688 771 172 65 528 4,797 8,46~ 795 15,073 

Grand Total .62,974. 7747 19~382 93,872 21,336 19,363 51775 10,539 686 14,113 13,3.29 1,296 28,771 
aCl:es or 

98.39 
sq. miles 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II 
. 

III IV V VI . VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied \ion literates 

Town/Ward or houses' 
Town/ 

'. ward 
in acres 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

2 P. S. Kaliachak 

1 Palasgachhi' • 2,845.76 54 332 3 201 69 24 6 18 .' () " 2 Piarpur P.. • 826.12 178 1,357 34 882 219 170 13 • 8 65 
3 Kakribandha Jhau. .6,767.76 1,023 6,991 .462 3,492. 813 1,884 262 130 410 

bona 
4 Rezakpur • 114.35 30 242 15 100 73 50 5 14 
5 Kamaluddinpur - . 439.08 42 233 8 116 44 59 13 1 
6 Daridiar Jhaubona. 828.03 79 558 19 277 165 67 16 20 13 
7 Mahadebpur P. 1,324.35 606 3,842 684 2,564 165 562 313 116 3 119 
8 Jot Kasturi Rh, S, 712.87 195 1,130 349 481 200 208 18 32 .9 182 

PO. 
9 Sukurullapur P. 293.24 104 507 8 219 34 220 14 12 8 

10 Birodhi . 246.86 79 543 14 314 143 3 20 6a 
11 Panchanandapur D, 5,690.76 1,733 10,322 695 5,033 555 3,231 529 575 6 393 

S,P,PO. 
12 Dari Jayrampur 273.29 25 133 7 83 6 14 30 
13 Daskathia 138.63 Uninhabited 
14 Isla.m.p= P. • 300.36 94 584 45 427 10 143 4, 

15 Hamidpur 3,366.38 1,017 5,606 1,365 3,196 92 1,304 10 436 108 8 452 
16 Nityanandapur P •• 878.02 317 2,218 139 573 534 746 150 75 14(} 
1'7 Jitnagar 2P •• 986.92 327 2,296 189 1',350 217 505 7 49 59 109 
18 Paranpur P •• 2,553.64 Hf3 1,106 27 918 176 12 
19 Ratanlalpur • 209.58j 
20 Srighar • 

966.97 f 21 Kanchi Jadupur 27.58 
22 Begamganj 373.96 Uninhabited 
23 Hakimabad 156.43 
24 Mangatpur 292.77 J 
'25 HOBenabad' 714.6:t 
26 Dogachhi 1,170.75 6 91 26 65 
27 Gaziapara . 1,000.96 Uninhabited 
28 Gobindarampur 4,009.96 14 74 1 62 2 10 
29 Char Babupur r. 1,267.66 446 2,812 152 2,241 250 187 92 11 31 
30 Nayagram • 2,527.38 906 4,945 UO 2,290 325 260 .1,090 251 13 716 
31 Sultanganj P. 3,201.41 837 4,263 64 2,437 164 342 228 230 22 840 
32 Baishnabnagar D, 1,634.11 358 2,258 60 1,749 214 :. 41 34 220 

PO,2P. 
33 Babupur • 161.33 82 623 102 366 13 74 35 56 19 60 
34 Palgachhi P. . 883.25 493 2,870 U7 1,056 261} 823 132 260 228 102 
35 Jagannathpur 1,028.41 163 1,102. ·31 668 122 43 9 1 58 138 63 
36 Lakshmipur 2,087.81 566 3,212 138 1,501 402 166 U3 345 30 625 
37 Chak Seherdi 686.58 334 1,879 28 1,166 155 1"44 3 84 70' 8 249 
38 Dariapur 369.79 301 1,551 38 523 120 193 363 136 216 
39 Krishnapur 2P. . 2,450.97 741} 4,172 99 2,670 119 4 31 290 188 870 
40' Chak BahadurPur P. 932.92 199 1,152 98 380 591 33 5 37 106 
41 Suzapura Mandai P, 1,183.63 217 1,488 75 1,192 9 195 33 31 5 23 

PO. 
42 Chainpara. • 1,104.57 1'71 1,265 17 81}6 268 \) 122 
43 Jayenpur P •. 1,002.55 275 '1,799 94 1,173 1 393 74 25 133 
44 Sukpara P .• 1,030.43 193 1,27il 12 851 53 123 1 7 19 225 
45 Kumbhira P. 909.18 201 1,523 18 1,126 206 JOO 16 21 54 
46 Nurnagar 76.39 311 200 35 66 40 17 21 26 30 
47 Bakhrabad 1,380.46 136 643. 12 141 97 405 
48 Deonapur 1,050.52 54 213 15 198 
49 Sabdulpur P. 2,297.00 422 2,337 107 529 1,446 138 140 62 22 
50 Sukdebpur 517.29 138 766 12 344 257 63 45 54 3 
51 Hadinagar 500.21 48 314 8 203 86 12 13 
52 Niyoginagar. 3S0.61 17 145 1 15 69 27 4 30 
53, Mohanpur !(has P. i~7.64 8 69 8 67 2 
54 Mohanpur 497.18 97 683 58 514 61 86 7 2 13 
55 Mahabbatpur 390.13 149 877 104 571 III 40 5 20 130 
56 Mohanpur Dusobigha 116.81 120 682 81 316 5 3 69 35 254 

P. 
57 Chari Anant.apur P. 3,489.36 1,213 6,666 319 3~945 272 1.~76 344; 542 12 275 
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.L~ Name ofVilla~ Area of No. of Popula.. No. of I II III IV V VI vn VIII 

No. or Village occupied tion literates 
Town/Ward or houses 

Town! 
Ward 

in aores 

1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

2 P. S. Kaliachak-contd. 

58 N andalalpur P. 1,001.31 306 1,548 85 769 165 197 208 36 173 

59 Chak Seherdi. 686.58 13 67 6 31 2 30 2 2 

60 :Bhagabanpul' F. 1,&57.61 712 4,423 2# S,lOS 292 381 215 191 241 

61 Kalinagar P. 1,082.39 145 781 33 114 28 2 .7 1 29 

62 Sahaband Chak 219.20 194 1,162 35 891 176 21 56 18 

1)3 Satangapara .. 93.88 134 667 52 192 <17 168 142 56 62 

64 :Bedr .. b ... d . 2,561.78 562 a,130 207 2,092 221 162 255 "'l.OQ 3 297 

65 Gopalpur . 758.85 272 1,562 78 923 332 166 31 33 3 74 

66 Fate Chandpur 52.28 Uninhabited 

67 Marupur . . 277.40 24 103 2 103 

68 Khaa Chandpur P .. 1,428.07 423 2,017 95 664 268 2 28 221 138 2 754 

69 Karari Ohandpur . 594.07 497 2,124 242 343 13 747 146 875 

70 Alipur PO, P. 421.88 694 3,424 366 1I4 5 2 2,637 Hi7 509 

71 Mahespur P .. 940.59 240 1,144 ' 93 1I2 9 1 540 84 398 

72 Baliadanga S. 834.60 402 1,644' 256 126 2:3 667 249 28 551 

73 Khaltipur 'P .• ,228.48 211 1,027 81 263 7 301 456 

74 Bahadurpur 437.03 452 2,052 142 148 6 10 850 603 1 434 

75 Krishnapur p. 160,35 217 1,089 93 273 10 15 137 94 560 

76 Silampur P. • 421.03 465 1,999 81 510 15 1 1 573 89- 10 800 

77 Jot Dhanai • 29L57 23 99 8 II 17 1 17 Hj 3& 

78 Kaliaohak D,PO, P. 200.92 159 774 89 69 28 351 70 13 243 

79 Jot Param p. 345.57 93 418 29 60 37 46 24- 251 

80 B!l.irgaohhi • 361.95 67 305 18 61 13 37 4 190 

81 Alinaga.l' PO, SP. 277.79 476 2,3402 196 373 101 6 1,035 4"1 780 

82 Nabinagar P. 310.86 374 1,857 146 502 97 601 59 598 

83 Nurnagar 357.26 166 925 104 65 47 48 17 329 III 308 

84 JagadUlla 84.64 Uninhabited 

85 Sripur P. 211.76 46 24Z 13 101 35 8 98 

86 DalugramP .• 760.60 a;!2 1,532 117 286 101 8 360 107 670 

87 Trimolrini 480.58 191 1,040 27 505 79 300 15 I 140 

88 Uttar Lakahrnipur P. 2,150.88 575 3,560 126 1,920 115 1,295 95 34 1'1 84 

89 Biahn1J.prasad . 506.41 119 1,020 29 268 514 36 153 1 48 

90 Dharampur P. 203.81 66 474 72 209 118 25 67 55 

91 KhanpurP .. 169.73 53 344 40 291 50 2 1 

92 Babla . 173.73 1(Y,7 510 24 67 81 344 10 8 

93 Utta.r Chandpur 297.36 102 641 30 390 227 11 6 7 

94 Gangarampur . 186.82 48 229 34. 75 9 102 6 26 11 

95 Diar Qangara.lIlpur 263.40 Uninha.bited 

96 Mabarakpur . 751.26 52 ~6' 10 125 41 116 10 .. 4 

97 Jot AnBonta. . 743.55 147 631 SO 65 70 161 225 ~~ 65 

98 8adipllr P. . 3S1.1() 338 1,518 158 486 164 376 233 175 

99 Uttar Mohanpur 297.12 85 372 32 99 44 102 8 119 

100 Dulalganj P •. 125.31 11 597 56 262 79 181 33. 19 23 

101 Jot Gapal Kagmari 2,08UH 698 2,994 132 791 240 4.()9 1,148 214 (; lSI 

102 Ailpara . ·226.41 67 375 10 74 12 83 196 2 4. 4 

103 Moherapur P. 461.52 205 1,130 171 406 41 611 31 24 17 

104 Jot Xabil 283.62 59 348 30 129 6 181 19 .. 13 

105 Jot Daman P. 407.99 146 837 55 313 III 382 • 7 12 12 

106 Gllngaprasad P. 410'24 318 1.557 305 582 47 821 94 4 9 

. 107 Syamdaspur. 354.65 148 818 25 177 49 430 125 23, 14 

108 Mostafapur . 388.20 127 699 189 232 109 77 129 35 117 

109 Raripota. 126.49 Uvinhabited 
110 Nayabad 117.31 6 19 9 ", 7 2 10 

III Jayantipur 255.01 Uninha.bited 
112 Birahimpur 2P. 536.40 251 1,228 480 20} 262 297 318 37 1 112 

113 Debipul' . , 438.86 61 364 13 212 26 112 7 7 

114 Gppal Prasad P. 114.29 50 164 35 88 13 24 20 19 

115 Tap Prata.ppul' 1,303.86 389 1,870 200 772 99 774 108 37 5 75 

116 Bakharpur P. • 412.54 414 2,261 415 122 24 11 1,674 45 33 355 

117 Chhota Suzapur S. 223.68 472 2,575 492 53 79 238 1,687 75 4 442 

118 Madhugram P. . 174.02 134 496 3$ 74 8 75 261 55 10 10 

119 Nazirpur P. • 485.15 410 1,688 98 350 136 503 510 71 25 93 

120 Masimpur P .. 131.89 417 2,497 195 700 73 7 1,355 27 335 

121 Ba.ra Suzapur 3P. 593.94 501 2,52S 342 145 7 46 8 1,897 '307 14 104 
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, 
J.L. Na.me of Village Area of N().of 
No. or Village occupied Popula.. No. of I II III IV V VI VII VnI 

Town/Ward or houses tion literates 
Town/ 
Ward 

, 
in aores 

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 

2 P. S. Kaliacl'uik-contd. 

122 Chaspara. P .. 167-56 309 1,584 253 220 41 2 'i8 684 13 23 523 

123 Gayesbari PO, Y. 189'61 455 2,495 486 75 21 32 'il,'649 9 17 692 

124 Gandharbagram 137'81 47 205 55 .185 4- 16 

125 Pra1;appur . 627'66 124 497 32 66 17 341 38 28 7 

126 Chak Pratappur 201-03 92 531 73 183 23 181 29 89· 26 

127 Mothabari P. 1,081-74 517 2,675 390 634 33 458 13 512 537 11 477 

128 Purba Hosenabad • 408'74 243 1,297 45 428 41 107 7 ll( 

U9 Mada.npur .. 166'56 62 215 2 4 1 208 2 

130 Madanpnr Kismat 1409'30 74 324 9 9 1 299 ~5 

P. 
131 Chhirampur 197'55 136 581 45 1 1 6 302 29 242 

132 Purba. Sripur . ~S'57 106 457 24 '107 332 IS 

133 Chhota Mahadipur 392'25 234 986 illa .:1.78 70 1703 13 22 

P. 
134 Dakshin Debipur 416'79 276 1,253 63 305 za8 57.., 15 118 

135 Jaga.dispur - 230'29 224 1,143 IS 98 10 8 925 I l()1 

136 Inatpur • 137'89 49 257 .20 33 162 6 56 

137 Jadupur PO, P. 298'51 355 1,490 167 208 187 783 36 276 

138 Uttar Dariapur P. 332'48 496 ,2,227 1140 606 1115 37 669 

139 Azimpur 553'76 447 2,216 65 518 156 17 866 13 646 

140 Natibpur - 340'02 167 551 34 11 i2 
404 136 

141 purba Ohandpur U3'76 77 290 33 251 5 22 

142 Serpur PO .. 743'34- 615 2,307 308 124 8 10 1,593 19 12 541 

143 Baranagar 208'06 - 66 S23 21 217 106 

144 JaJalpur P. 784'07 218 838 160 32 124 6 533 27 H6 

145 Bamangram P. 469'88 335 2,070 102 271 1,506 5 288 

146 Jamalpur Inlis 3S6'70} 
147 Ohhit Bakharpur 133'31 Uninhabited 

148 Harugram Intis 606'73 125 476 7 245 1 22 is 1 189 

149 Paharplll' 331'33 67 333 4 48 237 48 

150 Purba Krishnapur 524'64 • 20 ·103 2 33 5 65 

151 Maksudpur , 552'44 143 867 38 332 48 31 31 425 

152 Mallikpara PO. 463'97 84 389 10 116 , 172 31 70 

153 Ja,lua, Ba,dha,IP. 364'01 239 1,166 75 407 168 28 60 64 .'" 439 

154 Khidir Chak , 177'35} 
155 Savertanra • 227'29 Uninhabited 

156 Uiirpur 140'44 49 325 9 200 35 18 69- 3 

157 Kasim.Chak 289'61; Uninhabited 

158 Srirampur P. 283'33 172 823 27 • 371 31 44 [) 372 

159 Saiyadpur 612'81 114 700 79 413 138 18 131 

160 Uttar Raypur 146'22 14 105 10 3. SI 9 12 

161 Selimpur • 318'77 287 1,493 30 114 14 5 1,1240 76 160 

162 Kutub Alampur 206'44 Uninhabited 

163 Purba Lakshmipur 521'51 202 886 28 144 60 .. 142 55 - 485 

164, Buzruk Pirozpur 339'05 Uninhabited 

165 Narayanpur • 223'24 115 .701 45 293 107 • 16 2~ 19 238 

166 Haro Chak • 2ti9'41 207 808 23 220 29 4 31 4, 520 

167 Dakshin Raypur . 186'40 208 1,404 115 27 181 2 401 97 696 

168 Dakshin Lakshmi. 178'96 . 537 2,303 233 131 3 12 1,6Bl) 170 307 

pur PO, 3P. 
169 Majumpur P. 973'93 442 1,967 69 759 73 209 1 158 38 - 729 

170 Baltipur 188'35 Uninhabited 

171 Pakakot 268'06 39 381 3 241 49 47 44 

172 Bholai Chak P, 494'82 169 943 60 353 13 146 62 16 303 

173 ChakDomai 285'94 143 725 '7 2M 5 308 68 9 131 

174, Sa.habazpur PO, P. 2,046'65 604 3,275 141 2,041 174 176 18.2 99 17 586 

175 Malatipur 802'62 118 707 55 488 5f 103 33 7 25 

176 Golapganj D, S, 2,499'87 735 4,070 ~9 2,583 170 751 :3 186 140 237 

PO, p, 
177 Shashani P. . 609'23 333 1,339 117 664 117 255 207 38 58 

178 Chak Mailpur 261'03 49 283 10 266 1 9 3 4 

179 Da.kahin Cha-ndpur 150'55 Uninhabited 

180 Fatepur '414'34 185 1,010 31 54,1 12 44 413 

181 Srinibaspur 21S'75 51 323 20 238 29 5 8 43 

182 K&zi Chak 164'64 110 611 13 

~ 
32 12 10 67 

1.83 :4&rCqn.k 254'48 l02 672 16 23 2(} 8 S 50 

M 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of 
No. or Village occupied Po pula- No. of I II III IV V VI VII VlII 

Town/Ward or houses tiOD literates 
Town/ 
Wa.tkl 

in acrell 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 

2 P. S. Kaliachak-concld. 

184 Chak LaIu . 370'5(1 136 736 44 512 9 103 3 109 
185 Kadl1mtala. P. 557'29" 467 1,891 100 s1>5 250 21 5 167 42 551 
186 Sa~purP. 650'69 286 1,255 54. 598 71 21 162 7 8 3S8 
1~7 Akanda. Baris. 222'97 108 602 48 325 35 17 7 218 
188 Naoda. 143'95 89 457 6 213 5g' 23 5 157 
189 Sult"npur P •.• 39S·38 123 547 57 321 50 120 4 35 4 13 
190 Bairbona. P. 256'89 136 545 14 179 9 116 10 231 

. 
Total 13~573·56 •• 42,266 2,26,184 17,342 91,687 14,776 28,954 466 46,512 9,649 789 33,351 

(Entirely Rural) aetos or 
207'14 

sq. miles 
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J.L. Na.me of.Village Area of No. of 
No. or Village occupied Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 

Town/Ward or houses tion literates 
Town! 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14. 

3 P. B. MaIda 

1 Balarampur P. 866·69 226 1,315 85 551 156 497 72 4 1 34 
2 Barkol . 867'41 ]63- 774 80 429 108 164 50 7 16 
3 Uttar Bhatra 385·78 32 100 6 48 31 19 2 
4 Paiti 135'96 19 131 10 33 75 23 
D Sanjail P. 460·76 48 269 8 239 28 I 1 
6 Belahar 437'81 47 244 12 244 
7 l\laheskuri 199·41 15 66 3 55 8 3 
8 Sabdalkhani 102·99 17 91 4 65 26 
9 Sahara 632·99 90 453 17 '363 14 60 6 5 15 

10 Kesrail Pirgain 196·00 21 129 3 115 13 1 
'II Tutkhan 116·27 13 88 4, 57 24 6 1 
12 <ioalpara 595·46 • 74 342 12 147 145 45 5 
13 Aihorani 126·77 18 96 9 42 32 22 
14 Gotpara 317'70 29 147 34 99 24 3 19 2 
15 Samsabad 275·20 30 181 8 ,98 40 43 
16 Mekpur 421'85 13 81 2 26 19 36. 
17 Bangabari 264·09 19 105 8 66 22 17 
18 Patamari 353·57 31 135 3 41 69 25 
19 Mahishbathani P. 261'86 268 1,489 42 723 184 432 54 7 89 
20 Kadamtali . 225·17 58 269 4 184 18 18 9 40 
21 Badanpur 380.491 Uninha.bited 22 Chhotapara 197·27 I 

23 Lakshmi Kandar . 359·14 11 60 1 33 26 'j: I 
24 Mmalighat . 27(}'54, 10 6(} 1 32 27 
25 Sultan Dighi 189·88 11 58 I 25 21 10 2 
26 Rarirampur 250·55 6 34 3 9 13 11 1 
27 Rahutgaon. 641·93 99 .511 14 314 1~ 13 165 
28 Jadupur 561·03 70 442 28 133 269 21 19 
29 Kamaldighi 244·21 26 137 5 56 63 18 
30 Dhuma Dighi 316·13 22 124 3 85 36 3 
31 GungaoI) 266·34 43 201 7 95 • 91 15 
32 Pasohim Banjha. 206·21 10 41 3 36 5 

para 
33 Mahajibnagar 898'81 138 689 15 247 371 16 24 I) 26 
34 Gun Sankrul P. 160·61 31 191 15 163 18 10 
35 Fatepur 296·28 38 211 5 159 46 6 
36 Kuriapara 388·97 46 184 II 42 110 4, 28 
37 Bbabuk P .• 519·71 71 358 4 61 226 25 46 
38 l'aramanika 377·57 42 232 2 30 144 4.0 15 3 
39 Cbirakuti 227·43 38 182 16 91 60 12 15 4 
40 Hatidubi 347·82 16 80 3 80 
41 Bagmalanoha 158·23 127 572 16 103 363 73 6 27 
42 Saiyadpur P. 694·51 20 104 4 54 34 6 2 8 
43 Jharpukuria 244'66 55 298 

, 
22 91 202 5 

44 Panchgaon . 423·35 18 103 4 1 70 32 
45 Ranjubil 142·99 Uninhabited 
46 Darial 454'52 65 311 3 53 253 5 
47 Purba Banjhapara 459'85 49 250 9 40 191 17 2 
48 Rarkhorkba 287'08 44 205 8 115 68 11 11 
49 Dhalsana 922·07 93 525 17 240 240 45 
50 Dharampur. 170·95 15 96 6 68 27 l-
51 Bintara 338·01 32 58 58 
52 Akhirapukur 183·59 18 92 54 32 6 
53 Sona Kandar 107-22 20 119 2 51 66 2 , 
54 Phuldanga 135·47 26 87 35 36 16 
55 Boglahagi 230·58 2 8 4 4 
56 K\\chinda. 552·15 26 117 109 8, 
57 Bhat Kalna 246·72 41 215 3 138 77 -; .... 
58 Gondha 212·94 8 44. 44 
59 H atrakandar 225·70 25 lI6 2 59- 54 3 
60 Dudhabari 250·40 41 165 4- 46 97 18 4 I. 

61 Chinibari 23(}'24 34 168 3 69 71 23 I) 

62 Gongrb. 126·25 21 98 8 75 10 8 I) ,. 
r 

63 Guabari 101'55 9 ]02 3 95 7 , 
lIl2 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of 
No. or 'Village occupied Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 

Town/Ward houses tion literates 
. 

or 
Town/ 
Ward 

in Beres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 {) 10 . 11 12 13 14 

3 P.B. Malda-contd. 

64 'Rachhulpur 412,35 72 348 9 150 136 56 6 
65 Barabari 209'10 12 57 10 47 .. 
66 Briddhi K\l'mltncha 473'09 66 384 6 89 257 38 
67 Itapajha 333'64 50 264 2 96 159 9 
68· Popra. P. . 208'64 33 245 2 122 87 22 14 
69 Goalchaita . 524'22 25 128 1 67 43 18 
70 Chaita 379'67 70 347 3 135 198 9 5 
71 Mostafapur • 305·15 37 179 6 77 76 22 4 
72 Tilbhog Sardarpur 357'29 55 .288 6 135 ]31 22 
73 Satbaria . 188'96 23' 121 2 57 46 18 
74 Majhil Khan 220·74 8 41 30 11 
75 Meherpur P. 1,501'76 62 313 8 127 164 13 9 

76 Pathar Uzrang '. 1.06'541 
77 HaIna. · 2,263'71j Uninhabited 
78 Mahammadpur , 493'83 

79 Kutubpur 497'05 36 183 183 
80 Basudebpur 370'50 52 253 2 253 
81 Ijjatpur 227'38 31 153 50 90 4, 9 
82 Kaluari P, 3,108'09 232 1,284 33 181 892 168 13 30. 
83 Jatradanga P. 318'21 306 1,712 42 643 878 62 53 13 63. 
84 Koar 442'58 Uninhabited 
85 Pathar Madhaipur 241'70 5 25 14 11 
86 Madhaipur 127'34- III 459 37 245 151 10 4 49 
87 Morgram p, 1,399'62 128 569 14 103 355 73 38 
88 Kamancha , 492'88 86 471 2 43 352 ;. 11 3 62 
89 Maligram 311'09 23 131 104 27 
90 Sukhandighi 491'33 45 I 264- 2 12 252 
91 Mehamanpur 135'46 4 29 2 17 12 
92 Minapara 208'51 27 185 2 38 139 8 
93 Mandilpur . 553'02 69 355 .6 22 241 92 
94 Kalud'ewan 364'76 69 291 5 42 166 78 5 
95 SujaPt'lr 295'76 78 322 58 36 II7 84 20 2 63 

96 Naba-bganj • 139'931 • 
97 Balia • 178'71 Included in Urban area 
98 Sarbari .36I-tl04J 
99 Mokatipur 139'42 108 254 34 1 3 11 . 14 136 89 

100 Aradpur 179'33 58 238 136 , .. 102 
101 Jhan~ra. 1,076'72 124 598 32 76 317 153 10 15 27 
102 BanR ata 250'18 Uninhabited> 
103 Maulpur 633'34 37 120 5 19 47 46 3 1 2 2 
104 Ba('hamari PO, p, 100'97 146 551 203 III 13 10 134 26 257 
105 Mangalbari Samano 

dai' 
509-12 225 777 64 91 21 225 223 28 189 

1M Khaihata 258'01 44 162 ., 63 36 63 
107 Ra~iladaha '. '636'77 95 350 77 40 69 ,20 130 91 
108 Chhaiianmor 146'93 25 92 13 27 5 28 32 
109 N ageswarpur 97'81 89 319 62 80 64 63 44 6~ 
110 Sahapur2P. 419'84 297 1,066 324 207 11 289 269 53 237 
III Kadk(mr . 430'64 34 149 2 102 32 15 
112 Nityananda pur' 389'95 28 139 5 101 26 12 
U3 Dilal~ur . 192'02 2 22 4 13 8 1 
II4 Daks in Bhatra 507'08 70 262 1 12 135 103 12 
110 Jalkar Bithan 3;'485'58 22 37 II 13 11 9 4 
118 Sadhail 1.218'22 Uninhabited 
111 Santipur 360'41 45 172 1 16 116 28 12 
liS Sabrm&.P .• 1,062'01 99 '414 8 167 194 53-
119 Jot Gobindo. • 183'58 30 149 4 37 44 17 15 13 14 9 
120 Azmatpur 92'56 3 is 2 3 
121 Adampur 586'32.. 152 549 31 198 163 110 8 34 36 
122 Nemua 1,162'34 130 411 l'S 55 315 26 2 13 
123 Mabarakpur . 1,637'91 464 1,649 296 303 403 131 443 62 61 246 
124. Muehi&. PO. 294'07 241 883 162 166 72 25 380 87 3 150 
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J.:t. Name ot Village Area of No. of 
No. or Village ocoupied Popula .. No. of I II IVI V IV VI VII VIII 

Town/Ward or houses tion literates 
Town! 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ·14 

B P. B. Malda-conold. 

Old MaZda Municipali'y 
D, ,<;, PO, t5 P., M.A. 

Ward I 371 1,594 658 272 35 86 521 162 518 

Ward II 229 1,165 568 151 31 59 223 299· 38 364 

Wa.rd III 370 1,739 489 166 72 2 18 242 766 34 439 

, 
Total 970 4,498 1,715 .589 72 33 112 551 1;586 234 1,321-

Rura.l· 7,131 32,922 2,199 11,029 12,295 3,278 17 2,021 978 630 2,674 

Urban 970 4,498 1,715 589 72 33 112 551 1,580 234 ],321 

. __ .. _--

G. Total 55,938'5404 8,101 37,420 3,914 11,618 12,367 3',3ll 129 2,5i2 2,564 864 3,995 
acres or 
87,40 .q. miles 
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J.L. Name of Village Axea of No. of Popula. No. of 
No. or Village occupied tion litera.tes I II III IV V VI VII VII..I 

Town/Ward or houses 
Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 l4. 

4 P. 8. Habibpur 

1 Dolachhola . 750'32} 
2 Pathar Dighali 425'10 Uninhabited 
3 Pathar Chapri 167·91 
4 Pathar Khl10iran 315'65 10 59 6. 59 
5 Pathar Mandala 680'431 
6 Dolmari Dighali 367'81 Uninhabited 
7 Pathar Basuli 466.25 
8 Pathar Sisudanga. 823'26J 
9 Sisda.nga. 170'07 53 256 8 256 

10 Pathar Phulbana . 131'33 Uninhabited 
Il Nakai't 861·78 80 364 8 364 
12 Sundarban . 460'34 62 292 3 290 2 
13 Mangalpura 595'44 108 570 7 462 90 4 14 
14 Pindal 236·93 63 378 31 287 22 69 
15 Pasuli 248·15 41 231 ,11 231 
16 Sarbadikpur 162'4.7 12 69 2 37 32 
17 Itajdol 342'0:7 86 426 3 368 54 4: . .. 
18 Rangamati 511'S4 76 365 5 365 

19 Khooha Kandar 1,357'51 208 1,006 49 922. 56 3 8 17 
20 Kalna 650'31 70 280 1 280 
21 Jamalpur P. 1,243'59 164 754 16 754 . 
22 Rogla 210'95 31 151 1 96 31 24 
23 Champa Dighi 179'37 6 32 32 
24 Jatarpur 293'17 27 126 119 7 '.' 
25 Karanja 418·94 94 442 5 367 75 '(1 .:". L 
26 Razipur 465'96 82 381 5 216 147 L., 18 
27 Rahutara 194'97 21 108 10 75 33 , . 
28 Rajarampur 986'67 148 640 5 298 227 13 102 
29 Chatra 128'34 45 - 229 4 84 98 25 3 16 3 
30 Khujipur . 386'88 7 46 2 21 25 
31 Lalpur Bodra. 1,049'86 220 922 141 348 437 106 31 
32 Itharibari P. .545'94 129 574 62 231 209 32 8 3 11 SO 
33 Aihodanga . 229·76 33 203 5 147 39 6 5 6 
34 Kiol 715'16 137 698 16 66 632 
35 Baidyapur P. 269'28 44 177 10 44 116 2 15 
36 Charaigola . 155'12 25 108 5 108 
37 Paralia 685'32 77 369 7 12 357 
38 Kendu Danga P. 352'44 108 512· 54 118 347 _ 20 27 
39 Kathra N aopara , 187·81 93 408 5 36 372 
40 JamirPukur 239'44 35 139 .2 47 75 13 3 1 
4] Narsinbati P. 283-20 55 339 5 172 163 4 .~ 

42 Perapur . 891'S6 111 609 1 405 177 6 21 
43 Tapsahar P. 513'17 57 278 8 63 215 
44- Binodpur 751'63 139 706 32 302 199 135 3 20 47 
45 Kalmegha 265'25 28 138 5 41 75 12 10 
46 Jahanabad 276'36 59 272 31 272 . .. 
47 . Nimnail 307'60 13 66 8 66 
48 Pirgaohhi 126'65 27 119 3 107 6 6 
49 Hiyatpur 153'19 26 133 2 98 28 7 .~ 

50 Bijail P. 957'95 164 727 19 183 544 
51 Pannapur 675'34 130 593 24 411 175 3 2 2 
52 Chakli 1,553'68 16 60 3 ,l2 36 12 
53 Bilpani Bhenda 257'49 Uninhabited 
54 Dalla P. 1,194'41 194 891 33 643 U5 76 30 27 
55 Pathar Dharenda. 188'46} 
56 Pathar Jugi 226'34 Uninhabited 
57 Aragachhi 142'47 3 28 18 10 - ., 
58 Pathar Islampur 95'831 
59 Angarpota . 244'89 
60 Telnai . . ...... } 
61 Purba Basudebpur 624'25 Uninhabited 
62 Kadaripara • 174'61 
63 Sital Kursi 139'29 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of ,Po pula- No. of 
No. or Village occupied tion literates I II III' IV V VI VII VIII 

Town/Ward or houses 
Townl 
Ward 
in acres 

1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

4, 'P. S. Habibpur-contd. 

64 Poali .544'581 65 Pathar Dojat 143'13 
66 Bali Simla 407'98 
67 Sasinda 

47.·U j 68 Pathar Sibram 217'79 Uninhabited 
69 Pathar Harischan- 123'25 

drapur 
70 Kuchiamor 156.46 
71 Pathar N andagar 274'10 
72 Pathar Sasull 216'56 
73 Jagajjibanpur P. 898.07 198 926 44 178 657 40 11 37 3 
74 Dharenda 582'5/i 186· 880 12 67 780 4 4 4 21 
75 Bankail Bishnupur 280,23 108 495 28 148 319 21 ., 7 
76 Bankail , 445'69 56 218 28 178 19 1 20 
77 Tulshi Danga 273'98 29 171 1 17 147 D 2 
78 Palasdanga . 173'38 28 146 4 40 106 
79 Bahadurpur RJl .. 236'77 33 181 41 30 59 35 16 41 
80 Kismat Nanbahara 97'lL 18 70 6 20 37 9 • 4 
81 Nanbahara • 258'35' 70 275 16 101 105 30 5 29 5 
82 Basantapur , 199'80 21 93 32' 9 50 2 
83 Harischandra- 552'93 180 749 76 82 174 411 5 29 19 29 . pur P . 
84 Agra P. 1,108'21 211 1,027 36 843 ]02 82 
85 Bhab,anipur 477'87 66 279 2 130 90 39 20 
86 Bhairabpur , 362'48 60 306 5 155 72 49 20 10 

,87 Bis4rlupur. . 175'52 21 134 3 94 17 23 
88 Uttar B r i n d a- 106-88 24 113 9 41 19 33 7 13 

banbati 

89 Bhabnk 656'34 87 443 13 233 147 30 33 
90 Jaipur . . 84-75 26 119 5 21 19 79 
91 Kismat Daudpur • 146'89 39 170 4 42 118 10 
92 Daudpur 178'45 39 179 3 23 153 3 
93 Manikora PO. P .. ~417'50 90 .375 43 4'1 116 62 12 138 
94 Jaypur 438'91 76 393 8 241 107 38 7 
95 Lonsa P. 574'01 154 763 47 384 106 41 6 226 
96. Chak Sukur 737'75 147 741 13 191 330 39 5 ", 176 
97 Nimbari 219-71 40 352 38 144 30 13, 165 
98 Jajail 202'95 35 158 24 60 32 10 56 

,99 Walisnagar .112'83 6 33 3 33 
100 Gopalpur . 561'02 88 414 4 183 189 15 , , 5 22 
101 Kathal Banpur 624'47 106 529 52 249 137 7 136 
102 Haripur 422'74 103 602 55 177 188 25 2 210 
103 Rampur , 146'06 16 84 39 45 
104 J;>hanlLnjaya P. 311·83 70 313 181 27 105 
105 Jiakandar . 228'58 21 58 58 
106 Harinathpul' 367-89 44 184 4 182 2 
107 Jaydebpur . 210'04 59' 268 8 171 97 ' ... 
108 Kotalpur . 369'74 70 384 13 145 67 7 3 114 11 37 
109 Madasidango. 420·16 1 5 5 

'1)0 Kaichana 253'94} 
111 Nayandob 135'92 Uninhabited 
112 Bharila 256'18 
113 Bhola Baono. 280'89 3 16 16 
114 Pathar Kundi 89'03 Uninhabited 
U5 Nunchora. 283'53 3 II 1 11 
)ia Kanohana 137·73 1 2 2 
117 Dighal Kandi , 299'92 Uninhabited 
U8 Suchal Mahamad- 229-47 28 139 86 19 34 

pur 
119 Adampur 263'68 24 189 3 134 55 
120 Aliarpur 243'541 
121 Dabur 124'62J Uninhabited 
122 Pathar Mirzabad 198·04 5 23 23 
123 Sundarpur . l28'," 21 126 1 81 45 . , " . 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula. No. of 
No. 'Or Village oocupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or hoWies I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4, fi 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

4 P. S. Habibpur-contd . 

• 
124 Mir:r.abad 118'76 11 59 1 58 .. 1 
125 Pathar aliapar 131'75 Uninhabited 
126 Jot Kabir 517'00 88 450 14 60 265 47 21 57 
127 Chapardanga 237·08 31 139 3 19 94 7 19 
128 Chandihar 466·23 42 214 5 93 87 18 16 
129 Bade Chandihar 219'25 23 123 2 21 62 13 27 
130 Kayra 236'63 52 230 2. 83 107 24 14 2 
131 Khanpur • 330'44 58 336 18 132 162 52 
132 Pathar Suharni 294'93} Uninhabited 133 Jot Balaram 116'13 
134 Singabad PO, P. 207'05 59 261 100 142 23 10 86 
135 Pathar Tilasan 92'80l 
136 Jot Jitan 132'71 ~ 
137 Pathar Kasinath- 1'06'80 Uninhabited 

pur 
208'74J 138 Pathar Parlia 

139 Parolla Buzruk 212,84 31 171 2 76 80 15 
140 RamPukuria 201'93 15 182 10 33 120 29 
141 Binakllil 149'62 20 .65 10 39 23 3 
142 Dadpur 140'72 44 96 2 39 64 3 
143 Buzruk Khanpur . 140'59 29 278 2 131 66 81 
144 Gazia Kandar 129'94 38 108 2 48 28 29 '3 
145 Uttar Kharika- 143'59 140 186 2 53 59 58 1 14 1 

danga 
146 Kadipur 211'22 65 611 54 47 434 55 32 16 ' 27 
147 Neamatpur . 223'62 11 305 5 83 222 
14& Gandharbal'ur 263,28 34 57 10 47 
1<4'9 Aharail . 187'72 20 166 6 106 39 9 9 '2 
150 Kasipahara . 176'21 31 93 1 58 22 13 
151 Chhilimpur . 161-.')6 52 159 1 29 75 55 
152 Barail 264·44, 34 168 11 32 93 39 
153 Paschim· Basude~: :214'86 34 243 3- 141 60 42 4 

pur 
154 Jot Alllm 203-76 70 196 120 50 26 Q 
155 Kanturka P. 495'37 78 390 5 116 184 88 
156 Chhuchail 169'94 III 98 2 47 51 
]57 Harail 196'91 30 145 3 54 91 
]58 Muraripur 345'40 50 261 1 38 213 10 
]59 Gobindapur 92'07 8 59 1 59 i8 
]60 Mirzapur 314'46 49 241 5 69 147 3 4 '8 

161 Mandighi 487'45 58 333 5 50 245 30 
162 Raghabpur Gujia • MO·n 65 294 4 35 217 42 
]63 Singra 636'72 102 491 316 106 53 16 
]64 Sulmi Kandar 157·50 30 165 13 44 no 9 2 
165 Lttkshmipur P. 240·71 28 126 2 36 71 5 10 4 
166 Sankail 768'31 141 619 2 161 251 27 • 18 18 144 
167 Bodrail 225'37 47 231 19 ' 8 132 25 5 5 56 
]68 Hurabari 225']5 31 174 4 63 84 7 20 
169 Nirail 1,033'52 151 807 10 463 330 14 
170 Gopalnagar . 469'60 59 343 10 278 65 
]71 Begunbari P. 467'20 97 446 12 137 24 134 44 107 
172 Nityanandapur 396'05 66 342 8 143 129 70 
173 Jordanga Inlis 278'64, 58 264- 39 91 97 51 25 
174 Gurila 154·76 8 34 34 
175 Chakdahari . 133':W 21 116 18 98 
176 Nakharia 68] 43 157 8S!! 18 492 123 26 18 175 
177 Oltara P. 470'50 101 439 186 232 21 .. 
178 Pathar Oltara 348'86} Uninhaoited 179 Pathar Lai Bari . 165'88 
180 Banchhair .' 459'58 10 45 21 24 
ISr Haito 377'01 28 114 53 50 11 
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J.L_ Name of Village Area of No. of Po pula. 'No_ of I IT III IV V VI VII VIII 

No. or Village oocupied tion literates 
Town/Ward Or ,houses 

TownJ 
Ward 

in aores 

2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

4 P. B. Habibpur-contd.· 

182 Pathar Haito 305'02 Uninhabited-

183 Iraito Inlis 186'80 25 llS 46 66 2 4 

184 Ulaior 171·74 28 156 95 61 

185 Ta.mbutana 448-96 135 702 6 161 386 133 2 20 

186 Sekandara 5\)4-43 106 546 13 472 61 

187 La.kshmitor 184-70 29 139 12 97 16 14 

1,88 Jodanga, 352-17 36 197 1 13 160 24 

189 Tajpur Inlis . 282'll 57 252 7 106 97 29 20 

HJQ Habibpur 1,143'18 142 791 20 113 601) 16 3 2 51 

191 Hialapur 236-96 31 172 63 109 

192 Chak Mahabat 161-93 21 94 3 15 79 ' .. 
193 Kokabimi 207·34 15 114 2 27 41 46 

194 Kalpeobi 362'95 53 294 7 69 200 25 

195 Masta.para 135-79 Uninhabited 

196 Laibari 183-03 29 122 3 65 67 

197 Bet Pukuria _ 135'm~" 23 126 126 

198 Mistar Para • 170'61 28 135 29 83 23 

199 Ranahat 36()'12 48 235 15 57 178 

200 Debendra Purendra 132-59 Uninhabited 

201 Saidpur 243-38 34 Hil 9 34 108 2 7 

202 Pathar Amarpur 356-31 Uninhabited 

203 Amarpur P __ 311,37 80 4,10 21 191 166 53 

204 Kha tiakal!-a - 2()2'45 15 69 51 13 5 

205 Sahapur 180-80 8 39 39 
201) Kasiadanga _ 117-70 7 32 20 8 4 

207 Moha.npur Inlis 264,33 39 181 3 127 15 3 1 .. 35 

208 Dolmalpur 565'15 64 388 2 I:t 281 55 11 7 7 14 

209 Daharlangi 469'08 164 846 16 62 228 60 312 106 9 69 

210 Soladang 91'31 73 348 23 30 55 13 8 123 67 2 50 

211 Kachupukur 201-11 187 1,069 159 20 178 274 257 23 317 

212 Bulbul Chandi 78'22 163 753 154 10 40 16 117 336 16 218 

H,P_ 

213 Kendua P •• 296-21 149 615 50 78 8 93 240 6 190 

214 Manohall'ur 613'12 72 361 14 30 232 5 94 

215 DIlora.jpur . 218'58 37 170 4 61 95 1 13 

216 Talpukur. . 206'84 20 119 2 17 18 17 21 14 4 28 

217 Telipukur 140'03 48 235 18 15 129 28 1 62 

218 Dhalakandar 200-66 18 95 17 25 -, 2 -. 51 

219 Anail 463-09 90 510 8 66 271 73 24 -10 66 

220 Hapania P_ 449-02 95 485 6 100 319 42 5 16 3 

221 Lota Bhanga 96-71 21 no 14 96 

222 Phulban 125'91 23 138 6 77 62 9 

223 Akalpur 233-38 22 1,12 55 50 7 

224 Sadaput 178-88 33 168 4 70 98 

225 Jot Gokul 143-63 Uninhabited 

226 Pa.nch Pukuria. 114·58 14 67 li 32 31 4 

227 Santail 204-82 45 242 8 ~~ 
93 54 7 

228 Fakira Kandar 357'30 37 174 13 78 6 17 5 

229 Karan j abari 230'20 33 190 2 150 30 10 

230 Sripur PO_ 
t 207-38 36 185 21 164 .... 

231 Chak Katla Pukur 126-57 21 107 30 67 10 

232 Tekura • 287'42 34 164 6 16 57 91 

233 Pdkuria 253-04 36 124 2 45 M 22 3 

234 Sibpur 164'90 29 206 12 S6 43 36 18 7 16 

235 Pipratola 141-09 24 117 1 34 65 18 

236 'Dhumpur 1\)3-50 39 194 7 93 67 32 2 

237 Guhinagar 230-96 51 271 6 23 237 8 3. 

238 Baijpur 216-88 19 88 4 17 66 5 - " 

239 Sankopara. 128-91 13 64 2 57 7 ,- -' 

240 Nio.matpur 219-67 33 219 89 111 19 

241 Bakno. 255'76 10 67 38 29 

242 Horgao P_ 681'28 95 469 6 155 175 129 6 4 

243 DamdaIDa 364'98 66 309 268 36 5 

244 Cheuchlli Chandi 321'41 21) 104 30 67 7 
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J.L. ~ame of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II . III IV V VI VI[ VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
Town! 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 H 

4 P. S. Habibpur-concld. 

245 UparKendua 226'05 24 129 15 129 
246 Baksinagar . 328'12 308 1,176 67 31 213 497 137 5 293 
247 Aiho D, S, 2P_ IS1010 446 2,343 408 262 79 125 645 649 35 548 
248 J ada bnagar _ 293-14 257 1,123 203 70 76 251 422 231 73 
249 Rishipur P. 1,183-54 64 296 40 192 21 50 33 
250 Ganramari 1,052-70 559 1,370 122 38 1,2l'!8 88 305 377 274 
251 Dakshin Chandpur 498058 113 465 8 287 134 44 
252 Anantapur a43022} Uninhabited 253 Mahalbaldi . 114-78 
254 Srikrishnapur 448-86 71 365 24 341 

255 Pathar Srikri- _ 376-19} 
shnapur Upinhabited 

256 Chama.rjol 88-04 
257 Janakibati 148-99 55 281 281 
258 Pathar Niabati 9O-S4} Uninhabited 259 Jagadispur 116-38 
260 Jot Maniram 267045 30 163 8 93 54 15 1 
261 Krishnapur _ 417-73 83 430 3 219 137 74 
262 Sitalpur 258-56 23 125 72 40 13 
263 Pathar Bhikan 295-19} Uninhabited 
264 Dakshin Khari- 201'08 

kadanga 

265 Tilasan 291-99 231 1,256 141 330 270 39 2 395 50 6 164 
266 Pathar Mahadebbati 480-03 Uninhabited 

267 Pathar Banpur 528-99 27 186 22 165 21 
268 Jot Kandarpapur 153°52 30 153 14 135 18 
269 Pathar Dqmai- 108-081 

chand I 
Uninhabited 

270 Pathar Bhabsa 217-69 }-
271 Uttar Chandpur 24402Ij 
272 Banpur 301-19 III 509 18 416 .- II 2 80 
273 Komarpur 402039 42 294 2 80 196 18 
274 Nasaratpur 209°96 25 129 121 8 
275 Srirampur 331-12 108 455 65 69 160 47 9 95 29 46 
27& Mianagar 308-91 124 590 34 75 3M 71 56 23 11 
277 Asrafpur 691°02 45 217 2 57 137 4 7 12 
278 Nij Hosenpur 207-95 32 196 181 , 15 
279 Nabaghar 187-82 .26 120 1 94 26 
280 Parulia Hosenpur 164°63 7 36 36 
281 Jot Srihari 140-51 Uninhabited 
282 Eklaspur 468-85 80 420 365 55 

~83 Pirozabad 240-58 52 256_ 25 5 251 
R4 .r agannathpur 293-57 46 234 14 226 2 6 

285 Tegharia 125-02 24 108 1 107 1 ,-
286 Dakshin Brinda- 511-44 183 893 99 125 506 135 95 16 16 

banbati 
287 Khas Haripur 340-41 40 201 2 3 190 8 
288 Dhaka Pathal' 632-451 
289 Pathar Nachharat-

165-" J pur Uninhabited 
290 Masai Chak _ 130-03 
291 Ansuda P-athar 1,359030 

Total 98,084,33 
(Entirely Rural) acres aT 14,837 72,193 3,687 23,752 29,649 4,771 349 4,297 3,172 200 6,003 

153'25 
sq_ miles 
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J.L. Name of Village .Area of No. of Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI Vn VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or 
Town! 

houses 

Ward 
in acres 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

5 P. S.Ratua 

I Gadai Maharajpur . 2,368'42 589 3,219 180 2,336 150 13 4 6:t 128 526 
2 Paschim Ratanpur . 577·19 Uninhabited 
3 Kamalpur 1,985·44 638 3,374 84 2,619 224 U3 71 14 ' 1 332 
4 Maniknagar 2,171'22 568 3,393 146 2,023 159 24 262 165 760 
5 Iswarpar 95·33 64 364 32 152 63 4 56 15 74 
6 Sahanagar P. 509·38 175 887 63 498 2 . '241 42 14 90 
7 Udaypur 284'52 51 258 21 116 46 59 11 11 15 
8 Dwitiya Bal~pur 163·82 43 235 39 161 53 11 1 9 
9 Ramnagar 191·20 121 700 74 417 72 50 38 105 18 

10 KotoaliPO. 206·11 72 368 43 132 42 12,2 9 21 42 
11 Sambalpur P .. 383·73 146 796 78 453 160 114 12 20 37 
12 Bazidpur 998·91 157 557 39 309 7 60 74 46 61 
13 Balupur P. 2,441'45 459 2,667 272 1,453 257 356 243 124 104 130 
14 Durgapur P .. 389·76 173 853 99 205 164 200 156 89 39 
15 Kasichak 213·09 103 502 16 85 309 89 10 9 
16 Balarampur P. 303·52 39 191 35 95 91 5 
17 Kshidirganj 114·92 Uninhabited 
18 Radhanagar P. 476·36 166 871 145 272 138 230.. 14 102 17 93 
19 Debipur Rh, PO, P. 451·04 283 ],234 157 228 134 309 190 253 34 86 
20 Jannagar . 509·17 151 930 64 511 124 62 26 30 3 174 
21 Terasia Debipur P. 375·47 72 394 91 234 11 39 2 62 14 32 
22' Nandanpur Gopal- 620·63 49 270 40 160 5 50 3 3 25 24 

pur 
23 Suriyapur 294·72 82 391 38 229 11 84 16 51 
24 Bishnupur Laksh- 753·21 183 984 101 456 87 154 49 5 233 

mipur 
25 Sibpur . 594·72 97 486' 27 240 28 58 82 78 
26 Narottampur P. 1,082'02 159 958 202 584 33 15 91 235 
27 lYIohanpur . 185·19 32 207 6 101 16 42 13 35 
28 Haripur Gopi P. 332·79 158 875 109 348 164 10 8 96 3 246 
29 Arazi Haragobin- 293·83 58 275 7 93 12 96 74 

dapur 
30 Haragobindapur P. 220·29 91 571 64 234 80 84 17 • 156 
31 Kalutola 310·46 82 514' 25 310 1 5 5 193 
32 Asutola 565·06 126 984 16 838 14 3 129 
~3 Raghunathpur Kale- 352·46 23 116 3 43 1 72 

khan 
34 Ratua D, PO, 2P' 246·52 299 1,869 230 549 290 419 , 154 153 304 
35 Rukundipur S. 373'19 421 2,477 272 572 436 894 5 ~7 158 325 
36 1tfahadebpur . 160'33} 
37 Ghumania 124·53 Uninhabited 
38 Nijgaon Faridpur 962·97 34 201 7 75 93 16 8 9 
39 Bhaluara 1,174'02 40 253 27 155 55 43 
40 Karbanna P .. 342·48 240 1,721 105 1,131 229 324 11 6 20 
41 Rampur 448'14 67 365 33 170 31 ll6 5 6 37 
42 Bihari 771·44 137 678 53 480 8 153 5 .8 24 
43 Seharakol 273·18 Uninhabited 
44 HarinkolP. 6.10·31 94 617 43 319 80 198 20 
45 Bahir Kap P. 768·08 153 1,155 • 96 619 82 448 3 3 
46 Bansipur 114'13 47 198 • 6 104 21 66 2 5 
47 Bhado P. 2,501·26 486 2,871 123 2,049 203 57 125 28 409 
48 Chandipur 500·49 89 460 23 451 9 
49 Arazi Balarampur 393·25 Uninhabited 
50 Kankat 2,192'09 184 978 20 751 3 201 23 
51 Bampal Charkhi 331·37 141 802 60 594 119 8 12 69 
52 Chandi Prasad 287·96 28 184 13 138 24 1 2 19 
53 Naokaram 342·80 28 143 3 143 
54 Daudpur 250·16 22 98 9 98 
55 Jagannathpur 269'60') 

Uninh~bited 56 Bisal Gokul 111·98 J 
57 Dotal 247·87 
58 Dalia Binodpur 234·27 60 314 7 314 
59 Parakaram 983·54 175 925 31 434 332 136 8 15 
60 lvtatiganj 327·96 57 255 33 100 36 61 9 49 

II 1'12 
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iT. L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II III IV V VI VU VllI 
No. or Villa.ge o()cupied tion literates 

TowIl/Ward or houses 
Town! 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

I; P. B_ Ratua-contd. 

61 Gopalpur 350'02 • 37 162 8 55 43 38 12 14 
62 Amarsinha 307'20 40 209 54 157 21 26 2 3 
63 Harekrishna pur 612'49 7 57 3 37 14 5 1 
64 Okhra Chandpara . f,556'85 196 1;025 64 782 53 146 12 4 '2S 
65 Chhabilpara 824,55 308 1,682 147 1,310 :n 166 104 25 4 42 
66 Samsi D, PO, P. 340-33 153 724 289 120 46 28 88 281 161 
67 Ra.tanpur . 298'12 40 259 40 157 56 14 9 23 
'68 Andira.mpara 413'91 223. 980 318 358 63 67 85 176 66 165 
69 Gangarampara 297'88 77 383 88 137 97 56 9 25 2 57 
70 Mahespur 304'70 120 592 76 283 153 101 22 6 27 
71 Srip\1r 504'14 140 578 90 293 135 134 6 3 7 
72 BallabhpUl' P. 417,28 140 593 40 153 112 294 17 8 9 
73 Mahammadpur 362'65 143 691 57 373 6 302 7 2 1 
74 Kheria P. 602'94 162 876 42 529 310 13 24 
'75 Sekhpur 432'80 90 35S 45 238 28 50 11 1 21 9 
76 Laskarpur P. 608'34 122 558 124 438 14 72 20 14 
77 Magura . 1,374'54 164 808 12 401 146 162 64 35 
78 Gorna Goaldaha 230,90 Uninhabited 
79 Gobindapur P. 236'58 72 425 33 355 22 36 4 8 
80 Harirampur. 323'28 44 243 8 192 12 32 7 
81 Magurakhod 1,753'35 221 1,130 96 884 55 122 14 11 44 
82 Barail P. 1,332'87 282 1,441 78 925 72 224 133 36 9 42 
83 Salabatpur P. 630'71 IH 457 64 294- 63 55 6 6 33 
84, Bijra Bhita . 940'()0 228 1,416 124 1,065 65 260 2 24 
85 Lakshmipur . 680'72 131 637 43 579 52 2 4 
86 Santapur 868'74 176 1,044 105 620 154 267 3 
87 Sambalpul' D. . 1,560'27 155 833 77 551 3 267 6 6 
88 Kumarganj PO, P. 918'45 168 863 46 567 46 157 21 25 47 
89 Palasbana 868'29 203 1,019 80 687 110 202 12 8 
90 -Raninagar P. !l72'18 256 1,614 125 998' .' 108 406 7 21 3 71 
91 Mahamjpul' P. 1,729'51 329 1,834 127 1,144 135 141 32 36 30 316 
92 Rajapur P .. 1,042'53 248 1,550 112 1,059 30 279 64 9 109 
93 Rangamatia 668'92 102 846 102 655 97 14 21 59 
94 Elah"bad 648'91 71 532 17 321 42 1 11 \1.57 
95 Sultanganj p. . 805'99 8 42 10 26 I 15 
96 Purba Balal'ampur 1,121'78 10 73 -,' 13 33 18 9 
97 Sibnagar . 1,546'86 270 1,698 121 990 648 18 42 
98 Kadamtali _ 885'81 161 ],363 31 711 276 31 6 10 329 
99 Raripur P .. 632'41 184 1,094 175 867 28 147 14 38 

100 Ga.uripur 1,047'09 86 584 4, 563 21 
101 Tal Paranpur 1,720'35 124 864 664 40 160 
102 }(hanpur . - 491'80 49 372 6 349 5 18 
103 Purba Radhanagar 357'88 90 1,218 38 727 225 266 
104 Baniabati. _ 128'57 Uninhabited 105 Arazi Raghabbati 111'70 
106 Darbasini 591·23 31 217 22 184 28 3 2 
107 Dakshin Durgapur 1,579'87 124 760 91 424 181 95 16 44 
108 Sibrampur 302'16 16 69 • 29 13 2 9 23 22 
109 Ramchak 293'81} 
110 Jaydebnagar 220·81 Uninhabited 
111 Arazi Ratua. 102'11 
112 Baikanthapur 269'33 208 1,025 124 201 179 407 74 36 128 
113 Alpara . 466'55 48 243 5 86 59 91 7 
114 Purba Kamalpur 200,11 59 297 22 40 16 9 4 2'28 
115 Faridpur' 124·01 Uninhabited 
lI6 Atgama Balaram- 157'l6 49 221 51 44 16 90 7 32 32 

lI7 
pur 

Bahatal 209'61 158 685 137 234 53 78 fl7 llZ' 91 
118 Sahapur 152·01 263 1,565 75 768 132 529 17 83 36 
119 Ea.lal'ampur Diar 365·30 Uninhabited 
120 Balarampur . 458'47 34 255 9 64 190 1 
121 Kasba 220'9G 108 505 46 25 22 417 8 12 5 I 15 
122 .Tot Lachhmi 252'72 75 '284 4 4 235 6 33 6 
123 Rt.ghabbati 251·70 40 177 26 79 15 80 1 I 1 
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J.L. Name of Village Area. of No. of Popula. No. of I II 111 IV V VI VII vlII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates . Town/Ward or homes 

Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

5 P. S. Ratua-concld. 

124 Bakhra 33~'77 60 299 52 168 7 124 
125 Nijgan Paranpur S, 955'15 520 2,784 330 636 278 691 575 203 32 369 

PO,2P. 
126 Chandplu P. 40iH2 332 1,647 127 237 313 666 238 97 5 91 

127 Paranpul' 2,136'17} 
128 .J ogi Gofa Babadur- U ninha bi ted 

pur 49tHl 

129 Naoda S. 71)7'45 336 2,103 311 700 243 142 208 44 766 
130 Bishanpur 298'87 44 218 10 42 34 142 
131 Miruadpur 212'76 256 1,3H9 200 206 125 .. 277 359 3 419 
132 Kijgan A raidanga . 3~4,.89 270 1,601 115 270 203 . 167 15] 810 

D,PO,P. 
133 Pirpur 588'62 75 481 19 170 54 257 
134 Simla P. 259'36 60 380 • 18 296 15 6 7 fi6 
135 Betaha. Ek burna P. 885'73 206 1,231 204- 426 169 140 188 113 195 
136 Nesta 958'58 28;1 1,575 90 571 240 •• 691 1 6 {; 60 
137 Sultanpur 1,187'48 236 1,518' 150 590 196 26 190 199 317 
138 Paharpur 743'32 13 52 10 17 14 10 10 J 
139 Koklamari P. 972'53 407 2,007 204 934 221 100 198 38 I) 511 
140 Uttar Marioha 675'79 Uninhabited Bishanpur 
141 Kbutaha 166'76 154 693 80 128 51 220 162 42 1 89 
142 Lokhra 260'72 70 Z8() 13 S 65 4 24 179 
143 Gobarjana P 1,672'lfi 105 536 33 . nO 248 28 18 22 170 
144 Pukhuria P. 2,09F30 1,23u 6,833 558 1,790 944 1,646 37 1,059 64,8 12 697 
145 Nasipur 1,365'24 264 1,466 207 589 86 :WO 36 173. 44 6 332 
146 Khailsana 346-76 113 868 71 453 S 122 10 30 2H 3-1 
147 Ailpara 109'31 104 484 31 283 9 182 10 
148 C'hauduar 1,166'79 66 329 5 }59 68 1.5 87 
149 Kharbari .Ihamuria 1,200'17 59 249 20 83 3 151 I 11 
150 Satmara P .. 1,317'73 2!)9 1,179 89 629 13 536 45 24 32 
151 Dakshin ~Iaricha 200'98 129 614 117 274 126 118 34- 39 23 

Bishanpur 

Total 98,340'80 20,771 115,834 10,284 5S,6S3 11,081 19,517 136 6,951 5,287 619 1:3,560 
(Entirely Rural). acres or 

153'65 
sq. miles 
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J_L_ Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No_ or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or .hou~es 
\ Town/ 

Ward 
in acre. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ]<! 

6 P_ S_ Manikchak 

Gadai 3,987-13 Uninhabited 
2 Kesarpur P .. 1,633-58 21 105 9 69 26 2 8 
3 Uttar Chandipur P 1,408-a 466 3,200 220 2,280 364 .141 31 21 63 
4 Chandipur lIIal 4,622-90 52 3M 24 168 88 35 13 --
S Paschim Chandipur 1,979-44 248 1,512 157 990 121 43 33 29 296 
6 Harachandrapur 914-87 12 33 1 30 3 
7 Kaobarar Jaigir 467-84 278 1,629 77 1,216 37 156 14 51 155 
8 Sukhsena 876-16 399 2,194 134 1,618 98 281 40 47 no 
9 Dergama 225-16} Uninhabited 10 Rambari 1,363-76 

11 Sobhanathpur 280-20 156 721 42 303 17 328 27 6 40 
12 Hiranandapur 1,536-35 23 105 1 51 49 1 4 
13 Masaha 562-14 Uninhabited 
t4 This has been ama,lgamated with J_ L_ No. 12 
15 Bagdukra P_ I,GI6'56 108 664 176 342 90 213 5 14 
16 Samastipur 451-05} Uninhabited 17 Sobhapur 476·40 
18 Chandipur Tafir 683-44 197 1,216 61 1,026 21 1 168 
19 Dakshin Chandipur 1,648'98 506 3,433 161 2,704 43 321 8 12 345 
20 Duani Tatlr 1,515'51 216 1,202 101 695 11 446 37 13 
21 Paschim Narayanpur 3,799-73 181 961 72 652 78 18 2 211 
22 Narayanpur 2,173'34 39 298 18 245 48 5 , 
23 Ugritola _ 655-89 237 1,216 190 4H9 109 23n 114 96 2 157 
24 Karia. Sultanpur 275'85 150 870 114 333 193 14 76 100 154 
25 • Kamalpur P_ 740'50 331 1,735 150 863 175 392 145 32 128 
26- Mathurapur D, S, 901'38 642 3,739 436 1,303 661 24 6 350 290 1,105 

PO, P_ 
27 Ghansigan 20S-92} Uninhabited 
28 Bu,hadul'pur 218'62 
29 Talimnagar 1,565'71 246 1,455 97 641 290 123 45 356 
:lO Chandipur P_ 3,00.'5-19 252 1,570 84- 1,124 216 32 24 ]0 164 
31 Mahabbatpur 1,094-85 177 828 57 325 132 120' 61 65 2 123 
32 Laskarpur P_ 282'39 llS 645 29 314 122 157 1 .13 38 
33 Haripur 505-52 72 447 9 241 65 121 3 7 10 
34 Paramanandapur 37'96 53 338 3 163 40 40 21 26 -. , 48 
35 .Titmanpur 627-04 51 319 106 9 81 75 48 
36 Nazirpur PO, P_ .1,707-83 110 581 20 185 89 31 53 10 213 
37 Niranjanpur 554'06 171 879 109 239 81 39 7 61 212 240 
3S Anupnagnr 442-22 Uninhabited 
39 Rhartala P. 152'03 218 1,341 64 79 267 109 637 138 2 109 
40 Nurpur P_ 1,394'70 603 3,547 42 1,659 168 138 39 90 165 1,288 
41 Syamlalpara P- 283'04 112 670 30 459 4 38 6 10 12 141 
42 Tiarpara 678-75 109 526 5 35 225 77 2 187 
43 Brahrnangram 1'. 139-42 90 494 20 43 208 142 61 20 20 
44 Gobindapur • 286-84 73 466 31 90 146 7 18 68 18 119 
45 .J ognigaon _ 255-87 96 546 18 165 181 4 28 2 166 
46 Nazirpur Sahebdi 682-81 43 2i6 8 42 89 fll :I -- 51 
47 Naoda Maheshpur _ 798-59 118 6.36 26 281 16 118 45 17 179 
48 Biswarnbhar Binod· 473'14 124 505 55 36 91 14 66 29 2 267 

pur 
49 Bat:a Bhabanipur 20S-77 42 168 13 32 33 14 8 5 76 
50 Lal Bathani PO, P. 993'30 216 1,276 248 924 35 4 77 31 !W5 
51 Chhota Bhabanipur 94-67 Uninhabited 
52 Kansa Binodpur 597-77 77 449 55 303 18 97 26 4 
53 Kasirnnagar 563'74 141 868 52 128 180 47 4 211 llO 188 

_M Fatl'nagar 73'32 40 229 6 3 184- 42 
55 Arazi )\fathurapur 114'86 Uninhabited 
:16 Saidpur P_ 193-55 62 489 26 142 54 30 IS 106 18 121 
-~ 01 Anathpur 85-43 23 ll2 I 17 56 39 
58 Sekppura 462-73 131 969 63 599 38 275 29 28 
59 Cbandpur 310-95 50 306 16 86 49 145 4 22 
60 Gidha Patan . 141-28 Uninhabited 
61 Bankipur 148'18 73 359 37 154 95 .10 100 
62 Syarn Sundari 431-92 47 240 24 103 50 17 1 4 65 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II III IV V VI YH VBI 
No. or Village occupied otion literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 • 10 II 12 13 14 

6 P. S. Manikch"ak -cone1d. 

63 Nawada 924'12 40 2II 17 148 25 24 1 3 10 
64 Enayetpur S, PO, P. 1,127'53 613 3,300 253 1,061 125 128 699 452 8:l4 
65 MiragraIIl_ 99'78 185 1,178 76 528 203 3!l8 1!l 30 
66 Anantapur 69·51 Uninhabited 
67 Lakshmipur P. 321'00- 187 1,029 ]06 347 96 334 4 84 19 145 
68 Gangaprasad 1,300'13 109 618 97 2 88 263 1 230 6 28 
69 Bishanpur Sriram· 1,9ml"45 119 692 60 210 20 392 10 60 

para 
Uninhabited 70 J\firpara 207'23 

71 Bhakta Bullubhpur 222'63 78 437 26 122 87 142 4 2 11 69 
72 .Purba Saidpur 1,634'86 423 2,350 199 914 302 571 23 136 49 7 348 
73 Dharampur Bhaga- 273·60 II 54 2 12 24 18 

ban pur 
172 74 Damodarpur R. • 333'48 44 15 42 47 10 11 62 

75 Islampur S. 392'30 174 954 86 260 214 5 91 26 358 
76 Uttar Dharampur 100-95 56 307 45 203 40 47 17 
77 Sa1abatganj P_ 334'47 216 1,175 179 515 129 119 23 101 4 284 
78 Bishnuprasad 79'23 97 4'60 82 110 7 73 83 39 148 
79 Chuuki Mi!'dadpur P. 489'91 461 2,517 313 634 89 206 i 454 460 5 668 
80 Gauripur 616'61 } Uninhabited 
81 Khanpur 1,298'47 
82 Jot Bhabani , 407'41 46 296 9 82 126 85 3 
83 Dharampur PO, P. 1,677'22 239 1,630 109 1,103 92 414 21 
84 Manikchak PO, P, 2,790'18 824 4,865 272 2,324 564 1,271 5 !l1 223 4 383 
85 Raniganj 131-25 Uninhabited 
86 Gobindapur 286-84 6 40 31 9 
87 Rostampur 1,795-06 Uninhabited 
88 Mirpur . 780'19 282 1,607 138 1,099 143 32 23 • 310 
89 Rahimpur' P_ 764'08 383 2,806 103 1,615 312 51'18 70 71 3 147 
90 Gopa1pur 3,205-98 535 4,228 253 2,025 365 1,685 ii2 46' 5ii 

Total 78,IR5'70 13,128 77,587 5,832 37,458 8,131 II,920 168 4,794 3,473 55 11,588 
(Entirely Rural) acres or 

122-16 
sq. miles 
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J. L. Name of Village 
No. or 

Area of No.of Popula. No. of I 
Village occupied tion literates 

II III' IV V VI VII VIII 

Town/Ward or • houses 
Town/ 
WardJ 

in acre" 

2 3 is 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

7 P. 8. Koorba 

1 Swarupganj P. 494·52 151 664 ,116 191 254 132 11 34 42 
2 Nonator 370·24 62 247 18 121 70 47 4 5 
3 Mallikpara P. 258·62 190 808 223 374 161· 131 76 10 8 39 
4 Xikhral 190·70 202 755 184 365 146 13 65 Hl6 
5 Mahanandapur 308·33 265 1,234 206 684 36 207 121 87 99 
6 Sadhuhat 115·27 2 9 9 
7 Paaohim Bhaga- ·1,065'09 240 1,221 135 653 309 193 29 18 19 

banpur 
S Naidhakabulhat 442·65 135 650 79 145 352 116 9 1 27 
'g Uttar Gopalpur 412·69 87 447 33 280 109 58 

10 Serpur ·P. 778·45 146 694 121 234 249 94 1 8 18 90 
11 Gl\uria 47Hl7 310 1,495 222 802 485 26 23 159 
12 Uttar Basantapur 367·04 84 368 19 143 155 18 52 
13 :Bagjana 251·98 129 '795 160 452 82 103 27 30 101 
14 Khurial 223·74 65 305 15 159 67 38 1 16 24 
15 Sitalpur P. 381·64 168 762 78 365 270 69 6 3 49 
16 Paikpara 236·83 67 326 59 145 131 4. 11 35 
17 Nadisik 172·95 205 951 169 392 242 218 19 13 67 
18 Pirozabad 481·40 25 l.38 14 45 80 3 4 6 
19 IsmaiIpur P. 538·90 109 1:)55 108 328 143 45 14 3 22 
20 Haripur P. 372·09 174 S51 146 605 116 108 1 4 17 
21 Khadiarpur 278·20 53 272 46 240 18 14 
22 Aswinpur • 786·32 109 536 16 219 136 I 4 176 
23 Baltar 135·76 Uninhahited 
24 Gauripur 173·85 22 98 23 75 
25 Rayghata 179·40 Uninhabited 

26 S1tnkola 221·81 13 65 12 52 1 
27 Dhanjana P. 204·60 186 937 112 248 436 147 47 5 54 
28 Harian 331·28 57 :U5 28 116 165 22 5 7 
29 Daibhata 295·71 3"5 977 182 335 314 105 55 88 80 
30 Ratot .' 429·67 36 187 2 56 121 3 5 2 
31 Transferred to Pur-

nia District 
32 Nayanpur 220·99 30 136 4 54. 77 .. 5 
33 Ramdebpur 158·80 72 345 24 2G8 46 15 6 20 
34 Rallapur 133·56 14 ~~ 1 10 51 
35 Jot Chandi 215·69 71 21 181 73 48 
36 Purba Bhagabanpur 183·48 156 705 101 517 61 78 21 6 22 
37 Serbabar Balarampur 803'12 172 836 50 407 242 127 13 4 43 
38 Bagunja . • 133·97 31 163 lIO 40 7 6 
39 Naikanda P. 435·05 102 4,53 1J9 355 36 27 5 30 
40 Chandipur 189·15 24 150 16 121 6 5 18 
41 Bheba Kaliganj P. 456·15 141 587 47 422 10 128 3 8 16 
42 Tarapur 264·33 54 277 38 195 18 16 1 22 25 
43 Sa.ktihar P. 323·39 101 457 87 189 55 55 56 64 6 32 
44 KharbaS, PO. 966·57 285 1,302 181 758 209 156 62 17 100 
45 Asapur 140·83 97 483 57 298 7 62 41 38 37 
46 Srikrishna pur 224'45 68 272 37 58 22 25 20 138 9 
47 Kobaia P. 435·76 158 663 4 325 146 168 9 5 10 
48 Islam pur 561'00 108 646 92 464 94 45 6 6 31 
49 Kharba Gopalpur 193'21 154 772 120 696 33 23 10 4 6 
50 Panohrekha 289'15 7 32 2 27 3 2 
51 Dighi 239'52 50 223 32 202 15 I 5 
52 Basilhat 275·88 34 165 10 130 27 4 4 
53 Gobindapur P. 109'65 48 243 43 128 74 34 7 
54 Kendua 564'42 176 779 96 377 99 99 163 S 33 
55 Sahabajpur P. 273'66 143 654 68 490 31 48 39 20 26 
56 Khosalpur 225'42 53 204 14 110 56 27 6 5 
57 ArbaraP. 705'99 168 813 116 702 DO 25 I 9 20 
58 Bibijhutt 164'66 57 254 36 194 14 35 II 
59 Bhagabatipur P. 1.1S58·38 278 1,2;;5 260 617 389 129 19 64 3 34 
60 Nabagram 1,043'61 426 2,044. 279 1,234 0382 162 103 56 107 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No: of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
TownJ 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 () • 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

7 P. 8. Kharba-contd. 

61 Balidanga 570-33 80 399 80 260 77 2 -4 56 
62 Mahabbatpur 223'96 85 414 18 78 320 14 2 
63 Asrail 388'95 151 663 50 492 35 9B 4 22 14 
64 Alihanda P .. 547'17 59 359 97 102 196 55 a 
65 Hatinda. 1,072'15 354 1,613 209 564 530 386 38 29 66 
66 Sihipur p, 253'96 204 984 82 418 90 182 49 161 1 83 
67 Khelanpur 297'51 81 348 36 202 20 53 73 
68 Singia S. 1,121'32 496 2,080 512 621 305 294 104 164 14 578 
69 Bhakri 561'53 228 918 137 366 118 217 57 60 100 
70 Chanchal H, PO, 2P. 442'23 356 1,668 364' f 355 13 400 172 420 17 291 
71 Uttar.Rasulpur 439'70 59" 270 6 143 61 41 11 14 
72 Kanua 452'84 162 696 114 336 107 109 1 35 37 71 
73 Uttar Bhabanipur 149'58 95 386 27 219 61 78 20 2 6 
74 Rampur P. 121'26 119 531 93 332 80 89 'I. 17 13 
75 Elam 241'30 70 287 43 182 71 31 3 
76 Gorakpur 507'96 175 797 73 468 89 190 10 3 37 

77 Purba Bejpura '489'03 Uninhabited 

78 Sadarpur P. 589'17 163 821 159 444 224 126 9 2 16 
79 Boalia P. 1,260'00 146 703 60 578 30 30 35 '3 27 
80 Suti P. 1,170'60. 177 817 105 620 60 III 4 4 i8 
81 Kapsia 657'12 214 961 66 399 254 207 70 19 12 
82 Dumro 732·82 ' 63 348 52 129 106 26 17 23 2 45 

83 Purba Latasi 228·49 Uninhabited 

84 Gaurhanda Aladi· 514'88 108 512 39 363 74 35 13 27 
pur 

85 Gaurhanda D, PO. 1,122'57 128 656 81 326 189 62 15 5 59 
86 Enayatnagar p, 721'22 64 293 32 175 50 41 12 15 

87 Sholabigha IVk73 Uninhabited 

88 Jitarpur p, . 693'34 128 811 34 128 <t60 lU 6 22 54 
89 Anandaganj . 280'74 36 263 5 61 143 36 23 
90 Belungaon 1,025'28 128 625 58 278 214 ll5 6 12 
91 Dakshin Bhabani· 390'58 74 346 28 165 65 38 24 29 25 

pur 

92 Ranghat P .. 842'02 192 1,021 16 772 65 III I 7 65 
93 Elangi 595'14 192 1,245 36 1,023 29 1~ 10 13 30 
94 SoImari 460'91 76 471 11 408 58 5 
95 Laliabari 1,484'15 326 1,944 58 1,630 74 172 8 60 
96 Aolagachhi Chau· 224'09 26 144 10 107 5 23 8 1 

pukuria 

97 Dakshin Pranpur . 207'32 62 357 11 237 57 40 8 15 
98 Uttar Pranpur 140'76 51 265 12 II4 47 62 22 II 9 
99 Choralmani . 277'25 119 629 6 369 236 17 1 

100 Kshempur D, p, 235'92 62 313 53 183 8 28 10 3 81 
101 Kasimpur p, 2,289'51 314 1,777 70 1,127 316 205 22 34 23 I 49 
102 Bijali 234'26 55 300 6 190 

, 
89 I 17 3 

103 Sripur 1,333'66 232 1,497 28 508 1327 306 9 4 21 22 
104 Chhidampur 369'82 1 8 8 
105 Kandaran 1,050'65 231 1,089 170 113 342 10 9 lI2 107 476 

106 Chaitanpati • 451'07 Uninhabi1:cd 

107 Meghdumr!l- . 1,222'71 273 1.629 44 486 GI)7 387 26 29 34 
108 Damanbhiti . 116'87 97 402 14 64- 57 251 4 6 20 
109 Bangapal 116'16 43 216 10 120 31 60 1 4 
110 Sambhunagar 330'80 40 166 17 33 44 6 78 5 
III Ohlmdua p, 1,002'84 143 761 145 339 1223 93 51 11 44 
112 Gangadebi P_ 551'58 138 817 120 468 182 98 43 6 20 
113 Gopalpur 712'82 25 155 18 106 20 25 2 ," 2 
114 Damaipur P. 1,376'77 360 1,622 66 1.154 65 362 41 
115 Kaliganj 312'34 18 86 26 35 25 
116 Durgapur 171'OJ 14 72 2 26 34 7 5 
117 Aladipur p, 162-07 48 195 33 94 43 28 2 28 
lI8 Simhltala P. 221'32 52 335 24 120 135 76 1 I 2 
119 Batriskola 524'87 I) 62 14 36 22 2 2 

, 
~ 
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J.L_ Na.me of Village Area. of No. of Popula- No. of , I II III IV V VI VII v-nI 
No. or ViIla.ge oc",upied tiOD literates 

Town/Wa.rd or h,OUB8S 

Town; 
Ward 
in acres 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 • 10 11 12 13 14 

7 P. S. Kkarba--l:lontd. 

120 Dhunriban 191-15 18 99 4, 38 42 13 4- 2 

121 Beradangi 156-01 Uninhabited 

122 Basudebpur . 206'69 25 130 21 68 42 12 3 5 
123 Harispara . 171'19 51 204 21 2() 90 34 11 49 
124 Kasipara. P. _ 387·21 107 897 94 142 57 51 34 2 III 
125 Gobinda.pa.ra 440-69 109 531 122 273 135 33 il8 15 27 
126 Gaursanda. 571-84 83 475 16 136 245 8 8 5 73 
127 Anupnagar • 442-46 44 250 44 120 91 13 1 25 
128 Barna 270'70 4,9 230 21 28 94 50 2 28 28 
129 lllalatipur P. 213'02 99 467 188 242 34 2 1 74 10 104 
130 Mahadipur .590'06 43 230 2() 54, 126 30 20 
131 Mohanpur 139'99 • 15 '78 1 74 .2 .2 
132 Krishnagani 3B6·10 52 265 36 124- 82 12 2 45 
133 Dakshinsabar 1,097'76 52 249 11 50 143 16 6 34 
134. Maha.mmadpur 792'95 155 758 122 411 48 H6 36 3 5 109 
135 Bidyanandapur P. 227'00 162 684, 51 :J36 236 98 3 11 
136 Sanjib . 1,020-83 81 356 59 140 l28 31 31 21l 
137 Birastha.li P_ 885'36 139 645 46 273 225 83 22 18 24 
13S Daksbin Rasulpur 372'87 73 314 37 160 85 7 32 30 
139 Lalg&.nj 425'27 40 243 33 115 9il 9 1 22 
140 Mirzadpur 132-53 77 418 13 70 115 17 17 0' 194 
141 Gahulapara _ 248'26 31 139 77 30 10 17 
142 ParaninaRar P. 560-3S 126 535 125 385 91 .20 1 2 35 

143 Arazi Gahulapara . moo} 144, Lakshmipnr 210'22 
145 Matipur 168'42 Uninhabited 
146 Jakarpur 30S-50 
147 Saluka. 299-02 

14.8 Rajapur 517-74 68 338 47 67 186 65 8 3 9 
149 l'ahl>rpur 713-69 IB8 898 134 250 139 ].04 245 11 13 136 
150 Ba.mua. 437'47 60 271 19 34 163 59 5 I) 1 
151 Kaligram S.PO, P. 786'0925 703 3,277 1,269 1,287 229 326 II 263 600 31 524 
152 "Bagchara . .- 209'60 71l 464, 182 86 51 61 15 15 130 -- 106 
153 Domabir 222'86 33 . 155 16 13 75 55 4 2 6 
154 Da.kshin Basanta- 106'91 39 173 37 66 64 29 14 

pur 
155 Matibarpur • 742'48 155 793 55 31~ 304 7B 1 32 23 37 
156 Sitalpur Dilalp'tlr P: 284-61 22 99 1 52 39 7 1 
157 Balarampur Ka.lia- 274'47 31 136 S 68 25 41 2 

para. 
158 Sibpur 195'17 46 171 7 60 60 48 3 
159 Baratar 150'56 18 65 7 11 . 14 40 
160 Jamgaohbi 121'62 4S 202 12 179 19 4 
161 Daudpur 394'40 132 521 39 387 39 11 58 25 
162 Rampur Bhimpur 333'98 23 103 1 59 29 15 
163 Malcha. . 756'38 216 873 88 586 73 171 2 14 5 22 
1134 Mathurapur , 194,.16 183 886 WI 600 84 119 32 69 32 
165 Khaupur Hulaspur 398'33 197 935 95 642 10 202 II 17 55 
166 ParllBnra.mpur . 170'92 58 808 26 221 16 58 3 1 9 
167 Nal'P2inhapur 125'84 56 286 32 174 52 36 In 9 
168 Jadupur P. 630'67 III 511 75 179 202 81 7 ]J 30 
169 Bbandaria • 318-4,3 48 241 31 206 19 16 
170 Kanaipur P_ 543-17 141 715 69 370 ]91 109 32 13 
171 Cbandipur Darm.a.l' 269-52 35 166 31 132 21 6 4 :i 
172 :Balarampur P. 542-38 95 423 66 247 99 67 7 3 
173 Balakat 274'20 8 46 2 15 20 6 5 
174 Rahintpur 124-93 14. 75 7 34 33 6 2 
176 Gagra 317'67 58 291 29 192 7J. 8 12 8 
176 Bakipur r. 295'94 79 396 30 258 69 25 41 3 
177 KUBmai 405'79 53 296 9 191 81 19 4 1 

178 Magramarai • 332'78} Uninhabited 179 Pra.tappur 162-g8 
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J. L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or 
Town( 

houses 

Ward 
in acres 

2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 

7 P. S. Kharba-concld. 

ISO Janipur P. 94S·00 68 396 25 276 89 13 2 16 
lSI Rampur Ujitpur 369·79 92 460 8 325 63 38 4 24 6 
182 Ramkrishnapur 484·49 96 663 5 552 58 28 25 
183 Makarsui 278·85 24 138 ~ . 70 28 40 
184 Dahuka 323·63 40 205 2 .72 66 67 
185 ;Hazratpur P. 1.842·80 333 1,902 115 1.248 266 331 18 II 28 
186 Jalapur P. 1,516'05 208 1,083 36 872 86 95 8 1 21 
187 Baharabad 782·52 113 579 32 476 94 3 6 
188 Ujitpur 258'83 30 174 2 122 17 34 1 
189 Chandrapnra PO, P. 527·52 107 466 57 299 113 29 '. 6 4 15 
190 Goalpara P .. 1.123·64 219 1.369 41 1,091 19 92 48 79 40 
191 Khanpur . 2,053·82 S7 1,533 88 781 494 100 24 91 4. 39 
192 Hosenpur P. 427·74 54 310 21 135- 97 28 II 39 
~93 Madhaihat 669'32 61 324 20 183 47 76 I 17 

Tota.l 91,012·5,025 20,524 100,498 12.206 52,411 20,786 12,859 97 3,577 3,465 306 6,997 
(Entirely Rural) acres or 

142'21 sq. . 
miles 

02 
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J.L. Nam6 of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or 
Town/ 

houses 

Ward 
in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l 12 _ 13 14 

8 P. S, Hari8hchandrapur 
... 

1 Bijhat 276'18 88 350 42 135 109 79 3 5 6 13· 
2 Dakol 129'74 9 89 26 80 8 1 
3 Rajol 127'82 25 105 8 79 21 1 4 
4 Bhagabanpur 408'17 88 380 42 191 117 56 5 11 
5 Bahar . 632'29 84 358 14 82 165 79 2 30 
6 Wari P. 753'43 213 1,157 109 3~0 479 161 67 10 60 
7 Garra 283·02 20 97 1 95 2 
8 Madhaipur 275'67 7 46 27 19 
9 Kharampur 253'06 34 159 128 25 6 

10 Jayrampur 497'18 31 159 4 69 54 28 8 
11 Bhatol p, 593'17 93 399 28 222 32 51 1 49 44 

12 Dumarkola n6'69 Uninhabited 

13 Gochia 866'13 266 1,254 133 484 666 11 2 Ii 86 
14 Kasturia P. 557'64 61 267 40 80 92 27 7 • 33 28 
15 RamsimulP. 308'88 96 520 48 272 107 62 7 72 
16 Kailpara 158'39 36 -166 9 78 62 4 3 19 
17 Bhelabari 219'67 12 52 1 39 13 
18 Nasirpur 165'10 36 168 3 76 35 13 1 43 

19 Arazi Jaynagar 100'23 Uninhabited 

20 Kutubpur 175'94 45 202 9 147 20 9 3 2 21 
21 Jaynagar 126'30 20' 75 2 2 20 42 7 4' 
22 Lakshmipur 556·1i2 70 324 17 149 fI8 36 18 1 2 
23 Kapaichahdi 122'08 45 200 22 73 63 14 27 23 
24 Kotal 430'00 83 330 9 223 40 5 6 56 
25 Ranipura • 118'95 50 205 20 156 1 25 , 23 • " 
26 Rasidabad P ~ 708'24 186 1,009 278 634 123 227 4 3 18 
27 Janamdol 370'23 136 625 56 397 116 102 10 
28 Bhaktipur 115'75 61 299 49 165 44 75 15 
29 Pema P. 360'51 115 491 49 285 71 65 45 10 15 
30 Dangi Mahendrapur P. 335'09 67 253 12 138 91 12 6 6 
31 Bighor , 155'14 18 86 1 60 14 12 
32 Bishanpur PO, p, 323'14 114 624, 109 261 178 100 2 15 68 
33 Daula 577'97 58 264 31 53 106 76 6 9 14 
34 Kusidha P, 546'40 172 857 224 321 . 205 115 41 30 145 
35 Uttar Mukunda- 437'10 97 471 5 215 136 58 3 29 30 

pur 

36 Uttar RaIhpur 957"19 269 1,485. 39 .761 380 242 5 28 69 
37 Nandibati 130'90 23 98 9 62 16 17 2 1 
38 Simalia D, P, 593'18 95 462 16 281 115 32 7 15 12 
39 Dhuripara 84'84 20 118 16 73 43 .'. .t 2 
40 Barui 2P. 281'51 136 574 21 139 80 89 89 60 3 114 
41 Chaupaldanga 4S6'64 200 847 9 528 183 94 12 2 28 
42 Parastola 210'63 59 243 19 46 92 67 18 20 
43 Gohila 319'56 96 468 8 158 90 133 25 23 39 

44 Uttar Ramnagar 175'22 Uninhabited 

45 Chayenpur 265'99 72 346 22 155 115 35 3 38 
46 Panchla P. 202'19 55 234 36 153 38 43 
47 Lahad 586'71 110 470 64 229 140 55 19 3 24 
48 Uttar Gaurip)ll' 162'19 14 73 ,3' Hi 26 20 • 5 3 
49 Mahadebpur 167'68 52 254 17 157 79 18 
50 Dighua 345'32 77 318 ,27 146 '65 91 6 10 
51 Saldaha 470'00 103 534 21 360 100 67 '7 I 

52 Chandipur 235'59 1 8 1 3 5 
53 Srichandrapur D, P. 540'54 228 1,232 82 586 362 113 36 14 121 
54 Kamarta 1,174'40 204 930 3 415 128 130 .. 203 20 • 34 
55 Tulsihata PO, P. 300'55 277 1,500 75 400 78 126 292 486. 6 112 
56 Salalpur 207'66 108 415 28 223 122 54 5 3 8 
57 Saktal 530'73 78 394 70 251 114 24 5 
58 Paro P. 390'82 83 420 55 250 120 44 1 5 
59 Jhikadanga . 338'53 55 210 27 137 43 25 5 
60 Bhagbarol 175'73 44 206 48 196 6 2 2 
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J, L, Name of Village Area of No, of Popula- No, of I II III IV VI VII VIII 
No, or Village occupied tion' literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
Town/ 
Ward~ 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 , 13 14 

8 P, S, Harishchandrapur-contd, 

61 Barol 139'31' Uninhabited 
62 Kismat Barol P, 444'35 174 772 65 313 317 61 4 15 62 
63 Angarmant P, 218'08 138 598 4 268 221 23 33 12 41 
64 Kahatta 182'47 72 266 23 71 79 6 5 45 '3 57 
65 Pirojpur 536'64 35 156 24 57 52 27 20 
66 Niar 405'89 120 548 100 342 100 84 15 3 4 
67 Mabarakpur 184'68 108 535 52 24'8 91 91 45 35 25 
68 Tenriapara 129'38 41 215 5 97 62 30 26 
69 Basatput 243'04- 60 238 7 196 21 7 14 
70 Karpurganj 190'18 22 145 35 III 8 16 3 7 
71 Darakandi 424-'47 22, 100 3 64 23 8 1 4 
72 Khurial 160'03 12 48 1 11 32 5 
73 KonarP, 1,223'38 130 562 51 451 40 26 6 12 22 5 
74- Lakshmanpur 1,017'27 142 690 74- 339 197 75 22 33 I 23 
75 Khokhra 351'06 66 306 18 175 47 22 36 18 8 
76 Bhingol D, PO, p" 349'19 201 859 98 354 135 134 67 53 116 
77 Isadpur 245'17 176 774 48 431 181 59 32 23 48 
78, Kanua Bhabani- 143'59 63 232 38 73 26 36 34 50 13 

pur P, 
79 Gopalpur 199'54 37 149 13 113 11 19 4 2 
80 Baradangi 202'20 54 209 19 77 54 54 7 17 
81 Uttar Chitholia 24-7'97 17 75 7 33 23 19 
82 Bairat J?, 1,422-28 235 1,019 15 403 331 144., 3 23 9 106 
83 Chapdaha 221'82 19 64 5 20 ,24 3 5 6 6 
84 Ilam Milik 182'31 29 146 12 84 20 17 18 2 5 
85 Ilam 348'64 39 154 28 89 49 14 2 
86 Maslandapur 164-'10 4-5 232 34- 90 81 32 29 
87 Bejpura , 1,251'90 2f2 922 30 438 230 110 68 20 56 
88 Uttar Bejpura 115'29 38 154 14 50 69 33 2 
89 Latasi , 664'77 127 7~8 17 .537 62 109 8 5 7 
90 Gauspur 351'57 21 123 18 67 12 12 20 3 9 
91 Malipakar 1,171'70 336 1,831 17 1,555 101 107 25 6 37 
92 Daulatpur D, P. 2,137'72 352 1,880 33 1,198 235 • 273 91 24 11 48 
93 Dubol , 262'79 30 118 16 50 23 3 6 7 29 
94 Bansdol 165'77 143 ~31 91 369 122 60 14 7 59 
95 Khejurbari 134'00 19 74 3 28 26 13 2 5 
96 Chithalia 4-53'99 79 413 39 231 105 46 22 5 4 
97 Rangaipur 840'17 237 1,446 25 909 282 190 33 3 29 
98 Santoshpur 223'47 112 454 54 236 112 74 12 17 3 
99 Nabagram 183'45 9 • 46 16 30 

100 Mungol 
'naris: 

587'69 23 107 19 61 23 16 ,. 7 
101 Dakshin 2,349'25 173 774 81 331 160 114 8 6 54 WI 

chandrapur . 
102 Uttar Haris- 1,825'11 641 3,077 240 360 490 107 42 275 313 56 1,434 

chandrauur Rh, 
D, S, 2P, 

103 Gangor 620'54 121 480 15 113 100 240 11 16 
104 Na7;irpur , , 301'68 15 99 1 76 18 5 
105 Kharangapur Jabra 588'51 113 524 40 221 i84 " 49 50 20 
106 Purba Rarial P, 207'80 47 193 20 104 57 18 1 3 10 
107 Paschim Rarial 127'14 121 536 49 313 75 106 7 12 23 
108 . Haranathpur 97'22 34 173 12 85 50 27 11 
109 Dakshin Mahendra- 658'63 255' 1,308 259 748 108 164- -135 29 124 

no 
purP, 

Dakshin Rampur 362'06 149 706 134 390 32 4 5 163 112 
III Bansaria 548'61 48 238 21 108 84 45 1 
112 Bilurua 243'92 167 909 161 589 129 153 7 17 14 
113 Bhabanipur P, 208'18 107 547 38 323 93 100 12 19 
114 Gltnnadia 513-46 212 955 129 445 303 106 62 6 33 
115 'Chhl\trak 443'00 65 301 13 135 74 92 
116 Hclaspur 193'83 26 H2 37 43 32 
117 Manoharpur P, 1,219'93 207 946 169 597 164 115 10 44 16 
U8 Bildaha 223'71 17 113 4 35 59 19 
119 Saran'pur 384'85 74 439 24 332 20 71 1 15 
120 S",ira 360'97 ll9 537 llO 330 70 35 32 79 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or 
Town/ 

house3 

Ward 
" in acres 

1 '2, 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

8 P. S. Hari8hohandrapur-concld. 

121 Kusol 162'35 31 167 2 139 14 7 7 
122 Chak Satan 764'62 87 442 34 306 62 34 4 36 
123 Dahara P. 356'88 65 405 23 320 9 52 18 6 
'124 Sultannagar P. 640'52 136 695 182 420 108 116 9 42 
125 Darol.. . 515'20 29 165 14 127 20 14 4 
126 Dakshih Mukunda. 173'44 64 323 10 147 6 90 2 78 

pur 
127 Pipla Kasimpur 965'60 216 1100 279 408 159 68 170 34 70 191 

PO,P. 
772'45 128 Khanta 204 981 164 348 220 30 38 149 196 

129 Dakshin Ramnagar 181'25 28 134 23 28 29 15 27 9 26 
130 Narayanpur 374'40 36 331 14 296 7 ~ 1 24 
121 Janaki Nagar 164'72 18 126 13 46 33 19 16 8 4 
132 Samukha 282'35 54 327 9 186 20 9 14 98 
133 Ohonchpara . 161'96 Uninhabited 
134 Tetia 364'61 68 368 7 251 4 29 12 16 56 
135 Arjuna 663'96 II9 688 138 543 34 59 6 33 13 
136 Raghabpur P. 127'12 25 138 12 82 54.- 2 
f37 Bashat Dhanipara 569'52 102 554 32 340 178 4 4 28 
138 Sahapur 336'52 39 216 6 162 24 18 12 
139 Datian 1,339'27 268 1,712 161 1,174 193 ;}27 12 6 
140 Putia 169'52' 12 59 4, 31 7 21 
141 Kankania 296'25 55 332 29 266 25 38 3 
142 Uttar Kumedpur .. 830'87 180 1,297 171 986 139 57 36 5 74 
Jliil Talgram 1,072'14 148 772 41 499 -86 110 4 23 21 29 
144 Hariharpur 212'66 26 181 11 107 68 6 
145 Betahal 591.03 74 400 13 237 72 66 13 3 9 
146 Sahara Bahara 249'14 36 193 2 90 19 81 3 
147 Maharapara P. 317'76 85 498 27 299 70 117 1 II 
148 Sadlichak 1'. . 469'95 12()' 923 146 736 30 85 16 22 34 
149 Sikatani 92'15 ~7 165 139 14 12 
150 Basudebpur . 314'02 64 411 26 335 30 1 45 
151 Surjyapura Tengur.- 765'34 135 899 175 744 29 17 5 104 

152 
pura 

Dakshin Kumedpur 307"15 Uninhabited ..... 
153 Tal Bhakuria P. 2,313'31 314 2,167 231 1,592 72 377 69 17 40 
154 Sikatani Inlis 74-27 Uninhabited 
155 Bhuna 388'87 36 225 9 168 '7 , 

36 5 9 
156 Nawapara 775-49 96 596 27 165 '249 159 I 4 19 
157 Digri Inlis 28'29 8 38 22 16 
158 Khopakati 969'67 163 1,257 118 903 109 225 '10 10 
159 Uttar Bhakuria ],773'36 188 999 33 541 162 231 24 41 
160 Dhakshin Bhakuria J,186-17 119 641 44 357 40 56 19 169 
161 Daulatnagar P. 2,569'05 482 2,446 183 1,142 414 243 57 171 419 
162 Mihaghat P. 1,675'39 104 649 48 IIR6 128 84 21 10 7 113 
163 Belsur 1,174-23 209 1,432 48 1,174 101 109 42 6 ... 
164 Malior P. 1,333·72 348 2,165 280 1,614 151 46 38 55 261 
165 Talsur 2,021'16 425 2,715 249 2,014 422 13 138 67 61 
166 Jalo,lpur 317'07 70 458 12 364 56 8 19 11 
167 Dakshin Gauripur 476'26 125 783 57 507 197 4 13 62 
168 Hardamnagar 768'02 163 «)09 52 513 97 47 252 
169 Tal Bangrua P. 1,375'23 261 1,722 138 1,233 61 393 13 22 
170 Bhairabpur 576'30 108 631 10 352 13 266 
17] Talgachhi P. 1,435-94 315 1,845 183 1,452 316 27 23 27 
172 Jll-gannathpur P. 1,450'07 241 1,184 9 802 10 372 
173 Fatepur P. 2,186'74 458 2,389 352 831 190 87 368 477 14 422 
174- Par Bhaluka . 301'65 56 411 20 224 34 46 7 100 
175 Bhaluka D, PO, P .. 1,248'28 435 2,231 324 468 304 94 12 253 485 19 596 
176 Degun 433'49 21 III 9 61 7 36 2 5 
177 Kariali PO. 1,697'19 179 894 70 434 56 46 65 76 147 70 
178 Masaldaha Rh, P. 603'03 189 1,099 129 527 97 108 24 205 30 108 
179 Mohanpur P. 1,022'96 201 1,291 92 732 124 377 5 3 26 24 

------ ------ --------------_.-.. --_._--. 
Total • 95,S95'96 19,371 101,156 9,287 55,644 15,824 12,017 428 4,126 3,632 504 8,981 

(Entirely Rural) acres or 
149'84 sq. 
miles 



III 

.J. L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula- No. of 1 II III IV V VI VII. VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward or houses 
Town! 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14. 

9 P. S. Gajol 

1 Mallikpur 434'39 39 213 1 53 110 50 
2 Indrasail 181'68 21 119 58 60 1 
3 Kadamtali 140'87 28 208 5 ·69 35 60 3 41 
4 Khod Malancha 122-57 61 292 29 174 38 4 2 34 6 34 
5 Gazipur 181·27 10 li4 12 42 
5 AIaIP .. 448·28 124 539 42 320 189 2 5 4 19 
7 Paharibhita . 220·15 65 335 4 85 163 22 3 62 
8 Kismat Sultanpuf 507'77 9 52 2 39 8 11 
9 Mobarakpur 114·01 80 459 88 3'38 23 55 43 

10 Rajaram Chak 802·47 145 1,009 83 943 66 
II MahakaIbona P. 703·38 56 281 41 201 66 14 
12 Muriyakunda P. 679·38 95 505 40 209 234 1?8 4 
13 Kagasura 458'35 30 207 133 74 
14 Bil Dahadar . 117'59 Uninhabited 
15 Rasikpur • 442'49 51 296 6 124 99 54 13 6 
16 EiI Hatia 145·42 Uninhabited 
17 Akalpur 1,429'59 80 323 1 233 • 66 24 
18 Sekhpura 234'93 17 86 6 63 "15 8 
19 Saharol 2,190·73 128 482 26 408 39 13 2 4 16 
20 Jigin 298·03 22 89 9 59 2 22 6 
21 Arazi DeharuI 1,334'16 1I9 536 24 293 145 65 7 4 22 
22 ~ib Jalsar 134·45 Uninhabited , 
23 Raykhandighi 1,341'38 44 158 12 99 25 14 .. 19 I 
24 Bahirgachhi H. 1,076'96 420 2,094 158 848 489 267 35 44 3 408 
25 Kailabad P. 867·75 187 1,061 60 526 126 252 45 49 24 39 
26 Alinagar P .. 620'06 295 1,692 71 848 86 540 106 78 6 28 
27 Paschim Binodpur 249'57 6 32 II 21 
28 Kazihata 403'54, 4 23 23 
29 Chandrail 252.36 21 99 85 14 
30 Baghipur 130'64 II • 66 61 5 
31 Raybag 390'74 34 182 39 116 27 
32 Kutubsahar . 1,641·93 199 1,083 60 478 385 159 6 9 46 
33 Panduya D, P. 226·29 58 313 28 159 61 83 10 
34 Misipur 1,917'55 203 1,057 856 ll8 76 7 
35 Khord Babupur 1,801'95 223 1,127 47 786 45 208 4 84 
36 Kharnuna 490'85 24 130 5 103 12 11 4 
37 Basudha 190·21 10 47 2 24 19 4 
38 Hatimari Rh, H, 142'38 57 267 61 90 32 59 32 8 46 

PO,P. 
39 Adina 2,237'57 163 848 37 523 232 39 18 19 17 
40 JOy Jadp .200'39 26 139 5 17 115 7 
41 GhaksoI 198·II 43 170 56 67 14 29 4 
42 Takipur 300·11 37 168 14 65 94 9 
43 Barijpur 1,143'66 154 816 2 315 395 106 
44 PUl'ba Binodpur 576'80 88 475 7 246- 207 22 
45 Kutubpur UO·IO 16 llO 96 14 
46 Majlisbag 278·23 61 303 15 186 U7 
47 Kanat 411·51 84 480 42 169 277 34 
48 Homdighi 339'39 45 238 13 221 17 
49 Parahar 757'13 86 456 22 137 264 45 4 2 4 
50 Chhuti Kandar 153'58 8 43 43 
51 Dakshin Naogram 217·35 34 191 28 16r 2 ., ! 
52 Chhayghati 268·64 31 126 1 16 109 1 
53 Tantibari 306·31 42 215 5 14 187 9 5 
54 Pail 409·27 41 208 15 94 87 22 . 5 
55 Malipara P. 86·23 11 55 7 22 26 7 
56 Bolbari 621·91 62 353 15 63 275 4 2 9 
57 Bha bani Kota 145'76 16 104 1 36 65 3 
58 Chandpur 160·26 40 160 18 ]06 54 
59 Kamalpur 175'94 18 102 8 63 30 9 
60 Kharibari 1l1'42 14 60 1 59 
61 Almaspur 333'31 35 210 8 59 127 16 8 
62 Raypur 178·31 20 110 51 59 
63 Chalandar 214'll 25 III 51 55 4 1 
64 Mahin agar 284'54 43 220 7 73 127 Hi 15 
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J.L. Name of Village Area of No. of Popula. No. of I II III LV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village occupied tion literates 

Tow!l/Ward or houses 
TownJ 
Ward 

in acres 

2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 - 14 

9 P. S. Gajol-contd. 

65 ParaH P. 977·20 119 549 35 7J 441 28 2 7 
66. Bagdighi 509·91 54 241 8 21 -220 
67 Ekandar 331-05 66 258 1 35 219 4 
68 Majhra 204'41 47 216 14 28 154 23 11 
69 BlIiillangram . 193'68 28 151 15 23 101 8 19 
70 Jot Mani P •. 233-80 22 95 34 31 38 26 
71 Barta!i 307'16 31 146 3 18 108 20 
72 Silnagara 245-79 10 78 2 35 39 2 2 
73 Khordahil 417-29 ll6 551 8 162 256 61 22 18 :~2 
74 Dalilpur 240'28 57 347 23 141 86 85 5 27 3 

.75 'Paschiro Sundar· 298-94 44 !?66 20 III 100 51 4 
pur 

76 Jamdanga. 489·30 57 295 2 135 139 11 7 3 
77 Durgapur 397'77 66 313 13 115 156 35 7 
78 Uttar Rahimtur 145-66 23 144 130 5 3 4 2 
79 Bujruk Band ail 183-26 23- 80 6 40 23 2 15 
80 Saidpur 470·33 117 521 29 263 154 25 26 53 
81 Pasohim Kasba 165·18 32 141 1 18 123 
82 Bandhail S. 293·77 89 375 44,' 86 201 18 40 30 
83 Gaiol D, PO, P. 184·93 146 610 191 78 61 6 133 133 199 
84 Rangabhita 279-70 45 196 34 89 60 30 17 
85 Garail . 229-03 60 249 4 60 189 

86 Baje Garail 140'77 Uninhabited 

87 Salbana 310'49 47 192 2 6 181 3 2 
88 Hat Fateraj , 195·67 42 179 10 43 106. 30 
89 Ghan.Sahar P. 180'21 28 123 21 67 35 21 
90 Bagsarai . 383·17 50 441 35 48 209 31 153 
91 Ranipur Rh, P. 453'29 1Y4 275 7 100 133 42 
92 Kotalha.t.i 272,27 12 5'7 3 23 29 3 2 
93 Krishnabhoga 162'~0 12 56 10 24 9 12 3 8 
94 Fatepur P. 790' 4 ll6 660 37 439 145 70 1 3 .. 2 
95 Mirzadpur 355'04 57 295 229 35 22 9 
96 Dharail 175·68 41 233 146 82 5 
97 Malanoha 260·38 55 284 1 233 26 19 6 
98 Bhaluk Koka 186'10 10 131 2 49 '5 7 
99 Syampur 217'42 44 204 1 136 27 20 3 18 

100 Matail P. 1,194'03 128 680 19 452 137 73 9 9 
101 Panchpara 210-15 53 241 14 81 126 2 32 
102 ChhjJimpur 198-98 14 62 1 2 48 12 
103 Chhota Kandar 123·78 18 76 II 50 15 
104 Kadubari 233-84 58 311 16 II7 166 19 ... 9 
105 Akanda 104'05 6 48 5 48 
106 Sara Kanda)) . 287'80 46 240 9 133 101 6 
107 Haridas 347·17 186 393 6 92 165 84 4, 47 
lOS Bomka 123·55 32 151 39 108 3 1 
109 Syaronagar . . . 450·39 29 145 2 61 84 
110 Baniyal _ 715·72 36 165 43 87 -35 
111 MusiDhap . 648·69 60 300 4 83 125 29 6 57 
112 Arazi Misrabati 1,678·34 22 64 6 7 8 49 
113 Dakshin Maldan~a 200'69 36 219 10 87 74 48 10 
114 Molladighi P. 213·56 47 232, 4 101 76 47 8 
lI5 Karkach .- 345-78 34 168 9 76 56 23 13 
116 Nijgram _ 386'03 63 289 3 51 181 55 2 
117 Bade Mayo a, • 2,532·71 152 786 37 613 72 83 11 7 
ll8 Raghunathrur 130·85 15 70 21 31 18 
119' Mayna p, . 452·65 78 419 47 300 45 60 12 2 
120 Anantararopur 169·09 23 99 25 74 13 12 
121 Dilalbati 461·91 53 240 50 140 25 44 31 
122 Updel . 821·74 60 299 10 105 139 55 
123 Amsol P. 319'46 24 131 21 47 45 35 '.' 4 
124 Atgan 359'57 45 216 ]2 29 154 33 

125 Uttar Maldanga 369·57 Uninhabited 

12;1 Uttar Mahinagar 1,014-23 53 263 20 118 87 58 
126 Baohahar P •• 481'19 29 161 32 132 11 15 
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J.L. Name of Village Area. of No. of Popula. No. of I II III IV V VI VII YIn 
No. or Village or occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward Town! houses 
Ward 

in acres 

1 2 3 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

9 P. 8. G'ajol-contd. 

128 Sonadanga 158'96 Uninhabited 
129 Hosenpur 458·31 37 163 2 44 59 60 
130 Doas P. 688·75 139 632 50 121 818 189 4 
131 Chakdha 189·86 Uninhabited 
132 Gohalnuri 172·94 6 24 24 
133 Bhonordighi P. 345'35 91 385 19 75 114 174 22 
134 BajeDoas 109'86 7 41 4 24 13 .. , 
135 Khalamba 516·75 57 264 I) 100 106 58 
136 Katna P. 377·15 58 271 7 42 150 79 
1:17 Kalihor 256·98 37 185 6 55 2"7 103 
138 Methra.ni 114·67 36 179 22 54 66 44 15 
139 Baje Ma.lanipur '189·52 10 36 2 31 5 
-140 MaIa.nipur 235·29 14 55 3 37 IS' 
141 Srip .. tipur 186·35 Uninhabited 
142 Jagadispur 234·9'4 40 165 30 79 28 49 2 7 
143 TaherKhani 210·06 29 125 4 21 52 52 
144 Ariunpur 217'70 23 125 4 41 68 16 . , 
145 A,maitor 277·67 80 179 170 2 7 
146 Gobindapur P. ·126·98 41 172 12 61 50 61 
147 Kanda.r 328·35 30 144 1 143 1 
148 lchahar 282·92 26 168 34 72 41 41 1 2 9 2 
149 Uttar Naogram 435·51 68 319 12 129 119 71 
150 Telihar 312·74 37 200 11 41 130 22 7 
151 Digra 245·31 42 215 1 29 169 10 7 
152 Nalpur 298·13 60 473 12 68 152 84 164 5 
153 Dahil 432·23 13 232 5 102 84 43 3 

'154 Dangapara 376·99 43 191 10 80 94 11 4 2 
155 Pirpara 229·89 40 176 3 7 137 20 7 5 
156 'Mahil 473·35 48 200 38 88 85 19 8 
157 Madnahar 211·32 28 149 12 78 37 27 1 6 
158 Baje Sahil 413·92 46 180 21 37 84 36 2 21 
159 Chak Musadanga 229·94 10 50 1 3 39 8 
160 Musadanga 182·99 28 123 17 65 23 31 4 
16l Kail 152·71 42 180 20 62 52 60 3 3 
162 Sahil 574·,95 73 315 20 85 175 55 
163 Nandalalpur 174·05 27 118 41 57 61 .. 
164 Mahanagar P. 728·19 88 373 19 120 143 110 
165 Chak Sundar 346,85 29 108 10 71 37' .'t 

166 Lakshmipur P. 758,38 88 467 89 146 233 88 
167 Manikor 280'57 22 97 7 29 37 31 
168 Bahl 808-00 124 '577 2 130 286 154 7 
169 Sekhpara. 318·16 45 223 21 85 71 67 
170 .Atghara 697·01 104 543 24 143 272 128 
171 Gurandar 139·29 Uninhabited 
172 Deotala. P. 1,659'02 215 1,140 Il9 35Q 392 169 196 6 2 19 
173 Dhaoyail 1'. 792-61 88 374 46 207 71 78 2 16 
174 Bijalbari 374'02 30 151 19 ij8 32 42 9 
175 Khor\i Deota.la. 439·57 65 276 11 75 148 63 
176 Sa.krol P. 1,000·72 103 496 30 214 202 80 
177 Babupur P. 1,180'41 131 597 55 341 184 56 01 6 
178 Kastor P. 339'5,7 62 266 15 146 85 35 
179 Ja.langa.para 151·08 18 57 1 5 43 9 
180 'l'irpur 114'42 27 1I5 5 52 43 20 
181 Dahtichi 491'25 88 437 10 183 J54 "r 

182 Himsim 132·74 15 89 3 51 23 12 3 
183 Machhimpur 338·22 19 99 5 62 15 4 11 1 6 
184 Gohailba.ri 114·24 14 40 17 7 14 2 
185 Ja.malpur . 433'61 44 234 9 81 102 51 
186 Uttar Malipara 280'33 18 85 4 62 16 7 
187 Rangamati 1'131-86 33 184 6 93 91 
188 Sa.nba.ndha. 386·83 27 143 17 73 20 31 19 
189 Jajilapara 250·73 25 123 1 57 43 23 .. 
190 Chaknagar P. 876·65 114 .533 2 334 144 40 .'. 15 
191 Purba. Sundal1pur 652,23 45 a44 9 15i' 63 20 2 4, 

l' 



J_ L_ Name of Village 
No, or 

Town/Ward 

I 

9 p, S, Gajol-contd_ 

• 
192 Bairadangi 
193 Duba. Khoksan 
194 Bil Kanchan 
195 Gangaramp-trr 
196 Mudafat Habinagar 
197 EIhamnagar p, 
198 Habinagar , 
199 .Tot Bhairab p, 
200 Bahal' 
201 Clia.kail 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
2:11 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237' 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
24'l 
248 
249 
25P 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 

I\aje Habinagar 
:aaj e Jhar,!;la bail 
Jhar Sa bail _ 
Rajnagal.' PO, P. 
Madhail 
Milikpur 
Bardanga 
Dator 
Dahara 
Chandput 
Jasail 
Singal p, , 
Salaidanga PO, p, 
Goragada 
Bansthupi 
Madhabpara , 
Furba Kasba , 
Sinhapara 
Radhanagar ' 
Purba Anantapur 
Sabail 
Bagdo1 

Baratala 
Jibanpur • 
Pa8chim Anantapur 
Raihopara 
Bhaktipur p, 
Ganesbati 

, 
Bhadar 
Noapara 
Goalnagra. 
Badnagra P_ 
Sahazadpur 
Balarampur 
Jot Ghasi 
Fatelanur 
Gopalpur . 
Daksbill Kasba 
Muradpur 
Rahimpur 
.'\mlidanga p, 
Agampur 
Sankhair 
PalaBdanga p, 
Bahadurpur 
BebaTgaon 
Banilmr 
Chandipur 
Rarirampur 
Daibakbati 
,Jhinai Kuri 
Furba Ranipur 
Mahespur 
Sona.pur 

Area of 
Village or 
Townl 
Ward 

in acres 

3 

497'36 
1,350'59 

431.64 
162,10 

1,180'31 
1,630'56 

521'75 
447'80 
226·82 
173·67 
274'99 
210,16 
323'09 
386'9'9 
383'1)2 
239'25 
15!:H7 
144'8p 
105'8p 
272'03 
220'48 
513'53_ 
671'73 
177'8p 
493-63 
396-82 
322'59 
110'03 
200'33 
300'67 
449'IS 
378'12 

82'81 
190'77 
341'59 
221'58 
273-96 
179'08 
526-68 
241'30 
650-87 
434'28 
559'50 
507-92 
107'58 
122-91 
209-79 
130'75 
156'61 
183'75 
206'15 
572'64 
262'29 
269'90 
324,90 
181'31 
202'32 
233'98 
173'47 
153'66 
nO'07 
362-24 
301-19 
220'59 

No, of 
occupied 
houses 

4 

67 
130 

36 
31 
~8 

451 
24 

125 
41 
19 

22 
33 
58 
22 
45 

141 
26 
11 
26 
30 
57 
62 
13 
73 
46 
37 
17 

6 
115 
41 
78 

17 
30 
],5 
40 

8 
98 
49 
73 
56 
72 
64 

7 
24 
23 
15 
6' 

12 
25 

101 
51 
19 
48 
52 
17 
21 
43 
2S 

4 
29 
39 
42 

Popula. No, of I 
tiQn literates 

5 

148 
291 

12 
130 
144 

1,292 
129 
690 
187 
92 

129 
201 
263 
118 
218 
2'41 
101 
36 

129 
114 
253 
289 
47 

336 
196 
156 

60 
~9 

427 
199 
330 

85 
150 
70 

195 
46 

404 
251 
367 
299 
443 
311 
50 

113 
139 

87 
31 
64 

120 
491 
268 

84 
226 
249 
84 
98 

192 
139 

23 
203 
250 
192 

6 

16 
19 
4 
9 
7 

119 
5 

25 
15 

7 

7 

T04 
182 
'I 

112 
94 

210 
35 

571 
III 
72 

Uninhabited 
I 86 

11 146 
1) l<f2 
3 US 
2 U7 

57 86 
2 51 

17 
28 

5 32 
46 146 
43 169 

2 40 
17 107 
7 20 
4 52 

1 7 
46 139 
15 64 
3 I'll 
Uninhabited 
3 40 
2 78 

2 
8 77 

10 17 
11 56 
26 52 
29, 13'-
26 80 
4 97 
7 52 
1 23 

3 
33 
11 
15 

2 11 
2 29 

• 18 165 
7 33 

15 37 
13 64 
8 79 

'7 
8 54 
5 49 

20 35 
1 

37 57 
49 77 
20 31 

II 

8 

25 
62. 

18 
22 
35 
94 
73 
57 

3 

35 
49 
13 

65 
12 
36 
.15 
91 
65 
64 
44 

131 
103 
87 
46 
32 
42 
87 

132 

28 
55 
60 
56 
19 

282 
136 
160 
179 
298 
225 
27 

1041 
72 
76 
12 
51 
83 

221 
• 201 

39 
116 
153 
74 
38 
98 
81 
20 
70 

111 
91 

III 

9 

19 
38 
11 

28 

46 
19 
2 

7 
6 

36 

14 

10 
17 
41 
37 
7 

78 
60 
17 
13 

26 
46 
35 

9 
17 
8 

44 

58 
56 
56 
3'5 
48 
34 

6 
34 

4 
2 
8 

33 
25 

46 
17 
3 
6 

45 
17 

3 
3 

44 
34 

IV 

10 

.' 

V 

11 

2 

4 

23 

8 

11 

5 

8 

5 
9 

7 
11 
5 

I" 

2 

6 

16 

VI 

12 

5 

6 

2 

16 

VII 

13 

1 

, , 

" 

,. 
'., 

VIII 

14 

9 

1,044 

15 

1 

108 

134 

4 

2 
16 

20 
5 

1 

203 
2 

17 

13 
1 
6 

9 

72 
7 
8 

57 
IS 
20 
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J,L, N arne of Village Area of No, of Popula- No, of I U III IV V VI VII VIII 
No, or Village or occupied tion literates 

Town/Ward Townl houses 
'Ward ., 

in acres 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11' 12 13' 14 

9 "P~ S, Gajol-concld, 

256 Haripur 218'91 31 141 14 73 32 31 -> 4 1 
257 Idam 364'31 35 202 17 162 38 2 
258 Abil Po. ' 370'04 115 396 31 92 46 258 
259 N arasingdanga 356'46 37 164 8 

, 122 35' 7 
260 Paladanga p, 1,826'56 176 473 63 472 
261 l\Iahishal 1,761'03 Uninhabited 
262 Saluka 2,075'28 Uninhabited 
263 Hatnagar • 757'61 80 377 9 224 127 26 -'5 264 Atila 470'51 77 332 24 133 150 32 12 
265 Dohail 506'93 64 320 13 198 107 8 7 
266 Karjadanga 164'83 28 128 8 61 58 9 
267 Altor P, 597'93 4A 195 14 137 33 13 . , 12 
268 Krishnapur 1,242'12 184 938 28 647 110 177 4 
269 Jalsa 251'59 . Uninhabited 
270 Dogachhi 337'06 39 212 3 182 22 8 
271 Bahuthar PO, 708'95 79 346 12 138 165 21 22 
272 Baniakandar 149'65 10 37 29 8 

. 
273 Puria 417'13. ,46 198 15 114 65 19 
274 Karanja 120'49 15 84 22 62 ,.,I 

275 Khanta 166'08 ·30 127 2. 35 92 
276 Baje Karanja 220'31 38' 202 2 54 146 2 
277 Baflkati 240-80 15 72 3 36 36 
278 Chengtor 340'50 38 181 7 41 140 -
279 Hatinda 311-47 38 203 5 89 88 26 
280 Bansbari 297'03 27 122 32 90 
281 Taherpur 86'73 11 58 6 43 15 
282 Batijora 1,546-20 168 806 32 399 403 1 3 
283 Sardarpur 288-26 25 129 3 57 64 6 2 
284 Darapur 100-52 14 72 46 16 10 
285 Barabari 182-62 13 76 2 13 56 7 
286 Jadupur 208-55 26 144 74 70 ' '-, 
287 Dogharia 136-50 14 87 2 12 75 -: 
288 Adhna 301-40 ~3 323 :f' 79 204 31 4 5 
289 Raniganj 804-48 149 729 7 . 333 213 40 22 29 92 
290 Paschim Eil Ahara _ 511-86 Uninhabiterl 
291 Arazi_Jalsa 968-03 134 530 4 300 72 19 ~39 
292 'Purba Mallikpur 438-42 41 204 3 171 25 8 
293 Purba Bil Ahora 1,573-91 Uninhabited 

Total _ '126,930-44 15,379 73,171 4,267 31,992 25,617 8,704 31 1,447 621 72 4,687 
(Entirely Rural) aores or 

198'32 . 
sq_ miles 
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. 
J.L. Name of VJllage Area. of No_ of Population No_ of I II III IV V VI VII VUI 
No, or Village or ocoupied literates 

Town/Ward Town/Ward houses 
in aCres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 V 

10 P. 8, Bamangola 

1 Uttal' 'Chandrail 213-82 27 110 46 26 38 
2 Harisankarpur 537-76 54 261 84 137 28 12 
3 Sahzadpur 179-12 

33 
U'ninhabited 

4 Samsabad 184,25 342 76 48 42 4 1 171 
5 Madh,~bbati p, 239-80 38 144 33 57 30 57 
6 Dhulda 145-79 13 46 3 13 30 . 
7 "Baja ~ulda 244-62 45 242 1 155 48 39 
8 Utta:t asba 308-68 59 234 33 60 40 97 37 
9 Ganig¥a 140-95 37 195 13 54 68 35 38 

10 Kho];;san 844-89 127 478 37 65 206 145 13 4 12 33 
11 Maharani 659-49 47 235 12 68 134 29 4, 
12 Daulatpur 647-18 79 474 36 76 120 163 3 9 103 
13 Garapara - 288-12 43 197 4 66 62 54 1 10 4 
14 Mohammadpur 202-7S 58 188 17 64 76 48 
15 Baheruur 441-97 55 .276 11 171 59 45 1 
16 Faridpur P_ 307-38 57 294 36 192 19 72 4 7 
17 Uttar Naopara 122-32 Umnhabited 
18 Isahakpur 231-88 16 95 7 40 49 3 3 
19 Jhakaldanga 326-53 63 273 6 114 50 72 31 
20 Tentnlmura - 241-23 33 149 11 36 71 31 11 
21 Gobindapur P- 548-52 52 271 12 79 161 31 
22 Dharmapur 279-22 15 71 4 50 9 12 
23 Muzaffarpur - 121-01 33 118 20 69 44 5 
24 Arazi Chandrail 123-45 16 62 18 47 7 3 5 
25 Sujail , 447-17 112 543 62 275 119 22 4 123 
26 Bijali, _ 127'63 58 71 6 30 21 12 8 
27 Chandrail P. - 168-46 20 82 4 46 30 6 
28 I.alpur. - 234-90 10 44 9 35 
29 Jot Bhabani . 120-81 16 84 8 63 6 15 
30 Sayestabad _ 503-77 77 335 8 15. 98 IS 4 200 
:n Dakshin Naopara 272-61 40 181 14 37 90 28 26 
32 Haripur 304-86 38 186 4 139 36 11 
33 Aigamtara 151-08 10 49 4 9 40 
34 Kuribari 481'61 35 149 5 55 78 13 2 I 
35 Par Ira-binagar 1,020-81 99 406 27 35 6 365 
36 DhamairP. 576'41 220 860 36 181 71 27 3 578 
37 Mahesbati 233-08 31 138 4 49 76 2 4 7 
38 Bhangrail 1.019-75 293 885 78 319 243 38 'j 285 

Palasbari P. 
39 Bhomrail 407-03 55 203 12 65 56 8 --, 74 
40 Mahespur p, - 289-35 70 286 28 18 117 43 108 
41 Baharampur 138-74 36 174 9 10 155 
42 Khatil _ 1,003-72 221 883 96 297 206 41 9 330 
43 Jot Haricharan 245-87 38 188 20 119 46 21 2 . 
44 Dharmadanga p, 337-17 168 907 125 475 187 56 18 9 162 
45 Kasba _ 681-34 164 796 123 476 169 128 10 13 
46 Baje Manikpur 174-86 17 105 _\ 47 48 10 
47 Mudipukur 159-41 26 80 3 22 58 
48 Saranda 158-61 40 109 34 27 2 27 53 
49 Rajkundali 97'00 10 64 14 7 43 
50 Baisukbari 177-31 36 177 3 21 56 100 
51 Ramnagar 154-35 36 194 6 60 123 11 
52 BeltaIabari 229-09 28 149 30 108 11 
53 Uopa.lpur 402·59 42 203 23 88 86 8 21 
54 Ailohora 524'39 57 311 98 193 20 
55 Patul 395'40 20 118 1 19 63 ~O .]6 
56 Manikpur , 430-92 99 390 18 66 115 74 135 
1S7 ChandpurP .. 279-14 78 342 30 105 94 21 6 116 
1S8 Nagra _ . 273-93 35 162 13 59 59 18 26 
1)9 Mahammadpur. 203'85 A9 232 -11 47 185 
60 Sadulipara 230'63 57 238 16 84 3 151 
61 GoaJjai P. 207-36 5 9 6 2 6 1 
62 PaJpara 114-79 12 58 9 43 4 1 1 
63 Rel'lli 282';J~ 66 287 ~9 55 81 3 4 14~ 
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J,L. Name of Village Area of No. of population No. oi I II III IV V VI VII VIII 

No. or Villa4e or occupied liter"tes 
Town/Ward ToW'n/Ward hon.os 

in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

10 P. S. Bamangola -contd. 

64, Sant.ara 223'34 lOS 351 3 282' 35 5 26 
65 Sikail 95'45 22 88 1 88 
66 Manuli 343'33 67 233 19 91: 92 10 7 2 31 
67 Udhan, 368-48 136 600 6 97 484 .J 19 
68 Bijora , 163'98 28 113 12 34 74 5 

69 Durgapur 177'84 22 95 11 82 2 . 
70 Bintara 210':n 41 206 8 51 155 
71 Paikpara p, 254'84 51 281 51 146 77 58 

72 Kumarpur 259'03 37 150 4 19 113 ,4 2 12 

'73 Gl1rulya 309'04 6V 295 24 94 160 19 16 6 

74 Teliapara 249'66 47 202 5 126 48 5 7 1 15 

75 Bhaba.nipur 378'45 79 317 24 89 134 29 13 3 49 
76 Jethra.il 197'24 7 44 2 40 4 " 

71 Jagdala PO, P- 566-64 83 393 58 134 200 43 4 2 10 
'78 Bhadrcawar , 508-67 91 429 5 87 305 10 27 
'79 Dihatti 348-99 31 167 4 51 75 14 27 
gO Gopalnagar 2M-99 158 662 4 178 13 3 8 460 
:S1 Parameswarpur 292'86 43 196 4 '162 9 25 
S2 Madba.bpur P- 186-91 28 126 9 56 42 28 
:S3 Gopinathpur 139-51' 32 144 23 85 11 33 3 12 

84- Sripur , - 186-84 25 110 9 38 56 16 
85 ll:!LChb uaka.ndar 251'13 47 221 2 147 74 
86 Jagsadu 160'48 24 123 98 24 1 

87 Gurnagar , 306'38 74 316 10 153 23 140 

S8 Gaurnsndanbati 292'74 55 236 20 94 2 34 106 

89 Titpur -341-98 38 146 5 46 14 7 1 78 

'90 Ramkrisbnapur 2:n-36 93 339 15 19 68 36 52 164 

'91 Uttarjai , 137-36 40 169 9 29 86 40 4 10 

92 Bamangram P. 300'36 115 484 107 25 193 30 20 19' 8 189 

'93 Chengnll. 307'50 100 347 3 76 92 66 113 

'94 J agannathpur 416'61 177 778 44 80 133 93 4 49 419 

~5 Barinda 524'67 59 285 17 109 28 33 7 108 

'96 Turukmanail 208'63 41 175 8 92 67 12 4 

97 Bengnapara 249'44 41 148 6 96 9 27 2 14 

98 Paul p, 200-88 99 464 25 174 45 43 12 190 

99 Meherpara. 97'60 20 III 7 101 10 

100 Mabupaul ]92'84 36 205 77 69 28 9 1 2 28 

101 Kamardanga 198-28 37 154 9 87 26 4 14 23 

102 Thinagar 175-72 51 225 25 97 26 2 75 
103 Jaitan , 406'li3 53 228 145 67 16 

104 Mirzapur .228'05 152 669 88 2.05 216 50 17 142 
, 

3ll 

105 Sala.lpur 615'90 136 661 17 3M 252 36 8 11 

108 Chandipur 225'07 37 179 15 62 71 45 1 

107 Alampur p, 226-99 51 244 16 147 96 1 
108 Basara, 228'16 26 120 71 46 3 
109 Harinandanbati 765-66 112 513 3 126 164 41 5 5 172 

110 13uiurkhail 779'52 123 583 19 324 215 38 6 

III Beldanga 153-15 14 92 5 29 22 2 39 

112 Biprabati 256-69 44 162 7 32 102 25 2 

113 Sekhpara. p, 144-96 23 119 3 30 89 
114 Khiripara 438"63 58 261 8 9 252 
115 Makuli _ 115'31 4 15 13 2 

116 Ka.ngaa 317'48 53 216 10 132 76 7 1 

117 Bahadipur 304'93 27 136 15 119 13 4 
118 Bamankandar 233'69 21 116 5 61 50 5 

'1l9 Mahadebpur 137'14 IS 109 8 107 2 
120 Bakuli , 

. 
163'95 48 222 3 82 84 12 U 

121 Olandar p, 341'21 65 462 6 10~ 62 5 293 

122 Ganguria 301'95 57 267 6 240 27 
123 Kasimpur 149'45 29 161 10 110 34- 17 -. 
124 Da.tulipara 103'56 52 263 29 51 31 11 170 

125 Malaneha 210'15 34 159 10 109 30 20 
126 Simla p, 310'98 49 181 14 103 13 45 ::I 17 

127 'Dabar • ;:187'01 97 ;:150 17 J5e 1'5 :n 1 , . 'r 1$1) 
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. 
J. L. Name of Village Area of • No. of Population No. of I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
No. or Village or occupied literates 

Town/Ward Town/Ward houses 
in acres 

1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 10 ,11 12 13 14 

10 P. S. Bamangola-concId. 

128 Nepalpur 203'72 31 167 8 167 
129 Saharbari 186'18 33 148 116 1 31 
130 Sarmura· 504'07 87 441 6 303 12 126 
131 SUkail . 374'12 54 262 2 244 1 17 
132 Asrafpur P. 259'60 350 1,297 108 116 7 1,174 
133 Chhatia P. 643'62 190 787 17 142 176 469 
134 f'athar .T agdala 810'94 Uninhabited 
135 Pathm.' Simla 1,679'63 45 164 19 164 
136 N;ababnagar 1,082'24 221 938 15 651 74 45 8 160 
137 Ghatika 58'69 9 38 2 38 
138 Baturia 31'56 Uninhabited 
139 Basakbari 12'52 Uninhabited 
140 Lakshminarayan- l,iss'58 140 496 38 112 97 ~ 286 

pur 
141 Mahadebpur • 590'19 76 303 19 303 
142 Khutadaha 1,.715'84 244 876 220 876 
143 Rangamatia . 175'62 49 181 56 . '. 181 
144 Nandinadah .. 1,371'00 • 157 510 66 510 
145 Adatala P. 1,347'50 430 1,008 302 1,008 

Total '50,949'58 9,34l 39,665 2,909 12,813 10,161 3,095 92 314 264 22 12,904 
(Entirely Rural) acres or 

79'61 
sq. miles 



VITAL S~ATIS];,ICS 

TABLE 2.1-BIRTH AND DEATH RECORI)-1941-50 

Births and Deaths 1941-50 1941 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 '9 10 11 12 

1- Births 

Male _ 87,174 7,824 6,310 4,775 8,449 10,620 10,529 7,114 10,723 11,132 9,698 
Female 78,399 7,244 5,809 4,273 7,7i3 9,608. 9,395 6,414 9,656 9,965 8,322 

2 Birth Rate (a) 

Male _ 10-3 9'3 7'5 5'7 10-0 12'6 12'5 8'4 12'7 13'2 U'5 
Female 9'3 8'6 6'9 5'1 9'1 11'4 11'1 7'6 11'4 11'8 9'9 .-

3 Birth Rate (b) . 
Male. 10'1 9'3 7'3 5'5 9-8 12'3 12'2 8'2 12'3 12'7 11'0 
FemaIe 9'0 8'6 6'7 4'9 8-9 11'2 10'9 7'4 11'1 11'3 9'4 

4 Female Births 

reported per 1,000 male births 899-3 925'9 . 920'6 924'9 912'9 904-7 892'3 901'6 900'5 895'2 858'1 

5 Deaths 

Male. 74,844 5,461 3,359 5,891 13,334 10,468 10,117 6,091 6,661 6,648 6,814 
Female 65,593 4,705 2,949 5,426 12,017 9,068 9,139 5,112 11,520 • 6,016 5,641 

6 Death Rate (c) . 
Male .' 17'6 12'8 7-9 13'8 31'3 _ 24'6 23'8 14'3 15'6 15'6 16'0 
Female 15'7 15'7 6'9 12'7 28'2 21'3 21'5 12'0 13'0 14'1 13'5 

7 Death Rate (d) 

Male. 17'3 12·gI 7'7 13'4 30'7 24'2 23'4 14'1 16'0 15'1 15'4 
Female 15'2 1l'2 6'8 12'5 27'9 21'2 21'2 1l'9 12-8 13'7 12'8 

8 Female Deaths 

reported per 1,000 male deaths 876'4 861'6 877'9 921'1 901'2 966'3 903'3 839'3 828-7 904'9 827'9 

(a) Number of births per 1,000 of the total population caloulated on the population of 1941. . 
(b) Number of births per 1,000 of the total population calculated on the estimated population on the 30th June of each year. 

(c) Number of deaths per 1,000 of the same sex calculated on the population of 1941. 

(d) Number of deaths per 1,000 of the same sex calculated on the estima.ted population on the 30th .Tune of each year. 

Source ;-Djrectorate of Health Services, West B ngal. 
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TABLE 2.2-DEATHS FROM SELECTED CAUSES 
• Cause of Death 1941-50 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Oholera 

Actua.l Dea.ths 
Male 199 92 52' 415 147 115 536 25 170 158 284 
Female 215 71 48 475 306 98 542 27 152 150 277 

Death Rate 
Male '5 '2 '1 1'0 '3 '3 l'S '1 '4 '4 '7 
Female '5 '3 '2 '7 1'1 '4 1'3 '1 '4 '4 1.0 

2 F~ver 

Aetual Deaths 
Male 5,937 4,425 2,i03 4,761 11,549 8,643 7,645 4,983 4,952 4,881 4,832 
Female 5,147 3,820 1,763 4,364 10,361 7,477 6,858 4,165 4,058 4,499 4,101 

Death Rate 
Male 13'9 10'4 6-3 10'2 27-1 20-3 18-0 11'7 11-6 11'5 11'3 
Female 12'3 9-1 4'2 10'4 2('8 17'9 16'4 10'0 9-7 10'8 9'8 

3 SmallPox 

Actual Deaths 
Male 57 44 7 3 54 216 52 17 74 2 101 
Female 57 48 7 1 50 234 65 7 63 3 91 

Death Rate 
Male -I -I -02 ·01 -1 '5 -1 -4 -2 '005 -2 
Female -I '1 '02 ·003 -I '6 '2 '02 '2 '01 -2 

4 Plague 

Actual Deaths 
Male 
Female 1 

Death Rate 
Male 
Female -002 

5 Dysentery, Diarrhoea and. 
Enteric Group of Fever8 , 
Actual Deaths 

Male 128 66 53 75 126 183 342 87 97 128 125 
Female {J5 48 41 64, 90 115 288 62 77 80 87 

Death Rate 
Male '3 '2 .) '2 .;{ '4 ·s '2 ·2 '3 ':l 
Fema.le '2 '1 -1 -:J -2 '3 '7 '1 '2 '2 '2 

6 Respiratory Disea8tS other than T. B. of Lung" 

Actual Deaths 
Ma.le 190 112 161 255 194 136 190 135 244 239 233 
Female 113 96 134 196 156 81 106 54 126 106 78 
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TABLE 2.2-DEATHS FROM SELECTED CAUSES-concId. 
Cause of Death 1941-50 1941 1942' 1943 J.D44 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

6 Respiratory Diseases other than 
T, B, of Lungs-conoId, 

Death Rate 
Male 1'0 -6 ·s 1-3 1'0 '7 '4 '3 '6 '6 '5 
Female '3 '2 -3 '5 '4 '2 '3 '1 '3 '3 '2 

7 Suicide 

Actual Deaths 
Male 15 11 9- 18 15 14 20 15 19 16 13 
Femal 14 8 7 17 12 9 15 8 17 26 18 

Death Rate 
Male '04 '03 '02 '04 '04 '03 '05 ,04 '04 '04 '03 
Female '03' '02 '02 '04 '03 '02 '04 '02 '04 '1 '04· 

8 Ohild B~rlh 

Actual Deaths 
Female 110 III 107 89 125 117 131 98 110 138 77 

Death Rate 
Female '.3 '3 '3 -2 '3 '3 '3 '2 '3 '3 '2 

9 Malaria 

Actual Deaths . 
Male 2,563 1,945 2,183 3,416 3,225 2,914 3,499 2,002 2,000 2,262 2,184 
lfemale 2,228 1,723 1,018 3,342 3,145 2,565 3,164 1,710 1,983 2,205 l,820 

Death Rate 
Male 6'0 4'6 5'1 8'0 7'6 6'8 8'2. 4'7 4'7 5'3 5'1 
Female 5'3 4'1 2'4 8'0 7'5 6'1 7'6 4'1 3'8 5'3 4'3 

10 Kala-azar 

Actual Deaths 
Male 83 I 71 64 93 69 92 112 105 93 71 1)8 
Female 57 63 41 73, ,43 63 85 97 48 52 40 

Death Rate 
Male -2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '3 '2 '2 '2 '1 Female '1 '2 '1 '2 '1 '2 '2 '1 '1 '1 '1 

11 T. B. of Lungs 

Actual Deaths 
Male 25 15 13 20 26 23 28 21 35 31 40 
Female 7 8 3 7 8 9 9 7 6 $ 3 

Death Rate 
Male 'I '04- '03 '05 '1 '1 '1 '05 '1 '1 '1 Female '02' '02 '01 '02 '02 -02 '02 '02 'O!l '02 ,01 

12 Snake Bite 

Aotual Deaths 
" Male 39 34 31 26 42 39 46 34 45 47 44 

Female . 40 33 38 12 27 38 65 45 50 45 46 

Death Rate 
Male '1 '1 '1 -I '1 '1 '1 '1 :l '1 '1 Female '1 ·1 '1 '03 '1 '1 -2 '1 'I '1 

',fhe P~I:!-th Rate is the al'lnllaI death rate per 1,000 of.the same Bex oaloulated on the population of 1941. 

Source :-Directol.'ate of Health Sernces, West Ben~al. 
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TABLE 3.8-ABSTRACT OF CULTURABLE WASTE LAND BLOCKS OF 
100 ACRES AND ABOVE IN 1944-45 

Soattered plots below 
100 acres in size 

100 acres and above to 
below 500 acres 

500 acres and above to 1.000 ILCres and above 
below 1,000 a.cres to below 5,000 acres 5,000 a,cres and a.bove 

r--·---..A.------, 
No. of Area in 
block~ acres 

70,130 

,..-___ -"-___ ---,. ,.--__ _J.~ __ ____'I ,..-__ _J. ___ ~ 

No. of 
blooks 

27 

Area in 
acres 

5,400 

No. of Area. in 
blocks aores 

3 2,106 

No. of 
blooks 

2 

Area in 
aore. 

2,242 

No. of 
blooks 

Area in 
acres 

Total 

79,878 • 

SOUTce :-Agricultural Statistics by Plot to Plot Enumeration in Bengal, 1944-45, Part I; by H. S. 1tL lshaque. 1946: Pa-ge 105 
and Directorate of Agrioulture. 

TABLE 3.9-RESULTS OF CROP CUTTING EXI)ERIMENTS 
DURING THE YEAR 1944-45 
(Fi~ures refer to yields per acre) 

Aman Boro Aus Jute 
,------"-------, -----, r---r--"----, 

Paddy Rice Paddy Rice Paddy Rice 

Md. Sr. Ch. Md. Sr. Ch. Md. Sr.Ch. Md. Sr. Oh. Md. Sr. Oh. Md. Sr. Ch.· Md. Sr. Ch.. 

t7 0 7 11 13 10 20 2 6 13 14 15 10 30 14 7 7 4 8 '19 13. 

N.B.--Crop cutting experiments of (1) Boro, (2) Aus and (3) Jute were oonducted at a time when the staff had beoome extremely restless 
and nervous in consequence of the recommendations of the Rowland Committee and it is not possible in every case to guarantee 
a high standard of work. 

Source :-Agricultural Statistics by Plot to Plot Enumeration in Bengal, 1944.45, Part I; by H. S. M. Ishaque, 1946: Page 120. 
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TABLE 3.11-RAINFALL AND RAINY DAYS-f9Al-50 

1941 1942 1943" 1944 
,.__.A.. __ ~ _ , 

Months NQ, of Monthly No, of Monthly No, of Monthly No, of Monthly 
Rainy days Rainfall Rainy days Rainfall Rainy days Rainfall Rainy days Rainfall 

January, 1 0,48 Nil Nil 3 0'70 2 0,88 
February Nil 0'03 1 1'77 3 1'78 2 0,27 
March Nil Nil 2 0'56 Nil Nil 2 0·98 
April 1 0,42 3 2'64 7 5'06 Nil 0'02 
May 8 4'24 3 3'32 4 2-33 5 3,12 
June 10 6'86 8 7'85 12 12·27 10 7'66 
July 12 7'43 12 8'19 14 6'39 16 7'65 
August 12 U'27 17 16'27 U- 5-13 19 22'42 
September 12 g'39 13 17;70 9 S'13 11 10'75 
October. 6 11'71 3 2'66 3 2'96 2 0'52 
November Nil Nil Nil (a) Nil Nil Nil Nil 
December Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Total 62 50'83 62 60'96(c) 66 44'75 69 54'2~ 

1945 1946 1947 1948 
.--------'--~ 

Ja.nuary , . - I 0'38 Nil Nil Nil Nil 1 0'15 
February 1 1'44 I 0'55 Nil 0'03- I 0'55 
March Nil 0'08 1 0,55 4 HI ":Nil Nil 
April 7 4,76 7 2'9~ Nil Nil 1 0'30 
May 3 1'72 9 4'03 5 3'11 3 0'61 
June 10 19'65 15 9'44 7 3'78 13 13'02 
July - 13 15'72 20 15'99 13 17'43 18 21'65 
August , 18 7'81 10 7·93 15 12·38 11 6·53 
September 14 11·36 10 8·47 11 16·33 9 9,69 
Ootober • 6 9·31 .8 9·63 6 4·80 8 n'6S 
November Nil Nil 1 1-21 1 0·96 5 1l'36 
December Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 0·08 Nil Nil 

Total 73 72,23 82 60'72 62 60'01 70 67·49 

1949 1950 Total for 10 (ten) years 
,---~ ,- .,.__ 

January • 1 0'16 Nil Nil 9 2·75 
February 3 0'48 3 0'82 15, 7,72 . 
Ma.rch I 0-38 1 0'58 11 4'24 
April 7 3,60 Nil Nil 33 19'72 
May 9 7-99 7 5'82 56 36'29 
June 11 10-25 17 17'92 113 108'70 
July 17 ll'OS 16 12'10 151 123'61 
August • 18 9·93 19 12'78 150 112-45 
September 10 5·46 9 8'77 108 105'05 
October. 5 3·91 2 0'63 49 57-76 
November Nil Nil Ni~ 0'09 7 5'62(c) 
December Nil Nil 1 0'15 1 0'23 

Total .. 82 53,22 76 59'66 703 584'14(c) 

(a)-Data. not ava.iLl.ble. (c)-IncoIlJ.plete • 

• Source :-Directoratll of AWicul~ur&! West Ben~al. 
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TABLE 3'.12-MEAN MAXIMUM AND HIGHEST; MEAN MINIMUM AND 
LOWEST TEMPERATURES IN HEADQUARTERS STATION-1948-50 

1948 1949 1950 
l\Ionthl! r- r- r-

Mean Highest Mean Lowest Mean Highest Moan Lowest Mean Highest Mean Lowest 
Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini-
mum mum mum mum mum mum '. 

1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

January • 67 67 63 60 80 84 53 52 80 83 51 45 
February 71 80 66 61 83 92 54 50 83 91 55 43 
Ma.rch 81 85 73 69 93 96 63 62 91 94 63 58 
April 89 97 81 74 93 96 67 62 roo 105 73 63 
May 83 91 82 79 91 94 71 67 96 104 76 71 
June 89 95 83 78 93 96 78 70 89 99 78 74 
July 87 91 81 79 91 94 75 72 90 94 81 78 
Auguet 90 94 79 71 89 99 78 72 93 97 83 81 
September 91 92 79 75 92 98 80 78 97 105 85 83 
October. 90 93 77 70 94 96 76 70 100 101 81 80 
November 88 91 68 62 ,87 94 62 52 101 101 82 70 
December 81 84 59 52 77 85 52 46 100 102 76 75 

Source :-Director, Regional Meteorological Centre, CaJcutta. 

TABLE 3. 13-FREQUENCY OF FLOOOS AND DROU'GHTS-1891-1950 

Method of Computation 
The period considered is from 1891 to 1950, i.e., 60 years. For each year the total rainfall 

during the season" May to October" (average rainfall recorded at all the stations in the district 
was computed. From the 60 values of seasonal rainfall the " normal rainfall" was calculated. 
Now the rainfall in any particular year (i.e., during May to October) will deviate from the "normal
rainfall". These deviations were computed for each year. From the 60 deviations the" mean 
deviation" (disregarding sign) was calculated. • 

Definition of "Flood" and "Drought" 
If the actual rainfall during May to October in the district was in excess of the "normal 

rainfall" by Ii times the" mean deviation" or more, that year is called a " Flood '~year. On 
the other hand if the actual rainfall was in deficit by ~t times the" mean deviation" or more, 
that year is called a "Drought" year. If the actual rainfall lies between (a) normal rainfall 
plus Ii times the mean deviation and (b) normal rainfall minus Ii times the mean deviation, the 
year is reckoned as a normal year. 
Frequency of "Floods" and "Droughts" in MaIda 

The following statement indicates the incidence of" Floods" and" Droughts ,., in each year 
in the district during the period 1891 to 1950. In any year in which the rainfall of the district 
has been more or less normal (neither Flood nor Drought) the space will be a blank. 

1891 1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 
1892 1902 1912 1922-F 1932 1942 
1893 1903-D 1913 1923-D 1933 1943 
1894 1904 1914 1924 1934 1944 
1895-D 1905 1915 1925 1935 1945 
1896 1906 1916 1926 193.6 1946 
1897 1907 1917 1927-D 1937 1947 
1898 1908-D 1918-F 1928 1938-F 1948 
1899-F 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 

Normal Rainfall-52'3N F-For Flood Number of Floods in 60 years-4 
Mean Deviation-8·7 D-For Drought Number of Droughts in 60 years-5 
Limit for Abnormality-13·1 ('.e., liD) Total number of Abnormalities-9 (i.e., Floods and Droughts) 

Souru :-Direotor of Meteorology, Poona. 
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INDUSTRY 
TABLE 4.1-SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES 

A-Classification of Industries by locality 

Seiria.l 
No. 

1 

MALDA DISTRICT 

~ural Area.! 
1 Englishbazar. 
2 Manikchak • 
3 Kaliachak 
4 Ratua • 
5 Harishchandrapur. 
6 Kharba 
7 Malda 
8 Habibpur 
9 13amangolll. 

10 Gajol 

Urban Area.! 

1 Englishbaza.r. 
2 OldMalda 

'. 

Nll-me of Town or Thana 

2 

.', 

Total 

Total 
number of 
establish-

ments 

3 

300 
169 
393 

20 
71 
40 

15 

164 
30 

1,202 

Number of 
Non-Textile 
establish-

ments 

4. 

23 

12 
5 
2 

31 

151 
25 

249 

B-Textile Establishments 

Persons employed 
,. 

Industry group (Code No. and Name) Total 18 years and over 15 to 18 years 
No. of ,. ,. 

establishments Males Females • Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2.61 cotton ginning, clea.ning and pressing 

2.62 Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving 893 2,OlH 1,067 90 22 

2.68 Cotton dyeing, bleaching, printing, 
preparation and sponging 

2.81 Jute pressing, baling, spinning 
weaving 

and 6 67 

2.82 Woollen spinning and weaving 15 22 17 

2.83 Silk reeling, spinning and weaving 39 247 3 • ., 

2.84 Hemp and flax, spinning and 
weaving 

2.86 1>Ianufaoture of rope, twine, string 
and other related goodB 
from oocoanut, 1101008, straw, 
linseed and hair 

2.80 All othor (inolnding insuffioiently 
described) textile industries, 

• Tota.l 953 2,387 1,087 96 22 

Number of Number of 
Textile Handlooms 

establish- in Textile 
ments establish-

ments 

5 6 

277 416 
169 215 
381 675 

15 18 
69 76 

9 12 

15 HS 

13 HI 
5 

953 1,446 

----. 
14 years and less ,. 

Males Females 

7 8 

76 43 

1 1 

1 

'1S 4A 

:B2 
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TABLE 4.1-SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES-concld. 
C-Non~ Textil'e Establishments 

Livelihood Total Persons employed 
class and Number 
I.e.E.O. Description of b\\siness (subgroup) of 18 years a.nd over 15 to 18 yelU's 14 years and les8 

SubdiVision establish. ,-----'--------, ...------'-----, 
and ments Males Females Males Females 1';lale8 FemalelJ 
group 
code 

Number 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 

I,IVELIHOOP. CLASS V 

(Production other than cUltivation) 

2.1 2.11 Pa.ddy dehusking : I) 17 

2.13 Brea.d and Biscuit ma.king 10 12 4 3 

2.2 2,21 Mustardfoil pressing 8 9 

2,4, 2.43 Icecream making 3 8 

2.5 2,51 Bidi maJring 55 228 2 59 15 

2.7 2.71 Tailoring 41 54 11 7 

.2.9 2'Q2 Shoe making and repai,ring 6, 8 1 4 

3.0 3.01 Smithy 7 39 

3.02 Ben metal goods making 6 45 6 2 
Brass goods making 2 9 3 2 

3.03 Suit case making 8 17 2 
Nickel soldering 1 1 1 

3.3 3.31 Boat making 5 5 4 

3'32 Cycle repairing 10 12 3 

3.4 3.40 Radio repairing 1 I 

3.7 3.7 Preparing of medicine • 1 5 

3.S 3.82 Washing soap making • 3 7 1 

4.0 4.03 Watch repairing. 2 2 

4.04 Gold and silver o.rnaments making 17 32 1 

i·05 Musica\i.nstrumentslp.aking and repa.iring 2 1 1 

4.2 4.2 Tilo making 3 21 

4,4, 4,4,1 Earthen image making 3 4 I 1 1 1 
Earthel1 tub making • 1 5 2 

4.6 4,60 Cane and bamboo basl-et making 20 36 2 fl 8 

4.61 Sawing 3 16 1 

4.62 Carpentry 5 20 

4.7 4.7 Furniture making ]5· '38 

4.9 4.91 Printing 6 15 

Total 249 667 7. lOQ 1 46 1 
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ADMINISTRATION 
~ABLE 5.I-LAND REVENUE-1941-50 

Partioulars 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 1949-50 1000-51 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Permanently Settled Estates 

725 724, 748 760 770 770 770 782 783 773 
Current . Demand 

{Number 
Rs. 40e,244 408,138 408,043 408,043 408,880 409,996 408,043 408,025 408,025 314,812 

Collection 381,527 394,569 404,011 4Q7,205 406,927 405,866 335,934 270,208 297,550 266,p86 

Temporarily Settled Estate8 

{NUmber 87 .87 87 88 88 89 90 90 91 66 
Current '. Demand Rs. 25,392 26,788 28,307 28,376 29,564 29,948 28,553 31,553 36,770 38,509 

Collection 21,073 24,305 23,957 27,236 28,441 28,206 22,137 14,876 ]7,166 14,121 

Estates held directly by Government 

{Num.ber 97 98 100 99 98 97 96 98 98 78 
Current • Domand Re. 53,185 54,185 54,146 54,558 541,092 99,074 53,116 52,929 54,754 34,132 

Collection 10,039 8,454 21,222 36,123 492,008 58,946 34,266 35,483 41,609 26,390 

Road and Public Works CeB8 
• I Number 1,227 1,226 1;250 1,238 1,239 1,250 1,251 1,266 1,265 1,265 

Current . Demand Rs. 175,411 175,732 175,726 175,685 180,430 175,912 175,916 175,916 175,910 181,236 
L Collection 160,761 163,504 163,089 156,854 197,317 I96,839 166,310 752,651 147,977 142,954 

I 

Source :-Finance Department, West Bengal. 

,TABLE 5.2-CRIMINAL JUSTICE-NUMBER OF CRIMINAL CASES TRIED 

A-SERIOUS'CRIMES 

I -Cogni~able cuses 

(a) Offences a,gainst Sta,te, public tranquillity, sa,fety and justice 
(b) Serious offences against the person . . . . . • 
(c) Serious offences against the person and property or against property only 

II-Nan-Cognizable cases 

(a) Offences against State, public tranquillity, safety and justice 
tb) Serious offences against the person .. .•. 
(Il) Serious offences against the person and property or against property only 

I-Cognizable cases 

(a) Minor offences against the person 
(b) Minor offences against property 
(c) Other offences not specified above 

lI-Non-CognizabZe case8 

(a) Minor offences against the person 
(b) Minor offences against property 
(0) Minor offences not specified above 

Total of I and II 

B-MINOR CRIMES 

.. 
Total of I and II 

Compiled by the District Magistrate, MaIda. 

1948 

48 
22 
15 

Nil 
4 

Nil 

89 

242 
1,077 

431 

500 
61 

379 

1949 

32 
29 
18 

3 
9 

Nil 

91 

97 
885 
551 

761 
272 
592 

3,158 

1950 

23 
32 
21 

Nil 
3 

Nil 

79 

226 
745 
513 

411 
305 
422 

2,622 
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TABLE 5.3-CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Persons convicted or bound over in 

Offence or Nature of Proceedings 
1941 1942 1943 19M 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

All Offences 

Offences against public tranquillity 18 22 39 26 71 7 79 234 29 199 
Murder • . . . 2 IS 2 2 
{julpable hom'icide • 2 3 3 4 3 1 6 1 3 
Rape . . . . . 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 
Hurt with aggravating circumstances 1 1 6 4 2 2 7 12 3 Ii 
Hurt with criminal force or assault 7 2 1 3 2 1 1 
Dacoity 14 15 27 9 10 4 4. 31 28 
Robbery 4 6 7 3 1 2 7 5 2 
Theft . . . 69 67 76 86 56 23 39 48 43 46 
Other offences against the Indian Penal 115 127 157 147 107 105 153 171 156 121 

Code 
Bad livelihood 11 13 17 18 5 8 15 5 11 24 
Keeping the peace . 
Salt Law . 

2 9 2 13 10 84 

Excise Law 
Stamp Law . 1 
Municipal Law 12 6 9 34 10 38 76 78 83 68 
Other offences 117 125 146 132 127 125 188 382 477 495 

• Source :-Superintendent of Police, Maida. 

TABLE 5.4-CIVIL JUSTICE 

1941 1042 1943 19M 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 
• 

I-Money Suits 2,59 337 ~90 394 241 74 169 116 134 351 

II-Rent Suits 8,284 7,288 6,156 4,657 3,542 2,865 3,008 3,002 2,926 2,622 

Total • • 8,543 7,625 6,646 4,051 3,783 2,939 3,177 3,118 3,060 2,973 

(a) For enhancement of rent 

III-Title and other suits 

Source ;-Distriot J udg., of MaIda. 
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TABLE 5.5-STRENGTH OF POLICE IN 1950 

Description of the staff 
r-

No. of No. of 
S.P. A.S.P. D.S.P. lnapr. S.l. Sgt. A.S.I. H.C. Nk. Const. Total No. of Chauki. Dafa· 

Unions dars dars 

Thana 

1 Englishbazar 1 2 2 4 7 3 70 89 7 57 11 

2 Kaliachak 3 5 30 38 18 132 24 

3 MaIda 1 2 1 24 28 6 38 6 

4. Habibpur 2 5 32 39 9 .62 9 

5 Ratua 2 2 10 14 9 69 9 

6 Manikchak 1 1 8. 10 ., 43 8 

7 Kharba 2 2 10 14 10 91 13 

8 Harishchandrapur 2 2 10 Ii 10 72 10 

9 Gajol 1 1 8 10 12 102 12 

10 Bamangola 2 3 20 ·25 5 42 5 

Court 1 2 '.' 3 1 10 17 

Reserve 1 1 2 .. " 
Miscellaneous 5 1 74 80 

D.I.B. 1 6 5 1 29 42 

Special Armed Forces 1 3 15 15 217 251 

Total 1 2 5 37 40 21 15 55~ 673 93 708 107 

Source :-Inspector General of Police. West Bengal. , 

TABLE 5.6-JAILS 

Accommodation in 1950 Daily average number of prisoners in 
Name and Class of Jail ,--- ----., 

. Total Males Females 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 
----------.----------., 

1947 1~8 1949 1950 

Maida. Sub·Jail 151 147 4 112·38 134·10 197·65 102'48 90·11 93·67 102'81 149'04 166'55 132'15 

Source :-Prisons Directorate, West Bengal. 
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TABLE 5.7-NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION OF REGIST1£RED DOCUMENTS 
AND VALUE OF PROPERTIES TRANSFERRED IN 1949 

MImoor 01 Registtll.tion 
Aggregate value of property 

Total transferred by registered Total 
documents amount of Total Total 

Number .A. of other receiptfj. expen-
of Immovable Property Mova- Affecting Affecting ordinary receipts diture 

t'egis- ble Wills Total immov- movable Total fees 
tration Compul- Option- Total pro- able property 
offioes aory al periy property 

Ra. Rs. Rs. Rs. RB. Rs. Rs. 

4 14,911 !:I3 15,004 154, 47 15,205 8,217,711 114,983 8,332,694, 66,540 12,687 79,227 39;234 

Sour08 :-Annual Report on the working oIthe Registration Department. 

TABLE 5.8-CO-OP~RATIVE SOCIETIES IN 1949-50 
Working Capital (Rupees) 

Description No. of No. of: Loans Share State I Reserve Loans 
Societies members from Capital aid and issued to 

• at the end private • pa.id up other Total members 
of the persons, fands and other 
year other Societies 

Societies 
and 

Banks 

1 2 3 4, 5 6 7 8 9 

Rs . 
• 

Central B\nks 3 600 247,074 78,700 169,825 495,599 209,628 

Agricultural Sooieties 511 10,279 184,615 37,276 75 100,560 322,526 207,641 

Non-Agricultural Societies • 2 792 74,390 28,176 47,338 149,904 54,630 

Total 516 11,671 506,079 144,152 75 317,723 968,029 471,899 

N oT1!l.-Figures for Agrioultural SQoieties 
inolude only credit. 

inoIDde credit and 'exolude credit grain. Figures for Non-Agricultural Sooieties 

Source :-Registrar of Co-operative Sooieties, West Bengal. 
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TABLE S.IO-RECEIPTS OF SALES TAX 
(IN RUPEES) . 

August 
1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 

7,316 21,232 23,627 51,287 52,058 67,591 99,847 159,084 141,233 

NOTE.-Estimated (HI41-42 to 1945-46)_ 

S01J,rce :-The Commissioner of Commeroial Taxes, West Bengal. 

TABLE 5.11-RECEIPTS OF ENTERTAINMENT TAX 
(IN RUPEES) 

August 
1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 

3 261 2,702 6,165 9,313 18,926 

NOTE_-Estimated (1941-42 to 1945-46). 

Source :-The District Magistrate, MaIda.. 

TABLE S.12-RECEIPTS OF MOTOR SPIRIT TAX 
(IN RUPEES) 

1940·41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 

194 31 

NOTE.-Estima.ted (1941-42 to 1945-46). 

1944·45 1945-46 1946-47 

216 

August 
1947-48 

2,629 

Souree :-The Commissioner of Commercial Taxes, West Bengal. 

1948-49 

3,940 

36,035 37,900 

1949-50 1950-51 

5,952 10,980 
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EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT 
TABLE 6.1-PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS AND PUPILS IN 1950-51 

Class of Institutions 

1 
Colleges . 
H. E. Schools 
M. E. Schools 
Primary Schools 
Technical Schools 
Training Schools 
Other Schools . 
Unrecognised Schools 

Total 

No. of Insti- No. of 
tutions Pupils 

2 
1 

24 
42 

548 
2 
1 

38 
27 

3 
298 

5,444 
2,230 

43,726 
20 
39 

2,688 
1,193 

Under the management of 
Government or Local Bodies 

r----------------~~------------~ 

Managed by Govern
ment 

----. 
No. of Insti- Net. of 

tutions Pupils 

4 

1 

5 
2 
1 

18 

5 

385 

818 
20 
39 

2,228 

Managed by Munici-
palities and Dis

trict School Board 
,----~ 
No. of Insti- No. of 

tutions Pupils 

6 

1 
204 

7 

16 
17,607 

Source :-Education Directorate, West Bengal. 

Under private management 
r---------------A----------
Aided by Govern. 

ment, District or 
M~nicipal Board 

Unaided 

r----A------., 
No. of Insti- No. of No. of Insti- No. of 

tutions Pupils tutions Pupils 

8 

I 
21 
38 

339 

19 

9 

298 
4,608 
2,122 

25,301 

448 

10 

2 
3 

1 

11 

451 
92 

]2 

TABLE 6.2-EDUCATION (NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS AND 
PUPILS)-1941-50 

Class and number of 
Institutions with 
number of pupils 

I 
GRAND TOTAL 

Institutions 
Pupils 

Public Institutions 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Colleges 
Institutions 
Pupils 

H. E. Schools 
Institutions 
Pupils 

M. JiJ. School8 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Primary School8 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Technical Schools 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Training School8 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Other School8 
.Institutions 
Pupils . 

Unrecogni8ed Schools 
Institutions 
Pupils 

Percentage of male pu
pils to male popuIs.
tion of school going 
age (5 to 14) of 1951 

Percentage of female 
pupils to female po
pulation of school 
going age (5 to 14) 
of 1951 

1941-42 

2 

1,708 
61,695 

967 
50,226 

14 
3,210 

51 
5,257 

845. 
38,937 

4 
75 

2 
78 

51 
2,669 

741 
11,469 

41-1 

9·8 

1942-43 

3 

1,302 
55,954 

946 
49,259 

16 
3,417 

53 
4,764 

820 
38,237 

3 
ii7 

2 
77 

52 
2,707 

356 
6,695 

37·3 

S·S 

1943-44 

4 

1,247 
46,445 

892 
39,711 

17 
3,558 

57 
4,562 

753 
28,843 

3 
45 

1 
33 

61 
2,670 

355 
6,734 

30·6 

1944-45 

5 

1,308 
52,006 

896 
44,767 

1 
84 

21 
4,458 

53 
5,198 

749 
31,823 

3 
37 

2 
76 

67 
3,091 

412 
7,239 

34·8 

S·l 

1945-46 

6 

905 
51,477 

877 
50,493 

1 
145 

24 
5,407 

51 
5,381 

741 
36,053 

3 
40 

2 
52 

55 
3,415 

28 
984 

33-1 

1946-47 

7 

861 
61,852 

847 
61,080 

1 
142 

.24 
5,779 

52 
.6,075 

724 
45,656 

3 
46 

2 
79 

41 
3,303 

14 
772 

40·6 

10·4 

1947-48 

8 

667 
49,242 

645 
48,269 

I 
218 

21 
4,908 

37 
2,401 

567 
40,311 

2 
35 

1 
43 

16 
353 

22 
973 

31·8 

8'8 

1948-49 

9 

642 
49,935 

627 
49,631 

1 
323 

23 
5,620 

36 
1,790 

548 
41,4~8 

2 
26 

1 
40 

16 
334 

15 
-304 
32-1 

9·1 

194{}-50 

10 

683 
54,059 

661 
53,215 

1 
364 

23 
5,581 

40 
2,367 

559 
43,767 

2 
25 

1 
40 

35 
1,071 

22 
.844 
34·9 

9·S 

1950·51 

11 

683 
55,638 

656 
54,445 

1 
298 

24 
5,444 

42 
2,230 

548 
43,726 

2 
20 

1 
39 

38 
2,688 

27 
1,193 
37·1 

S·S 

NOTE.-(l) 1941 Census figures have Deen taken upto 1946·47 (in respect of the entire district of Maida before partition). 
(2) 1941 Census figures have been taken from 1947-48 (in respect of the dL~trict of MaIda falling within West Bengal). 
(3) Figures bf school going pupils of the age group (5-14) being not available, no. of school going pupils have been 

calculated at 27 per cent. of the total population Male or Female as the case may be. This standard of QalcuIation 
is in vogue in the Department. 

Source :-Education Direotorate, West Bengal. 
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TABLE 6.3-DIRECTORY OF HJGH SCHOOLS 
Note on compilation-The Census Department framed a questionnajre which j;he Director of Public Instruction addressed to all 

schools. The replies were tabulated and this table is based solely on the returns received from schools. No attempt has beer. m.a.de to 
check the returns with the records of the Education DirecLorarte. The information furnished by each school is therefore without authorita· 
tive'verification. 

ABSTRACT FOR MALDA DISTRICT Total of 
Total private 

Government donations 
Total No. Average No. Total No. No. of No. of grants received 

Subdivision No. of of classes of pupils of Teach. Graduate trained received or raised 
School including for years ers Tellchers Graduates 1946·47 1948·49 

sections 1946·50 to to 
1950·51 1950.51 

Rs. RII. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

ALL AREAS 

DISTRICT 25 183 5,244 273 133 48 550,869 124,030 
Badal' 25 183 5,244 273 133 4,8 550,869 124,030 

NON·MUNICIPAL AREAS 

DISTRICT 20 131 3,523 1&7 78 23 209,881 111,834 
Sadar ZO 131 3,523 187 78 23 209,881 111,834 

MUNICIPAL AREAS 

DISTRICT 5 52 1,721 86 55 25 340,988 12,196 
Badar 5 52 1,721 86 55 25 340.988 12,196 

NOTE.-Column 8 excludes moneys spent on Schools run wholly by the Government. 
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TABLE 6.3-Dl8.ECTORY .oF IJIGH'SCHOOLS-contd. 

SUBDIVISION-SADAR 

...... 0 ., 
'O~ ~ 

., '" 0 l1)~"0':> 
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~ ~ "0 ~ +> +>.,.,jI .e- ., .., ., fS.,_ oj I> • 
.!.£ CD .J:I 

oj 
.9 ~._ 00 0 s= I>. <::I =' .... .,jI ..... Q;)"'I!f'I '8 0 0"'5 oj "0 ~ 

bIl • .... 00> 
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~J3 
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~. 0 .S .~ z .... Eo! ~ .0> -.J:I .~ ij3 .s ...... '" ..,-

~§]~ .; 0 () .bIl ., 
~"O_ ci Z lZl .... 

Z~ 
<:> 0 ~ ~~ Z ...... 0 oj 

,~~:b 0 .... ., ~"'>o 01"'4 0.-1 1..C':I 

z'E ...... ...... I> • ~f~ ta 0 
0 op ;:l Z o~ "0 .~<:> 

• oj '" ............ '" p...,jI oj ~ ...... gLO ...... ~ . .;:: 
~f:i:: a '" 

., 
'" 0 .... "'0> ~ liS 0 ~ 0 ., +> ~o b'S ~ p.. ..... o~ ci~ 

"'0:>0> 
~'"CIO~ 

lZl oj '" +> b~""'" ...; Z A A E-< <>:: 0 z Z E-< E-< E-< 
Rs. Ra. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

P. S: ENGLISHBAZAR 

I J. L. 56 Jote Arapur P. N. H. E. Sohool 1946 9·3·49 6 44 8 3 2 4,272 7,225 
2 J. L. 24 Naghoria R. E. School January January 

1914 1914 6 213 10 4 2 18,328 
3 Englishbazar Barlow Girls' H. E. School lis79 3"-2-38 11 326 19 11 3 on,185 10,808 

4 
Municipality 

J. L. 7. Milki R. E. Sohool 2·1·41 28-12-43 7 241 11 3 1 18,702 943 
5 Englishbazar MaIda Zilla Sohool 1858 Not trace. 11 348 19 14 13 233,903 

Municipality able 
6 Do. Akrurmani Coronation Institu- 1912 1919 15 465 25 16 6 38,056 1,000 

tion 
7 Do. MaIda Town H. E. School 1-1-48 9-2-49 8 *307. II. 7 1 7,502 388 

Total for Thana • 7 64 1944 103 58 28 361,948 20,364 
Total for Municipality 4 45 1446 74 48 23 320,646 12,196 
Total for Rural Areas 3 19 498 29 10 5 41,302 8,168 

* Average fof 3 years 1948-50 

P. S. KALIACHAK 
January 

1 J.L. 72 ·Kaliachak High English Sohool 1938 21-12-38 6 214 10 6 I 16,014 529 

J::r... 
23-12·38 

2 11 Panchanandapur Sukia H. E. 2-1-38 1-1-51 6 159 8 3 4,308 4,053 
School 

3 J.L. 8 Bangitala H. E. School 1915 1-1-40 6 152 9 4 1 13,365 9'28 
4 J.L. 176 Golapganj H'I' School 2-1-24 20-12-45 6 154 8 5 12,238 698 
5 J.L. 117 Naimanza H. . School 1945 1·1-47 6 104 8 3 5,587 6,211 

Total for Thana 5 30 783 43 21 2 51,512 12,419 
Total for Municipality .. 
Total for Rural Areas 5 30 783 43 21 2 51,512 12,419 

P. S. l\fALDA 

1 Old MaIda Muni- Old MaIda K. C. H. E. School 1859 1939 7 255 12 7 2 20,342 
cipality 

Total for Thana 1 7 255 12 7 2 20,342 
Total for Municipality 1 7 255 12 7 2 20,342 
Total for Rura.l.o'\reas 

P. S. RABIBPUR 

1 J. U. 247 .' ~o .II. E. School January 14-8-47 6 154 8 4 9,529 1,802 
1900 

Total for Thana 1 .. 6 154 8 4 9,529 1,802 
Total for Municipality .. 
Total for Rural Areas 1 6 154 8 4. 9,529 1,802 

P. S. RATUA 

1 J. L. 35 .Ratua High English School 4·1-39 22-12-41 6 228 10 4 2 13,296 467 
~ J. L. 125 Paranpur H. E. School . Januery 1947 6 148 9 4 2 8,770 3,766 

Araidanga Dinanath Bholan~th 
1916 

3 J. L. 129 .June 30·11-29 6 164 8 3' 1 13,517 2,039 
Model Academy ).867 

'Total for Thana 3 18 540 27 11 5 35,533 6,272 
Total for Municipality .. 
Total for }tur;ll Areas 3 18 540 27 11 {) '35,583 .. 6,272 
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TABLE 6.3-DIRECTORY OF HIGH SCHOOLS-conoId. 
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~ 
~'"t:IO~ ., ..., 

Z A A E-! <11 
0 Z E-! E-! CQ E-! 

Rs. RR. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

P. S. MANIKCHAK 

1 J. L. ~6 Mathurapur Bahadur Singh 1·1-85 22-12-45 6 212 .9 3 1 8,355 30,831 
Singhi H_ E. School 

'10,853. 2 J. L_64 Enayetpur Enshan Ali H. E_ 1-1-44 1-1-47 6 *164 9 4 1 2,345 
School 

3 J.L.75 Kalindri H. E. School 2-1-49 1-1.51 6 t98 9 3 1 66 19,300 
Total for Thana 3 18 474 27 10 3 19,274 52,476 
Total for MuniCipality .. 
Total for Rural" Areas 3 18 474 27 10 3 19,274 52,476 

*Average for 3 years 1948-50. 
tAverage-for 2 years 1949-50. 

P. S. KHARBA 
I 

1 Mauza Dakshin Chanchal Siddheswari Institu· 16-8-88 Not 12 314 17 7 2 13,388 26,773 
Singia J. L. 68 tion available 

2 J. L. 151 Kaligr~m H. E. School. . 15-1-45 1-1-47 10 331 13 5 2 9,692 1,404 
3 J. L. 44 Kharba H. N. A. H. E. School 3-1-28 1-1-47 6 *151 8 4 8,561 

Total for Thana 3 28 796 38 16 4 31,641 28,177 
Total for Municipality .. 
Total for Rural Areas 3 28 796 38 16 4' 31,641 28,177 

*Average for 4 years 1947-50. 

P. S. HARISHCHANDRAPUR 

1 J. L. 102 Harishehandrapur H. E. School 3-1-35 January 6 
1936 

181 10 6 4 12,794 1,585 

Total for Thana 6 181 10 6 4 12,794 1,585 
• Total for Municipality .. 

Total for Rural Areas 1 6 181 10 6 4 12,794 1,585 
P. S. GAJOL 

1 J. L. 82 Hazi Nakoo Md. H. E. School. 1942 1.0-2-45 6 117 ;; 8,246 935 

Total for Thana 1 6 117 5. 8,246 935 
Total for Municipality . _ 
Total for Rural Areas 1 6 117 5 R 8,246 935 

P. S. BAMANGOLA. 
Total for Thana 
Total for Municipality .• 
Total for Rural Areas .• 

Source :-Director of Public Instruction, West Bengal and individual school. 

TABLE 6.4-PRINTING PRESSES AT WORK, NEWSPAPERS 
PERIODICALS PUBLISHED IN 1950-51 

AND 

Number of Printing Presses at ~ork 

15 

Number of Newspapers p~blished 

4 
Source :-Home (Press) Department. 

Number of P-eriodicals published 

4 

TABLE 6.5-CINEMAS 1950* 

Number of Cinema HoUSElS (In December 1950) 

2 
* Provisional. 

Source :--District Office. 

Number of Spectators (Monthly average) 

36,194 

T-2 
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PUBLIC HEALTH 
TABLE 7.1-NUMBER OF HOSPITALS AND DISPENSARIES IN 1950 

Local and 
Municipal 

State Provo A.G. F.R.E. State Funds in· Private Private Rlys. Total Hcalth 
Special eluding Aided Unaided Centres 

U.B. and 
Village 

1 2 1 18 1 5 28 
Source :-Office of the Director of Health Services, West Bengal. 

TABLE 7.2-;RURAL HEALTH CENTRES IN 1950 

Serial Subdivision Police Station Union Names of Health Centres No. of beds 
No. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

1 Sadar Harishchandrapur Harishchandrapur Thana Health' 50 
Centre 

2 Do. Do. Daulatpur Mosolda Bazar Union Health Centre 10 
3 Do. Ratua Debipur Debipur 

" 
10 

4, Do. Gajol .Ranipur Ranipur 
" 

4-
5 Do. Do. Gajol Hatimari '10 
6 Do. Kaliaohak Bangitala. Bangitala 

" .. 10 
7 Do. Habibpur Baidyapur Bahadurpur 10 

Source :-Directorate of Health Services. West Bengal: 

TABLE 7.3-LIST OF HOSPITALS AND DISPENSARIES IN 1951 

Serial Subdivision, Hospitals, Dispensaries, Beds Maintained by 'Medical 
No. Police Station Bnion Name of place Name of place r------'l-------. Officer's 

or Town and J. L: No. andJ. L. No. General Infec· qualifica. 
tiO)l8 tion 

1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 

SADAR 
SUBDIVISION 

I Englishbazar Town Englishbazar Hos- 83 State A.S. 
'pital 

2 Do. Englishbazar Polico 27 Do. S.A.S. 

3 Old MaIda Town .. Hospital 
Old MaIda Dis· Local Bodies L.M.F. 

pensary 
4 Englishbazar Milki . Milki,7 Union Board L.M.F. 
5 Habibpur Aiho . Bulbul Chandi 20 State L.M.F. 

Hospital, 212 • 
6 Do. Do. Aiho, 247 District Board L.M.F. 
7 Gajol Gajol Hatimari, 38 10 5 State L.M.F. 
8 Do. Do. : Gajol,83 District Board L.M.F. 
9 Do. Panduya Panduya,33 Private 

10 Harishchandrapur Harishohandrapur Harishchandrapur District Board L.M.F. 
11 Do. Bhaluka .. Bhaluka, 175 Do. 'L.M.F. 
12 Do. Chandipur Srichandrapur,53 Private L.M.F. 
13 Do. Boroi Simalia,38 Do. L.M.F. 
14 Do. Bhingol Bhingol,76 Union Board L.M.F. 
15 Do. .. Daulatpur Daulatpur. 92 Do. • L.M.F. 
16 Kaliachak Kaliachak Kaliachak, 78 • District Board L.M.F. 
17 Do. Panohanandapur Panchanandapur, Union Board Unquali. 

11 fied 
. 18 Do . Gopalganj Gopalganj, 176 Do. Do. 
19 Do. Bedrabad Baishnabnagar. 3~ Do. Do. 
20 Ratua Ratua Ratua,34. . District Board L.M.F. 
21 Do. Samsi Samsi, 66 Private L.M.F. 
22 Do. Araidanga Araidanga, 132 District Board L.M.F. 
23 Do. Sambalpur. Samhalpur,87 Private L.M.F. 
24 Kharba Chanchal Chanchal, 70 3 Do. M.B. 
25 Do. Kshempur ... Kshempur, 100 Union Board LM.F. 
26 Do. Gaurhanda Gaurhanda, 85 Do. Unquali. 

fied 
27 Bamangola Bamangola Bamangola Districi; TIoard Do .• 
28 Manikchak Mathurapur Mathurapur, 26 . Private L.M.F. 

Source ,-Direotorate of Health Services, West BengaL 
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TABLE 9.1-ROADS AND BUNGALOWS 

I-Metalled Roads; IA-Metal,!ed,bridgedand drained throughout; IB-Metalled, partially bridged and 
drained; ll-Unrneta1led Roads; IlA-Unmetalled, bridged and drained througlwtu; lIB-Unmetalled, partially 
bridged a,nd drained;III-Banked and surfaced wiih "Muram" or 8imi~a'r materiaL but not dmined; IV -Banked but 
not surfaced, partia&ly bridged and drained; V -Cleared, partially bridged and drained; VI-Cleared only 

Serial Name of Road Class of Road Length Location of Dak anti Inspection 
No. r----..J'----~ Bangalows and Remarks 

M. F. Yds. 

Major Di8trict Roads 

1 Gour Road lA 8 2 41 Piasbari Bungalow 8th mile 
2 Rathbari Road, Nimasarai Road lA+IIB 3 1 20 
3 Amrity Nimasarai Road IIA 5 0 0 
4 Sadullapur Road IA 2 2 0 
5 Kaliachak Mahadipur Road V 9 2 0 Kaliachak Bungalow at the beginning 
6 Mahammadpur Road • IA+IV 4 2 188 
7 Bamangola Pakuahat Road V+VI 3 5 0 Pakuahat Bungalow at the end 
8 Ratua Road V 13 1 58 
9 Ratua Bhaluka Road V 7 3 ·0 

10 Tulshihatta Bhaluka Road VI 13 2 57 
II Kaligram Kharba Road I'A, IIB+V 5 3 217 
12 Chanchal Swarupganj Road IIB+V 7 4 0 Chanchal 1. B. at the beginning 
13 Samsi Chanchal Road .' IA 8 3 82 Samsi 1. B. at the beginning 

'14 Chanchal Tulshihatta Road V+VI 8 1 170 

Minor Distrid Road.fl 

15 Adina Station Road lA and IIB 1 1 95 
16 Monaskamana Road lA 0 6 126 
17 Gour Bund Road IA and IIA 2 0 200 
18 Gayospur Road V 1 6 43 
19 Jote Road V 0 7 216 
'20 Post Offioe Road IIA 0 O. 87 
21 Ramkeli Road IA and VI .2 3 64 
22 Sargachi Road . . . IIA 1 4 140 
23 Mathurapur NoorpUlghat Road IV 4 4 () 

24 Enaitpur Mathurapur Road VI 3 0 0 
25 Mathurapur Nazirpur Road VI 2 0 0 
26 Nazirpur Begumganj Road VI 2 0 0 
27 MaIda Court Station Road lA 0 5 66 
28 Sahapur Ghat MaIda Court Sta'tiOI;' Road IA 0 6 176 
29 Old MaIda Station Road . llA 0 0 66 
30 Harishchandrapur Station Road IA I 0 216 Harishchandrapur 1. B. at the end 
31 Muchia Station Road IIA 0 5 36 

Major Village Roads 

32 Kotwali Road v: 3 2 lQ7 
:l3 Amrity Kagmarihat Road VI 3 3 105 
34 Mothabari Road V 4 5 57 
35 Sadullapur Mahadipur Road lA and V 9 0 0 
36 Kaliachak Madia Road VI 15 1 14'7 
37 Bhagjan Road V 8 7 161 
38 Kumarpur Road V 3 2 175 Renamed 
39 Muchia Road V 8 0 97 
40 LallI', Road IIA 24 ... 0 0 Habibpur to Bulbuli maintained by 

the Government 
41 Katlapukur Road y . 3 7 190 
42 Ratua Samsi Road lA and IV 8 0 0 Ratua I. B. at the beginning 
43 Allal Road .. . . ... V 13 0 0 Gajol 1. B. at the beginning 
44 Mahadipur Road .. VI 1 0 0 
45 Kaliachak Pallchanandapur Road V .8 7 81 
46 TuIshihatta Warihossainpur Road VI 5 0 98 
47 Sadnllapllr Nimasarai Road . VI 6 5 118 Tagged together 
48 Araidallga Eklakshi Station Roa.d '. VI 9 0 170 
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TABLE 9.1-ROADS AND BUNGALOWS-contd. 
Serial 
No. 

Name of Road 

Major Village Roads 

49 Araidanga Enaitpur Road 
50 Samsi Khanpur Road 
51 Balupur Pandua Road. • 
62 Sadullapur Panchanandapur Road 
53 Swarupganj Mathurapur Road 
64 Harishchandrapur Bungura Road 
55 Kushida Road 
56 Kaliachakhat Kristapur Road 
57 Karanjadanga Bardanga Road 
58 Dalilpur ~oapara Road . 
59 Raniganj Road . . 
60 J ogdalla Road • . 
61 Nabinagore Gossaihat Road . 
62 Enaitpur Panchanandapur Road 
63 Rangamatia Amlidanga Road 
64 Golapganj Road. . . 
65 Harishchandrapur Village Road 

Minnr Village Roads 

66 Hyatpur Gobraghat Road 
67 Tulshihatta Chaksatan Road 
68 Puria Mathurapur Road 
69 Simulia Road ..' . .. 
70 Manikchak Mathurapur RO"ad . 
71 Mathurapur Kan::ta1pur Road • 
72 Nazirpur Narottampur Road . 
73 Mathurapur Lalbatbani Road. . . . 
74 Muchia Ferry Ghat Bulbulchandi Station Road. 
75 Araidanga Mirdadpur Chandpur Road 
76 Mirdadpur Lalbathani Road 
77 Chanchal Kaligram Road 
78 Ghorapur Sadullapur Road 
79 Madia Ferry Ghat Road 
80 Neemtola Maniknagore Road 
81 Swarupganj Rani Kamat Road 
82 Balia Nawabganj Ghat Road . 
83 Bachamari Road.. • 
84 3rd mile Gour Road to J odupur Road 
85 Fulbari Bhawnipur Road 
86 Jalalpur Mahidipur Road . 
87 Bagmari Tank Ranipukur Road 
88 Saidpur Ekbarna Road . 
89 Amrity Niamatpur Road • . . • 
llO 4th mile Gaur Road to 3rd mile Mahammadpur 

R~. . ~ 
91 Amrity Nagharia Road 
92 Mahadipur Fatepur-Road 
93 Gala Road • 
94 Bhaluka Station Road 
95 Jaharatala Road 
96 Ramkeli Habaskhana Road 
97 Belbari Road 
D8 Ranju Beel Sisdanga Road 
99 Eklakhi Panchpara Road 

100 Hatimari Road /. • 
101 Pir~j Eklakhi Road to Eklak~ Panchpara 

Road. . . .• •• 
102 Pirpur Amrity Road 
103 Kamalpur Jatradanga Road 
104 Motiharpur Kaligram Road 
105 Sutidara Madhaipur Road 
106 Chatore Ferry Akkolpur Road 
107 Singhabad Station Road 
108 Budhia Pirgunj Road 
109 Benodpur Ranigunj Road 
11 0 Begun bari Sisdanga Road 
HI Bulbulchandi Ferryghat Road 
112 Milki Bangitola Road . .• 
113 KuhIargunj Stapion Pukhuria Poad 
114 Badsahi Road 
115 Hyatpur Malatipur Road . 

Class of Road 

VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
IIB 
V 
IIB 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
IA and VI 

VI' 
VI 
VI 
V 
V 
V 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
IA and lIB 
V 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 

VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
lIB and VI 
VI 

VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
Vl 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
V+VI 
VI 

Length 
r----"~---, 

M. F. Yds: 

Location of Dak and Inspection 
Bangalows and Remarks 

o 0 
o 159 
4 157 

5 
7 

10 
10 
10 

o 148 Panchanandapur 1. B. at. the end 
4 0 

2 
6 
3 
5 
5 

6 147 Renamed 
2, 149 Renamed 
5 70 
I 0 
3 18 
4 0 12 

7 
8 

12 
14 
11 

4 175 Renamed 
5 31 
5 67 
4, 137 
2 13 Renamed 

o 5 133· 

3 5 14 
:} 4 '0 
3 7 0 
400 
2 6 157 
2 5 45 
540 
2 2 75 
3 2. 0 
2 1. 45 
5 3 73 
3 2 53 
4 1 73 
070 
1 4 85 
1 0 26 
o 6 64 
2 1 44 
2 5 162 
3 3 102 
4 4 218 
o 5 160 
3 2 108 
1 3 125 

2 0 71 
2 5 16 
2 3 140 
1 6 67 
o 5 167 

. 1 3 197 
o 6 47 
1 0 176 
270 
657 
1 3 167 

o 4 60 
5 0 192 
3 1 187 
1 7 60 
I 7 30 
3 , 4 OJ 

~ ~ fg~1 
5 4 179 
540 
2 3 170 
3 5 01 
6 1 01 

12 0 01 
9 3 147) 

Araidanga 1. B. at the beginning 

Two more Bungalows one at Mohan. 
pur on Rajmaha.l Road and one af; 
Adina are also maintained, by the 
Board 
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TABLE 9.1-ROADS AND BUNGALOWS-concId. 
Roads made over to Government so far as they coincide with alignments of roads constructed by the Government 

Old Roads Nos. 
1 Rajmahal Road 

2 Dinajpur Road 
3 Nawabgunj Road 

13 Kaliachak Road 
17 Gajol Pakua Road 

5 Gaur Bun<;l Road 
117 Kaliachak hat Kristopur Road 

],26 SUltangunj Khejuriaghat Road 

Full length 
From other side of Mahananda 
J n. of Kaliachak Road to Sustan 

• Fulllength 
-:From Gajol to Bamangola 

From Englishbazar 0·1·13 yrds. 

1·7·130 made over to Government' 
Full length 

SO'Urce :-District Board, MaIda. 

TABLE 9.2-LENG'l'H OF ~OAD COMMUNICATJONS MAINTAINED BY 
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1948 

Length of me· . 'Length of un· Length of me· 
taIled roads metalled roads taIled roads 

maintained by maintained by main~ained by 
the Warks and the Warks and the district 

Buildings Buildings board 
Depa.rtment Department. (in miles) 

(in miles) (in miles) 

36·5 

Length of un· 
'Petalled roads 
maintained by 

the district 
board 

(in miles) 

583·5 

Length of me· Length of un
taIled roads metalled roads 

maintained by maintained by' 
the munici· the munici· 

palities palities 
(in miles) (in miles) 

17·5 

Total length Total length 
of metalled of unmetall. 

roads ed roads 
(in miles) (in miles) 

Grand Total 

54·0 607·5 661·5 

NOTE.-Figures of Union Boards are not shown in this statement. 

Source :-Works and Buildings Directorape. 

TABLE 9.3-RAILWAY STATIONS 

Distance of each 
Railway Station by 

Name of Railway Line and Station - rail 

1 

NOR'rH EASTERN RAILWA.Y 

(Singhabad.Katihar Line, Metre· 
Gauge) 

Singhabad • 
Bulbulcnandi 
Muchia 
MaIda Court 
Old MaIda 
A<llua • 

r-----'-----.. 
Miles From 

2 

16 
10 
8 
4 

4 

3 

Old Ma.lda 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Name of RailW'ary Line and Station 

1 

NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY 

(Sighabad·Katihar Line, Metre· 
Gauge) 

Eklakhi 
Kumerganj 
Samsi • 
Bhaluka Road 
Harishchandrapur 
Kumedpur • 

Distance of eaoh 
Railway Station by 

rail 

Miles 

2 

8 
12 
18 
24 
30 
3& 

From 

3 

Old Ma.lda. 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
:Pit~ 
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TABLE 9.4-LIST OF POST OFFICES 
HADAR SUBDIVISION 

SI.Na. 

1 

Branch Offices 

2 

P. S. ENGLISHBAZAR 

Sub-Offices 

3 

1 Nagharia 
2 Nimasarai 
3 Mukdunpur 
4 Mahadipur. 

P. S. KALIACHAK 

SI.Na. Branoh Offices 

1 

27 
28 Paranpur 
29 Ratua 
30 Kotoali 

2 

P. S. MANIKCHAK 

Sub-Offices 

3 

Samsi 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Bangitala • 

Gayesbari 
Jadupur, 
Mallikpara • 
Panchanandapur 

Kaliachak 

31 Dharampur 
32 Enayetpur 
33 _ .. Mathurapur 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16-
17 

17A 

Sujapur • 
Serpur-Mukdumpur 
Alipur-Malda 
Alinagar 
Golabganj 
Sahabajpur 
Baishnabnagar 
Shershahi 

P.S. MALDA 

.' . 

34 Lalbathani 
35 Manikchak 
36 Nazirpur. 

37 Chandrapara 
38 Gaur 
39 
40 Kharbs. 
41 Kaligaon 

P.S.KHARBA 

" 

P. S. HARISHCHANDRAPUR 

42 Bhalukabazar 
43 Bishanpur 

Chanch~i 

18 Baohamari 
19 Muchia 44 Miha-hat 

45 Kariali 
II~ri8hchandrapur 

20 MaIda District School 
46 Pipla 

21 Manikara 
22 Singhabad 
23 Sripur 

24- Kumerganj 
25 Araidanga 
26 Debipur 

P. S. IIABJBPUR 

P.S.RATUA 

Board 
47 Tulsihata 
48 Bhingola 

49 Hatimari 
60 Solaidanga 
61 
52 Bahathor 
53 Rajnltgar 

P. S. GAJOL 

P. S. BAMANGOLA 

54 Jagdala. 

Source :-Indian Posts and Telegraphs Department. 
List incomplete, no complete lillt being readily avail"ble with the Department • 

• 

Qajol 
• 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE· ROADS 

Sadar Subdivision 

Seria.lNo. Name of Road Serial No. Name of~oad 

P. S.-ENGLISlIBAZAR P. S.-ENGLISHBAZAR-contd. 
UNION BOARD-MILK! UNION BOA,BD-NABHATA, 

1 Milki-Chandipur 
2 Chandipur-Khoskhol 

69 Anandipur 
70 Itakhola 

3 !tlilki-Nathinagar 
4 1\lilki-Gosaipur 

71 Jotbasanta 
72 Gobinda 

5 AtgamlV-Lalapur 
6 • Laohhirampur-Lalapur 

73 North Lakshmipur 
74 Jotbasanta 

7 Bhartitari-Basudebpur 75 Narhata 
8 Fotepur 
9 Amgachi 

10 Hanbol Dham 
11 FulbarilV-Neamatpur 
12 Bhagbanpur 
13 Old Bhagbanpur 
14 Fulbaria-Brahmanpara 
15 Fulbaria 
16 Khutohaghat 
17 Lakshmighat 
18 Bindtola 
19 Darsalla-Bolupur 
20 Bolupur 
21 Bhabanipur-Khoskhol 
22 Nirpur 

UNION BOABD-KOTWALt 
76 Gayespur 
77 )'jimasarai Jamader Lane 
78 Sabjipara. 
79 Porana.wada Sabjipara 
80 J ote U Fpertora 
81 Bauri Bhitero 
82 Nama Toler 
83 Sures Das Lane 
84 Panchanan Lane 
85 Jote Sibtoler 
86 Gonipur 
87 Arapur Goalparo. 
88 Niti Doctor Lane 
89 Kalitola 

UNION" BOABD-AMRITI 
90 Tipajan: 
91 Daibakipur 

23 Amriti Musalmanpara. 
24 Mohanpara small 
25 Mohanpara large • 
26 Rajnagar-Mohanpara 
27 Baril. Mohanpara 
28 Ba.ttanni 
29 BaragharilV-Mohanpara 
30 SikaIgarOr--Sonatala 
31 Bil.ttanni-Sikalgara 
32 Lalapur 
33 Miragram 
34 Baniagram 
35 Neamatpur-Kamat 
36 Krishnagar-Benodepur 
37 Basudebpur 
38 Gangaprasad 
39 Sekanderpur 
40 Benodepur--Lalapur 
41 Gouripur 
42 Neamatpur-Rajnagar 
43 Lalapur-Barampur 
44 Barampur-Singhia 
45 Baragosaipur-Khoskhol 
46 Barampur-Mamarakpur 
47 Baragosaipur 
48 Baragosaipur--Milki 

92 Sanajalalpur Clack Bandir 
93 Talbasir 
94 Sohajalalpur 
95 Kotwali Talukdar 
96 Kojla Dighi 
97 Dhantola Kalyanpur 
98 Kaltapara 

UNION BOABD-K,uIGAON 
99 Kazigram 

100 Kamalabari 
101 Aihorani 
102 Manikpur 
103 Mohozomapur 
104 Piranapir 
105 Kamalpur 
106 Nursery 
107 Sreerampur 
108 Mominpara 
109 Narmanigram 
110 Jnanpara 
III Lakshmipur 
112 Miradal 
113 Azimpur 
114 Mundamala Kurantola 
115 Nabinohak 
116 Raj nagar 

49 Gosaipur-Mamarakpur 
50 Chotagosaipur 
51 Bhikanpur 
52 Baragosaipur-Benodepur 
53 Mamarakpur-Basudevpur 
54 Benodpur-Krishnagar 
55 Mamarakpur-Sattari 
56 Sattari Kazigram 
57 Sattari 
58 Gokulnagar Kamat 
59 Krishnatola 
60 Bhikanpur 
61 Balarampur 

UNION BOABD-JODUI'UR 
117 Amjamtala 
118 Moslempur 
119 Kamalabari 
120 Gabsahi 
121 Narendrapur-Ma'b.arajpur 
122 Chota Jadupur 
123 Sibtali-Nutang9bindapur 
124 Kumochpur 
125 Pokharpara 
126 Baipur 
127 Jodupur 
128 Kanchantasi 

62 Madanpur 
63 Chandipur 
64 Sonatola 
65 :Manganpara. 

129 Nutan Maheshpur 
130 Dilalpur 
131 Maheshpur 
132 Sonatala 

66 Amritydhab Bathing Ghat 
67 Choto Mohanpara. 
68 Sattari 

133 Joharpur 
134 Gangapath Gopinathpur 
135 Gopalpur School 

t72 
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TABLE 9.6-VILt;AGE ROADS--contd. 
Sadar Sub(tivision 

Serial No. tName of Road Serial No. Nam60ofRoad 

P. S.-ENGLISHBAZAR-wnold. P. S.-KALlACHAK-contd'. 

UNION BOABD-M.ulADIPUR UNION BOARD-GANDAl'ltOSAD-ctmC!d. 

136 Bilbari 
137 Majhagar 
138 Badulyabari 
139 Kanakpur 
140 Nazirkhani 
141 EJshanpur 
142 Parbatipur 
143 Nazirkhani .Arazi 
144 Khirkee 
145 Bholanathpur 
146 Chanddngar 
147 Choukapara 
148 Umarpur 
149 Garmahali 
160 Mahadipur 

195 Gangaprosad-Shyamdaspur 
196 Shyamdaspur 
197 Meherapur Nagartola 
198 Meherapur Meadow 
199 Nayagram 
200 Jotdaman-Mothabari 
201 J otdl\Dlan Bahir 
202 Krislmapur-Rathbal'i 
203 Krishnapur 
204 Bharti Nawada 
205 Mostakapur Bhagirathi 
206 Gaziapara 
207 Barmaliapul 
208 Lakashmipur Kahala 
209 Lakshmipur Kahala Petao 

P. S.-KALlACHAK 210 Lakshmipur South 
211 Amlitala 

UNION BOARD-KAKRIBA.NDIU J.B:OUBONA 212 Chakprotappur 
213 ]\'[athabari North 

151 Pagla Ghat 
152 Mohana 
153 Jhoubona No.1 
1M Jhoubona No.2 
155 Mahadebpur 
156 Daridiara 
157 Jhoubona No.3 
I.58 Kamanuddinpur 

UNION BOARD-SADEEPUR. 

159 J otkasturi-J ahidtola 
160 Kakmari 
161 Sadupur Union Board Main 
162 Kakmari-Kamalpur 
163 Kamalpur-AilpaJ'a 
164 Sadupur-Dulalganj 
165 Titahipara-Bhagalpul' 
166 Sadupur-Gosaihat 
167 Jotkasturi-Narsinghtola 
168 Chandpur 
169 Thauapur 
170 Babla 
171 Sakullapur 
172 Ab,ilpara 
173 Sadupur Kabirajtola 
174 Sadupur 
175 Radhbari 
176 Rameswar 
177 Dulalganj-Baluachara 
178 Bangitola Hospital 
179 Choudhuritola-Gosaihat 
180 Khumkitola. 
181 Dulalganj 
182 Eangitola 
183, Akandabaria 
184 Na.rshinghtola-Akandabaria 

UNION BOARD-GANGAl'1!OSA.D 

185 Gaugaprasad 
186 Dharampur 
187 Birampur 
188 Debipur 
189 Dharampur 
190 Kuriatar 
191 Gobindapur 
192 Keutpara 
193 Maherapur 
194 Masumacho.k: 

214 Mathabal"i Bazar 
215 MunshitoIa. 
216 Munshitola Petao 
217 Mathabari Ba:t.ar Math 
218 Kalis~han 
219 Chakpratappur Petao 
220 Chhoto lI:1:ahadipur 
221 Sreepur , 
222 Debipur 
223 Kesharpur 

UNION BOARD-PAFOHANANDA.PUR 

224 Hatpara 
225 Mokhadatola 
226 Laskari 
227 Sultan' 
228 Dhelphora 
229 Damodartola· 
230 Pannutola 
231 Majilistola 
232 Pancharamtola 
233 Shyamtola ... 
234 Khirutolll 
235 Baksutola 

UNION BOARD--PARANPUR 
I 

236 Panchanandapur Hat . 
237 Jitnagar Ushumalitola Kakartola 
238 Jitnagar Dayalitolar-Khatuaitola-Shubhauitola 
239 Panchanandapur KachaJ'i 
240 Jitnagar HalJantala 
241 Jitnagar Aminmollahtola 
242 Paranpur 
243 JitnagaJ' Kasinath Dastola 
~44 Nityanandapur .J.IIIa)listola 
245 Nityanandapur Kulbandtolllj 
246 Nityanandapur Hedatullah Mandaltola 
247 Nityanandapur Gajanuddin Biswastola 
248 Paranpur Miajantola-Bajitola. 
249 Paranpur-Akbarto]a • 

250 Alinagar 
251 Krishna-pur 
252 Kel!tua 
253 Nabinagar 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE ROADS-contd. 
SculQ;r Bubdivision 

Seri&~o. Na.me of Road Serial No. Na.me of Road 

P. S.-KALIACHAK-contd. P. S.-KALIACHAK-contd. 

UNION BOA:B.D-ALlNAGAB--COncld. UNION BOABD--BIBNAGAR 

254 Khaltipur 
315 Bimagar lIfain 
316 Kheiuriaghat-Baisnabnagar 

255 Nurnagar 317 Birnagar-Chamagram 
256 Dullugram 318 Birnagar-Babupur 
257 Trimohani 319 Birnagar Hat--Durgatola 
258 Bahadurpur 320 Birnagar lIat--Guljartola. 
259 Pipaltala Branch 321 Guljartola-Baisnabnagar 
260 Alinagar-Hajinagar Branch 322 Lakshmipur-Munshitola 
261 Alinagar-Gorianagarhat Branch 323 Lakshmipur-Baultola. 
262 Krishnapur Branch 324 Birjutola-Munshitola 
263 Selampur Hat 325 Dh80nsinghtola.-Birjutol80 
264 Jotkhanai 326 Khejuriaghat--Lakahmipur 

UNlON BOABD-SUJA.PUB 
327 Birnagar Hat--Gaudaritola and Jiarattola. 
328 , Gandaritola.-Muknnda.tola 

265 Sujapur-Bamangram 329 Bai6nabnaga.r Rameswartola 

266 Najipur-Belbari 
267 Bakharpur-Chamagram PNION BOABD-AxANDABARU 

268 Sujapur-Gayeshbari 330 Sahelapur No.1 
269 Sujapur-Nazirpur 33l Sahelapur 
270 Gayeah bari-Firanchak 332 Mahala 
271 Brahmattar-Shaulmari 333 Ramnagar 
272 Bakharpur 334 Sahabajpur 
273 Baliharpur 335 Domaichak 
274 Paharpur 336 Narchak 
275 Bamangram 337 Akandabaria 
276 Masimpur-Barajola 338 Fathapur 

I 339 Ekbarabad-Sreenibaspur 
UNION BOARD--JALUABADHAL 340 Sahabajpur Khaliltola 

341 Bhola.iohak 
277 :Majampur Namotola 342 Nawda Bindpara 
278 Majampur Balugram 343 Titahipara 
279 ,Balugram Meadow 344 Kajichak 
280 Majampur 345 Chakla.lu 
281 Majampur Kholtola 346 Babantola. 
282 Matial 347 Chharkatola. 
283 Pirojpur UNION BOABD-KBISllNAPun. 
284 Harohak 
285 Kismatpur 348 Kriahna.pur Kurantola 
286 Nara.yanpur 349 Krishnapnf Dhansinghtola. 
287 Kadamtala 350 Kriahnapur Sariattola 
288 Nastola 351 Kri6hnapur Hat 
289 South Kadamtola 352 Krishnapur Chama 
290 North Kadamtala 353 Kriahna.pur Ghoshpara 
291 South Jaluabadlial 354 Kriahnapur Sontola 
292 East .Taluabadhal 355 Kriahnapnr Shyamtola. 
293 North Jahiabadhal 356 Krishnapur Diyara 
294 West Jaluabadhal 357 Krishnapur Ummartola 
295 Mallikpara 358 Krishnapur Muradtola 
296 Sayedpur-Maksudpur 359 Chllokbahadnrpur 
297 Maheshtola. 360 Mandaichama 
298 Tarakhati 361 Mandaidiyara 
299 Ma.ksndpur 362 Bhagabanpur Barakamat Gholetola 
300 Bibidota 363 Bhagabanpur Moksad Mollatola. 
301 Makulpur-Taraghati 364 Bhagabanpur Tabiktola 
302 Mirjapur-Taraghati 365 Bhagabanpur Jwarlahi Main 

366 Jwarlahi • 
UNION BOABD-KALIA.ClIA.X 367 Bhagabanpur Chandnichak 

368 Jwarlahi Bahir Diyara 
303 Alipur 369 Bhaga.banpur DiYllora. 
30' Gharialohak 370 Bhagabanpur Elahi Mandaltola Gha.t 
305 Maheshpur 371 Bhagabanpur Sekh J?ara. 
306 Bedrabad Chandpur 372 Bhagabanpur Old Kachari 
307 Baliadanga 373 Bhagabanpur 
'308 Khaschandpur 374 N andalalpurhat 
309 Lakshmipur 375 Bhaga.banpur Serakamat 
310 Emantlagir 
311 Raypur Kasimnagar UNION Bo .. um-KUMBHmA. 
312 Sultanganj 376 Sabdunpur-Anantapur 
313 Bhimagram 377 Sukpara.-Neuginaga.r 
314 Serlahi 378 Jainpur-Mandai 



Serial No. 

379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 

387 
388 
389 
390 
391 

392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
4,13 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419-
420 
421 
422 
423 

424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 

TABLE 9.6~VILLAGE ROAnS-contd. 

Na.me of Road 

P. S.-KALIACRAK~ntd. 

UN~ON BOAltD-BEDltAllAD 

Chakseherdi 
Darigapur-Gopalpur 
Dasiyapur-Kalinagar 
Bedrallad Mirjachak-Chandranarayanpur 
Bedrabad Mirjachak-Raypur 
Dariyapur-RayPur 
Bedrabad Dhulausi-Dariyapur 
Chak Seherdi-Dariyapur 

UNION BOABD-GOLAPGlNJ 

Golapganj-liaharajpur 
Golapganj-Mamtipur 
Golapganj-Sasani 
Golapganj-N !l.ldahasi 
Golapganj-Mahabatpur 

UNION BOABD-HAlIODl'Ult 

Etoaritola-Khatiatola 
Phatepur-Islampur 
Sahebganj Hat-Islampur 
Islampur-Akhlutola 
.A.khlutolaghat-Rajuagarghat 
Ra.jnagarghat-Dhannutola 
RamBlmdartola-Borabadha.chap 
Ra.jnagarghat----Sehabganj 
Sibutola-Kodal Katadara. 
Ghoshtola-.Borabadhachap 
Joyrampur 
N a.bakishoretola 
Rajnagar-Chatrutola 
Sahebganjpara 
I&ampur--~ohanpara 
Ra.jnagar--Arghamutola 
Rajnagar--Bindtola.--Akhnutola 
Rajnagar-Banu Mistri's House 
Rajnagar Kalisthan-HiralaI Munchi's House 
Rajnagar--Tokigram 
Rajnagar--Baikuntha 
Ba.ikuntha Mandaltola-Tofi 
Ra.jnagar- Hat 
Rajnagar-Kartichnabi 
Ranjanar-Mahana.nda Ghosh's HOlI$e 
Tokigram--Afathabhanga 
Bagda.b Biswastola-N a.ba.kishoretola 
Mathabhanga-Pagla River 
Etwa.ritola Main 
Tokigram-Sibutola 
SahebgBnjhatpara-.Borabadhachap 
Tokigram--Sahebganj 

UNION BOABD-JALALl'UR 

Dariya.pur-Maheshpur 
Dariyapur-Khaltipur 
Dariyapur-Kha.kirbona 
Sa.bpur 
District Board Road-Lawa Ghatidara 
-Di9trict Board Road-Bagdogra Meadow 
Anupga.ngar Dasami Mala. 
Jadupur Rat----Selampur 
Jagadishpur--Debipur 
Anupnagar--BansalitaIenthan 
Anupnagar--Bala.mdhab 
Jadupurhat-~amuohak 
J adupur-'Khattapara 
Sukdeshpur--Chhirampu,r 
Phate School-Na.tibpur 
Selampurhat-Balulloohara 

Saan.r Stcbdivi.sicm 

Serial No. 

440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 

461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 

481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
4;87 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 

495 
496 
497 
498 
499 

Name of Road 

P. S.--KALIACHAK--c"ncld. 

UNION BOARD-J ALALl'UR-concld. 

District Board Road-Jonkadara 
Selampurhat-Jhabritala 
District Board Road-Pratappur 
Narayanpur-Jabrabad 
N urnagar:"'" Mahadipur 
J afrabad--Bakharpur 
~atekhali_ Sohool--Baranagar 
Andharba.-Mathabari 
Baranagar-Sabdanagar 
Dharara.;-Sel'a.mpur 
Dharara Kankamarihat--Mathabari 
Pathantoli--Serampur 
Pathantoli-Chatragachi 
Kashabari-Baranagar . 
Imara.t Mandal'6 House to- Khetu Chamar'8 House 
Haji Jamiruddin Munshi 
Iakub Pa.ramanik's House to Kalisthan 
Phatekhari-Sukhit Mahajan's House 
Phatekha.ri--Kalitala Road 
Nagen D(Xltor'", House to Kalisthan Road 
Bath Bagan-Jokadara 

. P. S.-HARISHOHANDRAPUR 

UNION BOARD--KUSHIDHA 

Birua-Ajimpur 
J\i[aratangi--Ramsim ul 
Bhelabari-Nasarpur 
C_hOl<para. 
Chandipura. 
Khosalpur 
Lakshmipur 
Kuilpara 
Ranipura 
Baha.r-Bhagabanpu!-, 
Wari--Daulalpur 
Kushidha 
Bijhat • 
Raj 01 
Kapaichandi 
Tolarampur 
Bhabanipur 
Dolo. 
Rampur 
Mukundapur 

UNION BOABD--BA1tA.I 

Barai-Pirojpur· 
Barai-Malda 
Chayanpur--Bishnupur 
Bidanandapur--South MaIda. 
South MaIda-Bishnupur 
Maheshpur-Pema. 
Darakandi-Mobarakpur 
Nandibati-Dhuripara. 
Ranitola-Bishnupur 
Barai-Gohini 
Panchla--Parashtola 
Janamdol-Kotol 
Bargharia-South MaIda 
Ranirabari--Muragachi 

UNION BOA.BV-CHANDll'UR 

Tulsihat-Ghandipur 
Kamp.].pur-Rasidabad 
Sreechandrapur-Bahadura via Angarmani 
Gopinathpur-Bahadura via Dangila Bidhua. 
Tulsiha.tta-Paro 



Serial No. 

500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
51Q 
511 
512 
513 

514 
515 
516 
517 
In8 
519 

520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE -ROADS-contd. 
aidar Subdivision 

Name of Road Senal No. Name of Road 

P. S.-HARISHCHANDRAPUR-contd. P. S.-HARISHCHANDRAPUR-concld. 

UNION E(OARD-BBINGOLE UNION BOARD-MALIOB-concld. 

Bhingole 564 Tetia-New Ariana. 
Jotohiraman 565 Old Arjana.-Dhanipara 
Bhingole-Lakshmanpur 666 New Arjana.-Dhanipara. 
Bansa.riya 567 Dha.nipara-Raghabpur 
Bhabanipur 568 Tetia-Sisa.tala 
Lakshmanpur 569 Tetia-Sa.mula 
Ghoshra 570 Malior-Pipultala 
Chitha.lia 571. Pipultata-:-Nutantola 
na.m 572 Jalalpur-Durgapur 
GopBIpur 573 Durgapur-Badhua. 
Surathpur 574 Jalalpur-Gauripur 
Dangibaradangi 575 Ga.uripur-Sonakole 

. Bangrua 576 Belsur-G?bindapur 
Isadpur UNION BOARD-DAULATl'UR 

UNION BOABD-HARISHOHANDRAl'UR 577 Daul&tpnr 
Harishoha.ndrapur 578 Bejpura. 
Pipta 579 Basatpur 
Pangore 680 Malipakar 
Simla. 581 Daula.tpur 
Mnngole 582 Koch Pothar 
Rangaipur 583 Karkaria. 

UNION BOAlm-BARODU~Y 584 Masaldaha Ba.zar 
585 Talgachi 

Baroduary-Manoharpur UNION ;BOARD-BHALUXA Barodua.ry-Da.tion 586 Barodua.ry-Sultannagar Miha 

Snaltannagar-Kusal 
587 Bangrua 

SaJtannagar-Bhation 
588 Phatepur-Pemai 

Malababad-Sultannagar 589 Bhaluka Dentan 

Sultannagar-Sayra 
590 Phatepur-Tangtha Ghat 

Sa.yra.-Seksatan 691 Jagannathpur 

HuIashapur-Gauripur 592 Bhairabpur 

Gauripur-Bildaha 
693 Bhaluka 

530 ~ Bildaha-Makhna 
P. S.-RATUA 

UNION BOA1I.D-DBBIPUR 531 Gauripur-Gachia 
532 Manoharpur-Swaranpur 594 Terrashia 
533 Gauripur-Gopalpur 595 Radhanagar 

UNION BOARD-SADLIOHAlt 596 Nandanpur-Gopalpur 
534 Talgram 597 Ba.l:rampur 
535 Kumedgram 598 Ramnagar 
536 Imamnagar 599 Dharmutola 
537 Kumedpur Station 600 Badantola 
538 Kankania 601 Bandhutola 
539 Bhuna 602 Gaurikantatola 
640 l\fitlahat 603 Meghutola 
54'1 Bha.lturia 604 Ba.hircup 
542 Lawapara. 605 Harikol 
543 Chaqdipur 606 Pulbanda 
.544 Sadlichak 607 Kalla 
545 Timirpur 608 Bel}ari 
546 Chandpur 609 Ra.mpur 
04:7 Nazirpur 610 Mirkumari 
548 Islampur 611 Chapra 

UNION BOARD-MALxoB 
612 Debipur 
613 Balupur. 

li49 Dumuriaghat-Malior 614 Makaia 
550 Malior-Simraha 615 Balna 
551 Simraha-North Ta.lsur 616 • Sahanagar 
552 North Talsur-R:.haragra.m 617 J agabandhutola 
553 Kharagram-South Talsur. 618 Udayapur Nakkatti 
554 Kharagram-East Talsul' 619 Lilatola 
555 East Talsur-Simulta.la 620 Katuali 
656 Kharagram-Old Talsur 621 Sambalpur 
557 Old Talsur-Teljangaghat 622 Behari 
558 Old Talsur-BeLsur 623 Gobindapur 
.559 Bellmr-Harkahagan 624 BijaJi 
560 Tiyarpara.-BaJuaghat 625 Phulohandtola 
561 Baluaghat-Teljanda Ghat 626 Bindtola 
562 Head GIWhi-~eti& 627 ChabiIaltola 
663 Tetia.-Old Ariana 628 Ha.rargitol., 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE ROADS-contd. 
Sailar Subdivision 

Serial No. Name of Road Serial No. Name of Road 

P. S.-RATUA-contd. P. S.-RATUA-()(,ntd. 

UNION Bo.um-IUHALA UNION BOAltD-}tATuA-concld. 

689 Ratua-Rukundipur 
629 Jitutola 690 Talbani 
630 Hargobindapur 691 Bhabuwara 
631 Abdul Abartola 692 Nimuldihi 
632 Kahala 693 Baharal School 
633 Haripur Loni 694 Baharal Dhaneswar Babu 
634 Hargobindapur 695 Bakhra 
635 Surdapur 696 Rukundipur-Mahammadpur 
636 N arottampur 697 Bahaml Dome 
637 Mahanandatola 698 Ratua Sabjipara 
638 Banltola 699 Baharal Kasikabiraj 
639 Binaimari Klsmattola 700 Radhanagar-Sikki 
640 Jitutola 701 Madhabpara-Sahapur 
641 Sreekantatola 70'2 Jannagar(A) 
642 Gangaramtola 703 Jannagar(B) 
643 Basikantatola 
644. Narottampur 
645 Benaimari Senathtola UNION BO.lRD-8HAMsm 
646 Debipur Ghat 
647 Benaimari Dinutola 704 Maheshpur-Pindaltola 
648 Benaimari Aknutola 705 Pindaltola-Motiganj 
649 Hargobindapur 706 Motiganj-Parakram 
650 Dhanitola 707 Pal'akram-Bhada 
651 Bodharamtola 708 Bhada-Bohary 
652 Haripurgopi 709 D_ B. Road-Taranagar 
653 Hargo bindapur 710. D. B. Road-Naw Kram 
654 Kahala Haripur Gopi 711 Chandipur-Sifnia 
655 Sujyapur 712 Chandipur-Haripur D. B. Road 
656 Lakshmipur 713 Bandhakan·Paralbil 
657 Anutona 714 Ratanpul'-Baidyanathpur 
658 Surdar~r 715 Kashraksha.Gopalpur 
659 Kama pur 716 Gangarampur.Railway Line 
660 Andutola 717 Battala·Surjole 
661 Mohanganj 718 Battala·Sirnia 
662 ABhuto!a 719 Simaltala·Bhada 
663 IGsmattoIa 720 Daudpur·Kashrakshaghat 
664 Kamalpur Bhase-Ramtola 
665 Munchiramtola 
666 Amirchandtola UNION BOARD-8Rll'~ 
667 Benaimari 

721 Shyampur.District Board Road 
722 Laskarpur-Kattamari 
723 Kattamari-Jhagrapathar 

UNION BO.lRD-RATlTA 724 Dhigal.Kattamari 
725 Dhigal-Chatar 
726 Kheriya-Raghunathpur 

668 Sahapur-Talboni 727 Kumarganj.Kamdol 
669 Kanchannagar • 728 Magdura-Kuchinam 
670 Rukundipur 729 Chatar-Maharajpur 
671 Ratua. 730 Gobindapur-Kuchiram 
672 J annagar-Bhaluara 731 Kamdole 
673 Bairia 732 Kumarganj-Ajimgarh 
674 Kashba-Sahapur 733 Kumarganj.Palashban 
675 Lcharpara 7M. Laskarpur.Askapara 
676 Kashba 735 Bal'ail 
677 Nimuldihi 736 Kuohia 
678 BaIra 
679 Bablabana 
680 Ra.tua UNION BOARD--ORANDMONI 
681 Radhanagar 
682 Sibrampur 737 Bampaul Chorni 
683 Durgapur 738 Bijra Bhita 
684: Rasha Nagar 739 Sanabatsar 
685 Bahadurpur 740 Okhra Chandpara. 
686 Karbala 741 Kankat 
687 Sahli. pur-Bahadurpur 742 Gauripur 
{l88 Sahapur 743 Qhandi1?rosaq 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE ROAD·S-contd. 
Sadar Subdivision 

Serial No. Name of Road Serial No. Name of Road 

744 
745 
746 
747 
748 
74~ 
750 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 

756 
757 
758 

759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
770 
771 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
780 

781 
782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
789 
790 
791 
792 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
800 
801 
802 

P. S.-RATUA-contd. 

UNION BOARD-SAMllALPUR 

Maharajnagar-Rasuladaha 
Haripur-Haripur 
Kadamtali-Ramchandrapur 
Kadamtali-Ohapai 
]\,faharajnagar-Dhama ti 
Sambalpur-Kamdole 
Sambalpur-Sibnagar 
Gola Sibganj-Sultanganj 
Elahabad-Rajapur 
Rajapur-Maharajpur 
Khalsan-Rajapur 
Balurghat-Islampur 

UNION BOARD-ARAIDANGA 

Paranpur Badhiyatdi-Nijgaon Paranpur 
Paranpur Chandimandap-Paranpur North 
Mahadeb Agarwala's Godown-Bimala Kanta Das's 

House 
Paranpur Tiyartoli-East Radhanagar 
Gobinda Ram Agarwala's House-Akalu Das's House 
Upen MandaI's House-Paranpur Tiyantoli West 
Umesh Das's House-Baidyanath Das's House 
Paranpur Kalitala 
Chunakhali 
Chunakhali East-East Radhanagar 
Chunakhali West-Paranpur West 
Hedal Sekh's House-Gujurdi Sekh's House 
District Board Road-Chunakhali 
Chandpur Masjid 
Chandpur Masjid £outh 
Chandpur Masjid West-Chandpur North 
Paranpur South-District Board Road 
District Board RoadrGobindapur North 
Shokani S'"ekh's-House-Umarali Sekh's House 
Chandpur Primary School-Chandpur Masjid 
District Board Road-Mirdadpur North 
Meher Sekh's House-DistriQt Board Road 
Kishan Paul's House-Meher Sekh's House 
Mirdadpur North-Araidanga 
Radharaman Biswakarma's House-Madhusudan 

S"ba's House 
District Board Road-Subasabji's House 
Mirdadpur 
Mirdadpur South-Naoda North 
District Board Road-Pirpur North 
Araidanga-N aoda 
Tantipara 
Distriet Board Road South 
Araidanga High School 
District Board Road-Chakla 
Distriot Board Road-Banka Jalkar 
District Board Road-Gobarjana 
Gobarjana 
Lokhra Kalitala-Betaha Ekbarsa 
Kalisree River East-Khutala East 
Khutala South-Betaha Ekbarsa 
District Board Road-Kalisree River 
Ekbarsa Primary School-Betala Ekbarsa 
Betala Ekbarsa-Bintola 
Betala Ekbarsa-Madia Gujar Ghat 
Chandpara North-Madia Gujar Ghat 
BGtala Ekbarsa-Sultanpur 
Haripur 

803 
804 
805 
806 
807 
808 
809 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
823 
824-
825 
826 
827 
828 

829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
84-0-
841 
842 
843 
844-
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 

855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 
863 

P. S.-RATUA-concld. 

UNION BOARD-PuKHURIA 

Barasel 
Pukhuria 
Nurdipur 
Naogama 
Nasipur 
Patikola 
Ailpara 
Satmara 
Kagachira 
Cha-Ida 
Koklamari-Bairaj 
Koklamari 
Kutubganj 
Susuria 
Kutubganj 
Naogama 
Kagachira 
Patiko1a-Ailpara 
Kuchiali 
Kutubganj 
Pirganj 
Murcha 
Ghasinagar 
Bairgachi 
Pukhursa 
Chanduar 

P. S.-MANIKCHAK 

UNTON BOARD-MATHURAPUR 

Mathurapur Bazar 
Jarkarpara-Masjid 
Goaltoli 
Sitalohandi 
Rathtala 
Kunjaratoli • 
Kalitala 
Bochahi Katte 
Goaltoli Masjid 
Karmutola 
Marlania 
Barmutola 
Golaghat 
Kumartuli 
Simla 
Kankra Bandha 
Tilgharia 
Najirpur 
Laskarpur 
Puranigram 
Nimnagar 
Mianbag 
Oararitola 
Harisabha 
Chhota Kunti 
Fattenagar 

UNION BOARD-NuRPUR 

Nurpur Ghat 
Shyamlalpara 
Lalbathani 
Madhupur 
Khaertala 
Baidyanathpur 
Niranjanpur 
Barabhabanipur 
Brahmangram 



Serial No. 

864. 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 

870 
871 
872 
873 

• 874 
875 
876 
877 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
SS7 
888 

889 
890 
891 
892 
893 
894 
895 
896 
897 

898 
899 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
907 
908 
909 
9W 
911 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE RO,ADS-contd. 

Name of Road 

P. S.-MANIKOHAK-contd. 

UNION BOARD-NuRPUR-concld. 

Narunnyaganj 
Tiyarpara 
Nurpur 
Khaertala School 
Khaertala Kayastha Para 
"Segamganj 

Sadar Subdivision 

Serial No. 

UNWN BOARD-OHAUKJ MIRDADPuR 

920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 

Dharampur 
Modhantola 
Khanpur 
Raghunathpur 
Koritola 
Ohhota Dharampur 
Gouripur 
Bishanpur 
Ushri 
Rajnagar 
Nutantola 
Bangalchak 
Naridiara 
SaiUpur 
Kanohantola 
Kaliganj 
Parish a 
Gandartana 
Panchanandapur 

• 
UmoN BOARD-ENAYETPUR 

Enayetpur 
Miragram 
Mohana 
Lakshmipur 
Seikhpara 
Bangalgram 
Kamalpur 
Shyamsundari 
Harjinagar 

UNION BOARD-MANIKOHAK 

Sibantola 
Bindtola 
Panohutola 
Manikchak Main 
Oharitola 
Prasadito]a 
Lachhantola 
Darbasi 
D.allu 
Lochan 
Boehu 
Ohakku 
Madan 
Bhuban 
Ohama 
Haddatola 
Jotpatta 
Hilsamari 
Danlattola 
Gopalpur 
Daulattola Main 
Krishnanllgar Main 

929 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 
935 
936 

937 
938 
939 
940 
941" 
942 
943 
944 
945 
946 

947 
948 
949 
950 
951 
~52 
953 
954 
955 
956 
907 
958 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 
973 
974 
975 

Name of Road 

P. S.-MANIKCH-AK-concld. 

UNION BO .. Ut.D-M4N1KOHAK-conczil. 

Brajalalatola 
Maynapur 
Krishnanagar Ohhota. 
Khatiyakala 
Nanhutola 
Bhokaritola 
Jisarattola 
Jhaitantola 
Torabalitola 

P. S.-KHARBA 

UNION BOARD-},'[ARANANDAPUR 

Mallikpara 
Mahanandapur 
Dakshin paka 
Haripur 
Anbara 
Harian 
Daibhanda 
Charalu 

UNION BOARD-MoKDUMPUB 

Mahabatpur 
Shitalpur 
Gouria 
Nadishik 
Mabarakpur 
Khurial • 
Kanua 
Gopalpur 
Alihanda 
Debiganj 

UNIOR BOARD-KRARBA 

Shahabazpur 
Kendua-Kaliganj 
Kendua-Dogacbha 
Kharba-Shahabazpur 
Srimatipur-Gopalpur 
Dumrail.Tarapur-Kaliganj 
Gopalpur-Diarpokhar 
Kobia-Diaganj 
Naikanda 
Kendua 
Ashapur 
Panch Rekha 
Umarpur 
Damapir 
Gopalpur-Durgarnr 
Gopalpur-Barmahal 
Kashipur 
Chakmahesh 
Gobindapur 
Dulalganj 
Nilchamari 
Mahadebpur 
Durgapur 
Dighi 
Bashilhat 
Bheba 
Marba. 
Kajladaha 
Nilchamari-Bashilha$ 



Serial No. 

976 
977 
978 
979 
980 

981 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 
987 
988 
989 
990 
991 
992 
993 
994 
995 

096 
997 
998 
999 

1000 
1001 

1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 

1023 
1024 
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TABLE 9.6-VILLAGE ROAD~-concld. 
Sadar Subdivision 

Name of Road 

P. -S.-KHARBA-contd. 

UNION BOABD-KOLIGltA.M 

Pauria.Dumraj 
Chanohal.Kharba 
Swarupganj .Sihipur 
Chanohal.Swarupganj 
Chanchal-Pauria 

UNION BOABD-.CHANOHAL 

Madhurgachhi 
Clranchal Brahmanpara 
Bairgaohhidakri 
Sujaganj Mihipur 
Chanchal Sujaganj 
Battola Sutahati 
Singia Shahebganj 
Bargachhia 
Mihipur Kushiarbari 
Kumarganj 
Kushiarbari 
Umarpur 
Majip Dakshinmahan 
Chanchal Goalpara 
Mihipur Dasarathi Road 

UNION BOABD-GOURHANDA 

Bhawanipur-Bhaluka 
Chanchal-Bhaluka 
Suti-Gourhanda Dara 
Gourhanda·Samsi 
Aladipur-Chandpur 
Chanchal-Rampur 

UNION BOABD-KHEMl'UB 

Khempur-Paranpur-Raniganj 
Zilla Board Road-Barmasia River Ghat 
Union Board Road-Bhabanipur Zilla Board Road 
Zilla Board Road-Paranpur 
Khempur-Samsi Union Board Road 
Khempur-Gobindapara 
Khempur-Galighat 
Khempur-Balughat 
Paranpur-Jiagaohhi 
Paranpur-Haldibari-Zilla Board Road 
Dhangara-Makaiya 
Bishanpur-Shoulmari 
Ranaghat Mushalmanpara-Alongi. 
Haldibari 
Khe~pur-Paranpur 
Kashipur-Jhari Khariadara 
Daragram-Ratanpurhat 
Meghdumra-Kandaran 
Kaliganj-Gopalpur Bhuiapara 
N omodhangara-.Tiagachhi 
Baramashiagujarghat-Baramasiya River 

UNION BOARD-MALATIl'UR 

Malatipur-Gopalpur 
Kashipara-Gopalpur 

Serial No. 

1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
1036 

1037 
1038 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
1043 
1044 
1045 
1046 
1047 
1048 
1049 
1050 
1051 
1052 
1053 
1054 
105[1 
1056 
10t7 
1058 
1059 
1060 

1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 
1066 
1067 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1071 
1072 
1073 
1074 
1075 
1076 
1077 
1078 
1079 
1080 

Name of Road 

P. S.-KHARBA-concld. 

UNION BOARD-MALATIPUn-concld. 

Atgharamara Mahananda Nadi-Ramkirshtapur 
Ramkrishtapur-Makarshai 
Kashipura-Paranagar 
Kultagachhi-Chinapara 
Go bindapara-Baaude bpur 
Mara Mahananda Nadi-Shimultala 
Chandua Pakapul-Jalalpur 
Mara. Mahananda Nadi-Sripur 
Mahadipur Pakapul-Sanjip 
Krishtaganj-Dakshin Sahar 
Durgapur-Nutandanipur 
Gourkhanda-Patharghata 

UNION BOABD-'-MOTIHARl'UR 

UmaRoad 
Sasti Road 
Basantapur Road 
Karbala Road 
Nawpukur 
Kinapukur 
Kan<lhanpur 
Madan Road 
Rahamat Road 
Alijan Road 
Gobinda Road 
Ranjit Road 
Narayan Road 
,Lakshmi Road 
Munshi Brothers Road 
Kafait Road 
Nakimuddin Road 

~Gagra Road 
Harimohan Road 
Majlish Road 
Ramjan Road 
J amaluddin Road 
Sadagar Road 
Takbar Road 

UNION BOARD-JALALl'UB 

Jalalpur 
Hajrl\-tpur 
KhanilUr 
Makdumpur' 
Goalpara 
Balarampur 
Chanurapara 
Chandipur 
Kanaipur-Durgapur 
Nadapara 
Jadhupur-Pirjabad 
Rampur 
Jamipur _ 
Baharabad 
Ajitpur 
Kajitola 
Hossainpur 
Toktipur-Goalpara 
Sakai J ana Dara 
Aladipur 

(Total mileage-I021 miles approximately.) 
Source :-Distriot Board, MaIda. 
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ANCIENT MONUMENTS AND FAIRS 
,-

TABLE IO.I-GLOSSARY OF THE BETTER KNOWN ANCIENT MONUMENTS IN THE 
DISTRICT OF MALDA 

GAUR 

The city of Gaur lies along the English Bazar-Sibganj Road. It is easily accessible by car, as the 
road is metalled up to the 14th plile, and there are motorable roads leading to the various bUildings. The 
whole city was originally surrounded by ramparts, which are said to have been covered with buildings. These 
have now disappeared and the ramparts remain overgrown with trees and jungle. On the eastern side of 
the city there is a double rampart of great thickness, flanked by a moat on the inside. The height of these 
ramparts is at least 30 feet in places and the breadth at the base 50 yards. Their, object was evidently to 
serve as a protection against the river, rather than as a military fortification. In the Ain-i-Akbari they ?-re 
referred to as dams. If the river flowed to the east of the city as is generally accepted, and later moved west
wards to the present course of the Bhagirathi, there was a natural defence on both sides, and naval protection 
must have been just as important to the city as military. This theory is supported by the existence of a cause
way built by Ghiyasuddin (now the alignment of the English Bazar-Rajmahal Road) which was probably 
constructed as a protection against the river. There is also an old embankment running east and west through 
the beel which lies a mile west Elf English Bazar. 

As one approaches Gaur from the north, one passes through the now non-existent Phulbari gate about 
three miles from English Bazar, and continues south as far as Piasbari dak bungalow. Here a road leads off 
to the west, and then turns south to Ram}celi, where the annual mela is held in commemoration of the visit 
of Chaitanya, the religious reformer, early in the 16th century. 

A little further south, one comes to the Bara Sona Masjid also known as the Bara Dwari Masjid. This 
• is the largest of the monuments of Gaur. It is a fine building of black basalt surmounted originally by forty

four domes. A corridor over which eJeven domes are still standing runs the whole length of the building 
and opens on to the courtyard through eleven pointed arches. On the other side of the courtyard is an 
entrance gate of the same stone with one archway. Above this arch and on either side of it are two stone 
slabs o-n which a lotus has been carved. This indicates that the basalt was obtained from Hindu buildings of 
an earlier period. The name, Sana Masjid or "golden mosque,'~ is supposed to refer to the practice of 
gilding the domes. The a1t~rnative name Bara Dwari is not so easily explained. It was thought to mean 
the" mosque of twelve entrances" but as there are only eleven, this seems unlikely. _ 

About half a mile further south is the Dakhal Darwaza which was. the entrance gate to the 'citadel of 
Gaur. It stands in the great rampart, about a mile in length and half as wide on the average, which sur
rounds the area of the citadel. One enters the passage leading down its centre by a high elephant arch. On 
either side of the passage are guard rooms, the walls of which are nearly ten feet thick. The building is made 
of the small fiat bricks, fou1).d generally in Gaur~ and is ornamented on the outside with carvings. 

Half a mile further south 'One comes to the Firoz Minar, a tower built of brick 84 feet high and 64 in 
circumference with a spiral staircase leading up to a small room at the top. Originally it was surmounted 
by a dome. The t€lwer is thought to have been erected by Saifuddin Firoz Shah, and to represent a pillar of 
victory ; but it is not clear what victory it commemorates. 

Less than half a mile further south and near to the eastern entrance to the citadel is the Chamkati Masjid. 
This is a mosque of brickwork, surmounted by a single dome. There are still some enamelled bricks of different 
colours to be seen at the cornice. From the name. of Chamkati, " skin cutter," it is surmised that the mosque 
was built by a sect of dervishes who used to gash themselves with knives. 

Near to the ~hamkati Mosque is 'the eastern gate into the citadel, called the Lukachuri gate. It is a 
fairly large building originally three storied, and surmounted with battlements with a single ,narrow entrance. 
The architectural style is very different to tJ::~at of the other gates. The arches, instead of being pointed, are 
slightly rounded. 
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Just inside the gateway is the Qadam Rasul, or footprint of the prophet. The building is a single-domed 
mosque of brickwork, beautifully carved on the front. The two turrets at either side are an e'Xample of the 
best carving on brick to be seen in Gaur. Inside the building stands a pedestal of black marble, on which 
!he footprint is placed when visitors arrive. The footprint consists of a rectangular piece of stone about two 
Inches thick, rather like pumice stone in appearance, on which the outline of a footmark is clearly 
imprinted. It is said to have been brought to Gaur by Hussain Shah from the Chilla Khana of the saint 
Jalaluddin Tabrezi at Pandua. Later it was taken to Murshidabad in Sirajuddaula's time, but restored to 
Gaur by Mir Jafar. Close to the Qadam Rasul is a small mausoleum containing the tomb of Fatte Khan, 
son of Dilu Khan, who was an' emissary of the Emperor Aurangzeb. Its sloping roof gives it the appearance 
of a cultivator's hut, and it looks rather incongruous beside the Qadam Rasul. 

Not far from the Qadam Rasul is the Chika Masjid, a square brick building with a single dome. It is 
not known why it is called" masjid " because there is no sign of any pUlpit or prayer niche. The theory 
that it is a mausoleum is also improbable in view of the absence of any local tradition regarding .the graves. 
It is more likely to have been a prison or something of the sort. Beside it there was originally a large building, 
which has now disapp~ared, leaving behind only the black basalt pillars. This is reported locally to have been 
some offices within the citadel. Its proximity to the Chika Masjid suggests that the latter may have been 
the jail, or perhaps a record room. 

Just to the east of the Chika Masjid is the Gumti gate, a small single-domed building, which may have 
served as another entrance to the citadel, or possibly. as a guard room for the jailors. The corner pillars 
contain enamelled bricks of different c610urs. The building is now being used as a museum. 

West of the Gumti and Lukachuri gates one comes to the royal palace. This was enclosed on the north, 
east and south by a high wall called the" Baisgazi " from the fact that it was 22 " Gaz " (the equivalent of 
66 feet) in height. Its breadth is about 15 feet at the base and. 9 at'the top. On the. west the palace was 
protected by a rampart. In this area there is the Khazanchi Khana or treasury house. In the centre there 
is a fair sized tank, known as the Taksal Dighi, or " tank of the mint." 

Leaving the palace area and turning south along the main road, one comes to the Tantipara Masjid about 
half a mile further on. This must originally have been a very fine mosque, but the domes and part of the 
walls fell down during the earthquake of 1885. It is built of red brick, richly ornamented with carving, and 
has two octagonal towers at either end. The only remains inside are the black 'basalt pillars which divided 
the building into two aisles. The name implies that the mosque was situated in the weavers' quarter and 
has nothing to do with its origin. The inscription giving its date and the name of the king who built it, is 
thought to be the one which is. now inside the Qadam Rasul. 

A mile further south stands the Latan Masjid on the left of the main road. This is a single-domed m~sque 
of brick in a good state of preservation. Originally it was covered 'With enamelled tiles in blue, white, green 
and yellow and of these considerable traces still remain. The meaning of the name has not been . clearly 
established. It is supposed to be a corruption of the word" mos'que of the dancing girl." One theory is 
that it was built by a dancing girl, who put the king's name in the inscription tablet (this sounds rather un
likely) : another is that the glittering appearance suggested a dancing girl. 

About a mile west of the Latan Masjid there are the remains of a large mosque called the Gunmant 
Masjid. Originally this must have been .almost as large as the Bara Dwari Mosque, and like it had a corridor 
running the length Qf the building. The lower part is built of stone, and the remainder, from the arches 
upwards, was of brick. The brickwork has now almost entirely disappeared. 

Continuing south by the main road from the Latan Masjid one crosses a five-arched bridge, dated 1457, 
and comes nearly half a mile further on to the Kotwali gate. This was the southern entrance to the city and 
stands in the great southern rampart. The archway over the road has now fallen iu, but there is a photograph 
of it in Ravenshaw's "Gaur". It was 30 feethigh and nearly 17 feet across. 

Gaur is full of dighis and tanks of various sizes. Of those within the limits of the city, the largest is the 
Chota Sagar Dighi, which lies nearly half a mile north-east of the Latan Masjid. The dighi measures about 
700 by 420 yards and lies north and south, as Cio the very great majority of tanks in Gapr, indicating that 
they are of Hindu origin. There is another large dighi, just behind the Piasbari dak bungalow, about a 
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quarter of a mile in length, and 260 yards in breadth. But by far the largest of all is the great Sagar Dighi, 
which lies four miles by road from English Bazar just north of the Sadullapur Road. The actual measure
ments of this dighi excluding the banks are: Length 1,5-18 yards and breadth 748 yards, and 1,617 by 1,056 
yards including the banks. The remains of six bathing ghats can still be traced-two on either side and one 
at each end. Tradition ascribes the excavation of this enormous dighi to Lakshman Sen, during the latter 
part of the 12th century. ' 

Lakshman Sen, as has been mentioned, was driven out of Nabadwip at the beginning of the 13th century, 
a'l1d is thought to have fled to Ga1.!f or its surroundings, and thence made his way by dver to Eastern Bengal. 
The village of Bagbari or Ballalbari, which lies two miles west of English Bazar, just north of the Rajmahal 
Road, is connected with the name of BaHal Sen, Wh9 was Lakshman Sen's father. It is thought that this was 
originally the oldest part of Gaur, and the combined residence and fortress of th~ king. It is surrounded by 
ramparts, about 20 feet high and of enormous thickness. The inner rampart forms a rough four-sided figure 
rounded at the north, and based at the south on the Rajmahal Road. The length, north and south is one mile, 
and the breadth along the road, three quarters of a mile. Inside the enclosed area, tliere is a second rampart 
running north and south, and roughly dividing it in half. A ditch flanks this rampart on the western side, 
and another 25 feet in width, runs along the northern side of the road and round the outer rampart. It is 
thought that the eastern half of the enclosed area was the palace, and the western, the fortress. Stilt further 
north at Pichli on the southern bank of the Kalinpri river, there are remains consisting of piles of bricks with 
bits of glazed pottery here and there. These remains are also connected with an early Hindu monarchy. 
Buchanan Hamilton mentions the fact that there was then a local tradition (at the beginning of the 19th 
century) that Pichli was the residence of Adisur, the Hindu king who is said to have brought the Brahmins 
from Kanauj to Bengal. An important inscription, dated 1249 A.D., was found here by General Cunningham 
but subsequently disappeared. It was rediscovered by Mr. Stapleton and has now been placed in the care of 
Khan Bahadur Abul Hayat Khan Chowdhury, Zamindar of Kotwali. 

PANDUA 

The evidence of an earlier Hindu dynasty is again found in the ruins of the city of Pandua, which 
lie about six miles north of Old MaIda along the Dinajpur Road. The city was called Firozabad, during 
Muhammadan times, and had another name, Pirrua, which appears in Rennell's map. The latter is not 
historically correct, in view of the evidence now available. It is known from the coins struck during the reign 
of Raja Kans in the early 15th century that the name of the city was then Papdunagar. Buchanan Hamilton 
mentions the local tradition that the city was founded by a Raja of the Pandava family. This is confirmed 
by the existence of a small building described later on, which is still locally known as the Pandap Raja Dalan. 

The most interesting discovery which was made during settlement operations, was the existence of a 
rampart right round the city. This discovery would have been impossible without the help of air survey 
photographs. In places the rampart appea,rs to be a she1ving bank overgrown with grass scrub and trees 
in pJaces it has almost disappeared under cultivation and only a slight undulation remains. Its continuity; 
was obvious however from the air photograph, on which it stands out clearly. The rampart forms a rough 
square, rounded at the corners with a perimeter of about 18 miles. 

Previously it .had never been suspected that Pandua extended over such a large area. Buchanan Hamilton 
wrote: "Near the street, and amidst the heap of bricks, are many small tanks, and I am inclined to think 
that, in general, the town extended only a very little way, either east or west of the principaJ street." It is 
now evident that the city covered an area of about 25 square miles. The citadel must have been in the north
east corner of the enclosure at Damdama, which is a local name of mauza Purba Binodepur. The village 
immediately to the west (Barijpur or more properly Burjpur) must have been named during Muhammadan 
times, as Burj is a Persian word meaning" fort." In this village the kanungo in charge found the remains 
of a "Shiv Ungam" in the ruins of an old Hindu temple. Almost all the tanks which are· numerous and 
scattered over the whole area, lie north and south, indicating their Hindu origin. 

#' 

The enclosure is roughly bisected by the Dinajpur Road, which enters the rampart at the south-western 
corner, and leaves it at a point in the centre of the northern rampart, where there are clear traces of an old 
gateway. This road evidently ran through the central pari of the city, as is evident from the brick remains 
embedded in the earth on either side. A second road takes off from it, about half a mile south of the northern 
gate, and runs mainly north to Panehpara where it crosses the Gazole-:Alal Road, and continues to Maina, 
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At this point it passes into Dinajpur district, and goes on as far as Raiganj. This is undoubtedly a very old 
road. There are traces of metalling in places which must date to early times, as the road is not even under 
the control of the District Board. A third embanked road runs eastward from the gate in the centre of the 
eastern rampart. It is broken in places, but can be traced as far as Raniganj, five miles to the east, on the 
edge of the Tangan valley. Here it stops, but reappears on the opposite side of the valley, and runs eastwards 
along the boundary between Habibpur and Bamangola thanas. It again disappears in the Purnabhaba valley 
but continues on the other side in Dinajpur district. It is said to have been an old military road running to 
eastern Bengal. Between the Tangan and Purnabhaba valleys, it is very clearly defined, and would be about 
100 yards in width at its base. There are traces of brickwork here and there, which suggest that there may 
have been fortified points for garrisons along it. 

In mauza Boglahagi, near Raniganj market, there are traces of what may have been a fort. -It is sur
rounded by a deep ditch on three sides, the fourth side being protected by the Tangan river. 

Another embankment, which may have been a road, runs westwards for three miles from the south
western corner of the rampart up to the Mahananda river. On the opposite side of the river there is no trace 
of it. At Raniganj there are the ruins of a Hindu temple to Kali. The whole Barind to the north and east is 
scattered with remains, of brick buildings, now largely buried, which testify to the ext~nt of the city and its 
environs. 

The city is entered from the south either from Old MaIda by the bumpy and dusty Dinajpur Road; 
or by a metalled feeder road leading to the Dinajpur Road from Adina railway station. About haIfa mile 
along the latter road, one passes the rampart, which is not very conspicuous either at that point or at the point 
where the road from Old MaIda passes it. " 

The first monument is the Bari Darga, which lies about two miles further on to the right of the road, and 
commemorates the famous saint, Hazrat Shah la1al Tabrezi. He came from Tabriz, in Persia, and according 
to the historians spent a life of devotion in travelling over the eastern world. He is said to have come to 
Bengal from Delhi, but it is not known definitely where he died or where his tomb is situated. According to one 
account, it is at Sylhet ; according to another, in the Maldive Islands. The supposed tomb at Pandua, and 
the shrine, are maintained from the income of the Bais Hazari Wakf Estate. The estate is supposed by 
tradition to have been acquired by Shah Jala] himself. It is now under the management of a matwalli and a 
committee, who allot the expeNditure for the Urs, or anniversary of the saint, the illuminations, repairs to 
buildings, and educational grants. 

One approaches the shrine and other buildings by a path leading off the main road. At the junction 
with the main road there is a gateway called the Salami Darwaza. The principal building is the Jame Masjid, 
which is reported to have been built in 1342 A.D. by Alauddin Ali Shah over the spot where the saint used 
to sit in meditation. In front of the mosque are two carved pillars, which appear to be of Hindu origin; 
and at the northern end of the passacg facing the mosque, is a stone-latticed window ornamented with the most 
exquisite carving. To the west of the mosque is a tank called Azima Dighi, on the north bank of which is a 
building, named Lakhan Seni Dalan. To the east are the Bhandar Khana, or store house, and the Tanoor 
Khana or cook house. The former, which includes an Astana or place of meditation, was built by Chand 
Khan, whose tomb is situated to the south-east of the mosque. About a quarter of a mile further on, at the 
opposite side of the road, is the Chhota Darga, which commemorates two saints,-Alaul Huq, and his son 
Nur Kutbul Alam. The tomb of the latter is covered with a canopy of cloth supported by four pillars. To 
the west of the tomb is the Saint's Chil1a Khana, and close to it the kitchen. Immediately to the north 
of Abaul Huq's tomb is three-domed mosque. There are several other tombs and smaller buildings close 
by, all standing at the back of a 'tank which fronts the main road. The shrines of these two saints are 
endowed from the income of the Shah Hazari Estate, .another revenue-free property similar to the Bais Hazari 
Estate. A little further to the left hand side of the road, is the guest room which now houses the post office. 
Outside it are two large copper drums. 

Just beyond the guest room, and also on the west side of the road, stands the Kutub Shahi Masjid, also 
known as the goldeH mosque. This is a later building than most of the other monuments at Pandua, the date 
ascribed being 1582. It is built of stone and brick, with a turret at each corner, and fronted by five pointed 
tlfcpes. TlI~ r0 9f pas fallen !nl b~t tpe w~lls and pulpit are in ¥ood condition, 
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Close to the Kutub Shahi Mosque is the building called the Eklakhi mausoleum. This is an almost 
square building, built of brick, with walls of enormous thickness. It is surmounted by a single dome, the 
inner diameter of which is over 48 feet. The walls are ornamented with carving, but the brick-work is 
crumbling in places. It is noticeable that on the stone over the doorway is a carving of a Hindu diety, and 
on the ,other stones round the doorways are traces of figures. The materials from which the mausoleum. 
were built were thus evidently taken from Hindu buildings. Inside the mausoleum are three tombs said to 
be those of Jalaluddin (the son of Raja Kans who was converted to Islam), liis wife.anB son. 

, About one mile beyond, and nearly.opposite to the dak bungalow, stands the great Adina Mosque, the 
largest and finest of all the buildings either at Gaur or Pandua. Its dimensions are : length north to south, 
507t feet ; breadth, east to west, 285t feet. It is built partly of brick and partly of stone. It is surrounded 
by an ouTer wall of stone below and brick above which, on the western side, is elaborately carved. It is of 
uniform height, except at the point opposite the nave on the western side, where it rises to a greater height. 
There are two entrances, one at the south-east corner, the other in the centre of the western wall. Within 
the outer wall, there was originally a row of cloisters surmounted by domes .running round the four sides of 
the mosque, and divided by columns into aisles. On the north, east and south the cloisters were divided 
into three aisles ; and on the western side there were five aisles, running up as far as the nave in the centre. 
Altogether there were 306 domes. The cloisters have now almost enlirely fallen in, and their position is 
marked only by the base of basalt columns supported them. 

The prayer niche and pUlpit, which stand at the western end of the nave are made of black basalt and are 
noteworthy for their fine workmanship. A little to the north, along the western wall, is a raised platform 
called the Badshah-ka-Takht, on which it is thought that the ladies of the royal family attended prayers. It 
is supported by large columns of black basalt, and was originally constructed of the same material, though 
now-a-days the stone slabs have been removed and 'there is only a wooden platform. The three prayer niches 
on the west wall are remarkable for the exquisite 'carvings of inscriptions and designs. The domes over the 
Badshah-ka-Takht are still in existence. • 

Opposite the Badshah-ka-Takht, and on the outer side of the western wall, is a chamber, known as 
Sikandar Shah's chamber, which was probably added after the outer wall had been constructed. It is said 
that Sikandar Shah was buried in tliis chamber, and that when the domes, which had fallen in, were being 
removed, the tomb was also removed. 

The mosque was built befween 1364 and 1374, the inscription of Sikandar Shah being dated l369. There 
is the same evidence in this mosque that the materials were taken from Hindu buildings. ,In the steps of the 
pulpit there is the head of a lion, and there are traces of Hindu idols in various prayer niches. There are two 
large carved lotus flowers in the western wall of the nave and other lotus flowers in Si'kandar Shah's, chamber. 
High up on the western wall there is a lingam and outside the eastern wall there is the carved figure of a 
gargoyle which looks like a cross between a crocodile and an elephant. . 

The other remains of interest at Pandua lie within the palace area, which is situated a short distance to 
the south-east of the Adina Mosque. It iS'enclosed by an embankment, which forms an almost exact square. 
One enters by the centre of the western rampart. Just to the north of this point is a tank called Dhanush 
Dighi, about a quarter of a mjle in length, and 120 yards in breadth, which is now overgrown with reeds and 
grass. At the entrance stands a brick tower in a rather broken condition. From its situation, at one side of 
the entrance, it appears that there was probably a similar tower on the opposite side, forming a complete 
gateway. 

The first tank inside the paJace area is the Sataisghara Di~hi, a north by south tank of Hindu origin 
which measures 220 by 117 yards and lies to the east of the entrance gateway. Buchanan Hamilton refers to 
it as the Satasghar, or " sixty towers," but according to the local evidence the name is certairily Sataisghara, 
which may mean that there were twenty-seven rooms. The name refers to the buildings, now largely over
grown with earth, which run along the northern bank of the tank. These were evidently the royal baths. 
At the north-west corner there is an arched room surrounded by smaller rooms, and in its wall clear traces 
of water pipes are visible. The baths were built into the slope of the tank, and were flanked by a gallery 
running along the water's edge. Possibly they are the baths referred to in the Riyaz, where it is recorded : 
" It is said that at that time (the accession of Firoz Shah at Delhi) Sultan Shamsuddin built a bath, similar to 
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the Shamsi bath of Delhi. Sultan Firoz Shah who was ,furious with anger against Shamsuddin, in the year 
754 A. H. set out for Lakhnauti and after forced marches reached close to the city of Panduah which was 
then the metropolis of Bengal." 

A short distance to the south-east of the Sataisghara tank is the building, previously referred to, called 
the Pandap Raja Dalan. This, in spite of the old historical association of the name, is apparently of more 
recent construction than any other of the buildings in the palace area. It is built of brick, now cracking and 
crumbling in places owing to the trees growing on it, and was evidently a Turkish bath, like the buildings 
along the Sataisghara tank. Towards the south-eastern corner is a round 'circular well, which is locally known 
as the" Jiban Kund " or well of life. Its waters were supposed to have the power of restoring the dead to 
life. Possibly the name refers to their healing qualities and the royal family went there to " take the waters." 
The well is now filled up. with bricks and other debris, but people say that it was full of water until the eartl;t
quake of 1897. Close beside the Pandap Raja Dalan, there is a small pond, in which according to local 
evidence, a masonry building originally stood. Possibly it may have been a pavilion, similar to that mentioned 
below, though the pond is quite a small one. 

Further to the east, there is a large tank, lying north by south, about 500 yards long and 175 yards broad. 
This is known as the" At-Bagh "tank, though it may also be the" Rahat Bank" tank. The oldest inhabitant, 
who generally turns out to air his views to visitors, mentioned that Rahat Bank was the name of the small 
pond close to the Pandap Raja Dalan. In either case the meaning of the word" reposeful curve" would 
apply to the strip of water round the pavilions which are said to hav.e stood in these tanks. In the map of 
Pandua, two islands have been shown in the At-Bagh Dighi. This is in accordance with local traditions, but 
actually only the northern island is now visible. It consists of a pile of bricks connected by an earthen 
ridge to the remains of a brick ghat on the western bank. The islands in the At,..Bagh tank are said to have 
been connected by a subterranean passage just to the west of the ghat mentioned above, to a small tank locally 
known as the Koibutki pukur. 

At the south-eastern corner of the palace area, there is a very fine tank called the Nasir Shah Dighi. It 
measures 374 by 278 yards and lies north by south, a fa!;t which suggests that Nasir Shah may have re-excavated 
an existing tank. It is in very good condition without any trace of reed or grass, and the water is perfectly 
clear. It used to be full of crocodiles. There is some doubt whether itwas excavated by Nasiruddin Mahamud 
(1442-1459) or Nasiruddin NasaTat Shah (1519-1532). On general considerations the former may be the more 
probable, as the capital had shifted to Gaur before the 16th century. 

The largest tank of all in the Pandua area, though now silted up as its name implies, is the Sukan Dighi, 
which lies a short distance to the north of the palace area in Barijpur mauza. This is obviously a very old 
tank, aQ.d its presence near to the village known as Damdama (the modem Purba Bi-nodepur) suggests that 
the old Hindu citadel lay in this direction. It lies north and south, and measures 625 by 275 yards. 

OLD MALDA 

There are several buildings of interest at Old MaIda, though they are, generally speaking 
of a later date than those at Gaur or Pandua. The oldest is known as the Phuti Masjid or cracked mosque, a 
local name probably given after an earthquake. The date ascribed to it is 1495. The central dome and one 
of the verandah domes have fallen in and the building is in a very dilapidated condition. 

The Juma Masjid is a larger building. It is comparatively modern in appearance and is well preserved. 
The .centre is roofed by a vaulted arch and each side by a: round dome. The style of architecture is different 
to that of the older mosques. There is not much external ornamentation, but there are well-designed carvings 
on the stone pillars. The date ascribed to the building is 1596. 

Just to the north of Old MaIda Post Office stands the Katra or rest house, where travellers with their 
merchandise are supposed to have been accommodated. It is an immense structure of brick but has now 
fallen into complet.e ruin. The two gates at the north and south are still standing, but the rooms on either 
side of the road 'have almost completely disappeared. 

About a hundred yards south of the Katra one comes to the river. Here there is a bathing ghat built of 
b~ick and stone which is in good state of preservation, although it is very old. It is 184 feet long and 59 feet 

wisie. y2 
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On the opposite side of the river, at the confluence of the Kalindri with the Mahananda stands a minar 
known as the Nimasarai tower. The name Nimasarai, which has now been attached to the railway station 
near Old MaIda, is derived from the Persian word nim, meaning half, and sarai a tavern. Nimasarai was 
therefore the halfway tavern between Gaur and Pandua. The tower as it now stands is about 55 feet high, 
but the top storey has fallen down. It is a round tower built of brick, with numerous stone pillars projecting 
from its surface. Its origin, and the.reason for its construction, are not definitely known. Fr.om its similarity 
to other'towers, it is considered to belong to the time of Akbar ; and it has been conjectured that its object 
was to serve as a watch tower, from which signals by fire or other means could be transmitted between Gaur 
and Pandua. The objection to this theory is, that if the date be correct, Pandua Had ceased to be the capital 
for nearly a century and a half, and Gaur had recently been abandoned in favour of Tanda. There would 
therefore appear to be no object in constructing a watch tower at that period. The local tradition is that the 
tower was constructed by a merchant. 

DEOTO,LA 

The village of Deotala lies on the Dinajpur Road, one and a half miles from the northern 
boundary of the district. Here there is a fine shrine to the saint Shah Jalal Tabre:fi, whose main shrine at 
Pandua has already been described. It'is situated just to the west of the road, and is under the care of the 
Bais Hazari Wakf Estate, to whose property the village belongs. The walls are decorated with excellent 
ornamental work. The date of the actual shrine is not known, but from the inscriptions which are found on 
the walls, it may belong to the late 16th century. The first of these is fixed on the gateway at the entrance to 
the courtyard. It is dated 1464, and records the construction of a mosque during the reign of Barbuk Shah 
" in the village of Tabrizabad." The second is dated 1571, and records the building of a mosque by Sulaiman 
Kararani in " the blessed village of Tabrizabad known at Deotala." The third, which is in the main wall of 
the Chilla Khana is dated l527and records the erection of a mosque in 1527 in " the territory of Shaikh Jalal 
Mahammad Tabrizi." . 

There is a smaller shrine to Jalal Tabrizi in mauza Methrani. It is also under the control of the Bais 
Hazari Estate, which maintains a Khadem to perform the necessary religious ceremonies. It is said to have 
been built about the same time as the shrine at Deotola. Local tradition has it that whenever this influential 
and widely travelled saint visited his estates, the visit was commemorated by the erection of an as thana or 
~~ -

TABLE lO-2A-LIST OF IMPORTANT FAIRS AND MELAS 
Subdivision: MaIda Sadar 

Serial J. L. Name of place where Time (English month) Local rt;ligious Duration of Average 
No. No. mela or fair is held • when mela is held or other occasion of lljela or tair total 

the mela (No. of days) attendance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

THANA: Englisbbazar 

128 Ramkeli . June Jaistha Sankranti 4 days 10,000 
2 .. Amriti February Sivaratri 3 days 5,000 

.3 84 Sadullapur June·July Ganga Dashahara 2 days 10,000 
4 84 Sadullapur September Bhadra Sankranti 1 day 6,000 
I) 84 Sadullapur August, September Bhadra purnima . 1 day 2,000 
6 84 Sadullapur January . Pous Sankranti 1 day 6,000 
7 84 Sadullapur January, February l\Iaghi purnima 2 days 7,000 

THANA: Gajol 

8 173 Dhaoyail February Maghi purnima 14 days 4,000 
9 33 Pandya ~arch. April Sabibarat (Muslim religion) 7 days 3,000 

and death celebration of 
Jaialuddin Fakir and others 

Source :-"By courtesy of the Chairman, Distriot Board, MaIda and Superintendent of Police, MaIda. 
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TABLE 10'2B-LIST OF HATS (MARKETS) 

Serial Name of the Market or Hat 
No. 

NaLhillagar 
2 ;.\lilki Hat 
3 Amriti (Daily Bazar) 
4 Tipagari 
5 Garmahali Hat 

6 Amaniganj 
7 Sanibari Hat. 
Ii l\langaJbari Bazar 
II Sadullapur Hat 

10 Englishbazar. 
1 J Gaari Razal' 
12 Khashmahal 
13 ChhatianLula 
14 Gosain Hat 
15 Rathbari 
16 Sadullapur Hat 
17 Abba.~ganj Bazar 
1~ Panchanandapur 
10 Sahcbganj 
2(1 Rajnagar Hat 
21 Charbabupur Hat 
22 Silampur Hat. 
23 ~oor Nagar Hat 
24 Jadupur Hat. 
25 ,J alalpur Hat . 
26 Sujapur 
27 Sreeshganj 
28 Baburhat 
29 Shersahi Bazar 
30 Birnagar 
31 FaknJari Hat 
32 Mirjachak 
33 Satangapara. 
3-t Charianantapur 

35 DtJj!abigha 
36 Krishnapur 
37 Rajar Hat 
:~8 Tail Monaaj Bazar. 
39 Balia Nawabganj Rat 

40 Sanibari Hat. 
41 Aiho 

42 Bulbulohandi 
43 Balupur 
44 Samsi 
45 Kulubganj 
46 Ratsnpur Hat 
47 Mathurapurhat 
48 Bhutni Hat 
49 Chanohal 
50 Bhagabanpur 
51 Bheba 
52 Chandigachi 
53 Dariapur 

Location .Main items of' bUdiness 

3 4 

Subdivision: Sadar 

P. S., Englishbazar 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Dittu 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Ditto 
Ditto 

P. S., Kaliachak • 
Dit~u 
Ditt.o 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditt(J 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Dittu 
Ditto 
Vitto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditt() 
Ditto 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. S .. MaIda 
Ditto 

Ditto 
P. S., Habibpur 

Ditto 
1'.1:)., Ratua 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. S., Manikchak. 
Ditto 

P. S., Kharba 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

YegptaLle, fish, rice, pauuy 
Ditto 

Vegeta hIe, fish, rice, pulse, padd y 
Vegetable, fish, rice 
Cattle, L.Hh, gram, wheat, bar. 

ley, paddy 
..'IIusta,]'rl, rioe 
Veget.able, !ish 

Ditto 
\'egetahle, paddy, rice, )Jul."8, 

fish 
Gur, rice, pulses, fish, vpgetable 
Fish, vegetahlA 
Paddy, rice, vegetable 

Ditt.o 
Paddy. kalai, gram, gur, cattle 
Paddy, rice, gur 

Ditt.o 
Ditto 
Dittn 
Ditto 

Paddy. ri~c, vegetable 
Ditto 

Paddy, ri';e 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Paddy, rice, fish 
Padtly and Gur 

DItto 
Paddy, rioe, gur, fish 
Paddy, rice, gur 
Paddy, rice 
Paddy. rice. fish 
Paddy, rieo. . . 
Paddy, rice, fish, ycgetahlo 

Paddy, rille, Hsh 
Ditto 

Kalai, rice, gur 
Ju

L

" 

Paddy, rice, tobacco, iu~e, gram, 
mustara, cotton, vegetable 

Pa ddy, rice. . . 
Paddy, mustard, tamarind, 

ohillies 
Paddy, mustard, chillies. 
Paddy, jute, Rabi crop 

Ditto 
Paddy. . . 
Paddy, rice, jute, pul~es 
Paddy.. . 
Paddy, rice, pulses, wheat 
Pulses, wheat, jute, gur 
Jute, pulses, vegetaLle 

Ditto 
Vegetable, jute, gur 

Ditto 

Days of operation 

5 

Munday. FrIday 
Tuesday, i:laturday 
Daily 

Tuesday, Saturday 
Thursday 

Tuesdav 
Saturd~y. )londay 
Daily 
]<'riday 

JHunday, Tuesday 
Daily 
Sunday, Thul'.day 
}Ionday, Friday 
Wednesday 
l\lond{ty 
Friday 
Daily 
Tuesday, Saturday 
:';unday, Thursday 
}lo~lday, Satnrday 
Monday, Friday 
Wednesday, Saturday 
Sunday, Tuesday 
::lunday, Thursday 
::lunday, Wednestlay 
Friday, ~Ionday 
Satunlay 
lIlonday, Friday 
Daily 
Thursday, Saturday 
Hunday, \Vednesday 
Monday, Thursday 
Friday 
Sumlay, Tue~day and t:latur. 

day 
Monday, ~'riday 

Sunday, Wednesday 
Didly 
Wednesday, Sunday 

Saturday 
Sunday 

Thur6day 
Tuesday 
Thursday 
Tuesday 
Thursday 
Saturday 
Wednesday 
Wednesday 
Tuesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
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TABLE lO'2B--LIST OF HATS (MARKETS)-concld. 

Serial Name of the Market or Hat 
No. 

2 

54 Miha Hat • 
55 Tulshihata Hat 
56 Barduari . 
57 Harishchandrapur 
58 Bhalukahat 
59 Kariali Hat . 
60 Daulatnagar • 
61 Mashaldaha . 
62 Gaiol . 
63 Alinagar Hat 
64 Raniganj 
65 Paknahat 

Location l't1a.in items of business 

3 4 

Subdivision: Sadar-concld. 

P. S., Harischandrapur 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. S., Gajo! 
Ditto 
Ditto • . 

P. S., Bamangola 

Jute, cereals, pulses, cattle 
Cattle. . . 
Cereals, jute, mustard 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Cereals, paddy • . 
Paddy, rice, gur, mustard 
Paddy, gur, mustard 
Rice" vegeta hIe 
Rice 

Days of operation 

Monday 
Sunday 
Thursday 
Tuesday 

5 

Monday, Saturday 
Wednesday 

Do. 
Saturday 
Thursday 
Friday 
lIIonday 
Tuesday 

Source :-By courtesy of the Joint Director of AgricJllture (Marketing), West Bengal. 





List of Agents-contd. 
JULLUNDUR CITY-

Excelsior Book Depot, Baz Baharwala. 

KANPUR-
Advani & Co., The Mall. 
Sahitya Niketan. 
Universal Book Stall, The Mall. 

KOLHAPUR-
Maharashtra Grantha Bhandar. 

.bUCKNOW-
J. Ray & Sons (India), Ltd., Hazarat Ganj. 
Law Book Agency, 29-A, Kachery Road. 
New Oxford Book Co., J ehangirabad Palace. 
Universal Publisher Ltd., Plaza Build1ng, Hazarat Ganj. 
Upper India Publishing H,)Use. Ltd., Literature Palace. 

Aminuddaula Park. 

LUDHIANA-
Lyall Book Dep6t. 
Mr. Dharam Prakash, B.Sc., Banjiman Hoad. 

MADRAS-
Divine Trading Co., 22, Namashivaya Mudali Street, 

Triplicane. 
Higginbothams. 
K. Krishnamurthi, Mount Road. 
Presidenc.y Book Supplies. 8-C, Pycro£ts Road, Opposite , 

Victoria Hostel, Triplicane. 
Supdt., Government Press, Mount Road. 
Varadachary & Co., Messrs. P. 

MANGALORE-
V. R. Sheuoy & Sons, Car Street. 

MEERUT CANTT.-
Mr. Dharam Prakash, B.Sc. 

MEERUT CITY-
Prakash Educations St'Jres, Near Teh"il. 
University Book Dep6t, Near Tehsil. 

'MY SORE-
J. Nanumal & Sons, Lansdowne Building. 

NAGPUR-
Suprlt., Government Printing, Central Provinces. 

NEW DELHI~ 
Amrit Book Co., Connaught Circus. 
Bhavnani & Sons, Connaught Place. 
Bodh Raj Marwah, Shop No. 65, Pussa Road Market, 

PATIALA-
Jainco, Booksellers, etc., Bazar Shaha Nashin. 

PAT~A-
Sohan Singh & Sons, Pirmohani, P. O. Kadam Kuan. 
Supdt., Government Printing, Bihar, P. O. GuIzar Bagh. 

PATNA CITY~ 
*Hindi Pustak Agency. 
Lakshmi Trading Co., Padri-ki-Haveli. 
Raghunath Parshad & Sons . 

POONA-
Deccan Book Stall, Fergusson College Road. 
Express Book Service, East Street. 
International Book Service, Deccan Gymkhana. 

PUDUKKOTTAI-
P. N. Swaminathan Sivam & Co., Perumal Vilas, Bazar 

Street. 

RAJKOT-
Mohan Lal Dosabhai Shah. 

RANCHI-
IJeal Book Store, Near Paristhan Theatre, Main Rood. 

ROORKEE-
Cambridge Book Dep6t. 

SIIILLONG-
S1lpdt., Assam Secretariat Press. 

SIMI_A-
J. Ray & Sons (India), Ltd. 
Azad Kitab Mahal, Stall No. 13. 
Minerva Book Shop, Regal Cinema Building. 
Sumier Das & Sons, 141, Lower Bazar. 

SIROHI-
National Trading Co. 

srRAT-
Sree Gajan Pustakalaya, Tower Road. 

TR-:-CHINOPOLY FORT-
Kns"ma Sv,ami & Co., Messrs. S., Teppakulam. 

Karol Bagh. 
Chifton & Co, Original Road. Karol Bagb. 
Empire Book Dep6t. 278, Ahganj. Lodi Road. 
English Book Store. G-Block, Connaught Circus. 

, TR:rV ANDRUM-

Faqir Chand Marwah & Sons, No. I A, Regal Buildiug, 
Connaught Circus. 

Hariki~han Das Bedi, R S .. 22. Ann('xe Fcrozeshail Road. 
J. Ray & Sons (India), Ltd .. 2, Re~al Building. 
Jain Book Agency, Connaught Place. 
Jayna Bl10k Depot, Chapparwala Kuan. Karol Bagh. 
Oxford Book & Stationery Coy., Scindia House. 
Ram Krishna & Srms (of Lahore), I3/Ij, Connaught Place. 
Saraswati Book Dep6t, 15, Lady Hardinge Road. 
Sikh Publishing House, Ltd., 7-C, Connaught Place. 

InternatIonal Book House, 33, Valia Chalai. 

UDATPl'R-
Mewar Book Dep6t. 

UJJAIN-
Mam kchand 1300k Depot. Patni Bazar. 

VELLORE-
Venkatasuhb,n, Mr. S., Law Bookseller. 

• For Hin! Publications only. 
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LIst of Agents in India from whom 
Government of India Publications are available. 

AGRA'::_ 
English Book Dep6t, -:raj Road. 
National Book House, Jeomandi. 
Wadhwa & Co., Raja Mandi. 

AHMEDABAD-
Chandra Kant Chiman Lal Vora, Gandhi Road. 
Intlradhanu Book House Ltd., Mission Road, Bhadra. 
New Order Book Co., Ellis Bridge. 

AJMER-
Banthiya & Co., Ltd., Station Road. 

AKOLA-
Bakshi, Mr. M. G. 

ALLAHABAD-
Central Book DepM, 44, Johnston Ganj. 
Kitabistan, 17-A, City Road. 
Law Book Co., Post Box No. 4, Allert Road •. 
Ram Narain Lal, I, Bank Road. 
Supdt., Ptg. & Stationery, U. P. 
University Book Agency (of Lahore), Post Box No. 63-
Wheeler & Co., Messrs. A. H. 

ALWAR-
Jaina General Stores, Bazaza Bazar. 

AMBALA CANTT.
English Book Dep6t. 

AMRITSAR-
Peoples' Book Shop, Court Road. • 
Sikh Publishing House Ltd., Court Road. 

BANARAS-
Banaras Book Corporation, University Road, P. O. Lanka. 
Students Friends, University Gate. 
*Hindi Pustak Agency. 

BANGALORE-
Book Emporium, Messrs. S. S., lIS, G. H. Extension 

Basavangudi P. O. 
Vichara Sahitya Ltd., Balepet. 

BAREILLY-
Agarwal Bros., Bara Bazar. 
Sahitya Niketan, Pulkazi. 

BARODA-
Good Companions. 

BIKANER
Goyal & Co. 

BOMBAY-
Clifton & Co., P. O. Box No. 6753, Sion. Bombay-22. 
Co-operators' Book Dep6t. 9, Bakehouse Lane, Fort. 
Current Book House, Hornby Road. 
Dutt & Co., P. O. Box No. 6014, Parel. 
Lakhani Book DepOt, BombaY-4. 
National Information & Publications Ltd., National House. 
New Book Co., Kitab Mahal, 188-90, Hornby Road. 
Popular Book DepOt, Grant Road. 
Supdt., Government Printing & Stationery. Queens Road. 
Sydenham College Co-operative Stores, Ltd., 90. Hornby 

Road. . 
Taraporevala Sons & Co., Messrs. D. B. 
Thacker & Co .• Ltd. 
Tripathi & Co., Messrs/N. M., Princess Street. Kalvadebi 

Road. ,/ 
Wheeler & Co., Mes~rs. A. H.._ 

CALCUTTA-
Chatterjee & Co .• 3. Bacha Ram Chatterjee Lane. 
·Hindi Pustak Agency. 203, Harrison Road. 
Hindu Library, 69-A, Bala Ram De Street. 
Lahiri & Co., Ltd., Messrs. S. K. 
Newman & Co., Ltd., Messrs. W. 
R. Camb.ray & Co.. Ltd., Kent House, P-33. Mission Row 

ExtenslOn. 
Roy Chowdhury & Co .• Messrs. N. M., 72, Harrison Road. 
Sarkar & Sons Ltd .• Messrs. S. C., I / 1 /IC, College Square. 
Standard Law Book Society, 41, Beltala Road, Bhowanipur 

P. O. 
Thacker, Spink & Co. (1933) Ltd. 

CHAMBA-
_ Chamba Stationery Mart. 

CHANDAUSI-
Mr. Madan Mohan. 

CUT TACK-
Press Officer, Orissa Secretariat. 

DEHRA DUN-
Jugal Kishore &; Co. 

DELHI-
Atma Ram & Sons, Publishers, etc., Kashmere Gate. 
Bahri Brothers, 188. Lajpat Rai Market. 
Federal Law DepOt. Kashmere Gate. 
·Hindi Pustak Agency. 
Imperial Publishing Co., 3. Faiz Bazar, Darya Ganj. 
Indian Army Book DepOt. 3. Darya Gani. 
Jaina & Bros .• Messrs. J. M., Mori Gate. 
M. Gulab Singh & Sons. 
Metropolitan Book Co .• Delhi Gate. 
N. C. Kansil & Co., Model Basti. Lane NO.3. 
New StationeI1l House, Subzimandi. 
Technical & Commercial Book Dep6t, Students Park 

Kashmere Gate. 
Youngman & Co. (Regd.), Egerton Road. 

FEROZEPUR
English Book DepOt. 

GORAKHPUR-
Halchal Sahitya Mandir. 

GWALIOR-
Jain & Bros., Messrs. M. B .• Sarafa Road. 
Mr. P. T. Sathe. Law Book Dealer. 

HYDERABAD (DECCAN)
Hyderabad Book DepOt. 

INDORE-
Students and Studies, Sanyogitaganj. 

JAIPUR CITY-
Garg Book Co., Tripola Bazar. 
Vani Mandir, Sawai Mansingh Highway. 

JAMMU (TA WI)~ 
Krishna General Stores. Raghunath Bazar. 

JHANSI-
Bhatia Book DepOt. Sadar Bazar. 
English Book DepOt. 

JODHPUR-
Kitab Ghar. Sojati Gate. 
Mr. Dwarkadas Rathi. 

·For Hindi Publications only. 




